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Marking of the camouflage uniform for visual
and near infrared spectrum
Ivana Z. Stanimirovic2, Jana Z. Vujic1, Nikolina Stanic Loknar2
1
2

Polytechnic of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia,
Faculty of Graphic Arts, Zagreb, Croatia.

Abstract
Hiding in nature is based on design of the uniform which has the same colors and shapes in the
visual spectrum as the surroundings. Dyes twins
and their parameters for the colors of the flora: forest, meadow, rainforest, orchards and for sandy and
stony spaces are being set up. Algorithms and data
for industrial dyes “twins” that include camouflage
for the visual spectrum and for the infrared spectrum are being expanded. Design and dyeing of the
material for camouflage uniforms for the infrared
component of the sunlight as well as for the artificial NIR sources are being adjusted. The twins carry double information. Z-dyes answers in the close
infrared spectrum and its twin indentifies itself only
in the spectrum of our naked eye. The minimum
value of ΔE distinction between two dyes is less
than 3 and it is being additionally compensated with
individual dissemination and deformation of pixels.
Key words: Z value, camouflage uniform,
CMYKIR separation, NIR scanning, color management for infrared spectrum, stegano-graphy

Flowers and accompanying leaves can be differentiated only with the visual spectrum instruments. Our eyes can enjoy the infinite coloring of
flora. The instruments, that have a barrier only on
the infrared spectrum, do not differentiate between
the red or the white flower roses. Fortunately, our
eyes are not sensitive considering even that issue.
Stone and soil recognition is different in infrared and visual spectrum. Some granites absorb the
IR wavelength so well that when looking through
IR glasses we see them as black, even though they
“shine” in the sun. Earth has a wide range of absorbing capacities which is presented in a dual
photograph Figure 3.

1. Camouflage among plants
Plant world does not absorb infrared light.
Flora is unvarying, not recognizable with infrared
glasses.
Black tulip flower does not differ from the red
one. Plants are light, depending on how much the
sun is hidden behind the clouds or whether the
plant is in shadow. The same goes for the products
of vegetable origin: red wine does not differ from
the white one.
In order to perform camouflage around plants,
we have selected a set of industrial dyes that have
a specific ability of light absorption. Let’s name
them V-dyes by which we accentuate their ability
to recognize all color tones in the visual spectrum.
920

Figure 1a. Camouflage uniform for RGB spectrum
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Figure 1b. Camouflage uniform for infrared
spectrum, he same characteristics as the flora

Figure 3. Flowers, earth, stone in RGB and IR
spectrum. Various Z values for minerals
V-dyes are being used in textile industry, leather
industry, dyeing of weapons. In those cases and actions when the camouflage is performed in the plant
world. But, as well as flora, production of such industrial V-dyes is strictly making sure for them not
to absorb infrared light. By mixing of process dyestuff, algorithms were developed which managed
designe of a military uniform (Figure 1), and which
does not fit in the desert surroundings. The uniform
is being camouflaged and becomes unrecognizable
for both the visual spectrum and the IR binoculars
on the military equipment. For this reason of one
big segment of insensibility on infrared light, flora,
design of the camouflage clothing becomes subject
of our many researches of substance characteristics
in the absorption of the visual spectrum.
2. Camouflage among animals
Figure 2. Flora, flowers in RGB and IR spectrum,
there is no different absorption in NIR
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Fauna has a wide range of colors which are being absorbed both in the visual and in the close
infrared spectrum. Unlike flora, some animals, or
921
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some of their parts have double abilities of detecting visual and infrared light. On figure 4 there are
two dogs whose hairs have almost the same abilities to absorb the light in the visual and infrared
spectrum. Such animals are the reason for production of industrial dyes that will imitate the animal
world in V and Z spectrum.

We named the industrial dyes that absorb in the
wider spectrum from 400 to 1000 nm Z-dyes. We
use the mark Z which is defined as the value of
absorption of NIR light on 1000 nm. Value Z goes
from zero to one [1]. The special case in which Z
assimilates value zero, we call V-dyestuff.
Naked eye does not see wavelengths above 700
nm. Therefore our eye is not the measure of discerning V-dyes from Z-dyes. Our eye can experience the power of light absorption on Z-value only
if using infrared glasses. Double ZRGB camera
[2] recognizes Z-value as the information showed
as a gray tone. The camera is a controlling device
for estimation intensity of Z value for skin or uniform which shows the absorption ability of light in
visual as well as in infrared spectrum. The camouflaging equipment is not defined by one segment.
Dyeing of clothes depends on where the hiding
will take place. The recipe of dyeing is being adjusted for each surroundings. In that direction we
are developing dyes with which we will build a
visible / invisible information depending on with
which instrument we are intending to decipher the
contents on the uniform and in the uniform.
3. Spectrograms of process colors

Figure 4. Fauna, two dogs with hair that absorbs
V and Z spectrum in the same way
922

Dyes are being observed through a conventional spectral analysis. Uniform we did with the
plotters for textile. For each dyestuff C, M, Y,
K, M1, C1 package, spectrograms of those dyes
which will soonest show us the way to recipes for
creating twins are being carried out. On Figure 5
are shown spectrograms for process dyes yellow,
magenta and cyan, and their derivatives orange,
green and red. The spectrograms themselves are
made for printer dyes and canvas for attested purpose. The reading was executed with an “Spectro
Eye / x.rite”.
We have introduced the twins term. CMYKIR
separation [3] used Tvins. Those are two dyes that
have equal abilities in the visual spectrum, more
shortly put, the same color. The first twin cannot be recognized in the infrared spectrum. The
second twin also absorbs the close infrared light.
On those experiments of mixing and creating new
pairs of dyes, the camouflage clothing for the surroundings and flora and fauna is being developed.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Figure 5. Reflection, spectrography in the visual
spectrum from 400 to 700 nm
Table 1. 16 Twins for textile dyeing
C0,M0,Y0 %
K=0 %

C40,M40,Y40 %
K=40 %

1

33, 33, 33

7, 1, 2

2

43, 95, 90

2, 77, 65

3

41, 39, 86

18, 4, 71

4

34, 95, 52

0, 84, 36

5

86, 82, 85

65, 34, 36

6

59, 36, 36

53, 2, 0

7

99, 99, 99

77, 62, 81

8

61, 35, 51

48, 2, 21

9

43, 99, 100

0, 76, 67

10

99, 43, 40

90, 2, 2

11

97, 55, 22

93, 18, 0

12

45, 55, 99

24, 22, 90

13

30, 76, 77

0, 59, 53

14

44, 81, 42

17, 72, 8

15

80,32,75

71,0,45

16

50, 38, 99

35, 7, 78

Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Military uniform design consists of small surfaces, each being filled with the same color. On the
same clothes four to five tones of the same color
are being combined. Calculating the number of
twins is being conducted through an experimental iterative method of searching the smallest ΔE
(delta E) values as measures of differentiating two
similar color tones. The technology of printing and
measuring of visual abilities of dyes is long because it is being combined with the spectral analysis of the twins searching for deviation places of
two different prints. Big attention is being given
to maintaining the same print conditions. Switching to a different technology, such as screen print,
demands a preliminary procedure of establishing a
base gray color. This base determines a minimum
of light tone with a goal that the IR absorption is
being shown on at least 40% of Z values for all the
latter tones. It was determined from the former experiences that the Z-40 is a lower success threshold of multi-color spot print for all the materials
and print technologies.
Our eye distinguishes two color tones if a dE
value is more than 5. However, when InfrareDesign [4] technology is being applied that value
needs to be less than 3. This criterion is very important for a camouflage uniform [3] because camouflage shapes are one-tone [5]. Our eye notices
the difference of twins’ touch if the touch surfaces
are bigger than a few millimeters. In programming of the twins’ touch, milled irregular raster
form and pixel deformation is being used [6, 7].
Our eyes are being played in order to create a “visual mess” and divert attention from the imperfection of identifying the color tone of the two twins.
Contrary to that method, the act itself in the twins’
development is being conducted through their
touch on the straight line. The numerical measuring ΔE does not start until our eye stops noticing
the borderline of the touch between two twins. In
this article dyes for linen for visual and infrared
spectrum are being shown. Double information
design is developed for the ultraviolet dyes [7] that
function as the carriers of steganographic settings
of the protective print. The combining with their
characteristics of absorption of the IR light opens
an extreme safety print on improving the uniform
for sensitive tasks.
923
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4. Marking the uniform by adding
information for the visual and infrared
spectrum
The military-camouflage issue is being spread
on dyeing with dyes that controllably appear as Vdyes, as Z-dyes and as a combination of V and Z
dyes. We are adding informational characteristics
with double text and graphics to the camouflage
uniform.
To add information means to add a picture to the
clothes which we will not be able to see with our
eyes but the infrared camera will recognize it. Design spreads on the opposite issue as well: visible to
our eyes and undistinguishable with the IR glasses.
The infrared camera [2] recognizes Z-dyes.
They are being used to cover that part of linen
which has the IR information. On Figure 6 there
is a text: “ARMY IVANA VILKO” dyed with Zdyes. Previously the breaking of the letter edges
with individual toothed disseminated shapes has
been performed.
All Z-twins in table 1 have been experimentally
brought to value Z of 0,40 absorption NIR of sunlight. We have developed IR / VS cameras that distinguish the aloof values of light absorption for the
spectrum between 400 and 1000 nm. In this way all
letter characters on the camouflage uniform (Figure 6) can be recognized with a ZRGB camera as if
they were of the same gray intensity [2].
Print on linen is done simultaneously with the
process dyes by imitating one-tone spot dyes.
The entire uniform is being sewn with labels on
the inside of the jacket as well. This experiment
is the entry to the richness of the future design of
uniforms which carry a camouflage message. For
instance, the marking itself “under the collar, inside the jacket, the inside of the hat”. Dyes twins
enable such approach to general camouflage and
targeted surface of hiding information. Picture,
graphics can have a multiple function. Belonging to a certain military formation, indication of a
planned action, military rank, additionally marked
soldier’s rank. On Figure 7 a uniform design has
been shown which in IR light has a drawing of an
eagle on the back. Level of importance and commitment has been defined.

924

Figure 6. Military uniform, a vest with planned
information in the infrared spectrum. The system
of dyes twins is being used
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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In Table 1, 16 twins were given. Dyes range is
from completely light that have grayness of 30% to
dyes which are dark, almost black. The choice includes reddish and dark brown dyes which are used
for imitating fur samples on animals. In the assortment of twins in Table 1 there are a few green tones
that are the most common in imitating flora. Blue
twin tones cover the area of water and sky. Rarity
camouflage is imitating of poisonous snakes, lizards and insects. This does not strictly belong to the
military domain, but to a design of extreme nature
imitation. Such colorful world could carry a double
message: visible / invisible. Computer graphics is
the way of many new designer attempts. Using the
dyestuff twins according to the recipes from Table
1, opens a new world of double message to the designers. Military uniform design is present on regular clothes. Dyestuff twins offer hidden informing
and the real existence of supervisory cameras all
around us is being used.

Figure 8a. Military belt, visual spectrum

Figure 7. Military uniform with an emphasized
mark of belonging to a military formation recognizable by a supervisory IR camera

Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The technology of marking in military equipment spread to many materials and appurtenant
dyes. Computer drawers in function of digital print
have abilities of individualized infliction of information. Their dyes are water, washing, application
of protective materials persistent. Newer printers
enable spatial sprinkling of dyes. They are indepen925
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dent from thickness, surface roughness and flexibility of the materials on which dyes are being applied.
Thick leather could be marked for recognition in
IR light. On Figure 8 there is a military leather belt
with an individualized message which can be read
with a ZRGB camera, for instance.

design development for those combinations. The
disclosure also hides in itself the idea of “hiding”
by which many new characteristics are being assigned to the military camouflage uniform. Basis
for making dyeing algorithms for twins’ development, two or more dyes of equal RGB values. For
each material, cotton, silk, leather, artificial fiber, it
is necessary to determine a new mix of dye-twins.
Even though it is about the same visual tone, the
same dyes with which we are mixing new tones,
each new material on which the dyes are being applied asks for a new determination of the spectral
answering of twins. Dyes twins enable the transfer
of hidden information.
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Cost model in function of optimal capacity
planning of port container terminal
Zdenka Zenzerovic, Sinisa Vilke, Natasa Antonini,
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Maritime Studies, Rijeka, Republic of Croatia.

Abstract
The aim of this paper is to show how the application of the queuing theory, as one of the quantitative research methods, could plan an optimal capacity of a port container terminal, which is one of the
conditions for efficient functioning of the terminal.
The problem of determining optimal capacity of the
container terminal is reduced to calculating an optimal number of berths, since the capacity of the berth
defines the necessary capacity of the other subsystems, and thereby the capacity of the entire container terminal. For the actualization of the mentioned
research aim a model of total costs is set, whereby
a combination of the number of berths and cranes
for which the total costs are minimal is determined.
This model can be applied for taking decisions related to manageability of any container terminal as
terminals in current or future business conditions.
The presented model is tested on an example of the
container terminal at the Port of Rijeka.
Key words: cost model, queuing theory, optimal capacity planning, port container terminal,
container terminal at the Port of Rijeka.
1. Introduction
Since the eightieth’s of the last century the world
container traffic has shown a continuous and intensive development generated by the growth of global
transport and the advantages of containerization,
such as: the safety of goods inside containers, easier
and faster cargo handling, the reduction of the turnaround time of ships in port and the integration of different transport modes into a unique transport chain
by „door to door“ service. The container transport is
nowadays the most perspective way of transporting
cargo for which the further growth being predicted
within the world foreign trade exchange.
The optimal capacity planning is one of the
conditions for efficient functioning of a port container terminal. However, since the fluctuations
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

of container reload conditioned by the uneven arrival of ships to the terminal and uneven duration
of manipulations with containers caused by various factors, it is not simple to determine and size
in practice an optimal capacity of a port container
terminal. From the port service customer point of
view it would be ideal for the terminal to handle
the reserve capacity that should be applied to container reload necessity in case of current maximum
capacity achieving of the terminal. However, the
mentioned additional capacity would reduce the
usage degree of the terminal and increase a part of
fixed charges in its business activity.
The capacity of the port container terminal [1]
represents the amount of throughput of certain
berths of the terminal in the selected time unit. As
the capacity of the berth determines the throughput
of the entire system of the container terminal, and
indirectly the adequate capacity of the other subsystems of the terminal, the problem of determining
optimal capacity of the port container terminal is
reduced to calculating an optimal number of berths.
One of the ways of determining the optimal capacity of a port container terminal is the application of quantitative methods, of which in this paper
the queuing theory was implemented.
In respect to the research object, in this paper the
following hypothesis has been set: for the optimal
capacity planning of the port container terminal a
model of total costs based on the queuing theory
can be applied. By applying this model a combination of the number of berths and cranes at the berth
with the minimum costs for the given traffic of the
terminal is determined, whereby the optimal functioning of the terminal can be achieved.
The function of the total costs was published by
P. Schonfeld and S. Frank in 1984 [2] for a container port with one berth. Later, in 1995 Z. Zenzerović
in her dissertation [3] expands the model on the port
with several berths and through graphics and calculations determines the change of every type of costs
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depending on the number of berths and cranes. Č.
Dundović and Z. Zenzerović publish in 2000 [4]
the model of costs for the general cargo port. The
previous model is in the book System Optimisation
of Croatian Container Ports in 2001 [5] applied on
real data for container terminal at the Port of Rijeka.
The extension of the previous researches [6] is related to the cost model with the formulas for some
types of costs modified and applied to the container
terminal at the Port of Rijeka.
In order to apply the cost model that is based
on the queuing theory it is necessary to define the
port container terminal as a serving system with
adequate parameters, which is shown in papers
[1], [7], [8], [9], [10], and then to calculate the
indicators of a port container terminal operation
using queuing theory formulas from books [11],
[12] or, which is more practical, to apply relevant
software, i.e. WINQSB [13].
In this paper in the first place the impact analysis of container terminal capacity on the total ship
stay at terminal is performed as one of the essential indicators for the efficient business activity of
the terminal. Following, introducing the costs as
optimization criterion, the cost model that can be
applied in optimal capacity planning of the terminal, tested on an example of container terminal at
the Port of Rijeka, is set.
2. Impact of container terminal capacity on
the total ship stay at terminal
The berth capacity is defined by the number of
ships that can be serviced in an observed time unit at
a determined berth. For terminals with more berths
the total capacity is calculated with the formula

m

å

= S ⋅ m ,.............................. (1)

where:
S – number of container berths
μ – berth service rate (the number of ships that
can be serviced in a time unit).
As mentioned, the port container terminal capacity depends on the number of berths and the
throughput of each berth, so it is useful to determine in which way and to what extent these parameters affect the total ship stay at the terminal,
and thus the total costs.
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2.1. Impact of the number of berths on the
total ship stay at terminal
Since the port container terminal is defined as a
serving system, the impact of the number of berths
on the total ship stay at a terminal can be tested using the queuing theory [3], [11].
If the ship arrival rate λ and the serving time
Wserv are constant, then the increase of the number of berths S affects the progressive decrease of
the average time of ship’s waiting WQ and the total
time of ship stay at the terminal W, and the value
for which the time of ship stay at the terminal will
be reduced depends on the values of berth occupancy ρ and the number of berths S.
The difference W(S+1)-W(S) can be calculated
by the difference LQ(S+1)-LQ(S) that is obtained by
the following equation (the formula derivation is
shown in detail by the dissertation [3])

r S +1
P0 ( S ) ⋅ P0 ( S + 1) ⋅
S!

rS 
1
⋅
×
+
r
+
+
1
...

⋅
( S − r) 2 ( S − r + 1) 2 
S !
LQ ( S + 1) − LQ ( S ) = −

[

]

⋅ ( S − r)3 + 2S ( S − r) + S +

[

]}

r S +1
⋅
( S + 1)!

⋅ r 2 + S ( S − r + 1) 2 < 0. , ................... (2)
where:
S – number of berths
ρ – berth occupancy, ρ = λ/μ
W – time of ship stay at terminal
LQ – number of ships in queue
P0 – probability that there are no ships at the
terminal.
In Table 1. the values of the difference LQ(S+1)LQ(S) calculated according to the number of berths
(from 1 to 10) and the berth occupancy (from 0.1
to 0.9) are shown.
Based on the results from Table 1. it is concluded:
1. The values of the difference [LQ(S+1)-LQ(S)]
are negative, which means that with an increase
in the number of the berths the number of ships in
queue is reduced regardless of the increased number
of berths and the value of particular berth occupancy.
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Table 1. Values of the difference LQ ( S + 1) − LQ ( S ) in relation to the number of berths and the berth
occupancy

2. The absolute values of the difference
[LQ(S+1)-LQ(S)] are reduced with in an increase
in the number of berths, while with an increase
of the berth occupancy the same are increased.
That means at the terminal with an increase of
ship arrivals rate λ, the berth occupancy ρ is also
increased, and with an increase in the number of
berths the number of ships in queue is progressively reduced.
3. The previous Table can be used for planning
the number of berths at the container terminal
since it shows the results useful for decision making regarding the number of berths (values on the
left from stepwise lines). Since WQ = LQ / λ, and λ
is constant, it follows that WQ changes analogously
to LQ, so this Table can also be useful for the analysis of the waiting time of the ship.
2.2. Impact of the service rate on the total
ship stay at terminal
In assumption that the number of berths S and the
ship arrivals rate λ are constant, then any increase of
the service rate μ affect the progressively reduction
of the average duration of service time Wserv and the
total time of ship stay at the terminal W.
The total time of a ship stay at the terminal is
calculated with the formula [11]
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W (r) = r +

r S +1
⋅
2
l (S − 1) ! (S − r)
−1


1
r2
rS
r S +1 
+ ..... (3)
⋅ 1 + r +
+ +
+

2
S ! S ! (S − r) 
m


The difference of time of a ship stay at the terminal when the berth occupancy changes to the
value of h ( h ≠ 0 ) is D hW = W (r + h) − W (r) .
The change value of the total time of ships stay
at the terminal is calculated by the following equations (detailed formula derivation is shown by the
dissertation [3]):
- if the change value of berth occupancy ρ is
given
h

D hW ≅ h ⋅ W ′ r +  ...................... (4)
2


P (r)
rS
1
′
⋅ 0 2⋅
W (r) = 1 +
l  ( S − 1) ! ( S − r)

P (r)
r S +1  
2r
⋅ 1 + ( S − r) +
− 0 2⋅
 , .... (5)
−
r
−
r
−
(
)
(
1
)
!
S
S
S



- if the change value of service rate μ is given
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1
h1
h1 
. ,...... (6)
D hW ≅ − r
⋅ W ′ r − r
2 m + h 1 
m + h1

where:
P0 – probability that there are no ships at the
terminal
h – change of berth occupancy ρ
h1 – change of service rate μ .
In order to simplify the determining of the difference value D hW the values of the numeric expression X = l ⋅ W ′( r ) according to the number of
berths (from 1 to 10) and the berth occupancy (from
0.1 to 0.9) are calculated and shown in Table 2.
From Table 2. it is concluded:
1. The values W ′ (r) are positive for any value
of ρ, S and λ. However, the difference value D hW
will be positive or negative depending on the fact
if h presents the increase or decrease of the berth
occupancy.
2. The values W ′ (r) show different tendencies
regarding the changes of the number of berths S
and the berth occupancy ρ, namely: with an increase in the number of berths for determined ρ
they are reduced, and with an increase of ρ for determined S they are increased.
3. The shown Table can also be used for planning the number of berths at the container terminal: by an increase of service rate, beside unchanged number of berths, the total time of ship

stay at terminal will be progressively reduced, and
thereby also the total costs of ship stay at terminal.
2.3. Interdependency of port container terminal indicators
Taking a decision regarding the optimal capacity
of the container terminal one of significant indicators is the time of ship stay at the terminal. Based on
the impact of the number of berths and service rate
on the total ship stay at the terminal it is possible to
compare the variants in relation to the volume of
traffic and the number of cranes per berth.
For example, the total traffic of the container terminal at the Port of Rijeka in the year 2010 was 262
ships at I. berth with two ship gangs and 23 ships at
II. berth with one ship gang; therefore, with 2 berths
and 3 cranes (see section 3.2. of this paper). The
reduction of the number of cranes at I. berth would
affect the change of serving parameters: the arrival
rate λ = 0.7176 ships/day remains equal, but the service rate is reduced to μ = 1.1959 ships/day why the
berth occupancy is increased to ρ = 0.60.
Using the equation (6) and the values
from Table 2. of this paper, it follows that
the expected time of ship stay would arise by
D hW ≅ 0,2535 ⋅ 1 / 0,07176 ⋅ W ′(0,5197 ) , respectively for more than 35 hours, which would negatively affect the total costs value.

Table 2. Values X = l ⋅ W ′( r ) in relation to the number of berths and the berth occupancy
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Table 3. The functioning indicators of the container terminal according to the number of berths
(λ=0.7176 ships/day, μ = 2.0712 ships/day, ρ = 0.3465)
S
1
2
3

ρ/S
0.3465
0.1732
0.1155

P0
65.3534
70.4691
70.7053

Pw
34.6466
5.1157
0.5541

LQ
0.1837
0.0107
0.0007

L
0.5301
0.3572
0.3472

WQ
0.2560
0.0149
0.0010

W
0.7388
0.4977
0.4838

Note: S - number of berths; P0, Pw – probabilities (in %), LQ i L – related to ships, WQ, W – time (days)

However, the change of crane number does not
affect only the change of time of ship stay at the
terminal but also other indicators related to the
operating of the terminal, such as the change of
the number of berths, which is confirmed by the
example from table 3.
From Table 3. it is concluded that the change
of the number of berths (by constant λ and μ) affects the increase, respectively the decrease, of the
indicators values of container terminal. Namely,
by an increase of the number of berths, the following indicators are reduced: the average number of
ships in queue as well as at the terminal, the average time of ship’s waiting, the time of ship stay at
the terminal and the probability of waiting; but the
vacancy of berth is increased.
Further to the previous conclusions it follows
the question how to define the number of berths as
well as the capacity of other elements included in
the serving process at the container terminal, since
it is not possible to eliminate both the ship’s and
berth’s waiting.
For taking such a decision it is necessary to introduce a certain criterion, for example, the percentage of berth usage, the duration of ship’s waiting in queue or the number of ships in the queue,
thereby the indicator representing the criterion
that is considered most important for the effective
functioning of container terminal is chosen.
The efficiency is increased either by increasing
the number of berths or reducing the average serving time; in the first case the vacancy of berths will
“increase”, and in the second case it is possible
the effect on the quality of service and reduce the
number of ship arrivals. Therefore the efficiency
of the container terminal can be best determined
by using the value indicators, in other words by
applying the model of costs.

3. Model of total costs of port container
terminal
In order to determine the optimal solution an
adequate optimization criterion is chosen. In this
paper the criterion is expressed in terms of value,
i.e. by means of costs calculated for the defined
time unit. The shown model shall be applied to
actual data of container terminal at Port of Rijeka.
3.1. Defining the model of total costs of port
container terminal
The cost model of port container terminal
is presented with the function of total port costs
(C) which includes the following costs: berths
costs (Cb), costs of container cranes (Cd ), costs of
transport-handling equipment (Cpp ), crane operator costs (Cld ), operator costs (Clp ), stacking area
costs (Cwh ), costs of ship stay in the port (CW ) and
cargo costs (CQ ).
Therefore, the function of total costs of the
container terminal system has the form:
C = Cb + Cd + C p p + Cl d + Cl p + C w h + CW + CQ ,
......................................... (7)

where C is the symbol for total costs of the port
container terminal expressed in money units in the
observed time unit, for example in €/hr.
The amount of a single type of cost is calculated with the matching formulas (8) – (25):
Cb = S ⋅ cb ............................... (8)
Cd = S ⋅ d ⋅ cd ............................. (9)
C p p = p ⋅ c p p ............................ (10)

Cl d = l ⋅ d ⋅ tl d ⋅ cl d ......................(11)
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Cl p = n ⋅ cl p ........................... (12)

C w h = k w h ⋅ a ⋅ cw h ...................... (13)
CW = l ⋅ W ⋅ cW ........................ (14)
C Q = l ⋅ W ⋅ Q ⋅ cQ ..................... (15)

where:
S – number of berths in port container terminal,
cb – cost per berth (€/hr); if cb is not given, it can
be calculated taking into consideration the
capital recovery factor and the costs of berth
maintenance:
c =
b



B
 0


B0
Nb
i
Mb
d
cd

–
–
–
–
–
–


i (1 + i )N b
1
. ...... (16)
+M ⋅
⋅
b
N

3
6
5
⋅
2
4
(1 + i ) b − 1



initial price of berth (€),
economical life cycle of berth (years),
interest rate,
annual maintenance cost per berth (€).
number of container cranes per berth,
costs per crane (€/hr) calculated on the basis
of the initial price of crane, the economical
life cycle of crane and the annual maintenance cost per crane



i (1 + i ) N d
1
.
+ Md ⋅
cd =  D0 ⋅
Nd
(1 + i ) − 1

 365 ⋅ 2 4
....................................... (17)

D0
Nd
Md
p
cpp

–
–
–
–

initial price of crane (€),
economical life cycle of crane (years),
annual maintenance cost per crane (€).
number of transport-handling equipment
used in operations per one ship,
– unit cost per transport-handling equipment
(€/hr).

cp p

N


i (1 + i ) p p
1
.
=  P0 ⋅
+ Mpp ⋅
Np p
(1 + i )
−1

 365 ⋅ 2 4

....................................... (18)
P0 – initial price of transport-handling equipment (€),
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Npp – economical life cycle of transport-handling
equipment (years),
Mpp – annual maintenance cost per equipment (€).
λ – intensity of ship arrivals (ship /hr),
d – number of crane operators
tld – operating time for crane operators, or the
duration of ship reload (hr/crane/ship) calculated with formula:
tl d = ( x ⋅ y ) / d f . ........................ (19)

However, if tld is less than the minimal operating time in each shift, for example 7 hours, then
the port pays minimal hours, and not the real value
tld. That means that tld = max (tld, tmin), where tmin
stands for the minimal duration of working shift.
Symbol d in formula (11) refers to the number
of crane operators, and in formula (19) to the number of cranes. The difference between the number
of cranes and crane operators occurs because of the
fact that one crane is operated by 2 crane operators.
x – number of reloaded containers per ship,
y – duration of one life cycle of crane (hr/TEU),
f
– interference coefficient (0<f<1).
cld – unit cost for crane operator (€/hr),
n – number of operators participated in transport-handling operations per ship,
clp – unit cost for operator (€/hr).
kwh – required stacking area capacity
k w h = l ⋅ x ............................ (20)

a – stacking surface per container (m2/TEU),
cwh – cost per unit of stacking surface (€/TEU/
hr) calculated with formula

cw h

N


i (1 + i ) w h
1
= Wh 0 ⋅
+ M wh  ⋅
Nw h
(1 + i ) − 1

 365 ⋅ 2 4
...................................... (21)

Wh0 – initial price of stacking area (€),
Nwh – economical life cycle of stacking area (years),
Mwh – annual maintenance cost of stacking area
(€).
W – average time of ship stay at container terminal, i.e. the ship’s time spent in a queue
and the ship’s servicing time on the berth
(hr/ship),
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cW – cost per unit of ship stay at container terminal (€/h) calculated on the basis of the
initial ship value, the economical life cycle
of a ship and the annual costs of ship maintenance according to formula
cW

N


i (1 + i ) W
1
= W0 ⋅
+ MW  ⋅
NW
(1 + i )
−1

 365 ⋅ 2 4

...................................... (22)
W0 – initial ship value (€),
NW – economical life cycle of a ship (years),
MW – annual maintenance cost of a ship (€).
Value W is one of the indicators of the port functioning obtained by applying the queuing theory,
and the manner of calculating depends on the type
of problem of the queue considering the elements
that determine the type of problem of the queue:
distribution of ship arrival, distribution of serving
time, serving discipline and number of berths. The
types of queues M/M/l/∞ and M/M/S/∞ are used
for this paper since they are the most common cases of serving processes in port container terminals.
The average time of ship stay at container terminal with more berths is calculated with formula
W = WQ + 1 / m ......................... (23)

WQ – waiting time for available berth

WQ =

r S +1
l ⋅ ( S − 1) ! ( S − r ) 2

 S −1 r n

rS
⋅ å +

 n=0 n ! S ! (1 − r / S ) 

−1

,

....................................... (24)
where ρ = λ / μ , and μ is the service rate (ships/
hr) calculated according to formula:

m = 1 /( t l d + t m ) ............................. (25)
tld
tm
Q
cQ

– duration of ship reload (hr/crane/ship).
– duration of docking/leaving port.
– average amount of cargo, i.e. average number of containers (TEU/ship),
– cost per container (€/hr).

Because of practical reasons, for costs calculation
the applying of relevant software is recommended.
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3.2. Case study - container terminal at the port
of rijeka
The container terminal of the Port of Rijeka has
two berths: I. berth, the Kostrensko quay – south
and II. berth, the Kostrensko quay – west. The
southern berth is 295 m long and the sea depth 12
m at the quay, while the western berth is 164 m
long with the sea depth of 11 m at the quay.
On the western berth the older port container
crane “Metalna” is located. This crane was moved
from the south quay in 2009 in order to increase the
operating capacity of the terminal. Since the limited
crane outreach and the possibility for lower containers lifting, “Metalna” is used only for the handling
of smaller container ships, when the south berth is
not available. There are two port container cranes
of the manufacturer Samsung on the southern berth,
whose technical-technological features ensure the
existing needs of the container terminal.
The actual total surface area of the container
terminal in the Port of Rijeka is around 140 000 m2
while the stacking surface is 56 100 m2. Immediately, the horizontal transport-handling machinery
that includes reachstackers and tugmasters with
trailers and semi-trailers is used for ship and stacking operations at the terminal.
The parameters values of the model of total
costs of the container terminal in the Port of Rijeka are the following:
Number of berths		
S = 2			
Initial price of berth
- I. berth		
B0 = 2 040 301 €
- II. berth		
B0 = 1 050 107 €
Interest rate		
i=5
Economical life cycle of berth Nb=50 years
Annual maintenance cost per berth
- I. berth		
Mb = 204 030.10 €		
- II. berth		
Mb = 105 010.70 €
Number of cranes
- I. berth		
d=1
- II. berth		
d=2
Initial price of crane
- “Metalna” crane D0 = 1 736 689 €
- “Samsung” crane D0 = 5 382 517 €
Economical life cycle of crane Nd = 10 years
Annual maintenance cost per crane
- “Metalna” crane Md = 173 668.90 €
- “Samsung” crane Md = 538 251.70 €
933
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Number of reachstackers per ship
- 1 ship gang
p=1
- 2 ship gangs
p=2
Number of tugmasters per ship
- 1 ship gang
p=3
- 2 ship gangs
p=6
Number of trailers/semi trailers per ship
- 1 ship gang
p=3
- 2 ship gangs
p=6
Initial price of transport-handling equipment
- reachstacker
P0 = 338 750 €
- tugmaster		
P0 = 140 000 €
- trailer		
P0 = 35 000 €
Economical life cycle		
of transport-handling equipment Npp = 7 years
Annual maintenance cost of transport-handling
equipment
- reachstacker
Mpp = 33 875 €
- tugmaster		
Mpp = 14 000 €
- trailer		
Mpp = 3 500 €
Arrival rate of ships
- 1 ship gang
λ = 0.0026 ship/hr
- 2 ship gangs
λ = 0.0299 ship/hr
Number of crane operators
- 1 ship gang
d=2
- 2 ship gangs
d=4
Number of reloaded container per ship
- 1 ship gang
x = 116 TEU/ship
- 2 ship gangs
x = 454 TEU/ship
Duration of one life cycle of crane
y = 0.042 hr/TEU
Interference coefficient
- 1 ship gang
f = 1.00
- 2 ship gangs
f = 0.85
Number of operators
- 1 ship gang
n = 15
- 2 ship gangs
n = 30
Unit cost for crane operator cld = 3.87 €/hr
Unit cost for operator
clp = 3.87 €/hr
Number of reloaded containers per ship (average) x = 427 TEU/ship
Stacking surface per container a=4.35 m2/TEU
Initial price of stacking area Wh0 =10 387 403 €
Economical life cycle of stacking area
Nwh = 100 years
Annual maintenance cost of stacking area
Mwh = 311 622 €
Duration of ship docking/leaving port tm = 1 hr
Initial ship value W0 = 28 706 760 €
934

Economical life cycle of ship NW = 20 years
Cost of annual ship maintenance
MW = 574 135.20 €
Average amount of cargo per ship
- 1 ship gang
Q = 116 TEU/ship
- 2 ship gangs
Q = 454 TEU/ship
Unit cost per container
cQ = 2.7 €/hr .
Applying the model shown in section 3.1. and
the previously mentioned actual data of container
terminal at the Port of Rijeka, two variants are
compared:
A – 2 berths, 3 cranes; two on I. and one on II.
berth.
B – 2 berths, 2 cranes; one on I. and one on II.
berth.
The single costs are included in Table 4. For the
details regarding single costs calculations see the
paper [6] mentioned in the literature.
Table 4. Total costs of container terminal at the
Port of Rijeka (€/h)
Type of cost
Cb
Cd
Cpp
Cld + Clp
Cwh
CW
CQ
Total

Variant (€/h)
A
54,60
327,54
80,70
179,15
5 664,00
179,24
654,71
7 139,94

B
54,60
186,52
53,80
120,61
5 664,00
430,29
1 591,50
8 101,32

With the application of variant B, that takes
into account the momentary stacking area capacity of the terminal and achieved traffic in 2010, but
with the usage of one crane per berth, the costs of
the cranes, transport-handling equipment and human resource are reduced, as expected. However,
there is a significant increase of ship costs that finally leads to increasing total costs for nearly one
thousand €/h in relation to variant A.
So, in conditions of the existing traffic and terminal capacity, the optimal solution is variant A
with two berths and three cranes.
Beside the application for the existing traffic,
the shown model can be applied for future expected traffic, which is shown in paper [6], and thus be
the basis for taking adequate business decisions.
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4. Conclusion
For optimal functioning of the container terminal it is especially important to define the capacity of the terminal that affects the possibility of
achieving the production plan, and the realisation
plan for port services. The problem of determining
the optimal capacity of the port container terminal
is reduced to calculating the optimal number of
berths, since the capacity of berths determines the
necessary capacity of the other subsystems of the
port container terminal, and the throughput of the
entire container terminal.
One of the ways of determining the optimal capacity of port container terminal is the application
of quantitative methods, namely, queuing theory.
This paper shows the cost model that determines
the combination of number of berths and cranes
per berth with the least costs for the given traffic
of the terminal. The cost model of the container
terminal is presented with the function of total
port costs that contains the following costs: berths
costs, costs of container cranes, costs of transporthandling equipment, crane operator costs, operator costs, costs of stacking surface, costs of ship
stay in the port and cargo costs. The single costs
are calculated by appropriate formulas.
The decision regarding the optimal solution,
or the optimal capacity of the container terminal
is established by comparison of different variants
depending on traffic, number of berths and cranes
per berth. The application of the cost model enables to take the right business decisions for any
terminal and for the terminals in present and future
business conditions, which proves the hypothesis
set in the introduction of this paper.
The model is tested on the real data of the container terminal at the Port of Rijeka. According to
obtained results and in conditions of the existing
traffic and terminal capacity, the optimal solution
is the variant with two berths and three cranes.
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Abstract
DAIDO Metal Kotor AD manufactures slide
bearings for automobile industry. Original Engine Manufacturing (OEM) production of slide
bearings for internal combustion engines is implemented through two lines of presses and four
production lines. According to the existing product control procedure, neither all products nor all
products characteristic are controlled. Because of
their importance, the possibility of additional control of each bearing half was considered. It is particularly true for: lubrication hole angle, position
of hole in relation to bearing width, bearing width
and spread. Therefore, an automatic device for the
control of these characteristic has been developed.
Device testing showed exceptionally good results.
With some production line adjustments, the device was integrated into Y-01 production line. The
device enabled for amount and cost of reject to be
reduced to minimum, almost to zero.
Key words: slide bearing control, reject, sensors, control
1. Introduction
DAIDO Metal Kotor, Joint Stock Company, in
Montenegro, manufactures slide bearings for automobile industry. Original Engine Manufacturing
(OEM) production of slide bearings for internal
combustion engines is performed on two-press lines
and four production lines. The highly-productive
Y-01 production line consists of 12 machines: input
unit, face and chamfering machine (1st operation),
corner chamfering machine (2nd operation), piercing machine (3rd operation), nick relieving machine
(4th operation), nicking machine (5th operation),
grooving machine (6th operation), hole chamfering
machine (countersinking, 7th operation), brushing
machine (8th operation), crush finishing (or joint
face broaching) machine (9th operation), autocheck936

er machine (10th operation), and boring machine
(11th operation). All machines are connected in a
line through transporters and controllers.
Some bearing dimensions are controlled on
every work piece during the bearing production,
and some other from time to time, according to a
defined manual (after a number of manufactured
pieces in the serial production).
Control machine (autochecker) controls: height,
tongue protrusion, existence of holes and channels
while the bearing is in a clamped position (like it
is installed into engine). If any of these parameters
fails to satisfy the defined standards, the bearing (i.e.
bearing halves) is removed as reject and the production line stops. If the bearing half is correct it goes
to another machine to have its thickness processed.
With a view to reducing the costs of lack of
quality, and at the same time production costs, reducing product price and production time, increasing profit and satisfaction of a customer who gets
a quality and controlled product, the company was
suggested to design, produce and install a device
for additional control of slide bearing halves on
Y-01 production line.
2. General data on the device for additional
control of slide bearing halves
The company designed, manufactured and implemented the device for control of [1, 2] four slide
bearings parameters: lubrication hole angle, position of the hole in relation to bearing width, bearing
width and spread (Figure 1). The device is integrated into Y-01 production line, at the most favourable
place, between Autochecker machine and boring
machine. The design met the following criteria:
– Work (cycle) speed of the device, i.e. control
of bearing halves is lower or equal to the
speed of Y-01 which is 1.8s/per bearing,
– The device can control halves of all bearing
manufactured on Y-01 production line:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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○ diameter 30-80 mm,
○ width 13-30 mm,
○ with 0-3 lubrication holes at different
angles.

Figure 2. Device control unit

Figure 1. Slide bearing halves
The device is made out of steel and is composed of: slide bearing halves control mechanism
with sensors, transporter, mounting base, control
locker, command locker, pneumatic/electro-pneumatic control and execution elements.
3. Control unit
Device control unit, (Figure 2 and 3), contains
the following slide bearing halves control sensors:
– 3 high-power digital laser optic sensors
KEYENCE LV-H32, with Amplifiers LV21 A [3], for the control of lubrication hole
(Figure 4),
– 1 laser measurement sensor OMRON ZX
series for the bearing width control, ZXLD40L (diffuse reflective sensor head,
line beam), with amplifier ZX-LDA11 [4],
(Figure 5),
– 1 dual digital fibre sensor KEYENCE FSV2 [3], for the control of free spread of
bearing, (Figure 6)
– 1 inductive proximity sensor OMRON
E2E-X2D M8 [4], for the bearing detection
(Figure 7).
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Figure 3. New slide bearing control device

Figure 4. Lubrication hole control
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Figure 5. Bearing width control
Figure 8. Slide bearing halves control device
transporter

Figure 6. Bearing spread control

Transporter is in fact a conveyor belt driven
by an inductive electromotor Oriental motor 5IK
90GU-UT4F (power 90W, 1250 rev/min, output 220/230 VAC) with 5GU18KB gear reducer
(transmission ratio 1:18).
Slide bearing halves control device transporter
speed is identical to the speed of the transporter
which brings bearing halves to the automatic control machine (Autochecker machine) to the slide
bearing halves control device, and to the speed of
the transporter which brings bearing halves to boring machine. This is achieved because of all three
transporters use the same type of engine-gear reducer, with same diameters of drive cylinders.
4. Pneumatics

Figure 7. Bearing detection
3. Slide bearing halves control device
transporter
One part of the slide bearing halves control device is transporter (Figure 2 and Figure 8) which
transports bearing halves from Autochecker machine to the control mechanism of the device.
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Separation, putting stopper into working position
in order to stop bearing halves, their fixation and removal of rejected bearing halves from the conveyor
belt is done by pneumatic cylinders (Figure 9).
Pneumatic cylinder controlling bearing separator is KOGANEI DA 20x15-12. Role of the separator is to let one by one bearing to the slide bearing control device. Separator consists of two rack
rods with a gear in-between. One end of the first
rod is connected to cylinder connecting rod, and
on the other end is a piston gudgeon pin which
stops the bearing. The other rack rod has only on
one end the bearing stopping gudgeon pin when
the pin on the first rack rod is not in forward position. Drive of the first rack rod is maintained
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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through the movement of the connecting rod, and
the second one by the gear which is driven by the
first rack rod. Movement of the pneumatic cylinder connecting rod is caused by reciprocal movement of pins (forwards-backwards) in order to
stop/let a bearing.
The choice of pneumatic cylinder for fixation
of bearing halves is SMC MGP M20TF-20. Connecting rod is with two plunger guides and plate to
the front, against which bearings are fixated.
Stopping of bearing halves, moving down the
slope, to the control position is done by pneumatic
cylinder SMC CM2RK A20-25 (stopper). Connecting rod of this cylinder is hexagonal. Part of
the connecting rod with threads is connected to the
stopper contact plate.
Role of the pneumatic cylinder – pusher is to
push defective line bearing halves off the transport
belt into a box for defective slide bearings. The
choice of the cylinder is KOGANEI DA 20x5012-12T (Slim Cylinder DA Series), which can revolve around axes placed at the front flange. Connecting rod is connected to a rack rod

Figure 9. Schematic overview of pneumatic
cylinder distribution
which is via axis connected to the transporter
body and can also revolve. Pneumatic cylinder –
pusher, forks and rack rod are the main elements
of the pusher.
Control of all cylinders is done by electromagnetic valve 5/2. The valve is SMC SY71201YOD-02F. Control device contains four of these
valves for movement of pneumatic cylinders (separator, fixer, stopper and pusher). On the basis of
the necessary air flow the choice of master electromagnetic valve is SMC VS3115-021DBL.
5. Operation of slide bearing control device
Operation of the device is done by PLC Mitsubishi FXon-60MR with 36/24 U/I [5].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 10 shows operation-command locker
with switches, lamps (indicators) and their labels.
Schematic of how to connect PLC to electropneumatic valve is given in Figure 11, and schematic for connecting PLC to sensors in Figure 12.

Figure 10. PLC Mitsubishi Fxon-60MR command
board
6. Description of the work of the device
Slide bearing halves, after autochecker machine
control in Y-01 production line, are transported, one
by one, to the separator (moved by pneumatic cylinder), which stops them and “stores” them (2-8 bearing halves stacked together). After the command
from PLC, the separator lets one by one bearing
half onto transporter 1 (Figure 3) which leads them
to the entrance of the control device, down the slope
between guide rails (one fixed, one moveable in order to adapt to the width of the bearing half being
controlled). Slide bearing half is then stopped by
the stopper and put into the control position. Inductive sensor detects the presence of the bearing half
and sends that information to PLC that the half is in
control position. PLC, according to a programmed
routine, gives instruction, i.e. output signal which
activates pneumatic valve 5/2 of the cylinder-fixer.
At that moment all sensors starts controlling the
bearing half, i.e. they compare dimensions to defined parameters and, at the same time, control lubrication hole, width and spread.
If any bearing half characteristic is out of the
defined parameters, an appropriate indication bulb
lights up and pneumatic cylinder-pusher pushes the bearing half onto the slope and then onto
transporter device (transporter 2, Figure 3). When
939
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Figure 11. Connection of PLC and electro-pneumatic valve schematic

Figure 12. PLC and sensors connections schematic
940
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proximity sensor detects bearing halves, it is ejected into the box for defective bearings. Complete
production line stops when there are three defective slide bearings, and on the command board the
reject indication bulb lights up.
Good bearing half continues to move freely
down the slope to the transporter 2 (Figure 3)
which carries it to the next machine.
7. Conclusion
Slide bearing control device is a completely
new and innovative device designed in order to
additionally control bearing halves during the
manufacturing process on Y-01 production line in
DAIDO Metal Kotor Company in Montenegro.
The aim of the device is to control line bearings,
prevent rejects, increase profit and increase customer satisfaction. The device is integrated into
Y-01 production line, between Autochecker machine and boring machine.
Before the device was installed into Y-01 production line it was necessary to perform reconstruction, i.e. to make shorter the existing transporter which connects autochecker machine and
boring machine, then install separator on the transporter between autochecker machine and the new
control device, where the separator is in charge
of letting one by one bearing halves into the slide
bearing control device. Then it was necessary to
install micro switches which signal how many
slide bearings are on the conveyor belt and to connect operation of the new device with the operation of Y-01 production line (in order to stop the
line in case of rejects).
The device controls four parameters: lubrication hole angle, position of hole in relation to bearing width, bearing width and spread. Work (cycle)
speed of the device, i.e. control of bearing halves
is lower or equal to the speed of Y-01 which is
1.8s/per bearing.
The device can control halves of all bearing
manufactured on Y-01 production line with diameter 30-80 mm, width 13-30 mm and with 0-3 lubrication holes at different angles.
After the device manufacture, its testing
showed great results [2].
The device has showed exceptionally good
work performances. Its instalment into Y-01 proVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

duction line greatly reduced the number of defective slide bearings. Practically, it tolerates only
three defective slide bearings, after which appropriate measures for the prevention of rejected
bearings have to be taken.
After the good results, it is necessary to manufacture three more such control devices for three
other production lines in the factory. Also, they
are manufacturing a device for stacking of bearing
halves, and it is currently in the final phase.
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Abstract
Extended color management is introduced for
integrating colorants apsorptions characteristics in
the visual spectrum (VS), but also in the near infrared spectrum (NIR). We are using this for goals:
first, to create a double condition of graphic reproduction - invisible graphics to the human eye, but
allowing to be registered by instrumental measuring in the NIR area. Second; to design graphic elements that are not recognized in the NIR spectum,
but are visible to the naked eye. And third: to produce a “double image” and „hidden image“ with
conventional graphic inks. This approach introduces modified learning on graphic arts separation
where two independent images are joined in creating CMYK printing channels. The second image
as a gray record is the desired black component
(K) in the first image. The standard color management ends in the visible space, but with the help
of inks management, a second hidden image can
be developed in the NIR space. Channel K (black)
acquires a new meaning. It is the carrier of its own
information in image and text form. We are introducing two states black dye: V-black and Z-black.
Key words: extended color management,
CMYKIR separation, Z parametar, near infrared
spektrum, hidden information, V-black, Z-black
1. Introduction
Any matter reflects and absorbs only part of the
visual spectrum, and this is its specific property. By
mixing different colorants we perceive a great number of new colors. Artists use a number of colorants
that have organic (synthetic) pigments, but they
also use inorganic pigments. With such colorants
artists create mixtures and their own specific color
scales that are characteristic for certain painting
technique, and therefore the overall color appear942

ance. The subtractive color system is usually used
in graphic arts reproduction and the separation system is used for basic colors, i.e. for CMY+K [1].
Spot colors and similar colors may also be used
for various different specific needs [2]. Practically
in all cases images and reproductions are carried out
in the spectrum space that humans can see. Contemporary graphic reproduction systems should be
open so that reproduction respects color management [3] covering the human visible spectrum in
settings. However, the existing color management
that controls reproduction in the human visible part
of the spectrum [4] does not include this new «NIR
control» in mixing colorants in the human visible
space generating thereby the targeted «invisible image» in the NIR space. The same tone (hue) of a
set color may be created in an infinite naumber of
ways, and this could also be described as «the conventional separation’s weak point». Color management in its continuous development [5], [6], is now
being adapted, i.e. extended with the concept of
near infared absorption, while possibility of combining various spectral domains [7].
If the NIR reflexion is a set value, then there is
only one solution for the participation of certain
CMYK components in the reproduction. Those
colorant properties are used to create invisible
contents in the existing color reproduction.
The conversion from a RGB (Red, Green, Blue)
record into a CMYK record (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black, most often carbon black) for graphic requirements includes also some achromatic methods
(GCR Gray Component Replacement, UCA Under
Color Addition i UCR Ander Color Removal). They
take care of replacing CMY with K, the information
about which has been extracted from the same image in question. Conventional color management
and computer programs offer separation with the
participation of K channel in several discrete levels.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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The aim is that visual response of CMY reproductred color has the same visual response as an
achromatic reduced CMYK color.
2. Joining two images for VS and NIR
space as basis for CMYKIR separation

Figure 1. Original image, curtesy of IRtim®

cyan

magenta

yellow
black
Figure 2. C, M, Y, K separations with achromatic
middle GCR mode
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Conventional separation according to UCR and
CCR principles [8] is performed in several steps
replacing CMY coverage with K coverage. That is
managed through image manipulation applications
in prepress stage. That wide freedom of CMY to
K interchanging is rearranged as strict dedication
to focused K channel, for the individual extern picture. In that stage, only one solution for CMY channels is available. K channel will appear in two different parts of spectrum: visual and near infra red.
As a blend for the same color tone perception
within the same color profile, can be mixed in an
uninfinite number of ways, we are using this separation characteristic in order to create a targeted
mixture with precisely aimed absorption characteristics for NIR wavelengths.
K channel in visual corrects the range of the
image, and in NIR defines the second image. The
principle of achromatic reduction can be carried
out with tertiary set colors, the ones that set the
gray scale too, but also with all other colors that
contain the CMY coverage combination V-black.
The black component is introduced into the reproduction system and this presumes the situation that the common /achromatic/ participation of
the CMY coverage component can be partially or
fully replaced with the coverage amount of carbon
black /Z-black/, (in set-up Xmax).
This opens the possibilities that a color may be
reproduced as a CMY coverage combination or as
one of the long line of possible reduced CMY combinations with black: C+K, CM+K, etc. In this way
the situation is such that some color, chromatic or
achromatic, may be derived as a line of combinations with different coverage possibilities that will
effect the same perception in the eye of the observer.
By extending into the NIR space, the phenomenon of invisibility is managed from color management’s visible space, without using any additional or custom materials, as shown on Figure 3.
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very area where it is possible to create double
images. And even though color management
ends in the visible space, it is possible to manage
generating of the picture in the NIR area through
inks management from the visible area. The result
is on Figure 3, where picture is imaged with
standard camera for visual, and Figure 4 with
night mode (NIR supported) camera.
Figure 3. Tvo images as input in CMYKIR separavion for visual and NIR domain

a) cyan CMYKIR

b) magenta

c) yellow CMYKIR,
d) black
Figure 4. disjointed separation channels C, M, Y,
K with incorporated NIR image
Merging C,M,Y and K channels, figure 2, and
merging as shown on figure 4. although they are
very different, will gain the same visual effect.
The second picture (emblem of city of Sarajewo) is hidden from our eyes in visual. It can be
seen with supervision check double camera, or
ZRGB device [9].
The existing systems for teaching visualization
do not include the NIR space, although it is the
944

3. Matematical model of maximal stage X
in CMY with K substituton
In this paper we propose the regression model
(for Xmax) that has six variables proposed on basis
of experiments. The first three variables show the
significance of cyan, and this is shown in the third
potention, and then the independent variable with
the multiplication of all the three C0*M0*M0*Y0
variables, of which M0 is given as a square, and the
independent variable composed of the product of
all the three C0*M0*Y0, and divided with their sum.
An analytical relation has been made where the
set-up Xmax is calculated, depending on the independent variable X0 . The general equations are
only an effort to get near to the real life colorants.
A model has been developed with the criteria of
searching the lowest sum of the square of deviation for a hundred or so measured tones and applying regression analysis. The mathematical model
has been carried out like a satisfactory approximate of the X0 and Xmax relation.
A model is set for the assumed profile for which
the experiment is being carried out, with the following conditions:
C0M0Y0 of separation values for zero set-up K= 0:
S =C+M+Y ; i U=C*M*Y; .................. (1)
U1=M0*U*10-5
U2=C03*10-5; ............................. (2)
Xmax=T * AX4 ; ............................. (3)
Maximum of carbon black ink stage is experimentally defined, with the following expression:
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=

; ........................... (4)

sensitivity in the process of the second picture’s
incorporation may be also used as a quality test for
new colorsetting calculation for process inks and
printing technology.

C0, M0, Y0 (% cyan, magenta, yellow)
;
........................................ (5)

........................................ (6)
Relations are the basis for setting the particular
values in CMYKIR separation. Satisfactory CMY
results are obtained by calculating approximate values along the direction between points X0 i Xmax.
A wide area is left to programmers and graphic
operators for improving the analytical description
of continuous separation as well as the control of
certain estimates falling outside the allowed domains determined by colorant characteristics. The
experiment in this paper has been carried out with
parameters AX4.
4. Experimental implementation uttermost
K substitution in CMYKIR separation
Programming of the CMYKIR separation is
based on the analytic relation where Xmax space depends on X0. Contrary to the single-tone CMYKIR
separation, the issues of a multi-tone picture cover
the analytical relation of C, M, Y dependency on
all C0,M0, Y0, set-ups for the targeted K value.
Two analytical relations with their own parameter values for independent variables demonstrate
how high is the sensibility level in determining
continuous CMYK values when real life colorants
are observed. We would like to stress that in no
case should replecaments be used in separations;
replacements of colorsetting for unfamiliar printing technology. The goal is to incorporate the second picture in channel K. The very high degree of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 5. Input multicolor image London (L)
In the example image demonstrated on Figure
5 (L) and the silhouette of the town (D) (Figure 6)
will remain in VS as had been planned previously.
The first step is to carry out the separation from
RGB to CMY without K positive values. The second step is to carry out the CMYKIR separation
with the goal that the print should carry the new
graphics recognized in the NIR spectrum with the
help of the adequate instrument. The first image
(London) is composed of a wide color tone range
palette (visual), and other, gray scale image contrast is dependent of the K substitution rate.
Mergingof two pictures of two towns London
(Figure 5) and Dubrovnik (Figure 6) in the area of
wavelengths from 400 to 1000 nm (expressed on
figure 7a.) is carried out with relations (4) and (5)
for each pixel separately.
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ure 6 (D). Those are the data that will be a measure
for incorporating component K. Separation in the
second step is an effort to introduce those values
into the final CMYKIR picture to the maximum
extent. The space outside the Dubrovnik silhouette has a coverage value equals to zero, V-black,
control points 1,2 and Figure 7. In those places the
values C0M0Y0 remain, without the positive value
of the K component.
5. Barrier scanning in visual and near
infrared spectrum

Figure 6. Input gray scale image Dubrovnik for
NIR (D)
Table 1. Initial values for Figure 1 and Figure 2
(set-up for Xeikon4)
Contr.
points

L – London,
400-700 nm

Figure 1
C0M0Y0
R0 G0 B0
Figure 2
% , K=0
1
226,210,208 11,16,10
2
141,131,116 45,43,40
3D
143,135,120 44,41,37
4D
206,193,193 19,22,13
5D
143,131,110 43,44,44
6D
113, 91, 72 56,58,58
7
122, 43, 33 41,92,76

D – Dubrovnik
Max,
Gray %
0
0
80
57
70
96
0

RGB values were measured in the initial set-up
of the London picture. Seven control points were
chosen, the values of which were given in a sequence starting from the top of the picture and going downwards towards the picture’s bottom.
The values in the table refer to VS, and the
separation was carried out for the colorsetting for
output device Xeikon4, because it was used for
making the print that hides the other image.
In the last column of Table 5, the corresponding
coverage values are shown as gray scale for Fig946

Afterward the CMYKIR separation model
was implemented [10] a barrier scanning was
performed, meaning observing stages of images in
selected points of wave-lenght in visual (VS) and
near infrared (NIR) parts of spectrum.
In the example image demonstrated on Figure
5 (L) and the silhouette of the town (fig 6) will
remain in VS as had been planned previously. The
second step is to carry out the CMYKIR separation with the goal that the print should carry the new
graphics recognized in the NIR spectrum with the
help of the adequate instrument. The first image
(L) is composed of a wide color tone range palette.
First image (Figure 7.) is the result one can see
in complete visual. Second image is the stage with
excluded wavelength under 570 nm. The Figure 9
image is the stage of the image above 715 nm. The
image shows the Z stage value, NIR 1000 nm [10].
CMYK values after separations are in the second
column of Table 3. There are positive K values at
certain picture “Dubrovnik” silhouette positions.
The Figure 7: Barrier scanning of the print for the
domain: 400 to 700 nm (a), shifted to 570 nm (b),
shifted to 715nm (c), and finally on Z 1000 nm (d).
Separation algorithm uses controlled coverage
set-ups for each color tone separately. Control point
4 illustrates the situation when it is impossible to
achieve maximum coverage, as the coverage values
are very low in those spots for Figure 5. (L).
This will show significantly in the IR picture
when we scan it with 1000 nm. In the 4 spot the
NIR value is very low. It was not possible to have
the desired replacement of CMY from Figure 4
with K gray-scale values from the picture “Dubrovnik”. In such places white patches are observed in Figure 10.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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with town vedutas, “light patches” appear in the
NIR image in places where the primary picture (L)
does not have sufficient colorant for the necessary
conversion of C0M0Y0 into CMYK.

Figure 7. domain 400-700 nm (a)

Figure 9. From 715 nm shift ©

Figure 8. From 570 nm shift (b)
The basic intention of CMYKIR separation
is to achieve the replacement of C0M0Y0 with
CMYK in Figure 5. (L) by using information from
Figure 6. (D) as the future K set-up. In CMYKIR
separation of real life pictures, as in the example
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 10. On 1000 nm shift (d)
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Table 2. CMYKIR separation and NIR scanning
with the belonging CMYK and RGB values
Contr.
points
Figure 4
Figure 5
1
2
3, D3
4, D4
5, D5
6, D6
7

570 nm.

715 nm.

RGB

RGB

246, 146, 210
165, 111, 165
142, 86, 130
215, 124, 190
125, 70, 120
113, 61, 100
169, 116, 168

215, 190, 200
178, 172, 180
144, 138, 140
190, 171, 183
130, 120, 123
100, 84, 90
180, 170, 180

715
IR
nm. Z nm
(%)
NIR
24
24
44
30
45
55
24

0
0
20
6
21
31
0

The contrast effect of the NIR image is thereby
diminished on purpose. The parameter of transformation maximization degree of C0M0Y0 towards
CmaxMmaxYmaxKmax is incorporated into the separation CMYKIR program, adjusting thereby the
final NIR image contrast.
Scanning values at 570 nm that are still in the
VS space means that the cut signals are under the
said value. The result of this scanning is the absence of yellow colorant recognition. As a disbalance
has been created in the CMK interrelationship, the
carbon K picture “Dubrovnik” can be seen in Fig 3,
“570nm”. Cyan is recognized up to 780 nm. Magenta no longer has influence on the CMYKIR picture at the barrier of 715 nm. Only Cyan and Karbon
black colorants remain. The disbalance of relation is
so great that the D silhouette of Dubrovnik is clearly
recognized with the weak component of C from the
“London” picture. After these wavelengths, the carbon black colorant remains that absorbs in the NIR
wavelength space. Thus the NIR picture previously
hidden within VS comes out and is seen clearly.
6. Discussion and color management
expansion
Steganographic CMYKIR separation with process colorants means planning the ink composition that will have continuous different values in
the NIR specter with the set RGB value. These
values may be from zero up to their maximum
while maintaining continuous RGB values (table. 1). With process dyes (inks) it is possible to
achieve the targeted and desired absorption in the
NIR domain of spectrum.
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The minimal value (X0) is the value that consists of only C0M0Y0 values, with the conventional
separation of RGB transition towards C0M0Y0.
NIR instruments do not register coloring in such
a set-up. A maximum carbon black component in
an exchange for CMY component provides the
greatest absorption effect in the NIR specter. At
that point at least one of the C, M, Y components
conditioinally has the zero value. Let that set-up
conditionally be CmaxMmaxYmaxKmax.
Most of the images used for reproduction are in
digital form, they often come from different sources, they are observed on different media type (RGB
or CMYK) and they are reproduced in different
graphic systems. Open reproduction systems that
we use require predictability and consistency so
that the desired color perception could be achieved
and described. Managing approach to pixel characteristics [11] could be an extended to security and
designers approach. CMYKIR separation uses the
vibration of pixels in order to avoid sharp moves
from V-black to Z-black area [12]. In the same way
measuring instruments and measuring systems used
in graphic reproduction are adapted for the visible
spectrum space and they support the CIE settings
for measuring, comparison and color display.
All of this is necessary so that reproductions
in various systems could be made to be the same
and provide the corresponding – equivalent color
perception. As color reproduction should not be
an “accidental occurrence” or linked with certain
instruments only, color management is used in reproduction, and it requires data on applied instrument profiles in order to function well [13].
The vast and various applications that are possible with extended color management will improve
knowledge on colors significantly, and thereby fundamentally change the motivation to learn more. It
is like a game with riddles, hidden elements and the
enigma of invisibility leading towards security and
steganography. Profiles used in graphic systems
describe the reproduction system characteristics in
the spectrum visible space. Process dyes, except
black (carbon black) do not show their selective
reflections/absorptions in the NIR area. This enables further management in creating the additional
picture with standard colorants in the NIR area.
A digital record is created by capturing or
scanning /digitalizing defined as the RGB coVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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lor system. Graphic reproduction is based on the
subtractive system, and RGB/CMYK conversion
must be carried out. Separation with the black
colorant is interesting in contemporary research
work. Some authors propose the concept - compensation of black [9]. The real life system of colorants and materials onto which reproductions
are printed is based on the colorsetting that includes and describes their characteristics.
CMYKIR develops color control and control of
ink application on paper in such a way that it reproduces two independent pieces of information in the
same print. The reproduction acquires a new characteristic where one picture secures the other one.
The CMYKIR separation property is to extract
proposed image from CMY channels. In Figure
11. (London) there is no K channel.
Experimental printing as well as checking settings in real life conditions has been carried out in
many printing techniques. Newspaper printing with
the CMYKIR system is not only checking experiments in the most rigid conditions. [11, 14] It is the
basis for proving that VS/NIR printing is carried out
with standard newspaper process inks only, but nevertheless, two pictures are created in the same space.
As there are great possibilities provided by VS/
NIR area integration in the sense of allowing double information, secured information, double images, and similar, an interesting proposal would be to
incorporate knowledge on colors into this area. This
proposal for an extended color management and
color management covers a wide area of systematic
colors, spot inks, as well as paints from the area of
arts. Besides, it is necessary to study and determine
the mathematical module (function description),
applications, use in various reproduction media and
linked area. This is a challenge to all, students as
well as scientists and colorant producers, all those
who are dealing with new technologies and procedures, in order to participate in studying the significance of reproductions by joining VS and NIR
spectrum into one single color management.
Designers are given the opportunity to create a
new world of presenting information, designing the
regime of double pictures, to create a control system
for controlling steganography as well as to organize their style and signature in a new way. Graphic
reproduction, development of modern design or
creating artistic pictures have gained a new tool for
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

a new approach to include riddles in the mixing of
colors. Some colorants are observed in the visible
wavelength area VS, and some colorants are visible
in the NIR wavelength area as well. This makes it
possible to have targeted mixing of colors, and thereby – creating of invisible and visible graphics. The
new approach to the questions of absorption and light reflexion that include VS and NIR is an area that
has not been researched at all, and the results that
will follow will provide a vast field for application.

Figure 11. L/D image only CMY, without K (D),
After CMYKIR Separation
7. Conclusion
Labcolor measuring model in VS set-up is determined by measuring light reflexion from matter. We propose measuring the reflexion and light
absorption in the NIR space too. The news is that
we set NIR reflexion and absorption in color management as early as in the visible spectrum. It is
the basis of the new proposal for separation in the
process colorant system when two independent
pictures provide the process for the printing form
of the VS and the NIR spectrum. Color management extended to the NIR spectrum sets the colors
and their characteristics more precisely with the
goal to design double information. All these char949
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acteristics contribute to the new idea of controlled
invisible image production [15].
Displaying hidden pictures is based on the fact
that the human eye observes light only in the range
from 400 to 700 nm. The wavelengths in the other
space (from 700 to 1000 nm) are not observed by the
human eye, but they are registered by infrared glasses. There is a facility for converting the VS and NIR
characteristics of the printed reproduction, nowadays
produced in several different ways such as night shut
video kamera, or ZRGB photo camera. [9].
Some inks absorb light in the visible area only.
Luckily, they are Cyan, Magenta and Yellow and
they are sufficient for us to create color graphics
that are human visible according to the rules of conventional color management. For equal proportions
of C, M, Y introduced Z-black state. Along with
them the colorants that absorb light in the VS and
NIR space have taken us to the area of a new type of
separation and color management for printing. It is
Z-black state. Standardisation processes can assist
for better performances and stability of the process
[8]. This paper proposes that an independent picture be introduced through Z-black ink that will be
further recognized in the NIR spectrum only [10].
There are many colors that can be interpreted
through the community of C, M, Y and K colorants, although we do not know the origin of them
all. Usually they are targeted developed spot inks.
If we interpret spot colorants through process colorants with the Xo i Xmax system, new spot colorants will be developed with the goal of controlled
creating invisible and visible images: both in the
VS and in the NIR area, separately. All that facts
broaden the ability of expanding information, and
facilitate the reality area.
Extending color management to the NIR spectrum is a challenge to all engaged in this field in
order to extend knowledge on colors, materials
and managing them within standard graphic procedures, printing on various materials – substrates
where color is a vital carrier of creativity.
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Abstract
The problem of light dispersion on the determined substrate under the pressed element was investigated and simulated on the model according
to the realistic situations obtained by the printing
technique of the offset print. The Monte Carlo simulation of the light transport was used on the paper
using the method of the construction of the stochastic models. By means of the technique of decreased
variation the photon emission was determined,
which through the pre-determined parameters describes the dispersion and defines the values of the
simulated values. The paper uses the definition presented by Lux and Koblinger due to the expected
values of random variables, which were used as
the equivalent to the realistically required values.
The estimate of the photon number was simulated,
which is positioned under the pressed element and
causes the possible optical increase of the grid tone
value due to the introduction of the filters as the permanently lost number of photons.
1. Introduction
Identification and characterization of all the
sub-processes in the whole system is the basis for
complete control and calibration systems. Print
quality (system response) for each printing press
and the general process of transferring information to establish a graphic communication depends on the interaction of light and substrate, in
our case paper. Realistic description of the material depends on the knowledge of transport of light
in the medium. The possibility of “experimenting”
with different combinations of component of paper without the actual realization of the paper and
followed by the application of screen element on
the paper allows us to control some of the ideas
and to avoid lengthy and costly production of real
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

paper of interest. The scattering of light within paper can affect the tone characteristics of a printed
halftone image. A halftone image is formed by
variation in the average reflectance, which is determined by the size of ink dots. Photon migration
within the paper from non-inked to inked regions
tends to increase the photon absorption and thus
decrease the halftone reflectance- the dots are effectively larger than their physical size. This effect
is known as optical dot gain [1][2]. The previous
researches showed that the optical dot gain depends on two different factors, namely the properties of the materials such as paper and ink and the
geometrical distribution of ink such as resolution,
location, size and shape [3][4].
The radiation transfer theory describes the interaction of radiation with the media that scatter
and absorb light. The solutions of radiation transport equation are applied to a wide range of problems such as, for example, neutron diffusion, optical tomography, heat transfer and scattering of
visible light in the atmosphere and to the study of
prints on paper. Paper, as the basis on which we
focus in this paper, is stochastic three-dimensional
structure, which is mainly composed of fibers,
interconnected via hydrogen bonding at the molecular level, and substances that are used as fillers
and various additives on the macroscopic scale.
The properties of the fibers depend on the type of
wood of which they originate, and that is during
the production further treated mechanically and
chemically. Some scatterers (fibers and particles
added) in a sheet of paper are so close to each other that multiple scattering becomes important. In
the scattering theory we begin with a single scattering, where we define ensembles with enough
small number of particles whose mutual distance
is large enough so none of the particles is experiencing interaction with the neighboring particles.
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Qualitative criteria for assuming one scattering is
that on every particle in the ensemble the same input electric field acts, which is relatively unaffected by scattered fields from the other particles in
the ensemble. The ensemble of scatterers is treated in a way that scattering ensemble characteristic is simply the sum of individual contributions
of individual scatterer [5]. Paper is, in principle,
an inappropriate medium for research due to the
fact that the optical properties of its components
are completely different. Guided by the above assumptions, we used the Monte Carlo approximation to the model the transport of light through the
paper and studied the impact of this effect on the
quality of prints.
The reason why we took the line as a basis for
comparison of our model with the real situation
lies in the fact that line is one of the basic geometric shapes used in the screen reproduction. The
importance of the quality of printed lines can be
seen in the fact that the line appears frequently in
the business graphics as an important element of
tables, graphs, images, and of course in technical illustrations. Its quality is strongly correlated
with the quality of the text, as are many common
desired characteristics of lines and text: density,
sharpness, edge quality, etc. For many techniques
printing quality of the line is the measure of the
basic variables of the printer, such as the consistency of the size of the droplets ink-jet printer.
These variables affect not only the quality of the
line, but also other aspects of print quality, such as
the quality of the text, the uniformity of areas coverage, etc. In this way, measuring the quality of
printing lines can be used to predict a much more
general print quality. On the other hand, the analysis of the lines can be used to determine the color
spreading (“spilling” ink over the expected edge)
either on the substrate or on the already existing
layers of other inks. This is a critical factor in determining the dye-media interaction and therefore
the possibility of realization of the finer details in
the image. All these reasons have been the motive
in choosing a line pattern as a means of comparison of our model with the real situation. Another
reason for taking the line as the basic element is
of a mathematical nature because that problem reduces to one-dimensional, as it will be explained
below.
952

2. Monte Carlo simulation
Monte Carlo method is a universal numerical technique to solve mathematical problems. It
is based on random sampling from the defined
probability distribution. This method was initially
developed for study of laws of interaction of elementary particles with matter, but as a universal
method it is used to solve many problems in all
areas of natural, technical and social sciences. Today, Monte Carlo techniques are routinely used in
high-energy physics (simulation of esoteric sub
nuclear processes, various simulations of complex physical phenomena), in quantum chromodynamics, in the design of nuclear reactors, in the
calculations of radiation protection, in astronomy,
in geological research, in medicine and diagnostics (medical imaging), in economy, in technical
analysis and forecasting market conditions, the
simulations of games like Bingo, etc. The analogy of Monte Carlo methods with gambling is
adequate, but here the game refers to the physical
system, and the outcome of the game is not a jar
of money or stack (unless these being simulated),
but the solution of a problem. Here, the winner is
the scientist who estimated the value of its results
compared to their intrinsic value.
Monte Carlo [6][7][8] methods were used in
the 50’s of the last century while solving the problem of neutron transport [9]. The random sampling
technique was widely used in the 1940’s to develop
the atomic bomb, for modeling a random sample
of neutron diffusion in fissile material. The year of
1949 has been accepted as the year of the foundation of the Monte Carlo method when the article by
Metropolis and Ulam [10] titled “The Monte Carlo
Method” was published. The name Monte Carlo
was coined by Metropolis (inspired by Ulam interest in poker) during the Manhattan Project in the
Second World War, due to the similarity of statistical simulation to games of chance, and the famous
casino in the capital of the Kingdom of Monaco.
Although the theoretical basis of the Monte Carlo
method was known long before the article was published and although much earlier than in the year of
1949 some statistical problems were solved by random sampling, the American mathematicians John
von Neumann and Stanislav Ulam are considered
to be creators of this method.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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The main components of every Monte Carlo
method are random numbers, or the numbers that
appear in the non-correlated order. The appearance
of computers has enabled the practical use of Monte Carlo techniques. But since the behavior of the
computer is deterministic, random numbers generated with the help of computers are not truly random
numbers, so they are called pseudo-random numbers. In 1954 Hayward and Hubbell used Monte
Carlo method to study the reflection of gamma-rays
[11]. A simulation of diffusion of charged particles
was first reported Wilson [12], whose research led
to the construction of the first particle accelerator.
The first medical use of Monte Carlo method in the
visible region was recorded in 1983. [13]
For modeling the transport of light in the visible region, Monte Carlo technique was first used in
the determination of the optical properties of photographic emulsions [14], and the technique is still
used today in astronomy and remote sensing. Monte Carlo method in graphics appear independently,
starting with Apple [15] (1968), who has calculated
random images by specifying particles (photons)
paths, so-called random particle tracing. The papers
of Whitted [16] (1980) and Cook [17] and others
(1984) lead to the first complete light transport algorithm based on Monte Carlo method proposed by
Kajiya[18] (1986). He realized that the problem can
be displayed using the integral equations which can
be evaluated by sampling paths. Since then, much
has been done to improve his path tracing technique
(Arvo and Kirk [19], 1990).
In direct determination of Monte Carlo simulations of light transport in the medium that scatters
and absorbs light, the method in general passes the
procedure that follows a series of steps. [20]
– We choose a point of origin to start the
simulation of transport of photons. The
starting point of the photon is determined
from the known distribution of sources and
may not be random.
– We follow the history of successive
scattering and / or absorption in the medium
until some threshold condition (termination
of photons) is satisfied. To follow the history
of the photon random samples are taken
from a well-defined probability distribution
[21][22] that control different transitions or
interactions that a photon experiences. This
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

probability distribution can be derived from
knowledge of the physics of the interaction
or may be based on measurements.
– We record or extract the parameters of
interest from the photon history. There are
a multitude of different parameters that can
be monitored from the photon’s history,
such as the point of exit, the total length of
the photon path, angle output photon, its
intensity when leaving, etc. It is one of the
great advantages of the method.
– The steps 1 to 3 are repeated for a sufficient
number of times to accumulate enough
data in order to implement the appropriate
statistical analysis. In all the applications,
the method constructs a stochastic model
in which the expected value of the variable
(or a combination of several variables) is
equivalent to the value of physical quantities
to be determined. The expected value is
determined by the mean value of multiple
mutually independent samples representing
the given random variable. To construct a
series of independent samples, randomly
generated numbers are used that follow the
distribution of the determined variables. The
number of photon history that is required
depends on the number of recorded data, the
parameters and distributions that describe
the scattering in the medium and the
required precision of the monitored values.
Depending on the problem which simulates,
there is a variety of techniques to reduce the
required number of photons. These methods
are called variance reduction techniques.
For the definition of Monte Carlo methods, we
will use the one given by Lux et al. [23] In all the
applications of Monte Carlo methods a stochastic model is constructed in which the expected
value of some random variable (or a combination
of several variables) is equivalent to the value of
the physical size to be specified. This expected
value estimates the average number of independent samples representing the random variable.
For the construction of a number of independent
samples the random numbers are used that follow
the distribution of the variables, which are to be
evaluated.
953
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The transport of photons in the paper is simulated by Monte Carlo simulation method of propagation photons, while neglecting the wave nature
of light. The method describes the local rules of
propagation photons, which are expressed in the
simplest case, as a probability distribution that describes the step size (mean free path) of movement
photons between the two points of interaction
photon - substrate, and the angles of the deviation
from the previous direction of path photons after
scattering occurs in the given point [24] [25]. As
this method is essentially statistical, based on calculating the propagation path of a large number
of photons, it consumes a lot of computing time.
This is equivalent to the analytical modeling of
the transport photons with the radiation transfer
equation (of RTE), which describes the motion
of photons using differential equations. However,
some geometric finite solutions of RTE are often
not possible. Diffusion approximation can be used
to simplify the RTE although it introduces a lot
of inaccuracies, particularly in the vicinity of the
source and boundaries. In contrast, Monte Carlo
simulations can be arbitrarily accurate by increasing the number of the monitored photons.
Monte Carlo method is immanently statistical
and therefore needs considerable computational
time in order to achieve the required accuracy. In
addition, Monte Carlo simulations can simultaneously track multiple physical quantities with any
desired spatial and temporal resolution. This flexibility makes the Monte Carlo modeling a really
powerful tool. Thus, although computing may be
ineffective, Monte Carlo methods are often considered as the standard for measuring the simulation of photon transport in many applications.
The paper presents the model of photon Monte
Carlo method in an infinite homogeneous medium, but the model is easily applied to multi-layer
media. For inhomogeneous media, as well as for
semi-infinite media (in which the photons are considered lost if coming out of media at its upper
limit), the boundaries should be considered [26].
The problem is solved by using an infinitely small
point source (analytically presented as a Dirac
delta function in space and time). The response to
an arbitrary geometry sources can be constructed
by Green’s functions (or convolution, if there is
a spatial symmetry). The required parameters are
954

the absorption coefficient, scattering coefficient
and scattering phase function. If the layers in the
medium are well-defined, we must take into account the refractive index of each layer in the medium.
As electromagnetic rays pass through different
materials, some of the photons of interact with the
particles of matter, whereas their energy can be
absorbed or scattered. This absorption and scattering in a medium called attenuations and total
attenuations is the sum of attenuations due to different types of interactions. Linear attenuation
coefficient (μ) describes the part of the beam of
electromagnetic radiation that is absorbed or scattered per unit thickness of material. It is basically
a calculation of probability that the photon is scattered or absorbed when passing through the material. For the narrow ray of mono energetic photons
of for example visible light, part of the beam that
passes through the material without collision can
be expressed by the equation [27]:
I = I0e

− mt

............................. (1.1)

where:
I = intensity of photons transmitted over a distance t,
I0 = initial photons intensity
μ = linear attenuation coefficient
t = penetration depth
Linear attenuation coefficient can be used in a
number of calculations, such as finding the intensity of radiation transmitted through the medium
with the known input intensity, material and the
thickness of the media, also for determining the
thickness of the media, with a known input and
transmitted intensity, material, ...[28].
The above simple equation absorption is based
on the assumption that the entire scattered radiation
is completely removed from the stack. However, in
reality this is not the case, especially in thick materials in which only a few scattered photons lead
to the observation point where the detector is (e.g.
film). In fact, the measured intensity of radiation after passing through the material is higher than the
calculated one using the simple equation of absorption. The above phenomenon is known as the increment of radiation due to scattering.
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In our simplified model the following variance
reduction techniques re used to reduce the computing time and to improve the efficiency of Monte
Carlo simulations. This technique enables propagating a large amount of equivalent photons simultaneously as a package along the road. Each photon
packet is initially associated statistical weight W
equal to unity. This approach also ensures compliance with the law of conservation of energy. When
a photon interacts in a medium that has a high property of scattering light, so called turbid medium, it
will lose its weight due to absorption, and the remaining weight will be dispersed to other parts of
the media. Any number of variables can be traced
along the way, depending on the particular application. Each photon packet will experience multiple
successive absorptions and/or scatterings until it is
extinguished (fully absorbed), reflected or transmitted outside the media. Any number of photon packets can be launched and modified until the simulated test result has the desired signal to the noise
ratio. It should be kept in mind that the Monte Carlo
modeling is a process that includes statistics of random numbers, for which the variable ξ will be used
as a pseudorandom number in our calculations. A
detailed description of the model and the associated computer program used in the research can be
found in the dissertation paper by D. Modric [29].
In order to simulate the transport of light in the
substrate using the Monte Carlo approach, photon packets are sent to a random walk through a
sample of virtual paper. The technique was developed based on the probability distribution that describes the main parameters of the path of photon
packets. These parameters of photon packets are
displacement between the two events (scattering
and / or absorption) defined as the step size s, and
the scattering angles φ, θ generated using random
numbers. The history of photon packets (its movement) is recorded until a package either leaves the
medium or is absorbed in the interaction with it.
A photon can leave the medium, in this case the
paper, at the lower limit (light transmission) or at
the upper limit. Consequently, the information on
subsurface transport of light has been obtained.
The paper is in principle a medium that is hard
to describe, given the quite different optical properties of its components. Kubelka and Munk [30]
developed a theory that is widely used and is asVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

sociated with the scattering and absorption of light
on individual particles, such as fibers or fillers.
The applied approach to the propagation of
photons in the Monte Carlo method is based on
the work Phral et al (1989) [31]. The goal of our
research is to conduct multi-layered inhomogeneous optical media. Here the coating and surface
are treated as two separate, well-defined layers,
excluded from the calculation of the reflection and
refraction of light on boundary layers, where there
is a change in local conditions of absorption and
scattering. Inside the paper, as an extremely complex medium, photons experience multiple scattering and the phase and polarization are rapidly
randomized, so that they initially do not significantly affect the energy transport alone.

Figure 1. Flowchart illustrating the Monte Carlo
simulation algorithm with variable step size for
subsurface light scattering in paper. The Monte
Carlo simulation program created with MathCad
11 was used to calculate the presented results [32]
955
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3. The aim of research
In this paper, we approached the problem of
light scattering in the paper in the way that physically more accurately describes the real situation.
Our simulation provides a flexible and, at the same
time, a rigorous approach to the problem of transport of light in a medium such as paper with stochastic interaction which takes photon-component
of paper. This means that if the paper has 30% of
some components then it will be the same percentage of the interaction of photons with that component. The method describes the local rules of
propagation of photons, which are expressed in the
simplest case, as a probability distribution that describes the step size shift of photons between two
photons interacting with components of paper and
corners directions trajectory of photons in the case
when it comes to scattering.
It is important to note that the scattering of a local phenomenon and that even when any particular
case perfectly diffuses scattering, the distribution of
the total scattered light does not have to be perfectly
diffuse. On the other hand, it should be noted that
the method is statistical in nature and is based on
the calculation of the trajectories of a large number of photons, which results in a large consumption of computer time. If we recall that the energy
of one photon is hc/l, where is Planck’s constant
h = 6.626x10-34 J s, c=(speed of light) =3∙108 ms-1
and λ = 550 nm (wavelength of light), then we get
the for solar flux Φ at the top of the atmosphere to
the value of 2.55∙1015 fotons∙cm-2∙ s-1. This number
of photons per unit area per unit time allows us to
model the radiation field statistical analysis of itinerant photons. What the number of photons required
to correctly describe the problem will be, depends
largely on the asked question, the required accuracy
and the desired spatial resolution. For example, to
get basic information about the multiple scattering
of light in paper 5000 photons will be enough to
obtain useful information in a particular simulated
case. However, in order to map the spatial distribution of photons returning to the entrance surface,
30 000 photons are necessary to get a satisfactory
answer, and could carry out errors calculus.
Another aspect of the Monte Carlo simulations,
which we presented in this paper, requires further
explanation. Our simulation does not treat the pho956

ton as a wave phenomenon and ignores properties
such as polarization or phase. The reason for this
was to predict the transport of radiation energy in a
medium such as paper. Photons are repeatedly reflected on its way through the medium and therefore the phase and polarization very quickly take on
random values, and as such, play a minor role in the
transport of energy. On the other hand, the photon
statistical weight leads us to the fact that photons
are treated as packages of e.g. a hundred photons.
This allows us to determine the moment of package
termination. In our case, that occurred when the statistical package weight dropped to 1% of the initial
value. This approach enables the automatic input of
the number of photon packets, which in fact represents two orders of magnitude more photons (100
package is in fact 10 000 photons).
Our method is based on the macroscopic optical properties of the components of the paper for
which we assume that are uniform in small volumes within the paper. The mean free path between
positions where there is some interaction is of the
order within 10 - 100μm, which allows us to apply
the principles of geometrical optics.
Our goal was to generate as much as possible
physically plausible and analytically (computer assisted) model, even though a large part of the simulation was based on the knowledge of the structure and
behavior of the constituents of the paper, its confirmation could not be checked directly but indirectly
by measuring the reflectance profiles of the screen
elements. A direct consequence of the internal light
scattering in the substrate is an optical gain - dot
gain, so that without prints of individual screen elements and their image analysis would not be possible to verify the results predicted by the model. The
model simulated scattering of light in the substrate,
on which there is a printed line, either in the positive
or in the negative. Accordingly, the only modeling
of prints by adding mechanical dot gain could verify
our model as a useful tool, not only as a source and
verification of the initial assumptions, but also as a
possible “experimental” apparatus.
4. Parameters of the paper model
The following results are calculated with some
typical parameters, which have been found through the analysis of the literature on the typical
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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compositions of paper, so we have to take for our
needs compromise composition paper that meets
the physical picture, and at the same time is simple
enough and does not consume excessive computer
time. In our calculations we used the “paper” consisting of mechanical and chemical pulp, fillers,
surface sizing and air (although the number of
components was not limited by the software) in
the amounts represented as weight ratios shown
in Table 1 with the corresponding absorption σa
and scattering σt coefficients, and asymmetry factor g. The composition used in our paper model
gave fairly good results, as demonstrated by the
modeled reflectance profiles of paper prints [33].
The refractive index (n) of the surface sizing
layer was chosen to be 1.47, which corresponds to
starch.

Figure 2. Illustration of random distribution of
photon packets entrance over paper surface. The
illustration was made with 2000 photon packets

5. Experiment
The beam of photon packet was perpendicular
to the surface of the paper and counted a total of
20∙106 photons. In reality there are many more photons, but in this case this number is again a compromise between realistic description and consumption
of computer time. This means that increasing the
number of photons received on the improvement in
the sense that they reduce the noise in the reflectance from the surface of the paper, but the reflectance
profile of the line has not changed.
The preliminary calculations showed that the
resulting modeled scattering also includes photons
that reach below the screen element, which does
not correspond to the truth, because in reality they
are lost to us, as can be seen from the fact that we
perceive screen element.
Table 1. Numerical data for one of our “papers” consisting of five components: filler, mechanical pulp,
chemical pulp, sizing agent (starch) and air
2
2
Weight Asimmetry Scattering coefficient (µs), m /kg Absorption coefficient (µa), m /kg
Wavelength (λ), nm
Wavelength (λ), nm
Component
ratio,
factor
%
(g), 400 500 600
700
400
500
600
700
Filler
10
0.7
25
25
25
25
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Mechanical pulp
10
0.5
25
75
70
70
29
6
1
0.5
Chemical pulp
59
0.75
25
108 115
110
29
6
1
0.5
Surface sizing agent
9
0.02
30
30
30
30
0.02 0.02 0.02
0.02
Air
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 3. The resulting line reflectance profile
(a) showing all the photons that have reached the
entrance surface of the paper (including those
who have ended below screen element) and real
printed line (b)

Figures 3 and 4 show that calculated reflectance profile simulation does not give the real situation because it includes even those photons that
end below the screen element, and thus lost to us.
Therefore, it was necessary to introduce an algorithm (which we call the filter) that rejects photons that reach below the screen element, and considers them absorbed. So far, this filter is such that
does not include the ink profile penetrated into the
substrate. It is important to note that it might be
better to talk about the three-dimensional profile
screen element. In such geometry it is natural to
accept that the ink on the edges of the screen element can be in such a thin layer (due to its diffusion into the substrate) that through it some of the
photons manage to penetrate.

Figure 5. Figure shows the calculated profile of
the above line with and without the filter (routine
which subtracts those who finish below the line,
which are lost to us)

Figure 4. The resulting reflectance profile line
(a) and real printed line (b) shown in pseudo 3D
958

Figure 5 shows the modeled profile of 1.0mm
thick line with and without using the filter routine obtained in such a way that for every point the
contribution of scattered light counted. The points
on the profile are average values for the given radial distance as a result of two-dimensionality problem. However, this indicates that this approach
does not provide the complete answer to the ink
penetration into the substrate, which indicates the
complexity of the approach to the problem solving
effect penetration ink in substrate. Specifically,
modeling vertical penetration ink requires 3D
convolution and detailed knowledge of the threedimensional geometry of penetrated ink. Such moVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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deling screen value is extremely complex, so that
in our statistical model the penetration of dye into
the paper is extremely simplified. The main effect
of the optical penetration ink is reduced to pure
absorption of photons that come under the screen element. In this way, in the model actual penetration of ink does not occur but automatically
increases the number of the absorbed photons. It is
important to note that, in our model, the penetration of ink into the surface does not occur, which
better fits offset printing technique, with which we
printed our test forms.
Figure 7. Comparison of the calculated profile of
different line thickness with and without routine
filter

Figure 6. Graphic display the area under the profile lines with and without the applied filter routines.
(centre of line is located at r = 0). The numbers
next to curves are numerical values of surfaces
To determine the percentage of photons that
have ended under the printed line, we compared
the area under the modeled reflectances.
This presentation allows us to determine the
percentage of photon packages that are ended below the line, so we are in case line thickness of
1mm and paper thickness d = 50µm get a value of
about 7% of photon packages that are ended under
the lines which are lost to us and we consider them
absorbed . However, this number is not a direct indicator of the size of the optical dot gain, although
for this percentage the effective absorption cross
section has increased, because 7% of photon packets penetrated into the substrate, rather than the total number of incoming photon packets. The ratio
of the reflected and scattered photons is defined
by Fresnell equations that must be averaged out at
angle of incidence.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 8. Comparison of the calculated profile of
1mm thick line with and without routine filter for
different paper thicknesses
Figure 8 shows the comparison of the calculated profiles with and without the use of routine filter for different paper thicknesses. Here it is
necessary to explain the fact that the thickness of
the paper on the pictures without corresponding
data unit. In the calculation the dimensional structure was respected, so that all sizes are given in
centimeters. To simplify, we have calculated some
paper thickness as a standard (dactual = 50 µm), and
all other thicknesses are in fact multiple of our
standard thickness. Figure 8 shows at first glance
a puzzling behavior because it turns out that many
more photons end below the line of the thinner paper than the thicker one. The reason for this lies in
959
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the fact that the thinner paper has a much higher
transmission, so that the number is relative. Accordingly, the output plane of paper on which an
internal reflection occurs is much closer to the line
than the one for the thicker paper. The calculation
of profile for d = 100 correspond to measuring of
R∞ in Kubelka-Munk approach should be considered. Since our model assumes that all the transmitted photons are lost forever, this means that
we can say we have performed all the accounts
(“measurements”) with the paper on a black background. It should be noted that this method produced only one part of the optical dot gain because
the calculation did not include the absorption of
the substrate. This absorption plays a significant
role in the appearance of substrate itself, and can
be offset by adding optically active components in
the paper itself during the production.
6. Conclusion
The printed dots appear bigger than the dots in
the original digital bitmap. This is partly because
of the spreading and penetrating of the ink on and
in the paper, called physical dot gain, and partly because of the diffusion of the light in paper,
which is referred to as optical dot gain. In this paper we have introduced the Monte Carlo approximation to determine the optical dot gain and separate it from the physical dot gain. It is illustrated
that the optical dot gain follows the physical dot
shape (including the physical dot gain) and not the
dot shape in the original bitmap. One of the most
important factors that cause optical dot gain is the
structure of the substrate. How structure of paper
affects dot gain is included in the Monte Carlo
simulation using scattering and absorption coefficients, asymmetry coefficient g, and percentage
content of each component.With this model it is
also possible to estimate the amount of photons
that ends under the screen element, which in turn
is a conditional measure of optical dot gain. This
measure was obtained by introducing a routine
named filter in Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore
this model can be useful for the paper industry to
examine the properties of their products.
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Abstract
Automation of radar network design, analysis
and optimization process using an integration of
Virtual Reality and Geographic Information System is presented in this paper. The developed system – Radar Network Design, Analyses and Optimization System, represents virtual geographic
information system capable to perform efficient
radar coverage area prediction on the basis of
known radar model, target model, atmosphere
model and digital terrain model.
Two-dimensional and three-dimensional visualization examples of obtained results are presented as well as description of their three-dimensional analysis performed by the system.
The applied methodology for geographic information system and virtual reality integration
as well as Radar Network Design, Analyses and
Optimization System software architecture is described in detail. We believe that appliance of the
proposed solution will simplify radar setting and
minimize time and cost needed for radar network
design, analysis and optimization process.
Key words: Geographic Information System,
Virtual Reality, Integration Methodology, Radar
Coverage, Prediction Model.
1. Introduction
In the last decade Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have found their place in many different
areas [1,2,3]. One of the GIS appliances is in the
area of electromagnetic waves propagation prediction [3,4,5]. Possibility of realistic terrain data representation is one of the three-dimensional GIS applications and the matter of great importance. Taking into consideration that terrain measurement is,
in most cases, very expensive (but necessary), the
962

main idea is to gather the terrain data from the real
world and then perform the analysis and simulation
in the office. This can be done using three-dimensional GIS systems extended with Virtual Reality
(VR) elements and then verify the obtained results
with the results gathered on the terrain. This solution significantly reduces the time needed for analysis and expenses. Such virtual GIS system, named
Radar Network Design, Analyses and Optimization
System (RADON), has been developed. The system
performs accurate radar coverage prediction using
the real or hypothetical radar model, the fluctuating
target model, model of the atmosphere and threedimensional (3D) terrain model. The RADON system offers desktop virtual reality interface, enabling
users to work with radars and coverage area within
3D virtual environment.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second Section current research in the area of GIS
and VR integration and appliance for radar coverage prediction is discussed, while Section 3 is
focused on our methodology for virtual reality
and GIS integration Mathematical model for radar coverage prediction is described in the Section
4. In Section 5 we presented the basic software
architecture. The procedure for radar coverage
simulation using RADON system is presented in
the Section 6. In this Section we also discussed
obtained experimental results. Finally, the Section
7 concludes the paper.
2. Related work
Recent development in the area of three-dimensional (3D) GIS is characterized by strong effort
to incorporate VR elements within standard 3D
GIS environment [1,2]. The result is development
of virtual GIS environments as a part of standard
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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commercial GISs (ESRI, ERDAS) [6,7,8]. These
systems help users to visualize and understand terrestrial phenomena and features that are only discernible in three dimensions. These systems also
provide 2D and 3D views of real world situations,
such as a battlefield scenario. Draping geographic
information layers over terrain data enables mission planning and familiarizing troops with inaccessible or hostile terrain [7].
Besides this, Virtual Reality GIS systems allow
users to analyze any number of feasibility studies in 3D, including terrain, slope, visual impact,
urban density, etc. One direction in the research of
VR and GIS integration is virtual GIS systems development for prediction of electromagnetic wave
propagation. There are several systems which
simulate radar coverage with different mathematical models and visualization possibilities [4,5,6].
Compared to these systems, it seems that our system - RADON is well suited for military defense
radars, but it can be easily modified for the usage
in similar areas, such as weather radars.
The system, also, can be used as decision support for radar sites positioning as well as optimal
planning of radar network.

able, the methodology provides data acquisition
from the existing paper maps or aero-photos with
known scale. This data represent input for the subsystem that is used for continuous georeferenced
raster map creation. The main component of the
subsystem is MapEdit, a software tool for raster
map georeferencing and rectification [9].

3. Virtual reality and integration
methodology
Applied methodology for Virtual Reality and
GIS integration is based on a method of creating
3D terrain model using original continuous georeferenced raster map (developed in Computer
Graphics and GIS Laboratory in the Faculty of
Electronic Engineering in Nis) as a texture, and
three-dimensional digital elevation model (DEM).
The model is result of contour lines digitalization along the predefined grid on the continuous
raster map. The application is developed using the
object-oriented method, while Virtual Reality part
is realized using Microsoft DirectX technology.
Functionality of GIS part is based on previously
developed GIS in the laboratory. Graphical representation of methodology is shown in the Figure
1. The methodology starts from geographic data
acquisition. An available DEM data for terrain
modeling can be used in this purpose together
with georeferenced raster data for texture source.
If the previously mentioned data is not availVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 1. Methodology for VR and GIS integration
The output of the subsystem is georeferenced
raster map divided in small sections to facilitate the
input process for texture and DEM data production.
The basic part of the subsystem for 3D terrain data generation is software component called
MapVect. This component serves as vectorization
tool for elevation data on predefined grid from
contour lines overprinted on georeferenced raster
map. The created data (georeferenced raster map
and 3D DEM data), as well as data from problem
domain are the input data for virtual GIS. Virtual
GIS is a monolithic application, which consists
of VR subsystem and GIS subsystem. The basis
of GIS subsystem is Ginis-3D, three-dimensional
963
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GIS, developed in Computer Graphics and GIS
Laboratory on Faculty of Electronics in Nis [10].
This subsystem has designed for georeferencing of all data used by the system, as well as for
2D and 3D spatial query processing. Ginis-3D
is hybrid GIS (georeferenced raster map + vector layers) with capability for creating 3D terrain
representation, retrieving the altitude of arbitrary
location and several possibilities for three-dimensional analysis (3D terrain profiling, for example).
VR subsystem provides VR functions in the
system and consists of the following components:
– User Interface,
– Scene Manager,
– Texture Manager, and
– Terrain Modeler.
The User Interface component provides usersystem interaction in the VR manner. This means
that user can “jump” to a certain position in space
and analyze the perspective. Moreover, the VR
interface provides flying over the terrain and six
degrees of freedom: moving upward, sliding along
the scene, rotation and three-dimensional translations. This component also provides visual motion
and 2D and 3D spatial queries that are parameterized and passed to the GIS subsystem. The GIS
subsystem executes queries and retrieves 2D and
3D results needed for visualization.
Scene Manager is the main component of the
VR subsystem. The role of the component is dynamic scene creation, depending on the position of
camera. During scene rendering, Scene Manager
uses the texture (formed by the Texture Manager),
3D terrain model (created by the Terrain Modeler)
and data from problem domain (which is georeferenced by the GIS subsystem).
Texture Manager is the component that dynamically creates texture when the Scene Manager requests it. For the texture creation, Texture
Manager uses continual georeferenced raster map.
Terrain Modeler creates the terrain model using the 3D DEM data when the Scene Manager
requests it.
At the end, user can see the visualization results (3D model of the terrain as well as 3D data
from the problem domain). The terrain model provides capability to change the real time position of
the light and the camera. This feature makes the
964

impression of flying over the terrain. The GIS subsystem provides 3D model with the information
related to current geographic location, azimuth
and elevation, in real time.
The outlined methodology integrates VR and
GIS subsystems forming a monolithic application.
In this way, the forth level of VR and GIS integration – Merged systems (according to [11]) is
reached. This enables both subsystems to use the
same set of data. The complete data integration is
achieved by developing the both subsystems as a
single application. The overall communication between the subsystems is carried out through the
local procedure calls, which represent the component interface. The realization performed in that
way ensures fast system response and reduce the
environment influence to the minimum.
4. Radar coverage prediction model
The radar coverage is defined as the region
where the target, described by its radar cross section, can be detected with assigned (or greater)
probability of detection and fixed probability of
false alarm. Very often the acquisition radar coverage is defined as plot contour in vertical cross
section in the form of function of elevation angle
q : R = R(q ) in polar coordinate system ( R,q ) . The
radar range R represents the distance from the radar (coordinate-system origin) to the point on plot
contour. It depends, not only on the radar characteristics (transmitter power, antenna gain, noise
temperature, antenna pattern, and so on), but also
on “external factors”, such as assigned probability of detection and false alarm, target radar cross
section, atmospheric and soil characteristics, etc.
If the vertical cross section of the radar coverage
is included in calculation, then the antenna gain
can be written in the following form:
G = Gm g (q) .............................. (1)
where Gm is the maximum value of the antenna
gain and g (q ) is normalized function of antenna
pattern power density in vertical cross section,
very often realized from real antenna pattern of
radar measured in anechoic chamber.
Thus, radar range as a function of q can be
written in the following form:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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R = R (q)= 4

P G 2m l 2 s
( 4 p ) 3 k T s B q ( Pd , Pl a )

⋅ g ( q) = Rm ⋅ f ( q)

......................................... (2)
where R(q ) is contour of radar coverage equation (in vertical plane), Rm is maximum radar
range, and f (q ) is normalized electric field antenna pattern in vertical plane.
The signal/noise ratio as a function of probability of detection and probability of false alarm is
obtained for received number of pulses and target model (type). The target types are modeled as
stable ones or one of the Swerling’s models [12].
The radar delectability was calculated using the
Barton’s methods [13].
The troposphere influence on the system is included through the radar electromagnetic waves
refraction. The refraction of electromagnetic waves
in the troposphere is a consequence of changing
the index of refraction with altitude. Under the normal conditions, the index of refraction decreases
with the altitude, and as a result, the higher parts of
phase front travel with greater speed then the lower
parts. Thus, the natural consequence is “bending”
the phase front downward, and the waves’ path (the
normal to a phase front) is curved. The negative effects of this phenomenon are: the elevation angle
measurements error, the range measurements error,
the Doppler frequency measurements error, and
greater wave attenuation in the troposphere than in
the case with no refraction.
The broadening of radar horizon in comparison with the optical one is the favor of refraction.
The quantitative analysis uses integral method assuming that the index of refraction n(h) changing
with altitude must be continual and monotonic.
Thus, the wave path has general shape as shown
in Figure 2a), and it depends on the temperature,
pressure and the partial pressure of water vapor
distribution with altitude [14].
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a)

b)
Figure 2. a) The influence of the electromagnetic waves refraction in troposphere; b) Terrain
blockage.
The radar is located at the point A on the Earth;
the target is at the point B, with the real range from
the radar is R , the real elevation angle is q and the
real height is h . The apparent elevation angle is q ′
and the apparent range obtained on the basis of
echo signal delaying along curved path is R′ . The
main goal of modeling is to calculate the real target coordinates: R , q and h using measured values R′ and q ′ .
In order to include the influence of the real terrain configuration on radar coverage, we used the
ray-tracing algorithm. This algorithm is known
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as one of the best numerical models for solving
wave propagation prediction problem. In order to
efficiently predict radar coverage area, we used
modified ray-tracing algorithm and follow refracted rays by the troposphere. The rays are refracted
according to Snell’s law. The indexes of refraction
are calculated using formulae which depend of the
used atmosphere model. We support linear and exponential model of the atmosphere, as well as real
model (measured data for temperature and pressure at radar site is needed). The coverage area
ends when followed ray either intersects terrain or
reach the maximum range (see Figure 2b)).
Using weather radar equation [13], it is possible
to perform weather radar coverage prediction for
the specified reflectivity expressed in decibels relative to Z (dBZ) and chosen height above sea level
(or in the 3D visualization) in the RADON system.
For this purpose some software modules have been
added. The specific weather radar antenna pattern,
very narrow and described by Gaussian function,
was treated by one of those modules. The second
problem was the radar reflectivity conversion into
the radar echo power at the receiver input using its
calibration curve. It means that the RADON system has to have the weather radar calibration curve
previously stored. Measured Mitsubishi-RC34A
weather radar calibration curve is given on the Figure 3, as an example.

radar coverage. The packages and subsystems consist of connected classes organizing the packages
and subsystems into layers. The software system
architecture is represented using Unified Modeling
Language (UML) notation. From the logical point
of view, the system consists of three layers: User
Interface, Problem Domain and Data Management.
The User Interface layer is the external layer
that provides the system interface to the outside
world and displays information to the users. The
classes for communication between system and
user (the classes for data editing and result representation) are part of this layer. The layer also
contains classes for managing the system dynamics according to the user actions.

Figure 4. Class diagram of Spatial Data
subsystem
All these classes use services provided by
classes from Problem Domain that perform all the
work to fulfill user requests. Classes from the User
Interface transform user requests into set of calls
of methods from the Problem Domain layer. The
Problem Domain layer contains classes that represent the main concept from the problem domain.
These classes use services provided by classes
from Data Management layer.

Figure 3. Radar receiver calibration curve.
5. Software architecture

Figure 5. The class diagram of Environment
subsystem

Software architecture of the RADON system
describes the most important classes in the software that performs prediction and visualization of
966
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– 2D and 3D visualization, and
– 3D GIS spatial analysis.

Figure 6. Class diagram in Radar Network
subsystem
The Data Management layer consists of
classes that manage the radar systems data (opening and saving data in files and adding, updating
and deleting data in the database). The system
uses Microsoft Access database. Since the detail
description of all models will exceed the scope of
this paper, only the Problem Domain layer will be
described, as the part that is directly related with
the topic of the paper. Subsystems of this part are:
Spatial Data, Environment and Radar Network.
Spatial Data subsystem is an assembly of
classes that are abstraction of geographic space.
The class diagram of this component is shown
in Figure 4. Environment subsystem includes
classes that represent the environment of the radar network that has influence on the radar coverage determination. The class diagram of this part
of the system is exposed in Figure 5. Subsystem
Radar network congregate classes that contain
data about radars and radar networks. The class
diagram of this subsystem is revealed in Figure 6.
6. Virtual GIS support for radar coverage
simulation
The mathematical model, described in Section 3,
was the base for the development of described GIS
system for radar coverage simulation - RADON. The
system provides following basic sets of functions:
– GIS,
– VR,
– Radar modeling,
– Optimal radar network planning,
– Target and atmosphere modeling,
– Radar coverage simulation,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 7. Desktop virtual reality interface
GIS functions enable users to work with 2D and
3D electronic geographic map [8], such as moving
across the map, positioning, scale changing, distance measurement, etc. RADON uses raster maps
from the scale 1:200,000 up to 1:2,500,000 as background map. Virtual reality functions offers desktop
VR interface to the users. Users are enabled to explore virtual terrain in real-time without gaps (see
Figure 7).The system also provides all necessary
navigation information (elevation, azimuth, etc.).
By using VR set of functions, users can change virtual Sun position, camera angle and viewer position. By using radar modeling functions, users are
able to specify parameters of radar model.
This means that parameters for transmitter, receiver as well as radar’s antenna have to be specified and (optionally) stored in RADON’s database
in order to use the model in radar coverage simulation. Of course, our system offers a set of predefined
radar models that can be used for simulation without modeling. Besides single radar modeling, the
system offers functions for radar network modeling. Radar network can be formed using the same
radar model or using different models.
By using GIS functions set as well as functions
for 3D GIS analysis, users are able to find optimal
configuration for radar networks. Radar (or radar
network) environment is modeled using target and
atmosphere modeling functions. These functions
enable users to specify all necessary target and atmosphere parameters used by integral model for radar coverage simulation (as explained in Section 3).
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When all models are defined, users can start radar coverage simulation. The radar units are put into
radar site position by simply clicking on the map
or, more precisely, by entering the exact geographic
coordinates. Defining the type of radar unit is easily done by choosing from the database. Of course,
the more advanced user can change parameters and
antenna diagrams to study the effect of different settings. By using simulation functions, users are enabled to perform design, analysis and optimization
of radar networks. At the end of simulation, RADON
provides set of 2D and 3D visualization functions. In
Figure 8a), one example of 2D visualization of radar
coverage for three different height levels is shown,
while in Figure 8b), the example of radar network
coverage for a single height level is shown.

If users are not satisfied with obtained simulation
results, RADON provides 3D GIS spatial analysis
function set for additional radar coverage analysis.
Using this function set, it is possible to obtain terrain
profile, perform optical visibility analysis, or determine radar coverage area intersections with terrain.
One example of 3D analysis of radar coverage using
tools provided by the GIS system is shown in Figure
9. Figure 10 shows three-dimensional visualization
of entire radar coverage volume. The best radar sites
and the best way to arrange set of radars in radar network can be determined by using all described function sets, without (or with minimum) field work and
field measurements. Using RADON GIS system,
users save money and time, and speed-up process
for optimal planning of radar network.

a)

Figure 9. 3D GIS analysis of radar coverage

b)
Figure 8. a) 2D visualization of radar coverage
at three different height levels; b) 2D visualization of radar network coverage
968

Figure 10. 3D visualization of radar coverage volume
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7. Conclusion
Graphical hardware and software progress during
the last few years and the inclusion of virtual reality
features into the GIS world, bring us many new possibilities. One of most important is possibility for realistic visualization of the real world. The researches
in the GIS domain are conducted with the purpose
of inventing the solutions, which provide improved
completeness of the integration of these two domains, and appliance of this new generation of GIS
systems in different areas. This paper contains the
description of the RADON system – a virtual GIS
for radar coverage simulation. The application of
the proposed solution will simplify the selection of
radar sites, and reduces the time required for radar
network configuration and manages significant cost
saving. In order to verify our system, we compared
results obtained by using the RADON simulation
with measured data from the existing radar systems.
We also used existing database of aircraft observation acquired during the last ten years in Serbia.
Verification process showed that RADON system
predicts radar coverage area with error within range
± 1 km. We and most of RADON’s users consider
this error range acceptable for the most appliances
of the system. The further research in this domain
will be focused on improving performance of the
described system and on developing extension of
the system for the appliance in the similar domains,
such as weather radars. Another direction for improvement will be integration with existing systems
from domain (such as real-time visualization of air
situation, for example). Our current research is directed toward inclusion of new parameters which
have influence on radar coverage (soil type, vegetation, micro terrain configuration, etc.) into the model. We strongly believe that new improvements will
promote RADON as one reliable tool for the radar
network design, analysis and optimization.
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Abstract
The users of telecommunication services are
more demanding in terms of service quality. The
quality of service depends on many factors, including the performance of user devices, network
performance, service capabilities of specific applications, etc. In order to ensure QoS (Quality of
Service), some mechanisms have special roles in
achieving the desired values of QoS parameters.
Some mechanisms are implemented in networks
according with existing architectures. Special role
to ensure the desired level of QoS in networks has
DiffServ (Differentiated Services). DiffServ allows the implementation of different mechanisms
for flow control and congestion as well as other
mechanisms responsible for achieving the desired
values of QoS parameters.
Key words: IP, QoS, QoE, DiffServ
1. Introduction
QoS (Quality of Service) is a major element
to achieve the desired customer perception - QoE
(Quality of Experience). One of the problems of the
network based on packet switching and IP (Internet
Protocol) is the provision of quality services. Various mechanisms have been developed to achieve
desired QoS. IntServ, DiffServ and MPLS (Multi
Protocol Label Switching) are implementing various mechanisms to achive QoS in networks for data
transmission, and today DiffServ is the most common architecture implemented in the core network.
Great role and traffic engineering to use the analysis
and modeling of traffic allows efficient utilization
of network resources. Discussion about QoS in IP
networks requires consideration many protocols,
queuing theory, signaling, throughput, and resource
management, SLA (Service Level Agreement),
maintenance, etc. The number of users of telecommunication services is growing as well as the number of different services, and care must be taken
970

to increase the capacity and efficiency of existing
resources. These are two opposing claims because
increasing the number of users makes it difficult
to find additional capacity, and raises the question
of how to improve the current performance of the
aforementioned difficulties. Therefore, this paper
aims to show what opportunities the implementation of DiffServ mechanisms in telecommunication
networks provides.
2. Achieving QoS parameters in IP network
The starting point in the process of defining and
ensuring QoS parameters should be the users. Although users are not interested in the way the services are implemented, they like to compare the
same services offered by different providers. This
means that QoS must be expressed by parameters
which take into account all aspects of the service
from the user point of view and do not depend on a
specific network architecture or technology.
The problem is that user requirements can be
mapped to specific technical parameters of quality
that the provider offers. Quantitative measures also
represent the network-specific QoS parameters, in
context to refer to the entire network and not to a
specific service. The recommendation G.1010 [1]
defines QoS based on a set of parameters that can
be measured objectively. According to this, the
SLS represents „a set of parameters and their values which together define the service offered to a
traffic stream by a DS domain’’ [2]. The network
or service-specific QoS parameters included: bandwidth, delay, delay variation (jitter) and loss of information (packet loss). Parameter values are different for different types of services. ITU (International Telecommunication Union) recommendation
G1010 [1] presents the application of certain types
of traffic (audio, video, etc.) and their requirements
in terms of QoS parameter values.
Bandwidth is the maximum transmission rate
that can be achieved between the two ends of the
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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network (end-to-end) and is usually measured bits
per second (bps). The scope of the term successfully transmitted packets - equal to the ratio of the total
number of successfully transmitted packets during
the whole period and the duration the time Δt:
................. (1)
The scope of the term of transferred bytes - is
equal to the total number of bytes that have been
transferred in the observed time interval ∆t:

....................... (3)
Packet losses occur either if there is congestion or wrong packet routing. Loss can be caused
by degradation due to the use of different types of
content encoding for more efficient transmission
(eg. use of voice codecs at low bit rate voice transmission). According to RFC2680 [4], the losses
at the lower layers of the effects of noise in the
channel and express themselves with the BER (Bit
Error Rate).

.................. (2)
Delay is manifested in several ways, including the time required to establish a specific service
from the moment of user’s request, and the time required to receive specific information after service
activation. According to the ITU-T recommendation Y.1540, packet delay is defined as the time of
the transfer in one direction between the point of
measuring MP (Meausurement Point) at the source
(SRC) and destination (DST) packages [3]. Delay
is closely related to the network parameters such
as bandwidth and depends on: the signal propagation time through the medium, packets processing
time on network nodes (routers), packets waiting
in the queue. These parameters can be called network QoS parameters or service-specific QoS parameters because they are tied to a specific service.
Also, these parameters are directly affect customer
satisfaction and are the technical interpretation of
its requirements for quality, and can be classified
as critical QoE indicators - KPIs (Key Performance
Indicators), whilst taking their average value.
Jitter is the difference in time delay packets belonging to the same flow. Jitter is the variation in
end-to-end delay, or in mathematical terms it is a
measure of the absolute value of the derivative sequence of individual measured delay. Delay variation between two points (jk) for IP packet between
the source and destination is equal to the difference
of absolute packet delay (xk) and defined referent
delays d1,2 between the two measuring points. Reference delay d1,2 between the source and the destination is an absolute delay measured on the first
transferred package in the observed time interval.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

......................................... (4)
The losses at the higher layers of OSI model
can be expressed as:

......................................... (5)
3. Analysis and comparison of some
mechanisms in the network
To obtain simulation results in the paper it is
used NS2 (Network Simulator 2), which is widespread tool for simulation packet networks and
the study of network protocols, AQM techniques,
wireless networks, etc. The simulator has a large
number of implemented protocols and available
documentation. It is free to use and validated
through the use of a large number of scientific papers as well as in practice.
The results are based on simulation which uses
the topology in Figure 1. Blue labeled links on test
topology are links for which simulation results are
analyzed.
Diverse types of traffic are used to show the
importance of implementing the DiffServ mechanisms to ensure QoS in IP networks. VoIP flows
and video streaming are used according to ITU-T
Recommendation G.1010 [1].
Using UDP protocol with the Pareto distribution
is simulated VoIP (voice over IP), while the simulated video using UDP traffic with CBR (constant
bit rate) - a constant bit rate. FTP traffic simulated
971
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to show how it impacts on VoIP and video traffic.

mentation of mechanisms DropTail, Red and DiffServ. Analysis of the results is based on the monitoring of basic QoS parameters for the two traffic
flow: VoIP traffic (source S2, flow 3) and video
traffic (source S6, flow 7).
3.1 Settings of simulation scenarios
DropTail mechanism is simulated with the following settings:
bandwidthxdelaylow capacity link = 52 kb

Figure 1. Test topology
Table 1. Objectives and constraints QoS parameters according to G.1010 [1]
Traffic type
Packet loss
Delay
Jitter

VoIP
<3% PLR
<150 ms (desirable)
<1 ms

Video
<1% PLR
<10 s
-

Link capacities are set to 10 Mb, except the capacity of low link capacity (3 Mb) which are highlighted in red. Link delays on the edge of the network are set to 12 ms, and the delays between the
edge nodes and the node in the core network is set to
25 ms. UDP packet size (with a header) to transfer
VoIP traffic is 160 B, the size of a UDP packet (with
header) for the transfer of video traffic is 240 B. TCP
packet size (with a header) for data transfer is 1040
B. The duration of simulation is 60 s. Settings for
RTOinc= 0,2 s, RTT = 2∙(12+25+25+12)ms=148ms.
Nodes (traffic sources) are:
S (i) = traffic sources belonging to the class of
telephone service [5] which provide VoIP traffic,
and establish a connection with the destination
D1. This class is configured as an EF PHB in the
DiffServ architecture.
S (j) = traffic sources belonging to the class of
multimedia streaming [5]. These sources simulate
video transmission in one direction and establish a
connection with the destination D2. Class is configured as an AF PHB.
S (k) = source data that are simulated traffic
over TCP sources through which is transmitted to
the destination FTP traffic D3.
Network topology is analyzed with different
buffer size (50, 90 and 150) and with the imple972

According the size of TCP packet (1040B) and
the value of the product bandwidthxdelay, the network at one point may be present (TCP) ≈ 50 segments.
The initial window size of TCP connections is
set to 120 segments, so the optimal size of the buffer in the low capacity link:
QL = awnd - cwnd = 70 segments
RED mechanism has been simulated with the
same settings as for the simulation of simulation
DropTail mechanism (RED is set to the low capacity link, and DropTail is set on the other links)
with additional settings.
Averaging coefficient in RED is set to a value
wq = 0002, and the likelihood of rejection is set to
the value of maxp = 0.5. Thresholds RED fields are
set according the length of buffer and the size of
the TCP packet is valid:
minth=15600B; maxth=46800B (for QL = 50)
minth=26000B; maxth=78000B (for QL = 90)
minth=36400B; maxth=109200B (for QL = 150)
DiffServ mechanisms are simulated with the
same settings as in the simulation of the previous scenario simulations (DiffServ is used in the
low capacity link, and DropTail is set on the other
links) with additional settings.
Packets in a single class of traffic are stored in
the corresponding physical RED - queue, where it
contains three virtual queues (one for each degree
of packet disposal). It is important to note that the
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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link with DiffServ sets as a simplex (in this case
two simplex link: one of the router’s Edge to Core
router and one in the opposite direction) due to the
fact that the traffic from different directions has
different characteristics.
There were 3 physical queues of which two
have one rejection procedure packets (one virtual
queue), while a single physical queue has two procedures for the rejection of the packets. There are
serval choices of schedulers for physical queues:
RR (Round Robin), WRR (Weighted Round Robin), PRI (Priority), WIRR (Weighted Interleaved
Round Robin) scheduler, etc. The type chosen for
the simulations used in this paper is PRI and indicates strict priorities of traffic flows. VoIP traffic
is given the highest priority, then video traffic for
which the target values are
 defined.
There is a choice of one of three virtual RED
buffer called Multi RED. In each physical line that
gives the possibility of d ifferent behaviors when
packets come to queue. RIO-D (RIO De-coupled)
was chosen in the simulat i on used in this paper,
and the probability of rejection of each packet is
based on the size of it’s own virtual queue. Possible
policies which are associ a ted to certain connections are: TSW2CM (TSW2CM Policer) TSW3CM
(TSW3CM Policer), Token Bucket (TokenBucketPolicer) srTCMPolicer (Si n gle Rate Three Color

Marker) trTCMPolicer (Two Rate Three Color
Marker). Joining policy parameters (eg. speed) was
performed using the recom m endations RFC4594
[5]. For flows from the source S(i) to destination
D1 a “Token Bucket” is chosen which uses a CIR
(Committed Information R a te) - executive speed
and the two procedures of packet rejection and CBS
(Committed Burst Size) - executive burst size and
the two procedures of packet rejection. The parameters of the policy source S (j) to destination D2 are
set in same way, while the connection of S(k) to D3
used similar procedures but with a set trTCMPolicer (Two Rate Three Color Marker) for the selection
of three procedures of rejection.
3.2 Comparative analysis of the achieved
results of simulated mechanisms
Simulation results are presented in the folowing tables.
When using a DropTail mechanism and the
buffer size is set to 50 (scenario 1), VoIP traffic
has no appropriate value of QoS parameters in
terms of packet loss because it exceeded the target
value of 3%. For buffer sizes 90 and 150 this parameter is met.
Using time-flow graphs (Figure 2) it can be
seen that there are no losses in the first 10 seconds

Table 1. Simulation results for 1 scenario (buffer size 50)
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]
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DropTail
1031/34(3,3%)
126
0
59,673
DropTail
4578/43 (0,94%)
136
0
400
DropTail
1433/45 (3,14%)
108,5
6
461,9

VoIP (flow_3)
RED
758/22 (2,9%)
110
0
56
Video (flow_7)
RED
4578/146 (3,19%)
120
0
394,233
Data (flow_11)
RED
1214/57 (4,7%)
100
6
390,5

DiffServ
1031/0 (0%)
75
0
62,362
DiffServ
4578/0 (0%)
79
0
395,812
DiffServ
1199/116 (9,67%)
191
14
535,7
973
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Table 2. Simulation results for 2 scenario (buffer size 90)
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]

DropTail
1031/23 (2,31%)
166
0
59,674
DropTail
4578/42 (0,92%)
184
0
401,816
DropTail
1375/39 (2,84%)
136
9
588,17

VoIP (flow_3)
RED
972/23 (2,37%)
135
0
57,661
Video (flow_7)
RED
4578/155 (3,39%)
143
0
392,082
Data (flow_11)
RED
1279/49 (3,4%)
112
7
448,042

DiffServ
919/0 (0%)
82
0
62,103
DiffServ
4578/0 (0%)
86
0
395
DiffServ
1002/28 (2,79%)
233
21
571,131

Table 3. Simulation results for 3 scenario (buffer size 150)
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]
Type of traffic
Mechanism
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay [ms]
Jitter [ms]
Bandwidth [kbps]

DropTail
1031/20 (1,94%)
231
0
60,351
DropTail
4578/44 (0,98%)
260
0
400
DropTail
1212/38 (3,14%)
175
13
611

of the simulation, because in first the 10 seconds
of simulation only VoIP and video traffic exists
in the network. 10 seconds after starting simulation, ftp traffic starts and brings congestion in the
network. Increasing the size of buffer reduced the
packet losses, but increase the mean delay. It is
noticeable that using DropTail mechanism delay
was increased with increasing buffer size because
packages remain for a longer time in the queue
974

VoIP (flow_3)
RED
1106/37 (3,35%)
166
0
57,492
Video (flow_7)
RED
4578/167 (3,65%)
170
0
390
Data (flow_11)
RED
1236/42 (3,4%)
141
7
542,6

DiffServ
1031/0 (0%)
75
0
62,301
DiffServ
4578/0 (0%)
80
0
395
DiffServ
1256/37 (2,95%)
165
20
662

(buffer) and therefore the average delay for VoIP
is satisfied only in the first scenario when using
DropTail.
Jitter for all scenarios of simulation is at a satisfactory value.
In the following analysis graphs obtained from
the simulation when buffer size is set at 50.
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Figure 2. Comparison of VoIP packet loss (dt=DropTail, red=RED and ds=DiffServ)
Figure 2. presents that VoIP packets losses
recorded with DropTail (green graph) and RED
mechanism (blue graph), while there is no loss in
DiffServ mechanism (red graph). The reason is
the efficient prioritizing traffic in DiffServ mechanism. In a similar way, other charts can be used to
show losses for video and data packets.
Figure 3. presents delays in the implementation
of the tested mechanisms for VoIP traffic.
Figure 4. presents jitter in the implementation
of the tested mechanisms for VoIP traffic. Jitter

value is corresponding to target for the VoIP in all
simulation scenarios.
The analysis of Figure shows significant increase of jitter in the implementation of RED
mechanism and therefore RED as AQM is not recommended in [5] for the EF PHB. Similar graphics can be used in other analyses. While the simulation time is short (60 seconds), the assumption
is that the long period of observation the average
jitter was significantly lower for RED mechanism
compared to DropTail. According to the target val-

Figure 3. Comparison of VoIP packet delay (dt=DropTail, red=RED and ds=DiffServ)
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Figure 4. Comparison of VoIP packet jitter (DropTail, RED and DiffServ)
ues it can be concluded that the implementation
of DiffServ mechanism in the simulated network
is the only solution that can meet the target value.
In a similar way, the analysis can be done for
other Scenarios. According to the target set parameter values and implementation of DiffServ
mechanism is the only satisfactory solution.

4. Conclusion
The performance of the telecommunications
network should enable the fulfillment of the objectives in terms of traffic parameters. Network QoS
parameters are measurable quantities that must be
continuously measured to monitor the fulfillment
of certain values that are defined in recommendations. Various mechanisms have been developed
in order to provide network QoS parameters in

Table 5. Fulfillment of the QoS parameters for simulated scenarios
Buffer size (scenario 1)
Mechanism
Type of traffic
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay
Jitter
Buffer size (scenario 2)
Mechanism
Type of traffic
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay
Jitter
Buffer size (scenario 3)
Mechanism
Type of traffic
Sent/Lost (packets)
Delay
Jitter
976

DropTail
VoIP
Video
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
DropTail
VoIP
Video
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
DropTail
VoIP
Video
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü

VoIP
ü
ü
ü

VoIP
ü
ü
ü

VoIP
X
X
ü

50
RED

90
RED

150
RED

Video
X
ü
ü

Diffserv
Video
VoIP
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Video
X
ü
ü

Diffserv
VoIP
Video
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Video
X
ü
ü

Diffserv
VoIP
Video
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
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IP network. Processes in telecommunication networks are becoming more complex and networks
are daily faced with increasing traffic load. Therefore, it is necessary detailed planning and budgeting as well as continuous monitoring and testing
to check the level of service. For this purpose it is
used in a variety of means, and simulation method
have a special role.
Benefits of implementing Diffserv are shown
in simulation results using NS-2 simulator. Results
of simulations with the entries on desired values
for QoS parameters (packet loss, delay and jitter)
showed that only the implementation of DiffServ
is the achievement of the desired value. DropTail
and RED have not resulted in the desired results
and the conclusion is that the implementation of
DiffServ in the simulated example is the only possible solution. In a similar way it can be performed
and analyze traffic for using other mechanisms.
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Abstract
Air Traffic with its adverse influence on surrounding environment, starts to endanger its own
development. Air traffic noise in vicinity of airports is seen as most important confinement of air
traffic grows. ICAO and EASA accordingly set
out new procedures for noise abatement in vicinity of airports, recommending measures as combinations of different approaches and solutions.
In this paper, ICAO standards and recommended
practices, designed for “Integrated approach” to
aircraft noise abatement around airports, are presented (noise reduction at source, terrain use, low
noise departure and approach, operational restrictions). Current noise monitoring data and deviations from European regulation requirement at Sarajevo airport are analyzed. Noise contour map is
promoted based on existing measurement partial
data and noise data measurement from other European airports with the same category and operated aircraft family. Methodology for permanent
noise monitoring is proposed with noise monitoring stations positions. Modern air traffic management measures developed for noise abatement in
airports vicinity, came into existence as respond to
prescribed requirements, are presented.
Key words: airport, noise level, contour lines,
INM approach
1. Introduction
Aircrafts are a major source of noise particularly during take-off and the landing. Ideally, airports should therefore be away from human habitation so that people are not affected by noised air
traffic generated. However, not possible in many
cases where the human settlements has come up
subsequently in the vicinity of airports. People
who live away from airports but alongside flight
path are also being disturbed by higher noise levels.Noise, often described as unwanted sound, is
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known to have several adverse effects on humans.
From these known adverse effects of noise, criteria have been established to help protect the public
health and safety and prevent disruption of certain
human activities. These criteria are based on effects of noise on people such as hearing loss (not
a factor with typical community noise) communication interference, sleep interference, physiological responses, and annoyance. The range of sound
pressures that occur in the environment is so large
that it is convenient to express these pressures as
sound pressure levels on a logarithmic scale that
compresses the wide range of sound pressures to a
more usable range of numbers. The standard unit
of measurement of sound is the Decibel (dB) that
describes the pressure of a sound relative to a reference pressure. The frequency (pitch) of a sound
is expressed as Hertz (Hz) or cycles per second.
The normal audiblefrequency for young adults is
20 Hz to 20,000 Hz [1]. Community noise, including aircraft and motor vehicles, typically ranges
between 50 Hz and 5,000 Hz [1]. The human ear is
not equally sensitive to all frequencies, with some
frequencies judged to be louder for a given signal
than others. As a result of this, various methods
of frequency weighting have been developed. The
most common weighting is the A-weighted noise
curve (dBA). The A-weighted decibel scale performs this compensation by discriminating against
frequencies in a manner approximating the sensitivity of the human ear. In the A-weighted decibel, everyday sounds normally range from 30
dBA (very quiet) to 100 dBA (very loud). Most
community noise analyses are based upon the Aweighted decibel scale. A-weighted scale compared to other scales such as the C-weighted scale,
which is more sensitive to low frequency noise
and used in assessing hearing loss in occupational
or recreational exposures to noise [2,1].
Three noise-measuring techniques are used:
first, a measure of the highest sound level occurVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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ring during an individual aircraft overflight (single
event), second, a combination of the maximum
level of that single event with its duration and
third, adescription of the noise environment based
on the cumulative flight and engine maintenance
activity. Single noise events can be described with
Sound Exposure Level or Maximum Sound Level. Another measure of instantaneous level is the
Peak Sound Pressure Level. The cumulative energy noise metric used is the Day/Night Average
Sound Level. Metrics related to DNL include the
Onset-Rate Adjusted Day/Night Average Sound
Level, and the Equivalent Sound Level. CNEL
represents the Day/Evening/Night average noise
exposure, calculated over a 24-hour period [3,2].
There are many different sources in and around
an airport that produce noise. Most of the noise
generated from the aircraft engines typically occur
from the high velocity exhaust gases and the air
flow in the fan system. Another aspect of an aircraft that generates noise is the airframe. Airframe
noise is the non-propulsive noise made by an aircraft in flight. During take-off and landing procedure, commercial aircrafts extend gear, flaps, and
slats and those extended structures contribute to
its airframe noise signature [4]. There are a number of aircraft noise models in use around the
world today. Most use common methodologies
for noise prediction, on the whole they are driven
by data describing the aircraft fleet at an airport,
the flight paths and height profiles flown and the
noise performance characteristics of the aircraft.
The impacts of aircraft noise from an airport could
be reduced by the adoption of noise management
measures. The most effective measures would be
to refine flight paths and restrict some types and
times of runway and flight path use to minimise
overflying of residential areas, particularly at
night. A noise management plan could be developed as part of the environmental management
framework for the airport.
Noise contours are the common method used to
measure and assess aircraft noise around airports.
Noise contours are produced using sophisticated
computer modelling software, based on an array of
inputs. These inputs typically include the number of
flights at an airport, the type of aircraft operating and
performance of that particular aircraft, the routes
that the aircraft take and assumptions about how the
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

aircraft are operated at each airport. As noise can be
a subjective issue, noise contours are used to quantify and assess noise impacts more quantitatively.
2. Aircraft noise
Sound can be technically described in terms
of the sound pressure(amplitude) and frequency
(similar to pitch). Sound pressure is a direct measure of the magnitude of a sound without consideration for other factors that may influence its perception.The range of sound pressures that occur in
the environment is so large that it is convenient to
express these pressures as sound pressure levels
on a logarithmic scale that compresses the wide
range of sound pressures to a more usable range
of numbers. The standard unit of measurement of
sound is the Decibel (dB) that describes the pressure of a sound relative to a reference pressure.
The frequency of a sound is expressed as Hertz
(Hz) or cycles per second. The normal audible
frequency for young adults is 20 Hz to 20,000
Hz. Community noise, including aircraft and motor vehicles, typically ranges between 50 Hz and
5,000 Hz. The human ear is not equally sensitive
to all frequencies, with some frequencies judged
to be louder for a given signal than others. As a result of this, various methods of frequency weighting have been developed.
The most common weighting is the A-weighted
noise curve (dBA). The A-weighted decibel scale
(dBA) performs this compensation by discriminating against frequencies in a manner approximating the sensitivity of the human ear.
In the A-weighted decibel, everyday sounds
normally range from 30 dBA (very quiet) to 100
dBA (very loud). Most community noise analyses are based upon the A-weighted decibel scale.
Figure1.shows the A-weighted scale compared to
other scales such as the C-weighted scale, which
is more sensitive to low frequency noise[5]. The
C-weighted scale has also been used to quantify
low frequency noise in the environment, but such
use is crude and can be misleading. Changes in
C-weighted scalenoise do not mean changes in
low frequency noise. The C-weighted scale also
measures higherfrequency sounds, and therefore
a change in the C-weighted scale measurement
could be due to low or high frequency sounds.
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duration of a sound is the time between when a
sound rises above the background sound level until it drops back below the background level.Duration is an important factor in describing sound in a
community setting. The relationship between duration and noise level is the basis of the equivalent
energy principal ofsound exposure.

Figure 1. Noise weighted scales
The noise generated by an aircraft flight is quite
complex. The sound sources can be described in
four categories: jet noise (the mixing of high velocity exhaustgases with ambient air), combustor
noise (the noise associated with the rapid oxidation
of jet fuel and the associated release of energy),
turbomachinery noise (often noticed as an aircraft
is coming towards you), and aerodynamic noise
(the noise associated with rapid air movement
over the airframe and control surfaces)[4,2]. New
technologies in modern aircraft have achieved
significant reductions in jet noise and combustor noise. Turbomachinery noise has also been
reduced in newer aircraft. As jet noise, combustor noise and turbomachinery noise are reduced,
aerodynamic noise may remain as the major noise
source on aircraft of the future.
Outdoor sound levels decrease as the distance
from the source increases, and as a result of wave
divergence, atmospheric absorption and ground
attenuation. Sound radiating from a source in a
homogeneous and undisturbed manner travels in
spherical waves. As the sound wave travels away
from the source, the sound energy is dispersed
over a greater area decreasing the sound power of
the wave. Turbulence and gradients of wind, temperature and humidity play a significant role in
determining the propagation of sound over a large
distance. At short distances between the source
and receiver, atmospheric effects are minimal.
Annoyance from a noise event increases with increased duration of the noise event.The effective
980

Figure 2. Aircraft noise sources
Various rating scales approximate the human
subjective assessment to the loudness or noisiness
of a sound. Noise metrics have been developed to
account for additional parameters such as duration
and cumulative effect of multiple events. Noise
metrics are categorized as single event metrics and
cumulative metrics. Single event metrics describe
the noise from individual events, such as one aircraft flyover. Cumulative metrics describe the
noise in terms of the total noise exposure throughout the day.
The A-weighting (dBA) scale has become the
most prominent of these scales and is widely used
in community noise analysis. The metrics used in
most aircraft noise studies are all based upon the
dBA scale.
The highest noise level reached during a noise
event is called the Maximum Noise Level or Lmax.
Single Event Noise Exposure Level (SENEL)
or Single Exposure Level SEL is metric computed
from dBA sound levels within 10 dB of the maximum noise level[4,2].
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............... (1)
Leq is the sound level corresponding to a steadystate A-weightedsound level containing the same
total energy as several SENEL events during a given sample period.Equivalent Noise LevelLeq can
be measured for any time period, but is typically
measured for 15 minutes, 1 hour, or 24 hours[4,2].
............. (2)
Community Noise Equivalent Level CNEL is a
24-hour, time-weighted energy average noise level
based on the A-weighted decibel. It is a measure of
the overall noise experienced during an entire day.
The term time-weighted refers to the penalties attached to noise events occurring during certain sensitive time periods. In the CNEL scale, noise occurring between 7 PM and 10 PM is penalized by
approximately 5 dB.Noise that takes place during
the night (10 PM to 7 AM) is penalized by 10 dB.
Day Night Noise Level DNL index is very similar to CNEL but does not include the evening (7
PM to 10 PM) penalty that is included in CNEL.
It does however include the nighttime (10 PM to 7
AM) penalty. Typically DNL is about 1 dB lower
than CNEL, although the difference may be greater if there is an abnormal concentration of noise
events in the 7 AM to 10 PM time period[4,2].

......................................... (3)
Noise metrics are used to quantify community
response to various noise exposure levels. Noise
standards generally are expressed in terms of the
DNL 24-hour averaging scale based on the Aweighted decibel.
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Figure 3. Average DNL noise level
3. Noise Analysis Methodology
Aircrafts are major source of at airports particularly during the take-off and the landing. Airports
are to be located away from human habitation in
order to divade people from noise affection caused
by air traffic. People who live away from airports
but under flight path are also being disturbed by
high noise levels especially during night hours.Air
noise is created by aircraft approaching or taking
off from airports and by aircraft taxiing/maneuvering around the airfield. When air moves over the
aircraft’s body, it causes friction and turbulence,
which make noise. Theamount of noise created
varies according to aircraft size and type as well
as the way the aircraft isflown such as speed, the
angle of approach and the way in which wing flaps
are deployed. Thismeans noise can differ even
for identical aircraft. Engine noise is created by
the sound of theengine’s moving parts and by the
sound of the air being expelled at high speed once
it has passedthrough the engine.
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There are four main tiers of regulation governing aircraft noise:
– International – International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO),
– European - The European Union (EU)
– National - The Government
– Local - Local authorities
Additionally, the airport itself is empowered to
and acts as another important regulator of aircraft
noise in its own right.
ICAO requires member states to adopt a “balanced approach” to noise management which
looks beyond individual aircraft and also includes
measures to look at; reducing aircraft noise at
source, land-use planning, changes to operational
procedures such as routing and restrictions on the
use of the noisiest aircraft.
The International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) recommends technical standards to limit
noise from certain aircraft.
Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP), the Council of ICAO adopted Chapter
4 regarding noise standard. In order for an aircraft to
qualify for the Chapter 4 standard, certification point
(flyover, sideline or approach) must not be exceeded, i.e. no trade-offs between points are permitted.
In addition to these specific requirements, the
ICAO requires member states to adopt a “balanced approach” to noise management which

looks beyond individual aircraft and also includes
measures to look at: reducing aircraft noise at
source, land-use planning, changes to operational
procedures such as routing and restrictions on the
use of the noisiest aircraft.
EC Directive 2002/30 has various elements
fundamentally requiring the adoption of a balanced approach to noise managementincluding
the four dimensions agreed by ICAO, which include [3,6,7]:
– Reduction of noise at source
– Land-use planning & management
– Noise abatement operational procedures
– Operating restrictions
This directive also includes discretionary powers such as the restriction in operation of marginally compliant Chapter 3 aircraft, where circumstances support this measure.
Noise exposure contours depicts lines joining
points of equal noise exposure. Noise measurement takes data on aircraft movements, routes,
noise generation and sound propagation to compute the noise exposure on the ground around an
airport due to the aircraft operations. The methods
used for describing existing noise and forecasting
the future noise environment rely heavily on computer noise modeling. Generating accurate noise
contours is largely dependent on the use of a reliable, validated, and updated noise model. The

Figure 4. Airport noise measurement points
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computer model can then be used to predict the
changes to the noise environment as a result of any
alternatives under consideration.
The Integrated Noise Model (INM) is a computer model that evaluates aircraft noise impacts in
the vicinity of airports[8,7]. It is developed based
on the algorithm and framework from SAE AIR
1845 standard, which used Noise-Power-Distance
(NPD) data to estimate noise accounting for specific operation mode, thrust setting, and sourcereceiver geometry, acoustic directivity and other
environmental factors.
The INM can output either noise contours for
an area or noise level at pre-selected locations.
The noise output can be either exposure-based,
maximum-level-based, or time-based[8,9].
In most applications, the object of an Airport
Noise Monitoring System is to monitor and manage
and control the noise levels generated by aircraft
movements in and around the airport. The final
output of information from the Noise Monitoring
System is the most important capability, and often
determines the usefulness of the entire system. The
noise measurement equipment can be connected to
a range of software and via a range of communications options. Weather measurement can also be
incorporated into the noise measurements.
The INM has capability of providing output
in a variety of formats and metrics. Single event
contours could be generated and also cumulative
noise metrics as CNEL and DNL. In order to calculate noise contours or other noise impact information, INM and the other noise models require
different type of data. Data for single events of
aircrafts operations are collected by Noise Monitoring Systemwith temporary or permanent monitoring on points of interests (Figure 4.)[5,1]. The
database built into INM consists primarily of aircraft related data such as performance characteristics (take-off distance, climb rate), power settings
used at various stages of landing and take-off and
noise measured at various distances from aircrafts.
Fully integrated noise and operations system with
data collection and analysis capability can allow
rapid matching of aircraft noise events, specific
flights and their flight paths.
Efficient Noise Monitoring System and comprehensive noise control program can minimize
and mitigate the effects of aircraft noise[6]. This
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

program can be described in terms of the following broad categories:
– Noise Management Measures
– Noise Abatement Procedures
– Community Outreach and Public Participation
– Community Land-Use Measures
Noise Abatement Procedures include the following measures:
1. Runways are authorized for takeoffs and
landings according to the time of day so that
noise pollution is minimized over sensitive
areas.
2. The design of instrument procedures whose
flight paths avoid sensitive areas.
The individual noise values of the aircraft according to the noise certificate (noted in EPNdB)
as well as the ICAO-noise limit for particular
aircraft type are subject for thecalculation of the
noise charges which submit some airports[1].
4. Sarajevo Airport Noise Measurement
Sarajevo airport is one 12/30 runway with
2600X45 m, ILS categorized as CAT I. Maneuvering surfaces are ASPH strengths 70 PCN and
runway anti-skid covered.
Traffic in Sarajevo airport is seasonal and average daily number of LTO cycles is 12, operated
with aircrafts (Figure 5.) from noise Cat 3. Dominated path during take-off and landing is in direction 120 which overflies suburb Ilidza.

Figure 5. Aircraft type LTO distribution
Noise measurement is being performed annually IAW Canton Sarajevo noise regulation using
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Table 1. Sarajevo airport measured noiselevel points

Norsonic equipment in different position. Points
of measurement have been chosen randomly not
IAW ICAO regulation in the vicinity of Side Reference Points.
Measurements were performed at different
time during take-off and landing at nearby settlement close to Side Reference Points on both runway side as just as SEL. During measurement
events Maximum Noise Level Lmax measured and
then Equivalent Noise LevelLeq recalculated.
In order to calculate noise contours and create
noise map using existing methodologies those data
are not sufficient. Missing measurement points
IAW Figure 4 were compared with noise measurement performed on other similar airports for the
same type of aircrafts. Based on those data Sarajevo airport noise contours projected with contour
lines 50-90 dB SEL for measured events. In order
to satisfyEC Directive 2002/30 requirements for
production of noise map around airports, noise at
Sarajevo airports has to be measured at all points
required for ICAO for balanced approach on permanent basis (Figure 7.).
5. Conclusion
Aircraft produced noise during take-offs is mainly created by the aircraft engines while airframe
noise is important factor during landings when engines operating at lower power settings. Technological improvements have focused on improving engine and airframe design. In order to protect people
in the vicinity of airports authorities have possibility to develop noise abatement approach procedures
or to impose operational restrictions.
Airport noise and operation monitoring system
nowadays is required in order to minimize noise
984

pollution around airports. Modern comprehensive
noise control systems are designed to minimize
and mitigate the effects of aircraft noise.
Some airports have fully integrated noise and
operations data collection and analysis systems
which allow aircraft noise events measurement
matching with specific flights and their flight paths.
Sarajevo airport situated among populated
settlements has trend of growing number of LTO
cycles each year so implementation of permanent
noise monitoring system is required. In order to
satisfy EU regulation, Integrated Noise Measurement system is recommended with a number of
permanent noise measurement stations and a number of movable stations. Such system will have capability to monitor SEL noise events and calculate
cumulative DNL and CNEL noise level.

Figure 6. Sarajevo airport noise map

Figure 7. Location for measurement points at
Sarajevo airport for INM approach
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Abstract
Interaction between the regional centers and
other settlements of a certain region is the basic
component of a regional organization of a certain
territory. The main aim of this paper is to observe
the interaction between the leading city centers
(Tuzla, Brcko, Bijeljina) and other towns in the
North Eastern Bosnia region, in order to determine
potential nodality, that is, functionality of this region. Potential nodality of the region North Eastern Bosnia can be determined by applying gravity
and potential models in geography.
Key words: gravity and potential models, nodal systems, regionalization, North Eastern Bosnia
1. Introduction
A town with the area to which it is functionally
connected in the form of the circulation of people,
good, and information is called a nodal system or
nodal region. It is the area constituted by the town
and its gravity area which is also called the functional or polarization region. The region can be a
heterogeneous territory by its size (population size),
population density, economic development, urbanization etc. [1]
The town and hierarchy of town centers on the
territory of North Eastern Bosnia have a causal
link to the regional development of this territory. In
1991, out of a total of 884 settlements in this region
19 were of a town type. A number of 279,063 people or 29.4% of the entire region population lived in
towns. The towns in North Eastern Bosnia were the
main bearers of economic, political, cultural, and
general social development of this region. The most
important regional center was Tuzla, which had a
noticeable function in economy, trade, healthcare,
culture, and other segments. The settlements in this
region were an integral part of one nodal system.
986

In the period after the year 1995, as a result of
administrative organization of the state of Bosnia
and Herzegovina by means of entities, the functional hierarchy of the settlements of North Eastern Bosnia was disturbed in such a way that all the
settlements were administratively attached to one
of the entities or the Brcko District. In the postwar period, due to a clearly marked process of demographic and economic polarization, the role of
Tuzla as the center of Tuzla Canton has grown as
well as the role of Bijeljina as the center of the region that belongs to Republic of Srpska and Brcko
as the center of Brcko District.
Determining the nodal system, that is, the functionality of a certain spatial region is possible by
means of gravity and potential models that show
the intensity of circulation of people, goods, and
information. Therefore, by using gravity and potential models, we shall determine the total potential of
interaction among the towns in the region of North
Eastern Bosnia and show whether it is possible for
North Eastern Bosnia to function as a nodal or polarization region, provided that the political factors
affecting the function of this region are overcome.
2. Geographical position, borders and size
of North Eastern Bosnia
The region of North Eastern Bosnia covers the
north-eastern part of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Its
northernmost point is on the territory of Orasje
municipality in latitude 45o 05’ 40’’N, while the
southernmost point is on the territory of Srebrenica municipality in latitude 43o 55’ 19’’N. The easternmost point of the region is at the same time the
most eastern point of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It
is situated in Bratunac municipality in longitude
19o 37’ 41’’E, while the most western point is on
the territory of Petrovo municipality in 18o 11’
14’’E. [2] The northern and eastern border of the
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region is at the same time the state border of Bosnia and Herzegovina with the Republic of Croatia
in the north and the Republic of Serbia in the east.
From the west and east it is bordered by the neighboring regions of Bosnia and Herzegovina: by the
West Bosnia (Banjaluka) region in the west and
by the Central Bosnia (Sarajevo-Zenica) region
in the south. The borders of North Eastern Bosnia
are mostly natural-geographical and are made by
hydrographic (rivers, streams, and lakes) and orthographic (mountains, hills, circular valleys, and
plains) objects (Picture 1).

Picture 1. Geographical position of North Eastern Bosnia in Bosnia and Herzegovina
The northern border of the region North Eastern Bosnia is completely made by the river Sava
while the eastern border is made by the river Drina.
From the south to the west, the border stretches on
the eastern slopes of the mountains Javor, Konjuh, and Ozren, then along the valley of the lower
stream of the river Spreca and the west slopes of
the low mountain Trebovac and a wide valley of
the river Tolisa up to the river Sava in the north. The
region is lengthened into the direction northwestsoutheast with the area of 6,813 square kilometers
which makes 13.3% of the territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina that is, 31.1% of the total area of the
Peripannoian macro-region (Northern Bosnia).
Based on the mathematical-geographical position, it can be concluded that the region of North
Eastern Bosnia belongs to the territory of southVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

eastern Europe, the Balkan Peninsula, southern part
of the Pannonian plain and the northern part of the
Dinarides.
From the aspect of the convenience of the geographical position as well as its natural characteristics and social - historical conditions, it can be said
that the region of North Eastern Bosnia had favorable conditions for development of settlements
that are the basic units of spatial organization of
a society. Settlements go through and largely reflect the changes in a wider social context, while,
by their own dynamics, affecting all more important social processes. In such a way they actively
contribute to structure giving, continuation, function, and changes in space. Regarding this, settlements are the most obvious elements of cultural
landscape of a country as well as an indicator of
civilization improvement whereas modern and
large urban communities are the focal point of the
transformation of a wider space and they are the
bearers of functional organization of a society. [3]
The basic characteristic of the distribution of
settlements in the region North Eastern Bosnia
is their uneven arrangement, which is the consequence of both, natural -geographical and social geographical conditions of settlement on this territory. The largest number of settlements is situated
in the northern and central parts, while the lowest
number of them is in the southern and south-western parts of the region.
3. Research methodology
In order to determine the hierarchical structure
of network of towns in a particular space, we must
start from the concept of gravity areas of a town.
The size of gravity areas of certain towns in a
space depends on two basic factors: town population size and distance between the towns.
In determining interactions among towns, as
well as nodal regions and hierarchy of nodal centers, one can use gravity and potential models. According to these models two towns are mutually
pulled, and the pull between them is directly proportionate to their masses (expressed in population size) and inversely proportionate to the square
of their distance. [1]
W. J. Reilly [4] was one of the first scientists
who applied the Gravity Law in social studies.
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Based on Reilly’s Law one can determine the limits of the impact between two larger centers using
the following formula:

Dab

Da =

1+

Pa
Pb

Where:
Da - distance from the settlement a (limit of the
impact of the settlement a)
Dab - distance between the settlements a and b
Pa - settlement a size population
Pb - settlement b size population

Larger towns will have larger gravity areas.
Therefore, is all the towns of a particular space are
taken, this model can be used for determining theoretical area of the prevalent impact of each of the
larger towns, that is, gravity areas of these towns. [5]
However, each settlement has also got a specific demographic potential. The value of the demographic potential declines from the center to
the periphery. At the point where it reaches the
lowest value, the impact of one center ends and
the impact of another center begins. Gravity of
smaller centers in relation to the large ones can be
determined by the formula of the intensity of the
demographic impact field: [6]
Eba =

Ha
Ra 2

Table 1. Intensity of the field of demographic impact of larger towns in North Eastern Bosnia
Pa
Ra
Pa
Ra
Eba
Settlement a Settlement b
Settlement a Settlement b
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Tuzla
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko

Banovici
Bijeljina
Bratunac
Brcko
Gracanica
Gradacac
Kalesija
Kladanj
Lopare
Lukavac
Orasje
Srebrenica
Srebrenik
Sekovici
Ugljevik
Vlasenica
Zvornik
Zivinice
Banovici
Bijeljina
Bratunac
Gracanica
Gradacac
Kalesija
Kladanj
Lopare
Lukavac

83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
83770
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406

27.3
69.5
89.6
74
43.2
60.5
23.2
46.6
22.2
15.6
80.0
105
36.4
55.1
48.8
72.5
46.8
12.1
91.5
39.5
135
52.9
37.9
66.8
111
29.1
72.9

112.4
17.3
10.4
15.3
44.9
22.9
155.6
38.6
169.9
344.2
13.1
7.6
63.2
27.6
35.2
15.9
38.3
572.2
4.9
26.5
2.3
14.8
28.8
9.3
3.4
48.9
7.8

Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Brcko
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina
Bijeljina

Orasje
Srebrenica
Srebrenik
Sekovici
Tuzla
Ugljevik
Vlasenica
Zvornik
Zivinice
Banovici
Bratunac
Brcko
Gracanica
Gradacac
Kalesija
Kladanj
Lopare
Lukavac
Orasje
Srebrenica
Srebrenik
Sekovici
Tuzla
Ugljevik
Vlasenica
Zvornik
Zivinice

41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
41406
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414
36414

26.2
147
38.2
100
74
55.7
119
92.7
76.5
102
96.8
39.5
91.1
76.2
76.8
120
40.1
83
64.5
108
76.5
88.3
69.5
20.3
101
54
82.1

Eba
60.3
1.9
28.4
4.1
7.6
13.3
2.9
4.8
7.1
3.5
3.9
23.3
4.4
6.3
6.2
2.5
22.7
5.3
8.8
3.1
6.2
4.7
7.5
88.4
3.6
12.5
5.4

Source: Official survey of the population, households, flats, and agricultural farms 1991. Households by settlements, Statistical
bulletin number 272, FZS, Sarajevo, 1999, pg. 7-441; AdriaTOPO 2010
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Where:
E - intensity of the demographic impact of the
settlement a at the point b
Ha - settlement a size population
Ra - distance between the settlements a and b
a
b

Hierarchical relation of the centers in a region
can be determined by using the following rule: the
settlement b, with its gravity area, is within the
zone of impact of the larger settlement a, provided
that the intensity of the demographic impact of the
settlement a at the point b is higher than the intensity of the impact of another settlement c at that
point. [7] (Table 1)
4. Research results
4.1. Functional hierarchy of towns in North
Eastern Bosnia
On the territory of North Eastern Bosnia the
concentration of urban centers is evident on the
directions Doboj - Tuzla - Zvornik, Brcko - Tuzla,
and Bijeljina - Tuzla. [8] The interaction among
these towns functions in the form of the circulation of people, goods, and information, which
contributes to the connection of settlements of
North Eastern Bosnia into one functional system
or the nodal system in which Tuzla has macroregional functions. However, it is necessary to
emphasize that the administrative organization of
Bosnia and Herzegovina disturbs the functioning
of North Eastern Bosnia as a nodal system, that is,
as a nodal-functional region.
Calculations show the ever growing importance
of Tuzla as the leading regional or nodal center of
North Eastern Bosnia. Tuzla as the largest town
in the region, based on its population size, has a
larger gravity area than Brcko and Bijeljina. By
using the population size and distance in kilometers between particular settlements in North Eastern Bosnia, we have determined potential gravity
areas of the leading town centers of this region.
Tuzla as the town center potentially draws the
population of the settlements Banovici, Bratunac,
Gracanica, Kalesija, Kladanj, Lopare, Lukavac,
Srebrenica, Sekovici, Zvornik and Zivinice. The
town of Brcko, based on its size or the population
size and the distance between certain settlements
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

stands out as a potential gravity center for the
population of towns Gradacac and Orasje, while
the population of Ugljevik potentially gravitates
towards the town center Bijeljina.
However, the Dayton organization of Bosnia and Herzegovina led to the destruction of the
network of settlements of North Eastern Bosnia.
Regarding the fact that the entity border does not
follow the borders of the pre-war municipalities,
some peripheral parts of certain municipality territories were cut and new municipalities have been
formed (Petrovo, Pelagicevo, Donji Zabar, Osmaci, Teocak, and Sapna). These are all territorially
and demographically small municipalities that
do not have sufficiently developed town centers,
which is the reason why they are cut off from prewar gravity areas. Therefore, after the year 1995
on the territory of North Eastern Bosnia town centers of Tuzla, Bijeljina, and Brcko have stood out
as the leading town centers of this region towards
which gravitates the population of Lukavac, Srebrenik, Bratunac, Srebrenica and other settlements
of this region. (Map 1)

Map 1. Gravity areas on the territory of North
Eastern Bosnia
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5. Conclusion
Favorable natural-geographical conditions
determined the occurrence and distribution of
settlements of North Eastern Bosnia. Out of 884
settlements (that existed in this region in 1991),
the largest number of them was situated in the
northern and central part of the region. There is
interaction present among certain settlements of
North Eastern Bosnia. It functions through the circulation of people, goods, and information, while
the intensity of such interaction is showed by the
data determined by means of gravity and potential
models. The results indicate that Tuzla is the leading regional, that is, nodal center of the region of
North Eastern Bosnia. However, the Dayton organization of Bosnia and Herzegovina to a certain
extent led to the disruption of the network of settlements of North Eastern Bosnia. This is the reason why in 1995 on the territory of this region the
town centers of Tuzla, Brcko, and Bijeljina stood
out as the leading town centers towards which the
population of other region settlements gravitates.

8. Official survey of the population, households, flats,
and agricultural farms 1991. Households by settlements, Statistical bulletin number 272, FZS, Sarajevo, AdriaTOPO 2010. 1999; 7-441.
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Abstract
Child Anthropomorphic Test Devices (ATDs)
are important for the evaluation of the performance of new car crash safety devices. Although
the development of new child ATDs and human
body models is currently focused by the research
community as well as the automotive industry,
there is serious ongoing discussion related to the
basic questions and methods of determining statistical representatives of the child population.
The aim of this study was to address clearly the
method for determination of age groups for the
child population and their corresponding statistical representatives. The investigation was focused
on seeking the minimum number of age groups for
the child population and consequently the minimum number of statistical representatives which
would cover the whole child population.
The first examination of differences between
child populations in the Anthrokids and SafeKidData anthropometric databases was done in order
to evaluate whether the Anthrokids child population describes today’s European child population
adequately. As only small differences were found,
anthropometric data found in the Anthrokids database was used. Differences between sexes were
then examined to determine the need for separate
male and female representatives. The age of 12
years was identified as the limit after which differences between sexes become apparent and separate representatives are needed.
A new method for age group determination
which covers the whole child population was designed. The child population was defined with the
addition of 5th and 95th percentiles. 6 age groups
were determined as the minimum number of age
groups required to cover the whole child population.
Additionally, anatomic peculiarities of children over
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

age were identified and compared with determined
age groups. The age of 2 years was highlighted as an
important limit, while other anatomic peculiarities
coincided with the determined age groups.
Then a novel method for the determination of
statistical representatives was developed. Instead
of using calculated percentiles of body dimensions to build a statistical representative, a search
for children with body dimensions close to desired
percentiles was carried out. The 5th, 50th and 95th
percentile statistical representatives were determined for each age group. The method showed
small differences between body dimension values
of determined 50th percentile representatives and
calculated 50th percentile values, but large differences could be seen for the 5th and 95th percentile
representative. Large differences between the 5th,
50th and 95th statistical representatives showed
that the inclusion of the 5th and 95th statistical
representatives into the child ATD family is necessary to cover the whole child population.
Key words: Statistical representatives, Child
Anthropomorphic Test Devices (ATDs), Child
population, Anthropometric and anatomic data
1. Introduction
A large increase in road traffic, seen inside the
European Union (EU) and over most of the world,
resulted in an increase in traffic accident fatalities.
In 2011 approximately 30,100 people were killed
in traffic accidents inside the EU. Although this
number is still high, it presents a 45% decrease
from the year 2001 [1]. A lot of credit for the decrease can be assigned to the ongoing development of better road vehicle safety systems. An integral part of the development of these systems is
their testing, which is carried out mainly with the
help of Anthropomorphic Test Devices (ATDs).
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Today, besides mechanical ATDs in real car crash
tests, numerical ATDs are being used in computer
simulated crash tests, and more advanced human
body models, which describe the human body
much more accurately, are being developed [2,3].
A key part of the development of ATDs and human models is the knowledge of human body geometrics and anatomy, which can only be gained by
anthropometric and anatomic data gathering and
analysis. Discarding variations of ATDs used for
specific crash cases (front impact, side impact, pedestrian, etc.) three ATDs are used to describe the
adult population. These ATDs correspond with the
sizes of three statistical representatives of the adult
population. A small sized person is represented by
the 5th percentile woman, an average sized person
is represented by the 50th percentile male and a
large sized person is represented by the 95th percentile male. The usage of only three statistical representatives is possible because the overall body geometry of a healthy adult normally doesn’t change
significantly until old age. Today however, the need
for additional representatives for women and the elderly population (age over 65 years) is showing [4]
and some ATDs like MAMA-2B [5] are already in
development. Still, the adult population is relatively
stable over age while the situation in the child population is a very different. Children bodies change
significantly with age and, consequently, more statistical representatives are needed for an adequate
description of the whole child population.
The European regulation ECE-R44 [6] currently requires P-dummy child ATDs to be used in
road vehicle Child Restraint Systems (CRS) testing. The P-dummies were developed in the 1970s
and early 1980s and represent 50th percentile children at the ages of 0 years (newborn), 9 months,
18 months, 3 years, 6 years and 10 years. In the
USA, Hybrid III child ATDs at the ages of 3, 6 and
10 years were developed in 1992 and upgraded in
1997. Like the P-dummies they represent 50th percentile children at specific ages. A few other child
ATDs have also been developed, but the newest
family of child ATDs are the Q-dummies [7]. The
development of Q-dummies was started in 1993
and today contains ATDs that represent 50th percentile children at ages of 0 (newborn), 1, 1.5, 3,
6 and 10 years. The development of Q-dummies
was included in EU Research Projects CHILD [8],
992

EPOCh [9] and CASPER [10] where human body
models of children were also developed. Like all
child ATDs, the child human body models represent 50th percentile children at specific ages – 1
year [11], 3 years [12] and 6 years [13].
It can be concluded that activities related to
child ATDs and human body models development
are currently focused by the research community
as well as the automotive industry. Nevertheless,
there is serious ongoing discussion related to the
basic questions and methods of determining statistical representatives of the child population.
Firstly, it can be seen that common ages of designed ATDs and human body models are 0, 1 or
1.5, 3, 6 and 10 years, but no clear reasons are given
as to why these ages have been chosen. Two important ages were identified in a recent study regarding
the possibilities of using scaling methods for child
dummies and injury criteria [14]. The first identified age was 3 years because of the changing morphology of the cranium under the age of 3 years,
and the second identified age was 6 years because
some indexes, such as head circumference to head
volume, tend to approach a constant value after the
age of 6 years. Nevertheless, child age groups, taking into account body dimensions and anatomical
particularities, were not defined clearly.
Secondly, all ATDs and human body models
are treated as unisex. Differences between sexes in
the child population are neglected just like in the
adult population. This might be an acceptable error, but no study showing the actual size and place
of anthropometric and anatomic differences between the sexes in the child population was found.
Finally, all ATDs and human body models represent 50th percentile children. This raises two
questions: does a 50th percentile representative adequately describe an age group and how was the
50th percentile child constructed? With regard to
the adult population, the answer to the first question
would be no. As for the second question, it must be
noted that the method of defining a 5th, 50th or 95th
percentile representative is very important. The
idea of determining statistical representatives is to
determine a real-life person. As an analysis of the
CAESAR database [15] clearly showed, a person
constructed from 95th percentile body dimensions
doesn’t represent a 95th percentile sized person in
real life. This is not apparent when looking at body
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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dimension values, but becomes apparent when the
constructed person is visualized (see Figure 1 from
[16]). These findings are based on adult anthropometric data, but they are very likely to apply to the
child population as well.

Figure 1. Attempt at 95th percentile man from
1-D measures [16]
The aim of this study was to address clearly the
method for determination of age groups for the
child population and their corresponding statistical representatives. In particular, the aim was to
find the minimum number of age groups for the
child population and, consequently, the minimum
number of statistical representatives which would
cover the complete child population.
2. Methods
The study was broken down into five parts:
Part 1 – Anthropometric and anatomic data
In the first part we gathered anthropometric
and anatomic data of children. A recent study of
Transport Canada [17] showed that anthropometric data for the child population is rare. Required
data is gathered mostly in smaller extents for specific needs of a single study and only a few larger databases exist: Anthrokids [18], WHO [19],
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

NHANES [20], CANDAT [21,22], UMTRI/CPSC
[23] and SafeKidData [14]. WHO and NHANES
databases are very basic, containing only a small
number of measured body dimensions. Anthrokids
is the most widely used child anthropometric database because of its extent and public availability.
UMTRI/CPSC and CANDAT databases are not
available publicly, but they were used in the development of Q-dummies and child human body
models in the CASPER Project. SafeKidData is
a relatively new anthropometric database containing data of around 600 European children. Data
gathering started in 2008 and is ongoing.
The Anthrokids database was chosen as the main
data source because it contains anthropometric data
of around 3,900 children. Anthrokids data was gathered in the USA between 1975 and 1977. As child
growth studies [24] show, children`s final height has
been increasing by 1 to 2 cm per decade in most
European countries since the mid-19th century,
SafeKidData was used as a secondary data source
in order to check for possible changes of the three
decade old Anthrokids population and differences
between the USA and European child population.
Because chosen databases differ in measured
body dimensions, units of measurement and data
structure, original data from both databases had
to be linked and transformed accordingly. The
transformation included a unification of units of
measurement and reorganization into a universal
tabular form. Linking of measured body dimensions was done manually in order to exclude possible differences in body dimension description
and data acquisition.
Data on child anatomy was gathered from medical literature. Because of the huge amount of data
related to child anatomy, which is, however, focused mainly on special medical cases, the literature search was limited to anatomical atlases and
similar literature. To avoid exceeding the extents of
this study, focus was pointed on the development
of the skeleton structure of children, while internal
organs were not addressed. Peculiarities of bony
tissue in the child skeleton were determined over
age and prepared for comparison with age groups
determined on the ground of anthropometric data.
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Part 2 – Basic statistical analysis
In contrast to current approaches, which address only the 50th percentile child body dimensions, the 5th, 50th and 95th percentile values
were used to define the whole child population.
Similar to the definition of the adult population,
the 5th and 95th percentiles were chosen as the
lower and upper size limits of body dimensions,
while the 50th percentile was chosen to represent
the average size of body dimensions. Additionally, the chosen percentiles were calculated for the
male, female and the combined unisex population.
The advantages of this approach are:
– Using percentile values reduces the
influence of individuals with a very large or
small body dimension effectively.
– Addition of the 5th and 95th percentiles enables
the analysis of the whole child population and
not just the average (50th percentile) value.
– Separate calculation of percentiles for male,
female and unisex populations enables the
analysis of sex related differences among
child body dimensions.
The statistical analysis and visualization of
anthropometric data was done with Matlab software. Because large amounts of data had to be
analyzed, macros were written to automate single
processes. Matlab commands prctile(“data”,5),
prctile(“data”,50) and prctile(“data”,95) were
used to calculate the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles
of measured body dimensions. Zero (0) values
were discarded from calculations, because they
represent the lack of measurement data.

...................... (2)
......................... (3)
where Aoverlap is the overlapping area of the male
and female populations, m5,age and m95,age are the
5th and 95th percentile values of the male population at a specific age, f5,age and f95,age are the 5th and
95th percentile values of the female population at
a specific age, Atotal is the area occupied by both
populations and Poverlap is the amount of population
overlapping given in percentage.
Equations 1 and 2 are basically a simple integration through age. Consequently, an integration
interval in which both populations are present has
to be chosen for representative results. Calculations were carried out for each measured body dimension and the average (mean value) of population overlapping was calculated at the end.
In the visual examination, both populations were
simply drawn on one diagram as shown in Figure
2. The amount of population area overlapping was
then evaluated visually. The computational examination gives clear and easily comparable values
(percentage of population overlap). But the visual
examination needs to be used in order to see how
differences between sexes vary over age.

Part 3 – Differences between sexes
Differences between sexes were examined
computationally and visually. First, male and
female populations were defined as the area between the 5th and 95th percentile of males and
females. Then, the amount of overlapping of both
areas was calculated with the following equations:

...................... (1)
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Figure 2. Diagram used in male and female
population overlapping evaluation
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Part 4 – Differences between Anthrokids
and SafeKidData populations
Possible differences between Anthrokids and
SafeKidData populations were evaluated by comparison of the 50th percentile values of both populations. The 50th percentile was chosen because,
by definition, it presents the most frequently represented value in a population. As the SafeKidData
population includes much fewer samples (measured children) than the Anthrokids population, it
is reasonable to compare only the most represented values – the 50th percentiles. The comparison
was carried out only on selected body dimensions.
Measured body dimensions present in both databases and significant for the description of human
body size were selected: stature, head circumference, neck circumference, chest circumference,
upper arm circumference, shoulder-elbow length,
forearm circumference, elbow-hand length, chest
circumference, waist circumference, waist height,
upper thigh circumference, calf circumference and
foot length. For each of the selected body dimensions 50th percentiles of both populations were
drawn on the same diagram and examined visually.
Part 5 – Determination of age groups
To determine age groups of the child population we developed an algorithm. The developed algorithm was aimed towards finding the minimum
number of age groups. In order to achieve this aim,
the following rule was constructed: if a younger
large sized child (95th percentile) has the same size
as the older small sized child (5th percentile), they
both fit in the same age group. This rule results in
the broadest age group span widths and, consequently, the minimum number of age groups. As
different body dimensions change differently with
age, the algorithm was designed to search through
all selected body dimensions in order to find the
shortest age span width. The corresponding age,
which was rounded to a whole number, was then
used as a start age in the next age group for all selected body dimensions. This approach assures that
the determined age groups are applicable to all selected body dimensions. A schematic presentation
of the developed algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A schematic presentation of the developed algorithm for age groups` determination
Selected body dimensions included: weight,
stature, head circumference, neck circumference,
chest circumference, upper arm circumference,
shoulder-elbow length, forearm circumference,
elbow-hand length, chest circumference, waist
circumference, waist height, upper thigh circumference, calf circumference and foot length. These
dimensions were chosen because they are significant for the description of human body size. The
age of 3 years was chosen as the start age for determination of child age groups. The main reason
for this was that a previous study [14] showed
that important morphologic differences exist between children aged less and more than 3 years.
Additional reasons were the low amount of data
available on children aged less than 2 years and
the fact, that the age span of 0-3 years represents
only 17% of the whole age of the child population.
18 years was chosen as the end age.
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Part 5 – Determination of statistical
representatives
To determine statistical representatives of each
age group we developed another algorithm. Instead of taking 50th percentile values of single
body dimensions and possibly constructing a child
representative that doesn’t exist in real life, the developed algorithm was set to perform a search for
children whose selected body dimensions are inside
a search interval equally spaced around the 50th
percentile value. The search is done by filtering
children inside the search interval for each of the
selected body dimensions progressively. The search
interval is defined as the difference between the 5th
and 95th percentile values multiplied by a deviation
factor. All percentile values are taken at the middle
age of an age group. The deviation factor was adjusted until only one statistical representative was
found in each age group. A visual presentation of
the deviation interval is shown in Figure 4.

The described algorithm results in the determination of a statistical representative whose selected
body dimensions are closest to 50th percentile values. In other words, the 50th percentile statistical
representative is determined. The same algorithm
was used to determine 5th and 95th percentile statistical representatives. The only difference was
that the search interval was spaced equally around
the 5th and 95th percentile values, instead of the
50th percentile value.
Again, body dimensions that are significant for
the description of human body size were selected
for the search: weight, stature, head circumference,
neck circumference, chest circumference, upper
arm circumference, shoulder-elbow length, forearm
circumference, elbow-hand length, chest circumference, waist circumference, waist height, upper thigh
circumference, calf circumference and foot length.
3. Results
Basic statistical analysis
The Anthrokids database contains 87 body dimensions which were measured on 3,900 children
aged from 0 (newborn) to 19 years. However, measured children aren’t distributed uniformly over
the entire age, nor are they distributed uniformly
between sexes. Additionally, some measurements
are missing, so the total number of measured children at certain body dimensions is significantly
lower. Therefore, an evaluation of the number of
measured children over age and between sexes
was conducted at the beginning of the basic statistical analysis. Because the number of measured
children varies significantly through measured
body dimensions, the average (mean) number of
measured children (males and females) was calculated for each age. The results are shown in Figure
5. It is clear that a reliable statistical analysis can
only be done from the age of 2 years to the age of
18 years. For children aged less than 2 years, the
amount of available data is inadequate.

Figure 4. A visual presentation of the deviation
interval used in the search for statistical representatives inside an age group
996
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Figure 5. Average number of measured children
(male and female) over age in the Anthrokids
database
The basic statistical analysis showed that all
body dimensions of children increase with age.
While weight shows an exponential growth over
the entire age (see Figure 6), height related body
dimensions like stature, waist height and trochanteric height, show a tendency to stabilize at a constant value between 16 and 19 years (see Figures
7-10). This also applies to length related dimensions like shoulder to elbow length and foot length
(see Figures 11, 12). The 95th and 5th percentiles
of height and length related body dimensions are
spaced equally around the 50th percentile. They
run parallel to the 50th percentile, but move away
from to the 50th percentile increasingly with age.
This also applies to weight, with the difference
that the 95th percentile moves away from the 50th
percentile notably quicker than the 5th percentile.
Circumferences increase almost linearly with
age. The 95th and 5th percentiles run parallel to the
50th percentile, increasingly moving away from to
the 50th percentile with age. Most circumferences
and other body dimensions largely dependent on
soft tissue also show larger differences between
the 95th and 50th percentiles. A good example is
waist circumference shown in Figure 13.

Figure 6. Weight over age 			
(Anthrokids unisex population)

Figure 7. Stature over age 			
(Anthrokids unisex population)

Figure 8. Chest height over age 		
(Anthrokids unisex population)
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Figure 9. Waist height over age 		
(Anthrokids unisex population)

Figure 10. Trochanteric height over age
(Anthrokids unisex population)

Figure 11. Shoulder to elbow length over age
(Anthrokids unisex population)
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Figure 12. Shoulder to elbow length over age
(Anthrokids unisex population)

Figure 13. Waist Circumference over age
(Anthrokids unisex population)
In contrast to other body dimensions head
circumference, head breadth, head length and
tragion to top of head show only small changes
in size over the entire age. They also show only
small differences of the 95th and 5th percentiles
toward the 50th percentile. A closer look reveals
that these dimensions define neurocranium size
and not the whole head size. As neurocranium dimensions show a maximum change of 11% from
the age of 2 to the age of 18 years, they could be
described as constant without significant impact
on data accuracy. But it should be noted that the
this finding doesn’t apply for ages under 2 years,
because he number of measured children aged less
than 2 years is inadequate for a reliable statistiVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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cal analysis. Head circumference, head breadth,
head length and tragion to top of head over age are
shown in Figures 14-17.

Figure 16. Head Length over age 		
(Anthrokids unisex population)
Figure 14. Head circumference over age
(Anthrokids unisex population)

Figure 17. Tragion to top of head 		
(Anthrokids unisex population)

Figure 15. Head Breadth over age 		
(Anthrokids unisex population)
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Differences between sexes
The computational examination of differences
between sexes showed an average 64% overlap
between the male and female populations, but as
the visual examination showed, this number fails
to present the whole truth. A large decrease of
population overlapping can be seen over the age
of 12 years at most body dimensions, including
stature and weight (see Figures 18 and 19). On the
other hand, some body dimensions, such as hip
circumference, show near to perfect overlapping
over the entire age (see Figure 20). By limiting the
computational examination to 12 years instead of
18 an increase to an average 73% overlap between
both populations can be seen.
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Findings show that the age of 12 years is an important limit regarding differences between sexes.
Although the male population almost always occupies larger body dimensions significant differences between sexes begin to show at the ages
greater than 12 years.

Figure 20. Male and female child populations
overlapping - hip circumference over age

Figure 18. Male and female child populations
overlapping - stature over age

Differences between Anthrokids and
SafeKidData populations
The evaluation of possible differences between
Anthrokids and SafeKidData populations resulted
in three interesting findings.
The first finding was expected - the SafeKidData population showed larger 50th percentile
values for stature over the entire age (see Figure
21). On average the values are 7cm larger. This
corresponds with the approximate 2cm increment
per decade found in child growth studies [24] and
the 3 decade old Anthrokids database.

Figure 19. Male and female child populations
overlapping - weight over age

Figure 21. Differences between the 50th
percentiles of Anthrokids and SafeKidData
populations - Stature over age
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The second finding was that circumference related body dimensions are practically the same in
both populations. Head, chest and neck circumferences overlap almost perfectly (see Figures 22-24)
while waist circumference shows only minimal
deviation (see Figure 25).

Figure 24. Differences between the 50th
percentiles of Anthrokids and SafeKidData
populations - Chest circumference over age

Figure 22. Differences between the 50th percentiles of Anthrokids and SafeKidData populations
- Head circumference over age

Figure 25. Differences between the 50th
percentiles of Anthrokids and SafeKidData
populations - Chest circumference over age

Figure 23. Differences between the 50th percentiles of Anthrokids and SafeKidData populations
- Neck circumference over age
The final finding was that differences of length
related body dimensions cannot be defined clearly.
While foot length and elbow to hand length values
are larger for the SafeKidData population, shoulder to elbow length values are larger for the Anthrokids population.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Based on these findings it is possible to argue
that differences between Anthrokids and SafeKidData populations are small enough to use the Anthrokids population for the description of today’s
European child population. This conclusion however applies only to the 50th percentile. For the 5th
and 95th percentiles additional data would have to
be gathered and analyzed.
Additionally, before a final conclusion is met,
it would be advisable to evaluate possible differences of an additional body dimension – weight.
Weight is an important body measurement, but
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it wasn’t included in this evaluation because it
wasn’t present in the SafeKidData database at the
time of this study.
Determination of age groups
To cover the whole child population, unisex data
was used in the determination of age groups for
the child population. The algorithm showed that a
minimum of 5 age groups are required to cover the
child population from the age of 3 to 18 years:
– Age group 1: 3 – 5 years
– Age group 2: 5 – 8 years
– Age group 3: 8 – 11 years
– Age group 4: 11 – 17 years
– Age group 5: 17 – 18 years
Among the selected body dimensions stature
turned out to be the limiting dimension for the
minimum number of age groups. Stature over age
and the determined age groups is shown in Figure 26. It can be seen that the 95th percentile at
the start of age group 4 just barely misses the 5th
percentile at the age of 18 years. Therefore, it is
possible to combine age groups 4 and 5 with minimum impact on analysis accuracy.

Figure 26. Stature over age and the minimum
number of age groups (Anthrokids unisex
population)
In order to cover the whole child population, the
age group 0-3 years needs to be added to the determined 4 age groups. But it should be noted that this
age group wasn’t included in the analysis and further dissection of this age group might be necessary.
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After determining the minimum number of age
groups on the grounds of anthropometric data, the
determined age groups were compared to anatomic peculiarities over age. By restricting the study to
peculiarities of the child skeleton important morphological differences were able to be identified in
the head, spine, chest and pelvic girdle regions, as
well as in the lower and upper extremities.
At birth the cranium is a flexible structure of
bones, fibrous tissue and cartilage that allows brain
expansion during growth. The brain is enclosed in
the cranium vault which grows rapidly in the first
year [25]. In this time the overall form of the cranium vault is determined. Slower growth of the cranium vault continues to the age of 7 years. Fibrous
membrane and bones that form the cranium vault
produce 6 fontanelles. The largest anterior fontanelle ossifies (closes by replacement with bone tissue) at the age of 1.5 years, while the second largest posterior fontanelle ossifies at the age of 2-3
months. The remaining fontanelles are smaller in
size and usually ossify until the age of 1 year.
The vertebral column is a flexible structure of
24 bones called vertebrae. Although the sacrum and
coccyx are also part of the vertebral column, they
are joined with both hip bones and form the pelvic
girdle. Vertebrae are already partly ossified at birth.
Three bony regions - the centrum and the left and
right half of the arc are joined together by cartilage.
The arch halves fuse at the age of 3-5 years, while
the centrum and arc fuse at the age of 3-6 years.
A study on changes in rib cage geometry during
childhood [26] showed that ribs of young children
are positioned more horizontally and that the sternal clavicular heads and diaphragmatic domes are
located higher than in older children and young
adults. Differences can also be seen in the cross
sectional shape of the thorax. While a rounded
shape can be seen in young children, an ovoid
shape can be seen in adults. These differences are
present mostly from birth to the age of 2 years.
Rib slope continues to grow until adulthood, but
at a much lower rate than in the first 2 years of age.
The pelvic girdle consists of two hip bones and
the sacrum [25]. At birth the hip bone is formed
by the ilium, pubis and ischium bones, which are
connected together by cartilage. The whole iliac
crest, acetabulum and ischial tuberosity are cartilaginous. The ischium and pubis fuse at the age of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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7-8 years, while the acetabulum remains cartilaginous until the age of 8-9 years when three major
centers of ossification appear. Ossification of the
acetabulum is finished at the age of 16-18 years
when the ilium, pubis and ischium fuse.
The skeleton of the upper and lower extremities
consists mainly of long bones. At birth both ends
of the shaft are cartilaginous. The cartilage serves
as a model and begins to ossify from two major
centers called the epiphysis (located in the center
of the cartilage model) and the metaphysic (located at the end of the shaft). As these two centers
approach each other a cartilaginous plate named
the physis forms between them. The ossification
of long bones in the lower and upper extremity is
finished at the age of 17-20 years.

Figure 27. Summary of identified child skeleton
peculiarities over age
A visual summary of identified child skeleton peculiarities over age is given in Figure 27.
By comparing this data with the determined age
groups, the first finding is that the start age for age
group determination should be set to 2 instead of
3 years. The age of 3 years was chosen because
a previous study [14] showed that the morphology of the child and the adult skull differ significantly until the age of 3 years, but a closer look
at child cranium morphology [25] reveals that the
last significant morphological difference between
the adult and child cranium is the anterior fontanel
which disappears at the age of 26 months at the
latest. Normally (in 90% of children [27]) the anterior fontanel ossifies between 7 and 19 months
of age. The age of 3 years coincides only with the
beginning of vertebral bony part fusion which,
however, isn’t complete until the age of 5-6 years.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Because of this finding, the age of 3 years was
abandoned and the age of 2 years, which represents the end of fontanelle ossification, rapid cranial vault growth and rapid rib cage changes, was
chosen as the starting age for age group determination for the child population. The algorithm
showed that a minimum of 6 age groups (including the age group 0-2 years) are required to cover
the whole child population:
– Age group 1: 0 – 2 years
– Age group 2: 2 – 4 years
– Age group 3: 4 – 7 years
– Age group 4: 7 – 10 years
– Age group 5: 10 – 14 years
– Age group 6: 14 – 18 years
Because rapid cranial vault growth stops at the
age of 1 year and the last fontanelle disappears at
the age of 1.5 years, the necessity for additional
dissection of age group 1 is very likely. Additional
anthropometric data for children aged less than 2
years should however be gathered and analyzed
prior to further dissection. Therefore, age group 1
is left untouched in this study.
Other anatomical peculiarities coincide quite
nicely with determined age groups. Because fusion of vertebral bony parts ends just before the
end age of age group 3, the presence of cartilage
tissue in vertebrae can be ascribed to age groups
1, 2 and 3. Cartilage tissue in long bones and acetabulum is present in all age groups as ossification ends at the age of 18 years at the earliest. The
worst coincidence can be seen in the ossification
of ischial tuberosity which occurs in the first third
of age group 4. But as ischial tuberosity is cartilagous the preceding 7 years, the end of ischial
tuberosity ossification, can be moved to the end
of age group 3 with small impact on analyses accuracy.
Determination of statistical representatives
The examination of differences between sexes
highlighted the age of 12 years. After this age, differences between sexes become apparent and the
need to address each sex separately can no longer
be neglected. Although this finding doesn’t affect
the determined age groups it does require the determination of separate statistical representatives
for males and females inside age groups 5 and 6.
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The developed algorithm determined statistical representatives for previously determined age
groups successfully. For the age groups 5 and 6
the algorithm was run on male and female populations separately in order to determine separate statistical representatives for males and females. As
expected, the search interval for the 95th and 5th
percentile statistical representatives was wider that
the search interval for 50th percentile statistical
representatives. 5 body dimensions of determined
50th, 5th and 95th percentile statistical representatives are listed in Tables 1, 2, 3. For comparison,
the calculated 5th, 50th and 95th percentile values
have been added.

The comparison between body dimension values
of determined 50th percentile representatives and
calculated 50th percentile values shows small but
noticeable differences, while the differences of 5th
and 95th percentile representatives are larger. A comparison of body dimension values between the 5th,
50th and 95th percentile statistical representatives
shows large differences which cannot be neglected if
the whole child population is to be covered.
At the 5th and 50th male and female statistical
representatives in age group 5 only small differences in body dimension values can be seen, while
at other male and female representatives much
larger differences can be seen.

Table 1. 50th percentile statistical representatives body dimension values (bold numbers) and calculated
50th percentile values (normal numbers)
Age Group
Age Span (years)
Sex
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Stature (cm)
Head Circum. (cm)
Chest Circum. (cm)
Waist Circum. (cm)

2
2-4
unisex
3,9
3,0
14,2
14,6
97,7
95,5
49,6
49,9
51,5
51,1
46,9
48,7

3
4-7
unisex
6,6
5,5
19,2
19,2
113,2
111,95
51,3
50,9
57,8
56,2
52,9
51,3

4
7-11
unisex
9,4
8,5
28,8
27,7
133,2
130,5
51,9
52,5
65,9
64,0
58,0
56,7

5
11-14
male
female
13,9
11,5
12,0
12,0
39,0
36,4
39,1
40,9
150,6
148,4
148,6
150,7
53,4
53,4
53,8
53,2
69,9
71,3
71,7
73,3
61,4
61,9
63,7
64,4

6
14-18
male
female
15,3
17,0
16,0
16,0
65,3
52,8
66,6
53,6
177,4
162,1
174,7
161,2
55,7
54,0
56,6
54,2
88,2
81,8
90,9
81,6
70,9
69,6
73,2
70,9

Table 2. 5th percentile statistical representatives body dimension values (bold numbers) and calculated
5th percentile values (normal numbers)
Age Group
Age Span (years)
Sex
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Stature (cm)
Head Circum. (cm)
Chest Circum. (cm)
Waist Circum. (cm)
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2
2-4
unisex
2,4
3,0
10,7
12,0
83,3
88,4
45,8
46,5
45,0
47,0
42,8
43,5

3
4-7
unisex
4,3
5,5
15,0
16,0
101,6
103,4
48,6
48,4
51,2
51,6
47,9
45,9

4
7-11
unisex
7,2
8,5
20,5
21,9
119,1
122,2
49,6
49,6
54,6
57,3
52,4
50,7

5
11-14
male
female
11,2
10,0
12,0
12,0
32,1
27,1
31,1
29,4
142,6
135,6
138,7
137,5
52,1
50,8
51,3
50,4
68,3
64,7
65,5
64,1
56,3
58,2
56,7
55,5

6
14-18
male
female
17,8
16,0
16,0
16,0
48,9
42,1
46,5
44,2
157,4
155,9
161,7
153,6
54,9
52,7
53,1
52,2
83,2
73,3
78,6
75,1
65,7
59,7
64,7
63,3
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Table 3. 95th percentile statistical representatives body dimension values (bold numbers) and calculated
95th percentile values (normal numbers)
Age Group
Age Span (years)
Sex
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Stature (cm)
Head Circum. (cm)
Chest Circum. (cm)
Waist Circum. (cm)

2
2-4
unisex
3,0
3,0
17,2
18,3
100,6
103,1
52,4
52,5
54,9
55,6
51,9
54,6

3
4-7
unisex
5,9
5,5
24,4
24,5
123,1
120,3
52,7
53,7
61,7
61,9
59,1
58,1

In order to evaluate the determined statistical
representatives, we carried out a comparison between body dimensions of 50th percentile statistical representatives and the latest Q-dummy ATDs.
Comparable body dimensions and their differences are listed in Tables 4 and 5.
It can be seen that differences between 50th percentile statistical representatives and Q-dummies
are small. The only large difference can be seen in

4
7-11
unisex
9,5
8,5
41,5
39,1
141,5
140,5
53,4
54,8
74,5
73,9
68,4
69,8

5
11-14
male
female
11,8
13,7
12,0
12,0
60,0
60,0
54,9
55,3
163,4
167,1
161,8
160,6
55,5
55,7
56,9
55,9
81,0
82,9
82,0
84,9
77,8
80,7
77,2
83,2

6
14-18
male
female
17,0
16,7
16,0
16,0
83,5
79,6
85,1
70,1
184,1
165,1
185,3
172,5
57,8
56,8
59,6
56,8
97,7
94,8
102,7
90,6
81,5
92,2
90,2
85,1

the weight of age group 3 50th percentile statistical
representative (SR3-50) and Q6 child ATD.
4. Discussion
At the beginning of this study we examined
the differences between sexes and possible differences between the Anthrokids and SafeKidData
populations. The examination of differences be-

Table 4. Body dimensions of age group 2 50th percentile statistical representative (SR2-50) and Q3
child ATD
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Stature (cm)
Shoulder Width (cm)
Hip Width - sitting (cm)
Back of Buttocks to Front of Knee (cm)
Erect Sitting Height (cm)

SR2-50
3,9
14,2
97,7
24,9
18,1
28,4
54,9

Q3 [7]
3,0
14,6
98,5
25,9
20,0
30,5
54,4

Difference (%)
-2,8
-0,8
-4,0
-10,5
-7,4
0,9

Table 5. Body dimensions of age group 3 50th percentile statistical representative (SR3-50) and Q6
child ATD
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Stature (cm)
Shoulder Width (cm)
Hip Width - sitting (cm)
Back of Buttocks to Front of Knee (cm)
Erect Sitting Height (cm)
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SR3-50
6,6
19,2
113,2
28,6
21,3
35,6
62,5

Q6 [7]
6,0
22,9
114,3
30,5
22,3
36,6
60,1

Difference (%)
-19,3
-1,0
-6,6
-4,7
-2,8
3,8
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tween sexes was done in order to clarify the need
to address both sexes separately, while the examination of differences between the Anthrokids and
SafeKidData populations was carried out to confirm or reject the adequacy of the 1970s US Child
population anthropometric data with today’s European child population. The examination of differences between sexes highlighted the age of 12
years as the limit after which differences between
sexes need to be addressed. The examination of
differences between the Anthrokids and SafeKidData populations showed only small differences
between both populations, with the largest differences showing in the larger final height (stature)
of today’s European child population. On grounds
of this finding, the Anthrokids database was evaluated as an adequate source of child anthropometric
data for today’s European child population.
The method for age group determination was designed with the desire to consider the whole child
population. So, instead of focusing solely on 50th
percentiles of body dimensions, the whole child
population was addressed by taking into account
the 5th and 95th percentiles of body dimensions. An
algorithm was developed aimed towards the determination of the minimum number of age groups for
the child population. The algorithm showed that a
minimum of 6 age groups are required to cover the
whole child population. Finally, anatomic and anthropometric points of view on child development
over age were joined by comparing the determined
age groups with the presence of anatomic peculiarities of children over age. The age of 2 years was
highlighted as an important limit because if represents the end of fontanelle ossification, rapid cranial
vault growth and rapid rib cage changes. Other anatomic peculiarities coincided nicely with determined
age groups. For age group 1 (0-2 years) the need for
additional dissection was shown. Dissection however wasn’t done as additional anthropometric data
of children aged less than 2 years should be gathered
and analyzed prior to any further dissection.
For the determination of statistical representatives we developed a novel method. Instead of
constructing statistical representatives from 5th,
50th and 95th percentile body dimensions values,
a search for measured children with body dimensions close to 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles was
carried out. This way we guaranteed the determi1006

nation of real-life representatives. The 5th, 50th
and 95th representatives were determined for all
age groups. In age groups 5 and 6 representatives
were also divided by sex on the basis of findings
in the examination of differences between sexes.
In total 21 statistical representatives were determined for the whole child population.
The comparison between body dimension values of determined 50th percentile representatives
and calculated 50th percentile values shows noticeable but small differences that may be negligible in child ATD development. Although this is
a matter of discussion, a conclusion that the novel
method for the determination of statistical representatives shows no real advantage can be made.
Things change however, when the 5th and 95th
percentile representatives are viewed. Here much
larger differences can be seen and the advantage
of the novel method becomes apparent.
Differences between the 5th, 50th and 95th
statistical representatives of same age groups are
large and apparent. If the whole child population is to be covered, future development of child
ATDs should be aimed towards the inclusion of
the 5th and 95th percentile statistical representatives into the child ATD family. The 5th and 50th
male and female statistical representatives in age
group 5 show small differences. An exchange of
the male and female representative with a unisex
representative may therefore be acceptable. Other
male and female representatives however show
large differences, which cannot be neglected.
5. Conclusions
An evaluation of the determined statistical representatives was made by comparing body dimensions of 50th percentile statistical representatives
and the latest Q-dummy ATDs. The comparison
showed small differences with the exception of a
20% difference in weight. Since statistical representatives’ weight is exactly the same as the calculated 50th percentile at 5.5 years, the most likely
reason for this difference is in age. Although the
determined statistical representatives’ age is 6.6
years, his body dimensions are close to the 50th
percentile values at the middle age of age group 3
(at 5.5 years), while the Q6 ATD was most likely
built on 50th percentile values at the age of 6 years.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Further research would definitely be required
for age group 1 (0-2 years). While this study addressed the skeleton related anatomical peculiarities of age group 1, anthropometrics weren’t
addressed because of the inadequate amount of
available anthropometric data.
The developed algorithm for the determination
of statistical representatives uses a filtering method.
The order of selected body dimensions is therefore
important as, for example moving weight to the end
of selected body dimensions may result in the determination of a different statistical representative. Although differences are expected to be small, a study
on the influence of body dimensions order should
nevertheless be carried out in further research.
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Abstract
Our study is motivated by a ‘foggy’ landscape
since, on one hand, there is little consensus about
the impact of ISO 9001 on firms and, on the other,
the number of firms adopting the standard has been
growing constantly. Hence, we argue that in order
to understand results related to ISO 9001 implementation we need to take a step back from empirical research and instead try to analyse ISO conceptually. The purpose of our paper is to conceptually
analyse its consequences as the revised standard
emphasises the best known TQM elements.
We use the specific framework of operations
strategy theory to analyse the changes in the standard and discuss the purpose of standardisation.
The paper shows that the new purpose of the
standard is no longer clear, proposes two different possible interpretations of the purpose of ISO
9001:2000/2008 and identifies the consequences
and dilemmas of accepting either interpretation.
The paper holds implications for the ISO technical committee and managers.
Key words: ISO 9001, quality assurance, conformity, standards, operations strategy
1. Introduction
Since its introduction in 1987, the ISO 9001
standard for quality management systems has
left a huge footprint on the global economy. The
standard has been revised three times – in 1994,
2000 and 2008. The 2000 revision was particularly significant: the standard shifted its focus from
conformity assurance capability toward processbased strategic competency. The 2008 revision
maintains this focus. Is this a sign that the direction set by the 2000 revision is correct?
1008

Several studies have attempted to evaluate the
impact of ISO 9001 and its revision on implementing firms (for reviews of the 1994 version see
for example [1][2][3][4]; for the 2000 revision see
[5][6][7][8][9][10]). However, the studies report
mixed results. For instance, [11] report a positive impact on the financial performance of firms
whilst [12] and [3] conclude there is no impact of
ISO 9001 on firms’ performance. In addition, the
ISO 9000:1994 model received harsh criticism
from the perspective imposed by the total quality
management concept and the literature identified
several critical areas and requirements of a quality
management system which were not included in
ISO 9001 [2][4][13].
Our conceptual study is motivated by this ‘foggy’ landscape. On one hand, there is little consensus about the impact of ISO 9001 on firms [14].
On the other hand, the number of firms adopting
the standard has been growing constantly and
many firms still encourage their supply chain partners to seek certification. Hence, we argue that this
is a good time to step back and provide a conceptual analysis of our understanding to date. Our ultimate goal is to answer a simple question: does
ISO 9001:2008 continue to blur the purpose of
conformity standardisation? We argue in favour
of this statement. We maintain that the latest revision of ISO 9001 assumes that strategic competencies in firms can be developed and audited in
the same manner as compliance competence. Our
goal is to analyse changes in the focus of the standard and their consequences by using the specific
framework of operations strategy theory.
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2. The journey from the 1994 revision to
the 2000 revision
The ISO 9000 quality assurance standards were
first issued in 1987 and revised in 1994. Historically, ISO 9000 stemmed from the need to rationalise
quality issues in contractual, business-to-business (or
business-to-administration) relations [15]. Larson
and Haversjo [16] pointed out that with its origin in
defence purchasing the standard had a clear focus
on assuring that the company supplying the defence
order was able to deliver. Conti [15] claimed that
the ISO 9000 philosophy was conceived in contractual environments for mostly large manufacturers
operating in regulated sectors that were relatively
stable (at the time), where products and service requirements could – and should –be established in
advance. The initial aim behind the ISO 9000 series was to build confidence between suppliers and
manufacturers in business-to-business transactions
and in international trade [8]. Therefore, as [17]
clearly stated, there is one and only one core value
for ISO 9001:1994, namely, conformance to specified requirements.
Our conclusion is that the ISO 9001:1994 standard represented a specific decision-making process with a specific and clear purpose to ensure a
supplier’s conformance to specified requirements.
The quality system requirements specified in this
standard were considered complementary to technical product and service requirements [18]. It is
important to note that the standard’s goal did not
involve the determination of the appropriate level
of product and service technical requirements. The
level of technical sophistication had to be determined beforehand in some other decision-making
process, and the technical specification represented an input for the ISO 9001:1994 quality system.
As researchers have emphasised, ISO 9001:1994
aimed at the assurance of quality consistency rather than improving the quality of an organisation’s
products or services [19] [5] [8]. The latter did not
fall within its scope. In line with its purpose, it focused on process rather than product quality and
therefore the standard appropriately met its goal to
determine and describe different levers that have
to be developed, established, instituted, and emphasised within a company in order to achieve the
conformance purpose.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Despite its clear focus, the ISO 9000:1994 version was extensively criticised. The first stream of
criticism was conceptual. Within this stream, researchers identified deficiencies of ISO 9001:1994
mostly by comparing it with either the most important TQM elements or directly with quality award
models such as the Malcolm Baldrige Award Model
and the European Quality Award Model [17]. The
second stream of criticism of ISO 9000:1994 related to empirical research showing there is no clear
empirical confirmation that ISO improves company
performance [3] [12] [20] [21] [22]. Such criticism
was also related to the lack of ISO implementation
results based on the perspective of what was expected from implementation of a TQM system.
This criticism based on a comparison of ISO
and broader TQM approaches seemed to have an
important effect on the content of reformed ISO
standards.
Mostly researchers were quite harmonious in
evaluating revisions to ISO 9000:2000 as a step in
the right direction for solving/improving deficiencies discovered/embedded in the ISO 9000:1994
series. The prevalent opinion was that the proposed
changes were in areas that in particular would assist
organisations to bridge the gap with TQM and introduce more modern management practices [6] [23]
so that quality assurance requirements and quality
management aspirations could be aligned holistically [24]. Therefore, the new series of ISO 9000:2000
standards evolved from “quality assurance” standards to “quality management” standards, significantly closing the gap between quality management
system requirements and TQM models [25] and
having more in common with other quality and excellence models [24]. The ISO 9000:2000 series is
also formally based on a set of quality management
principles that are very much in line with the principles of TQM and those of the most popular quality
and business excellence awards [6] [25].
The key changes introduced in the ISO
9000:2000 versions as part of adopting the TQM
philosophy were a stronger emphasis on customer
satisfaction and an effective process-oriented approach focusing on continual performance improvement [26]. Researchers claimed that, in order to survive in the most competitive business
environment, the past approach of “conformity to
requirements”, which aimed at achieving custom1009
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er satisfaction by preventing nonconformity, was
not enough. Instead, a more proactive system driven by “customer satisfaction assurance” should be
introduced [5] [25] [26] [27].
3. The operations strategy theory framework
It has been recognised that manufacturing
activities can contribute a lot to business performance and this led to the posture of a new strategy — operations strategy [28]. Skinner [29] is
the pioneer in defining operations strategy. In his
seminal articles, Skinner [29] [30] emphasised the
need to “link” manufacturing decisions with overall corporate/business strategy. Business strategy
specifies the scope of each business (the range of
products and markets in which the company or
business unit will compete) and defines the basis
on which a business unit can achieve and maintain
a competitive advantage within its industry [32].
Business strategy has to be supported by the
appropriate performance of all business functions.
Operations strategy therefore studies what is the
role of operations in achieving a competitive advantage. This is achieved by aligning the capabilities of
manufacturing with the competitive requirements
of the marketplace [33] [34]. Various authors in the
operations strategy literature have used different
terms to describe such manufacturing capabilities,
although they have most often been referred to as
competitive priorities where researchers meant intended capabilities and as competitive capabilities
where researchers meant realised capabilities [35].
Despite differences in terminology, there is general
agreement in the manufacturing literature about the
dimensions of competitive capabilities or priorities
that are generic in manufacturing, which normally
include cost, flexibility (product mix and volume),
quality (design and conformance), delivery (dependability and speed), and innovativeness [34]
[35] [36] [37]. Hill provided a useful way of linking marketing and manufacturing by introducing
the concept of order-winning and order-qualifying
criteria [38]. Manufacturing attempts to achieve its
competitive priorities (objectives) by formulating
and implementing a operations strategy. There is
general agreement that the effectiveness of an operations strategy is determined by the degree of consistency between emphasised competitive priorities
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and corresponding decisions regarding the operational structure and infrastructure. Fitting a plant’s
practices to its competitive priorities is crucial for
developing operations as a competitive advantage
[39]. Voss [33] claims that these are contingencybased approaches as he argues that choices made
are contingent on context and strategy.
While the general framework for operations
strategy is fairly well defined and accepted, debate
continues over the relationship between competitive priorities. An important question associated
with the alignment of operations capabilities with
the business mode of competing and the alignment
of strategic decisions with operations priorities is
the question of the existence of trade-offs among
capabilities. This has been a major area of debate
between supporters of the proposition that tradeoffs are necessary and supporters of a cumulative
capabilities model specifying that capabilities can
be complementary and built simultaneously over
time [31]. Researchers stress that little ‘proof’ remains that either the trade-off or cumulative model
is more correct, and that elements of both may be
applicable [39] [40] [41]. However, an important
result of research related to the competing views is
that the idea of the possible multiple positive impact
of a given practice has become generally acceptable. Therefore, the actual question is not whether
a contingency or a cumulative approach is the right
one, but with which activities and to what degree
different capabilities can be cumulated [36].
4. Analysis of the revised ISO 9001:2000
from the operations strategy theory
perspective
So far, we have presented changes to ISO and
the perceptions of ISO researchers of the direction
of the ISO’s change. We have also discussed the operations strategy theory. In this section of the paper,
we use the operations strategy theory framework to
analyse the changes in the standard and examine the
purpose of ISO 9001 standardisation. We maintain
that the purpose of the 2008 revision of ISO 9001
continues to be blurred in comparison with the clear
conformance purpose of the 1994 ISO version. We
argue that there are two possible interpretations of
the new ISO’s purpose.
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4.1. The purpose of ISO 9001 is to assure conformance with specifications
This interpretation is based on the ISO’s definition of its purpose, prevailing use of the term product requirements within ISO 9001:2000 and the
standard’s structure. In line with this interpretation,
the purpose of the 2000 and 2008 revisions remains
the same, and the ISO standard’s role is still related
to implementation of desired conformance capability. This interpretation may be derived from the
new ISO standard’s purpose definition since it still
emphasises the assurance of conformity to the customer and the applicable regulatory requirements
(p. 4). This view is also supported in ISO because
it states that specified quality management system
requirements are complementary to requirements
for products (p. v). Therefore, the determination of
the level of product quality is external to the ISO
standard since the ISO only requires that product
requirements are defined (p. 7). The lion’s share of
the ISO standard is also still related to the assurance of meeting product requirements (the whole of
Chapter 7, which is the most extensive, along with
parts of other chapters).
Looking at the new ISO standard from a decision-making perspective (assuming that the purpose of the standard is still conformance to specifications), ISO 9001 is clearly included in the broader management system of a company. It covers all
three phases of a decision-making cycle: planning,
implementation and control. The standard requires
the introduction of the ISO standard as a strategic
decision (ISO 9001:2000, p. v) which means that, in
order to justify the introduction of the standard, the
conformance capability has to be recognised within
the business strategy either as an order-winner or a
qualifier. Therefore, in this case the setting of quality policy and quality goals as required by the ISO
standard would have to be related to conformance
priority determined at the business strategy level.
This leads to implementation of the ISO standard
as a system appropriate for assuring conformance
capability. Implementation of the standard provides the levers needed to achieve that capability,
and represent the implementation phase. Finally,
the standard also takes care of the control phase
through its requirements for measurement, analysis
and improvement. Yet this control phase also has
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

to be related to conformance: for example, when
monitoring performance by measuring customer
satisfaction, which is required by the ISO standard,
we should only measure whether we have achieved
product conformance (for example, by collecting
data about customer complaints) or satisfaction of
the customer with us meeting product specifications. If conformance to specifications has been
achieved to a certain degree the ISO system has
worked well. This result of the monitoring phase
of the ISO standard serves as one of the inputs for
strategic analysis at the company level. Such implementation of the ISO standard represents a consistent, closed decision-making cycle related specifically to conformance capability. In this case, ISO
standard implementation has a clear connection
with business strategy as it receives the appropriate
input from the business strategy (conformance priority), implements part of the business strategy, and
provides its output results (conformance capability)
achieved through implementation of ISO-related
levers as the planning input of a new business strategy decision-making cycle.
This interpretation of the ISO standard’s purpose fits the operations strategy framework. The
role of operations strategy is to support the implementation of business strategy by determining
policies and necessary activities within operations
strategic decision areas. The role of the ISO standard is similar and consistent with this framework,
yet we can identify two differences between them:
the first difference is that the ISO standard is narrower as it has had to provide practices needed
only to implement one of the competitive priorities, while the second is that it is broader as it, still
in line with the logic of the operations strategy
framework, not only includes activities within operations but also other business functions. Therefore, the ISO standard develops activities that need
to be implemented within operations (and considering the analogy also within other business functions) in case the business strategy has identified
conformance as an important competitive priority.
However, it is important to emphasise, from an
operations strategy view, that even where we need
to implement certain practices to achieve the same
capability conformance, the practices actually developed will vary in accordance with different order-winners of the company. Empirical research by
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Sousa and Voss [42] confirmed that process quality
management practices are contingent on a plant’s
manufacturing strategy. This means that the context
of other practices used for the achievement of a particular order winner has taken its effect [43]. This is
in accordance with the contingent approach of operations strategy and of management theory in general and is contrary to the universal orientation of
quality management [44]. Although this first interpretation has a clear definition of the ISO standard’s
purpose and would represent a consistent decisionmaking cycle for implementation of part of the
business strategy, it is not very probable that such
a purpose was in fact intended by the ISO committee. There are different factors pointing against this.
In the introduction to ISO 9001 it is explained that
the term quality assurance was replaced by the term
quality management. The reason for this is that, in
addition to the quality assurance of products, the
ISO standard also aims to enhance customer satisfaction, which implies that its purpose has been
broadened. Next, there is ambiguity in use of the
terms that could define the real purpose. In fact,
ISO 9001:2000 uses the terms product requirements and customer requirements interchangeably,
without explaining whether there is a difference between them, or what the relationship between them
is. From the context it can be implied that there is a
difference, i.e. that product requirements are related
to specifications, and customer requirements on the
other side to customer needs and expectations, but
the ISO standard is inconsistent in using the terms.
For example, in some more general chapters (4 and
5) the standard chiefly uses the term customer requirements, in chapter 7 mostly the term product
requirements is used, whereas in chapters 6 and 8
both terms are used.
Such a narrow purpose is also not likely from
the perspective of the criticism of the old ISO standard and in relation to the perception of change
instituted in the new ISO 9001:2000 by the ISO’s
researchers. Finally, from the relationship with
ISO 9004 it can be implied that the purpose is not
only the assurance of conformance as ISO 9004
explicitly relates to customer needs and expectations in a broader sense than conformance.
If this narrow interpretation of the purpose is
correct, then the question of whether the changes implemented in the new ISO standard were
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necessary would arise: is the extensive involvement of management really so important for the
conformance purpose and is the introduction of a
general process approach justifiable solely by the
conformance purpose. For example, the standard
states that it “promotes the adoption of a process
approach when developing, implementing and improving the effectiveness of a quality management
system, to enhance customer satisfaction by meeting customer requirements” (ISO 9001:2000, p.
v). These dilemmas lead us to the second possible
interpretation of the purpose of ISO 9001:2000.
4.2. The purpose of ISO 9001 is to assure
strategy implementation (in whole or in
part)
The second possible interpretation of the ISO
9000:2001 standard, based on the literature review,
the standard itself and its association with ISO
9004 is that the ISO standard’s purpose is not limited to assuring the achievement of conformance
capability anymore, but instead it should provide
the implementation of different capabilities valued by customers, and defined within the business
strategy as either order-winning or qualifying strategic priorities. In this case, actually two variants
of broadening the purpose of the ISO standard exist, although the consequences are similar for both
possible interpretations. The first possible interpretation is that the purpose of the standard is related
to assurance of the achievement of capabilities
related to all quality associated dimensions [45],
and the second one is to include all capabilities that
have an important effect on customer satisfaction.
The later possibility would be in line with user- or
value-based definitions of quality [45] [46]. Defining the purpose in accordance with a user-based
definition of quality (satisfying customer needs,
wants and expectations) could lead to the inclusion
of all differentiation factors important for a company’s competitiveness, and defining purpose in
accordance with a value-based definition of quality
could lead to the inclusion of the cost component,
too. Consistent with this, ISO 9004 lists different
elements of customer and end-user needs and expectations, which include differentiators as well
as price (ISO 9004, p. 19). The consequences of
broadening the purpose with either the achieveVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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ment of quality dimensions capabilities, or also including other non-quality differentiating capabilities, or finally also including low cost capability
are conceptually the same.
Following the logic of the old standard, which
represented a system for implementation of conformance capability, the new ISO standard would
represent a system for implementing multiple capabilities. If the ISO’s purpose changes from conformance to specifications to customer satisfaction it
will be related to competitiveness and competitive
advantage. Similarly as in the previous interpretation, the standard has to be appropriately integrated
into the strategic decision-making process. It receives input from the business strategy about the
important strategic priorities, and provides results
about the developed strategic capabilities for a new
business strategy decision-making cycle. Therefore, in this case the standard becomes a system for
implementation of the business strategy (or part of)
in line with the acceptance of one of the definitions
of quality mentioned above. In this instance, the
setting of a quality policy and goals, implementation of appropriate levers and monitoring of results
required by the standard would have to be related to
different strategic priorities/capabilities. Accepting
this interpretation of the purpose of ISO 9001:2000
raises different questions.
The first question is whether the ISO 9001:2000
standard based on such a broadened purpose is still
consistently structured? A similar concern was expressed by [15]. The changed emphasis results in a
broadened scope of ISO 9001 as it became a tool
that should not only provide conformance capability but also other capabilities important for the
competitiveness of a company and satisfaction of
its customers. However, this broadened scope has
not been appropriately followed by a broadening of
the required tools, activities, systems etc. that would
represent the levers needed to achieve a broadened
spectrum of capabilities. If the new ISO standard
were to continue the logic of the old ISO standard to
standardise the requirements needed to achieve the
capability of conformance it should have introduced
the levers required for the achievement of other capabilities, such as reliable delivery, for example. If
we look at the structure of the present ISO standard
we see that it is actually composed of two different parts: precisely described levers that are used for
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assuring conformance capability (mostly presented
in product realisation requirements, but also within
other groups of requirements) and general recommendations expressing the need for development,
implementation and monitoring of the business
strategy (presented in management responsibility,
resource management, and measurement, analysis
and improvement requirements). If the technical
committee wants ISO 9001 to remain consistent in
its structure, it would have to develop equally precise descriptions of the levers associated with the assuring of different capabilities. In order to be developed, every capability needs either an explicit or at
least implicit decision-making cycle, otherwise objectives related to such a capability will simply not
be achieved. The process of such a decision-making
cycle is the same regardless of the type of capability,
although the content may be very different.
This need to develop appropriate levers to assure the achievement of other strategic capabilities
leads us to the second question related to broadening the purpose of the ISO standard. This question
is related to the operations strategy framework as
it raises the question of trade-offs, which explain
why strategic decision making is so complex and
difficult. We claimed that where conformance to
specifications is a strategic priority of a company,
this means it is important enough to deserve its
own decision-making process. Now let us assume
that meeting delivery dates has been identified as
an order-winner or qualifier within business strategy development, and therefore it represents a goal
that is important enough to deserve its own decision-making process, too. We mentioned that this
decision-making process is methodologically the
same as in the case of a conformance purpose (we
have to determine goals related to reliable deliveries; analyse levers which can assure achievement of
these goals; implement changes needed based on an
analysis of the levers; control the results in relation
to achievement of goals; and feed this information
back to the higher level decision-making cycle), but
from the content point of view it is very different
since in this case we would have to identify levers
which can ensure reliability in delivery. We would
therefore have to determine not a quality assurance
system but a meeting-promised-due-date-assurance
system. And this is nothing really new as these levers are studied extensively within the operations
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management discipline, but it is good to keep in
mind that they are very different from those levers
that are needed to ensure conformance. The meeting-promised-due-date-assurance system levers are
mostly related to production planning and control
and to capacity decisions.
If conformance and reliable deliveries are both
important strategic priorities we have to be sure
we have appropriate systems in place that would
ensure achievement of objectives related to both
priorities. Therefore, we need to already have two
systems in place that use very different levers. And
if we are lucky the levers are completely different
and not related to each other, since the real problem
starts when some of the levers of these two systems
are the same or are connected. Because then it is
not enough to have two separate decision-making
processes that would result in two separate systems
in place, but instead we have to have one common,
joint decision-making process that takes this interconnectedness between the levers into account.
Why is this important? It is important because it
brings us back to notion of trade-offs which is, as
we explained, generally accepted within the operations strategy discipline. Trade-offs are what makes
decision making within strategic management so
complex. Imagine how complex this would become
when other competitive priorities become important, and we have to set appropriate systems with
their levers in place in order to guarantee achievement of these capabilities. Accordingly, if we add
product quality, speed of delivery, flexibility, low
cost etc. to the list of priorities then the complexity of decision making needed to achieve strategic
capabilities can be envisioned.
An important advantage of implementation
of ISO practices is that they do not exhibit many
trade-off characteristics, as empirical research has
confirmed. Researchers have mostly only identified the impact of trade-offs associated with ISO
standard implementation on flexibility capability
[4] [47]. But the situation does not have to be the
same with all other strategic capabilities. The next
question is thus whether it is possible to develop
standards for achievement of other capabilities in
the same manner as the standard for achievement
of conformance capability has been developed.
Therefore, the third question related to a broadened purpose of the ISO 9001:2000 standard is
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whether the levers needed for the achievement
of other capabilities are also just as prone to standardisation and certification as the levers for the
achievement of conformance capability.
The traditional role of ISO 9001 has been to
tell a customer that his supplier has an appropriate
quality assurance system, and that he can expect
with a high level of probability that he will receive
a product that conforms to the agreed specifications, and since his supplier has been certified by
an external party he does not have to inspect his
quality system by himself. But can this quality
management system also guarantee, for example,
a high probability of delivery on the due date? We
have already explained that, in order to do so, the
ISO standard would also have to set requirements
related to production planning and the control system and to the capacity planning of the supplier
and the certification body should also examine
this part of the supplier’s business. But are capacity decision making and production planning and
control really questions that should be considered by a quality management system? However,
the real question is whether the decision-making
process for assuring reliable deliveries can be as
standardised as the case of the decision-making
process associated with assuring conformance to
product specifications. In fact, in the operations
management literature it is commonly accepted
that decision making on production planning and
the control process is contingent on different factors, such as product range, volume of production,
layout of facilities and others, and it would therefore probably be difficult to prescribe requirements related to the content of a system for the
assurance of reliable deliveries.
The question is whether other strategic capabilities need standardisation and especially certification. For some of them this might be useful, but
for others probably not. We said that this might
be worthwhile if the accredited system were to
tell the customer that there is a high probability
that the supplier will deliver on time. Is it possible
to determine the requirements for such a system?
Perhaps yes. Are the same people who examine
the ISO 9001 system of levers for conformance
to specifications appropriate for examining the
conformance of a company’s production planning and control system? Probably or even surely
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the answer is no. What about other competitive
priorities? Does, for example, the ability to have
short delivery times need a system of levers that
can be standardised and certified, and what about
flexibility capability? And even if such a system
were beneficial, is it possible to standardise and
certify its requirements? It is our opinion that for
many of these questions the answer is no. Probably the task of developing standards with different contents related to various capabilities would
be a very difficult one and, by taking into account
the contingencies and trade-offs associated with
such standards probably an impossible one at the
present level of knowledge. Operations strategy
research that studies relationships between capabilities, between practices and between the capabilities and practices could be helpful in solving
these problems in the future, although for now it
needs further development [36] [48].
5. Conclusion
It is difficult to assess the most important factors that motivated the ISO technical committee (TC) to make the changes introduced in ISO
9001:2000. Undoubtedly, ISO 9001:1994 enjoyed
great, unprecedented success [15]. Researchers
have pointed out that, based on this success, competition among ‘suppliers’, organisations managing standards and awards which measure their success according to how widely their model is used,
also intensified [15] [16] [49]. In order to gain a
competitive advantage all of them claim that their
models cover the widest possible area, even the
most advanced areas [15]. In line with this, it was
thought ISO 9000 required an update that would
demonstrate its ability to maintain its central role
within the quality movement and compete against
National Quality and Excellence Awards [49].
It therefore seems that TC was making a competitive business move, which is more easily understood when we remind ourselves that ISO 9000 is a
multi-million dollar industry with many individuals
and organisations reliant on it for their livelihood
[50] and that the situation for many quality managers was quite difficult in those days as most companies had implemented ISO 9000 a couple of years
before and CEOs were often looking at the quality
managers’ work with disrespect [16]. Since once
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the standard has been appropriately introduced,
there is a need for only occasional minor changes to
the system, and the system mostly required appropriate maintenance to assure its conformance purpose. Naturally, consequentially the question of the
value added of internal and external audits has also
been brought up. When we also consider that in developed countries conformance mostly became a
qualifier and that ISO 9001 often did not live up
to the promises of the International Standards Organisation, National Accreditation Registrars and
the third party accreditation bodies in Europe and
the USA that all make claims that ISO 9000 certification leads to business performance improvement
[51], it was understandable that companies were
less and less satisfied with the maintenance costs of
the standard. In light of all these trends, the conformance purpose probably simply seemed not to be
important enough anymore.
All of these factors probably contributed to the
intended change of focus in the purpose of ISO 9001
which was emphasised with the replacement of the
term assurance with the term management and all
the changes and consequences associated with this.
By looking into the changes of ISO 9001 from
the point of view of the operations strategy framework, we can better understood the true nature of
the consequences of the new ISO standard because
what most researchers were actually proposing was
that the new standard should move in the direction
of business strategy formulation and implementation. We showed that the change of the standard’s
purpose to focus on customer satisfaction actually
means the standard should take care not only of one
dimension of quality, i.e. conformance, but also of
other dimensions, and not just these but also of other
competitive priorities. However, it seems that this
step that the ISO’s TC took is much bigger than the
committee members might have envisioned. This
not only brings different elements of TQM into play
(for example leadership, employee involvement and
empowerment) but also requires deep and extensive changes in the structure of the standard. In fact,
changes in the standard’s structure have not been
appropriately adapted to this increased complexity
related to the changed purpose.
While identifying that ISO 9001 made an important step towards the decision-making process
related to the development and implementation of
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business strategy, we do not claim that this change
is either good or bad. What we claim is that the ISO
committee has to be fully aware of the consequences of this move. Analysis showed that the present
version of the ISO standard is inconsistently structured and therefore the ISO committee has to overcome this ambiguity by clearly stating what the
purpose of ISO 9001 is and structure the standard
consistently in line with this stated purpose.
This paper showed that the new purpose of the
standard is no longer clear as different interpretations of it are possible. However, regardless of the
actual intended change in purpose, the standard
has to be appropriately integrated into the strategic
management of a company, and the new standard
explicitly requires that introduction of ISO 9001
has to be a strategic decision. Therefore, from this
point of view this was a step in the right direction.
But the consequences of this shift in purpose may
well extend much deeper than the designers of the
new standard expected.
5.1. Policies that could be followed by the TC
Our analysis showed there are different possible
theoretical options for responding to the identified
shortcomings of ISO 9001:2000, which are relevant based on the specific interpretation of what
was the actual intended change in the standard’s
purpose. If the intended purpose of the standard is
still the achievement of conformance capability,
then the structure of the ISO standard would not
have to be changed very much. Mostly, it would
have to make a move backwards towards the old
standard since, apart from the wording, from a substantial point of view the new ISO 9001 remains a
reference standard for quality assurance audits [15].
For example, some changes related to customer
satisfaction that were introduced could either be
cancelled or clearly related to satisfaction with the
achievement of conformance capability. Similarly,
other requirements related to management and
measurement, analysis and improvement should
be adjusted in accordance with the conformance
purpose as we already explained. We mentioned
that some changes are becoming questionable, for
example: does the conformance purpose justify the
requirement for a process approach as was introduced into the 9001:2000 version?
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If the standard’s intended purpose is broadened
and it therefore aims to also assure achievement
of other capabilities related to different customer needs, then the structure of the ISO standard
should be changed with the introduction of the different levers needed to achieve those capabilities.
As we already explained, in this case the committee will have a difficult task because of the contingencies and trade-offs involved and which are
theoretically not yet fully explained.
In the event the purpose of the ISO standard is
broadened, TC also needs to be aware of the consequences of this for the certification procedures
since external audits would have to change in line
with other capabilities introduced and the levers
needed for achievement of these capabilities. In
order to avoid applicants’ frustration, the ISO has
to guarantee appropriate procedures and that organisations performing third party audits develop
a new profile for their auditors, one that will be
more suitable for auditing different management
processes. The need for issues related to auditors
to be properly addressed has already been emphasised by researchers in relation to changes in ISO
9001:2000 [8] [16] [49].
It will be interesting to follow which approach
the ISO technical committee will choose in the
future, but keeping its head in the sand may not
be the appropriate strategy for the long-term success and survival of ISO 9001. As Casadesus and
Karapetrovic [52] stated: “Has ISO 9000 fallen?
No, at least not yet, but it is on a very slippery
slope”. Some of the mentioned questions are not
easy ones, and the ISO committee will certainly
not be able to answer them unless it subjects the
standards to the findings from different management disciplines, instead of mostly responding to
ideas from the QM literature.
5.2. Managerial issues
The paper analysed the ISO 9001 system using
the operations strategy framework for comparison. The similarities between them enabled us to
question the purpose of the ISO 9001 system and
consequentially the scope of its possible benefits.
We explained that the present ISO standard has
developed the appropriate levers for achievement
of conformance capability, but the content levers
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for achieving other capabilities have not been included in the revised ISO standard. Therefore, all
requirements of ISO 9001 have to be interpreted
in relation to product conformance. For example,
in monitoring performance by measuring customer satisfaction within ISO requirements we cannot
measure customer satisfaction in general because
the overall goal of achieving customer satisfaction is based on the achievement of different capabilities which are part of another (and broader)
business strategy decision-making process. Our
analysis showed that ISO 9001 can contribute to
customer satisfaction through achievement and
continuous improvement of product conformance
in line with a manufacturing-based definition of
quality [45], although it is limited in its contribution to customer satisfaction through the achievement and improvement of other capabilities required in accordance with the user- and valuebased definition of quality.
For example, practitioners cannot expect the ISO
standard to improve the level of product quality, and
consecutively provide the associated customer satisfaction and continuous improvement. Improving
the level of product quality is not within the scope
of ISO 9001; instead, it has to be determined within
the process of developing the business strategy. Regardless of the desired level of product quality determined in the business strategy, the ISO standard
has to achieve conformance to specifications. This
is valid even though a company does not compete
on the high quality of its products.
Although the ISO standard’s basic purpose was
identified as conformance, this does not mean that
activities implemented within the ISO system cannot also improve other capabilities. In fact, they
do and there is a conceptual theoretical explanation for that as well as empirical confirmation.
Based on the cumulative capabilities approach it
is generally accepted within operations strategy
that specific practices can have positive effects
on different capabilities. Garvin [45] developed a
theoretical base from which it can be implied that
ISO practices can affect not only conformance but
also efficiency and productivity, and that conformance capability is also usually positively related
to some other dimensions of quality. Empirical
research confirms that, in accordance with its conformance purpose, ISO 9001 has been successful
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in building conformance capability and that by using ISO 9001 practices companies can also benefit
in relation to production economics through improved process efficiency and to other competitive
capabilities. Based on a case analysis of 11 European companies, Withers and Ebrahinpour [53]
found that ISO standards have often had a positive
impact not only on conformance, but on perceived
quality, serviceability and reliability as well where
these represented order-winners for companies.
From the operations strategy perspective it is
clear that conformance capability which is the basic purpose of the ISO standards represents only
one element of a company’s competitiveness. And
regarding a company’s competitiveness conformance can either have the role of an order-winner
and in this case represent an element of competitive advantage, or it can have the role of a qualifier. Therefore, in line with the standard itself we
also emphasised that from a managerial point of
view implementation of the standard should be
explicitly integrated into strategic management:
inputs related to the level of desired conformance
should come from strategic planning, and outputs
regarding the achievement of a certain level of
conformance should represent feedback for strategic analysis. The strategic integration demands
that the implementation of levers required within
ISO standards is strategy-contingent and consequentially also the practical results expected from
ISO 9001 are strategy-contingent. The impact of
ISO 9001 on competitive advantage, customer
satisfaction, sales and profitability depends on the
role of conformance and other capabilities affected by the implementation of ISO standards within
a company’s strategy. An important impact can be
expected where conformance and other capabilities affected by the implementation of ISO standards represent order-winners for the company.
Therefore, the strategic contingency in ISO standard implementation might explain the controversies in empirical results about ISO standards’
benefits. Based on the operations strategy framework, empirical studies about ISO standards’ benefits should have taken into account strategy as a
moderating, control variable or mediating variable
when trying to identify the results of implementing ISO standards.
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5.3. Further research
Our analysis of the ISO quality management
system based on the operations strategy theory
framework also brought up interesting questions
for future research. We can divide these questions
into three groups:
Further research related to the first interpretation of the purpose of ISO standards:
How does strategy contingency impact the implementation of ISO 9001?
Empirical research showed that process quality
management practices are contingent on a plant’s
manufacturing strategy and therefore further research is needed about the impact of strategic contingencies on ISO standard implementation. For
example, implementation of ISO 9001 where a
company has a low cost strategy may differ significantly from implementation in a company where
a product flexibility strategy is being followed.
How can the ISO 9001 requirements for conformance be improved in the case of consumer
products and services?
We explained that originally the ISO standard
was based on contractual requirements negotiated
between a buyer and a supplier, by taking into account the supplier’s business strategy, which determined the “appropriateness” of the buyer. In
consumer markets a customer might not be able to
express these needs directly and therefore the question of whether customer needs have been properly included in product specifications becomes
important. Product specifications are the result of
the supplier’s business strategy which based on
market segmentation and positioning determines
the proper product characteristics. Perhaps the ISO
could include requirements that would confirm that
target customer groups have been appropriately
determined and that their requirements have been
appropriately translated into product specifications
(for example, through use of the QFD method).
The determination of specifications in the service
setting is also difficult because of their characteristics. The application of existing and new research
for the purpose of standardisation and certification
is needed for both consumer markets and services
in order to help determine approaches for product/
services characteristics, and conformance policies.
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Further research related to the second interpretation of the purpose of ISO standards:
What are the possibilities of the standardisation
of levers for other competitive capabilities?
We mentioned the dilemma of whether other
strategic capabilities are also suitable for standardisation (and possible) certification. Further
research is needed to identify the possibility of determining standard requirements for levers associated with specific strategic capabilities.
Further research between trade-offs or cumulative relationships between different capabilities
and levers.
Introducing levers for the achievement of other
capabilities into the ISO standards would increase
the need to clarify relationships among different
levers in relation to the impact of their possible
trade-offs on different capabilities.
Further Research – General:
What is the relationship between ISO 9001 and
TQM?
Analysis of the ISO standard from the perspective of the operations strategy theoretical framework opens up questions of the relationship between the ISO standard and TQM. Many researchers claim that the ISO standard represents the first
step and the basis for implementing TQM. Our
analysis shows that in order to appropriately answer this question there is a need to clarify and
define the relationship between TQM and strategic management, as we clarified and defined the
relationship between ISO 9001 and operations
strategy. Since both approaches deal with decision
making related to customer needs and satisfaction
there is a need to integrate the two streams of research. In this regard, another empirical research
question is how the ISO standard is integrated into
the strategic management of companies.
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Abstract
The aim is to show the essential elements in
the process of creating a new product in order to
establish a quality models and to manage the activities and processes in a manner that ensures an
optimal set of variables to achieve the given objective function by management manage.
Basically, a procedural character generating new
product as a category is presented here, with emphasis on the need that is necessarily to provide high
quality and performance, in line with the increasingly stringent requirements of customers i.e. users.
Industrial products are present in different systems
(technical, economic, organizational, informatics,
social) so they should be considered, from the beginning based on research and development up to
exploitation and environmental resolution.
A closer research determination, by all the issues
outlined here, can be found in earlier works of these
authors who are otherwise quoted here. The results
are presented in tabular and graphic form.
Key words: product, research, development,
modeling, quality, costs, profitability, elasticity of
demand
1. Introduction
New product development involves the active
participation of competent and progressive forces
of development orientation by the researchers and
experts, through project managers and functions
managers that provide organizational and logistical support at all levels. It is necessary to apply new
knowledge, advances in respect of modern materials, technologies, and tools so that when a new product is implemented and verified for the market, as
such, must be of advanced configuration for the time
when it appears and the current generation during
the life cycle. The product must be of high quality
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

and reliability, which along with high performance,
guarantees a to meet customer requirements that
over time are going to become more rigorous.
Generation of effective market-validated product (primarily refers to an industrial product) of
high quality and performance, as is the case with
industrial products widely applied in service, for
example, on devices, systems and complete products at the level of mobile resources of different
categories [1,2,4].
Industrial products are present in different systems (technical, economic, organizational, informatics, social) so they should be considered from
the beginning based on research and development
up to exploitation and environmental resolution.
Stages of new product development, with appropriate global activities, can be seen in Figure 1.
Closer research determination regarding all
these issues is in the relevant literature, i.e. in our
previous works, which are quoted here [3,4,5].
Entering the new program, based on real techno-economic backgrounds with realistic market
perspective, is typically achieved by the procedure
illustrated in Figure 2. In this paper, the author will
present only essential stages of the emergence of
a new product. Complementary content related to
technological-production and market-economic
indicators can be seen in [6,7,9] and references of
other authors who have treated this subject.
Increasingly stringent market requirements
dictate the need to develop product of innovative
design and configuration, in terms of geometry,
applied materials, good wear characteristics, environmental security standards, while reducing noise
level. High performance is implied. All demands
placed by users encompass the user for the supplier
to achieve a high level of quality and reliability of
products for rationally selected techno-economic
solution in terms of operation and maintenance.
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2. Aspects of development
General principles of development, implementation, verification, and product placement are explained in [1,2,4]. The process of formation of a
new product is illustrated in Figure 1.
After the initial translation of user requirements in the supplier’s internal specifications, the
process starts with modeling of structures with the
help of computers, primarily because the computer can provide different solutions and parts of
products that can be combined to achieve an optimal solution for technical and technological conditions. The place and role of this phase of product
development can be seen in Figure 1.
Therefore, in relation to product modeling, in order to identify these iterations (development stages),
regarding complete definition and evolution of new
products or redesigning existing products, we emphasize that global steps of emerging the solutions
include to come to the level of materialized model
suitable for the calculation using the finite element
method (FEM) from the model made of wire, to
execute the appropriate calculation and necessary
structure resistance. Complete results of the technical product development can be seen in [3,4]. Then
follows technological definition, production preparation and products-building production. Everything
that is produced must be controlled, tested and verified at the level of the finished product [2,3].
To understand how to come to overall quality
of products, a logical areas will be presented in
the realization of products, in connection with the
concept of its quality, with the influential factors
by categories, etc. picture 3 [2.13]. On the morphology of the product details will be provided in
technical literature, for example in [2,3].
In accordance with a defined initial configuration of the product and entered geometrical and
material features thereof, several aspects of optimization and calculation of the specific product or
structure may be considered [4,5]. It is clear that
during every investigation and optimization of parameters for the development of new products of
given category it is necessary to bear in mind:
– The initial design solution,
– Boundary conditions,
– Applied materials, and
– Budget-applicable load
1022

Specific equations and optimization loop are
presented in [2,4].
Final solution, as a rule, must be sought in
several iterations, optimizing the geometrical and
material parameters of the product, always taking
into account that products operate in the system.

Figure 1. The global scheme of new marketoriented product developing

Figure 2. Analysis of fulfillment of conditions
regarding the risk of entering development and
implementation of a new product
General technical procedures and relevant standards must also be represented at high level. Technological solution regarding preparation, installation, inspection and testing, virtually in all cases
regarding a certain number of high-quality parts
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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with controlled technological heritage. Thus, precise fabrication and assembly in the realization of
compactness and functional geometry is of crucial
influence on the output quality of the product. The
quality of products and services represents a starting point in representing the result of improving
business quality. [14]

Figure 5. Saturation of the products, (it is necessary to shorten development time and training
using new method)
Figure 3. The concept of product quality
All the above cited operations include the fact
that were done by someone who has relevant
knowledge with a certain engagement, which in
turn means there have been made appropriate costs
(or investment) that also must be optimized to get
the effective product at a reasonable price. Regarding to this, the character of the relevant indicators
on the basis of knowledge intensity (Figure 4), the
scope of engagement and related costs, the level of
realization of a complete cycle of products, from
market research and customer requirements through
operation, preparing the ground for its new product
to replace based on new advances in science, the
profession and practice will be presented (Figure 5).
Disposition of knowledge intensity in development
stages and product realization is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Disposition of knowledge intensity in
development stages and product realization

Figure 7. Illustration of the knowledge-intensity
trends for product development of different generations (with technologies already won P1 and
P2 advanced technologies)
Figure 4. The qualitative representation of the
knowledge intensity and scope of knowledge in
of different categories of researchers (managers,
specialists)
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

In order to effectively perceive the intensity of
the relationship between knowledge intensity to develop new product P2 (in the period Δt2) compared
to previous development of the P1product (in the
period Δt1), it is necessary to see Figure 7, where you
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can clearly see that due to reliable identification of
market needs knowledge intensity based on marketing, as well as NIR, grows, and in doing so, due to
higher level of automation and better logistics, we
can expect the lower level of the knowledge intensity in the production, in accordance with the general
technical-technological and information developments. Jobs in the field of financial engineering, and
better mobility to the affordable financing sources, it
is clearly they require continuously increasing levels
of knowledge intensity [7, 8, 9].
Typical changes in the number of engaged
workers in various stages of complete product realization is shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10.

Figure 10. Trends of cumulative growth of conditional costs for product of basic configuration P1
and product with the reengineering procedure P1-2
3. Economic aspects

Figure 8. Trends in the number of engaged workers
in various stages of complete product realization

Relevant aspects of the economic analysis of
interest to refer the optimal return area, are exposed in [9,10]. When parameter values are determined by the analysis:
To – The value of investments (costs of development and mastering of production),
Ck – Product unit cost
Cp – Product unit selling price,
K – Number of pieces,
and includ in the formula for calculating costeffectiveness, equation (1) and (2)
Cp = K + K Ck It .......................... (1)

Figure 9. Development and production costs during the product’s life cycle

1024

K = To / (Cp-Ck) .......................... (2)
clearly leads to following indicators:
– The minimum cost-effective quantity of
devices for the given parameters To, Ck
and Cp is achieved for Kk - pieces (see KTcritical point on diagram);
– Bearing in mind that at the beginning of
production, I-phase, there are contingency
events (it wasn’t possible to identify them in
the development stage) regarding waste and
hidden defects of products, some of the most
diverse causes (which at first was thought to
represent the impact of lower level to overall
product quality), and finally a positive effect
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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on the running-in of product realization after
the initial removal of defects and their causes,
it is possible to determine the area of cost
effectiveness and cost-effective minimum
Cpmin, Phase-II (in this case, those are amount
of K = K1 - K2 pieces; Cpmin [EUR/pc] is
obtained for Ko - pieces);
– The next, final stage of product life cycle,
phase-III, it is evident new investments are
required (innovation of existing products,
development of the serial solutions) to be
constantly maintained and raised the level
of competitiveness of products, at this time
under the conditions dictated by the new
generation of competitive products that
emerged on the market, so we came to
value parameters which indicates that at one
point, the total cost and production costs (T
* = To + T) would be greater than revenue
(P), so the production of given product will
not be worthwhile, which will indicate it is
necessary to opt for a new product (a product
of new generation). See Figure 11.
Basic information regarding the cost-effectiveness. First, the profitability threshold defines the
degree of utilization capacity below which the company may not operate because it operates at a loss.
Profitability threshold is at a level of capacity
utilization where total revenue (P) equals the total
costs (T) of a company.
Therefore, only during the production of more
than Kk devices, the company begins to generate
income. Until then, it operates at a loss. The degree of capacity utilization at the company is determined through a following formula,
_

h K max =

K
⋅ 100 £ 100% .......... (3)
Kmax

Where Kmax is maximal quantity of possible
products that can be produced at specific facilities,
i.e. with equivalent assets employed.
Metal processing company achieves a practical profitability threshold with 35-50% capacity
utilization.
Measures to increase profitability. These are
primarily measures to influence:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

– Increasing the income of enterprises reducing reproduction costs or increasing
the selling price of the unit on the market;
– Scope of the commitments - the speed of
turnover of working capital, the level of
usage capacity;
– Simultaneous increasing the income and
reducing commitments
In the present context, in this case the focus will
be set out on all relevant aspects of production,
sales and overall operations of the company from
the aspect of program existence, in order to achieve
better business results and to give users high quality
reliable product in continuity, as long as possible.
Fixed costs, actual costs and the profit (the minimum possible and planned in terms of profitability)

Figure 11. Analysis of return area for the amount
of the given product
The complete issue can be extrapolated to the
global level of corporate management [6,7,11], directly related to consideration of the information
system in the development area of effective new
product or service (as part of the information environment), i.e. in the context of defining a suitable
model of education (cost, profitability, productivity)
in terms of overall market success of products, and
due to consideration of the needs of different types
of promising projects with different levels of investment in order to establish sustainable development
strategies i.e. poverty reduction in Serbia [12].
4. Market elasticity of the product
Price of a product and demanded quantity of the
same kind or the price of one product and quantity
of another product can stand in mutual correlation.
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Situations may be different. Increasing the price of
a product can cause both an increase and decrease
in demand for other product or change in the price
of one product will not reflect to a change in
the size of demand for other product or product
group. All these variants are important in light of
the proper conducting of the business policy of a
company, especially in the area of pricing.
In this regard, it is important to predict the effects of price changes of their own p roducts on
demand of products that can replace the observed
product, as well as the demand for those products
whose consumption (use) is in the line with the
observed consumption of product. The problem of
competition should always be kept in mind.
Elasticity of demand is a total change in the reaction of market prices.
There is a price and income elasticity. The change
of demand in relation to change in prices or income
is measured, if all other factors remain unchanged.
In this case, the attention will be paid primarily to
range price elasticity of demand. Definition and
characteristics of demand elasticity. The function
of the elasticity is defined as the threshold ratio of
relative change in the dependent variable and the
relative change of the independent variable, when
independent variables increment growth tends to
zero. It can be shown as follows: Elasticity function
indicates the relative (percentage) change in function (dependent variable) to unit of relative change
(one percent) of independent variable. Measuring of
the response in demanded quantity to price changes
is performed via a widely accepted concept of elasticity. Elasticity can be analyzed as the demand elasticity, supply elasticity and cross elasticity. All this is
known from comparative literature [9.13].
Price elasticity of demand (ED) is calculated as
the relation of proportional change in demanded
quantity and proportional change in price of goods
i.e. goods:

ED =

DQD P
DQD DP
:
=
QD
P
DP QD

≥
<

1 .......... (4)

where:
ED - price elasticity of demand;
ΔQD - changes in the amount of required goods;
QD - initial demand for goods;
1026

Δp - changes in the price of the required goods;
P - good starting price
The elasticity of the function indicates the relative
(proportional) change of the function to unit of relative change (one percent) of independent variables.
Elasticity of demand illustrates the extent of reaction of the realization volume to change in market
prices. Several factors affect the required amount of
product, such as high sales prices, plans, and options
of companies, personal income of population, the
level of market prices of other products and the like.
Therefore, the price elasticity of demand, which is
the elasticity of demand in relation to changes in
market prices, enables the establishment of a significant empirical relationship between changes in
prices and changes in the required quantity.
If the drop in prices of products leads to increased revenue, we say demand is elastic. If
the drop in prices declining revenue, demand is
inelastic. A special case is a unit price elasticity
of demand, the case when the revenue does not
change when product prices decline [9].
The demand curve with elasticity ED> 1 is called
the elastic demand curve, demand curve with elasticity of demand ED <1 is called inelastic demand
curve, while demand curve with the elasticity ED =
1 represents the unit demand curve. Unit demand
curve means that a certain percentage change in
price will cause the same percentage change in the
required amount, only in reverse.
Price elasticity of demand (EPS) shows how supplied quantity of goods responds to a change of price.
This is the proportional change of supplied quantity
resulted as the consequence of price change.
ЕPѕ= %ΔQxѕ : %ΔPx ........................ (5)
The area of cross-elasticity of demand as a special form of price elasticity for the product can be
analyzed separately.
In the production and placement of industrial
goods such as components, devices and systems (for
example, in the field of hydraulics and pneumatics),
it is possible to find goods with the logic of commodity production and marketing, i.e. supply and
demand, which can be characterized by all types of
demand elasticity (i.e. the indicator - coefficient of
elasticity ED can be > 1, = 1 or 1 <), Table T-1.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table T-1. The coefficient of elasticity, the definition and impact on revenue
Elasticity coefficient

Description [what is
the elasticity]

Greater than 1 (ED > 1)

Elastic Demand

Equal to (ED = 1)

Elastic Demand per
unit

Less than (ED < 1)

Inelastic Demand

Definition
Proportional changes in demanded
quantity of goods are higher than the
proportional change of price
Proportional changes in demanded
quantity of goods are equal to
proportional change of price
Proportional changes in demanded
quantity of goods are lower than
proportional change of price

Figure 12, refers to the elasticity of demand of
an oil gear pumps line with high pressure whose behavior regarding the demand elasticity can be characterized with ED> 1, so it is a product for which
we apply the rule that proportional change in the requested quantities of goods greater then proportional
change in price (elastic demand). The pump market
shows decreasing shift of the supply curve and to
the right because of falling production costs as the
demand curve shifts to the right due to great number
of device suppliers (very strong competition) and
the fall in real prices of pumps but a significant increase of user’s needs in terms of providing reliable
high performance hydraulic system with a pump as
an element of generating energy in the most diverse
products of mechatronic configuration [13].

Impact on income
Revenues increase
when the price is falling
Revenues does not
change when the price
is falling
Revenues decline when
the price drops

the same gradients. Of course, time as an important
factor of isn’t included here as generating revenue
dynamics, but it point out that same (or slightly different) income realized for different periods of time
(under normal conditions of market economy it is
obviously that the same quantity of goods will be
placed before the same quantity of goods in the period of crisis), which is self-evident.
Otherwise, in some cases, a change in the quality of price elasticity, and in extreme cases, even
at highly expressed products price reduction, new
market needs are effectively or completely absent
(ED ≈ 0, it is therefore the perfect inelastic demand;
income-decreasing when the price drops). Conversely, in real market conditions it is possible to
identify the case when the ED≈∞, then it is a perfectly elastic demand. Figure 13 clearly illustrates the
areas of lower income due to reduction in product
prices (loss) and income growth, due to the sale of
additional quantities of the goods [9.13].

Figure 12. The functional dependence of unit
prices on quantities of one characteristic product
Product price in crisis falls in relation to the normal conditions of market functioning, but the demand logic remains the same. Thus, in both cases
income growth when product prices decline with
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 13. Illustration of lower income areas (loss
„E“) - due to lower prices of products and revenue
growth („G“) – due to rise in sales (additional sales)
1027
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5. Resume
It is evident that product development is a complex task, especially since the overall outcome of
the evaluation raises the question of achieving an
acceptable market price and the total economic
effects (generating profit in a longer period of
continuous production and placement). Therefore, in research, development and design must
be careful, selective and with respect for the request, regulations and standards, bearing in mind
the convenience of operation and maintenance of
the various areas around the world in very different conditions (taking into account and specialized
purposes products).
In order to define the current generation product, implemented and valorized on the market
with positive effects, the engagement of experts
and managers of different types and knowledge
intensity in various stages of development, implementation and product placement are necessary.
So, only successful synchronization of all project, technological, economic and logistical elements at the level of full product realization guarantees that the final product characterize desired
characteristics, stable quality and reliability.
The authors believe there gave enough indicators that, for studying parameters of each new
product of subjected categories, it is necessary to
establish similar procedure, and that solution must
be sought in several iterations, optimizing the geometrical and material parameters of the product,
always taking care that the device operates in different systems.
Future papers of this author shall be treating
behavioral problems of typical products in the
most diverse systems in which procedures based
on management at the level management and
decision-making process appear as a generator of
good business results.
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Abstract
Two areas that are the basis for the quality of academic space, when we talk about a European rather than a global context, are the European Research
Area on the one hand and the European Higher
Education Area on the other. Of course, if we look
from the perspective of the world area it can be concluded that that is a relationship between research
and all the institutions related to education in general. It is important to note that this whole process
cannot be complete without, we can say, holders of
“burden” of the process and these are teachers, researchers, mentors, students, PhD students, and so
on. This paper will focus on the quality and the potential of the research through which it is possible to
achieve excellence and on the question is that just
a misapprehension or an open opportunity for science in country in transition such is the Republic
of Serbia. The survey of opinions and attitudes of
335 PhD students in Serbia within 42 faculty of the
state universities was used for the analysis of the
problems they are faced to doctoral students in the
research process and also of the issues in relation
“mentor – student”. It has been done the analysis of
guidelines for the improvement of these relations.
Key words: Education, PhD students, Research, Mentor
1. Introduction
Education can be seen as any act or experience
that has a formative effect on the individual character, mind or psychic ability [1]. It is also important
to emphasize the basic classification of education
[2] because of the different characteristics in terms
of population, methods of financing, the impact on
the immediate and wider environment (directly or
indirectly), and so on. Higher education essentially
involves three basic components: innovation - re1030

search - education (transfer of knowledge), known
as „the triangle of knowledge” [3] with the aim of
creating a “knowledge-based society.” [4] supports
the view that in order to improve the society, that
develop smoothly, higher education has an important role that will allow the individual to develop
his personality [5], to prepare an individual for life
in a democratic society and to constantly improve
his knowledge base. It is known that for the promotion of new knowledge it is necesary high quality
research and ensuring transparency in the research
that creates new knowledge and upgrades existing
one. [6] found that knowledge, seen as decontextualised, so that it can be learned, tested, and applied
more or less independently of particular context.
Transfer of knowledge is the segment that makes the
two-way connection of the research with the education, and training with new research. [7] found that
“teaching while conducting research and collaboration with the community is the traditional mission of
educational institutions.” It is important to note that
all research and education come from innovation.
[8] sees innovation as “an idea that brings benefit.”
For other authors “innovation is the development
and introduction of new ideas to solve problems”
[9,10] while the simpler view can be described as
“the ability of an organization to continuously produce innovation by [11]. In this paper, the focus will
be directed to the analysis of the quality of research
within the PhD studies and analysis between mentor
and doctoral students in the Republic of Serbia.
2. Theoretical background
„One of the most rewarding and important relationships a researchers can have is with his mentor
[12]. The link between PhD students and their mentors are subject to numerous studies [13]. Individuals believe that the relationship between the mentor
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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and doctoral students is key factor that ensures quality of completion and the improvement of their professional and personal development [14,15,16,17].
[18] in their work displayed attitude of some researchers who believe that mentoring is important
for students on the basis of anecdotes [19,20,21,22]
or small qualitative studies [23,24,25,26,27,28,29]
in its work has presented study that deals with the
attitudes of PhD students and their evaluation of
different attributes that would be the ideal for their
mentors. In addition to good mentoring, quality of
the research is inevitably affected by the mobility
of researchers, in this case doctoral students, their
cooperation with other institutions and colleagues.
Mobility is often seen as a segment that in the later
stages, especially after doctorate, encourages “brain
drain” (see [30,31,32,33]) because a lot of students
think that they don’t have adequate compensation
for their work and the opportunity to improve life,
both at personal and professional level. In contrast
to this way of thinking, [34] in their work performed
correlation analysis of students mobility history,
publication and international co-publication data
and then showed the connections between international collaboration, scientific output, and various individual characteristics of returned researchers, PhD students from China, where it is a case
of “brain drain” was reversed into a “return brain
drain”. Situation regarding the quality of student
mobility, participation in the international projects
and student satisfaction with surveys on the one
hand and the quality of the relationship between
mentor and PhD student in terms of commitment
to the candidate on the other side in Serbia are presented in the following paper.

personal development, the quality of cooperation
with mentors as the prerequisite of good research
and discovery of new proposals for improvements
that will enhance research activities of doctoral students at universities. More detailed survey data are
given below, accompanied by discussion of work
in each case.
In figure 1 it has been given an overview of the
year of study. Among all respondents 34.9% (117)
of students were enrolled in the first year, 35.8%
(120) of the respondents attend second year, third
year of study attend 27.7% (93) and the fourth
1.6% (5) of students.

Figure 1. Student distribution according year of
study
When asked to assess their research attitude,
among respondents prevails majority of 43% that
see their research as medium, a very small percentage of the respondents (20%) believe that
their research is well, while the rest of 37% of the
respondents considered the conditions for their research very poor (figure 2).

3. Methodology and analysis of results
For the collection of the data it has been used a
survey [35], conducted by doctoral students, young
researchers and the Ministry of Science and Technological Development, in which respondents were
doctoral students from state universities in Serbia
in 2010. In the survey there have participated 335
students from 42 faculties of the state universities.
Goals of the survey were to explore the quality of the
research potential that is faced to doctoral students
trough the opportunity to do research in the institutions outside, the ability to publish the results and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 2. Satisfaction with the research work of
students
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In figure 3, as factors of dissatisfaction mainly
was highlighted the lack of research independence
by the majority of respondents (56%), the greater possibility of staying abroad (73% of respondents), as well as greater emphasis on the research
(this position supports 71% of respondents).

below 50% in Austria and the Netherlands, up to
over 80% in Portugal). After finishing their doctorate, the students that are certain to stay abroad
comprise a bit over 20% originating from Belgium,
Croatia, Norway and Slovenia up to over 40% of
students originally from Spain and France [36].

Figure 4. Importance of mobility for PhD students
Figure 3. Factors of dissatisfaction in doctoral
studies
The reason why 73% of respondents considered the issue of travel abroad is reflected in the
fact that the same percentage or 243 respondents
have never been abroad, by meaning of attending
seminars, courses, mobility, etc. On the question
to which extent respondents felt the importance of
their study abroad through mobility, visits to the
scientific conferences, seminars, etc., 321 respondents (96%) think this issue is very important, 12
(3%) think this issue is not so important and only
one respondent observed the issue as irrelevant.
But when considering the importance of the mobility to improve the quality of their studies, students’ attitudes are shown in figure 4.
If we see result of survey results from other
countries we can see same problem: “The amount
that pursues their entire doctorate abroad is considerably less, from a little over 10% from Croatia and
Slovenia up to a little over 30% from Spain. Of the
students that do their PhD abroad, the share that
gets additional funding (both complete and partial
funding included) ranges from a bit over 40% for
those originating from Belgium to a little over 80%
for those from Portugal. The most important source
of this additional funding are scholarships (a bit
1032

In addition to the mobility of doctoral students we have to mention the fact that was also
explored was the issue of hiring PhD students in
the international projects. The responses indicated
that 81% of them had never even taken part in the
international project, while 19% of respondents
either had or are engaged on this issue. Prevailing
common view is that this segment is one of the
most important factors for quality of the research.
In addition to mobility and cooperation with other
institutions, as the second factor appears the significance and the quality of mentors that guide and
help PhD students to present in doctorate thesis
their acquired knowledge and conducted research.
Through questionnaires, it can be concluded that
the relationship between “mentor - PhD student”
in 129 cases (39% of students) was considered as
great, 78 (23%) of respondents believe that the relationship is very good, 58 (17%) considered as
good, 28 (8%) and 48 respondents described this
relationship as “sufficient”. 13% of them believe
that the relationship is at very low level. Why such
a large percentage of the negative attitude it can
be seen from the figure 5. It has been concluded,
on the basis of the survey, that a large number of
doctoral students has irregular meetings and work
with its mentors. 20% of respondents meet with a
mentor less than once per month. Just a bit more
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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of students meet with mentors every day (24%)
but these are mostly doctoral students who are employed at faculties as associates or assistants.

Figure 6. Importance of the relation “mentor –
PhD student”
4. Conclusion

Figure 5. Meeting with mentors per month
Based on the effectiveness of the work with
mentor, there have been collected students’ attitudes to the question to which extent mentor is involved and assist in the preparation of a doctorate.
28% of the students thought mentor involvement
is very important, 41% thought that this effect
is sufficient, 18% considered that is insufficient;
while 13% considered that mentor does not take
any key involvement and doctoral students realize
all the activities by themselves.
In order to improve the quality of the entire
process of creating a doctorate, research, etc., respondents considered the quality of engagement
and relationship with a mentor as very important
factor that should be accompanied with greater
importance (figure 6). If we compare attitudes
with some European PhD students opinion we
can see that “The share of students that find their
mentors very supportive ranges from about 15%
in Germany to over 30% in Norway, Slovenia and
Portugal (Note: this is judged on a scale from 1 to
5 and these percentages refer to the 5 (very supportive)). Most students think their mentor is an
expert in field (from 25% in Belgium to 38% in
Austria). The amount of students supervised by
a single faculty member is mostly 3-4 (24.4% in
France to 39% in Sweden)” [36].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The importance of doctoral studies excellence
and research is on very high level (see [37]). Based
on the conducted research it can be concluded that
there is a pretty bad situation related to the satisfaction of PhD students in terms of their research
work. Also, balance between PhD student – mentor should be significantly improved. The biggest problem in research is certainly reflected in
the lack of mobility of students and the financial
resources available in the Republic of Serbia. Increasing involvement in the international projects
and unsolicited student mobility can improve the
situation, slowly but surely. In relation between
mentor and PhD student, responsibilities and role
in the engagement of mentors with students should
be defined with more details. If we look views of
other studies, we can see the same problem, not
only in Europe but in other countries also: “the
study found that students are not getting enough
time with their mentors because the mentors are
overworked. As a rule of thumb, an overloaded
mentor, even though well-intentioned, is unlikely
to be an effective mentor. It also emerged that
there is an acute shortage of qualified mentors”
[38]. To compensate the lack of mentors in Serbia
as a major problem in the initial stage, students are
assigned with advisers. Advisors are teachers who
are not formally qualified as mentors, but if in the
course of studying of PhD student adviser meet
the requirements then he (advisor) can be a mentor
to the completion of doctoral studies. Of course, to
make this process possible, it is important to make
1033
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two-way engagement by higher education institutions with professors to students and vice versa,
but this long-term process should not be seen as
delusions but as a possibility for the future.
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Abstract
Gender differences present a theme of a great
interest in modern societies. Aim of this work is
to make the comparison between unemployment
in Serbia and European countries and to identify
those countries which have the most similar performances considering gender and age. The analysis is conducted through observations of activity
rates, employment rates, unemployment rates, inactivity rates and long term unemployment rates.
With use of factor analysis we have identified the
main factors on the labour markets in Europe. Final result of this research is the recommendation
of policy measures in order to reduce gender differences in economic activity.
Key words: Unemployment, gender differences, labour market, Europe, Serbia
1. Introduction
Modern societies in the World, particularly in
Europe, in the field of human rights pleading for
gender equality for it presents a condition for economic development. It is at the same time an indicator of society relationships humanization as a
dimension of general society prosperity [1].
By gender equality concept introducing into science a theory base for researching society relationship between genders is made. Economical appearances and processes are very often linked to demographical structures and processes and have gender
sensitive character on that way. Because of that it
is very important to monitor and research those
appearances and processes with the aim of demographical processes management, enhancement of
social security of both gender citizens and gender
gap alleviating.
Through the process of modernization and
macro economical society transformation becomes
change of relationship between genders. Prevail1036

ing tendency is that modern societies decrease inequality between genders. For the reason of these
changes, new questions appear referring to existing
differences between male – female positions, which
make space for new researches which monitor those
problems from different points of view.
Devedzic [2] emphasises that binary division influences series of appearances and processes from
which many have demographical implications and
that is well known asymmetry of male and female
asymmetry of economical activity which is a proximate expression of double society code. Though,
a question is rising how much particular European
countries differ between themselves referring to
economical activities differences and where is Serbian place in relationship to other countries.
Devedzic [2] emphasises that economical structures provide numerous proofs of gender inequality. Starting with the activity scope, then employment and earnings. The largest reserves of labour
hides between female citizens, but share of female
labour contingency usage in traditional societies are
extremely small. In particular countries husbands
have legal rights to forbid their wives to work. But
it is especially curious, that female nonpaid work
exists, which is present in general researches.
Kuburovic [3] in his work commencing with
premises that economical and society power of
women is less in comparison to men, and that gender
inequality is a phenomena which exists apart of society degree development and that society inequality
of female and male population is various and multidimensional. Mentioned author special attention
put to ex socialistic countries itemizing that negative
consequences of structure society changes happened
to population of both genders and that effects of society transformation are not gender neutral.
Kuburovic [3] emphasises importance of economical structure analysis for it enables consideration of economic activity gender discordance, as an
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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indicator of inequality of female and male positions
and one of dimensions of gender place in society.
A considerable number of works in Serbia was
written referring to economical differences between gender and age groups, as in field of demography, so as in the field of economy [2]
Matkovic [4] comments the setback of female
place in society in the countries of West Balkan
and emphasises that it is visible in economical positions setback in comparison with previous society period through larger unemployment of women than men, lower salaries, larger employment of
women in less profitable sectors and less presence
in respect to men at management positions and between entrepreneurs.
Djuric-Kuzmanovic [5] brings to consideration
that there are different effects of labour market prestructuring into economic and social gender positions in modern social – economic processes. There
is a presupposition that society transition has no effects to women positions at the same way as at men
position at labour market. Considering demands of
market economy, offer increasing and demand decreasing for female labour, as well as cessation of
some benefits which existed in the previous society
system, a setback of women population positions
and gender gap increasing considering economic
positions, could be expected [3].
Huber [6], making the research of the countries
in EU area, discovers that there are important disparities in labour market movement of old member states (EU15) and new member states from the
East Europe (EU12) considering gender and age
and believes that hypotheses that male labour are
more affected at labour market of new EU member states due to structure economy changes and
industry production decrease, should be tested. He
concludes that there is low rate of employed male
population between ages of 25 to 54 in the countries of the East Europe, while female and older
employees are more in accordance with EU15. As
far as the youngest and the oldest categories situation at labour market concerned, differences between EU15 and EU12 are significantly on behalf
of old member states. At the base of above mentioned, Huber draws a conclusion that national institutions are almost the only factor which divides
positions of the youngest and the oldest groups at
the labour market of particular states.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

By analysis of states which have prepared for
EU accession, Knogler [7] concludes that CEEC
states haven’t shown worse than EU15 considering the most part of indicators and some of them
even have been better referring to gender differences in employment and unemployment rates [4].
By economic activities of female and male
population (age 15 and older) analysis, an approach is gained into economic positions of genders segment. Economic activity population structure is significantly conditioned by demographic
factors. At the same sense, gender differences in
economic activity are the outcome of age structure
differences. Nevertheless, gender asymmetry of
economic activity could be regarded as a result of
unequal society gender positions, though this kind
of inequality is alleviated by the socialist model of
gender equality which is characterized by women
entrance at labour market and formal equalizing of
genders in right on work realization [5].
The aim of this work is to identify where are the
largest differences between particular countries in
Europe on the base of multivariate analysis of labour market referring to gender and age structures
aspect. Commencing hypothesis in the research is
that there are very significant differences regarding women and men economic activities, and also
regarding different age groups between particular
states in Europe. Second aim is to find out which
states have the most similar performances of labour market with Serbia referring to gender and
age structure by cluster analysis.
2. Scientific methods
Data for analysis are taken over from the Internet site EUROSTAT for the year 2008 (Eurostat,
2009). Those are the last available statistic data
which are collected through national Labor Force
Surveys. For some states, data are not available and
they are omitted from analysis (for example: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Estonia, Albania and Latvia).
Data from Serbia are collected and preceded at the
base of polling about labour for the year 2008 (Republic of Serbia institution of statistic, 2009).
Following features have been regarded: activity
rate, employment rate, unemployment rate, inactivity rate and long-term unemployment rate. Each
feature has been particularly observed according
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to genders and age groups of ten years, beginning
with 14 to turn off 65. The only exemption is longterm unemployment which is expressed apart for
both genders but without division into age groups.
Analysis proceeding, behind descriptive statistic
analysis, comprise several multivariate methods.
Factor analysis have been done first in order of
identification of basic factors on labour market. At
the base of gained factor results, a hierarchy cluster
analyse has been made with the purpose of possible
number of clusters at labour market diagnosing. After that one partition cluster analysis has been made
with the purpose of pertaining of each state to a particular cluster identifying and of descriptive cluster
analysis making. Variance analysis has been the following step in order of ascertaining for which designation, i.e. for which gender and which age exists
statistically important difference between clusters.
After cluster analysis, a detailed analysis of clusters
has been done where labour market of Republic of
Serbia is placed, with a special attention on some of
states of the same cluster.
Factor analysis aim is condensation of a large
number of linked manifest variables and their reducing into smaller number of linked relatively
independent latent variables which could explain
a particular share of interrelation of analysed assembly of manifest variables assembly. Isolated
latent variables (factors) are considered as sources
(generators) of variations and co variations between
manifest variables.
The factor analysis in this research has the following characteristics:
– Factor analysis are based at the analysis of
the main components as a method of factor
extraction.
– 5 factors are selected by the analysis.
– Minimal eigenvalue amounts 1, which is the
ordinary height of main components variance.
That means that in factor rotation only those
of eigenvalue higher of 1 would be included.

– After first factor extraction, their rotation has
been done according to varimax normalising
method. This is the most popular method
of factor rotation. Nevertheless, rotation is
been doing in order to make factors easy for
rendering.
3. Results
By factor analysis, five factors are isolated,
which together explain 88, 57% variations of data.
In other words, 88, 57% variations on labour market could be explained via attained factors. Eigenvalues and share of explained variability are
shown in the table 1. Attained solution provides
very clear picture of European states labour market. Attained factor loadings are shown in the table
2. Loadings larger of 0,6 are designated by red colour, i.e. those loadings which have high correlation with appropriate variable.
Factor 1 explains 46,97% of variations in data
and freely could be named as „Female economic
activity“ for it incorporates variables linked to female gender in the most active age from 25 to 55
referring to activity rate, employment and inactivity. Attained results referred to a clear conclusion
that European labour markets differ on the most
considering economic activity of women.
Factor 2 explains additional 16,56% variations
at labour market. It integrates within its self influences of male employment rate at age from 25 to
50 and female unemployment rate at the youngest
age of activity from 15 to 20. Thus, for this factor
we could say that it integrates male employment
rate and unemployment rate.
Factor 3 explains additional 12,25% variations
and on clear way isolates rates of activity, employment, unemployment and inactivity for the oldest
participants at the labour market, ages from 55 to
65, regardless the gender.

Table 1. Eigenvalues and share of variability which is explained by five factors
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
1038

Eigenvalue
38,51766
13,58289
10,04954
6,58779
3,88675

Total variance %)
46,97275
16,56450
12,25553
8,03388
4,73994

Eigenvalue -cumulative
38,51766
52,10055
62,15008
68,73787
72,62462

Variancy-cummulative (%)
46,97275
63,53725
75,79278
83,82667
88,56661
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Factor 4 explains additional 8,03% variations
at the labour market and it incorporates variables
referring to male rate of activity and inactivity of
ages from 30 to 55. According to that, this factor
could be named as „Economic activity of men“.
Table 2. Factor loadings
Age

Factor 1

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

0,14548
0,42940
0,78026
0,85664
0,97171
0,97586
0,96237
0,88231
0,54284
0,21470

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

-0,02335
0,14658
0,19636
0,12252
0,04211
0,06197
0,37079
0,53538
0,43125
-0,01915

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

0,13755
0,41262
0,69948
0,78606
0,91283
0,92033
0,91205
0,83124
0,52296
0,21020

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54

0,00024
0,25964
0,32799
0,25717
0,21118
0,21487
0,36028
0,48636
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Factor 5 explains additional 4,74% variations
at labour market and within it are clearly isolated
rates referring to the youngest groups of participants at labour market, regardless the gender.

Factor 2
Factor 3
Activity rate – women
-0,21185
-0,41562
-0,22530
-0,46308
-0,16325
-0,19808
-0,13326
-0,14468
-0,08997
-0,03809
-0,09103
0,00200
-0,11056
-0,04691
-0,14302
-0,17945
-0,16797
-0,64106
-0,13037
-0,84796
Activity rate - men
-0,17831
-0,35115
-0,12800
-0,43231
0,00339
0,24770
-0,03413
0,22422
0,05356
-0,04310
-0,14960
-0,14422
0,00174
-0,32157
-0,01047
-0,43850
0,03721
-0,64703
-0,00958
-0,90676
Employment - women
-0,25759
-0,37258
-0,43440
-0,41550
-0,48748
-0,22835
-0,437530
-0,16987
-0,34879
-0,08497
-0,33615
-0,02681
-0,32463
-0,08031
-0,33134
-0,20619
-0,25254
-0,64297
-0,15774
-0,84430
Employment rate – men
-0,28438
-0,28698
-0,53120
-0,35367
-0,73596
0,08642
-0,85503
0,03804
-0,87008
-0,03832
-0,84134
-0,11772
-0,63753
-0,24322
-0,49654
-0,37412

Factor 4

Factor 5

0,086934
0,269223
0,228544
0,115814
0,073506
0,095586
0,098601
0,136135
0,105270
-0,029921

0,78010
0,64010
0,21488
0,07869
0,01658
-0,02939
0,06294
0,15732
0,31908
0,26819

0,101722
0,128820
0,317720
0,805963
0,904269
0,932187
0,812872
0,660766
0,427517
0,129372

0,82612
0,81519
0,61539
0,35935
0,17493
0,14202
0,00882
0,04011
0,25224
0,22147

0,103680
0,215327
0,157200
0,068200
0,035943
0,077931
0,075613
0,115538
0,089114
-0,047561

0,78794
0,61460
0,28042
0,15076
0,09787
0,03683
0,11440
0,18449
0,32179
0,26759

0,148290
0,121517
0,166983
0,334569
0,370171
0,442003
0,587831
0,566720

0,80783
0,67335
0,41105
0,19363
0,09310
0,07779
0,03249
0,04823
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55-59
60-64

0,42254
0,00562

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

-0,02570
-0,30274
-0,26329
-0,23430
-0,21988
-0,16040
-0,11273
-0,03404
0,07952
0,11166

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

-0,03894
-0,30636
-0,29739
-0,24261
-0,21240
-0,23179
-0,20045
-0,15829
-0,09038
-0,12926

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

-0,14548
-0,42940
-0,78026
-0,85664
-0,97171
-0,97586
-0,96237
-0,88231
-0,54284
-0,21470

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

0,02335
-0,14658
-0,19636
-0,12252
-0,04211
-0,06197
-0,37079
-0,53538
-0,43125
0,01915

Women 15-64
Men 15-64

-0,03774
0,06154
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-0,30905
-0,60539
-0,19709
-0,89063
Unemployment rate – women
0,54046
0,18708
0,82068
0,16705
0,88109
0,15273
0,91665
0,12237
0,91271
0,14877
0,93787
0,08561
0,95364
0,12053
0,96920
0,13327
0,95060
0,13861
0,73968
0,04164
Unemployment rate – men
0,74072
0,02630
0,88595
0,10819
0,91466
0,02912
0,95466
0,04791
0,95443
0,02374
0,95398
0,07082
0,94487
0,06319
0,96621
0,06943
0,96054
0,03461
0,94632
-0,04640
Inactivity rate - women
0,21185
0,41562
0,22530
0,46308
0,16325
0,19808
0,13326
0,14468
0,08997
0,03809
0,09103
-0,00200
0,11056
0,04691
0,14302
0,17945
0,16797
0,64106
0,13037
0,84796
Inactivity rate - men
0,17831
0,35115
0,12800
0,43231
-0,00339
-0,24770
0,03413
-0,22422
-0,05356
0,04310
0,14960
0,14422
-0,00174
0,32157
0,01047
0,43850
-0,03721
0,64703
0,00958
0,90676
Long-term unemployment rate
0,57043
0,43392
0,61166
0,40405

0,413346
0,115205

0,22951
0,20847

-0,104638
-0,041351
0,046805
0,081486
0,097830
0,039169
0,067226
0,060834
0,129345
0,326455

-0,60324
-0,31387
-0,21390
-0,18496
-0,22425
-0,19329
-0,19346
-0,13291
-0,06609
-0,01197

-0,326169
-0,068092
-0,033182
-0,050666
-0,042430
-0,056719
-0,117969
-0,113497
-0,065107
0,046245

-0,39679
-0,20901
-0,17316
-0,07395
-0,03240
-0,02042
-0,04178
-0,03300
0,01213
0,05618

-0,086934
-0,269223
-0,228544
-0,115814
-0,073506
-0,095586
-0,098601
-0,136135
-0,105270
0,029921

-0,78010
-0,64010
-0,21488
-0,07869
-0,01658
0,02939
-0,06294
-0,15732
-0,31908
-0,26819

-0,101722
-0,128820
-0,317720
-0,805963
-0,904269
-0,932187
-0,812872
-0,660766
-0,427517
-0,129372

-0,82612
-0,81519
-0,61539
-0,35935
-0,17493
-0,14202
-0,00882
-0,04011
-0,25224
-0,22147

0,027214
-0,033637

-0,40534
-0,37437
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Table 3. Schedule of Europe states per clusters
Cluster 1
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech
Greece
France
Italy
Hungary
Poland
Rumania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Croatia
Serbia

Cluster 2
Germany
Ireland
Spain
Cupric
Latvia
Portugal

Cluster 3
Macedonia

At the base of attained factor scores, a cluster
analysis has been done and solution of 5 clusters
is attained. Schedule between clusters is shown in
the table 3.
After clusterization, analysis of variance have
been made in order to define if there is statistically
significant difference between clusters considering
variable monitoring. It is attained that clusters don’t
differ one of each other only in respect of male labour of age from 25 to 50 referring to activity and
inactivity rates. In all other cases there are highly
statistic significant differences, which mean that divisions onto 5 clusters are essentially valid.
It was obvious that labour market structure of
Macedonia and Turkey were so different from other states that they were put into individual clusters.
Serbia was put in cluster No. 1 in which large number of East Europe states was put, and Belgium, Italy and France from the West Europe beside them.
Figure 1 shows the schedule of middle values for
82 monitored variables for clusters 1, 2 and 4. It
is easy to perceive that cluster 1 shows the worst
performances of labour market for average rates of
activity and employment are lower and rates of unemployment, inactivity and long – term unemployment higher regarding clusters 2 and 4.
Although in all states exists high level of
women equality of rights as individuals in public
sphere, in some states exists low level of women
equality as a spouse within a family. Changes in a
family happen very slowly for system is linked to
old fashioned institutions, as church for example.
This link strengthens a family institution through
idealized family morality. [8].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Cluster 4
Denmark
Holland
Austria
Finland
Sweden
Great Britain
Norway
Switzerland

Cluster 5
Turkey

Figure 1. The schedule of middle values for
monitored variables
The activity rate is the percentage of active
population in total population aged 15 and over.
Serbia (SR in the diagram) is represented by the
thickest line, and shows that it is around the average when you take the main age group in the labor market and tend to have worse indicators Italy
(IT), Greece (EL) and Romania (RO). Serbia actually shows low activity for the youngest group of
20 to 40 years while the maximum rate reached at
the age of 35 to 39 years.
The employment rate is the percentage of employees in total population aged 15 and over. The
employment rate is much more realistic indicator of
an economy than the unemployment rate. Schmitt
and Baker [9] explain that the female employment
rate indicates how women are involved in the paid
workforce and thet historically many European
countries are covered up underemployment of
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women’s low unemployment. In fact, most of the
female labor force was officially „out of contigent
labor, and thus a small number of them held a paid
job, and even fewer women looking for work.
Serbia is one of the worst countries when
it comes to women aged 20 to 29 years of age,
whereas in later life surpassing Italy, Greece and
Romania, at the age of 30 to 39 years. Inactivity
rate or the percentage of inactive population in total population aged 15 and over.
Observing those graphical images and having
on mind variables movement in France and Belgium, and particularly in Italy and Greece, a question raises if all modern societies reduce inequality between genders, i.e. if they increase economic
activity of women?
Unpaid work is a theme of consideration of
Serbian authors ((Kuburovic, 2007), (Devedzic,
2007)).
Blagojevic [10] exposes an attitude that in modern social-economic processes new tools of gender
inequality reproduction exist, and education value,
as a factor of society satisfaction, is reduced.
4. Experience of Italy
In Europe area, Italy is set apart as a state of
the lowest rates of activity and employment of
women and their experience is very useful in the
case of gender differences in Serbia and other European countries.
Role of unpaid work in general and its unequal
distribution per genders is thoroughly processed in
literature and through empirical researches. Many
authors, (Addabbo, Caiumi, & Maccagnan, 2009),
(Picchio, 2003)) come to conclusion that inequality is particularly expressed in Italy, where women
render a large quantity of unpaid work through
housework and caring after children, bearing larger part of responsibility.
During the year of 2007, at Italy territory a
pooling has been made by the Institute for profession orientation of labours (ISFOL) about factors which have influence on women inactivity
(ISFOL, 2008). The sample consisted of 6000
women. According to that research and perception
of polled women, 43% of them have opinion that
unpaid housework is equally distributed, 6% think
that partners provide all unpaid work, 38% that
1042

partner contribution is insufficient, and 13% answers that partner doesn’t give any contribution.
Basic observations considering these results are
that in marriage and illegitimate unions in which
woman is of higher education, unpaid work is
more equally distributed, that with children number raise, contribution of male partner to unpaid
work decrease and that disproportion is higher at
the South of Italy then at the North.
Analysing motives for labour marking abandoning, they could be of different nature, commencing of environment and family nature up to
the social, institutional and personal. Considering
those factors, it could be observed and analysed,
the relationship between paid and unpaid work.
Mihic et all 11] emphases that the main reason
which women specify in conducted research, answering on questions why they abandoned labour
market and why they are inactive, is that paid work
is not compatible with unpaid housework.
Considering education role it is noticed, that
by the level of education increasing, number of
women who are inactive referring to labour market,
decreases. Inactivity goes from 60% for women
without education or with primary school, to 22%
for women which have faculty education. (ISFOL,
2008). Besides education, a big role considering if
a woman is inactive, has a fact whether her mother
was employed or not. On the other side, as a statistically significant factor, which increases activity,
number of children of age 3 to 5 is perceived. Factors such as marriage position or if woman has relatives in family who are independent, haven’t any
statistically significant influence on inactivity rate.
A very important segment of research ISFOL
dedicated to women who don’t participate at the
labour market, i.e. to women who looking for a
job and don’t want of find one. Mihic et all [11]
believe that from research results some conclusions could be drawn referring what is necessary
to do in order to attract women to labour market:
the most important condition is offering a job with
shorter and more flexible working time (45% of
women answered positively), more interesting job
(20%) and existence of a service for looking after
children (16%). Besides mentioned factors, women specify possibility of better salaries and better
distribution of unpaid work within the family.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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5. Emancipation of women as a factor which
leads to economic rate acceleration
Question of women emancipation is a measure
of how much one man realises his entity as a man.
Today, women are the most powerful drivers of
global economic increase. Enhanced employment
of women, in several recent decades, has its contribution in the World gross domestic product increase - GDP. In developed countries, women produce a bit fewer than 40% of GDP, and if we add
housework, they produce a little more than a half
of the total GDP [12]. Women work in the house
is unpaid, and they haven’t got health and pension
assurance. By economic increase, a raise of women
influence will happen in all society domains.
In the last ten years, almost everywhere in the
world, women are getting jobs more, while share
of employed men decreases. Enhanced women
employment is a result of a big change of the jobs
character and type. Thirty years ago, there was a
great demand for the experts from industry section
(specially mechanical) for this branch produced
more than a half of GDP in almost all countries
of the World, which is traditionally regarded as
a men job. At the end of XXth and beginning of
XXIst century, service section has thoroughly taken over primacy at GDP participation, so that labour market demand moved towards experts from
these fields, to women. At this moment, women
present only 7% of the managers in the World
companies. The companies with more women in
the top-management achieve better results. The
reason is mixed composition of women and men
in management bodies, i.e. woman nature is entrepreneurial: adaptability, intuition, business efficiency, familiarity and motherhood. Also, it is believed that women are more successful than men
in team and strong communication nets building.

Future belongs to women.
– Researches show that girls has better marks in
school than boys, and in the most developed
countries, women more than men, enter
the college and graduate at high or higher
degree studies. For example, in USD, at each
100 men who enter the studies, comes 140
women; while in Switzerland comes even 150
[3]. For new job operations in XXIst century,
in which „mind” is more important than
„muscles”, more beautiful gender members
will be an equal concurrence to men.
– Nevertheless, according to Republic
institute for statistics for the year 2002, in
Serbia there were 173 women, i.e. 6.82%
and 182 or 7.29% of men who graduated
on high degree faculties. Without school or
with unfinished primary school, there were
358 or 14.1% of women while 214 or 8.58%
men (table 4.) Data considers to pollyees age
of 15-64 godine and indicates still great gap
of educational degree between women and
men in Serbia, i.e. on higher share of high
degree of men and women without school
or unfinished primary education.
Education of young female labours on all continents inspires prosperity, which is without doubt
the best investment on the global level. Educated
women would not only produce, but also bear and
nature healthy and educated children.
– It is believed that female children give
better advices about investment of savings
to their parents, and at own investments
realise better profits than men. It could be
explained by a traditional role of a woman,
a housekeeping, who has an obligation to
realize such a structure of money spending

Table 4. Population of age 15-64, according to education and gender, year 2002, in thousands
years
woman/man
Total
No shooling or incomplete elementary school
Primary school
High school
College
Faculty
Unknown
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w
493
27
205
240
6
3
14

15-24

m
515
30
212
252
3
2
16

25-44

w
1 004
46
213
555
61
104
25

m
995
34
198
606
43
84
30

45-64

w
1 041
285
298
321
55
66
15

m
985
150
219
424
71
96
25
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for household which will present the
possible maximum, with a limited budget.
Women are also objective consumers, while
men would rather invest in a risk assets.
– Increasing of paid women work means
decreasing of unpaid. Value of housework
decreases due to decrease of the time
necessary for these activities. Reason is
increasing of housework productivity,
i.e. modern apparatus, paid nanny and
housekeepers.
– Although society admits that strengthening
of women business positions could
contribute to GDP increasing, there is some
fear that if more women decide to work and
not to children rising, it could cause negative
consequences for society, as for example,
low natality. Nevertheless, statistics show
that countries, in which most of the women
are employed, as USD and Sweden, really
have higher natality then Japan and Italy,
where women often stay at home [3]. Such
data could be explained by an assumption
that women are more satisfied if they prove
their selves at the business fields. Taking
into consideration China, as a big population
and economic force, it could be concluded
that women are an important factor of
export industry agents success, in particular
economy branches from even 40% to 60%
labour consists right from the women,
for example, textile and sophisticated
production [12].
– A large number of executive authorities’
women could enhance economy increase.
Women are apter of spending of funds
for designated purposes for health;
education, infrastructure and poor position
improvement, and less of men are apt
of investment and spending of funds for
military industry. However, in Serbia in
2008, ministers of Republic of Serbia
Government were mostly men, i.e. 82%
while 18% were women (figure 2).
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Figure 2. Ministers of Republic of Serbia
Government, structure and number per gender in
the period from 2002-2008
Consumption and commerce in the states of Central East Europe (CEE) are in the phase of transition.
Consumers become more critical and more demanding and find out that consumption is important part
of their lifestyles. Social demographical changes,
which are the most expressive in the states of CEE,
which could be described as dramatically due to
abrupt population aging, have as a result a woman
as a Megatrend signifies big processes of change in
global society and makes possible making prognosis
about society and market. Hence, it discloses which
social, economic and social demographical patterns
will have influence on consumer’s behaviour in the
future. A gap between life ages of a woman and a
man, as well as lapse of life ages in CEE states from
European standards is a significant factor of woman
consumer creation. Life age of men is 59 in CEE
states, while it is 63 in Ukraine8. Main reasons are
lack of adequate health care, unemployment, unhealthy food and drink. Average life age of women
in EU is six years longer than men. Though, on the
other side there is a trend of standard modernization
which implies positive image of older age which is
linked to above mentioned age factors and natural
accession downfall. Trend as an image of women of
older ages in Central and Eastern Europe definitely
ranks women into „social avant-garde“. They have
relatively good approach to education and employment. Intelligent labours in these states are guided
by women, measured by formal education. Owing
to their traditional roles, themes of commerce and
consumption are more familiar to them then to men,
i.e. spending rationally and save as much as possible. In Germany, women realise 80% of consumption, while in CEE states this share is higher.
In indigent states women labour unemployment
is a great barrier of increasing. As a matter of fact,
in the global, but not in domestic economy, women
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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are still unused resource. In the last several decades
in Serbia, including negative natural accession
and drastically aging of population, importance of
women employment increases. According to the
last poll referring to labour in Serbia at the moment
two fifth of women are now employed [9]. Activity
according to population gender older than 15 years
in the period of 1996-2006 in % is shown at the
figure 3, where in the year of 2006 employed about
50% of men and about 30% of women.

Figure 3. According to activity and gender of
population older than 15 years in the period of
1996-2006 in %
According to employment structure, in state
sector, especially in school and health sectors, more
women than men are employed while in all other
fields of economic and social life employment of
women is on a very low level. The largest losers
in the process of transition of Republic of Serbia
are women in fifties, though, it is encouraging those
women in late twenties and early thirties are very
looked for at the labour market due to their acquirements [12]. Women today, in all Western European
states and USA, from the legal view are equal in relation to men. They are equal referring to work acceding, social assurance realising, earning, and education. Practical realisation of these rights is very
complicated, so that total social status of women is
more unfavourable then of a man. There is a significant variance between proclamated principles
and concrete practice. For example, in Republic of
Serbia in September of 2007, a woman has an average wage of 38.179 RS dinars, while a man has
39.626 RS dinars (Republic of Serbia Institute for
statistic, 2009). It shouldn’t be forgot that difficult
circumstance for women in Serbia, i.e. basic barrier
of gender equality, strong patriarchal conscience
and religious preconceptions.
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6. Conclusion
Difference monitoring between genders in the
sphere of economic relationships is as old as scientific disciplines which occupation are these differences (demography, sociology, economy, etc.).
Research results lead to a conclusion that at background of economic relationships between genders hide gender regimes. In significant measure
these regimes could be use as a key to interpret
rate differences between particular states considering basic labour market indicators.
According to OECD Report (2003), high share
of women who aren’t work active is present in a
large number of OECD states.
At the base of experience of the states which
have similar gender and age structure at labour market it is possible to draw conclusions which could
be helpful for Serbian labour market enhancement.
Researchers conducted in some states clearly referring to labour market policy formulating which will
lead to gender differences reduction as in paid so
as in unpaid work. By this gap reduction women
work offer at labour market will increase. Measures
which would influence distribution of unpaid work
within a family and which would promote model of
equality in obligation partition would lead to women participation at the labour market.
At the base of result of researches, which have
been presented in this work and at the base of
experience of states which have almost identical
problems at labour market as Serbia, as final conclusion, following measures appear which should
be undertaken at labour market in order of reduction of existent gender differences in activity and
employment rates:
– Considering importance of unpaid work
(housework and children rising) by women
who don’t participate at labour market, it
is necessary to undertake measures which
would reduce difficulties of women unpaid
work and distribute it on the other way
within families. Besides, public service
providing could be of great importance at
women inactivity reduction.
– Working time change is very important for a
great number of women for many of inactive
women comment that they would accept job
with shorter or more flexible working time.
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Because of that, measures which would
be favorised jobs with shorten or flexible
working time should be stimulated, in order
to avoid negative effects on profession
careers of women or in unequal partition of
unpaid work within families.
– In regions which have lower rate of women
unemployment, many women who are
inactive are demodulated to engage at
labour market from the beginning. Because
of that measures would be undertaken which
would lead to greater women employment
and institutions of employment improving
in order of work offer and demand balance.
Those measures would provide higher
inflow of female labour from inactivity
status into labour market.
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Abstract
Geometrical education using 3D animation principles and tools represents a new methodology approach and its final result is presented on new way,
as multimedia tool. The originality of the paper is
based on interdisciplinary approach and use of new
technologies. The method derived from the overlap
of multiple disciplines such as architecture, structural systems, descriptive geometry, computer animation and programming. Teamwork is comprised
of different disciplines since the authors working in
different domains of architectural studies. This paper is presented as a visual dynamic educational tool
for students of technical and applied arts faculties.
The aim is to simplify the perception of geometric
forms and the process of their construction. The results leads to the production of geometry with complex topology and could be more developed. So, the
results are multilayered, and are the solid basis for
further scientific research and further development
in practice. The geometrical education target group
is the students of the technical and art faculties. It
is necessary to emphasize that this work is the beginning of our further scientific research papers in
different areas due to an interdisciplinary approach.
These areas are: geometrical education, pedagogical theory and psychological aspects of teaching and
experimental design in architecture. Aspects and research results presented in this paper are: the basic
structure of multimedia learning aid, production
methodology, and the final application in education.
Key words: Geometrical education, experimental design, computer animation
1. Introduction
Perception and construction of geometrical space
is the most essential needs in the education of both
art and engineering students, especially the technical
and technological filed. Geometrical education inVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

cludes spatial perception and visualization of spatial
structures. Development of dynamic and interactive
animation programs for the study of geometry overcomes the perception problem and improves the development of spatial visualization ability (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Frame from the 3D animation from multimedia DVD that shows the structure of rotation
torus, and the resulting intersection curve with the
plane. The figure shows the case when the resulting
intersection curves are Villarceau’s circles
This paper is based on the two hypotheses. The
first one is that the use of multimedia tools in educations of descriptive geometry is new standard in
geometry education. The second one is that the application of virtual technology in education through
experimental design could be used for practicing
more complicated operations and for analyzing the
different forms, their arrangement as well as their
relationship within the space. By elaboration of this
hypothesis we confirmed the hypothesis and we emphasize that this work is important research in the
field of application of methodological innovation
in the area of space geometry and computer animations with the focus on geometry education in domain of visualization and experimental design. The
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geometrical education includes the geometry in the
plane and space geometry. Engineering disciplines
provide visualization training, which includes geometry, perception and design of geometrical space.
Space perception involves the acquisition of knowledge dealing with spatial relations, classification and
ranking of spatial relations, transformation and rotation relations between the parts and a whole of space.
The graphical representation includes sketching,
graphic design, static and dynamic presentation. By
meeting the expected results is anticipated a move
towards more simple and more effective educational
process. The applicability of dynamic 3D geometry
in education provides improvement of spatial ability, ease of application, pedagogical stimuli for users
in terms of encouragement for the further geometry
exploration. The dynamic component enables users
to develop the spatial ability. The proposed form of
educational environments is a new potential for the
study of geometry.
2. The perception in education
For the humans, the vision is the most important
sense. All sensory sensations inherent to physiology of the humans are more than 70% belong to
the field of visual perception or the sense of vision.
A special feature of visual perception is the capacity to grasp the three-dimensional space [1]. The
comprehension ability of three-dimensional space
means to estimate the relative distances between
objects as well as the inner sense of form shape,
i.e. the third dimension of space (Figure 2) [2].

Figure 2. Frame from 3D animation multimedia
learning DVD showing the process of constructing tetrahedrons inscribed into a cube, which results in octahedron by mutual intersection.
1048

The main reason why the work was presented
as short-form animations with concise text explanations is because of the aforementioned facts related to the perception in the education.
Geometrical education
Geometrical education enables development of
the ability of spatial representation, perception and
understanding of space. Drawing is a means but
not the goal of geometrical education. Geometrical education in the scientific hierarchy is placed in
the field of mathematics, as well as with the field
of architecture, mechanical engineering and engineering graphics. Geometrical education enables
perception of space abilities training and that’s why
is definitely important for all engineers, physicists,
and artists as well as natural sciences students [3].
Pedagogical theory - constructivist theory
This paper is based on constructivist theory. Citation: “Constructivism is a cognitive theory that
emphasizes that learners construct new knowledge
by rearranging and refining their existing knowledge.”[4]. Constructivist theory provides a valid and
reliable basis for a theory of learning in a virtual environment. As constructivism emphasizes, learning
process is carried out when students are able to build
conceptual models that are in accordance with what
they already understand and with new content [5].
With the aim to provide the successful implementation of a new experience of learning the
flexible learning path must be provided. One possibility is to integrate known types of information
and educational support different from the 3D presentation (such as audio and text comments, images, etc.). Another option is to carefully define
the specific tasks for the students through interaction with the teacher. Numerous authors (like Professor Hannes Kauffmann in his PhD dissertation)
suggest that using different models of learning in a
virtual environment from those who are guided by
teachers to autodidactic learning models [6].
Finally, the virtual environment can be adapted
to a variety of approaches, from individual learning to the performance of various styles [7]. Commitment to constructivist position includes a basic
principle that knowledge is not transmitted directly
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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from teacher to student, but is actively completed
by students. Learning is considered as an active
process in which students “construct” their knowledge by testing ideas and approaches based on their
prior knowledge and experience and applying them
to the new situation, and integrating the new knowledge gained with previously existing intellectual
constructs. This is supported by appropriate learning activities, engaging, involving problem solving
and critical thinking. Relying on the constructivist
theory, we suggest the use of 3D animation in geometrical education and we consider that it is fully
compatible with constructivist pedagogical theory.
The psychological aspects that are mentioned
on this paper are related to cognition that is spatial
cognition. In addition, we discussed on possible
aspects of spatial ability that could affect by the
application of virtual technology in geometrical
education. Regarding spatial intelligence Durlach
et al. give a very good overview of the work and
results achieved in the field of improving spatial
abilities using virtual technology but mainly identify the necessary need for a comprehensive future
research in this area [8]. When discussing the psychological aspects of perception of space, a wide
range of discussions on how human processes handles simple spatial objects to the study the orientation of people in the real environment. We are
working with sub dimension of spatial cognition
that is related to the impact of training in a virtual environment as well as the basic principles of
training of spatial abilities (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The results of mutual intersection of
two half cylinder is especially important both for
education and training appropriate for spatial
abilities. The frame is taken from 3D animation
multimedia learning DVD
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Digital technologies and the hybrid approach
The use of digital technology in itself includes an
interdisciplinary approach. For example, if you look
at the area of digital art, we see constant changes
in the categorization of digital art. On the example
of digital art festival in Linz, one of the largest and
most important of this type. Categorization is affected with submitted artworks themselves, which leads
us to the constantly changing art category types in
digital arts. Since 2007. year has been introduced a
new category of hybrid art, in addition to previous
categories of computer animation, interactive art,
digital communities and digital music. The primary
aim of introducing the hybrid category of art is, as
stated, expanding the borders of existing categories
of the festival: Hybrid art is category specifically
dedicated to today’s hybrid and transdisciplinary
projects and approaches to projects and media arts.
The focus is on fusion of different media and genres
into new forms of artistic expression as well as transcending the boundaries between art and education,
the arts and research, art and social and political
activism, art and science. The hybrid category of
art are: the autonomous installations, autonomous
sculptures, performances and live performances,
media architecture, media intervention in public
space, mechatronics / kinetic art / robotics, artificial
life, transgenic art, software art and generative art. It
is possible that in future some of these listed topics
of digital art will be a separate category for itself.
This open approach allows changes in the art categorization and digital art definition itself. [9]
Dynamic 2D geometry software
The beginning of dynamic geometrical education went through the application of 2D geometry
software. Since computers can record the way we
construct geometrical objects, the software is able
to do it again after changes to the structure of certain parameters. This is the key concept of dynamic geometry: select the item which is then changed
position and currently you can see changes in the
structure. This ability of movement is fundamentally improvement regard to the drawing on the
paper or static CAD models. The comprehensive
work on the dynamic geometry is explained by a
Kortenkamp in “Foundation of Dynamic Geometry” [10]. Kortenkamp explained the importance
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for the educational purposes of the fact that one
can explore the behavior by moving the same geometrical structure. We can observe which parts of
a construction change and which the same, unchanged remain. It is made much more insight
into the actual construction and general geometry,
if we can experience what happens when you start
moving that construction. More sophisticated software provides yet another, further understanding
and explanation supporting the location as well as
the traces of the movement of the object that is
dynamically adjusted. The first software packages
for dynamic geometry dating from 1988. are Cabri
Geometrie and Geometer’s Sketchpad from 1989.
Since then it is very much done on the introduction of dynamic geometry software in education.
Today there is a very large number of software for
dynamic geometry. The most popular are Cinderella after Euclid and aforementioned Geometer’s
Sketchpad as well as the Cabri Geometre. All
these software’s work only 2D geometry.
Dynamic 3D geometric software
Virtual technologies are easily accessible tool
for visualization. With the development of new
technologies, they have become common tool
for educating, initiating the development of dynamic geometry suitable for training and experimental design [11]. The specific contribution is in
the education by working with 3D animation for
students of art and engineering field of technical
- technological group of students. We emphasize
the importance of dealing with design dynamically-generated form. In the history of CAD, there
have been two revolutions, so to say. First when
converted from drawing on the paper to draw on
the computer, the following is the result of software development tools that simplify the design
process and led to a design process and a simplified way of thinking, from “the paper” transferred
“to think in the software” (for example [12]. CAD
applications have many similarities with the dynamic geometry software. This may be used in
prototype construction that can be quickly adjusted. Also could be used for quickly and easily construction of a simple model as a start from the further parametric design and prototype production.
Not only this situation but many others have similar problems as in dynamic 3D software. Many
1050

CAD applications support precise construction.
Among the best known are: Catia, Rhinocerous,
Autodesk Mechanical Desktop™, SolidWorks™,
as well as the many others. Programs for digital
3D animation resulting from CAD programs to
draw precisely, with the key difference is that their
product output is IMAGE – animation, which is
not a prototype. For this reason, the emphasis is on
ease objects manipulation in 3D space, and simplified controls for construction, which are especially
important for modeling the so-called organic models such as the human figure. This was the main
reason why the animation used for 3D multimedia
learning DVD is done in this kind of software. The
most famous programs for 3D computer character animation are: Autodesk Softimage, Autodesk
Maya, Autodesk 3ds Max, Cinema 4D, Blender
and others. Considering that our work relates to
the 3D animation application in the geometrical
education, the areas of 3D animation follows [13].
Areas of 3D animation
There are several areas of 3D animation: character animation, parametric animation (visualization based on mathematical functions), medical and
other scientific visualization, dynamic simulation
based on the laws of physics (fluids, cloth, fur, the
interaction of solid bodies, etc.), architectural visualization and presentation in industrial design [13].
The application of virtual technology (VT)
Virtual geometry and importance of topology
In analyzing the geometry of 3D models for animation, we have to analyze the topology. Topology
refers to the geometric characteristics of mesh of
the 3D objects, the number of points (vertex / vertices) and the way how they are connected. Topology
is important when smoothing algorithm on the polygonal objects (subdivision) is applied. The most
demanding is the modeling of the objects that could
be deformed (animated). Then the topology should
fulfill one another important requirement that is to
have the regular deformations. (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The example of free-form experimental
design using 3D animation deformers. The frame
is from 3D animation multimedia learning DVD
Implementation of virtual technology (VT)
Implementation of virtual technology refers to the
use for the dynamic education in areas that are in our
opinion the most suitable for this method. Dynamic
geometrical education tool was made by live recording of whole process of construction the geometry
in 3D software. After that, this animation is subtitled. All process was done in the Studio for digital 3D
animation at the Faculty of Architecture, University
of Belgrade. Software for 3D animation – Autodesk
Softimage was donated by US AID to Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade in 2007.
3. Results and discussion
The resulting multimedia DVD learning tool
consist of 16 animations, 5 minutes duration in average. Following geometrical areas are processed:
1. Platonic solids: cube, tetrahedron,
octahedron, dodecahedron and icosahedron
2. Ruled surface: conoid, rotational hyperboloid, helicoid and hyperbolic paraboloid
3. The surface of revolution: the torus
4. Mutual intersection: conic sections, cone
and cylinder, sphere and cylinder and two
half-cylinder
5. Experimental design (freeform):
generating a surface with the two profiles
as guidelines, generating free form using
lattice deformers and generate free-form by
the duplicating along curves [14].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 5. Example of construction of rotational hyperboloid, rotating ruled surface. The construction
methods are rotation the one line and the one sheet
of of a hyperbola around its vertical axis. The frame
is from 3D animation multimedia learning DVD
Aforementioned areas were chosen because the
students have problems to see the geometry in 3D
space. Platonic solids are treated as the basis for
generating space structures and constructive systems [15]. Ruled surfaces are the easiest to generating by using virtual tools for 3D animation while
heavy understanding in the 2D image (Figure 5).
Intersections and the resulting intersection curves
as well as intersecting surfaces are particularly delicate. Their perception is the easiest in these kinds
of applications (Figure 6). The process of making
or working on these animations using principles
of geometry while adapted to the realization of in
3D software. The point is that the students besides
the easy perception and learning also could enable
themselves to repeat the same process and to continue to explore. The work is specifically included
working together of all authors.
The work was finally presented as a short animated form. The whole process is directly recorded
in of 3D software, and every animation has additional text that follows and explains the procedure
and gives the basic definitions. In order to demonstrate the potential of 3D geometry education, we
have done examples which are different in difficulty
but all belong to the geometric area of the university educational levels. The geometric content is very
diverse in terms of their position in curriculum. Variety of selected areas has shown how the different
fields may be processed in the virtual environment.
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4. Conclusions and directions for future
research

Figure 6. The example of Boolean operations in
intersection of cone and cylinder. Different types
of crossing curves are the result of cone or cylinder animation. The frame is from 3D animation
multimedia learning DVD
The animations from multimedia DVD presents: the application of Boolean operations (subtraction, union, intersection) in mutual relation
of solids, the study of revolved surfaces and their
geometrical properties; the study of curves and
surfaces 2nd sort (intersection curves of two cylinders); regular polyhedra and their relationships;
ruled surfaces and surfaces of revolution; free
form. We wanted to to demonstrate which areas
are most suitable for this type of learning and pedagogical methods that could be used. We aim to
find directions for the geometrical content as well
as the geometrical principles that could enable understanding and learning in a virtual environment.
Geometrical education by using 3D animation supported different learning tools for students
from auto didactical to guide by teachers as well
as more autonomous way of learning. According
to our opinion the interpretation of spatial constructions in the plane requires a lot of spatial
thinking and understanding of spatial problems.
Using tools that we propose to use spatial geometrical ideas could be tested, developed and realized in a short time. Particular significance in educational sense is that it is possible, in completely
new examples and applications, to perform the
implementation of 2D geometry in a dynamic 3D
space. We consider this as a very perspective and
inspirative base of our current and future work.
We would like to stress the possibility of further
research in construction of different geometrical
problems, using available applications for 3D animation in geometrical education.
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We are witnessing the rapid development of
technological aids. At the intersection of reality
and computer-generated information a new world
is developing that affects all aspects of life. Digital technologies have since the mid 90-is moved
from the laboratory into people’s lives, and become more available to a wide range of users. Today virtual technologies represent the standard in
education [16]. New instruments allow students,
teachers, artists, researchers, engineers, designers,
etc. empowerment in all field of work, from education to practice.
Virtual technology in the function of geometry
learning tools offers new and fascinating possibilities. Students and teachers can explore the most
diverse theoretical and practical problems with the
aim of understanding the dynamic and complex
spatial relationships. Users of virtual technology
research communicate and understand the spatial
problems in new ways. It is possible to work interactively with objects in a simulated environment
and to teach through movement, interaction and
immediate response [17]. These capabilities offer
a new way of communication between teachers
and students which were not possible at conventional ways of teaching. The use of virtual technology in the teaching related to the geometrical
education improves and greatly speeds up explanations of teachers intentions [18].
Experience in the use of virtual technology
in the learning process demonstrates significant
progress in the perception of huge possibilities
working with each model. Today’s conventional
hardware and software packages allow the use
of virtual technology quite simple. This enables
the exchange of theoretical and practical knowledge among participants in the distanced locations
which is one, between many of observed advantages of digital multimedia education [19].
Virtual technologies are good platform for
teamwork. Teachers can collaborate with students
using interactive media, which includes design
and communication at a much more direct way
than simple file sharing. All participants showed
a higher level of interaction and the working possibility are multiple [20]. Communication is enVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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hanced through a media that allows the joint participation in the processes of thinking, creating
and understanding. Virtual technologies demonstrate a possibility of establishing a unique combination of collaboration and communication of
interactive teaching process that is transparent and
direct [21]. Users of virtual systems have tremendous opportunities to explore spatial relationships
and geometrical characteristics of the topics being
processed in this paper [22].
Dynamic educational experience in a virtual
environment is especially important. Dynamic
geometry education achieved much higher insight
into the actual structure and construction, because
through the movement directly experientially we
learn about the changes in the construction of the
structure. Animation is a new dimension in geometrical education. Using virtual systems is enabled more complex communication and understanding of spatial relationships of geometric area,
which is processed. This innovative approach
leads to new form of design. The usage of tools
for 3D animation open up new perception of the
tangible existence of geometric forms (all in motion, nothing is static) as well as the sensational
dynamic manipulation of the geometry.
The original contribution of this paper is in the
implementation of multiple disciplines, and this
interdisciplinary hybrid approach, overlapped several disciplines such as architecture, descriptive
geometry, computer animation and programming.
As the authors themselves are educated in different disciplines: architecture, descriptive geometry,
digital animation, and constructive system, the result through teamwork is in implementing through
the education of students in technical and art faculties as well as the scientific research work in the
design of dynamically generated forms.
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Abstract
The coauthor paper “The Analyze of Development Anthropology with an Emphasis on Morphological Characteristics of Pupils Who Finished
Primary School Education” has appeared with
introduction of standards in Physical Education
teaching and the one will help in evaluation and
following of pupils’ development, and also in
their objective marking. The paper consists of two
parts, theoretical and methodological one. The
special feature of this paper is related to an empirical survey of 120 pupil examinees that have
finished VIII grade of their Primary School. The
analyzed sample of pupils has been divided into
two sub-samples related to the examinees: group
1 (71), group 2 (49), morphological variables have
been also reconsidered (a body mass, height, a
middle volume of chests, a thigh volume, a skin
wrinkle of a stomach, a skin wrinkle of an upper
arm) and determined differences have been shown
in Tables and graphs, with the result interpretation,
where the ones will be used in further research and
improvement of Physical Education as a teaching
subject, since it is very significant in the function
of keeping health and life quality [1].
Key words: pupils, evaluation, morphological
characteristics, Physical Education, educational
standards.
Introduction
The contemporary approach to educationalupbringing work of Physical Education is reconsidered as a preparation life process, ability for a
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

line of obligations that an individual expects so as
to give a higher contribution to a qualitative way
of life. A full contribution of Physical Education
is being reconsidered in ability skills, development of awareness on a need of an indirect body
movement-exercising, and also in development of
a proper relation towards this teaching subject [2].
There are numerous reasons for this topic
choice and the ones are related to: a need for establishment of a theoretical and empirical concept
of value orientations reconsidered through pupils’
accomplishments. In the last years, in a reformed
school, there has been a higher interest in valuation of quality of pupils’ accomplishments. For
this process, besides pupils, there has been an interest both within parents and a wider pedagogic
and scientific public. For this reason, it has been
justified to set a research issue [3].
Research Topic
The research topic is studying of valuation of
pupil’s accomplishments of primary schools towards educational standards for the end of compulsory education in Physical Education teaching [4].
1. Research aims and tasks
Based on the research topic, the aim and tasks
of the research have been to analyse and determine a real condition in the area of valuation of
morphological characteristics of pupils of final
grades of primary school towards Physical Education and their influence onto a life quality [5].
Primary aims of the research could be reconsidered through:
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– Showing primary parameters of the
morphological characteristics of examinees
– Determining differences among the
examinees
– Determining a group homogeneity
– Determining accomplishments’ contribution
[6].
2. Research hypothesis
Based on the determined topic and aim of the
research, a general hypothesis has been established: a traditional valuation of development of
morphological characteristics has been dominant
in primary schools, this, research results have not
been enough objective and reliable [7].
In the aim of proving of this hypothesis, certain number of assistance hypothesis have been
set related to the following variables (a body mass,
height, a middle volume of chests, a thigh volume,
a lower leg volume). Within all stated variables,
there has been an assumption on significant differences of a sub-sample within an existential limit
(skin wrinkles, an extremity volume, a chest volume, and a latent difference within a body mass and
body height) [8].
Research Methods
To determine higher objectively quality valuation
of morphological characteristics of pupils towards
educational standards in Physical Education teaching, a method of theoretical analyse appropriate to
the research topic has been performed according to
prescribed regulations, leading towards results.
Basic parameters have been calculated per a
premise, differences of uni-variant and multi-variant analyse of covariance have been determined,

either. Parameters of a descriptive statistics for an
each variable separately have been calculated [7].
The data has been processed by appropriate
mathematical-statistics procedures. The applied
procedures and their order of application have
their place in scientific-research work. It is necessary to care to lose as less as possible information
gaining through the research procedure. The analyse shall be performed in three steps and they are:
testing of hypothesis on similarities and differences, defining of difference measures and defining of
characteristics in graphs [9].
3. The Examinees’ Sample
The research sample in this research has been
from the population of VIII grade of primary
schools in Novi Pazar. The sample includes 120 examinees.
4. The interpretation of results
The data gained in this research has been processed according to the established aims and research tasks. Having this as a guide, there has been
the analyse of gained results in the interpretation
of the ones in the empirical research, being a base
for further researching in this area. Through this research, there has been a comparison of educational
outcome among examinees. In this part, the hypothesis including examinees shall be examined [10].
4.1. The analyse of anthropometric features
of pupils-examinees compared to pupils’
groups
According to previously determined research
draft, a theme on anthropometric features of the

Table 1. Central dispersion and parameters, asymmetry measures and flattening of anthropometric
characteristics of the examinees, group 1 (71)
ATEZT
AVIST
AOGRK
AONTK
AOPTK
ANTRB
ANNAT

Middle value
616.48
1738.59
788.42
406.27
326.25
131.20
142.75

Std.d
61.24
79.48
61.03
47.13
28.49
44.61
53.39

Min
420.0
1420.0
630.0
340.0
264.0
80.0
60.0

Max
840.0
1860.0
980.0
550.0
410.0
295.0
300.0

Var. coeff. Interv.increase
sk
ku
p
9.93
601.98 630.98 .47 2.79 .071
4.57
1719.78 1757.41 -1.00 2.28 .000
7.74
773.97 802.87 .76 1.86 .188
11.60
395.11 417.43 .87 .39 .063
8.73
319.51 333.00 .46 .94 .240
34.01
120.64 141.76 1.50 2.24 .024
37.40
130.11 155.39 .52 -.21 .300

Note- Values of asymmetry and flattening in the interval from -.04 to .04 have not been discussed
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examinees compared to a men’s group shall be
analysed. In the first part, central dispersion and parameters shall be shown, asymmetry measures and
flattening compared to examined parameters. In the
second part, the difference between a man’s group
shall be analysed, i.e. the hypothesis shall be proved
or rejected, so as the gained results could be estimated and a purpose of their further reconsideration, their directions and methodological priorities
of their processing. Then, if there were conditions
for it, characteristics would be defined and homogeneity of each man’s group and a distance between
them shall be determined, either. In the end, the
gained results shall be presented in graphs [11].
The analyse shall be performed onto anthropometric characteristics and the ones are: a body
mass, a middle chest volume, a thigh volume, a
skin wrinkle of a stomach, a skin wrinkle of thigh
in the sample of 120 examinees making two subsamples group, men group 1 (71), group 2 (49).
4.1.1. Primary parameters of anthropometric
characteristics of the examinees
compared to man’s group
Central dispersion and parameters, asymmetry measures and flattening of followed features
of anthropometric characteristics present a man’s
group, and direct onto a possibility of application
of parameters procedures [12].
Minimal (min) and maximal (max) values of
anthropometric characteristics of the examinees
of the group 1 emphasise the values to be within
expected range. Higher values of variable coefficient (var.coeff.) emphasise onto heterogeneity of
the group 1per: a wrinkle of a stomach, (ANTRB)
(34.01), a wrinkle of a thigh (ANNAT) (37.40).
The values of variable coefficient (var.coeff.) em-

phasise onto homogeneity of a body mass features
(ATEZT) (9.93), a body height (AVIST) (4.57),
a middle chest volume (AOGRK) (7.74), a thigh
volume (AONTK) (11.60), a lower leg volume
(AOPTK) (8.73). The increased values of Skjunis
(sk) emphasise that a division is negative asymmetric, and this means a division curve of results
inclines towards higher values, i.e. there are higher values compared to a normal division within: a
body mass (ATEZT) (.47), a middle chest volume
(AOGRK) (.76), a thigh volume (AONTK) (.87),
a lower leg volume (AOPTK) (.46), a skin wrinkle
of a stomach (ANTRB) (1.50), a skin wrinkle of
a thigh (ANNAT) (.52). The reduced values of
Skjunis (sk) emphasise that the division is positively asymmetric, and this means a division curve
results inclines towards smaller values, i.e. there
are higher smaller values compared to a normal
division within: a body height (AVIST) (-1.00).
Higher values of Kurtozis [13] (ku) emphasise the
curve is extended within: a body mass (ATEZT)
(2.79), a body height (AVIST) (2.28), a middle
chest volume (AOGRK) (1.86), a thigh volume
(AONTK) (.39), a lower leg volume (AOPTK)
(.94), a skin wrinkle of a stomach (ANTRB)
(2.24). Negative values of Kurtozis [14] (ku) emphasise the curve is flat within: a skin wrinkle of
a thigh (ANNAT) (-.21). The distribution of values is mostly within a normal division (p) within:
a middle chest volume (AOGRK) (.19), a lower
leg volume (AOPTK) (.24), a skin wrinkle of a
thigh (ANNAT) (.30). The distribution of values
deviates from a normal distribution (p) within: a
body mass (ATEZT) (.07), a body height (AVIST)
(.00), a thigh volume (AONTK) (.06), a skin wrinkle of a stomach (ANTRB) (.02) [7].
Minimal (min) and maximal (max) values of
anthropometric characteristics of the group 2 of the

Table 2. Central dispersion and parameters, asymmetry measures and flattening of anthropometric
characteristics of the examinees, group 2 (49)
ATEZT
AVIST
AOGRK
AONTK
AOPTK
ANTRB
ANNAT

Middle value
620.61
1736.12
781.08
416.76
330.71
163.88
171.74
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Std.d
68.68
88.97
98.81
50.77
41.22
65.92
72.98

Min
510.0
1430.0
620.0
340.0
280.0
80.0
75.0

Max
900.0
1970.0
1080.0
600.0
520.0
380.0
330.0

Var. coeff. Interv.increase
11.07
600.88 640.34
5.12
1710.56 1761.68
12.65
752.69 809.47
12.18
402.17 431.34
12.46
318.87 342.56
40.22
144.94 182.82
42.49
150.77 192.70

sk
ku
1.64 4.19
-.57 1.97
.94
.91
1.94 4.26
2.12 7.26
1.14 1.38
.34 -1.01

p
.262
.842
.329
.009
.426
.308
.227
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examinees are within expected range. Higher values of variable coefficient (Var.coeff.) emphasise
onto heterogeneity of the group 2 per: a skin wrinkle of a stomach (ANTRB) (40.22), a skin wrinkle
of a thigh (ANNAT) (42.49). The values of variable coefficient (Var.coeff.) emphasise onto homogeneity of a body mass feature (ATEZT) (11.07),
a body height (AVIST) (5.12), a middle chest volume srednji (AOGRK) (12.65), a thigh volume
(AONTK) (12.18), a lower leg (AOPTK) (12.46)
[13]. The increased values of Skjunis (sk) emphasise that the division is negatively asymmetric,
and it means the division curve of results deviates
towards higher values, i.e. there are higher higher
values compared to a normal division within: a
body mass (ATEZT) (1.64), a middle chest volume
(AOGRK) (.94), a thigh volume (AONTK) (1.94),
a lower leg volume (AOPTK) (2.12), a skin wrinkle of a stomach (ANTRB) (1.14),a skin wrinkle
of a lower leg (ANNAT) (.34). The reduced values Skjunis (sk) [13] emphasise that the division
is positively asymmetric, and it means that division
curve deviates towards smaller values, i.e. there are
more smaller values compared to a normal division, within: a body height (AVIST) (-.57). Higher
values Kurtozis (ku) [13] emphasise the curve is
extended within: a body mass (ATEZT) (4.19), a
body height (AVIST) (1.97), a middle chest volume
(AOGRK) (.91), a thigh volume (AONTK) (4.26),
a lower leg volume (AOPTK) (7.26), a skin wrinkle of a stomach (ANTRB) (1.38). Negative values
Kurtozis (ku) [7] emphasise that curve is flat within: a skin wrinkle of a thigh (ANNAT) (-1.01). The
distribution of values is within normal division (p)
within: a body mass (ATEZT) (.26), a body height
(AVIST) (.84), a middle chest volume (AOGRK)
(.33), a lower leg volume (AOPTK) (.43), a skin
wrinkle of a stomach (ANTRB) (.31), a skin wrinkle of a thigh (ANNAT) (.23). The distribution of
values deviates from a normal division (p) within:
a thigh volume (AONTK) (.01) [8].
4.1.1.1. The analyse of differences between
man’s group of the examinees
compared to anthropometric
characteristics
In this chapter, it shall be proved or rejected a
claim that there is a significant difference between
1058

man’s groups of the examinees compared to anthropometric characteristics.
Table 3. The significance of differences between
man’s group of the examinees compared to the
anthropometric characteristics
Analyse
MANOVA
Discriminative

n
7
7

F
2.019
2.010

p
.059
.060

Based on the value p = .059 (analyse MANOVA) and p = .060 (discriminative analyse), the hypothesis H1 has been rejected, and hypothesis H2,
and an alternative hypothesis A1 has been accepted
and alternative hypothesis A2 either, and it means
there is a difference and a clearly defined limit between man’s groups of the examinees [13].
Table 4. The significance of differences between
man’s group of the examinees compared to the
anthropometric characteristics
ATEZT
AVIST
AOGRK
AONTK
AOPTK
ANTRB
ANNAT

F
.120
.025
.253
1.348
.492
10.502
6.316

p
.730
.874
.616
.248
.484
.002
.013

k.dsk
.005
.000
.008
.002
.008
.048
.014

Legend: k.dsk is a discrimination coefficient

Since p <.1, an alternative hypothesis A3 has
been accepted, and it means there is a significant
difference between a group of men examinees
within: a skin wrinkle of a stomach (.002) and a
skin wrinkle of a thigh (.013) [13].
Since p > .1, there is no reason not to accept the
hypothesis H3, and it means there has been no significant difference to be noted between man’s groups
of the examinees within: a body mass (.730), a body
height (.874), a middle chest volume (.616), a thigh
volume (.248), a lower leg volume (.484) [6].
Discrimination coefficient emphases the highest contribution of discrimination is between two
groups of men of the examinees compared to anthropometric characteristics, i.e. the difference is
highest among: a skin wrinkle of a stomach (.048), a
skin wrinkle of a thigh (.014), a thigh volume (.008),
a middle chest volume (.008), a body mass (.005), a
thigh volume (.002), a body height (.000) [7].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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It is necessary to mention that a latent feature,
the feature where the difference between man’s
groups has not been determined, discriminative
analyse has included it in its structure, but there
has been a significant difference in man’s group
within it. The latent feature is: a body mass (.730),
a body height (.874), a middle chest volume
(.616), a thigh volume (.248), a lower leg volume
(.484) [13].
4.1.1.2. The characteristics and homogeneity
of the man’s group of the examinees
compared to anthropometric
characteristics
Based on the previous reconsiderations and
sample analyse of 120 examinees, in accordance
with the applied methodology, a logical flow of
the research has been to determine homogeneity
and characteristics of each man’s group of the examinees and distances between the ones.
The fact is p= .060 of discriminative analyse, it
means there is a clearly defined limit between the
examinee groups, i.e. it is possible to determine
characteristics of each man’s group compared to
anthropometric characteristics [13].
Table 5. The characteristics and homogeneity of
the man’s group compared to anthropometric characteristics
ANTRB
ANNAT
AOPTK
AOGRK
ATEZT
AONTK
AVIST
n/m
%

Group 1
less
less
less
higher
less
less
higher
53/71
74.65

Group 2
higher* 1
higher* 1
higher
less
higher
higher
less
30/49
61.22

dpr %
56.471
16.471
9.412
9.412
5.882
2.353
.000

hmg – homogeneity; dpr % - a contribution to feature characteristics

Each sub-sample feature of man’s group is to
define a skin wrinkle of a stomach, since it is a
contribution to characteristics is 56.47%, then
there are: a skin wrinkle of a thigh (16.47%), a
lower leg volume (9.41%), a middle chest volume
(9.41%), a body mass (5.88%), a thigh volume
(2.35%) and a body height (.00%). HomogeneiVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

ty of the group 1 has been 74.65%, and group 2,
61.22% [15].
Based on the previously stated, it can be said
that group 1 has characteristics (53 of 71 examinees), where homogeneity is 74.7% (higher), it
means that 18 examinees have had other characteristics and not the ones of the group. Also, group
2 has characteristics (30 of 49 examinees), where
homogeneity is 61.2% (higher), since 19 examinees have had other characteristics [13].
This means that examinees whose characteristics have been similar to group 1, and there has
been no clear information whether they have belonged to man’s group, it can be expected with a
certainty of 74.7% to belong to this group, i.e. it
has been possible to make a prediction with certain reliance.
Based on the examinees’ anthropometric characteristics, it can be said that:
- Group 1 has the following features: for a
skin wrinkle of a stomach it is less, for a
skin wrinkle of a thigh it is less, for a thigh
volume it is less, for a for a lower leg it is
less, for a middle chest volume it is higher,
for a body mass it is less, for a body height
it is higher [13].
- Group 2 has the features of: for a skin
wrinkle of a stomach it is higher * 1, for a
skin wrinkle of a thigh it is higher* 1, for
a lower leg it is higher, for a middle chest
volume it is higher, for a body mass it is
higher,for a thigh volume it is higher, for a
body height it is less [13].
Table 6. Distance (Mahalanobis) between man’s
group of the examinees compared to anthropometric characteristics
Group 1
Group 2

Group 1
.00
.72

Group 2
.72
.00

Having estimated Mahalanobis’s distance between the man’s groups of the examinees, it has
been gained another indicator of similarities or
differences. The distance of different spaces emphasise onto the distance between man’s groups of
the examinees: group 1 and group two, it has been
a moderate one.
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4.1.1.3. Graph of differences between the
man’s groups compared to 3 most
discriminated anthropometric
examinees’ characteristics
Based on the graph of ellipsis (a trust interval),
it has been possible to notice a mutual position and
characteristics of each 2 man’s groups (group 1
and group 2), compared to 3 most discriminative
(features) of anthropometric characteristics and
the ones are: a skin wrinkle of a stomach (NTRB),
a skin wrinkle of a thigh (NNAT), a lower leg volume (OPKT) [7].

Graph 2. Ellipsis (a trust interval), man’s group
within the examinees, a skin wrinkle of a stomach
and a lower leg volume
Legend: group 1 (1); group 2 (2); a skin wrinkle of a stomach
(NTRB); a lower leg volume (OPKT)

Graph 1. Ellipsis (a trust interval), man’s group,
within a skin wrinkle of a stomach and a thigh
wrinkle

Legend: group 1 (1); group 2 (2);a skin wrinkle of a stomach
(NTRB); a skin wrinkle of a thigh (NNAT)

In the Graph (1), aspics (a horizontal axis) is a
skin wrinkle of a stomach (NTRB), and an ordinate (a vertical axis) is a skin wrinkle of a thigh
(NNAT) [16].
It is possible to notice that compared to a skin
wrinkle of a stomach, group 1 (1) has the smallest value of anthropometric characteristics, and
group 2 (2) has the highest one. Group 1 (1) has
the smallest value of anthropometric characteristics compared to a skin wrinkle of a thigh, and
group 2 (2) has the highest one.
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In the Graph (2), aspics (a horizontal axis)
is a skin wrinkle of a stomach (NTRB), and an
ordinate (a vertical axis) is a lower leg volume
(OPKT) [17].
It is possible to notice that compared to a skin
wrinkle of a stomach, group 1 (1) has the smallest value of anthropometric characteristics, and
group 2 (2) has the highest one. Group 1 (1) has
the smallest value of anthropometric characteristics compared to a lower leg volume, and group 2
(2) has the highest one.
In the Graph (3), aspics (a horizontal axis) is a
skin wrinkle of a thigh (NNAT), and an ordinate (a
vertical axis) is a lower leg volume (OPKT).
It is possible to notice that compared to a skin
wrinkle of a thigh, group 1 (1) has the smallest
value of anthropometric characteristics, and group
2 (2) has the highest one. Group 1(1) has the
smallest value of anthropometric characteristics
compared to a lower leg volume, and group 2 (2)
has the highest one.
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Graph 3. Ellipsis (a trust interval), man’s group
of the examinees, a skin wrinkle of a thigh and a
lower leg volume
Legend: group 1 (1); group 2 (2); a skin wrinkle of a thigh
(NNAT); a lower leg volume (OPKT)

5. Conclusions
In accordance with the research aims, methodology approach and established hypotheses in
this research, the difference of the topic shall be
analysed related to morphological characteristics
of pupils. The difference between pupils’ groups
has been analysed compared to the entire anthropometric characteristics.
The difference between man’s group (.059)
compared to anthropometric characteristics of
the examinees has been determined, for a skin
wrinkle of a stomach (.002), for a skin wrinkle of a
thigh (.013). There is no determined difference for
a body mass (.730), a body height (.874), a middle chest volume (.616), a thigh volume (.248),
a lower leg volume (.484). The existential limit
(.060) has been confirmed for a skin wrinkle of
a stomach, a skin wrinkle of a thigh, a lower leg
volume, a middle chest volume, a body mass, a
body height. There is the latent difference within:
a body mass (.730), a body height (.874), a middle chest volume (.616), a thigh volume (.248), a
lower leg volume (.484) [2].
The sample of 120 examinees taken out from
the population has been analysed, and the one has
been divided into 2 sub-samples.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

In accordance with the previously established
research aims, methodology approach and hypothesis, the difference among pupils has been
analysed in this research, either.
Within the examinees, anthropometric characteristics (MANOVA .059 and discriminative
.060), emphasise that there is a significant difference between 2 man’s groups, a skin wrinkle of a
stomach (.002), a skin wrinkle of a thigh (.013).
The difference has not been noticed within a body
mass (.730), a body height (.874), a middle chest
volume (.616), a thigh volume (.248), a lower leg
volume (.484). With discrimination, a skin wrinkle of a stomach is (.048), a skin wrinkle of a thigh
(.014), a lower leg volume (.008),a middle chest
volume (.008), a body mass (.005), a thigh volume
(.002), a body height (.000) [15].
Based on the examinee anthropometric characteristics, it can be concluded that:
Group 1 has the following features: for a skin
wrinkle of a stomach, the values are less, for a skin
wrinkle of a thigh, the values are less, for a thigh
volume, the values are less, for a for a lower leg,
the values are less, for a middle chest volume, the
values are higher, for a body mass, the values are
less and homogeneity is 74.65% (53/71) [13].
- Group 2 has the features of: for a skin wrinkle of a stomach, the values are higher * 1, for a
skin wrinkle of a thigh, the values are higher* 1,
for a lower leg, the values are higher, for a middle chest volume, the values are higher, for a body
mass, the values are higher,for a thigh volume, the
values are higher, for a body height, the values are
less and homogeneity is 61.22% (30/49) [13].
The application procedures are of extreme significance, both for conclusion and prompt elimination and involvement of certain features that
shall allow a more qualitative research.
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Analysis of the driver’s body behaviour at
frontal collision of vehicle to solid barrier
Zoran Josevski, Stoimko Zlatkovski, Nikolce D.Talevski
University of St. Kliment Ohridski – Bitola, Faculty of Technical Sciences - Bitola

Abstract
In an accident where a car runs into a solid barrier, beside the kinetic parameters of the vehicle, it
is of great interest to the expertise to consider the
driver’s body behavior. In cases of frontal impact
to solid barrier, depending on the impact pulse of
the vehicle, the injuries are located in the thorax
area of the driver. Hence, the acceleration and
the thorax displacement of the driver can be used
to measure the severity of the injury suffered by
the driver. In this paper will be presented a mathematical and simulation model of vehicle and
driver during frontal impact to solid barrier. The
presented model is adequate for establishment of
the main parameters that describe the collision,
and also an estimation of the responses of the acceleration, speed and displacement of the driver in
the collision, without during that to perform what
ever real test.
The simulation model has been developed within the Matlab/Simulink program package using a
linear mathematical model with masses, absorbers
and dampers, whose values characterize the vehicle
dynamics and the driver. In order to reach the goal,
a structure model of the vehicle and a numerical
model of the driver’s thorax during the crash have
been developed. This is about the so-called Kelvin
model, according to which, the absorber and the
damper are connected in parallel.
Based upon the obtained responses to acceleration and displacement, a Combined Thorax Index
(CTI) is calculated. It means that the critical impact speeds of running into a solid barrier, with injuries located in the thorax area of the driver, have
been determined.
Key words: Frontal (head-on) collision, simulation model, estimation of parameters, absorber,
damper.
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1. Introduction
Vehicle impact to solid barriers represents a
rather complex issue, which is very difficult, better say, almost practically non-feasible to express
in mathematical and physical terms. In order to
obtain data related to certain accident parameters
(the acceleration that affects the driver, the displacement of the driver’s body, the acceleration
and the overall ‘behavior’ of the vehicle during
the impact), crash tests are being carried out these
days. The crash tests are actually a rather complex,
complicated and expensive experiments due to the
need for respective objects: measurement devices,
data collection process, qualified staff and vehicles [1]. Therefore it is almost always justifiable
to create mathematical and simulation models of
car crash in order to analyze the crash rather than
doing a real experiment.
The analysis of vehicle and driver models in
cases of frontal crash leads to the conclusion that
this area is pretty interesting and very up-to-date.
Nowadays, there are a rather large number of models simulating the crash. But, depending on the purpose, on the approach to design, on the manner of
modeling etc., all models are quite diverse [2]. Data
related to acceleration and driver’s thorax displacement can facilitate the study of the severity rate of
driver’s injury appearing in the course of car crash
into a solid barrier. Starting with these parameters,
the expert witness of the accident is given the opportunity to determine the way the injury happened.
In the studying of the driver’s behavior, it could
be analyzed the kinematic parameters of different
parts of the driver’s body (the head, the neck, the
thorax) e.t.c. This research is focused only on the
kinematic parameters that refer to thorax – the acceleration and the declination of the chests of the
driver during frontal collision of the vehicle. It is
considered that these two parameters are of interests of the technical and forensic analysis of the
traffic accident.
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The criterion about the driver’s chests injuries,
during frontal collision (in the 80-ies) was based on
the resultant deceleration of the chests, measured
on a HYBRIDE II dummy. But, this dummy did not
have possibility about measurement of the chests
declination. Because of that, today, the tests of collision are performed on a HYBRIDE III dummy,
which has possibility about measurement of the
chests declination. 50 percents means that 50% of
the adult population is less in reference with the
weight and the height. The dummy is a mechanical
surrogate for a human and is constructed to have
similar dynamics as a human being [3]. This dummy has numerous installed sensors.
In case when the vehicle has airbag, the maximal allowed acceleration of the chests, in other
words the tolerance about injuries amounts 60 g,
for a period not longer that 3 milliseconds. The
tolerance referring the maximal declination of the
chests amounts 76 mm for a driver who is tied
with safety belt and incorporated airbag.
The proposed simulation model allows estimation of the acceleration and the declination of the
driver’s chests. The model is prepared in the software package Matlab/Simulink, from which also
the feedback information will be taken.
2. Model of vehicle and driver during frontal
impact to solid barrier

The freebody diagrams about the masses in the
previously presented model are shown at figure 2.

а)

b)
Figure 1. Vehicle and a driver in collision – figure for a realization of the model
Vehicle

At the creation of the model of vehicle and
driver during the collision of vehicle to solid barrier, generally two approaches exist, and these are:
1. Modeling with application of the basic laws
of the physics
2. Identification of the system, with usage of
the measurements of the real system.
At figure 1 is represented a model of a vehicle
and a driver during frontal impact to solid barrier.
The mass m1 represents the vehicle, the mass m2
represents the spine, and the mass m3 represents
the thoracic bone of the driver [4].
In the concrete case it is a word about Kelvin
model where the absorber and damper are connected in parallel. This model could be used so as
to simulate a collision of vehicle to vehicle, collision of vehicle to solid barrier, and also for modeling of the influence of the components [5].
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Thoracic bone

with the movement of the belt γ . The displacement
of the vehicle is calculated with double integral of
the acceleration [3]. The governing signal will be:
u (t ) = [u 1, u

Figure 2. Freebody diagrams about masses in
the system
3. Equations of movement
The equations of the model that refer the movement of the vehicle, spine and thoracic bone (Figure 1), are obtained with the help of the second
Newton’s law, in form:

]

T

2

T

t

d
=  ∫ P (t ) d t , γ (t ) ..... (6)
dt

0

Out of the equations (4) and (5) results the
equation (7) which represents access in the model:

y b = u 1 + C u 2 ........................... (7)
The equations (1), (2), (3) and (7) are easily
transformed in form:
=
y1 (1/ m1 )[−c1 y1 − k1 y1 − k4 ( y1 − y2 ) − c4 ( y1 − y 2 ) + f (t )] ... (8)

m1 y1 + c1 y1 + k1 y1 + k 4 ( y1 − y 2 ) + c4 ( y1 − y 2 ) = f (t ) ..... (1)

y2 (1/ m2 )[−c2 ( y2 − y3 ) − k2 ( y2 − y3 ) − k4 ( y2 − y1 ) − c4 ( y2 − y1 )] ... (9)
=

m2 y2 + c2 ( y 2 − y 3 ) + k 2 ( y 2 − y3 ) + k 4 ( y 2 − y1 ) + c4 ( y 2 − y1 ) = 0 ... (2)

=
y3 (1/ m3 )[−c3 ( y3 − yb ) − k3 ( y3 − yb ) − k2 ( y3 − y2 ) − c2 ( y3 − y2 )] .. (10)

m3 y3 + c3 ( y 3 − y b ) + k 3 ( y3 − yb ) + k 2 ( y3 − y 2 ) + c2 ( y 3 − y 2 ) = 0 .. (3)

y b = u 2 + C u 3 ...........................(11)

where:
(1) is an equation that refers the vehicle,
(2) equation about the spine of the driver and
(3) equation about the thoracic bone.
About a vehicle that is standing still, yb is
straight proportional with the movement of the
safety belt, in other words with pulling out or pulling in of the belt ( γ ), with a constant of proportionality C. In case when the vehicle speeds up or
slows down, and there is no movement of the belt,
yb will move as the vehicle is moved [3]. Previously presented could be mathematically written as:
yb = C ⋅ γ +

y b = C ⋅

∫

P (t ) d t ..................... (4)

that is adequate for modeling in MATLAB/
SIMULINK.
On the basis of the above equations the SIMULINK model of the system presented at figure 3 is
formed.
4. Equations of the model in the state space
Out of the equations (1), (3) and (7) follows:

c1
k
k
k
c
c
1
y1 + 1 y1 + 4 y1 − 4 y2 + 4 y1 − 4 y 2 = f U 1 (t )
m1
m1
m1
m1
m1
m1
m1

y1 +

or:

y1 +

c1 + c4
k +k
k
c
1
y1 + 1 4 y1 − 4 y2 − 4 y 2 = f U1 (t )
m1
m1
m1
m1
m1

t

d
γ + ∫ P (t ) d t .................. (5)
dt
0

where P(t) is the impact pulse measured in m/s2.
The displacement of the belt in reference with the
automobile is supposed to be a straight proportional
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

....................................... (12)
y2 +

c2
m2

y 2 −

c2
m2

y 3 +

k2
m2

y2 −

k2
m2

y3 +

k4
m2

y2 −

k4
m2

y1 +

c4
m2

y 2 −

c4
m2

y1 = 0

or:
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Figure 3. SIMULINK diagram of the model of vehicle and driver during collision
y2 +

c
k
k
c
k +k
c2 + c4
y 2 + 2 4 y2 − 2 y3 − 2 y3 − 4 y1 − 4 y1 = 0
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

....................................... (13)

x1 = y1 - position of the vehicle
x 2 = y1 - speed of the vehicle
x3 = y 2 - position of the thoracic spine

c3
c
k
k
k
k
c
c
y 3 − 3 y b + 3 y3 − 3 yb + 2 y3 − 2 y2 + 2 y 3 − 2 y 2 = 0
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

x 4 = y 2 - speed of the thoracic spine

or:

x6 = y 3 - speed of the thoracic bone

y3 +

c +c
k +k
c
k
k
c
y3 + 2 3 y 3 + 2 3 y3 − 3 y b − 3 yb − 2 y2 − 2 y 2 = 0
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
...................................... (14)
y b =U 2 + C U 3 .......................... (15)
We introduce state space variables:
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x5 = y 3 - position of the thoracic bone
x7 = y b - position of the safety belt
In addition, the equations of state space are
given:

x1 = x 2
x2 = −

k1 + k4 c1 + c4
k +k
c
1
k
x1 −
x2 + 1 4 y1 + 4 y3 − 4 x4 + f U1 (t )
m1
m1
m1
m1
m1
m1
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of the structural parameter k1 is changed from 6000
to 7000 N/m. The value of the parameter c1 for each
individual value of k1 is changed in the limits from
630 to 650 Ns/m. As a referential outlet signal is taken the value of the deceleration in amount of 334 m/
s2, that will be compared with the outlet simulations
results. From the analysis of the outlet data, it could
be concluded that at value of the parameters k1 and
c1 in amount of 6500 N/m, that is 640 Ns/m identical
results about the acceleration of the driver are taken,
with the value from the research [1].

x 3 = x 4
x4 =

c
k
c +c
k +k
c
k4
x1 + 4 x2 − 2 4 x3 − 2 4 x4 + 2 x5 + 2 x6
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

x 5 = x6
x6 =

k2
c
k +k
c +c
k
c
x3 + 2 x4 − 2 3 x5 − 2 3 x6 + 3 x7 + 3 (U 2 + C U 3 )
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
x7 = U 2 + C U 3

Matrix report is equation (16).
The structural parameters of the vehicle k1 and
c1 could be determined by analytical way or with
application of the toolbox SIT (System Identification Toolbox) of the software package Matlab [6].
This toolbox allows their determination in accordance with the inlet and outlet data. During that
is used a model SIMULINK of the system, that
is described through differential equations of the
second order (equations 1, 2, 3).
About identification of the driver’s parameters, k1
and c1, 11 simulations are performed, during which
as inlet parameters of the vehicle are used the identification structural parameters k1 and c1 from the research [1]. In the course of the simulations, the value


0
1
0
0

k +k
c +c
k4
c4
 x1  − 1 4 − 1 4
m1
m1
m1
 x   m1
 2 
0
0
0
1
 x3  
c4
k +k
c +c
   k4
− 2 4 − 2 4
 x4  =  m
m2
m2
m2
2
 x5  
   0
0
0
0
 x6  
k2
c2
 x   0
0
 7 
m3
m3

0
0
0
 0

5. Results from the research
Since the structural parameters k1 and c1 are
successfully identified, that refer to the driver,
an analysis of the outlet data of the model – acceleration and displacement of the driver’s chests
and the acceleration of the vehicle is performed,
through change of the speed with which the vehicle is hitting to the immobile barrier.
Since 1999 a Combined Thorax Index CTI is
used as a measure about tolerance from injuries.
This index includes the acceleration and the declination of the chests. The maximal allowed value
for CTI is 1.0. This index is calculated according
to the following equation:

0
0

0
0

0
k2
m2

0
0

c2
m2

0
k +k
− 2 3
m3
0

0
1

c2 + c3
m3

k2
m3
0

0 




0 



0 




0 

1
0
 x1  
x   1
 2 m
 x3   1
  0
 x4  + 0
 x5  
  0
 x6  
 x  0
 7 

0

2
0
0
0
0
0
c3
m3
1

3 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

c3C 
m3 

C 

U1 
U 
 2
U 3 

............................................................................. (16)
Exit:
T
y = x = [x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 ]

C=I

7

D = zero(7,2)
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CT I =

A

ma x

AI

+

Dm a x
DI

where:
Amax is the maximal measured deceleration of the
chests
Dmax is the maximal measured declination of the
chests
A I = 85 g

persions of the two statistical sets. In the test about
equity of the medium values of two statistical sets
the standardized accidental variable is analyzed:

t=

X1−X
1−X 2

where:

D I = 10 2 m m

x=

On the basis of the obtained responses about
the acceleration and displacement of the chests at
different impact speeds of the vehicle, this Combined thorax index is established.
In table 1 are given the results of the simulations about impact speeds of 14,0 m/s to 23 m/s as
speeds that are most often represents of real traffic
accidents.
During creation of models many approximations are entered in the real system, in other words
only the essential characteristics of the real system
are retained [7].
So as, to establish the difference in deviations of
the simulated data during different inlet variables, two
different tests of collision are made, during which for
each of them 40 simulations are performed.
In the first test, an impact of a vehicle with speed
of 11 m/s is simulated, at different structural parameters of the model. In the second test, an impact of
a vehicle with speed of 14,0 m/s is simulated, at the
same structural parameters of the first test.
In the statistical analysis of the obtained data is
used a test about equity of the medium values of
two statistical sets and test about equity of the dis-

sX

2

s2 =

1 n
å xi
n i −1 ,

1 n
å ( xi − x)
n − 1 i =1
,

s X −X ≈
1

2

s12 s 22
+
n1 n2

If t £ 1, 9 6 = t 0 , 0 5 then the hypothesis about
the equity of the medium values of the simulated
data in both tests of collision with risk of 0,05, is
accepted. On the contrary, the hypothesis is rejected.
If t £ 2 ,5 8 = t 0, 01 then the hypothesis about
the equity of the medium values of the simulated
data in both tests of collision with risk of 0,01, is
accepted. On the contrary, the hypothesis is rejected.
In this concrete case, beside the test for equity
of the medium values, also is used the test about
equity of the dispersions of the simulated data in
both tests of collision.

Table 1. Simulated responses about impact speeds in interval of 14,0 m/s to 23 m/s
Number of simulation

V0 [ m / s ]

aG [m / s 2 ]

PG [m m]

aV [m / s 2 ]

CTI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

14,00
15,00
16,00
17,00
18,00
19,00
20,00
21,00
22,00
23,00

360,00
378,00
390,50
456,00
485,50
508,00
522,50
534,00
580,00
601,00

29,00
30,00
32,50
36,00
39,50
42,00
44,00
45,50
47,00
50,00

185,00
198,00
212,00
223,00
238,00
250,00
259,00
275,00
292,00
301,00

0,70
0,75
0,79
0,90
0,97
1,02
1,06
1,09
1,12
1,21
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In the test about equity of the dispersions the
coefficient is analyzed:

n 1 s 12

2
n 1 − 1 n 1 s 1 (n 2 − 1) s 12
F=
=
≈
n 2 s 22 n 2 s 22 (n 1 − 1) s 22
n 2−1

If F 0 £ F 0k ,10, 5k 2 then the hypothesis about equity of the dispersions of the simulated data in both
tests of collision with risk of 0,05, is accepted. On
the contrary, the hypothesis is rejected.
k ,k

If F0 £ F0 , 101 2 then the hypothesis about equity
of the dispersions of the simulated data in both
tests of collision with risk of 0,01, is accepted. On
the contrary, the hypothesis is rejected.
On the basis of the obtained results of the testing of the model, it was concluded that the simulation model about the movement of the vehicle at
frontal collision to solid barrier, realistically presents the behavior of the driver during collision.
6. Conclusion
Represented mathematical and simulation
model of collision of vehicle comprises the reactions that are happening in the vehicle and the
driver during the frontal (head-on) collision. So
as to attain the goal, first of all a structural model
of the vehicle and physical model of the thoracic
cage was developed.
The model parameters were determined with
application of the tool MIT (Matlab Identification
Toolbox) of the software package Matlab.
The purpose of the represented simulation
model is simulation of a collision of a vehicle, in
other words identification of the key parameters
that describe the collision, without during that to
perform a real test.
Out of the performed experiments it could be
concluded that the model is a good representative
of the real system and the simulated values that refer to the maximal acceleration and displacement
of the drivers chests, and also the moment of time
when they happen are completely identical with
the measured data out of real collision.
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Abstract
This paper describes the system development
process of decision support on a concrete example
and it gives a proposal for its improvement by using web environment. We have described a software design technique by applying object-oriented
methodology as well as the procedure of presenting information relevant to decision making. We
have cited researches needed for the development
of DSS. The appendix presents an algorithm for a
decision-making, then the procedure in the Delphi environment is given and these are some of
the main windows with information essential for
decision-making process.
Key words: DSS, Web, Business Intelligence
Systems, Management Reporting Systems, UML.
1. Introduction
Information systems presents the system as a
function that takes input values and converts them
into output, which enables the achievement of certain set goals. The real system is transformed into
a mathematical model and thus allows easier and
more efficient resolution of more or less structured
problems. For successful modeling of the system
one must not forget that the system consists of elements, some of which are themselves systems (subsystems). Indispensable element of almost all the
systems is the man. The analysis of system concepts
in the minds of observers should be approached in
terms of system theory.
Some personality theorists consider that the objective reality, as it is perceived or what meaning it
is given by the individual, determines the behavior
of the individual and not the actual physical world.
Therefore, they argue that more progress can be
achieved by considerable prediction of individual
differences in the way of experiencing the same
1070

objective event. People with similar affinities have
similar psycho portraits and create a harmonized
group [1].
The aim of this paper is to present the decision support information system which actually is
implemented within car service. The benefits that
contribute to improving the quality of service delivery are stated. The method system and system
analysis are used during the course of this work.
Before making a decision support system, a research has been done in terms of comprehending
the problems that may occur and analysis of possible information solutions. During the maintenance, research results of its application were carried out and it turned out that there has been progress in the quality and scope of work. The essence
of the assistance which the information system
offers to the car service in decision making is that
it provides insight into the history of repairs and
maintenance of vehicles and displays the quality
of used auto parts. It also provides information on
the relationship between the amount paid and the
service users’ debt, on the basis of which the decision of service discount is provided.
2. Related works
In this section we shall mention several works
with similar themes that served us as role models in our research and development of decision
supporting systems. The paper [2] indicates the
process of developing information systems in the
Firebird database. As an increasing trend in the
field of system development and development of
web based systems and applications; and in papers
[3,4] the process of developing such applications
on the Java platform is indicated. The paper [5] indicates the implementation of the system for supporting companies in the field of accounting and
in paper [6] we have a procedure for developing
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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software application for supporting the multidisciplinary projects in the educational process.
3. Decision Support System
Decision support system (DSS) was designed
to allow interactive access to data, work with the
data, and managers and analysts to perform adequate analysis. Under the decision support systems (DSS) we understand interactive, computerbased, information systems, which use sophisticated data analysis models, model-making and
specialized databases for the purpose of supporting the process of semi-structured and nonstructural managerial decision-making [7].
DSS also uses the management of an organization and helps managers to make decisions that are
unique, rapidly changing, and which are not possible
to be specified in advance [8]. Characteristics of a
quality information system for decision support [9]:
– ease of use,
– evolutionary way of using.
It should be clearly stated that the decision support systems only support managers in decision
making processes, and cannot replace their reasoning. The term “decision” denotes the process of selecting one of two or more alternative actions in a
situation, to be taken in order to achieve a goal in the
near or distant future. The decision process includes:
– Setting targets to be achieved,
– Identifying problems,
– Finding and evaluating alternative actions
for achieving set objectives,
– Choosing one of the alternative actions,
– Implementation of alternative actions and
– Evaluation of the results.
4. DSS development and object-oriented
methodology
Development of DSS primarily requires selection
of specific methodology of life cycle system development. Traditional methods require more than analysts’ professional knowledge and skills in the development life-cycle systems. Traditional information system development cycle includes the following phases [10]: research, analysis, design, software
development, implementation and maintenance.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

In this paper we have used the object-oriented
methodology. Object-oriented analysis and design
enable all participants in the system development
to gain insight into the analysis and implementation of a particular problem in a simple and comprehensive manner. We have used the Unified
Modeling Language - UML.
UML notation provides different diagrams for different purposes, it is powerful and rich with features
[11]. UML diagrams have clearly defined semantics
that is independent of the implementation and the
process. In the modeling process of our decision
support systems, we have first conducted practical
cases, some of which continue to encourage all the
following diagrams. Then the design view follows,
where the static system aspect is displayed through
class diagrams and object diagrams, and the dynamic
aspect through the use of interaction diagrams, state
changes diagrams and activity diagrams. After this
process, it is necessary to do a display process that
shows “control threads” and the processes through
which they perform competitiveness and synchronization processes in the system. Through this display
primarily are analyzed the performance and throughput of the system. They are presented with the same
type of diagrams as the design view, only the emphasis is on the “active classes” that represent processes
and threads. Then follows the implementation view
showing the components and files with which the
system is realized. The static aspect of the diagram is
expressed through diagram components and for the
dynamic aspect are used interaction graphs, change
of state diagrams and activity diagrams. Finally, follows the Deployment view that shows the systemhardware topology. The distribution of hardware
components and installation of software components
on them is presented.
4.1. Research for the purpose of the DSS
At the beginning of the DSS project introduction, the actual problems in service, that are likely
to be solved by using the information system, are
discussed. The management of the service put forward the following disadvantages:
– there is no exact information about the date
of car service,
– there is no detailed description of the serviced
breakdown and installation of parts,
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– information on the expiry of the warranty
period are unreliable,
– there is no information on the continuity of
vehicle service and
– uncertainty about the accuracy of the payment
records and debt records of the clients, which
is being kept on paper.
All these deficiencies are caused due to failure to
classify the register, which is being kept on paper.
First of all, this register has to be created in high
quality, and then saved in the “mess” that exists in
the car service stations. Finally, it has to be analyzed
quickly and accurately. The idea is that information
systems based on a database, with the possibility
of publishing the report, would provide fast and
accurate access into information relevant for the
decision-making process in relation to customers.
4.2. Analysis
By analyzing manager requirements in car service stations, the following primary requirements
are set which the system should fulfill:
1. auto parts inventory records,
2. records of services provided in the service,
3. records of vehicles serviced, and shall
include a separate account for service each
time the car is brought for service, records
of replaced parts and services, value of the
account and records of payment of that
account,
4. records of the vehicle owners with special
reference to the invoice amount, the amount
paid, the amount of debt - by individual
accounts and the total,
5. review of data on orders and payment of all
bills for the vehicle owner, including other
cars of the same owner.
The analysis came up with concrete conclusions concerning the types of decision support
systems to be used in car service. The most effective would be “data-oriented DSS (Data Driven)”.
Data-oriented decision support systems are Business Intelligence Systems who use structured data
and are mostly oriented towards File Drawer and
Management Reporting Systems, as well as towards queries and search tools [12].
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4.3. Design
While systematic analysis describes what the
system needs to do in order to meet the information
needs of users, system design specifies how the system will achieve this goal. System design involves
developing both logical and physical design of information system that meets the requirements of the
systems developed in a system analysis.
4.3.1. Description of the database
In the case of DSS, which is described in this
paper, the following system elements are taken: the
Company (Car Service), Auto parts, Services, Workers, Users of services, Vehicles, Orders, Repairs
(which appear as items in Orders) and Accounts.
Each of these system elements has its own table. It is taken into account that some data for the
above mentioned system elements are imported
from completed tables, and thus is created a relational database. Its particularly useful feature is
that data in one table do not have to be physically
stored in this table. The table can contain columns
that belong to other tables, and even those that are
not stored anywhere, but are calculated as a function over values of
 “real” fields.
The main table in the database is “Repairs”. It
records each work individually. Fields that describe
each completed job are: Serial number as identification information (ID), Name of part or service,
quantity, price, time, and cash costs for parts, labor
and total. All information on parts and services are
loaded from the table Parts or Services and physically are stored in the table Repairs, because in the
source table there is a price change.
All repairs done in one visit to the service are
stored as items of the order they describe: Order
number (ID), Date, Cost of working hour, Discounts on parts and services, presented in percentage, the Amount pa i d and the Tick, logical field
that indicates whether account is done for the order and Account number, Employee name, current
Mileage and costs f or parts, services, and total,
and this is amount without rebate, rebate amount
and total amount for payment.
Account number is a foreign key in table Vehicles, and thus for each account it is known for
which vehicle it is open. General information about
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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the vehicles are kept in a separate table. Vehicles
have owners, and so there is a separate table about
them also. For the Users of services their ID is their
personal identification number, so it is precisely
known who is who, considering that one can find
more people with the same first and last name.

special window that provides information on payment and the date of the last visit and gives proposed amount of rebates given for parts and services, based on the algorithm made by the service
manager requirements (Appendix B).

4.4 Development and Description of software
The phase of software development involves a
programming process by which computer programs
are developed that meet the specifications from the
design phase. It must be emphasized that the programming phase requires continuous interaction
between computer users and system analyzers and
programmers who can be part of large system of a
system, development and project team.
By launching a program, a new window is gotten that allows entry of general data, in this case
this is the data on Users of services, Vehicles, Car
parts inventory, Workers and Firms. These data
are needed later on when creating your account.
Information button is inactive, but is set by a request of DSS client, and is linked to plans for creating special reports which in the making of the
program existed only as an idea. Namely, this is
the digital control panel.
Digital control panel allows managers who
make decisions to quickly access the unified view
of key performance indicators such as sales, inventory and margin. They can also search deeper
to analyze specific data and transactions. [13]
Work Order option allows the search of a vehicle by the vehicle owner’s name, account number,
registration number and chassis. If there are no test
results brought in by the entered value, the ability to
create a new account is offered. When one creates a
new account for the provision of services date and
account number are automatically entered, which is
generated on the basis on the number of previous
orders for the users of services.

Figure 1. The window with the proposed rebates
on services and parts
Discount on parts is given to customers who
have previously been put in the service in the last
90 days, of 5% and of 10% to those who have used
services in the past month.
The discount on services takes into account the
percentage of the total amount paid in that was put
on the account of the user of services. Thus, 10%
discount will get those who get paid the full amount
and were in service in the last three months, and
5% will get those who have paid more than 50%
of the amount or have used the service in the last
90 days. By executing the above procedure, we
get a window that offers a concrete decision, with
the possibility of arbitrary input level rebates, if
the manager decides otherwise on the basis of the
data. By accepting these decisions, the offered
values are entered into a new account and we get
a window for filling in with data the repair service
is to execute, as shown below.

4.4.1 Support for decision making on the
amount of rebate
The system offers a proposal of rebates based
on the ratio of the amount paid by service provider and the amount of debt, and the time that has
elapsed since the last payment date. We present a
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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The algorithm for this system option is given in
Appendix A, we also have specified the procedure
in Delphi [Appendix B].
4.4.2 Display of information essential for
decision making
The most important part of the application is
one that allows entering account items. The window in the interface which enables the said action
contains the most important display of information about the owner, vehicle, amount of payment,
amount paid and the tick, as well as buttons for
additional information, such as data on the total
amount paid and the service user’s debt for all his
vehicles that have a working order [Appendix C].
This information visibility provides support to the
decision-making management in the service, just
as it is required in the analysis phase. The Date of
the account opening and the list of installed or repaired parts provides an insight into the warranty
period, as well as knowledge of the time of their
use. This information helps in choosing better
quality parts. In this section, there are no offered
concrete solutions to the decision-making process.
Since the decision support systems do not decide
for managers, but only provide support, good information visibility is essential upon which decisions are made in one place. This information system has this feature. The positive side of the underlying DSS is the facilitated entry, which means
the register will be timely conducted because it
will not take much time.
5. Implementation and Maintenance
Phases of system implementation include testing, documentation, installation and operation of
newly designed systems, as well as personnel training in the use of the system. Maintaining the system
consists of monitoring, modifying and evolving of
the system in order to establish desirable or necessary improvements. By using DSS, about which
this paper is, we came to knowledge that few innovations would significantly improve the system:
– entering data into car parts inventories and
lower limits, so one can get a list of all the
parts that are below that line. This would
imply which parts are to be retrieved.
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– entering a period or mileage after the repairs
when the user will receive notice concerning
the need to conduct control of the vehicle. In
this case, the service could contact service
user and thus show that it thinks of his safety
and helps maintenance of the vehicle.
– setting up a database on the Web, allowing
access to DSS from multiple locations.
6. Improved DSS using the Web environment
It is generally known that the representation of
information technology in enterprises in today’s age
is in expansion, as well as the connection with the
Internet. During a survey carried out in small and
medium enterprises in Sandžak in March 2011., and
for the need of a research project [14], we were led
to the information that 100% of companies use computers for full or partial records of their businesses,
and 92% have an Internet connection. Taking into
account the fact that the owner of a car service requested to develop information systems for decision
support, the logical sequence of events is to move
towards the realization of the DSS introduction.
The proposal for further research and work is to
approach the improvement of the existing DSS or
to provide even better services and thus increase
business, which is the ultimate goal of every entrepreneur, and the DSS is to be implemented as
a web application. This would allow access to the
system and the database, regardless of the whereabouts of the user. One would avoid risks and
would bring about a break in the use of DSS in
situations when it comes to computer failure of the
installed system, bearing in mind that to access to
Web application it is sufficient to access Internet
with any Web browser.
Web-based DSS is a system that communicates with information and support tools for decision making through the Web environment (internet, extranet and intranet), using web technology. In this way decision making is more efficient
because it reduces costs of implementation models, and sharing information is better. The basic
architecture of Web-based DSS has moved from
mainframe to client-server systems, web and network based technology distribution systems. This
mean that large amounts of data and DSS tools of
multidisciplinary sources, which can be stored in
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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the distributed computing environment, have the
opportunity to be integrated together in decision
support. Web-based DSS provides an opportunity
to build a hybrid DSS from the components of a
traditional DSS.
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Figure 3. Web-based DSS
7. Conclusion
In this paper we have provided a manner of developing a decision support system, its functionality
and in the end we gave a proposal of its improvement. This type of system development and implementation should become an imperative for any
business in small and in medium and large enterprises. First of all, the accuracy of the information
would be achieved through timely entering of data
and their quick analysis and presentation as a report
for service managers’ review, which is enabled by
the information system described in this paper.
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APPENDIX A - Algorithm for deciding on the amount of rebates on service and parts

APPENDIX B - Procedure for deciding on the amount of rebates on service and parts:
procedure TformRabat.FormShow(Sender: TObject);
var paid, tick, total: Currency;
      percentage, days: Real;
      Date, today: TDateTime;
begin
// Show the amounts of payments and tick
  paid: = dm.QuerySvegasumaPlaceno.Value;
  tick: = dm.QuerySvegasumaVeresija.Value;
  total: = paid + tick;
  editUkupno.Text: = CurrToStr (total);
  percent: = paid * 100 / total;
  labelProcenat.Caption: = ‘amount paid is a’ + FloatToStrF (percentage ffFixed,
10,2) + ‘% of the total amount’;
// Find date of last visit and Calculate the amount of discount on parts
  dm.queryDatum.Close;
  dm.queryDatum.SQL.Text: = ‘select date from Podnalozi where Sifra_naloga =’
  + Inttostr (dm.TableVozilaSifra_naloga.Value) + ‘order by date’;
  dm.queryDatum.Open;
  dm.queryDatum.Last;
  date: = dm.queryDatumDatum.Value;
  date: = Date;
  Days: = date - date;
  if days <90 then begin
   labelDatum.Caption: = ‘Last visit was before the’ + FloatToStr (days) + ‘days.’;
      if days <30 then editPopust2.Text: = ‘10 ‘
      editPopust2.Text else: = ‘5 ‘;
    end
  else begin
      labelDatum.Caption: = ‘Date of previous visit is older than 3 months.’;
      editPopust2.Text: = ‘0 ‘;
    end;
  // Calculate the amount of discount on
  if (percent = 100) and (day <90) then editPopust1.Text: = ‘10 ‘;
  if (percent> 50) or (day <90) then editPopust1.Text: = ‘5 ‘;
  if (percentage <50) or (day> 90) then editPopust1.Text: = ‘0 ‘;
end;
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APPENDIX C

A window with information supporting the decision making process
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Abstract
Automotive gearboxes reliability is very important for manufacturers as well as for users.
Reliability design for the gearboxes allows determination of structural parameters based on the desired reliability.The gearbox developing process
includes numerous factors that affect working
conditions, where are very important exploatation
conditions, as well as loads that appear during the
functioning.On the basis of working conditions
and real loads that occur in the working process
of gearbox, the model for design parameters determination has been developed.The results for
real working conditions at different loads were
obtained.Based on reliability model, DRAG software has been developed.Software verification
was carried out on six-speed manual gearbox.
Key words: gearbox, exploitation conditions,
reliability, torque.

require solid communication between market inquiries and design engineers themselves. Risks that
can be arisen during product designing may be reduced by gaining practice experience, and may also
be reduced with analyzing risks for certain changes,
caused by new constructing solutions [4]. Namely,
it is very well known that even slightest changes in
product development can lead to unwanted effects
and dysfunction of the entire system [5]. In order
for mistakes not to appear in product designing and
components to be high – quality and reliable, it is
necessary to start the process.

1. Introduction
From the perspective of modern engineering
products development, functionality of products as
well as their reliability is emphasized. Some of the
reasons for this point of view are development of
technology on daily basis, increased competition on
the market, as well as increased buyers` expectations [1]. A foundation for the successful developed
product is that product itself fulfills all the inquiries of the market during the specified time period
[2], provided that fulfilled inquiries are defined as
reliability, marked as one of the most significant
criteria by the buyer [3]. The main aim of this approach is to gain an appropriate reliability for each
component individually, by varying variables or
optimizing the parameters within the least possible
number of iterations. Variations of inputs are basis
for development of complex products and as such
1078

Figure 1. Definition of product`s behavior based
on characteristics and properties [6]
With firmly defined requirements and finish
with the behavior of finished parts. Figure 1 represents the definition of product behavior based on
characteristics and system features.
Parts` behavior itself is a result of products
properties and characteristics of system components. Product development is given in twenty
steps starting with functional requirements to
system behavior, which are further more divided
into four development stages. In the first stage of
product development there is ten steps starting
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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with functional requirements to specification requirements. Further to that, next steps in product
development are stage of requirements synthesis
and analisis. The listed stages create a foundation
for construction development, which will expand
through integration system to reach the final goal,
that is fulfilling the initial parameters.
In the process of product development, extremely important role have practical methods,
which are based on theoretical knowledge on design. Series of these methods had been developed
by authors [7], while the paper authors [8] stand
for the methodology of representing the product
design from initial requirements to final product.
Other than that, authors and [8] provide the system
development scheme and procedure for individual
products designing, as well as reversed design engineering and redisegn, based on developed design matrixes.
Product designing with hierarchical system decomposition contributes to achieving more efficient
and reliable system on different levels, as well as
possiblity of more accurate definition of partial reliabilities [9] applying adequate mathematical models [10]. In order to make an adequate analisys and
calculation of system reliability, it is necessary to
create a solid background in applying design product theory and with aim of enforcing defined criterias for reducing system complexity [11]. In a process of developing new or improving old solutions,
it is often necessary to execute certain number of
iterations in order to obtain adequate results based
on reversed engineering [12]. For the sake of faster
and more simple variation of inputs, it is necessary to make a software that will serve as a tool for
above mentioned variations, such as an application,
by which can be calculated optimal reliability using
Monte Carlo method [13]. The procedure of software development requires good theoretical basis,
as well as system decomposition [14] in order to
define partial system reliabilities more accurately.
With developed softwares, which are the subject of
many studies in many papers, there were obtained
results that had not fully covered results obtained
in exploitation. Withal, system reliability development had not been centered to indispensable system
reliability to fulfill anticipated requirements in certain time period, this reliability referred to system
maintenance.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Main goal of this paper is to finish development of the model which will be used to calculate
width of gear, that will meet previously defined
requirements in anticipated time period, based on
gear pair share evaluation in gearbox, obtained by
method of interviewing users and practical results
obtained by measuring torque on cardan shaft and
based on started software development in previous papers. On the other hand, control should be
provided through model, based on familiar widths
of gear obtaining torques. Paper is also a continuation of researches started in papers [15] and
[16], through which the model was developed and
which are base for analysis and gearbox decomposition, which the model was used on. The software, which serves as a tool to execute faster and
more simple input parametre variations (which in
this case are given in the values obtained in examination during different driving conditions) on,
was made based on developed model.
2. Gearbox load conditions
Motor cargo load is based on impermanent
driving conditions. Load age of vehicle is effected
by the conditions in which those vehicles had been
used, as well as the way they were used. Based
on an extensive analisys conducted in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, it came to conclusion that 57,3%
of vehicles is used in driving through different
grounds, while 35,5% of vehicles is used for transportation of different materials through mountain
areas; only 7, 2% is used for transportation in plain
fields (Figure 2). Aim of this method is to obtain
data on gearbox load conditions and damages that
were caused during the usage, based on long term
experience of gear box users.

Figure 2. Fields in which motor cargo vehicles
operate, given in percentages
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Namely, since the same gearboxes are not used,
that is, gears with the same transmission ratio on
easy and heavy condition and in plain and mountain fields, that means that gears with same characteristics do not need to be used in those two cases.
Taking into account conditions in which motor
cargo vehicles operate, the gear pair share analysis
was conducted, as well as the analysis on number
of revolutions during which there were changes in
gear pair for driving in all working modes. Manual
gearboxes were used for the analysis. Analysis of
driving conditions was conducted in three working modes, and in the hard working modes in Sarajevo – Romanian area, easy mode in the same
area, in plain fields between Bratunac and Bijeljina, and also during driving in combined fields.
Based on obtained results for heavy motor cargo
vehicles load mode, it can be concluded that there
were mainly used lower gear pairs, while during
the easy load modes are mostly used higher gear
pairs. For combined motor cargo vehicles load
modes, it was mostly used second gear pair with
23,3% (Figure 3), while the percentage share of
gear pair decreases with the increase of the gear
pair size. Based on that, gear pairs that are least
used are first gear pair and gear pair for driving in
reverse, whose percentage share is only 0,2%.
With obtaining the results for gear pair share in
motor cargo vehicles load in different conditions,
there is a need for measuring the outputs from gearbox in order to obtain the data on output revolutions
number in gearbox and percentage share of power
consumption during usage of given gear pairs.
The most convenient way of measuring output
torque from gearbox and at the same time a place
where will be calculated the total usage of drive
motor is cardan shaft (Figure 4), which is a continuation of the gearbox. Figure 4a represents affixed
gauge on cardan shaft; chart 4b represents scheme
of affixed strain gauges.
Affixed strain gauges are directly connected
to the connectors, which from the signal is transferred to electronic components, which transmit
measured values on the shaft. The measured signals are being accepted by the adequate receiver,
and then screened and recorded in adequate form.
With a help of software package Visual basic,
adjustment of the Data logger II v7.0 to measure
torque was conducted, with a help of which was
1080

performed a visual screening of the measuring and
automatic recording of the obtained data. Review
of the obtained data depends on the driving conditions and road characteristics. Before the start of
measuring, calibration and control of measuring
devices in laboratory conditions were conducted,
where were obtained satisfying results.

Figure 3. Gear pair share and revolution numbers in combined driving conditions

a) Affixed strain gauge on the shaft

b) Scheme graphic of a procedure of affixing the
strain gauges [17]
Figure 4. Place of affixing the measurement strain
gauges
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Figure 5. Drive of the loaded motor cargo vehicle using all the gear pairs for driving forward
During the driving in the plain field, a maximum torque was measured when starting the vehicle and is 1697 Nm. During driving, as the gear
pair was increasing, the size of torque was decreasing. The minimum torque was measured in
sixth gear pair and it is 468 Nm.
Figure 5 represents one of the diagrams of measured torque values for determined time period.
As it can be seen from the diagram some gear
pairs are repeated several times with different
torque values; according to that Table 1 one represents given values of maximum torques in each
gear pair for non – loaded vehicle. Based on Table
1, the charts of maximum torques in each gear pair
are drawn (Figure 6).

According to obtained results, it can be seen that
maximum power motor is used while using sixth
gear pair and minimal when using first gear pair.
Table 1. Maximum torques in each gear pair driving forward during driving loaded motor cargo
vehicle on the straight road
Gear pair
First gear pair
Second gear pair
Third gear pair
Forth gear pair
Fifth gear pair
Forth gear pair
Third gear pair
Forth gear pair
Fifth gear pair
Sixth gear pair

Maximum torque in Nm
1697
1170,5
790,8
643,7
526,7
585,2
790,8
643,7
526,7
468

Table 2. Percentage share of usage of power motor in driving loaded motor cargo vehicle on the
straight road
Gear pair

Figure 6. Diagram of maximum torques for loaded motor cargo vehicle using all the gear pairs
driving forward
The identical way was used to conduct an analysis for other road characteristics, as well for the
non – loaded vehicle.
Analyzing the obtained results and comparing
them to maximum power of driving motor, the values of usage of power during every usage of gear
pair in driving loaded vehicle on plain fields were
obtained (Table 2), as well as percentage share of usage of power motor in driving non – loaded vehicle.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

First gear pair
Second gear pair
Third gear pair
Forth gear pair
Fifth gear pair
Forth gear pair
Third gear pair
Forth gear pair
Fifth gear pair
Sixth gear pair

Usage of motor power
%
37,87
45,34
49,02
67,37
79,42
61,25
48,61
67,37
79,42
85,34
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Table 3. Values of maximum torques and usage
of power for non – loaded vehicle in driving on
straight road
Gear pair
Down the hill
(second gear pair)
First gear pair
Second gear pair
Third gear pair
Forth gear pair
Fifth gear pair
Sixth gear pair

Usage of motor power %

R = Rx Rb Rs ............................... (1)

49,97
27,68
38,85
41,48
62,07
52,9
54,57

3. Software identification carrying capacity
In analysis of gearbox which is constructed, it
is necessary to conduct a decomposition of gear
box into components in order to define basic reliability. When any gearbox working, goal of every
producer is all components to have the same or
approximately the same reliability. For such a detailed analysis, as an initial parameters are used requirements of the user through defining the parts,
function of the parts, as well as software basis in
order to connect all that parameters faster and easier. Chart of relation between functional requirements and constructing parameters is represented
on the sex – speed manual gear box (Table 4).
Table 4. Functional requirements (FRS) and design parameters (DPs) gear trains
FRs

DPs

Define the
1 characteristics of X 0 0 0 0
the gear

Gear
characteristics

Define the
reliability and
2 mileage during X X 0 0 0
certain usage of
gear pair

Reliability,
mileage and
usage of gear
pair

Define the
3 torques or gears X X X 0 0
widths

Necessary
torques and
gear widths
Basis of
Choose the
4
X X X X 0 bearing with
bearing
characteristics
Recording or
5 Data managing X X X X X recalculating
the data
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Total reliability of the gearbox can be represented with partial reliabilities of gears, bearings,
couplings, sealings, etc.

Where Rx – is reliability of gears in relation to
wear; Rb – reliability of bearings; Rs – reliability
of couplings. Based on total reliability of the gearbox, it is necessary to elaborate basic reliabilities
of above mentioned components.
General approach in developing these mechanical systems can be achieved starting from chosen
level of system reliability R for anticipated working period and conditions. Starting from the formula (1), these equal reliabilities would be:

R j = r R ................................. (2)
Where r=x+y+z, provided that gearbox consists of:
X – gear pairs
Y – synchronized clutch shafts
Z – bearing
Given that in papers of [18] and [16] is processed model of reliability for six – speed gearbox, in this paper is represented chart of software
functioning based on that model.
Based on developed reliability model, software
DRAG for interactive optimization design parameters and load gearbox. The developed software
consists of several steps in which are conducted
data entry for final calculation. Through this software, once the data are entered, there is no more
need for them to be entered again, but they are being saved in the base which from they are being
downloaded in further calculation.
On the Figure 7 is represented the diagram of
developed software in which can be calculated
loads of gear box for wanted reliability on the anticipated road. Entering the gears widths as input
values, we obtain loads as output values on cardan
shaft or input values in the gearbox or output values from the motor. Based on obtained output values from motor, analysis of the usage of the motor
can be conducted, that is, defining the necessary
strength of the new motor.
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Figure 7. The structure of software DRAG for interactive optimization design parameters and load
gear box [16]
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One more part very important for gearbox
functioning are bearings embedded in that gear.
Through developed software, as a second step,
there is a possibility of analysis already existing
bearings in gearbox or defining the new bearings.
As a first step in calculation of bearings, is calculation of all the forces acting on the shaft during the
load of certain gear pair. For the given forces, forces
in the bearings are calculated, so that based on them
further more a diagram of load spectrum can be obtained or make the selection of the bearings based
on equivalent force acting on the bearing, during
all gear pairs and number of changes to the point of
destruction, as well as dynamic load. Based on that,
there is a possibility to make a selection of bearing
from the already made bearing base and obtain its
characteristics or to make a calculation of bearing
working age expressed in mileages.
Based on gear pair share for six – speed gear
box, Table 5 represents the probability of destruction all sealing pairs.
Table 5. Marginal probability of destruction for
all the sealing pairs in the gear box
Gear Gear pair
Probability of
Unreliability
pair
share
destruction
1
0,0116
0,171034
2
0,2333
0,008504
3
0,221
0,008977
0,001984
4
0,1927
0,010296
6
0,1827
0,010859
R
0,002
0,992

Based on obtained destruction probabilities of
gearbox gear and measured values of torque on
drive shaft, widths of the gears can be obtained for
any torques. For an example of constant loaded
vehicle on plain field, values of gears width would
be as represented in Table 6.
Table 6. Values of gear width during constant driving of loaded vehicle on the plain field
Sealing pair
0
1
2
3
4
5
R
1084

Width of the sealing
32,118
39,432
34,56
29,971
28,544
35,422
51,106

The rest of the values of the gear widths for the
other road characteristics can be obtained in the
same way.
4. Conclusion
This paper represents the application of the developed reliability model through the DRAG software, based on the experimental results obtained
in real conditions of motor cargo vehicle labor in
different road characteristics and loads. Paper also
gives the examples of the obtained diagrams of the
torques from the gearbox, that is, on the cardan
shaft. In this paper, it can also be noticed a difference
vehicle power motor usage loaded or non – loaded
according to real driving conditions. There is also
an example of obtained gears width data on the example of specialized vehicles according to one road
characteristic. As further researches, it remains to
conduct similar measurements on the buses as well,
in which has been embedded the gearbox with the
same characteristics and compare the values.
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Abstract
Soil is one of the most important natural resources. Its primary function is in the production of food
and raw materials, in the spheres agriculture and
forestry. Bosnia and Herzegovina is under intensive
influence of many soil degradation processes, which
are in some areas especially expressed. This paper
describes main causes of soil damage in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. It groups as follow: surface exploitation of various raw materials, the building of settlements on arable land, the development of water erosion and land sliding and the presence of land mines.
Consequences of soil damage in Bosnia and Herzegovina groups into four different classes: soil infection, soil contamination, soil degradation and soil
destruction. The paper ends by examining some of
the actions taken towards protecting and rehabilitating soils in Bosnia and Herzegovina. These include:
soil recultivation and remediation, harmonization
of the relationship between ecological and technical soil functions, changes in soil use on slopes, soil
monitoring, soil information system establishment,
de-mining processes and the important need to elaborate one special law, i.e. a law for soil protection.
Key words: soil, damages, protection, measures
1. Introduction
Soil is one of the most important natural resources. Its primary function is in the production of food
and raw materials, in the spheres of agriculture and
forestry[1]. These uses will be present into the future, and as populations grow and develop, society
will need more food, new settlements and industry,
roads, exploitation of various raw materials, etc.,
potentially increasing the pressures upon soil [2].
It is therefore important to consider how these potentially conflicting tendencies may be addressed
in harmony. It is necessary immediately to empha1086

size that absolute measures for soil protection do
not currently exist. However, it is possible to apply
such measures and care, by which the loss of good
soils may be reduced. In doing this, it is possible to
harmonize the relationships among the great number of diverse pressures on soil resources Bosnia
and Herzegovina is under the intensive influence
of many soil degradation processes, which are in
some areas especially expressed [3]. Efforts towards
harmonization and decreasing the damage are just
beginning, and so the problems of soil degradation
remain serious at present. The reasons for this are
numerous. They include: the relationship of society
to the soils - where people do not understand the importance of soil, no responsible policies exist for its
protection. Also, the war, which was in this region,
had many consequences for the soil. In addition, the
use of land has an extensive character with strong
features of irrational and elementary treatment [4].
2. Materials and methods
In this paper we have characterized three main
topics:
1. The relief, climate and soils specific of
Bosnia and Herzegovina,
2. The causes and consequences of soil
damages and
3. Soil protection measures for decreasing the
negative consequences of soil degradation
3. Results and discussion
3.1. The relief, climate and soils of Bosnia
and Herzegovina
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BIH) is characterized
by hilly-mountain relief, which occupies 83,5 %
of the land area, of which 57,2 % is mountainous.
The majority of soils are on slopes above 13 %.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Of the total area of BIH which amounts 5.112.900
ha (51.112 km2) 49,4 % is considered agricultural,
45,6 % is forest, and the area without vegetation
and soils takes up about 5 %. Hydromorphic soils
(i.e. soils which under the influence of water surpluses) cover 568.860 ha, respectively 11,13 % of
the agricultural area [5].
There are 0,59 ha of agricultural land per inhabitant, respectively 0,36 ha of arable land. As a consequence of the war the population has changed,
from 4.300.000 (in 1991) to 3.300.000 (in 2002).
The main reasons for the population decline are
the high numbers of victims of war and the large
numbers of refugees, driven from their homes because of the war in BIH. In the relation to the climate, the amount of rainfall differs between the
various parts of the country. The average amount
of rainfall is 1.200 mm. In relation to the specific
zones, these amount from 800 mm in the northern zone to 2.000 mm in the southern zone. By
its position, Bosnia and Herzegovina is a Balkan
country, but it is a Mediterranean country too [5].
Acid soils occupy 49 % of the area. The next
most commonly distributed soils are: dystric cambisols, luvisols, pseudogley and gley soils and
calcocambisols. Karstic fields occupy an area of
about 150.000 ha[6].
3.2. The causes and consequences of soil
damages in BIH
3.2.1. The causes of soil damages
The main causes of soil damages in Bosnia and
Herzegovina groups as follows:
a. Surface exploitation of various raw
materials,
There are a lot of deposits of coal, iron ore,
and bauxite in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Mostly

these are extracted through surface mining. During these operations, very deep and wide craters
form. These areas are like the surface of the moon
today. Surface mining has created about 20.000 ha
of such degraded areas.
b. Agricultural soil sealing,
This kind of soil damage is a result of war activities, which resulted in the movement of inhabitants away from some areas, causing them to concentrate in other zones. Such migration concerns
mostly the movement of village inhabitants. For
the possibilities of their relocation to new areas,
it was necessary to built new settlements. In these
actions, the building of the new houses mostly occurred on the best soils (I agro zone). This problem
is greater because there are not very extensive areas of good soils in Bosnia and Herzegovina (only
about 14 %). It is such pressure on this soil fund
that caused the loss of large areas of the best soils.
Inappropriate policy is a prime cause of this consequence, especially because policy was responsible for the development of the new settlements.
c. Disposals,
d. Water accumulations,
e. Infrastructure construction (roads, railways…),
f. Industry,
g. Development of water erosion and land
sliding,
The problem of water erosion is present at the
moment but also took place in earlier periods in
this area[7]. The great inclination of area favors
water erosion, particularly when cultivation of
the slopes takes place in order to grow crops. Increased intensity of water erosion results from the
cutting of forest cover, which has the character of
so-called “total cutting”. During the war, the forest
areas were cut very intensively, as a result of the
needs of the army. The process of forest cutting
is continuing, are during the post-war period, this

Table 1. General situation of agro hydrological balance in BIH (mm)
Hydrological parameter
Precipitation (P)
Potential ET-PET
Real ET-RET
Water Deficit-D
Water Surplus-S
Drought coefficient-P/PET
Outflow coefficient-S/P
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

BIH average
1.200,00
725,00
600,00
125,00
600,00
1,65
0,50

South area
2.000,00
900,00
600,00
300,00
1.400,00
2,22
0,70

Central area
1.000,00
650,00
600,00
50,00
400,00
1,54
0,40

North area
800,00
700,00
600,00
100,00
200,00
1,14
0,20
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has become much more intensive. This is especially because of the following reasons:
– Need for wood and goods made of wood,
– Need for new settlements,
– Need for export of wood materials.
As a consequence of the lack of planning and
elemental deforestation, especially on the strong
inclined surfaces, very strong gullying appeared
as a result of water erosion. Also, land-sliding
developments have appeared as a result of such
behavior. Very large areas have been affected by
these processes.
h. Presence of land mines,
During the war, land mines were placed over
large areas of land. It is estimated that about 420.000
ha of territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina is covered with land mines. It is calculated that there are
more than 1 million mines on the 30.000 minefields. With such pressure of mines (besides bringing large dangers for inhabitants) come significant
economic consequences. These areas can no longer
be used for agriculture. The process of de-mining is
very expensive and needs to take place over a long
period of time. It is estimated that the process of demining will last 20 to 30 years.
i. Drought.
3.2.2. The consequences of soil damages
The main consequences of soil damages group
into four different classes:
1. Soil infection,
2. Soil contamination,
3. Soil degradation and
4. Soil destruction.
Soil infection - this form of soil damage is necessary to separate as a special form of soil contamination. It is a consequence of households keeping
a large number of dogs and cats, and may be attributed to their movement through the gardens,
children playgrounds etc. Children are especially
influenced by this. Soil infection in this form can
cause all kinds of diseases (e.g. brucellosis, etc).
Soil contamination is caused by the deposition of various pollutants on and in soil, in various
states of aggregation (Figures 1 and 2).
1088

Figure 1. The sources of soil contamination (orig).

Figure 2. The sources of soil contamination (orig).
Soil degradation the narrower sense represents
the soil damage caused by the use of soils in agriculture. The symptoms of degradation include soil
compaction, unstable soil structure, erosion, etc
(Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3. The soil structure damages (orig.).
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Figure 4. The soil structure damages (orig.).
Soil destruction represents physical soil damage. This is the most common form of soil loss,
and it has the character of pedocide. By this alone,
Bosnia and Herzegovina loses about 3.000 ha
yearly. In the frame of this process we summarise
the main causes of this kind of soil loss in Table 2.
Table 2. The most frequent loss of agricultural
land in BIH (estimation)
Cause of soil
destruction
- surface mining
- disposals
- settlements
- water accumulations
- roads
- industry
- erosion, sliding, etc.
TOTAL

Soil losses (per year)
ha
900,00
300,00
600,00
300,00
300,00
300,00
300,00
3.000,00

%
30,00
10,00
20,00
10,00
10,00
10,00
10,00
100,00

3.2.3. Preventive soil protection measures
1. Legislative - elaboration of a special law, i.e.
the Law for Soil Protection,
2. Assessment of potential and active soil erosion
processes in BIH, implementation of significant
and experimental watersheds according to
European experience for monitoring soil erosion
and sedimentation in relation to land use,
3. Assessment of drought effect in different parts
of BIH,
4. Programs for the protection of hilly-mountainous
areas (83, 5% of the national territory) from
water erosion by introduction of soil and
water conservation measures with sustainable
agricultural development,
5. Sustainable use and management of land (SLM),
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

6. Elaboration of NAP (National Action Plan)
according to UNCCD instructions and obligations,
7. Revitalization of the karstic sub-Mediterranean
areas (lime-stones and dolomites) - areas that
cover more than one-third of National territory
which is drastically eroded and decertified,
8. Protection of high-quality soils from nonagricultural use and introduction of legislative
governing the water and soil management,
9. De-mining of BIH territory represents an
extremely important and urgent task for social,
economic, environmental and security reasons
for many people,
10. Flood control and land drainage in the river
valleys and karstic fields (that covers totally
about 400,000 ha),
11. Capacity building - creation and strengthening
of scientific-research institutions in order to
enable them to apply the modern technologies
in soil protection,
12. Soil monitoring - evaluation of soil fertility,
soil contamination and remediation measures
for polluted soils,
13. Different methods of soil reclamation and
recultivation,
14. Elaboration of good Soil information systems
(SIS using GIS),
15. Transfer of knowledge and education on “soil
damages and protection measures”
4. Conclusions
This paper has discussed the main problems of
soil damage in Bosnia and Herzegovina. These have
been considered as 4 different kinds of damages:
infection, contamination, degradation and destruction. Annual losses, by processes of soil destruction
alone, are about 3000 ha.Special intensive processes
which are problematic today in B-H include: surface
exploitation of various raw materials, the building of
settlements on arable land, the development of water erosion and land sliding, and the presence of land
mines. For the purpose of actions towards soil protection in the countries of this region, several various measures have been proposed. These include:
collaboration in the domain of soil recultivation
and remediation, changes in the kind of soil use on
slopes, and the important need to elaborate one special law, i.e. a Law for Soil Protection.
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Abstract
Improving the competitive position of companies in the highly competitive global market requires identification of limiting factors and make
decisions about how to overcome them or elimination. The combination of activity based costing
and throughput accounting a concept known as
Activity-Based Throughput Management, which
uses activity based costing to model business activities, the theory of constraints to manage these
activities in order to manage constraints and profit
maximization. In this paper, we first consider the
importance of activity based costing and throughput accounting as a management-accounting procedure based on the theory of constraints, and then
point to the possibility of integration of activity
based costing and theory of constraints in making
business decisions. The paper will be applied analysis methods based on relevant and available literature and international practice, methods of synthesis and methods of comparison. Since the work
is expected to both local and professional community to the connection point of activity based costing and throughput accounting, and their joint role
in improving corporate performance.
Key words: activity based costing, throughput
accounting, theory of constraints, business decisions
1. Introduction
Making business decisions represents the key
activity of the company’s management. In all stages of the decision making process it is essential
that managers have the relevant and reliable information. Particularly important are the information
about the costs and benefits of each alternative.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The accounting information system provides a
strong information support to the managers in carrying out the activities of business decision making, in particular the management accounting as
its structural element.
Providing the adequate information support to
the managers in new business environment is becoming a challenge for the management accounting. The accounting theory of developed countries
with advanced accounting practices investigated
new concept of accounting and cost management.
Activity based costing (ABC) and Throughput accounting (TA) are applied in practice, as modern
concepts that provide reliable and relevant information for business decisions.
ABVC and TA are based on different assumptions about the importance and relevance of certain
types of costs for decision making. ABC provides
reliable information on cost of products, which are
required to make long-term business decisions.
TA produces information for making short-term
business decisions. This paper discusses the possibility of a common application of both concepts
in the function of providing information support
for decision making in different time horizons and
different conditions.
2. Activity- based costing
ABC was created as a result of the efforts of accounting theory and practice to solve problems in
providing reliable information on cost of products
and its primary aim was to overcome the weaknesses of traditional cost accounting methods regarding allocation of the increased mass of overheads. ABC, according to most authors, appears
for the first time in economic theory of 1980s of
the twentieth century. The first advocates of this
1091
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method were Cooper and Kaplan, who had it
marked as “new thinking” in their papers and described it as an approach that should solve all the
problems that traditional cost accounting methods
were not able to deal with [1].
ABC is based on the following assumptions: to
produce a product or provide services it is necessary to perform the appropriate activities; to perform activities it is necessary to consume certain
resources, activities are the basis for cost allocation,
cost drivers (resource drivers and activity drivers)
do not have to be related to the volume of production. Accordingly, the basic preconditions for the
functioning of the ABC method are the identification, definition, classification and selection of activities as well as selection of the costs drivers [2].
The original ABC model, which is focused on
cost allocation, later turned into a two-dimensional ABC model or ABC cross [3]. Two-dimensional ABC model allows you to connect the process
of allocating costs to processes that take place in
the company, the connection between the ABC
method and Activity Based Management, as well
as the tools necessary to analyze and implement
improvements in the company.
Activity-based costing has achieved outstanding results in business decision making due to the
rapid identification of causes of changes in costs
and profitability, as well as the ability to test the
potential corrective actions [4]. Due to taking into
account all costs, this concept is a good tool for
making long-term business decisions.
3. Throughput accounting
TA is a management and accounting procedure based on the Theory of Constraints (TOC),
designed by Elyahu Goldratt from the 80-s of the
tventy century. According to the theory of constraints each company is a system, a system is a
set of elements among which there are relationships of interdependence and connectedness. The
performance of the system is determined by the
performance of individual elements. The fundamental concept of TOC is reflected in “recognizing the important role of the limitations of the system” [5]. The limitation is what limits the system
to achieve higher performance compared to the
target system [6]. Each system has a number of
1092

limitations and they can be divided into physical
and nonphysical.
For a company to effectively operate, it has to
manage the constraints. Management of the restrictions implies undertaking the following steps: constraints identifying, making a decision on how to
improve process performances within the existing
constraints, subordination of all other things to the
previous decision, overcoming the constraints of
the system, if the constraint is removed in a previous phase, it should be back in the first phase. [7, 1]
The objective of the management of the restrictions is to maximize the throughput. A dynamic, integrated approach to management accounting - TA
is based on the basic principles of TOC. Throughput
as a measure of system efficiency, is calculated as
the difference between sales revenue and all costs
direct materials. Throughput is defined as the rate at
which the system generates money through sales,
or as fresh money coming into the company [6].
The supporters of this concept believe that the allocation of all costs to products is completely wrong
and leads to poor decision-making. [6].
Two other key terms are related to this concept,
inventory and operating expenses. Inventory represents all the money that the system invested in
things it intends to sell. Operating expenses represent the money spent for the purpose of converting
investments in throughput.
Three main criteria that are the product of TOC
(throughput, inventory and operating expenses)
are quite sufficient to establish a bridge between
the net profit (net profit-NP, which on the settings
of this theory is calculated as the difference between the throughput and operating expenses), return on investment (return on investment - ROI,
which in this case is calculated as the ratio between
net profits and investments) and the daily actions
of managers [6]. During the assessment and evaluation of any management activities and its decision “one should bear in mind that there are three
criteria, not just one,” because if it is not taken
into account action will not be evaluated properly,
while the “final court is made on the basis of relationships between these criteria” [8]. Information
opportunities of TA are closely linked to decisionmaking and enterprise performance management
in the short term. Decisions are made on the basis
of throughput per unit of limiting factor.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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4. Integrating Activity based costing and
Throughput accounting in making
business decisions
Unlike the ABC method, which produces information for decision making for the long term,
TA produce information for short-term business
decisions, by taking into account only fully variable costs, i.e. costs of direct materials. However,
this concept is not an acceptable solution for the
long term, because it is incomplete costing, and a
longer period is necessary to cover all costs.
As well as seen in the short term it provides
better solutions from the ABC method, the advantage of TA is reflected in the identification of constraining factors and making decisions that will
enable the company to achieve the best result in
such conditions. TA shifts the emphasis in decision making from cost management to increasing
of the throughput and profitability.
Analysis and comparison of ABC and TA methods concludes that precisely on their differences
lies the possibility of their common use in making business decisions. For the purpose of more
efficient decision making, the advantages of one
method should be used to overcome the shortcomings of the second method.
With the combination of ABC and TA method,
a concept known as Activity-Based Throughput
Management (ABMT) was created. ABMT uses
ABC method to model the business activities and
the theory of constraints to manage these activities
in order to maximize profits. [9, 10]
In order to integrate ABC and TOC has been
made a number of studies, including a prominent
place occupied by those who operationalize this
integration by including only certain elements of
each of these two approaches to individual decision-making. The greatest importance is reflected
in the compromise of the two approaches and ease
their integration. [11]
A prominent part of the research efforts devoted
to determining the relevant costs in decision making on optimal production and sales line. Many
of them were focused on the effectiveness of using the ABC system, more costs causes and more
precisely the relationship between resources used
in the production of a specific range of products.
Particularly important are the opinions on which
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

the relevant costs for decisions on product mix associated with both the level of the series and the
level of product units.
The optimal solution is derived from a mixed
programming model using the ABC system for the
costs of preparation, of which the author is considered Kee, and after whom is named Kee’s model of
programming [9]. In order to implement the model
of decision making on optimal production and sales
line it is necessary to determine in advance the cost
of preparation. For this purpose, determines the
number of settings, and the quantity of each type of
product specified their optimal combination.
In this model, the activity of the preparation
takes place a week, which is inconsistent with the
philosophy of modern production technology (Advanced Manufacturing Technology - AMT), which
is one of the main goals of increasing the ratio of
time processing (handling) and throughput-time,
ie. reduction activities that do not add value in the
production process. AMT, therefore, does not allow
separation of time for activities such as preparation.
According to the AMT, preparation time should be
considered in relation to the processing time, which
means that the more time spent on preparation, the
less time is used for processing.
On the other hand, TOC in a different way considers the cost implications when determining the
product mix. TOC takes into account only the direct
materials costs as relevant costs, and the optimal production and sales achieved by reviewing the range
of marginal results, no other information about the
costs. According to previous research suggests the
use of ABC in different situations, while the TOC
is applied in very limited circumstances in which
all costs except direct materials costs, a fixed character. Also, the TOC philosophy is in line with the
philosophy of the AMT in that particular TOC does
not allow time for adjustment, and prefers to maximize the processing time, and drawing up plans to
layout a plan called balancing the flow of work in
the conditions of existence of bottlenecks and other
constraints (drum-buffer -rope - DBR) [12].
Pursuant to the above, the preparation costs are
not considered relevant costs when determining
the optimal production and sales line, given that
they are not the optimal combination of products.
On the other hand, job scheduling - schedule of
completing a task, as one of the important con1093
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cepts of TOC for this type of decision, is determined after the selection of the optimal product
mix and has a significant impact on the costs of
preparation.
The example below shows the importance of
exposure to integrate ABC and TOC for proper
modeling of the decision on the optimal mix of
products. It also explains that such preparation
costs affect the decision of this type of decision.
These implications are discussed in relation to the
function of criteria and constraints within the programming model. [13]
For the production of three types of products
used three types of machines. Information on the
machines are shown in Table1.
Table 1. Information about machinery
Type of
machine
Machine 1
Machine 2
Machine 3

Number of
machine
1
1
3

Weekly
capacity
2.400 min.
2.400 min.
7.200 min.

The demand for product X, Y and Z is at 90,
120, or 60 units a week and the sales price per unit
is 220 $, $ 300 and $ 250 respectively. It is assumed that the company was able to produce and
sell as much as market the demands. According to
the ABC system, costs of product production lines
are as follows:
1. Costs at the unit
1.1. Direct material costs (direct materials cost
per unit of product X, Y and Z are $70, $100 and 80$).
1.2. Cost of direct labor (direct labor hours processing time corresponding to each product, product line operates semi-automatically, requiring the
operator to work machines, direct labor costs per
unit of product X, Y and Z are $15, 30$ and 30$).
1.3. The overall variable costs of production
(using the relevant key for the allocation calculate
are overall variable costs per unit of product X, Y
and Z $10, $10 and $15).
2. Costs at the level series
2.1. Preparation costs (the largest series of 18
units of product X, 14 units of product Y and 12
units of product Z, defined as preparation costs per
unit of product X, Y and Z $ 5, $ 10 and $ 5).
Based on this reasoning, the application of
DBR techniques in the TOC, and limiting ac1094

tivities of machine adjustments, we developed a
integrated model of decision making on the best
products in the range of participation. The coefficient of the objective function is obtained from
the ABC model including the costs of preparation.
Setup time is not included in the system given the
limitations of its relation to the processing time.
Accordingly, the restrictions are machines, and the
demands of the market for each product.
The optimization procedure is conducted by using linerar programming. One common use of linear programming is to determine the type and quantity of the products that should be manufactured in
order to achieve maximal economic effects. General mathematical model of linear programming for
determining optimal product mix is [14]:
(max) z0 =

....................... (1)
i = 1, 2, …, m............... (2)
k = 1, 2, …, p ............. (3)
v = 1, 2, …, q ............ (4)
............................. (5)

xj ≥ 0,

.......................... (6)

where are:
cj - profit per product j,
xj - quantity of product j that should be produced
according to optimal solution,
aij - working time of i type machine per product j,
ai0 - available working time of i type machine(s) in
observed period,
bkj - working time of k qualification employee per
product j,
bk0 - available working time of k qualification
employee(s) in observed period,
svj - normative of v type material per product j,
sv0 - available amount of v type material in observed period,
dj - market demand of product j.
By solving the model above, it is possible to determinate optimal solution which exactly determinate the mix, as well as quantity of products that
should be produced in observed period. As suitable
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table 2. Solution determinated by simplex procedure
C

B

150
X2
120
X1
0
X6
130
X3
0
X8
0
X9
zj - cj

X0
84
90
1,008
24
36
36
26,520.00

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

120
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

150
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

130
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
-0.04
0.00
-2.88
0.06
0.04
-0.06
1.80

0
0.12
0.00
2.64
0.08
0.12
0.08
7.60

0
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
-1.20
1.00
-62.40
0.80
1.20
-0.80
44.00

0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00

0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

method for determination of optimal solution can
be used any of linear programming algorithms [15].
One of the frequently used method of linear
programming is Simplex method, which will be
used in this paper.
(max) z0= 120x1 + 150x2 + 130x3
20x2 + 30x3 ≤ 2400
10x1+ 15x2 + 10x3 ≤ 2400
36x1 + 18x2 + 60x3 ≤ 7200
x1		
≤ 90
		
x2
≤ 120
			
x3 ≤ 60
		

xj ≥ 0,

The results are presented in Table 2.
Consequences of applying the integrated model are shown in the Table3.
Table 3. Model of integration of ABC and TOC
Elements
Product X
Product Y
Product Z
The operating result

Integrated model
40
51
40
$26.520

The operating result was created using the TOC
would be higher than in the case of ABC because
the TOC does not allow separation of the costs of
preparation, while ABC allocated in the amount
of $ 1,410 in the example. In addition, the operating result in the integrated model is higher than
the results that would be obtained in the case of
TOC, because the overall variable costs and direct
labor costs are considered variable in the integrated model (purchased when needed), while those
in the TOC fixed character, or incomplete variable
(purchased in advance).
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5. Conclusion
According to ABC, activities are the basis for
cost allocation, and causes costs (causes of resource
consumption and causes of action) need not be related to the volume of production. Due to the rapid
identification of causes of changes in costs and profitability, as well as the ability to test the potential
corrective actions, activity based costing occupies
an important place in business decision making.
According to TOC, the performance of the
system are determined by the performance of individual elements, with particular attention paid to
the role of constraints, ie. bottlenecks, which are
mostly internal character and can be removed only
by continuous effort. On the basic principles of the
theory of constraints is based a integrated approach
to management accounting – Throughput Accounting. Throughput, as a measure of system efficiency,
calculated as the difference between sales revenue
and cost of direct materials. Management limitations objective is to maximize throughput.
Analysis and comparison of ABC and TA
methods concludes that based on their differences, the possibility of their common use in making
business decisions. In this regard, a more efficient
decision-making, the advantages of one method
should be used to address the shortcomings of
the second method. The combination of ABC
and TA method a concept known as ActivityBased Throughput Management, using the ABC
method to model business activities, the theory of
constraints to manage these activities in order to
maximize profits.
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Procedure and method of determing lost
profits due to inability to use motor vehicle
Esef Dzafic
DD “CAMELIJA” Bihac, Bihac, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Abstract
One of the consequences of a traffic accident
can be a material damage on a motor vehicle which
is a participant in a mentioned accident. Vehicle
owners, who have right on reimbrusement for the
damage on the vehicle, apply their damage to insurance company whose client is responsible for
the damage and expect their damage to be fairly
and in time reimbrused. Rules for reimbrusement
for the damage are made by interested parties or
insurance companies so that the adopted rules do
not harm themselves. Cases are not rare when the
applicant is dissatisfied with the way of calculating the material damage as on the vehicle so as
in point of view due to inability to use vehicles,
so that the applicant, that is the vehicle owner,
starts the lawsuit in which he tries to achieve fair
reimbrusement. Except for declaration of circumstances under which the traffic accident occurred
and identification of the mistakes made by the participants of the traffic accident which caused the
mentioned accident, it is also required from the
traffic accident expert to determine damage on the
vehicle as determination of the lost profit by vehicle owner due to inability to use vehicle. The aim
is to emphasize the need for systematization of activities and unifying approach with in this topic,
so that the number of lawsuits in terms of damage
assessment in courts may decrease which arise out
of poor assessment of material damage in the form
of reimbrusement due to inability to use vehicles.
Key words: insurance, reimbrusement for the
damage, vehicle, working days, lost profit, variable costs, fixed costs
1. Introduction
Beside all advantages that traffic has, it also becomes the reason for many unwanted side effects,
among which death, injuries, material and many
other damages are the most notable. Bosnia and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Herzegovina, as well as every other country in the
world, suffers a great loss related to material and
immaterial expenses.
Traffic accident is an event on the road or that
has been started on the road, in which at least one
moving vehicle participated and where at least one
person died or had certain injuries. It is also an
event where a great material damage is caused.
It is not rare to ask a traffic-technical expert for
damage evaluation to define a loss profit for the
owner of the motor vehicle due to inability to use it.
In cases when the owner of vehicle is prevented from using their vehicle because it has
been completely or partly damaged as the result
of irresponsibility, the owner has a right to ask for
compensation because they are unable to use the
vehicle, despite the fact and possibility that it was
used for commercial or private purpose, or even
for business. Compensation that is being asked for
is not regulated by the law but is put in practice by
the court and is paid as lost profit.
In this matter regulated by the law, traffic-technical experts, by decision of the court, define: the
way in which the vehicle was used before the accident happened, the number of working days during
which the owner is not able to use the vehicle, the
amount of realization that the vehicle could have if
it was being used, for one working day or the period
during which it has been observed, the number of
days needed for the damaged vehicle to be repaired,
the amount of lost profit that was made because the
owner was unable to use the vehicle.
It is not rare to ask the insured owner of the
vehicle to accept the valid regulations of the insurance company during the period in which the accident occurred, but the insured owner of the vehicle
usually does not understand what does the term
“lost profit” means.
Lost profit that is made because of the inability
of using the vehicle is not present just in insurance companies, but in many state institutions,
1097
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economic subjects and individuals which are prevented of using a motor vehicle.
The most interest for finding the right solution
for all kinds of material damage stated above and
for the right compensation is still highly dependent only on insurance companies and insured
owners of vehicles.
2. Aim of the paper
One of the issues that raises the interest of insured persons and legal public is: Is there any right
to compensation for non-using their vehicles? According to previous judicial practice and practice
of insurance companies in BiH and other countries
around it, compensation due to the fact that the
person that had damaged vehicle after the accident
and could not use it afterwards, was given only if
the vehicle served as a tool for doing profitable
business (taxi drivers, passengers vehicles, sometimes a commercial passengers, etc.) Compensation in the other cases was not provided. Whether
the comfort and wide range of possibilities that the
injured parties are losing while they are not using
their own vehicle, serve as the attack on the right
of that person – is the issue that awaits a response
of judicial practice. Until positive response to the
question above is given, insurance society surely
will not admit that part of damage too.
By finding the ways of resolving the problems
concerning the amount of compensation given for
not being able to use the vehicle, we can also see a
different approach related to them and which is visible in the use of different methods and terms that
are not regularly used, that usually results in misunderstandings between insurance company and insured persons and, consequently, to the opening of
court disputes and delay of payment for this form of
material damage. The aim of this work is to try to
give contribution in determining the unique methods and terminology for the solution of this form
of material damage.
3. Compensation solving for damage due
to inability to use motor vehicle in B&H,
other countries in the region etc.
Insurance companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina
solved the problem with compensation due to in1098

ability to use vehicle with their own internal rules
and regulations, while all individuals and legal parties have the right to demand this compensation.
There are also some internal methods used for calculation for lost working days, as well as for fortification of compensation per working day, but there is
no general methodology for this. Rules by which the
compensation for not being able to use vehicle is being given to subjects are different in every insurance
company in Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as their
offers and the compensation itself which is less than
compensation determined by the court.
In Serbia, one of the insurance companies made
this list of vehicles on which the amount of compensation for one working day is being based [1]:
1. travel motor vehicles (volume: to 1600ccm)
......................... not more than 1.000,00 din
2. travel motor vehicles (volume: not more than
1600ccm) .......... not more than 1.300,00 din
3. pick-up vehicles (Poli, Cady) .......................
........................... not more than 1.000,00 din
4. cargo motor vehicles up to 1 tonne capacity
….............……. not more than 1.500,00 din
5. cargo motor vehicles 1-5 tonne capacity
……………...... not more than 2.000,00 din
6. cargo motor vehicles 5-10 tonne capacity
………………. not more than 3.000,00 din
7. cargo motor vehicles over 10 tonne
capacity……… not more than 5.000,00 din
8. buses .……..… not more than 6.500,00 din
In the other insurance company it is established

that [1] :
– only individuals and legal parties who
have been doing their professional duty, for
which they are being paid to do, on the day
when the damage was done have the right
for compensation of this kind
– the amount of money that will be given
depends on the type of the vehicle and time
that will be needed for the vehicle to be
repaired that will be estimated on the data
from the table which is the part of before
established criteria known only to the
insurance company
– the compensation for taxi drivers and
passenger vehicles is being estimated per
day and includes gross income that serves
as the base for paying taxes.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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In Montenegro, compensation for not being
able to use the vehicle is regulated by The Rules
on A Single Criteria to assess damage on vehicles
and a damage which is the caused by inability to
use vehicles [2]. The compensation belongs to
owner of the vehicle that has been damaged for
that many workdays, the number of which is regulated by Act 43 of this rule, that is needed to have
the vehicle repaired, where maximal number of
days for motor vehicles and motorcycles is 15, and
for all other types of vehicles it is 30, including the
day when the damage was estimated [2].

The compensation for not being able to use the
vehicle is not given for vehicles the buying and
finding of which is hard on the market, namely
for the rare types of vehicles or the vehicles which
one cannot find on the market in Montenegro.
The amount that is given for one lost working
day for motor vehicles is from 30€ gross. If the vehicle was used in shifts (taxi service), which must
be proved, then 30€ more is added per shift, or by
the incomes by which taxes are estimated [2].
For cargo vehicles and buses compensation is
determined by the working day in an amount that is

Table 1. The compensation for commercial vehicles and for bicycles and motorcycles which are regularly
used
Group
A
B
C

Moped, light motorcycle and
motorcycle

Eur/
Group
day

Vehicles used for making profit

Eur/
day

10,00

C

Opel Combo 1.3, Fiat Doblo

35,00

15,00

D

Peugeot Partner Combi, VW Caddy 1.4

38,00

scooters and motorcycles to 7 kw 18,00

E

mopeds to 50ccm
light motorcycles,
scooters to 80ccm

D

to 13 kw

18,00

E

to 20kw

26,00

F

to 37 kw

31,00

G

to 57 kw

46,00

H
J

to 72kw
over 72kw or over 1200ccm

56,00
66,00

F
G

Ford Tourneo, Opel Combo CDTI, VW
Caddy 1.9 TDI
Citroen Cumpy, Fiat Scudo, Transporter T5
Fiat Ducato, Fort FT 300, Mercedes Vito
109, Nissan Primastar, Opel Vivaro 2.0
CDTI, Renault Traffic 2.0 dci 90

H

Opel Movano, Nissan Interstar, VW T5
Caravelle, Renault Master 2.5, Mercedes
Vito 115CDI, Fort FT 330, 350

J

Mercedes Vito 123, Sprinter 224, VW T5
Multivan, Crafter 30TDI

43,00
50,00
59,00

65,00
79,00

Table 2. The compensation for travel motor vehicles
Group
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L

Travel vehicles not older than 5
years
Eur/day
23,00
29,00
35,00
38,00
43,00
50,00
59,00
65,00
79,00
119,00
175,00
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Travel vehicles 5 – 10 years
old
Eur/day
23,00
27,00
29,00
35,00
38,00
43,00
50,00
59,00
65,00
119,00
175,00

Travel vehicles older
than 10 years
Eur/day
23,00
27,00
27,00
29,00
35,00
38,00
43,00
50,00
59,00
119,00
175,00
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determined on the basis of realized gross wage per
day for the last three months before accident occurred. If it is about an employee who has no regular
business books, fees for the day of non-using cargo
vehicles can be a maximum 150€ gross. For buses,
compensation can be maximum 90€ gross [2].
In Germany, according to the ADAC Unfallratgeber catalog, an explanation for what kind of
the vehicles compensation may be used is given in
next tables [3], [4]:
4. Basis for determination of lost profit due
to inability to use motor vehicle
Only damaged parties – owners of the vehicles
have the right for compensation for the damage
due to inability to use the vehicles by the end of its
repair as well as those who get the right to reimbursement of costs paid for vehicle to be repaired
on the basis of the insurance of owners or users
of motor vehicles and the combination of vehicles
and from responsibility for the damage done to the
third party and who were with that vehicle, on the
day when the damage was done, have been doing their permanent professional activity during
which they acquired their profits.
4.1. Damage event
Under the damage that has been done due to
non-using the vehicle, what is meant is the loss in
revenue that the damaged owner of the vehicle or
the user could count on with certainty if there was
no damage of that vehicle and which could not be
replaced by using other vehicles that they had on
the side or by using means of public transport [2].
In the Law and judge practice the existence of
two types of damage is accepted: material and immaterial damage. Material damage (the damage
of property) is a destruction of some of the things
that leads to their non-use. In order to make those
things functional again, their owner has to spend
the amount of money they did not plan to spend [1].

the affected material situation leads to the situation in which it would be if there was no damage
[1]. The lost profit is a profit which could be expected regularly.
4.3. Defining the purpose of the vehicle in
order to determine lost profit
Vehicle is every means of transport used for the
movement on the road, except for movable chairs
without motor for people with certain disabilities
and children’s vehicles.
According to the purpose of the vehicle, we
make difference between these three groups [1]:
1. Commercial vehicles (buses for the urban,
suburban, interurban and international
transport of passengers, cargo motor vehicles
registered for public transport, taxi vehicles,
the vehicles for driver training, rent-a- car
and other vehicles).
2. Vehicles used for making profit (vehicles
which are not commercial but used for
owner’s own needs, the actions which are
registered, agriculture and others).
3. Vehicles for personal needs (travel motor
vehicles, motorcycle, bicycle etc.).
5. Procedure and the methods used to determine lost profit
The amount of compensation is determined
only for one vehicle, because when the accident
occurs only one of the participants is damaged.
The traffic-technician experts have to be competent, experienced and they have to know the vehicle well, as well as the rules and regulations related to traffic safety and organization of transport.
They must base their findings and opinions on the
acknowledged facts and professional analysis.
To determine the amount of compensation due to
lost profits because of inability to use a vehicle, with
special emphasis on commercial vehicles, the procedure and the way of the work of traffic-technician
expert should be developed in the following order:

4.2. Defining the compensation for damage
and lost profit
Compensation for damage is equivalent to the
monetary value of the damage in the sense where
1100
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5.1. The procedure based on the decision of
the court or written request of the vehicle
owner
Decision of the court or a written request by
the vehicle owner determines task of expertise that
has been agreed upon at the court hearing between
the parties in civil procedure for compensation of
lost profits, or most often between insurance company and insured - vehicle owner. Traffic-technician expert is obliged to respect a court decision.
5.2. Determination of activities made by the
owner of the vehicle
On the basis of court decision, type of activity
of the owner of the vehicle, as well as decisions of
the other levels of government, expert concludes
whether the vehicle was used for commercial purpose, making profit or personal needs.

5.3. Identification of the vehicle for which the
compensation is being estimated
Vehicle identification is done on the basis of a
valid certificate of registration and the confirmation of the ownership, the paper that confirms that
vehicle has minimal technical requirements, and
the license of the vehicle company etc.
Identification is necessary to verify general data
of the vehicle, and other data which are important
for determining the lost profit, such as: type and
model of vehicle, the shape of a car body, the chassis number, the motor number, the year of production, the number of doors, transport capacity or the
number of seats in the vehicle, the capacity of the
empty vehicle, total capacity of the vehicle, the
number of the seats, the power in kW, volume in
ccm, the number of shafts, the number and the size
of tires, mileage, the date of the accident, the condition of the vehicle before the accident, etc. [5].

Table 3. The review of work of cargo motor vehicle with semi-trailer for one month.
No.

Date

1.
2.
.
28.
29.
30.

26.8.07
27.8.07
28.8.07
24.9.07
25.9.07
26.9.07

No. travel
order
111
112
113
128
129
130

Relation of the
transportation
FCL-TE Ugljevik
FCL-TE Ugljevik
FCL-TE Ugljevik
FCL-TE Ugljevik
FCL-TE Ugljevik
FCL-TE Ugljevik

km

D2

260
260
260
260
260
260

400
200
200
200
100
200

The number
Realization
t/turn Price/km
in KM
of turns
2
25
1,442308
375,00
2
25
1,442308
375,00
2
25
1,442308
375,00
2
25
1,442308
375,00
2
25
1,442308
375,00
2
25
1,442308
375,00

Table 4. Analysis of the results of work, work dynamics and realization for the observed period
Inventory working days

AD i

30 working days

Working days

AD r

30 working days

The coefficient of utilization of the vehicle

a

1,0

Daily transport capacity

qd

50t

Costs of trasportation

c

7,50KM/t

K1o = K p1 + K t1

130km

K1d = 2 ⋅ ( K p1 + K t1 )

260km

K1d = 2 ⋅ K n + 2 ⋅ ( K p1 + K t1 )

270km

The sales price for one working day

R1d

375,00KM

The achieved realization for the observed period

R

11.250,00KM

The mileage by one turn
The mileage for one working day
Total mileage for one day
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5.4. The determination of the ways in which
the vehicle works for which the lost profit
is estimated
In order to determine the work or use of the vehicle, it is necessary to analyze a working period of
the vehicle from 1 to 3 months before vehicle has
been disabled, when due to occurrence of partial
or complete damage to vehicle working activities
cease by contract for transporting goods or in some
other agreement between the owner of vehicles and
the user of transport. Also, it is necessary to analyze
documentation for the maintenance and repairing,
documentation of administration and other documentation on the basis of which it is possible to put
all realistic parameters necessary for determining
the achieved realization of the work and realized
costs of the vehicle. Analysis of work of the vehicle
is needed to determine the amount of compensation
due to inability to use the vehicle.
On the basis of table view for cargo motor vehicle with semi-trailer work, it is necessary for the
period of analysis and in accordance with contract
on transporting to prepare a dynamics of work, indicators of the work and realization of the vehicle [6].
The work of the vehicle is possible to determine by previously described way for commercial
vehicles, the vehicles used for making profit, and
it is harder to determine for the vehicles for personal needs which owners of the vehicle regularly
use for their needs, such as travel motor vehicle,
motorcycle, bicycle, etc.
5.5. Determination of working days in which
the vehicle was not used
The time of not planned stops of the vehicle is
determined on the basis of the lost calendar days
from the day of the beginning of inability to use a
vehicle to its repair, namely its regular use.
This time is calculated when the vehicle stops
longer than 24 hours and every next day longer
than 12 hours counts as one day and called carday
ADi. The working days ADr are relevant for calculation of the lost profit [1].
The number of the working days of the vehicle
used in commercial purposes depends of the coefficient of utilization of the vehicle, which itself depends of the coefficient of technical performance
1102

of the vehicle and the coefficient of utilization of
working vehicle. The coefficient of technical performance of the vehicle depends on how old the
vehicle is and on the coefficient of utilization of
working vehicle. The coefficient of technical performance of the vehicle also depends on the quality
of maintenance of the vehicle, availability of spare
parts on the market, the quality of the vehicle itself,
the conditions of vehicle exploitation, etc.
The coefficient of utilization of the working
car fleet depends on the offers and demands for
the services of transport with vehicles of such
purpose, the organizational skills of manager in
the company or the owner of the vehicle, weather
conditions, etc.
The number of working days is determined in
the following way:

A D r = A D i ⋅a = A D i ⋅ a t ⋅ a s , ž
at=

AD s
AD r
, a s=
AD i
AD s

............ [6]

The coefficient of utilization of the vehicle in
the companies which do public transportation of
goods and passengers is possible to precisely determine by analyzing technical-exploitation indicators of the company’s work.
The orientation coefficient of utilization of cargo
motor vehicles in our condition varies from 0,63 to
0,67, and for vehicles for passenger traffic from
0,71 to 0,73 [1]. The coefficient of utilization of the
vehicle for personal vehicles and for vehicles used
to make profit is not possible to precisely define.
The number of days during which the vehicle is
not used depends on time needed to its repair. The
time needed for vehicle repair depends on the number of working hours needed to repair the vehicle,
and the number of such working hours depends on
the damage scale of the vehicle and it is determined
by written protocol of car damage [7], [8].
The number of working days due to inability to
use the vehicle depends on determined number of
working hours needed for vehicle repair, productivity of working time, the number of workers in
repairment process and numbers of shifts during a
day. The number of working days needed for repair always is taken as the whole number.
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5.6. Determination of the price for using
vehicles
The price for transport depends on whether the
vehicle is used for commercial purposes, for making the profit or for personal needs. In certain sectors
of public transportation of passengers where some
of the government levels partly subsidy the price,
the taxi service and drivers education price are controlled and approved in advance by agreed price-list,
while in some the price of transport service is freely
formed and depends on market condition.
The organized transport companies which deal
with public goods and passenger transport periodically or at the level of one year determine the price
for transport, and some companies adapt the price of
transport to the market condition from case to case,
which means that every owner of the vehicle for
commercial purpose should form own price of costs
and own selling price. Such calculation is formed on
the basis of valid standards and market prices.
The price for using the vehicle could be declared
in KM/t, KM/km, KM/day, KM/hr, KM/hi etc.
The price for using the vehicle declared by one
driven kilometer or by one transported tone of
good depends on many technical-exploited indicators and could be calculated as explained below:
 1 td ⋅b 
⋅ +
 + q p [K M / k m] ,
 v s K s t l 
1  q s⋅ K s t l q s⋅ t d q p ⋅ K s t l 
qt=
+
+

[K M / t ]
γ ⋅ q a ⋅ r ⋅ b ⋅ v s a ⋅ r
b


qk m =

qs
a ⋅r

......................................... [6]

q p - variable expenses by one km or t, q s - permanent expenses by one km or t, a - the coefficient
of utilization of the vehicle, r - the coefficient of
time utilization in 24h, td - average duration of
dead time during a drive under cargo, b - the coefficient of utilization of passed road, K s t l - the
middle length of one drive under cargo, vs - the
middle traffic speed, q - the registered capacity of
the vehicle, γ - the coefficient of static utilization
of the registered capacity of the vehicle.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The price for using the vehicle for commercial
purpose in organized transport in many cases is
agreed in advance and it is coordinated with valid
price-list for the services which is created on the
basis of valid standards and market prices.
The price for using the bus depends on the category of the bus and whether the bus is used in internal traffic for city, suburban or interurban transportation or in international and tourist transporting. Such price could be declared in KM/day etc.
5.7. Determination of the costs to use the
vehicle
5.7.1. The parameters needed to determine
the costs for using the vehicle
In order to determine costs for one vehicle, it is
necessary to determine and to know some of the
parameters, as follows: the price of the brand new
vehicle, the year of production of the vehicle, an
influence of the achieved mileage on amortization,
the price of the vehicle on the day when accident
occurred, the fuel consumption in l/100km, the
price of the 1l of the fuel, the amount of the oil in
the motor, the price of the motor oil, the periodicity of the oil change, the number of drivers – crew
in vehicle, monthly gross income for one driver –
with taxes, the number of the tires, the price of the
tires, the periodicity of tires change, etc.
5.7.2. The calculation of the variable daily
costs for the vehicle
The expert calculates the variable and the permanent costs which encumber the work of the vehicle.
The variable costs include: fuel, tires, oils, the functional amortization, maintenance and repairs, insurance and registration costs, travel costs for drivers
and executive staff, daily incomes, etc. [6].
The fuel costs:

Tg =

Pg ⋅ K

1d

10 0

⋅ Cg

[K M / d a y ]

Pg - standard fuel consumption in l/100km,
C g - the price of the 1l of the fuel,

K1d - achieved kilometers in one day.
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The oil costs:

Tm =

g - the specific lifetime of the vehicle in years,

Pm ⋅ K

1d

⋅ Cm

10 0

[K M / d a y ]

Pm - the motor oil consumption in l/100km,
Cm - the price of the 1l of motor oil,
K1d - achieved kilometers in one day.
The tire costs:
Ta g = c a, g ⋅ K 1 d =

n a g ⋅ ca g
Ka g

⋅K

1d [K M / d a y ]

n a g - the number of tires,
c a g - the price of the one tire,
4 0 0 0 0 £ K g u £ 6 0 0 0 0 - the lifetime of the
tires in kilometers,

K

1d

- achieved kilometers in one day.

The maintenance and repair costs:
To d =

p
⋅ R 1 d [K M / d a y ]
10 0

p - practically orientated percent of these costs
depends on the type of the vehicle, so it is 7,2% for
buses in city transport, other buses 10,5%, cargo
vehicles 9,2% and tractors 20%.

R 1d - the realization of the vehicle for one day
The costs of the insurance and registration of
the vehicle:
Tr e g + o s =

t

os

+t

reg

365

[K M / d a y ]

t o s - the costs of the insurance of the vehicle
to car responsibility and kasko insurance,
t r e - the costs of the technical inspection, toll
rate, protection of the environment and waters and
other taxes for car registration in the moment of
the registration.
The costs of the functional amortization:
Ta m
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Cv
1
=
⋅
⋅K
g ⋅ K s 10 0 0

1d

[K M / d a y ]

K s - the specific mileage in one year in 1000km,
Cv - the price for the vehicle amortization
The costs of amortization depends on average
speed of specific vehicles in km/h.
5.7.3. The calculation of the permanent daily
costs for the vehicle
The permanent costs include: the costs of timely amortizations of the basic means, the costs of
maintenance and investing, the costs of the small
inventory and equipment, other permanent and indirect costs for vehicle, etc. [6].
The costs of timely amortization:

Tv a m =

Cn v ⋅ k a m ⋅ sa m
3 6 5 ⋅ 10 0

[K M / d a y ]

C n v - the value of the new vehicle,
kam - coefficient of utilization of the value of the
vehicle for which the amortization is calculated;
this coefficient is equal to the difference number between the price of the new vehicle and that vehicle
sam - the rate of amortization which is estimated
on the basis of economic lifetime of the vehicle
(this rate is 10% for travel vehicles for personal
use, for taxi vehicles 20%, rent-a-car 25%, cargo
vehicles and buses in interurban and touristic traffic is 10%, for tractors in agriculture 65%, tractors
in the industry and forestry 12,5%).
The costs of amortization depend on average
speed of the specific vehicles in km/h.
The costs of the gross income for one driver:
Tl d =

n⋅BLD
[K M / d a y ]
Dm j

BLD - gross personal income for one driver,
n - the number of drivers in the vehicle,
Dmj - the number of day in the observed working month.
Interest costs or the bank costs:
Tb a n =

0, 5 ⋅ i ⋅ C v
⋅ K i d [K M / d a y ]
A ⋅ 10 3

i - interets rate,
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Cv - the price of the vehicle,
A - the specific mileage in one year in 1000km,
K1d - achieved km in one day
The interest costs are calculated only if exist
for the vehicle.
The other costs – management costs:
Tu p r = H ⋅ K

id

[K M / d a y ]

H - the costs of the management in KM/km,
K1d - achieved km for one day.
5.7.4. Detrmination of the amount of lost
profit due to inability to use the vehicle
The amount of compensation due to inability
to use the vehicle is established on the basis by
realization and costs of the vehicle which that vehicle would realize if it had been used, as well as
the number of the lost working days, which is to
determine as follows:

N i d = A Dr ⋅ ( F f + D) ....................... [1]

A D r - the number of the lost working days
due the vehicle had not been used, Ts -the permanent costs for the vehicle which are excepted
from calculation, D = R 1 d − Ts - the profit for one
working day which could be earned if the vehicle
had not been damaged.
Type of the vehicle:
Model and the type of the vehicle:
The shape of the car body:
The number of chassis
The number of motor:
The year of production:
The number of doors:
The vehicle capacity:
The mass of the empty vehicle:
Kw/ccm:
The number of axis:
The tire size:
The number of tires:
Achieved mileage:
The date of accident:
The vehicle condition before s/n:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The number of the lost working days is to determine to needed time to repair the vehicle. In the
case of partly damage on the vehicle, the number
of the lost working days is limited on 45 working
days, and in the case of total damage, the number of
the lost working days is limited to 30 working days.
6. The practical example of determination
of lost profit in transportation services
6.1 The proceeding by the court decision
By the court decision, expert in traffic services
has to perform insight in circumstances for the
amount of the lost profit for period 26.9.2007. –
31.10.2007. due to inability to use the vehicle for
that period in total, as well as separately by days, on
the basis of the documentation and the evidences of
parties in procedure, which is approved by the court.
6.2 Determination of the activity of the vehicle
owner
By the municipality court decision, the vehicle
owner is in public transportation of goods in the
internal transport.
6.3 Identification of the vehicle for which the
amount of the lost profit is established
cargo

cargo

Mercedes Actros 1840,
puller,
WDB9530321K534505,
54194400155563,
2000,
2,
7740kg
290/11946
2,
12R22.5/80
6
635702
26.9.2007.godine around 09:00

Itas CPM-25/26 Ce
reservoir for powder goods
1990
25000kg
3,
385/65R22.5
6
technical in order
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6.4 Determination of the time during which
vehicle was not used

6.7. Determination of costs for using the
vehicle

By the level of the damage, for vehicle repair
– as in written protocol of the insurance company
– it is necessary to use about 31nč, so the number
of days needed for repair of the vehicle is:
AD r=

6.7.1. The parameters needed to determine
the costs for using the vehicle:
– The price of the brand new tmv Mercedes
type Actros: 219.290,00KM
– The amortization of the vehicle due it’s age:
78,6% (za 652.500km) [9]
– The influence of achieved mileage on amortization: (635702-652500)/30000 -0,56%
– The price of the vehicle on the day of
accident has occured: 48.156,10KM
– The price of the brand new semi-trailer type
ITAS: 121.731,00KM
– The amortization of the semi-trailer due it’s
age: 90% [6]
– The price of the vehicle on the day accident
has occurred: 12.173,10KM		
– The standard of puller’s fuel consumption:
37l/100km
– The fuel price in 2007 1,87KM/l
– The amount of the motor oil: 38l
– The price of the motor oil: 7,0KM/l
– The period of the oil change: 35000km
– The number of drivers – crew in vehicle 1
– The minimum gross income for one driver,
with taxes, in September of 2007: 619,22KM
– The number of tires on vehicle in total:
2+4+6 12
– The price of the tires for the vehicle:
2x700+4x350+6x410 5.260,00KM
– The lifetime of the tires: 50000km

31
≈ 4d a y s
8

6.5 Determination of the way of using the
vehicle for which the amount of
compensation for lost profit is established
Considering the fact that driver’s company did
not correctly fulfill travel orders for the vehicle,
in order to determine the realization of the work
of the cargo motor vehicle Mercedes Actros with
semi-trailer, I will analyze: the contract for ash
transportation from TE Ugljevik to FCL Lukavac,
signed in 9.3.2007. between the buyer and manager and purchase orders beetwen FCL Lukavac,
buyer and the driver’s company.
6.6 Determination of the price for using the
vehicle
The price for using the vehicle for:
- one working day is:

R 1 d = 7 , 5 ⋅ 2 5 ⋅ 2 = 3 7 5, 0 0 K M
- observed period from 26.9. to 31.10.2007. is:
R=R

1d

⋅ 3 6 = 13.5 0 0 ,0 0 K M

Table 5. The results of the analysis of the realization of transport contract
AD i
Inventory working days

AD r

Working days
The coefficient of utilization of the vehicle
Daily transport capacity
Costs of transportation

qd
c
K 1o = K p1 + K
K

The mileage for one working day
The sales price for one working day
The achieved realization for the observed period
1106

36 working days
1,0
50t
7,50KM/t

a

The mileage by one turn
Total mileage for one day

36 working days

K

1d

1d

= 2 ⋅ (K

p1

130km

t1

+ K t 1)

260km

= 2 ⋅ K n + 2 ⋅ ( K p1 + K t 1 )

270km

R 1d

375,00KM

R

13.500,00KM
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6.7.2. Calculation of variable daily expenses
for the vehicle

Tg + Tm + T a g + To d + Tr e g −o s + T f a m =

3 7 ⋅ 2 7 0 ⋅1, 8 7
+
10 0

0 ,10 8 6 ⋅ 2 7 0 ⋅ 7 2 ⋅ 7 0 0 + 4 ⋅ 3 5 0 + 6 ⋅ 410
+
+
10 0
5 0 .0 0 0
(1 6 0 2 + 2 6) + (4 2 5 + 2 0 8 7)
0, 0 9 2
+
⋅ 37 5 +
+
365
10 0
(4 8.15 6 ,1 0 + 12 .17 3 ,10
⋅ 270=
+
(5. 811 ⋅ 4 0 + 4 7 9 ,7 9 ) ⋅10 0 0
= 18 6 , 8 0 + 2 ,0 5 + 2 8, 4 0 + 3 4 , 5 0 + 11, 3 0 +
+ 2 2 , 8 7 = 2 8 5 , 9 2 [K M / d a y ]
+

6.7.3. Calculation of permanent daily expenses
for the vehicle
The costs of time amortization for the vehicle:
Tv a m + T

ld

+ Tk a m + Tu p r =

219 .2 9 0, 0 0 ⋅ 0 ,7 814 ⋅12 ,5
+
10 0 ⋅ 3 6 5

15 0
1 ⋅ 619 , 2 2
+ 0,00 +
=
30
30
= 5 8 ,6 0 + 2 0 , 6 0 + 0, 0 0 ' 5 ,0 0 =
= 8 4 , 2 0 [K M / d a y ]
+

6.7.4. Determination of the lost profit due to
inability to use the vehicle
The lost profit due to inability to use the vehicle:
- by the one working day:
N i d A D = T f + D = [8 4 , 2 0 + (3 7 5 ,0 0 − 2 8 5 , 9 2)] =
= 17 3 , 2 8 K M / c a r d a y

- during the repair work:
N i d 4 A D = A Dr ⋅ ( Ff + D) = 4 ⋅ [8 4 , 2 0 + (3 7 5, 0 0 − 2 8 5 , 9 2)] =
= 4 ⋅17 3 , 2 8 = 6 9 3 ,12 K M

- for observed period from 26.09.2007. to
31.10.2007.:
N i d = A D r ⋅ ( F f + D) = 3 6 ⋅ [8 4 , 2 0 + (3 7 5 ,0 0 − 2 8 5, 9 2)] =
= 3 6 ⋅17 3 , 2 8 = 6. 2 38 , 0 8 K M
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7. Conclusion
Insurance companies are trying to solve cases
of material damage by paying out the injured parties less as possible, which is, usually, amount
smaller than the real damage on the motor vehicle.
However, the injured party has legal right to equitable and in time payment of the damage.
It is justified to ask the question why is it so,
what makes a difference and why great number of
cases end in courts.
The rules of material damage evaluation were
made of those who were interested in such issues,
but with no experts in that field. Actual status of
the issue of establishing amount of reimbursement
for inability to use a vehicle is not coordinated,
not by methodology or by standards. This work
is an attempt to introduce methodology to determine the amount of compensation for the inability
of using vehicles, so the courts could give clear
and precise tasks to experts who will determine
amount of compensation for actual material damage due to inability to use vehicle on the basis of
the established facts and professional analysis, in
accordance with the rules and regulations.
High-quality rules and methodology of determining the amount of compensation for damages
by inability to use vehicles, which experts and insurance appraiser would use, will lead to:
- equitable and beforehand payment for
material damage,
- lowering costs for insurance companies on
the basis of payments for damages,
- reducing the number of civil proceedings on
the basis of damage compensation,
- increasing the insured person’s satisfaction.
Each insurance company, without delay, should
be interested in defining the rules and methodology for traffic-technical experts’ work made on
damage compensation due to owner’s inability to
use vehicle, both for commercial use, for making
profit and for personal use. However, insurance
companies should abandon internal methodologies and own rules for damage evaluation.
Besides for the above, it is necessary for insurance companies to devote greater attention to
acquainting with new repair technologies of the
vehicles. Standards for repairing of vehicles in our
1107
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region almost do not treat certain types of repairs,
which are, above all, related to electronics, ecological colors, passive protection of equipment on
the vehicle, etc.
All the above suggests that in this area a certain
conformity between insurance companies should
be done, in matter of techniques as well as on the
issue of the profession and legal norms.
The rulebook of single criteria for damage
evaluation and for the damage due to inability to
use vehicle is good basis which insurance companies should improve and innovate in line with new
demands which market of motor vehicles present
in front of insurance companies. The rulebook
should define damage compensation on basis of
inability to use vehicle, both for commercial purposes and for the vehicles used for making profit
and vehicles for personal use.
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Abstract
This paper examines the possibility of increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of the overhaul
process of technical systems using Lean concept
tools. The observed tools are: Nagara system, JustIn-Time and Layout. The simulation of work process was carried out with Microsoft Project software tool in a real overhaul-production system.
The first stage referred to the experimental research on the impact of Lean concept tool – Nagara system on work distribution and overhaul cycle
duration in the overhaul process of VIPER 63241/46 turbojet engines by redistribution of operations to workers qualified for several jobs.
At the second stage, the experimental research
on the impact of Lean concept tool – Just-In-Time
on work distribution and overhaul cycle duration
in the overhaul process of VIPER 632-41/46 turbojet engine by redistribution of the order of operations was conducted.
The third stage referred to the reconfiguration
of the spatial structure of overhaul-production system in order to improve the arrangement of technological systems and workplaces (Layout).
At the fourth stage, the experimental research
on the cumulative impact of three above mentioned Lean concept tools on the effectiveness and
efficiency of the overhaul process of technical systems was carried out.
The studies have shown that the application of
Lean concept tools may raise the level of effectiveness and efficiency of the overhaul process of
technical systems. This has shown that there are
certain rules in overhaul cycle process, which can
be reliable in estimation of the impact of analysed
Lean concept tools on effectiveness and efficiency
of the overhaul process of technical systems in
each overhaul-production system.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Key words: tool, Lean concept, effectiveness,
efficiency, process, overhaul, technical system,
Nagara system, Just-In-Time, Layout.
1. Introduction
In order to be effective1 and efficient2, in both
short and long term, organisational systems have
to use different Lean concept tools for production
management in their work. Over many years of
research, they have been developed by successful companies in highly developed countries with
the aim of satisfying the users of products and
services, and other interested parties. If applied
correctly, Lean concept tools enable continuous
improvements with minimal investment [1] to [5].
By applying different Lean concept tools for
production management, there is an attention to
standardize, and then permanently improve the
quality of work process in production systems.
The reasons for that should be found in the fact
that a standard process gives the standard quality
of product. That is why many companies are investing huge funds in the development and implementation of quality tools that will allow them the
ability of continuous and rapid adaptation to conditions that are constantly changing [6].
From the above, it is derived the main research
problem which is defined in the form of question,
and the research in this paper will look for answering the question:
1 Effectiveness means the ability of enterprise to produce
products in required amounts (quantity), of required
quality and by the deadlines. It shows the orientation of
enetrprise towards the external environment.
2 Efficiency means the achievement of economical goals of
enterprise (productivity, cost-effectiveness, profitability,
profit and etc.). The efficiency shows the orientation of
enetrprise towards the internal environemnt.
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How much the application of appropriate
Lean concept tools in production management
can contribute to increase the efficiency of enterprises engaged in the overhaul of technical
systems, and, in that way, the satisfaction of
their customers?
On the basis of seeking answers to these questions, the main hypothesis of this paper has arisen:
By applying different Lean concept tools in the
production process it is possible to increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of companies.
How to know what are the Lean concept tools
that need to be applied in order to increase effectiveness and efficiency? It is one of the most
frequent questions that is set in front of companies of every kind now. For this purpose, it will
be examined the impact of three different Lean
concept tools on increasing the effectiveness and
efficiency of enterprises engaged in the overhaul
of technical systems. This primarily refers to:
1. Just-In-Time (JIT),
2. Nagara system,
3. Layout.
Effects of applying above mentioned methods
and techniques on increasing the effectiveness and
efficiency of enterprises will be considered by:
– shortening overhaul/production cycle,
– maintaining delivery schedules,
– balance of capacity utilisation,
– reduction of uncompleted production,
– reduction of material stocks,
– increasing the productivity.
In this paper, effectiveness is a dependent variable. The independent variables are three above
mentioned methods and techniques that affect
the effectiveness and efficiency of enterprises engaged in the overhaul of technical systems.
2. Lean concept tools which affect the
effectiveness and effiency of overhaul
process of technical systems
2.1. Lean concept
Lean is an English word that is accepted without
translation for describing the set of management
methods and techniques, which are commonly re1110

ferred to as Lean concept tools, to reduce all present
forms of loss in production systems [1] to [5].
Initially, Lean terminology was exclusively related to production. After years of trying to introduce this concept only in the production processes
of American automobile manufacturers, it has
been concluded that something like that is impossible. In order to achieve the full effect of Lean, it
is necessary to adjust the entire enterprise to the
philosophy of continuous improvement of production process and loss elimination [7]. It is essential that all, from top management to the workers at the plant, understand the essence of Lean
and that they are committed to its implementation.
Thus, there is already a Lean enterprise, not only
production with Lean elements.
Lean concept can be described as the ability of
people to find effective and efficient solutions that
bring any organisation or company profit, and satisfaction to employees and buyers of goods and/or
services. It provides the ability to determine values,
carefully arrange activities that create value which
would be managed continuously and performed
day-to-day more economically and efficiently [7].
This concept is known as Lean thinking, and
expanded to other functional units of company, the
design, development and logistics [7]. By applying
this approach, the logistics network raises its performances to a higher level and harmonise all changes
in business processes with demands of consumers.
Basically, the principles of Lean thinking imply that
the goods are produced and delivered to customers
on time and in accordance with required sales.
Božičković [8] defined this concept as follows:
“Lean concept is a set of efficient and rational
procedures in a systemic use of principles, methods
and tools in industrial systems for finding and eliminating useless activities (losses and errors) in work
processes which creates required conditions for harmonious impact of company’s functions in a given
time and under certain environment conditions.”
2.2. Application of tools in lean concept
design procedures
To enable the whole Lean concept to be implemented, there is a set of tools (figure 1) which has
to be used within the company [8]. Besides the
tools shown in the figure, it is possible to create
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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and design other tools that for given conditions
provide better results (with tools and methods, for
a more detailed description of lean tools and methods see [9] and [10]). If we represent the tools used
in Lean concept design procedures as a house – a
firm creation of human work, and if we should explain the Lean concept as parts of the house, then
the supporting pillars would be Just-In-Time and
Jidoka (or making quality at source). The foundations of such house would be Lean philosophy, visual system control, stable and standardized processes and balanced production. The house would
be held by teams through teamwork with the aim
of continuous business improvement.

when needed, obtain according to required quality,
reduce preparatory time and increase effectiveness
and efficiency. To sum up, it is necessary, therefore, to increase the quality of all management
activities: the quality of records, procedures, procurement, delivery, forecasting and determination
of goals, and, of course, as a result of all activities
– the quality of products and their components.
Essentially, JIT is an approach that requires
the removal of all sources of waste, all that does
not add value in production activities providing
the right part in the right place at the right time.
Thus, the components are produced „just in time“
(JIT) to meet the needs of production, rather than
by the traditional approach, according to which
components are produced for „just in case“ – JIC
(Just-In-Case). The results of JIT are minimal inventories, lower costs, and better quality than in
the production for just in case [12].
2.2.2. Nagara system

Figure 1. Tools in Lean concept design
2.2.1. Just-in-time (JIT)
Just-In-Time (JIT) is a concept of production
and procurement that promotes the approach to
the management of production systems „right part
in the right place at the right time“. Using Toyota’s
words: „just in time“ = JIT = timely, at the right
time. The concept implies timely production and
delivery of products to customers. This method
of production and logistics support is achieved by
precise planning of production and distribution
chain management (for a more detailed description see [11] and [12]).
Therefore, JIT is not a technique, but a logical result of a set of techniques. It is, in fact, the
goal of strict control of supply, efficient planning
of production and company design, motivation of
employees, cost reduction, logistics and material
requirements planning – MRP. The combination
of these techniques leads to the implementation of
JIT concept. The bases of this approach are: obtain
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The problems of planning, management and
optimal use of available human potentials in the
implementation of production tasks deserve special attention because in them the sources of rational business are being searched for. In regard to
the fact that people are seen as participants in the
production process, more attention is being given
to the effective and efficient use of them.
The approach is based on the application of
Lean concept tool – Nagara system, which for human potentials imperatively requires greater interdisciplinary of individuals, i.e. variety of tasks
in the interest of all and not only the working efficiency. Thus, educated workers are assigned
handling multiple workplaces or machines for reducing the number of workers in the production
process, balance of the work distribution and more
economical production process, and that will significantly affect the effectiveness and efficiency of
each production system.
2.2.3. Arrangement of equipment in spatial
structures of systems (layout)
Arranging equipment in spatial structures of
systems is of great importance for achieving Lean
goals, because the arrangement of equipment is
1111
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a primary thing for those who want to be Lean.
Layouts consist of equipment and workplaces that
are set up to maintain a balanced flow of materials
and components needed for the implementation of
production program. The employees working in
these structures are qualified and trained for fast
and clear performances of work processes [8].
The advantages of forming production structures
according to the present approach rather than by traditional approach, are organised as follows [8]:
– shorter production cycle,
– improved quality – less chance of repeated
work for parts of lower quality,
– less material handling,
– improvement of coordination and
collaboration in the work,
– decrease in inventories of raw materials
and components,
– reduction of conflicts in departments and
between departments,
– simplified planning and scheduling,
– more rational use of space.
The arrangement of equipment should provide
a balanced flow of materials and work objects on
the principle of one-piece flow. Here, each object
or product goes through the process as a unit at
a time, without sudden interruption, according to
the intent which is determined by needs of customer. Thus, Lean concept implies the layout of
production system designed by present approach
(work unit) [8], in distinction from traditionally
organised production systems as it has been done
for the process, i.e. functional approach.
2.3. Overhaul of technical systems
Technical system is a set of elements and relations between them and their characteristics,
structured in a way that ensures the performance
of criteria functions at the time and under certain
environmental conditions.
The ability to perform the criteria function at
the time is called a working ability of technical
system. Once placed in the process of exploitation, every technical system is, however, under the
influences of different intensity that reduces their
working ability (accuracy, productivity, reliability
and cost-effectiveness).
1112

The number of impacts on technical systems in
exploitation is wide and varied, depending on the
purpose of the technical system. Common to all is
to have the consequence of creating a series of adverse effects in terms of deterioration of technical
characteristics and change of parameters of components and systems. This also leads to changes of
output parameters characteristics and decrease of
reliability or ultimately to a complete suspension
of work, that is, it causes failure of technical system. The above mentioned process is an inevitable
undesirability against which a series of preventive
measures, procedures and activities are undertaken at the stage of design, development, operation,
exploitation and direct maintenance.
When the working ability of the technical system drops to a minimal value, it is necessary to perform an overhaul, that is, regenerate the technical
system by replacement or regeneration of worn-out
parts and assemblies. In this sense, the overhaul3
can be defined as a set of activities and operations
performed on a technical system in a certain period
in order to return to allowed frameworks of earlier
lost working ability by replacement or regeneration
of worn-out parts and assemblies.
This definition indicates that the task of overhaul is the replacement or regeneration of wornout parts and assemblies with:
– minimum costs per unit of overhaul,
– the shortest time,
– minimal effort,
– prescribed quality.
The overhaul is the most complex aspect of
technical systems maintenance and depends primarily on the technological level, applied material, equipment, manufacturing technologies and
training level of performers.
The process of preparation and performance of
technical systems overhaul is organised into following phases:
– preparation of technical system for overhaul,
– acceptance of technical system for overhaul,
– overhaul of technical system,
– delivery of technical system to the user.

3 Here, the overhaul means general overhaul or general
repair of technical systems.
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In the process of overhaul performance, the most
significant is the overhaul of technical system phase
that takes the longest time, and whose implementation requires a specific production system with professional and experienced participants in the work
process and engagement of huge funds (up to 70 %
of the price of new technical system) [13].
By analysing the overhaul processes of technical
systems, the following characteristics are observed:
– lack of organisation,
– underdeveloped system of planning and
control of the realisation of planned tasks,
– simultaneous launches of complete products
(tools and equipment) to be created, as one
work command,
– scheduling of production process is not
done,
– unregulated flows of materials and
information (lots of feedback),
– low motivation level of participants in work
process,
– workplace of open type.
By removing the negative impact of these factors, the quality of the current state of work process
and organisation of overhaul-production system
would be changed. The quality changes would be
manifested in:
– shortening the cycle of overhaul/production,
– optimal use of available capacities,
– cost decrease per unit of overhaul.
3. Experimental research
By applying the developed procedures in the
design of proposed model [14] with the support
of Microsoft Project software tool and MINITAB software tool, the experimental testing of the
model support for functional requirements of the
overhaul process of technical systems in terms of
implementation and the impact of three Lean concept tools:
– Nagara system (factor A),
– Just-In-Time (factor B),
– Layout (factor C)
on the work distribution and overhaul cycle in
the overhaul process of turbojet engines in a real
overhaul-production system.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

3.1. Work distribution
The conducted experiment was a check of behaviour of work distribution in the overhaul process of VIPER 632-41/46 turbojet engine depending on three above mentioned Lean concept tools.
The diagram of impact of observed Lean concept tools on work distribution is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Diagram of work distribution as a
function of Lean tools in research
From the diagram in Figure 2, we notice that
there is a significant balance of work distribution
between the fourth and fourteenth work day, which
suggests that the implementation of these Lean
concept tools may lead to a overhaul-production
system whose balance of work distribution in the
overhaul process of technical systems will be acceptable as well as the level of its efficiency.
However, further research should be directed at
Nagara system in a business process in order to
define the number of workers and interdisciplinary nature of individuals as a function of overhaulproduction program of observed overhaul-production system.
3.2. Overhaul cycle
Analytical data obtained in studies on the impact of Lean tools on overhaul cycle can be successfully presented and simulated by factor analysis 23. Directing is performed towards three Lean
concept tools, as shown in Table 1. As a measuring
characteristic of the observation, it has been taken:
the time of overhaul cycle - Trc.
The conducted experiment was a check of behaviour of the overhaul cycle of VIPER 632-41/46
turbojet engine depending on these three Lean tools.
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Table 1. The time of overhaul cycle – Trc in hours: initial matrix of experiment
JUST-IN-TIME

LAYOUT

with

LAYOUT 1
LAYOUT 2

without

with

NAGARA SYSTEM

NAGARA SYSTEM

without
334.92
333.67

with
338.75
337.75

without
323.75
321.08

with
333.67
332.67

Table 2. The estimated effects and coefficients for Trc

Factorial Fit: Trc versus NAGARA SYSTEM. JUST IN TIME. LAYOUT

Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Trc (coded units)
Term
Constant
NAGARA SYSTEM
JUST-IN-TIME
LAYOUT
NAGARA SYSTEM*JUST-IN-TIME
NAGARA SYSTEM*LAYOUT
JUST-IN-TIME*LAYOUT
NAGARA SYSTEM*JUST-IN-TIME*LAYOUT

Effect
7,355
- 8,480
- 1,480
3,400
0,480
- 0,355
0,355

Coef
332,033
3.678
- 4.240
- 0,740
1,700
0,240
- 0,178
0,178

In Table 1, data for mean time of the overhaul cycle
of VIPER 632-41/46 turbojet engine are given.
Statistical behaviour analysis of factors in the
experiment is shown by MINITAB software tool.
The layout of experiment plan is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Pareto diagram of the impact of factors on overhaul cycle – Trc

Figure 3. The layout of experiment plan
The estimated effects, coefficients for the regression model and the analysis of variance –
ANOVA are given in Table 2.
The diagram of the impact of observed factors
on overhaul cycle is given in Figure 4.
1114

From Figure 4, we notice that the highest impact has a factor „B“. The following is a factor
„A“ and a combination of factors „AB“. It is noted
that the factor „C“ and the combination of factors
„AC“, „ABC“ and „BC“ are not significant.
The behaviour of main effects of factors (Nagara system, Just-In-Time and Layout) on overhaul
cycle – Trc is shown in Figure 5, and their interaction in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Effects of main factors in the observation of overhaul cycle time

Figure 6. The interaction of observed factors
The regression equation of time behaviour of
overhaul cycle – Trc was obtained by regression
analysis as follows:
Trc = f(A,B,C) = 336 + 7,36 A – 8,48 B – 1,48 C
........................................ (1)
The regression equation gives the rules of overhaul cycle performance bringing the effectiveness of
the overhaul process of technical system in overhaul
to the functional dependence on the efficiency of
work process of overhaul-production system with
the conclusion that the implementation of Lean tools
may lead to the overhaul-production system with an
acceptable level of effectiveness and efficiency of
the overhaul process of technical systems.
Conclusion
The studies conducted in this paper have had an
aim to prove the hypothesis, according to which
the application of different Lean concept tools
in overhaul process can increase the effectiveness and efficiency of companies.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The presented research has proved the hypothesis because the paper also shows the possibility
of increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of
companies by applying three above mentioned
Lean concept tools in overhaul process. The central place in the analysis of the application of Lean
concept tools is taken by several factors:
–– Labour potential management (Nagara
system). In the present research, it has been
done an analysis of the labour potential in
the observed overhaul-production system
in terms of interdisciplinary nature of
individuals, i.e. variety of tasks in the interest
of all and not only the working efficiency. In
this case, 33 workers were identified from
a group of 68 who were assigned to serve
more workplaces and machines.
–– Overhaul cycle time management (Just-InTime). Here, we analysed the functioning
of the proposed model of overhaul cycle
time management in order to prove that the
application of Just-In-Time (JIT) principle
in the management of production process
can lead to overhaul-production system
whose competitiveness is based, in addition
to quality, costs and flexibility, on time –
TBC (Time-Based Competition) not only
by faster throughput of existing technical
systems in overhaul but also timely delivery
of overhauled technical systems.
–– Spatial structure reconfiguration (Layout).
In the observed overhaul-production system,
it has been applied the analysis of flows of
work objects in order to improve, that is, settle
the flows of work objects by rearranging
workplaces and technological systems
(Layout).
–– Factor analysis. The presentation of
functional dependency and the behaviour
of Lean concept tools in research of the
overhaul process of turbojet engines: Nagara
system (labour potential management), JIT
(production cycle time management) and
Layout (arrangement of workplaces and
technological systems). The processing has
been performed by MINITAB software tool.
The application of lean tools in the research of
developed model for the management of the over1115
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haul process of technical systems on a real system
– the company has been given the following results:
– The overhaul cycle has been reduced by
28.3 to 47.8% compared to the traditional
approach in the management of overhaul
process in overhaul-production systems.
– The number of performers (workers) in
overhaul-production system is reduced by
51.5%, with overhaul cycle duration that has
practically remained the same (increased
by 3.1%), which is satisfying in terms of
norms in the research area. In particular, this
refers to the choice possibility of the work
potential of qualified and educated workers
in the performance of key work processes.
– The entropy of system which is created by
the presence of inefficient workers who
refuse or postpone the realisation of tasks
because of constant requirements for help in
diagnosing the condition has been avoided.
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Abstract
In this paper we will be discussing dynamic
behaviour and loads exerted on transmission elements in motor vehicles, represented through the
form of elasto-inertial torsion model with two
masses and clearance in-between the elements
connexion. Apart from analytical discussion, we
will also give the results of experimental research
of impact of clearance onto the momentum of torsion value of a passenger vehicle half-shaft. We
will show the impact of clearance onto the applicable element load according to material strength
and fatigue criteria. Assessment of the residual
lifetime of elements from the given momentum
and condition of elements to the momentum when
the limit states are reached is given depending on
the speed of wearing and the value of maximum
allowed wearing.
Key words: clearance, transmission element,
vehicle, load, lifetime.
1. Introduction
Motor vehicle transmission elements are complex functional and construction systems exposed
to the effects of load originating from the engine
and surface.
These loads create the resulting load with two
main components: quasi-static and dynamic. Quasi-static loads are slow changing, random loads
with frequency not higher than 1¸2 Hz, [1]. Dynamic loads are fast changing loads and they can
be continuous and impulse. Continuous dynamic
loads of oscillatory character originate from the
engine and road micro surface. Impulse loads
occur due to sudden changes of external loads
or changes of structure and system dynamic parameters. Particular types of these loads represent
independent and rare events which are described
through Poisson distribution. So, the probability
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

of gear shift and vehicle jolt may be (with reliability higher than 0.95 according to c2 criterion)
defined through Poisson distribution [2]:
F (n , l ) =

l

n

n!

⋅ e −l ......................... (1)

Value and character of dynamic loads is greatly
influenced by condition of transmission elements
which is changing during the exploitation.
2. Wearing process and creation of clearance
Condition of transmission elements is changing
during exploitation due to wearing of contact surfaces of connected elements and element deformation.
Basic indicators of wearing process are:
– Changes in element dimensions (wearing
value) during the process acting at the right
angle on the friction surface – linear wearing
h, Picture 1a,
– Changes in wearing speed vh=dh/dt, Picture
1b.

Picture 1. Wearing process [2]; a) changes in
wearing value with time, b) changes of wearing
speed with time
In the wearing process there are three periods:
A - warm-up period,
B – normal work period and
C- wearing period.
Connexion of wearing with the working time
of the elements can, generally, be given as [3], [4]:
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h = h 0 + c ⋅ t b .............................. (2)
A consequence of wearing is the clearance
(dead zone) in connected elements, which represents non-linearity with dead zone and linear parts.

Where:
M C0 =

c ⋅ (J 1R + J 2 R )
J 1R ⋅ M 2 + J 2 R ⋅ M 1
,p =
.
J 1R ⋅ J 2 R
J 1R + J 2 R

The period of self-oscillations is:
3. Power transmission models
3.1. Linear power transmission model
In general case, model of damped torsional oscillations of power transmission from n rotation
masses can be written in the form of matrix equation, [5]:

T=

2p
................................... (6)
p

In general case linear increase of momentum
M1 with time t0 is shown on Picture 3, which can
be described in the following manner:

   
. 
.
J ⋅ j  + B ⋅ j  + C ⋅ j  = M  ............. (3)
 
 
   

t

M 10 ⋅ , 0 £ t < t 0
M 1 (t ) = 
................. (7)
t0
 M 10 ,
t ≥ t0

The solution of matrix equation (3) with multiple masses is analytically very complex, and
therefore simplified models are used [6].
So, elasto-inertial torsion models with two
masses can be used as well.
General elasto-inertial torsion model with two
masses is shown below on Picture 2, [5].

Dynamic load value in elastic connexion depends on drive momentum increase rate and system oscillatory characteristics, which is defined
through load coefficient l=t0/T.
Increase of dynamic loads in elastic connexion,
Picture 2, is represented through dynamic coefficient [7]:
KD = 1+

sin p l

pl

........................... (8)

Chart of dynamic coefficient changes depending on load parameters is given on Picture 4, [8].
For the value l>0.5 dynamic coefficient is:
Picture 2. Elasto-inertial torsion model with two
masses
Differential equations of motion of this system
in the warm-up phase are:

KD =1+

1
.............................. (9)
p⋅l

which is shown on Picture 4 as a dashed line.

.
.
.

J 1R ⋅ j 1 + b j 1 − j 2  + c(j1 − j 2 ) = M 1


...... (4)
.
.
.


J 2 R ⋅ j 2 − b j 1 − j 2  − c(j1 − j 2 ) = − M 2



On the basis of the equations (4), ignoring
damping (b=0), where the initial conditions are
zero, elastic connexion momentum can be written
as, [7]:

Picture 3. Drive momentum increase chart

M C (t ) = M C 0 ⋅ (1 − cos p t ) ................... (5)
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Picture 6. Elasto-inertial torsion model with two
masses and clearance

Picture 4. Dynamic coefficient change chart
With an instant increase of momentum M1, dynamic coefficient is KD=2.
3.2. Non-linear power transmission model
Non-linear transmission model include the
presence of clearance in connexions of particular
transmission elements.
Non-linear characteristic of clearance with
dead zone is shown on Picture 5, [8].

Movement of masses through clearance may
be divided into multiple phases. Concretely, it can
be divided into five phases [9].
We may apply the simplified approach which
starts from the following equations of system
masses movements shown on Picture 6, [5]:
.
.
.

J 1 R ⋅ j 1 + b j 1 − j 2  + M C = M 1


.............(11)
.
.
.

J 2 R ⋅ j 2 − b j 1 − j 2  − M C = − M 2



Impact of the clearance onto the load of elastic
connexion may be included through initial conditions while solving the equation. (4).
In such a manner, the momentum acting of
elastic connexion is [7]:
M C (t ) = M C 0 ⋅ (1 − cos p t ) +

ω0 ⋅ c
p

⋅ sin p t

....................................... (12)
Picture 5. Non-linear characteristic of clearance
Torsion momentum in elastic connexion with
clearance is:

MC

 
jz
jz 
£ j1 − j 2
,
 c ⋅  j1 − j 2 −
2 
2
 
j
j

− z £ j1 − j 2 £ z
=  0,
2
2

j
j


z
c ⋅  j − j +
, j1 − j 2 £ − z
2
  1
2 
2


....................................... (10)
Elasto-inertial torsion model with two masses
and clearance is shown on Picture 6.
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In the mathematical statement (12) the second
member originates from impact in the clearance.
Angular speed of masses colliding with each
other is:
ω0 =

2 ⋅ M1 ⋅ j z
....................... (13)
J1

If the clearance exists, dynamic coefficient can
be expressed as, [7]:
 ω ⋅c 

K D = 1 + 1 +  0
 M C0 ⋅ p 

2

................. (14)

Expression (14) shows that, with a constant
external load KD>2 for all the values originating
from impact in the clearance.
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4. Experimental research
Experimental research was performed on vehicle FORD Escort, which was adequately prepared
for the research, Picture 7, [9]. Half-shafts were
fitted with measuring devices in order to measure
torsion momentum, Picture 7.

According to the statement (14) KD>2, which
means that at the given values of transmission elements parameters and work regime parameters KD
may be higher than half-shaft safety level, which
is n=2¸2,5 [10].
Clearance also influences half-shaft fatigue
loads. The influence is derived from processing
the curves 1 and 2 from Picture 8. Through the application of cross-section method we derermined
curves 1 and 2, on the basis of which we formed
histograms, and on the basis of the histograms we
made distribution curves related to half-shaft torsion momentum, Picture 9 [9].

Picture 7. Vehicle FORD Escort with measuring
devices
Angular clearance on half-shaft which is made
out of two parts is jz=100. On the second halfshaft there is no clearance.
Diagrams showing changes in torsion momentum on half-shafts, at the moment the vehicle
starts moving, were obtained through experimental research and are given on Picture 8 [9].

Picture 8. Changes in torsion momentum on
half-shafts; the vehicle at rest starts moving in the
first gear; 1- half-shaft with clearance, 2- halfshaft without clearance
On the diagrams of torsion momentum the increase at the first peak is more than 15%.
1120

Picture 9. Processing of experimentally obtained
torsion momentums on half-shafts, by applying
the method of cross section of the given levels
[9]; 1- half-shaft with clearance, 2- half-shafts
without clearance
From the behaviour of the curves we can notice
the following:
– Maximum frequencies of momentum with
and without clearance are the same;
– Momentum with maximum frequency is
higher by more than 20% in half-shaft with
clearance;
– In the area of higher torsion momentum
values, (above the momentum with
maximum frequency) the frequency of
momentum at an adequate level is higher
than with half-shaft with clearance.
Starting from hypotheses on accumulation of
material damage, it can be proved that the relation
between the lifetime of half-shaft with clearance T1
and half-shaft without clearance T2, while working
during the abovementioned transitional regimes, is:
T1  M 2ekv
=
T2  M 1ekv

m


 ......................... (16)



Since M2ekv<M1ekv it is clear that T1< T2.
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5. Residual lifetime
Residual lifetime of the element represents the
time from the initial condition until reaching the
limit state, after which the use of the element cannot be considered appropriate.
Limit state for mechanical systems is usually
related to wearing, i.e. creation of clearance.
Ultimate wearing, according to the wearing
curve flow, Picture 1a, is defined by G point.
Ultimate wearing, under the criteria of strength,
implies all the wearing values which can cause element collapse due to reduced cross-section.
For particular elements, ultimate wearing may
be connected with the occurrence of fatigue fracture or loss of element’s geometrical shape.
The definition of ultimate element state, apart
from technical criteria, also includes economic
criteria. With the ultimate wearing values defined,
according to technical criteria (hgr.T) and economic
criteria (hgr.E), the valid value is the lower one:
hgr=min(hgr.T, hgr.E)........................ (17)
Ultimate wearing value according to economic
criteria (hgr.E), in most of the cases, is close to the
value of allowed wearing specified by the manufacturers of transmission elements.
Residual lifetime of transmission elements,
from the moment t1, which corresponds to wearing
h1 until the moment t2, which corresponds to maximum allowed wearing hdoz, may be determined in
the following manner.
Through wearing curve linearisation, in the part
correlating to normal wearing, Picture 1a, we get
the approximately constant wearing speed which
can be expressed as [3]:
vH =

hdoz − h1
= t g (a ) .................. (18)
t 2 − t1

Residual lifetime of the element Tp is:
T p = t 2 − t1 =

hdoz − h1
.................... (19)
vH

Total lifetime of the element, until reaching maximum allowed wearing, including warm-up time is:
T = t0 +

hdoz − h0
........................ (20)
vH
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6. Conclusion
On the basis of this paper we can draw the following conclusions:
– Existence of clearance in between
transmission elements connexions creates
the increase of dynamic load of the elements,
and consequently reduces energy efficiency
and vehicle performance,
– Occurrence of clearance n between
transmission elements connexions reduces
their residual lifetime according to both
technical and economic criteria,
– On the basis of the known condition (how
much had already been damaged by the
wearing process) and wearing speed we
can determine residual lifetime until the
maximum allowed wearing has been reached.
Notation
n - Number of changes of nth gear within 1km of
road
l = n - Average number of all gear shifts within

1km of road
h0 - Wearing value (element wearing) after wormup period
c - Random value depending on surface properties, exploitation conditions, etc.
b - Shaft groove coefficient, which is 1,1 [3], [4]
J, B, C - inertia, damping and rigidity matrixes,
with nxn dimensions
.   .   
j, j, j - Angular acceleration vectors, an   

gular speed and angular positions of centres
of rotating masses, with nx1 dimension
 
M  - External exciting momentum vector, origi 

nating from drive engine and movement resistance, with nx1 dimension
J1R - Reduced inertia momentum of masses of the
drive part of the system
J2R - Reduced inertia momentum of masses of the
driven part of the system
M1 - Drive momentum
M2 - Resistance momentum which can be continuous and changing (depending on the system
position, time or speed)
b - Damping
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c - Reduced rigidity of elastic system elements
MC0 - Constant momentum component
p - Circular frequency of self-oscillations of a
system with two masses
t0 - Drive momentum increase time
jz - Reduced clearance in radians
m - The Veler curve exponent
n - Number of momentum levels in histogram
M1ekv and M2ekv - Equivalent half-shaft torsion momentums
hj - Wearing of jth element
ij - Transmission ratio characterising the influence of jth element onto the value of clearance
regarding the element in question
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Abstract
The paper represents conducted safety assessment analysis of Android operating system, as well
as of its safety mechanisms. Qualitative risk assessment which impacts operating system stability has
been carried out scientifically. Increased risk level
has negative impact to operating system stability as
well as to potential violation of data integrity which
would make the system vulnerable or less stable.
Security solution for alleviation of undesired risk
has been suggested on the basis of analysis.
Key words: Android, safety, risk assessment,
security solution
1. Introduction
Increased need for software flexibility of mobile
devices resulted with development of new operating system which brings along set of conveniences
which make device handling easier for regular users. Some of these features are as it follows:
– User-friendly software;
– User interface;
– User applications;
– Integration of several devices in one;
– Device handling;
– Database.
Operating system presents main connection
between user applications and device hardware at
which it functions. Conformity of operating system
for mobile device users has contributed to improvement of functionality of the same to the great extent.
Features of well projected operating system reflect
in conformity to user and user interface, user applications, as well as accessibility to required user
data. Need for improvement of especially mobile
device handling led to manufacturers’ implementation of completely new, comprehensive and openVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

programme platform which will offer comfortable
and efficient work to vast majority of users.
In order to improve mobile device handling,
manufacturers made suitable software for each and
individual new hardware. Every market launch of a
new lot of certain phone type required new software
version or revision of an existing one. Situation has
changed with creation of operating systems which
contributed a lot to improvement of mentioned
functionalities as well as to mobile device handling.
Android operating system is primarily dedicated
to mobile device users, regardless of the fact whether phone or PC users are in question. Platform has
open-programme and as such, it is exposed to vast
number of typical attacks [1]. Attacks to Android
operating system may cause a sequence of undesired activities, from full to partial mobile device
malfunctioning, sending of MMS or text messages,
or even personal data stealing from PCs [2]. Mentioned attacks may be realised via GSM, 3G or
4G network, Bluetooth connection, via WiFi, over
USB ports, Access points etc. [3].
Potential attackers usually use programmes
which are specially designed for certain attack
type. Some of malicious programmes for Android
are the following: FakePlayer, GPSSMSSpy,
TapSnake, SMSReplicator, etc [4]. Some studies of these areas shows that malware authors are
quickly learning from each other to create hybrid
threats. For example, one recent Android malware, i.e., AnserverBot [5] (reported in September
2011), is clearly inspired from Plankton [6] (reported in June 2011) to have the dynamic capability of fetching and executing payload at runtime,
posing signiﬁcant challenges for the development
of next-generation anti-mobile-malware solutions.
We have to acknowledge that today’s mobile viruses are very similar to computer viruses in terms
of their payload. However, it took computer viruses
over twenty years to evolve, and mobile viruses
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have covered the same ground in a mere two years.
Without doubt, mobile malware is the most quickly
evolving type of malicious code, and clearly still
has great potential for further evolution. [7-8].
Risk is becoming much higher since Android
pertains to open-source software family hence
malicious users may exploit it and manipulate
with it to a certain extent.
This paper analyses existing safety mechanisms which have been implemented in Android
operating system. Moreover, it will be considered
in the paper if suggested guidelines are safe for
alleviation of undesired risk in case of an attack.
Problem which imposes itself here relates to
improvement of safety mechanism within Android operating system. Subject of examination
in this paper is the analysis of safety assessment of
Android operating system as well as analysis of its
safety mechanisms. Having in mind complexity of
examination subject and topic comprehensiveness,
defining of survey problem may be presented with
the appliance of certain safety recommendations.
Question which is actually raised in this paper
examines at what extent safety infrastructure can
respond to raising threats which present risk for
certain safety system? How much is current safety
system reliable and is it possible that transfer of
confidential data from sender to recipient can be
ready enough to respond to both potential internal
and external threats? Is it possible that this system
can be upgraded or is it required that part of safety
system is replaced? This paper is set to provide
answers to all of these questions. [9]
Manner of examination in this paper has been
conditioned with survey subject. [10] Research
method is based on previous theoretical findings,
as well as on new scientific information within this
area, which have served as orientation and general
guide for the survey. Survey is to be based on several examination methods such as basic methodical
and synthetic methods, hypothetically-deductive
method, comparative method, as well as statistical
and praxis methods. Several copyright papers have
been used for the topic as primary data sources, and
books of other authors and electronic databases
have been used as secondary ones. Time period of
mentioned survey has been two years.
Survey has been conducted with the main aim
to analyze in details current safety status of An1124

droid operating system and to prove by experiment
that change of standard procedure for increase in
safety level is possible. Theoretically experimental surrounding has been set and the analysis of
obtained results was provided, on the basis of
which current system amenities and shortcomings
have been defined.
With the following hypothetical analysis it is
possible to increase level of trust into concrete operating system, by using certain recommendations
for improvement of entire safety system.
Generally speaking, reflective assumption within planned survey is the detailed analysis on the basis of which improvement of safety of Android operating system has been suggested. Scientific goal
in this paper will be conditioned by scientific description of survey with safety elements referring to
Android operating system, while social goal of this
paper will be represented via system features which
will be enumerated within the same. Scientific justification of the survey lies in growing need of protected data transfer between two or more users, and
which is to be based on use of safety mechanisms.
In the first part of this paper we have carried out
the analysis of safety mechanisms of Android operating system. Safety mechanisms and their developing surrounding have been determined. Second part of the paper relates to safety assessment
of the current system, as well as to potential attacks
and threats which might occur during conduction
of certain processes within the system. Third part
is characterized by proposals which came out of
analysis of safety mechanisms of the system. Certain recommendations for achievement of higher
level of trust into the system have been provided.
Paper ends with the conclusion taken on the basis of system analysis and recommendation for its
improvement.
2. Android safety system
Android presentsa programme dedicated to
mobile devices, which consists of operating system, framework and other key programmes. At the
beginning Android was developed individually by
Google, in order to join OHA (Open Handset Alliance) later.
All Android applications have been written with
Java programme language and based on API funcVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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tions which are implemented in SDK (Software
Development Kit) Android development surrounding [11]. Several safety mechanisms are also integral parts of Android working surrounding which
may be presented within three main groups, being:
Linux mechanisms, development surrounding and
Android specific safety mechanisms.
2.1. Linux mechanism
Every Android package file being installed (.apk),
obtains unique Linux POSIX (Portable Operating
System Interface) user key [12]. That enables that
two processes being conducted in real time cannot
exist. This feature prevents that applications obstruct each other in conduction of certain processes.
In order that two applications could be conducted
in real time they would have to share joint key, i.e.
Shared Key must have been provided, which might
be obtained by use of same digital signature for
given application. Data files in Android operating
system (both application and system ones) are based
on Linux mechanism, hence every data file is connected with proprietary data file via key which has

triple role: reading, writing and accomplishing. First
key part depends on the owner while second one
depends on the user. Third key part is dedicated to
rest of the users. All data files in Android operating
system are owned by the system or root user. Allocation of rights of use to different users for different
applications should be secured by safety access settings for a certain data file. Adjustment in data file
access is not necessary in case that joint access key
is used. This mechanism has found its use within applications dealing with the following: user and managing programmes, terminals, hardware sensors and
sensors of power statuses, audio and video ports etc.
2.2. Development surrounding
Android possesses hardware component which
serves for memory managing, called Memory management. Role of this component is to split memory
required for one process accomplishment in such a
manner that it does not obstruct accomplishment of
some other process, by which virtual memory necessary for current process accomplishment is created.
Safety of process accomplishment within Android

Table 1. Android safety mechanism
Mechanism
Linux mechanism
Posix users

Description
Every application has access with different keys.

Installed application folder is accessible only to
that application.
Development surrounding
Every process has been started within its own
Memory managing
strand.
Type of safety
Accomplishment in line with certain format.
Safety functions of
Use of sim card for checking of user id
mobileoperator
Android safety mechanisms
Every application uses licence for process
User licences
conduction.
Every component within the application possesses
Component
certain visibility level on the basis of which
accomplishment
right of approach to other application has been
determined.
Application
Apk data files areprogram-signed and verified.
signing
Every application starts within its own virtual
Dalvik vm
process.
Data access
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Safety problem
It guarantees uniqueness of
application use.
It guarantees right of data access.
Conduction of permits and
information revealing.
It controls loading of memory buffer.
Reduction in phone call stealing.
Reduction in possibility of malicious
programme acting.
It limits use of one application
by the other and access to certain
components.
It controls if two applications have
the same owner/author.
It controls memory buffer, code
conduction and process termination.
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operating system has been secured with the language itself which entire platform has been executed
at. This does not mean that “overflow” is impossible
to occur, i.e. to come to overloading of memory buffer which would create full, partial or just violation
of limits of current process accomplishment.
As it was aforementioned, Android has been
written with Java program language which means
that applications made within this program language are less sensitive to execution of some random applications. Exceptions present applications
or code parts which have been deliberately written by programmers and which may be conducted
without user control. In case that certain derived
libraries written in C program language are used,
there is a possibility of Android operating system
safety framework endangering.
Mobile services offered by Android operating
system present as well safety subject. Purpose of
this system is to offered so-called “3A” (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting). These features Android borrows from model phone itself.
Authentication is usually committed to SIM card
adjustment of mobile subscriber as well as related
protocols for data exchange.
2.3. Android safety mechanisms
Android possesses specific system of safety licenses which are being used for assurance of conduction of tasks which it may carry out. There are
over 100 different licenses which can be conducted within Android, from the license to dial certain
No, use the camera, listen to music, go to Internet
to even permanent disabling of phone functioning. In order that some process could obtain the license, it is necessary to require it specifically from
operating system. All the licenses within Android
operating system are split to 4 levels[1]:
1. Normal level – application is within allowance
level and it is not excessively dangerous,
2. Dangerous level – application is at higher
level in comparison to the normal one and
such a licence must be approved by the user,
i.e. must be explicitly conducted,
3. Signature level - licence must be guaranteed
solely for those packages which have been
signed by the same owner signature as
signature on the licence,
1126

4. SignatureOrSystem level – special level of
licences which guarantees that data file is
safe for system implementation.
Upon process of application installation the licenses being based on given application checking
are assigned, on the level of user approval. Licenses are being adjusted after application installation
and these are not to be subject to adjustments
unless the user does it by its own. Licenses being previously rejected might be additionally approved. Levels of user licenses cannot be changed
during application conduction.
System of application signing has been implemented within Android operating system. Every
installation application within Android system has
been packed in .apk archive. Android requires that
all the installations must be directly signed. Signing within Android operating system is conducted
in order that notifications from one or more owners/authors are checked. This feature is being used
as controlling mechanism for joint keys for work
on signature and SignatureOrSystem safety level.
3. Potential attacks
In order that the attack could be conducted
externally, the device should be connected to Internet or local network. First step upon the attack
implies communication channel tapping which
eliminates Internet in this case. Therefore we do
consider that the device is much more vulnerable
when being connected to local network that is at
host-based level. Second problem relates to applications which install mechanically and which
bring certain risks for operating system. The user
has a possibility to change the license and to allow lower safety level to a certain application. Besides, shared or joint key enables license sharing
in between applications without user interaction.
Moreover, it has been concluded that malicious programmers may enter via Web browsers.
Google’s WebKit presents an open source project
and as such possesses set of vulnerable features
which have been proved so far. Some of the attacks are memory overflow and certain vulnerabilities at XSS part which were created due to use of
outdated derived libraries. Both attacks enable to
a potential attacker application of malicious proVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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grammers on the device and licence obtaining for
access to certain web applications [13].
When connecting via Bluetooth malicious instruction inserting may not occur at all, since this
connection possesses several safety mechanisms.
To begin with, Bluetooth device might be set to be
invisible. In case of visible connection, the same
might be set to become deactivated after couple
of minutes. In case of device pairing, user must
accept the connection and owner must manually
install the data files.
Safety analysis has shown that the system is
well-protected from SQL attacks; however, certain parts are fully exposed to potential modification, as it is the case with SD memory card.
On the picture below results of qualitative risk
analysis have been presented. Aim of this assessment is to identify potential risks and threats which
the device having Android operating system might
be exposed to. The assessment is based on the impact and possibilities of different threats using
certain vulnerabilities within Android framework,
which disable or misuse confidentiality, availability and integrity of Android framework parts.
Some of these parts are as it follows:
– Confidential content being saved on the
device (images, contacts, mails, documents
etc.);
– Applications and services (SMS/text
messages, MMS, e-mail etc.);
– Certain resources (batteries, memory, RAM
etc.);
– Device’s hardware, including the device
itself (SD cards, camera etc.).
The most important threats being mentioned in
the paper have been classified within three groups:
highly unlikely to happen, possible to happen and
highly likely to happen, while three potential
impacts have been classified within other three
groups: low impact, moderate and hard impact.
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Figure 1. Qualitative safety assessment on the
basis of impact and likeli hood of certain risk
appearance
Influences which create certain threats have
been split to 16 cases and presented at Figure 1:
1. Unauthorised use of certain services and
functions (e.g. sending of text messages
/ MMS, phone call dialling or redialling
of the same), use of certain component
vulnerability which has been exposed to
Internet impacts over remote access[1].
2. Unauthorised activities on the network or
network device (e.g. spam message sending,
getting other network devices infected,
sniffing, scanning) which remotely misuse
vulnerability of the base component which
has been exposed to Internet impacts.
3. Misuse of expensive services and certain
functions (e.g. sending of text messages /
MMS, phone call dialling or redialling of the
same) which requires use of the component
which is vulnerable to a certain extent.
4. Unauthorised activities on the network or
network device (e.g. spam message sending,
getting other network devices infected,
sniffing, scanning) conducted by certain
application which misuses vulnerability of
the base system component [14].
5. Misuse of expensive services and certain
functions (e.g. sending of text messages
/ MMS, phone call dialling or redialling
of the same) and unauthorised use of user
licences which have been approved by the
user of initiated installation.
6. Unauthorised activities on the network or
network device (e.g. spam message sending,
1127
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getting other network devices infected,
sniffing, scanning) and unauthorised use of
user licences which have been approved by
the user of initiated installation [14].
7. Unauthorised remote turning off of
applications or devices within components
being exposed to Internet impacts.
8. Unauthorised turning off of applications or
part of the device by malicious application
which misuses vulnerability of the base
system component.
9. Unauthorised turning off of applications or
part of the device by use of user licences
which have been approved by the user of
initiated installation.
10. Damaging or modification of personal
data, and / or blocking, modification, and
/ or device tapping over communication
network (e.g. phone calls, Internet communication, e-mails or text messages / MMS)
which remotely misuse vulnerability of
the base components being exposed to
Internet impacts.
11. Damaging or modification of personal
contents, and blocking, modification
and device tapping over communication
network which misuse vulnerability of the
base system component.
12. Damaging or modification of personal
data, and / or blocking, modification, and
/ or device tapping over communication
network by use of user licences which
have been approved by the user of initiated
installation.
13. Damaging or modification of personal
data during examination of malicious
web-pages.
14. Blocking, modification or tapping of
network devices or part of communication
network in cases when the user is connected
to unreliable, i.e. public network.
15. Use of services with infected text
messages, MMS or e-mails; presentation
of various ads through user web browser
upon Internet content examination.
16. Loss of stability of work of hardware
components; causing failures of the same.
On the basis of safety analysis of Android
operating system four groups of potential
1128

risks have been determined. These risks
have been created by grouping several
threats with higher safety level.
Risk 1.: Unauthorized access and (or) integrity
and (or) data confidentiality by the licence for certain application installation. This scenario is highly likely to happen and it can create huge risk for
the device [13].
Risk 2.: Unauthorized access and (or) integrity
and (or) data confidentiality by misuse of shortcomings within Linux kernel or certain libraries.
Although this scenario is not highly likely to happen, it can create a lot of damage for the device.
Risk 3.: Unauthorized access and (or) integrity
and (or) data confidentiality on SD memory card.
There is no mechanism of access control to memory card hence these data may be compromised
by certain unauthorised party. Moreover, wireless
communication might be even remotely tapped.
Risk 4.: Memory overflow. There is no memory buffer which would be sufficient enough to accept endless quantity of data.
4. Safety solution proposals
Having in mind stated risks, it might be concluded that a lower safety level exists and that need
for better care for alleviation of undesired events is
required. Due to limited No of pages, this paper will
include summarised proposals for safety omission
resolving within Android operating system [15].
Risk resolving proposal No 1.:
– Attack locating and detecting;
IDS presents well adjusted solution for defining of normal system, program or user functioning,
with the aim of revelation of certain discrepancies
or malicious programs which potential attacker is
trying to enforce. IDS may serve as an efficient asset for unknown threat detecting. However, given
that malicious program may adapt its functioning
very quickly in order to be aligned with actual safety tool, efficiency of IDS might decrease over time.
The analysis has shown that the existing IDS should
be modified for improvement in its safety features.
– Lifting of safety obstacles (Firewall);
Firewall presents a safety solution which deals
with network threats. Its aim is to prevent data
flow upon malicious program functioning, being
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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already installed in the device. However, given
that not all the attacks are network-oriented, firewall may prove to be very useful for influencing
partial attack groups. NetFilter presents a module
which has integrated firewall within and which
functions at Linux kernel level. One of already developed controls with GUI is based on “iptables”
user interface. As a result of the stated we may
determine low-level effort upon prevention of accomplishment of this action.
– Certifying user applications;
Certificate presents an ideal counter-measure
upon attempt of malicious program accomplishment. This means that every program should be
tested and analyzed in details prior to certification
process conduction and user license providing. Only
in that case malicious programs will be intercepted
in an early phase of accomplishment. Moreover, request for carrying out of certain application is secured by use of certificate as well as potential risk
calculation. Invested effort upon this action conduction should be marked as high-level effort[1].
– User license determining;
It offers possibility of certain license providing for solely certain group of applications with
the aim of risk reduction from malicious program
conduction with granted user licenses. This solution requires modification and adding of certain
advanced feature in program for application installation functioning, hence the user has the possibility to reject certain license. These licenses are not
to be mixed with the licenses of already installed
applications. Aim of this solution is protection
from unnecessary license issuing which might be
used for malicious purposes. With certain changes
within the system, required effort for this action
accomplishment may be marked as low.
Risk resolving proposal No 2.:
– Use of Security-Enhanced Linux;
SELinux presents handy solution for limitation
of possibilities of certain subject or process upon
accomplishment within the operating system. This
is particularly noticeable when potential attacker,
due to certain reasons, acquires the right to obtain
certain privileges or licenses. By limiting the possibility for process conduction being initiated from
the root, reduced efficiency in case of system attack
is being secured. However, since every process requires possibility of certain command conduction
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

for normal functioning regime, these commands
must not be blocked by SELinux. In case that a
certain process has been compromised or attacked,
potential attacker will still get a chance to carry out
necessary scanning for certain attack conduction.
This implies that the attack will be just redirected
or only partially annulled. By use of SELinux only
limited use of resources is being accomplished and
very low pressure to the system occurs. Furthermore, this type of implementation requires very
little effort for the concrete application [1]. In this
case the only open issue remains about the appropriate Selinux policy for Android operating system.
– System application;
User application on the basis of user name and
password or on the basis of user biometric parameters is already well-known and reliable safety
method for personal data protection. In case of
confiscating of the device which has implemented system of user application within, possibility
of integrity violation of mentioned data would be
significantly reduced. However, safety mechanism
will be useless in case that the device is confiscated upon checking of user parameters. Android
possesses simple screen-lock safety mechanism,
which can be deactivated via “HOME” taster for
device unlocking. Due to stated safety fact reduced
effort is required for the development of other
safety solution in order that classic safety mechanism for user application could be improved.
– Lifting of safety obstacles (Firewall);
Firewall system offers possibility of information flow protection through network channel.
Since firewall protects only at kernel level, omissions which have been discovered within the construction may cause system vulnerability. However, when combined with SELinux protection level
might be increased. Network communication
channels are not the only alternative for leakage
of personal data from the device. This also related
to potential use of text messages or MMS which
cannot be blocked solely by firewall.
– Data coding upon inscription;
Data coding presents very reliable asset for
personal data protection. Coded data are readable
solely to the owner/author or key owners. In case
of device confiscation, data cannot be read without use of key within certain rational time period.
Implementation of coding within the Android im1129
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plies change in applications for access to text messages/MMS, e-mail, contacts etc. Realisation of
the stated implies lower level of effort invested for
increase in safety level.
– System access control;
By development of mechanism for data access
control, the user has a possibility to limit access to
his/her personal data, depending on current situation or conditions. Access conditions may be user’s
place, time or mobile network type, connection to
Wi-Fi network etc. This type of system construction
may prove to be efficient in various situations. If the
device is under the conditions which allow data access, then the data will be readable for the current
user. In case of device confiscation, conditions under
which the devices works change hence this makes
the data inaccessible for use. Aim of this solution
is to define conditions which the mechanism is to
work under as well as activation manner, whether
manual or automatic one. Invested effort for system
modification may be marked as middle-sized one.
– Remote managing;
Possibilities of remote device managing are limited to a certain extent. When combined with additional safety solution like firewall or user implemented safety mechanisms, safety significantly increases. This mechanism enables remote data protection in case of device confiscation. If the system
recognizes attempt of a malicious program invasion
even in its everyday use, this mechanism will be activated. In case of an attack, the system may configure firewall in order to prevent system information
leaking. Use of this system is highly recommended
due to growing demand of use of the same for business purposes. Only low-level effort is required for
system modification in order that increased safety
level is achieved. However, all enumerated items
depend on adequate settings by users. That implies
that the device should be monitored at any time,
which certainly requires use of some resources for
engagement of remote manager within the system.
Risk resolving proposal No 3.:
– Resource managing;
Resource management system presents safety
mechanism which has to limit system resources
due to malicious use of memory space and processor device capacity. System functioning is based
on system work split, depending on use of certain
applications in line with their needs and impor1130

tance of conduction. Without such a surveillance
of memory and processor capacities it is not possible to reduce impact of malicious application
accomplishment. Implementation of mentioned
safety mechanism requires certain system modification hence invested effort might be marked from
middle-sized to high-levelled one, depending on
user settings and desired level of protection.
– Locating and detection of „bad“ applicationsIDS;
IDS (Intrusion Detection/Prevention System)
presents a system for location and detection of device status, i.e. of the changes within on the basis
of battery status, memory status, CPU and abnormal
changes which occur in the system. Malicious application has the aim to remain unnoticed upon certain
activity accomplishment. Therefore profile of a system itself should be constantly kept valid and only
certain activities should be confirmed by the system.
Risk resolving proposal No 4.:
– Implementation of private virtual networks;
VPN (Virtual Private Network) is a solution
which is based on combination of already validated methods of password checking and communication channel coding. Within Android operating
system of version 1.6 and advanced, PPTP, L2TP
and IPSec protocols have been implemented, and
these are used for VPN organization. Inclusion of
additional Linux oriented VPN solutions within
Android requires only little effort hence this method is easily applicable.
– Remote managing;
When it comes to protected network within
safety policy enforcement, implementation of central remote managing might be efficient. However,
this efficacy is limited with administrator competency of remote managing system which presents
a weak chain link in this case.
– Access control;
CAAC (Context Aware Access Control) access
control may be considered automatic version of remote managing system. It is based on protection of
access to certain resources by the user or malicious
application accomplishment. Procedure goes as it
follows: after detection of certain activity, active
connection which enables mentioned process controlling becomes engaged. This safety mechanism
possesses possibility of increase in active safety
level within the device itself, which might relate to
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table 2. System of measures within Android operating system for fighting against high-level threat sandrisks

Unauthorised use of licence for application installation
Misuse of vulnerability at Linux kernel and system libraries

Personal content

Resource executing
Network safety

coding process, authorisation process etc.
It is important that the grammar and spelling
of your paper is correct. If English is not your first
language, please have proofread the paper by English Language professional.
5. Conclusion
Detailed safety analysis within Android operating system has been carried out in the paper hereby
with the aim of safety omission detecting. Certain
weak points within the system have been pointed
out, which should be taken into account during
implementation of safety mechanisms. Several
problems occurred, with some of them being:
safety mechanisms for license assigning, safety
omissions at Linux kernel core, user libraries, control data files, connection in between media and
hardware etc. Potential risks have been further increased by the fact that Android operating system
has been designed for mobile phones but also for
PCs, hence mobile phone users might be exposed
to all the attacks which might occur at PC.
Main stated problem is that code for Android
operating system is publically available, hence
after first device launching the software has been
launched for further market sales. But the fact
which must be emphasized is that majority of
codes have not been yet checked by open-source
association. Moreover, there is still no certain cerVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Solution
Standard solution
Safety barrier
Application certification
Certain Android licences
SELinux
System application
Safety barrier
Data encrypting
Access control
Remote managing
Resource management
Standard solution
VPN
Remote managing
Access control

Invested effort
Middle-sized
Low
High-level
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Middle-sized
Middle-sized
High-level
Middle-sized
Low
Middle-sized
Middle-sized

tification body which would connect installation
applications with their owners/authors via system
of public keys, in order to significantly reduce risk
of potentially malicious system crashes upon application installing. It is certainly very important
to turn on safety mechanism like Linux Security
Module (LSM) which is dedicated to access control, i.e. for prevention of potential damage which
may come out of vulnerability exploitation at
Linux kernel core. Several vulnerabilities of Android operating system, like for example privilege
of root management, have been used for potential
system attacks. Our survey shows that protective
shield which is set around Android operating system is well-configured, with the aim of protection
from wide specter of safety threats. Good decision
would also be use of POSIX user mechanism for
separation in execution processes of certain applications. Setting each application like special
user enables unwanted access to data files and
other data. This mechanism also enables sharing
of processor strength among different applications. Additional safety settings have been implemented through the system of license issuing for
limitation in conduction of activities of different
applications. Digital application signing is another
safety feature which has been taken over from other operating systems. Android uses joint keys and
license mechanism for checking of ownership of
two or more applications.
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Several solutions have been suggested with the
aim of increase in safety level within Android operating system. Primarily, it is important to turn on
mechanism which might prevent or block potential damages originating from Linux kernel, like
for example SELinux mechanism. Furthermore,
higher level of protection should be implemented
within the mechanism of license adding for certain
application carrying out.
However, the utmost priority has been given
to use of SELinux with certain protective wall,
as well as to attack detection system, data access
control, data filtering and license issuing.
Remote managing, VPN solution as well as system application mechanism are also recommended
in order that advantage of mobile operators on the
market of GSM connections could be ensured.
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Abstract
In different conditions of vehicle exploitation,
different requirements are set before its system,
which in order to achieve optimal performance,
need to be met by the vehicle. While using the vehicle, pavement characteristics significantly affect
the achievement of functional characteristics of the
vehicle, its service life, efficiency, fuel consumption etc. The analysis of the pavement influence on
the vehicle is of great importance especially when
the vehicle travels in off-road conditions, e.g. in exploitation conditions at open-pit mines, [1]. Pavement irregularities have significant influence on the
dynamical loading of the vehicle drivetrain. The
characteristics of the suspension system also have
a great influence on the drivetrain dynamical loading. The influence of the suspension system on the
vehicle drivetrain load has not been significantly
examined so far, and the indications of the need for
implementing this analysis can be found in several
reference sources. In that sense, this work provides
analytical and experimental analysis of the process
of the drive wheel passing over pavement irregularities defined in terms of geometry, with a view to
describe dynamic behavior of the drivetrain.
Key words: vehicle, transmission, irregularity,
loading, experimental-analytical investigation
1. Introduction
The vehicle is a system composed of interconnected sub-systems which generate a very large
impact on the vehicle behaviour as a complex system. But certain impacts have not been adequately
investigated. Similarly, some influences on the
load of the vehicle drivetrain system elements
have not been adequately investigated.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The load of the vehicle drivetrain is primarily
influenced by the conditions of exploitation. The
fact that the vehicle service time is spent in moving over various types of pavements, among them
on uneven pavements, which have mainly negative influence on some of its systems. The influence of road pavement on the vehicle drivetrain has
so far mostly been investigated by using an experimental installation in laboratory or in real conditions of vehicle exploitation.
The drive wheel makes a contact with the pavement, it drives the vehicle and at the same time
it is an element of the vehicle steering and suspension system. However, proper characteristics of
all systems should be chosen in a way that meets
the complex and often conflicting demands placed
upon the vehicle. Among the features that must be
satisfactory in a vehicle are its service life and the
comfort of passengers, and they primarily come
into play when vehicles move in off-road conditions. Thereat the characteristics of particular systems are influenced by characteristics of the pavement and its suspension system, [2].
The fact is that the vehicle comfort, durability
and service life of the vehicle suspension system
elements have been the focus of attention so far,
whereas the analysis of the impact on the drivetrain has not been sufficiently explored.
2. Loading of vehicle drivetrain
When analyzing the loading of the vehicle
drivetrain elements we must bear in mind that
the system is subjected to simultaneous action
of the drive torque, the moment of resistance to
movement and loading due to transition processes
caused by the pavement profile, [3], [4]. As the influence of drive engine is analyzed in detail and
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solutions for minimizing this influence are known,
this work is mainly concerned only with pavement
conditions influence as disturbance influence on
the vehicle drivetrain. The pavement and its irregularities play an important role in problems related to interaction with the pneumatic wheel of
the vehicle. The forces generated as the pneumatic
wheel passes over the uneven road affect the stability, steerability, service life and cause excessive
wear of tires.
When analyzing the influence of pavement on
loading of the vehicle, the analysis must include an
analysis of the vertical and horizontal forces acting
at the contact point of the vehicle and the pavement.
When moving over uneven pavements, the generated forces reach values that significantly exceed
their values when moving over a flat pavement. This
impact should also not be neglected in the analysis
of the vehicle movement on modern roads because
even when the vehicle moves on a relatively good
road, the loading of the axle is not distributed evenly, but varies in the range of ±15%, [5].
Based on the fact that the process of the pneumatic wheel passing over an irregularity is a very
unsteady process, the conclusion can be drawn
that the best way to determine the functional dependency of some performance changes in vehicle
systems is experimental investigation, [6].
While accepting approach presented in [6], for
verification of results of computer simulation, it is
necessary to provide experimental data recorded
in real conditions of the use of the vehicle. In this
sense, due to the complexity of the analysis and the
need to define the torque load of the elements of
the drivetrain, in addition to the description of the
vertical and horizontal forces, for analyzing of the
dynamic behavior of the drivetrain it is also needed to analyze the change of the torque at the drive
wheel. In this sense, it is important to define the
position of the equivalent pavement-wheel contact
point because this point has a primary influence on
the torque on the wheel, Figure 1. Since the features of the suspension system exert a significant
impact, it is also necessary to define the influence
of the features of this system on the values of the
forces and torque generated at the wheel, [7].

Figure 1. Loading of vehicle wheel
3. A mathematical model
To describe the dynamic behavior of the elements of the drivetrain and suspension system of
the vehicle, dynamic equations of motion of individual masses for both systems were set.
3.1. Model of drivetrain to drive wheel
Analysis of vehicle drivetrain was performed
for configuration which include elemenats shown
in Figure 2. Dynamical, linearized, equations were
set for: drive engine (1÷3), gearbox (4), differential (5÷6) and semishaft (7). All the elements are
presented with appropriate angular positions, ϕ,
concentrated mass, m, moment of inertia, J, stiffness, c, damping, k, values of torque on drive engine, on element input and resistance, Me, Min and
Mres, and transmission ratio, i.
 e =
J e ⋅ Dj

∂M e
⋅ Dωe − [c e ⋅ (Dj e − Dj out ,e ) +
∂ωe
....... (1)


+ k e ⋅ (Dj e − Dj out ,e )]

DM e =
1134
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∂M e
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⋅ Dh .................. (2)
∂ωe
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Figure 2. Scheme of drivetrain (no drive wheel)
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3.2. A drive wheel model
The analysis of the loading transferred by the
wheels to the drive shafts, represents an important
feature in the analysis of the dynamic behavior of
the drivetrain. However, unlike the case when the
vehicle passes over a flat pavement, the dynamic
analysis of the process of the vehicle passing over
a rough pavement becomes significantly more
complicated, because the values of the horizontal
and vertical reactions at the vehicle wheel depend
on the vehicle as a system, that is, on the arrangement of the masses, the dynamics of movement,
the parameters of the suspension system, the resistance to movement etc.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

By analyzing the rolling resistance, which depends on the arm, the wheel radius and the vertical load on the wheel it can be concluded that for
certain values of the coefficients, the values defined for the case of the wheel passing over a flat
pavement can not be adopted. The reason for this
is the fact that while the wheel passes over a rough
pavement a significant change in the position of
the resultant of the vertical reaction on the wheel
occurs. As for the air resistance and inertia of the
vehicle - they can be neglected.
It is clear that the modeling of tires is, in general,
particularly problematic due to high compression
of tires. However, a relatively simple model can
be set in which the wheel is replaced by a corresponding concentrated mass of the rim, a ring that
represents the c oncentrated mass of the tire and
the corresponding radial and tangential springs of
the corresponding stiffness and damping.
Regarding this c omputation, in the reference
sources an approach is usually adopted in which
the resistance to torque on the wheel is calculated
as the product of the constant value of the arm of
the vertical force and the vertical force as a variable member. According to the available references sources, it can be seen that this approach has
not been explained in detail, that is, the error made
by introducing t his simplification has not been
analyzed. It can be mentioned here that comparing the results obtained through the this analysis
and the results of the experimental investigation
it can be concluded that the error is very big and
through this approach to the load torque changes
very small valu e s are obtained, which does not
correspond to the actual situation.
Because of the need of a detailed analysis of
the behavior of the vehicle wheel, which includes
individual stiff ness and damping of the rim and
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the tire, it will be presented by a two-mass scheme
shown in Figure 3, i.e. equations (8÷10).

Figure 3. Scheme of vehicle drive wheel load

[

J rim ⋅ jrim = M w − c p t , t ⋅ (j rim − j
+k

pt



p t , t ⋅ (j rim − j p t

[ ⋅ (j − j ) +
⋅ (j − j )] − M

J p t ⋅ j p t = c

p t ,t

rim

+ k p t ,t

rim

pt
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)+
)]

........... (8)

................ (9)

res

M res = Fw , x ⋅ rd , p t , c p + F w , z ⋅ e = Fw , T ⋅ r

pt ,c p

... (10)

Based on the above, the wheel load calculation
is approached in such a way that the influence of
individual reactions of the pavement is introduced
in a manner similar to that of introducing the variable of the equivalent vertical reaction on the
wheel, Fw,z,ekv, and a variable value of the arm of
the vertical force, ew,ekv. The condition that must be
met is that the impact of the introduced equivalent
values of the force and the arm is the same, or approximate to the impact of the actual values of the
force and arms of the force on the tire.
The formula representing the wheel load in this
way has the following form (11).
M res = Fw ,z,ekv ⋅ e w ,ekv ...................... (11)

Using the available results of the experiment, it is
concluded that for the value of the equivalent verti1136

cal pavement reaction on the tire, Fw,z,ekv, one can use
the value of this force calculated from the equations
of the dynamic equilibrium between the suspension
system and the wheel, whereby the input in the form
of a pavement irregularity acts as a disturbance.
By monitoring the change of the value of the arm
of the vertical force from the experiment results, it
is concluded that this value reaches its maximum at
the time that approximately corresponds to the time
of the contact between the wheel and the pavement
irregularity. On this basis, the value of the equivalent arm, ew,ekv, can be calculated on the basis of
the equivalent value of the slope of the irregularity
smoothed by the wheel dzp,w,fil/ds and the outer radius of the unloaded tire, r0. This approach was chosen based on the relation describing the rolling resistance coefficient, f. The ratio of the arm of the force
and the radius is a tangent of the angle between the
point of contact and the axis of the wheel, γ, (12).
f =

e
⇒ e = r 0 ⋅ t g (γ ) .................. (12)
r0

For the value of the member in the expression
tg(γ), which represents the tangent of the angle
of the point of contact, it can be adopted that the
angle equals the inclination of the pavement under the pneumatic wheel, that is, that the contact
between the surface of the unloaded part of the
tire and the pavement is realized at a right angle.
The value can then be calculated from the ratio of
change of the pavement height (13).
e w ,ekv,in = r0 ⋅

z p,w ,fil
s

.................... (13)

The influence of the characteristics of the tire,
which at the length of contact with the pavement
may cover a number of irregularities, should be
taken into consideration and it represents the characteristic of smoothing irregularities, [8]. On this
way on the basis of arm ew,ekv,in we may obtain effective value of arm, ew,ekv, by using expressions
(14) i (15), in which individual coefficients A, B
and C are obtained by experimental data.
e w ,ekv + A ⋅ B ⋅ e w ,ekv + A 2 ⋅ e w ,ekv =
= A 2 ⋅ C ⋅ e w ,ekv,in

............ (14)

e w ,ekv = e w ,ekv,0 (for z p, w ,fil = 0) ............... (15)
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3.3. A suspension system model
The vehicle suspension system is modeled as a
system consisting of two concentrated masses connected by springs and damping elements, Figure
4. Based on Figure 4 two equations of moving of
masses, suspended (16) and unsuspended (17), and
the value of the vertical wheel reaction force (18)
were set.

taken into account when investigating the impact
of the dynamic behavior of the vehicle drivetrain,
because during the low-speed movement on uneven pavements this tire coverage can be a factor
with a significant influence, [8].
This characteristic of the tire is given in the
form of a transfer function of the dynamic system
in which the pavement micro-profile ordinate, hmp,
is introduced as an input, whereas a mean height
at the length of contact between the tire and the
pavement is obtained as an output, (19).
zp , w, fil + z p , w, fil ⋅ k p l ⋅ 2 + z p , w, fil ⋅ k
=k

k pl =

2
pl

⋅h

2
pl

=

...... (19)

mp

(0 . 9 ¸ 1. 3)⋅ v

2 ⋅ 0. 1 ⋅ H w ⋅ (D w − 0 . 1 ⋅ H w )

........ (20)

4. The comparison of results

Figure 4. A suspension system model
m sus ⋅ zsus = c

ds

⋅ (z uns − z sus ) +

+ k d s ⋅ ( z uns − z sus )

[

................ (16)

muns ⋅ zuns = c w , r ⋅ (z p , t − z uns ) +

] [

+ k w , r ⋅ (z p ,t − z uns ) − c d s ⋅ (z uns − z sus ) + ........ (17)

]

+ k d s ⋅ (z uns − z sus )

Fw ,z = c w ,r ⋅ [z p, w ,fil − z uns ]+
+ k w ,r ⋅ [z p, w ,fil − z uns ]

................ (18)

In order to confirm the above mentioned model
of the dynamic behavior of the vehicle drivetrain, a
comparison of simulation and experimental investigation results is given in the case of vehicle passing
over an irregularity defined in terms of geometry.
The experiment was conducted on the vehicle
Ford Escort equipped with the equipment for measuring the torque on the semishaft. The investigation was performed in laboratory conditions on flat
concrete pavement with fixed triangular irregularity
having a length of 190 mm and height 57 mm at
the vehicle speed of approx. 20 km/h, in first gear.
Also for this vehicle and the experimental conditions presented the simulation of the torque change
is carried out. The results of the experimental investigations and simulation are shown in Figure 5.

3.4. A model of pavement irregularity
The pavement surface i.e. the shape and height
of the irregularity is a very important element,
which in addition to the oscillatory-inertial characteristics, torque and speed, significantly affects
the behavior of the vehicle. The tire covers short
pavement irregularities which has the effect of
filtering components of the short wavelength irregularities. This characteristic of the tire is to be
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 5. The torque change on the semishaft
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5. Conclusion
Based on the analysis mentioned in this paper,
it can be concluded that while a vehicle moves
over uneven road pavement, complex changes in
the characteristics of the change of the force on the
wheel and the torque load of the wheel semishaft
occur. The aforementioned dependencies, mentioned in this paper, are presented by appropriate
models of the dynamical behaviour of the particular elements of the drivetrain. The utilization
value of this model of the dynamical behaviour
of the vehicle drivetrain is confirmed experimentally, through a good agreement of the results of
the loading of the vehicle semishaft, which are obtained, for the given conditions, by experimental
investigation and simulation.
In the subject analysis, it is demonstrated that
the selected parameters provide sufficient accuracy in terms of dynamic behavior and confidence
in the results by comparing them with the experimentally obtained results.
Notation
Mw, Mres drive and resistance torque on the wheel
Jw, Jrim, Jpt moments of inertia
jrim, jpt rim and pneumatic angle of rotation
Fw,x, Fw,z, Fw,T, Fw,z,ekv the horizontal, vertical, tangential and equivalent force on wheel
γ the contact point angle
rw,cp and rd,pt,cp the contact point radius
cpt,t, kpt,t stiffness and damping of the tire
msus, muns the suspended and unsuspended masses
cds, kds the stiffness and damping of the suspension
system
v and s vehicle speed
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Abstract
Extension of European Union with new members influences on lobbying rules changings for all
participants in decision project at EU level. That
means that, in a new environment of extended EU,
we have to have in mind a need for wider circle
of actors which develop more progressive lobbying strategies for each initiative, and that means a
need for appropriate human and financial resources.
Such lobbying activities requests are more emphasised for EU institutions and lobbysts. Thus The
European Initiative for Transparency by European
Comission announced more strict rules for all actors involved in lobbying on EU level. That initiative’s aim is divestment of veil of secrecy from lobbying activities in Brusseles, respectively making
of a permanent pressure on EU institutions and lobbysts to become more open tending to higher ethical standards as a legitimous component of political
processes in EU.
Key words: lobbying, European Union, integration process, company, lobbying.
1. Ruling trends of interest representation
on European Union level
One of the main conclusions of research about
European System of Integrated Groups and implemented since the beginning of XX century is that
institutional architecture of making politics in EU
has the crucial importance on organization and articulation. Interest groups which work at EU level
are considerably conditioned by the unique multiregime power system, and specificities of making decisions process in Union. Making public policies in
EU includes series of subnational, national and suprational autohority layers, and their complex mutual relation provides multiple possibilities of apVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

proaching to making decisions process. Due to such
multilayerness of making decisions process in EU,
relatively dispersion of power centers among different institutions, it is not easy to achieve dominant
position in making decisions process to any group
of organised interests, or to establish preferential
feedback of interests with each institution. Economic and political importance, numer of members
and criterium of representativity, appropriate human potetntials or financial means or internal cohesion ond organization, expertise and awareness,
developments of lobbying skills and strategies are
only some factors which determine level of influence of interest groups in EU.[1]
Since the beginning of 1990s, a sort of group
fragmentation of interest representation is notable in
European making politics process. With a vast multitude of so called euro-groups - European top interest associations, other representing interests methods which are assumed to be more flexible, cheaper
and more efficient get an increasing importance. In
this sense, we can single out a few prevailing representing interests trends which have a common feature to traverse existig European top interest groups.
Beside national interest groups and associations,
which increasingly start working at European level, it’s expressed trend of making smaller informal
clubs,forums or ad hoc coalitions, where business
interests proceed. Having in mind their wxpressive
selectivity in choosing their members and directed
on realization of very specific aims, these informal
associations mostly do not have problems in achieving consensus among the members, so they are cosiderably more effective in their work. The following trend, which started to appear during mid 1980s
with internal market establishment, and developed
during 1990s, reffers to single companies, especially
on big multinational companies which more often
1139
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lobby directly for European Institutions, growing in
important political actors for EU [2]. Great number
of professional lobbyists in Brussels is an additional tendency which came to the fore in the middle
1990s. These are mostly Agencies for Public Relations, law firms, and consultat firms which provide
for their clients, usually companies, getting very
specialised advices without having to open countinuous offices, relatively without process of making consensus within a top association. Increasing
number of specialised, technical and expert groups
[3] is the answer on a great need for specialised
kind of information. We have to emphasize that rapid technological development contributes to higher
effectiveness of interest groups due to possibility of
speed advisory and using their members’ expertise.
Already stressed diversification is further enhanced
by regionalization and decentralization of series of
EU activities, which leads to greater presence of regions representatives and regional interest groups in
Brussels and Strasbourg.
Lounge, distinct pluralization and interest diversification and series of other specified tendencies in interest groups working in EU level are the
signs that witness the phenomenon of new European social structures. We can already speak about
a sort of European Interest Groups System, about
Supranational European Society, which is being
built parallel with national, regional and local societies through communication networks, which
links people with their organizations.
2. Regulatory framework for lobbying in
European Union
More inensified logistic activities and lobbyist multiplication in Brussels, growing receptivity
of EU institutions on perception and public confidence and the need for demistification and lobbying
transparency are the main reasons which encourage
making of regulative framework for lobbying on
the lobbyists’ level as well as on the target lobbyist structures level, respectively European institutions and their officers. Despite to a certain progress made during the last decade, lobbying practice
in EU is still unsatisfactory regulated in comparison with, for example the one in USA, or in some
states, European Union members. This is partly due
to the fact that Comission, endeavouring to encour1140

age support to European Integrations Process and to
lower European deficit problem has been resisting
to the strict formal measures which could discourage organised interests form an active participation
in political processes of The Union.
Suggestions which were on the mark of introduction The Accreditation System for interest
groups, similar to what exists in Counicil of Europe
or in UN, has never had approvement in Comission. In often quoted Comission Notice in 1992, it
is stressed that “common Commisy policy is not to
faciliate preferential status to interest groups which
would include permits and special acces to information nor it has an intention to support officially
certain groups formalysing their advisory status.”
Comission argues its attitude by its wish to maintain the most open dialogue possible with all interested social actors. On the other side, The Comission endeavored to initiate self-regulatory measures
within lobbyists’ community. On minimun requests
determined in Notice Annex in 1992, The Commision proposed to interest groups to compose Code of
Conduct in lobbying process by themselves. Mostly,
taking over the minimum criteria proposed by The
Commision, a number of interest groups gathered
in two top organizations - Society of European Affairs Proffesionals (SEAP) and Public Affairs Practiocioners (PAP), made A Codex containing twelve
principles which their members should follow in
communication with EU. In February, 2004, heads
of SEAP announced considerably stricter sanctions
for violation of Code Regulations, arouse from a series of critiques made because of inappropriate lobbying by a group of chocolate producers in European Parlianment, as well as growing discontentment
of civil associations becauseof lack of transparency
and etichs in representation of a part of corporative
interests. That announcment came to be adopting
revised codex which was introduced to public in
February, 2005. The most important changes in the
new Codex reffer to sanctions introduction - from
verbal warning to exclusion from SEAP, required
pracitce for SEAP’s members about new Codex’s
regulations, as well as establishment of a particular
commitee which will monitor Codex Reverence.
While in certain groups predominates an opinion that existing Codex should become legal
binding, the others consider that it is not necessary while its regulations are recpected and impleVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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mented consistently, emphasysing that it’s in lobbyists’ interest not to be suspected for backdoor
practices, and to hold good relations with EU
Institutions. Although being low, the level of lobbyoing regularity in European Parliament is considerably better from the one in The Comission
or in The Council. Attempts or introducing of a
regulative framework for lobbying in European
Parliamnent unsuccesfully lasted for seven years.
The final agreement was reached in 1996, when
Code of Condut for lobbyists was adopted, which
was formally added to Rules of Procedure of Parliament. The Codex contains ten items which are
used to demand lobbyists reffraining of any activities directed on unfair information achieving,
and also not to refer to formal relations with The
Parliament in regard to third party. Lobbyists, who
are defined as people who want to enter in The
Parlianment Rooms more often because of contacting and informing Parlianment Members, are
required to register, and to be issued particular
passes by which they will differ from other visitors. New Amandments on the Rules of Procedure
regulate financial interests problems,so Patliament
Members were intorduced a duty to submit an exhaustive statement about their professional activities, and theirs assistents were introduced a duty
to submit a statement about all their paid activities. The reasons for so long looking for Conensus
about Lobbying Regulation are usually found in
countinuous national diversities in political culture as well as in divergent cultural and judicial
stances toward lobbying in common.
Unsatisfied with the existing level of lobbyist
acitivities transparency, a new commissioner for
legal issues and frauds repressions, Siim Kallas,
initiated European Initiative for Transparency in
2005, which is used to encourage EU Institutions
officers more responsibly conduct, and more open
and transparent lobbyists’ work. There are three
key componentsof the Initiative: The first one demands engagement of member states governments
and reffers to a suggestion to publicize all ultimate
EU funds benediciaries, especially beneficiaries
of agriculture conveniences and support of structure funds, with stating of recieved amonunts. The
second components is intoducing stricter Codes of
Conduct and declaration about property condition
and about interests of EU Institutions officers, esVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

pecially for members of European Parliament and
Officiary Commision; The third one refers to the increased transparency in lobbyists’ and NGOs work
in sense of interests which they represent and sources of their financing. The Commison announced
The Green Book in mid - 2006, which encouraged
wider public discussion about lobbyist work transparency. In this regard, the document brings three
proposals: Voluntary Registration System by Web
page, Code of Conduct,respectively minimum
standards which would be equal for all lobbyists,
and new system of outer supervision and sanctions.
Most of objections on proposals given in The Green
Book refers on the unsatisfactory system for lobbyists registration, as well as on inadequate solving
problem of employement Commision officers in
private sector, respectively engagement in lobbyist activities after leaving that institution (so called
Phenomenon Revolving Doors).
New EU members precede in lobbyist work
regularity in legal acts. Lithuania and Poland were
among of the first countries to induct particular
lobbying statute which considerably relies on the
model accepted in The USA [4].A statute lobbying
plan was finally adopted in Hungary in February,
2006, after unsuccesstul attempts and series of dissagremants caused by the first plan. Legal lobbying acts were proposed in Ireland and in Italy, also,
but they have not been accepted by theirs ruling
sturctures. Among “older” countries UE members
which induced certain regulative framework for
lobbyists and interest groups repesentatives are
usually mentioned Germany and Great Britain, as
paradigmatic examples. German Bundestag Rule
Book anticipates registration system of all interest
groups which want to represent their interests in
Budestag or in Federal Government Institutions.
The Register is public and its content is published
once a year in their official newspaper. In 1996,
Code of Conduct for Parliament representatives
was adopted in Great Britain and it regulates conditions of their interactions with lobbyists. Similar
statute plan is being envisaged in Slovakia.
Namely, existing global tendency opens a
space for better transparency regulating and lobbyist work supervision in other Union members,
also. When considering regulation problems in
EU, it has to be stressed that regulative tendency
is not directed on eliminating of that phenomenon,
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but on prevention corruption and on application of
clear rules in lobbyist game. Open interest groups
comppetition is an important element of each
democratic process, so the lobbyist regulation rule
is to encourage the awareness of the responsability of all parrticipants of making decisions democratic process and about the importance of making
decisions in the process.
3. Channels of impact on political
decision-making in European Union
Development of higher level of management
system and new institutional environment with a
number of public actors and institutions changed
considerably the target structure [5], and the impact
possibilities of interest groups on decision-making
processs in EU. New differentiated political environment of EU offers interest groups a wide span of
potential Channels of Influence on European Public policies shaping. Lounge, two main channels
of influence types can be distinguished: National
and European (Brussels’s), in which each of them
means an interaction with series of institutional and
political actors, whose importance depends on decision-making process modality.
Interest groups’ lobbying within national impact channels depends on the importance of national level role, respectively of countries-members in decision-making process in EU, but also on
the level of appropriate approach which national
institutions offer to organised interest groups. According to greenwood, the main officers which
have impact on European, Brussels Strategy are:
1. EU Degree of Competence and Supranational
Institutions Authorizations.
2. Role of The Comission in iniciating policies
suggestions and stimulating development of
European Interest Groups with headquarters
in Brussels.
3. Existing of formal institutional representation structures, such as Advisory Commitees,
and
4. Need for networking and collecting information.

market in EU in mid-1980s. After that, together
with progressive EU competence expansion and
with strenghtening of supranational decisionmaking mehods by means of successive audits of
the founding board, European, respectively Brussels interest groups strategy quickly started to gain
importance. For the lack of reliable indicators an
methodological frameworks it is difficult to assess
objectively real representation of these two channels of impact in interest groups strategies. However, it is indisputable that different actors show
different preferences and form actions in relation
with some lobbyist strategies.
Conclusion
The processes and the patterns of interest articulation at EU level are unique and they are conditioned by The Union Political System specificities. Mutual relations complexity and dynamism
among EU Institutions, recpectively among supranational and subnational actors, pronounced diffusion, and decision-making process fragmentation,
emphasysed position variability of European system different actors depending on the decisionmaking area, and a series of other European system institutional uniqueness of non-hierarchical
reign on higher level, has a series of impacts representation interests form and lobbyist system development in EU.
Differentiated institutional environment in EU
offers interest groups a wide range of potential
impact channels on public policies shaping, where
each of these lobbyist channels means interaction
with series of institutional and political actors,
whose importance depends on decision-making
modality process.

Researches show that national impact channels
predominated until The Unique European Pact
was addopted, which initiated making of internal
1142
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Abstract
In the underground exploitation of the solid ore
deposits the costs of drilling and blasting are up to
40%, although in some of the mines the costs of
this technological phase are greater.
In this article is presented analysis about possibility of use of the ANFO explosives in the underground exploitation of polymetallic mineral deposit
with solid rocks in the working environment, with
a detailed review of the technical and economics
aspects of the analysis. In this analysis had been
used the world experiences related to the use of the
ANFO explosives in the underground mines.
The working environment, ANFO explosives
and their mode of activation were analyzed with
review of all possible post-explosive phenomena.
Lastly are presented the technical and economic
parameters of use of these explosive in the actual working environment, which are intended to
serve as a basis for further projecting of drilling
and blasting and continual use of these types of
explosives in the mine “Sase” in order to reduce
the operational costs of mine production.
Key words: ANFO, explosives, underground
mining, solid rocks, the technical parameters, economic parameters, drilling and blasting.
Introduction
The mining as the most a human activities is
destructive related to the nature. Mining operations cause degradation of natural massive and
disruption in the earth's crust and on its surface.
Mining production today is characterized by the
mines with a large capacity and technology of mining, which are characterized by a large volume
of massive destruction during the disintegration of
the ore body from its natural environment. By these activities the underground hidrological systems
are substantially destroyed and now some part of
planet have a serious deficit of vital important re1144

source. Destroying the ecological systems on the
surface of the earth. Changing the relief of planet
and climate. Changing the natural processes in the
earth' crust whose influence is evident on the people and other living nature. Underground exploitation of the non stratified deposits or underground
exploitation deposit in the solid rocks (terminology common in the Western countries), there are
the several aspects that enable its development:
– the available mineral deposits are at deeper levels
and for most of them there no the conditions to
consider the possibility of surface exploitation,
– the tecnological developments in the equipment
production and technology of excavation
provides economical excavation with large
capacity and less of human labor, and finaly
– the growing ecological awareness of humanity
and possible collapse of the planet favoring the
underground exploitation of mineral deposits [1].
Apart from the direct effects of drilling and
blasting to loading and haulage equipment and realization of planned and projected loading capacity, the shape and size of the blasted material, in
the structure of the total mining costs a very large
participation has organization of these technological phases in the underground exploitation [2].
The percentage of drilling and blasting costs in
the cost price of the unit of mass exploitation of
lead and zinc ore in the mine »Sase« is up to 40 %
because of the fact that all phases of technological
process carried out in the solid rock masses.
1. Analysis of the possility of the anfo explosives in mine »Sase« Srebrenica
During the analysis of possibility of the ANFO
explosives use in the lead and zinc exploitation in
the mine »Sase« the plan of activity is carried out
with the all terms and drilling and blasting parameters in the test blastings and measurements. The
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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drilling is performed according to existing project
solutions and the existing drilling equipment and
the tests were carried out according the aspect of
used type of explosive.
Analysis serve to confirm the feasibility of the
ANFO explosives use from the three basic aspects:
technical-technological and organizational with
usage of the ANFO explosives, techno-economical with defining the norms of consumption and
the economic effects, and safety with the determination of all the risks, regulations and safety measures due to blasting with ANFO explosives. In
this article were presented the technical and economics aspects of this analysis according which
is necessary to satisfy the safety aspects and the
aspects of mining and environmental protection.
1.1. Defining the working environment and
verification of the ANFO explosive use
When defining required activities for verification of using ANFO exolosives it was necessary
to define the working environment through the
description of the rock mass: Physical and mechanical properties of rock (compressive strength, elastic modulus and Poisson ratio), Structural properties of rocks (fissure number, their characteristics
and the elements of displacement) and Strain and
stress in mass (the intensity of the vertical and horizontal components of stress). The obtained input
data basically determine the all projected technical
solutions in the systems of exploitation.
The mechanical characteristics od rock
mass- In the mechanical terms rock mass is a complex system and because that is necessary to know
the behavior of their components. The mechanical
characteristics of rock mass are strength and deformability.
Mechanical properties of monolithic rock mass
are sufficiently explored for application in practice and in any specific case can be easily determined with the standard laboratory methods on the
samples, and strength and deformability of rock
mass are conditioned with their fracturing. Fracturing of rock mass present a group of fractures
that occur when the rock mass is loaded with strain that exceed the limits of mass strength.
The rock mass classifications are the empirical
approaches and based on the experience and the
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

basis of this approach is the engineering classification of rock masses that systemize these experiences. These classification are often successfully
used in the all phases of engineering decisions during the projecting and construction of underground stope, selection of mining method, selection of
the method parameters, selection of drilling and
blasting technology etc.
Common used rock mass slassification are:
Classification by Protudjakonov (1926), Classification by Terzaghi (1946), Classification by
Brauns- Stiny, Classification by Lauffer (1958),
Modified classification by Lauffer (1974-Pacher,
Racenjicz i Gosler), Classification by Njickham,
Tieemann, Skinner (1972- RSR concept) developed in USA, and Classification by Deer (1976), by
Barton (1974), by Bieniawski (1973, 1974, 1976,
1979, 1989), by Laubscher (1979), Kendorski
(1983), Geomechanical classification /RMR (Rock
Mass Rating-Bieniawski 1973), Classification by
Norwegian Institute- Barton, Lien i Lunde (1974),
Geomechanical classication for mining use by
Laubscher- (DRMS Design Rock Mass Strength)
(MRMR Mining Rock Mass Rating) [1].
The engineering and geological characteristics of deposit - This deposit is composed with
two complex of the rocks: paleozoic and tertiary
magmatic-vulcanic rocks, which are characterized
by lithological alteration both in vertical and i horizontal direction. According to the engineering and
geological characteristics of rocks and rock mass in
mine »Sase« can be divided into three main groups:
–– dacite- andesites and tuffs- the rocks are
usually chloritized and kaolinized in the
different degrees, and in some places they are
fresh. The chloritizated varieties are irregular
fissured and in the kaolinizated zones there
are rare larger fissures. At the contact with
the ore veins appear the zones of intesive
kaolinization of thickness up to 1.0 m,
–– shales- of stratify-laminated texture, strong
enough and with minimal cohesion on the
cleavage planes, which is absent in the
varieties with more sericite and graphitic
supstance. If they content a more sericite
and graphitic supstances the shales are
unfavorable working environment with
presence of the pressure and tendency to
create a relief above the stope and
1145
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–– ore masses- massive and parallel texture
with joints which are parallel or diagonal to
the surface of ore vein. The ore veins may
represent incompletely altered the surrounding
rocks, that contain the lenses and the altered
volcanic belts or contain the larger cavities.
These rocks are diferent by their engineering
and geological and geomechanical properties and
the grouped types and class almost have the same
characteristics. During a long mining period in
this mine existed the phenomenon »caving in«
of stope. The rock masses in stope remain without support and can be divided into the blocks of
different sizes and become unstable along joints
and cracks, so that after some certain period of
time can to back to the » state of equilibrium of
rock masses«. This state of equilibrium is sustained with backfilling of stope and with pressure
of overburden mass at hanging wall and footwall
side. Deformation of rock mass is higher in hanging wall then in footwall side. The geomechanical tests were done on the samples of intact rock
(taken into stope) which are represented the class
of rocks and the types of ore bodies [3].
The parameters of geomechanical tests on the
samples obtained by driling and laboratory testing
on intact rock samples for purpose of mine »Sase«
presented in the follow table [4]:
In addition to these values is recommended the
periodically testing during exploitation, when it is
possible to get a representative intact samples for
geomechanical test, based on whose characteristics will be given a reliable evaluation of rock and
rock mass stability.
1.2. Verification of the ANFO explosives use
Verification of ANFO explosives use was done
by classic testing of acoustic characteristics of

rock and ANFO explosive. The acoustic properties of rocks can be determined from equations of
wave motion. The formulas for velocity of longitudinal and transverse elastic waves are [5]:
E (1− m)
,m/ s
(1 + m) (1 + 2m)

Vl =

E
1
,m/ s
r 2 (1 + m)

Vt =

Velocity of wave motion (Relly):

Vs w = ζ V

t

x -coefficient dependent of the m :

V

sw

= (0 , 8 7 / 0 , 9 5)V

m = 0−5

p

m = 0,87 − 0,95

V p = 0, 7 1V

l

It follows that the computational velocities of
longitudinal and transverse elastic waves in the
rock masses in mine »Sase« are:

Andesite
Tuff
Ore

Longitudinal
waves Vl, m/s
922,2
1012,1
1059,5

Transverse
waves Vt, m/s
595
653,66
684,24

When selecting the explosives the physical and
mechanical properties of rocks are of primary importance. In dependence of these properties determined the acoustic impedance of rocks and also
according to the impedance of rock is defined the
choice of explosive and specific consumption of

Table 1. Geomechanical parameters of the main lithological portions
Tested parameter
Material
Tuf
Ore
Andesite
1146

Volume
density g
(kN/m3)
25,86
32,06
27,11

Compressive
strength
sc (Mpa)
34,18
102,78
79,61

Bending
strength
ss (Mpa)
3,11
16,76
10,24

Shear
Resistance
tc (MPa)
5,23
23,54
14,65

Elasticity
module
E (KN/cm2)

Actual angle of
internal friction
j (°)

270,04
277,92
310,22

50,16
34,0-48,7
36,7-55,9
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explosive due to drilling and blasting [2]. The acoustic impedance of rock material by A.F. Beljajev
are calculated according to the form:

υu ⋅ γ ⋅ k = 1200 ⋅ 3,1 ⋅ 0,8 = 3000
Acoustic impedance of the working environment is calculated as follows:

zs =

∂s d Vl γ
=
∂U r
g

Detonation efficiency of energy due to blasting
depends on the relation of acoustic impedance
of the rocks (Zs) and acoustic impedance of the
explosives (Ze):

Zs
= k =1
Ze
ze =

D⋅D
g

where:
D - bulk density of explosive, g/cm3 (kg/l)
D- detonation velocity of explosive, m/s.
Detonation velocity of explosive for specific
work environment:

D=

Vl ⋅ γ ⋅ k
D

D=2940-3529 m/s.
where:
Vl - velocity of longitudinal elastic waves through
material: 1000-1200 m/s
g - bulk density of material, g=2,7-3,1 t/m3
k- coefficient of reflection, k=0,6-0,9
According that defined the required detonation
velocities of explosives which are the most favorable for blasting in the mine »Sase«. In the following chapters are given the projected solutions and
the practical experiences in mine »Sase«, but here
we can conclude the existance of the real possibilities for the use of the ANFO explosives with consideration of required acoustic impedance of rock
material and detonation velocity of explosive.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Picture 1. Empirical layout of use of the certain
types of explosive in the marked field which
characterized the working conditions in mine
»Sase« [6]
In Figure 1 is shown a diagram of the empirical
limits and conditions of the ANFO explosives use
by the specific conditions of work and it is evident
that use of ANFO explosive in the work conditions
of mine »Sase« is possible and depends on rock
strength and the degree of fracturing of rock mass.
2. Review of the designed mining methods
2.1. Description of tecnological process of
exploitation
In the mine »Sase« since 1983 the sublevel
method of excavation is applied since 1983. This
method is mainly used for excavation of ore vein
of 3m thick and angle of inclination of 70-90°.
This method is based on pneumatic loading and
transport equipment. Loading and transportation
of material by this method is done on the sublevel
drifts from stopes to the raises by mining machines
CAVO -310, and ore or waste are drawn to the
bottom of the stope. Spacing between the sublevel
drifts is 6-10 m and spacing between crosscut and
ore raise is 10 m. The crosscuts, raises and drifts
are below ore vein on a minimum spacing of 10 m,
and other development operation, sublevel drifts,
and orepasses are conducted through the ore. Connection between orepass and raises and sublevel
drifts are conducted with crosscuts [7].
1147
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In development openings the ore has to be
drilled with pneumatic hand drill hammer and
monoblock bit while drilling of sublevel panels
are conducted with medium weighty drill hammer
type BBC-100 or BBC-120F and drill equipment
with drilling bit of appropriate diameter.
The sublevel method of hanging wall caving in
the large ore veins in the last period of usage gave
the positive results. The problem was appeared in
situation when in this method not applied technological discipline mostly in the phase of loading
on sublevel drifts expecially on manner of loading and the quality and quantity of ore that can
be loaded. One of specific problem is that access
of on certain levels of excavation was made possible only through raises, because all communication with other stope within ore block was made
through these raises. This is related to the arrival
and departure of staff to the stope, transport of materials to the stope, delivering underground loading machines with one to the another undercut
and number of machines in the excavation block.
All the problems that have occurred in the sublevel method was usage of pneumatic loading and
dump machines and in the sublevel caving method
was introduced diesel load-haul dump machines,
where above disadvantages resolved.
Drilling- Drilling and blasting is conducted using the drills with medium weighty hammer and
appropriate equipment. The ore in undercut was
drilled with long and parallel blast hole to upward.
Start drilling is from croscutt at both ends of the
block to the raise exactly to the midlle of the block.
If the ore vein is larger then drift span then used
combination of fan shaped and parallel pattern of
blastholes. The drilling angle of parallel blastholes
is approximately equal to the inclination angle of
ore vein, and inclination angle of parallel blastholes
row in the plane is toward to stope face is 75-85°.
Drilling parameters- Hole size is 57 mm, and
3,6 to 7,9 m long, depending on the height of sublevel panel. If the drilling is done in kaolinized
material hole size is 64 mm to avoid the stemming
of blastholes. For drilling may be used the button
and cross drill bits. The line of resistance with two
free surfaces is W=1,2 m. Blasthole row spacing
is a=1,2 m, the number of blastholes in row n=4
and spacing row b=0,9 m. For ore vein 3,0 m thick
drilled the four parallel blastholes size 57 mm,
1148

with row spacing 0,90 m and spacing from side
0,2 m. The blastholes are 6 to 10 m long, lb=3,627,87 m. According to the Regulation of standards
of mine »Sase« standard for drilling with column
type drill and drill hammer BBC 100F is 22 m/
shift. Total length of drilled blasthole is directly
dependent of the height of the horizon and the
number of sublevels and will have a different values. According the previous standards for drilling
of longholes is necessary about 1800 shifts and
one column type drill with two workers skilled
and semi skilled qualifications. At one block will
works one column type drill and if necessary two.
Blasting on the stope- Choice of explosives required for blasting at the working site in the stope
shall be based on the estimated value of detonation velocity and velocity of longitudinal waves in
a specific environment. In »Sase« mine according
of the previous parameters and experiences for explosive charging of the parallel blastoholes on the
stope was used the powdered explosives »Amonex-1« or similar, packed in catridges of 500 g, 50
mm diameter and a length of 33 cm.
In the Supplemental mining project was given
the suggestion to consider the use of ANFO explosives as the primary blasting means. Initiating
of explosives was done by electric detonators in
the primer cartridge that is mounted as a second
cartridge from hole bottom.
Blasting parametrization- The ore mass from
one of the parallel pattern of blastholes is calculated
and quantity is 71,97 t/m'. The total quantity of explosives required for blasting is 17,27 kg. The quantity of explosives for one blasthole in parallel pattern is 4,32 kg/hole. The total length of blastholes is
7,8 m. Stemming length for patroned explosive is
2,0 m. Blasthole length for sublevel height of h=8,8
m and α=70° is 6,6 m. Cartridge length is 1,8 m and
it is necessary a 9 pieces of Amonex cartridge size
50 mm, 0,5 kg weight and 330 mm long. Consumption of electric detonators is 0.046 det/t.
2.2. Review of the realized norms of explosive
and blasting means consumption
In the previous sections are shown the projected
solutions and projected parameters for drilling and
blasting operation in »Sase« mine. At this mine were
achieved the certain standards for explosive and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table 2. The realized norms of explosive and blasting means consumption in mine »Sase«
Typt
AMONEX Ø28
AMONEX Ø42
DANUBIT (PLASTIC)
VITEZIT (PLASTIC)
BERANIT Ø28
ELECTRIC DETONATORS
DETONATING FUSE
CABLE
BLASTING CAP NB.8

Measure
unit

Total

Price

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kom
m
m
pcs
t

78400
50910
1430
5250
341
156140
2993
80200
3
153728

2,3 KM/kg
2,3 KM/kg
3,15KM/kg
3,15 KM/kg
2,3 KM/kg
1,1 KM/pcs
0,58 KM/m
0,016 KM/m
KM/pcs

blasting means consumption and the costs reduced
to a unit of ore mineral production for 2010. It is
clear that the norms are higher than those provided
and projected in the Supplemental mining project,
and which was an additional motive for investitors
to try to find a solution and reduce the costs at the
technological phase of drilling and blasting.
3. Review of test blasting and realized
results
3.1. Test blasting conditions
Test blasting with using ANFO explosive were
performed according to plan of activities and to
carry out a trial blasting in the different working
environments and with different blasthole pattern.
The same was done in the three cycles [8]:
– In the first cycle 01.10.2010 was performed
the three test blasting: at stope/ ore with two
rows of blastoholes in fan pattern and two
blastings on the stope with one forehead
completely in waste and another on which
was a part of the profile in ore (so called
»mixed« working environment). Blasthole
pattern and construction of charge were
defined by Investor and was performed
monitoring and controlling of charging and
activation of these explosive charges to
recording of blasting results and analysis
of work environment after blasting in the
terms of defining the toxic gases produced by
blasting of ANFO explosives.
– In the second cycle 13.10.2010. was
performed the test blasting on the stope with
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Annual norms
Norm
0,510
0,331
0,0093
0,034
0,002
1,016
0,019
0,522
0,000

Measure
kg/t
kg/t
kg/t
kg/t
kg/t
pcs/t
m/t
m/t
pcs/t
t

Costs, KM/t
1,173
0,76
0,029
0,11
0,0046
1,12
0,011
0,008
S 3,215

usage of ANFO explosives with drilling and
blasting parameters defined by Investor.
– During the third test blasting which was done
22.10. 2010. blasting are also performed in
three different working environment with
selected sites that had visually noticeble
different rocks in the waste with the different
physical-mechanical characteristics.
– In addition it was made the change of
blasthole pattern and in the field during the
filling of blastholes are defined the quntities
of explosive and construction of explosive
charges. In this article is presented a short
review of drilling and blasting works during
the test blasting.
Drilling equipment for drilling- Technological phase of drilling was done with available drill
hammers with a note that was not planned change
of equipment or drilling methods, so that the blasting was done with equipment that has in mine
»Sase«. Drilling diameter at the stope by drill
hammer type BBD 90/91 W - »Panther«, BBD-46
WR/WS »Falcon« is 30 mm.
Used explosives in the test blasting- In the test
blasting were used powdered ANFO explosives
Vitanol-P of manufacturer Vitezit from Vitez ( test
blasting done 01.10.2010.) and explosive Bohex
A1 of manufacturer DNS from Eastern Sarajevo.
Method of boreholes charging by ANFO explosives- explosives was in cartridge but used a pneumatic charger Poranol B. Poranol-B is a pneumatic
type of charger with a capacity of 25, 50 or 100 kg,
of manufacturer Industrial Explosive Pvt Ltd India. Charging is done through antistatic hose-pipe
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with pressure to 6 bar. In this case, used the pressure to 3 bar and a model with capacity of 25 kg.
3.2. Review of test blasting results

3.2.2. Technical data of the norms and
consumptions of explosive and
explosive means
Table 4 presents an overview of explosive and explosive means consumption during the test blastings.

3.2.1. Data of blastholes pattern and
construction of test blasting charge
Table 3 provides an overview of blasthole
pattern and construction of test blasting charge,
which is basis for further analysis and to obtain
the information about consumption and norms of
explosive and explosive means.

3.2.3. Ratio of specific consumption of
explosive and compressive strength
and bulk density of the rock
According to the test blasting results analyzed
the specific consumption of explosive in ratio to

Table 3. Overview of blast and technical conditions of test blasting
Mining site
Working
environment

MM1
Stope
01.10.10

MM2
Stope
01.10.10

Mixed
materials
O/W

Waste

Ore

Ore

Waste

Mixed
material O/W

Ore

1,6

3-8 m,
two rows

3-7,5
two rows

1,55

1,55

3-7,5
one row

Borehole length,
1,6
m
Dimension of
2,4mx2,6m
stope, m x m
P, m2
Consumption of
ANFO, kg
Consumption of
Amonex, 1kg
Number of
blastholes
Blasted
materials, m3
Specific
consumption,
kg/m3
Electric
detonators, pcs
Cable, m
Detonating
charge, pcs
Detonating fuse,
m
Stemming
Location of
detonating
charge
1150

MM3 Stope Stope fan MM4 Stope MM5 Stope MM6 Stop
fan pattern
pattern
fan pattern
01.10.10
13.10.10
22.10.10
22.10.10
22.10.10

2,2mx2,2

2,4mx2,6m 2,4mx2,6m

6,24

4,84

31,5

28,0

63,0

2,1

1,8

9,0

6,24

6,24

61,0

25,0

29,0

37,0

1,2

4,4

5,0

0,4

Extension of Table 3
21+1

21+1

8 (4)

8 (7 )

25+1

25+1

4(2)

9,2

7,2

33,5

23,0

7,1

9,4

11,0

3,42 Anfo
0,23 Am1

3,75 Anfo
0,25 Am1

1,88 Anfo
0,27 Am1

2,64 Anfo
0,056 Am1

3,53 Anfo
0,62 Am1

3,06 Anfo
0,53 Am1

3,36 Anfo
0,036 Am1

21

21

25

25

15

13

39

40

4

7

2

37

42

17

carton
carton
carton
karton
clay
clay
clay
At the
At the botton At the top of At the botton At the botton At the botton At the botton
botton of
of blastole the blasthole of blastole of blastole of blastole of blastole
blastole
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Table 4. Summary of explosive and the explosive means consumption norms during test blastings
Monitoring
place
Material
ANFO, kg/t
Powdered, kg/t
Det.charge, kom/t
Det.fuse, m/t
Electric det. pcs/t
Cable, m/t

MM-1
ore

MM-2
waste

0,57
0,082
0,84
0,34

1,29
0,085

MM-3
mixed
material
1,16
0,078

1,0
1,67

0,78
1,29

the working environment, respectively to the compressive strength and bulk density of rock.
By analysis was confirmed the technical and
tecnological possibility of using ANFO explosives
in the working environments in mine »Sase«- Srebrenica.

MM-4
Stopeore
1.02
0,011
0,054
0,49

1,02-1,12
0,18-0,2

MM-6
mixed
material
0,87-0,98
0,15-0,17

0,35
1,65

0,76
1,31

MM-5
waste

Blasting
13.10
ore
0,80
0,017
0,088
0,56

The diagrams in Figures 2 and 3 represent that
use of ANFO explosives in ore is quite reliable, as
can be seen from diagram of specific consumption
and compressive strength of rocks ratio, while the
ANFO explosives in the waste rocks will not be
able to use in the all situations. The same ratio was
observed by comparing the specific consumption
of explosive and bulk density of rocks in the actual
working environments in which the test blastings
were conducted.
3.2.4. Economic parameters related to the
ANFO explosives use

Figure 2. Ratio of specific consumption of explosive and compressive strength of rocks during
usage of ANFO explosives in the test blasting

Figure 3. Ratio of specific consumption of explosive and bulk density of rocks during usage of
ANFO explosives in the test blastings
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

According to the previous mentioned conditions and the fact that drilling technology was not
changed, the comparative economic parameters of
drilling tecnological phase were analyzed. Table
5 provides an overview of consumption norms of
explosive (specific consumption of ANFO explosives and other explosives) and explosive means,
with the definition of consumption norms expressed per unit of produced mass. In Table 2 are
shown the previous realized norms with the use of
powdered explosives and existing tecnological solution for this technological phase (obtained as the
annual review from the mine »Sase« for 2010. ).
In the Table 5 and 6 are presented the costs of
blasting using the ANFO explosives during test
blastings of ore and waste conducted during October 2010.
During the use of powdered explosives was
done a comparation of projected norms and explosive and explosive means consumptions with
the realized norms during the use of ANFO explosives. In Table 7 are given the norms according to
the Supplemental mining project which represent
the projected costs of blasting.
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Table 5. Consumption of explosive and explosive means at the stope/ore with using of ANFO
Type
Grading
Measure unit
Powdered explosive AMONEX
0,011-0,082
kg/t
ANFO
0,57-1,02
kg/t
Detonating fuse
0,34-0,56
m/t
Detonation charge NB.8
0,04-0,088
Pcs/t
Costs of explosive and explosive means, KM/t

Price
2,3 KM/kg
1,21 KM/kg
0,58 KM/m
1,50 KM/pcs

Cost, KM/t
0,025-0,19
0,69-1,23
0,19-0,32
0,06-0,13
å 0,965-1,87

Table 6. Consumption of explosive and explosive means at the waste with using of ANFO
Type
Grading
Measure unit
Powdered explosive AMONEX
0,011-0,082
kg/t
ANFO
0,87-1,29
kg/t
Electric detonators
0,35-1,0
pcs/t
Cable
1,31-1,67
m/t
Costs of explosive and explosive means, KM/t

Price
2,3 KM/kg
1,21 KM/kg
1,1, KM/pcs
0,016 KM/m

Cost, KM/t
0,025-0,19
1,05-1,56
0,385-1,1
0,021-0,026
å 1,48-2,87

Table 7. Standards of the projected costs of blasting
Type
Grading
At the stope foreheads
Powdered explosive
0,51-0,62
Plastic explosive
0,043
EL.DETONATORS
0,8-1,0
CABLE
0,522
Costs of explosive and explosive means, KM/t
At the stopes
Powdered explosive
0,2
Plastic explosive
0,043
EL.DETONATORS
0,046
CABLE
0,522
Costs of explosive and explosive means, KM/t

Figure 4. Comparison of drilling and blasting
costs using the ANFO explosives, costs that are
realized in production (the consumptions according to the company report from 2010) and the
costs which are calculated according by Supplemental mining project
1152

Measure unit

Price

Costs, KM/t

kg/t
kg/t
pcs/t
m/t

2,3 KM/kg
3,15 KM/kg
1,1 KM/kom
0,016 KM/m

1,17-1,43
0,14
0,88-1,1
0,008
å 2,19-2,68

kg/t
kg/t
pcs/t
m/t

2,3 KM/kg
3,15 KM/kg
1,1 KM/kom
0,016 KM/m

0,46
0,14
0,05
0,008
å 0,658

The results from Tables 2, 5 and 6 show that
there are the significant economic effects of using ANFO explosives in relation to the use of
powdered and plastic explosives according to
the current conditions and norms. That does not
mean that in the certain situation would not continue to use of powdered and plastic explosives,
especially in the working environments with extremely compact and hard rocks, where the detonation velocity and power of ANFO explosives
will not be sufficient to appropriate level of material fragmentation. In addition to, it sholud be
noted that these results were from test blasting,
in which are precisely determined the consumed
quantity of explosive and explosive means, and
that in mining practice and daily use of ANFO
explosives the norms will be slighty higher but
not significant in ratio to identified norms during
the test blastings.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Comparing the projected and realized norms
in the test blasting Table 7 and Figure 4 shows
that the feasibility of ANFO explosives use in
development of underground construction is not
questioned, but the use of these explosives in
solid working environment- at the stope, can be
selectively used under condition that production
menager to control the use of ANFO explosives in
solid rocks and according to concrete assessment
of the site/ a specific working environment to
evaluate the possibility of using these explosives.
4. Conlusions
Analysis of possible use of ANFO explosives
allows the certain conlusions [8]:
– By defining of the working environment,
its physical and mechanical characteristics
and acoustic impedance of rock material are
defined the necessary detonation velocities
of explosives that are the most favorable
for blasting in mine “Sase”. There are
realistic possibility of ANFO explosive
use, according to acoustic impedance of
rock material and detonation velocity of
explosives that are need. The experimental
boundaries and conditions in which can be
used the ANFO explosives according to
the specific working conditions, indicate
that the use of ANFO explosives under
conditions from the mine “Sase” is possible
but partly dependent of the strength of rock
and the degree of rock mass fracturing.

and power of ANFO explosives will not
be sufficient to the appropriate grade of
material fragmentation.
– It should be noted that these results was
from test blasting, in which are precisely
determined the consumed quantity of
explosive and explosive means, and that
in mining practice and daily use of ANFO
explosives the norms will be slighty higher
but not significant in ratio to identified
norms during the test blastings.
– When there is a comparison of projected
parameters and norms of consumed
explosives and explosive means it can be
seen that the feasibility of ANFO explosive
use on the underground constructions- the
stopes is not questioned, but the use of these
explosives in solid working environmentore or the stopes, can be selectively used
under condition that production menager to
control the use of ANFO explosives in solid
rocks and according to concrete assessment
of the site/ a specific working environment
to evaluate the possibility of using these
explosives.

When conducting the analysis and comment of
consumption and realized norms during the use of
ANFO explosives in comparation with the realized or projected norms of other explosives, according to techno-economic aspect, it is possible
to state the following conclusions:
– According to the results from this paper
there are a significant economic effect of
using ANFO explosives in ratio to the use
of powder and plactic explosives under the
current conditions and norms. That doesn
not mean that in the certain situations will
need to continue to use of powder and
plastic explosives, especially in compact and
solid rocks, where the detonation velocity
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Abstract
In this work, the matter of our interest will be
the problem of defining optimal linear system function, according to middle-quadratic error criteria.
We will determine the conditions under which one
gets minimal error. It has been demonstrated that
middle-quadratic error is minimal when system
response to Dirac’s impulse settles Wiener-Hopf’s
equation. Concerning the fact that the solution of
Wiener-Hopf’s equation can be used in wide spectrum of problems, we can also apply it for the problem of filtration with delay, filtration with prediction, and problem of firm prediction. Basic concept
in classical theory presents the possibility of presenting the signals and murmur by using Furije’s
progression or Furije’s integral. In other words,
classical theory sees the signal and the murmur as
periodic and aperiodic phenomenon.
Key words: linear system first order, stationary, useful signal filter, Dirac’s function, autocorrelative function of input signal.
Introduction
The problem with linear filters consists of finding the solution how to extract the useful signal
that is distracted by the murmur by using linear
system with minimal error in compliance with
chosen error criteria.
has

Function
the attribute of

Border function
butes
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for

has the attri-

and

Function
is called Dirac’s function or impulsive function of zero progression (based on
physical interpretation
as the infinitely strong
force in moment t=0, temporary “reports” material
point mass unit with speed equal to 1) or simply
.
Middle-quadratic error function
In the picture 1. linear system A is a filter
which we want to project. Therefore, we have to
or system redetermine either pass function
sponse to Dirac’s impulse h(t).
Signal on the input of system
is usually
presented as the sum of the useful signal
and
additional murmur
. Hence, we have formula:
..................... (1)
and
are accidentally
Both signals
stationary processes. After a presence of murmur,
useful signal is no longer possible to regenerate by
linear system, unless it is some kind of exception.
However, we can still observe ideal output. We will
call this value, desired output
, and we will
mark the real output of the system as
.
If we put
, it would mean that
the desired output signal is temporary replica (response of input signal). Nevertheless, in many
applications, such as telephone circuit, delay
1155
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in signal reproduction it is not an imperfection.
If we mark that delay with a, we get relation
, as illustrated in the picture.

we want filter with delay or prediction. During the
specification of desired output signal, we should
have in mind the fact that our demands exceed the
possibilities of the system, which causes the appearance of error. Temporarily for the error we can
say that it is:
...................... (3)
Corresponding average value of error will be
taken as the example of filters good work, considering the demands. We can obviously take in consideration the positive value of function
, because
according to valid criteria we can not take into consideration positive and negative temporary values,
which would annul themselves. Absolute value of
error and value which one can obtain from integrating absolute error are the examples of such positive function. That is one of the reasons why we use
middle-quadratic error which we define as:

Picture 1.a

........ (4)

Picture 1.b
Maximum in sample of input signal fm fm(t)
is randomly selected as referential point in t=0
to demonstrate the relativity of time in input and
output. Maximum of desired signal is late compared to corresponding input signal for exact time
interval a. Instead of delay, we can assume that
, which would mean that at the
input of system firm input signal is turned ahead for
a seconds. The specification of desired output is emphasized. For the filter that is illustrated here, we say:

Reason for this choice also lays in simplicity
during the mathematical development of the theory.
Definition 1. Linear system which we determine based on criteria of minimum middle-quadratic error is called optimal linear system
If we want to connect the performances of filter
with middle-quadratic error we have to introduce
function h(t) in expression (4), by representing the
signal at the input
with convoluted integral
between input signal and system response to Dirac’s impulse.[3]
By following this we get:

....................................... (4’)
After the expansion of the latest expression
and having in mind the fact that it is

........................ (2)
and it represents the time of
where
delay or the time of prediction, based on whether
1156
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Using Fubini’sTheorem by alternating order of
integration in the expression (4’) which we previously transform, we get:

middle-quadratic error can appear only during the
change of system response h(t).
In other words, expression (10) is function
from h(t).
To emphasize this attitude, we are introducing
index h, by designating left article of expression
(10). Hence:

....................................... (6)

..................(11)

Now, by applying following relations

......................................... (7)
........ (8)
................ (9)
expression for the middle-quadratic error is

Goal that we intend to obtain in this work is
problem how to determine h(t) which would minimized middle-quadratic error. But concerning the
fact that minimization of function is the subject of
variant calculus, we will briefly reflect on problem
of variant calculus.
The simplest problem concerning variant calculus is minimization or maximization of function
...................... (12)
Integration is conducted along curve y(x), for
which is accepted:
............................. (13)

.................. (10)
This expression is of great significance and
essence because it demonstrates that middle-quadratic error, between the real and desired output of
filter depends on following measures:
- represents system response to Dirac’s impulse
- autocorrelative function of input signal
- selfcorrelative function of input and desired output signal filter
- middle-quadratic value of desired signal
Results that are obtained, display that beside
the attributes of the system, functions that determine middle-quadratic error are actually autocorrelative function of input signal and selfcorrelative
function of output and desired signal.
Concerning the fact that
and
are
entirely determined and if the input and desired
output signals are specified, any kind of change in
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Our problem consists of finding the curve for
which expression (12) has maximal or minimal
value, and, at the same time, satisfied requirement
(13). Without the reduction of generality, we can
instead of function y(x), taking into consideration
the changes along entire curve, write:
.......................... (14)
Or to simplify just
................................. (15)
, which do not depend on x, and
where
is differential function after x, which meet the
requirements
.............................. (16)
and
requirements (13) are
So,
met. Change along the curve
represents increment function y, which we will designate as
1157
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In the picture 1.a) curve y(x) is marked with the
first line. For the given appearance of the function
, and for the different values of parameter ,
function y
represents curve in setting of function y(x). Picture 1.b) represents the
case when new function
is selected.
Function y(x) has the increment
, so the
function I has the increment .
Concerning this, we have expression (12):
....... (17)
On the assumption that the last function is continuous, differential, for every possible variation h,
we can determine value of parameter , for which
has the min. or max. That is determined
from the requirement
...................... (18)
If y(x) is not selected so that I reach maximum
or minimum, then we have
and
. On
the other side, if y(x) function which minimizes
or maximizes function I, of variation
,
should be equal to 0, regardless on the given ,
and
, when we solve the equation (18) after
. We conclude that it is
Lemma 2 If for the given function y(x), there
is minimum or maximum function I, we then have
Lemma 1
value .
If we introduce shifts

, for every possible

I have minimum or maximum, it is enough tohave

for every pssible value 𝜂.
Corollar 4. If the subintegral function
dependes only on 𝜂, then the Lemma 2

is automatially satified.
Namely, we accomplish that by partial integrationof expression
after that, we get the
requirement
............ (20)
Considering the fact that is randomly differential function which meets the requirements (16),
expression with in relation (20) has to be equal
to 0. On the opposite, if that is not the case, we
, function which do not
have
change sign for
, and can be selected so
that integral in (20) has the positive value, which is
contradictory to his demand that his value should
be equal to 0.
We have
Theorem 1. If the integral I is given by the expression (12) at the interval (a, b) it accomplishes
maximum, or minimum for the given value of function y(x). Consequently, that function is the solution of the equation
........................ (21)

,
Then the equation (17) gets the form
............... (19)
By using differentation of the expression (19)
and considering that
, we get:
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Lemma 3 If we have the requirement that is
satisfied
, then so to integral

Equation (21) is known as the Euler-Lagrengeov’s equation.
Minimization of the middle-quadratic error
function
Let us briefly reflect on the problem of the
middle-quadratic error function (11), to determine necessary (sufficient) requirements for its
minimum value. We can observe that the function
coincides with the integral I, and that h(t) coincides with function y(x), so that the problem can
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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be solved by finding system response to Dirac’s
impulse h(t), which minimizes function
By
following this same procedure, we will assume
that
, independent from t, and that
is
differential function that meets the requirement
................... (22)
Furthermore,

we should assume that
is the increment of the function
, and that
is increment of middle-quadratic error function, then the requirement (22) is
necessary because of the fact that we have

....... (26)
Concerning that and are independent in the
equation (26) from and in the first article from
the right side of the equation (25), we can observe
that these double (dual) integrals are equal. After
introducing shifts

.... (27)

................... (23)
It is clear that if the increment of the function
h(t) is really possible, it has to have the attribute
(22). On the other side, we would introduce physically impossible changes in linear system response
to Dirac’s impulse [4]. By introducing increment in
the expression (11) we get the following relation

-

and adducing the fact, we can write the expression (25) in following form
............... (28)
By using the requirement (18) and taking into
is not the funcconsideration the fact that
tion from , we can make a conclusion that, the requirement for minimum value of middle-quadratic
error function is given by the relation
............... (29)

....................................... (24)
Developing the expression on the right side of
equation, we get the articles which do not depend
on e, and its sum is eh2(t), which is also expected.
The other articles have either e or e2 as the factor.
They are the result of the increment of the function
h(t), and its sum represents the error increment.
Thus, we have,

Further on, by using the last requirement, after
collating this relation and having in mind the shifts
(27) we get relation

................................... (30)
We have to mention that
, therefore, firstly, let us consider the case when
Significant fact that we have discovered is that
we have to satisfy the following requirement for
the determination of middle-quadratic error

...................................... (25)
The first and the second article on the right side
of the equation are equal among each other, because
is an even function, so that the other addend is:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

...................................... (31)
If we observe the case of
, we find
that, considering that
is differential function
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on I which meets the requirement (22), quotient
with
has to be 0 to satisfy the requirement
(30). If the quotient is not 0, then we could choose
, so that it is the equal sign as the quotient on the
interval
, and as the result we would
get positive expression from the left side of the
equation (30), which is also contradictory with requirement (30).
Hence, we conclude that for accomplishing
minimum value of middle-quadratic error function, it is necessity that system response to Dirac’s
impulse meets the requirement

............................. (32)
In other words, optimal linear system response
to Dirac’s impulse is the solution of this integral
equation. This type of equation is known as the
Wiener-Hopf’s integral equation and in the theory
of optimal linear systems corresponds to Euler-Lagrange’s differential equation in Variant calculus.
We have to note that equation (32) is affirmative
with requirement
Without the limitation,
this equation would not be Wiener-Hopf’s equation, and without complete comprehension of how
these limitations are introduced into the problem,
we would lose the essence of this analysis.
The question that logically arises is whether the
requirement (32) is the requirement for minimum
or maximum middle-quadratic error. Answer to
that question is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. If we have middle-quadratic error defined as in relation (4) and considering that
size of error depends on amplitude of output signal
, then if we have the solution of equation (32),
it corresponds to maximum middle-quadratic error.
Proof. To validate this Theorem, let us reflect,
for the moment, the expression for the variation of
middle-quadratic error (25) and assume that given
h in (25) meets the requirement (32). By changing
the expression (32) in relation (25), the last integral in (25) can be written as

...................................... (33)
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This substitute has the consequence of annulment of the first and the last article on the right
side of the expression (25),so that it remains

...................................... (34)
Considering that relation (32) is affirmative
only with requirement
, we can verify what
would occur, when we would substitute for
. Due to requirement (22), we can immediately
conclude that integrals in (25), with
, as their
factor are equal to 0.
In other words, for
, these integrals do not
affect on values of middle-quadratic error.
Therefore, expression (34) represents the increment of middle-quadratic error when
matches
impulse response which satisfies the requirement
(32). If we vindicate that function (33) is positive
for every possible value ,[5] we will prove that
expression (32) is given the requirement for accomplishing maximum of middle-quadratic error.
Namely, if we observe linear system, which has
the input signal
and its response to Dirac’s
impulse is
, auto-correlative function of output signal for
would be

....................................... (35)
which represents middle-quadratic value of output signal of system. Considering that this expression is equal to double integral in (33), we can write
.................... (36)
As,
, and
, we have vindicated that when h satisfies Wiener-Hopf’s equation (32), it signifies that
...................... (37)
If we apply solution for every h from (32) equation (36) demonstrates that it is certainly one solution for minimum middle-quadratic error. If there
were other solutions, there would be variations of
first solution, and that is contradictory with relation (36). Thus, by solving equation (32) we get
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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optimal linear system. To emphasize this fact, we
will mark optimal linear system response with hopt.
So we have Wiener-Hopf’s equation [6].

We would get better results when we optimize
middle-quadratic error defined in following way
...... (38)
Namely, we have:
Theorem 2. If we have middle-quadratic error
given in the relation (37), etc. if we have 2n of order, then the probability of error depends on general correlative functions of randomly changeable
signals f0(t) and fd(t). In expression for middle error of 2n order, middle values of random processes
of higher order are involved.
Proof. By developing the expression (37), we get

which is supposed to be demonstrated.
Example 1. For

we get

Example 2. After the development of the right
side of the equation of the last expression and introducing the shifts:

=

...................................... (39)
Considering that we have
............. (40)
We can also write expression in middle bracket in (39) in form of
we get
=

... (41)
By shifting the expression (41) into (39), we get
.

...................................... (42)
Consequence 3. By applying the variant calculus, we substitute function h(t) with
,
then the relation (42) becomes [7]

=
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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.................................................... (43)
And if the requirement

is satis-

Analogically we get for the general case

:

fied we get the following equation

........ (44)
where we have used the fact that it is

We can now write relation (44) in a following
form

.

.................................... (47)
If we apply again the variant calculus, so if
for example we instead of function h
take
, we get

....................................... (45)
Considering that
for
necessary that for
we have

it is

....................................... (46)
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In this paper one way of calculating the mean
squared error and the determination of its minimum application of variational account. This is
demonstrated in Dirac’s pulse functions for signals. Specifically, observed the input signal f(t),
which is usually presented as the sum of the input
signal fm(t) and the original fn(t), which is incidental noise signals that appear. The paper is treated
with an error that occurs when the output signal
and the corresponding results are obtained . Regardless of the possibility of applying the results
obtained in telephony, the obtained signals are not
perfect, but are improving earlier results.
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Abstract
This research has been conducted in order to
establish the impact of a predictor system in applied anthropological variables on criteria variables
which define the competition efficacy in top karate
competitors. For a successful realization of this research, 120 top karate athletes have been treated
with application of 20 variables. The treated group
of respondents has gone through the following
variables: 6 variables of anthropometric dimensions, 5 body composition assessment variables, 2
variables for conative traits assessment, 3 variables
for a motive assessment in sport performance and 4
variables for competition efficacy assessment. The
research has also included a linear regression analysis that has determined the impact of the predictor variable system as a criterion for a competition
efficacy. The predictor variable system has shown
a statistically significant impact of the variables:
a competitor’s score activity in a point (IPON), a
competitor’s score activity in two points (NIHON)
and a competitor’s points won summary (OZBPN).
The predictor variable system has not shown any
statistically significant impact in the fourth criterion variable, a competitor’s score activity in three
points (SANBON). The results of the partial impact
of applied anthropological variables have proved
the complexity of this issue and leave room for further studies in this field.
Key words: karate athletes, anthropometry,
body composition, psychological tests, success.
1. Introduction
Karate as one of the most popular combat sports,
practices a traditional karate training and includes
basic techniques, kata and sparring activities [1].
Modern karate competitions consist of two indi1164

vidually important karate disciplines kumite and
kata [2]. Due to the fact that they are based on different selections of movement techniques, their
kinematic and kinetic parameters, they differ in
their anthropometric and physical performances
[3]. Kumite competitions are characterized with
a complex technique structure and specific competitors’ abilities in the part of combined attack
techniques [4]. Karate sport belongs to the group
of poly structural acyclic activities with exclusive quick actions and reactions with explosive
and multiple complex movements which performance requires a high level of a karate competitor’s motor and technical skills [5]. Karate sport,
from the aspect of competitors’ motor activities,
as well as competition specifics, belongs to the
first group of sports that have a significant impact
on transformation of the athletes’ anthropological
status. Based on the criteria for energetic process
domination, that is according the physiological
classification, karate is among anaerobic sports
(glycolytic energy process) expressed with high
intensity in time duration between 5 seconds and
3 minutes. Starting from the fact that the competition takes place for a very short period of time and
in specific conditions (maximally fast, explosive
and strong strikes are performed, with a maximal
strike control, increased risk of injures, etc.), it
means that karate athletes are systematically exposed to a competition stress. It results in establishment of these athletes’ characteristic psychological structures [6]. The decision for winning a
point is probably of a crucial importance for competitors to achieve the final effect, which indicates
the importance of connecting some personal characteristics of karate athletes and their success in a
sport combat [6]. For this reason, an effort need to
be made for determining abilities and characterVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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istics of the anthropological dimensions that are
included with a different intensity in the equation
of success specification in karate sport.
The research conducted in New Zealand, with
similar sports to karate such as taekwondo, where
quantities of body fats were compared (FAT%) in
athletes according to their gender, has come to a
conclusion that male athletes have significantly
smaller quantity of body fat 7,5% than female athletes 12,0% [7].
Similar research has been conducted in Malaysia with a sample of 11 girls and 15 boys, adolescents, who have been engaged in karate and taekwondo sports, where a greater presence of body
fats has been found in girls than in boys [8].
The results referring to the anthropometric
variables: body height (AVISTL), body weight
(ATLMAS) and body mass index (BMI), in examined karate athletes within this research, can
be compared with the researches that have been
made in earlier studies and refer to tested elite karate athletes [9, 10].
The analysis of the athletes’ competition efficacy has led to a conclusion that the highest number of points have been won by applying different
techniques (IPON), which is also in compliance
with the results of some past studies [11, 12].
Other authors [13] have conducted researches
and compared quantities of body fats in female
athletes in Croatia engaged in taekwondo, and established that those who have won top competition medals have a smaller quantity of body fats
(FAT%), 15,3%, as compared to the body fats in
female athletes who have not won any medals in a
number of competitions (17,6%).
Also, researches have been conducted where
certain measures of male karate athletes’ body
composition have been established according to
the competition level (national and international),
and no difference has been found in their body
weight – ATLMAS [14].
Various techniques such as kizami zuki and
gyaky zuki, the most applied competition techniques, are structurally simple and safe movements and therefore mostly applied ones [15]. The
results of the conducted researches indicate that
direct punches are the most effective punch techniques, where as kicks have advantage in spinning
kicks [15]. These kinds of strikes can be used like:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

one attack, counter attack or in combination of
both. According to the results obtained in so far researches with top karate athletes, it has been established that the choice of technical actions is connected with the body composition and scale [16].
The basic goal of this research is to establish the
relation and impact of the anthropological variable
predictor system (anthropometric characteristics,
body composition, conative traits and motive for
sports performance) based on the criteria variable
system – competition efficacy of the best karate
athletes from Bosnia and Herzegovina.
2. Material and methods
The research has been conducted with 120 karate athletes from nine clubs on the territory of
Bosnia and Herzegovina. All respondents have
been treated for establishing: anthropological
characteristics through the following variables: 6
variables of anthropological dimensions, 5 body
composition assessment variables, 2 variables for
assessment of the conative traits, motive for sports
performance assessed through 3 variables and 4
variables for competition efficacy assessment. All
measurements and testing were conducted during
the national championships of Bosnia and Herzegovina held on 27th March 2010 in Bihac. None of
the respondents had any health problems, neither
psychological nor mental illness, and all agreed to
take part in the study. For successful realization of
this research, all respondents were measured the
following variables: body height (AVISTL), leg
length (ADUZNO), arm length (ADUZRU), body
mass (ATLMAS), forearm skin fold (ANABNA),
abdominal skin fold (ANABTR), total fat weight
in kg (FATMAS), total fat quantity percent –
(FAT%), body mass index (BMI), total quantity of
body water (TBW) and total quantity of muscle
mass (MMMAS).
The variables for conative traits assessment include tests for anxiety assessment such as:
ASCAT – a line of competition anxiety is a test
for measuring the line of specific competition anxiety. The test consist of 15 statements connected
with the competition situation and respondents are
required to chose one of the three offered answers:
“hardly ever”, “sometimes” or “often”. Only 10
items are valued whereas the rest 5 are false items.
1165
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Answers are rated values from 1 to 3, so that the total test results range from 10 to 30 points. Smaller
test values indicate that an athlete feels low levels
of anxiety, and values close to the upper limits indicate that an athlete is under a greater stress [17].
ASTAI – a line of general (structured) anxiety is a
test for assessment of the general anxiety line. It consists of 20 items, statements that require a respondent
to give one of the following answers: “hardly ever”,
“sometimes”, “often” or “almost always”. The answers are valued from 1 to 4 points, so that the total
test results range from 20 to 80 points [18].
The motive for sports performance has been
determined by a test consisting of three scales examining three variables with 50 items:
– The AMSPP scale examines the motive for
sports performance and consists of 26 items.
– The AMSPF scale examines the positive
emotional reaction and is presented with 12
items.
– The AMSPN scale examines an athlete’s
negative emotional reaction in competition
conditions and consists of 12 items [19].
The competition efficacy has been determined
on the basis of points won during a combat, in accordance with the rules of the World Karate Federation (WKF). The following variables have been
registered:
– Ipon – a competitor’s score activity in a
points (IPON) is achieved by a single punch
to the point zone of the chest and face.
– Nihon – a competitor’s score activity in
two points (NIHON) is achieved by a single
kick to the body, two punches in a row to the
point zone of the chest and face, a punch to
the back or side of the body and throwing
the opponent out off balance.
– Sanbon – a competitor’s score activity in
three points (SANBON) is achieved by a
single kick to the head, with a sweeping or
throwing out technique followed by a punch
to the point zone of the body or head.
– Summary scores of the competitor
(OZBPN), means a summary of the total
points won on all grounds.
The measurement variable characteristics,
characteristics and size of the target group of re1166

spondents have determined the basic methods for
data processing. The statistical analysis was carried out by means of the SPSS statistical software
(SPSS for Windows, Release 15.0; SPSS, CHICAGO, IL, USA). The central and descriptive
parameters have been presented as mean values,
standard deviation, a curvature degree of the top
of the curve – Skew and flattening degree of the
top of the curve – Kurt, as specific results in the
table. The application of a linear regression analysis determined the impact of the predictor variable
system on competitors’ efficacy as a criterion.
3. Results
The computed central and descriptive results
of the respondents are presented in Table 1. The
analysis of the central and dispersion parameters
of applied variables for assessment of the longitudinal dimensionality of karate athletes’ skeleton:
body height (AVISTL), leg length (ADUZNO)
and arm length (ADUZRU) establishes that the
obtained standard deviation values (st.de) with all
three variables in the space of the longitudinal dimensionality indicate that the empiric variable results of the longitudinal dimensionality are mainly
grouped around the arithmetic mean values, and a
slight result bursting is recorded.
In addition to the aforementioned facts, the obtained skewness values with all three variables of
the longitudinal dimensionality are slightly smaller than +1, which means that the Gauss curve is
slightly asymmetric. There is a negative asymmetry with all tree variables of the longitudinal dimensionality, which means that in the series dominate
results of respondents from the lighter categories
(the experience has shown that in national competitions there are always in principle more competitors in lighter than in heavier categories). Actually,
such was the case in our research too, where the
concentration of competitors was in the category
up to -75 kilograms. The kurtosis values with the
variables of the longitudinal dimensionality also
range within the limits from -1 to +1, which refers to the fact that a slight variability has been
noticed in the empiric results of the statistical series, and the sample is extremely homogeneous in
respect of the variable results in the assessment of
the longitudinal dimensionality. According to the
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table 1. Descriptive indicators of the applied variables
Variables
AVISTL (mm)
ADUZNO (mm)
ADUZRU (mm)
ATLMAS (kg)
ANABNA (mm)
ANABTR (mm)
FATMAS (kg)
FAT % (%)
BMI (kg/m2)
TBW (%)
MMMAS (%)
ASTAI (point)
ASCAT (point)
AMSPP (point)
AMSPF (point)
AMSPN (point)
IPON (point)
NIHON (point)
SANBON (point)
OZBPN (point)

Mean
1780.65
1040.87
778.27
72.91
10.84
10.62
6.49
8.15
22.95
47.64
64.21
32.54
19.40
15.41
7.73
4.82
3.70
0.53
0.26
4.49

values of the variables for the body mass assessment (ATLMAS), the obtained standard deviation
values (std.de) in this variable for the body mass
assessment also prove that the empiric results are
mainly grouped around the arithmetic mean values,
in other words, an extreme result homogeneity has
been recorded. This is supported by the skewness
value (.76), which points out that the Gauss curve
is slightly asymmetric. There is a positive asymmetry in this variable, meaning that the series is
dominated by below average values. The kurtosis
value in this variable (.78) indicates that the sample
of respondents is very homogeneous in regard to
the body mass. Values of the standard deviation
(std.de), obtained with the analysis of the central
and dispersion parameters of variables applied for
assessment of karate athletes’ skin fold: upper arm
skin fold (ANABNA) and abdominal skin fold
(ANABTR), indicate that the empiric results are
extremely heterogeneous. In addition to the aforementioned facts, the obtained skewness values are
significantly higher than +1. This indicates that
the Gauss curve is significantly asymmetric, with
positive asymmetry, and the series is dominated
by value results below the average. The obtained
results are in line with expectations and in agreeVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Std.De
79.84
62.78
64.13
9.72
3.90
4.81
3.74
4.15
2.24
5.99
7.53
6.25
4.56
4.89
2.47
2.04
2.95
0.78
0.61
3.70

Skew
-0.25
-0.57
-0.57
0.76
1.41
1.65
1.82
1.19
0.38
0.70
0.84
0.61
0.10
-0.48
-0.58
0.55
0.70
1.14
2.65
0.87

Kurt
-0.67
-0.50
0.26
0.78
1.91
2.93
4.20
1.04
0.44
0.05
0.40
0.55
-0.70
-1.08
-0.59
0.48
0.29
0.02
7.06
0.60

ment with previously mentioned past researches
(Koropanovski et al., 2011). However, since this
is about a test for weight category of respondents,
probably such situation leads to some data that are
seemingly ambiguous. The presented skewness
values (Table 1) show that psychological variables
of the “line of a general structured anxiety” (ASCAI), “line of competition anxiety” (ASCAT) and
“negative emotional reaction of athletes in competition conditions” (AMSPN), have a slight positive
asymmetry. This indicates that a number of results
of these variables are in the zone of better results
in the psychological variables “motive for sports
performance” (AMSPP) and “positive emotional
reaction in sports performance conditions” (AMSPF). They also show a slight negative asymmetry
which means that a number of results are in the
zone of lower values. The analyzed central and dispersion parameters of the variables applied for assessment of the athletes’ competition efficacy: total
points won by the competitor (OZBPN), ipon point
activity of the competitor (IPON), nihon point activity of the competitor (NIHON) and sanbon point
activity of the competitor (SANBON), provide values of the standard deviation (std.de.) with all four
variables in the area of competition efficacy which
1167
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indicate that the results are mainly grouped around
the obtained values of the arithmetic means, and
that a slight result bursting is registered. In addition
to mentioned facts, the obtained skewness values
with three variables of the competition efficacy
are around +1, and only the results of a competitor’s point activity variable in 3 points (SANBON)
show value bursting, which means that the Gauss
curve is asymmetric. All four variables of the competition efficacy have a positive asymmetry which
means that the series is dominated by results with
above the average values. The kurtosis values in
three variables of the competition efficacy (competitor’s point activity in 1 point IPON, competitor’s point activity in 2 points NIHON and cumulative number of won points by a competitor OZBPN), range within the limits from -1 to +1.
These results point to the fact that a slight variation in the empiric results of the statistical series is
noticed and that the sample is quite homogenous
when it comes to the results of these variables. In
the competitor’s point activity variable in 3 points
(SANBON), the kurtosis value is above the limit
of +1, which points to the fact that there is significant result variation and that the sample is quite
heterogeneous with regard to this variable.

Between the system of predictor variables,
anthropological characteristics (anthropological
measures, body composition, conative traits and
motive for sports performance) and the criterion
variable – competitor’s point activity in a point
(IPON), there is a statistically significant relation
(p<0.00). The analysis of the single impact of each
variable establishes that there is a statistical significance in regard to the arm length (ADUZRU
p<0.00), body mass (ATLMAS p<0.05) and the
positive emotional reaction in conditions of sports
performance (AMSPF p<0.02) in Table 2.
The obtained results between the system of
predictor variables, anthropological characteristics (anthropological measures, body composition,
conative traits and motive for sports performance)
and the criterion variable – competitor’s point activity in two points (NIHON), indicate that there is
a statistically significant relation (p<0.01). The individual statistical significance is manifested with
regard to the body height (AVISTL p<0.02), arm
length (ADUZRU p<0.04), body mass (ATLMAS
p<0.01), total amount of body fat (FAT% p<0.01)
and the body mass index (BMI p<0.03) in Table 2.b.
It can be noticed in the Table 3.a. that the predictor variables as a system do not have a statisti-

Table 2.a. Regression analysis of the criterion
Table 2.b. Regression analysis of the criterion
variable IPON (scoring activity of the competitor for variable NIHON (scoring activity of the competitor
one point)
for two points)
r
Part-r BETA t(103) p-level Variables
r
Part-r BETA t(103) p-level
0.08
-0.13
-1.41
-1.32
0.19
AVISTL
0.02
-0.22
-2.57
-2.29
0.02
0.09
0.10
0.17
1.05
0.30
ADUZNO
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.20
0.84
-0.03
-0.28
-0.63
-2.97
0.00
ADUZRU
-0.07
-0.20
-0.46
-2.08
0.04
0.08
0.19
3.22
1.99
0.05
ATLMAS
-0.05
0.27
4.76
2.80
0.01
0.01
0.06
0.08
0.66
0.51
ANABNA
-0.17
-0.04
-0.06
-0.42
0.67
-0.04
0.09
0.15
0.97
0.34
ANABTR
-0.19
0.08
0.13
0.84
0.40
-0.05
-0.15
-0.56
-1.50
0.14
FATMAS
-0.24
-0.25
-1.02
-2.62
0.01
-0.10
0.10
0.32
1.04
0.30
FAT%
-0.25
0.17
0.58
1.76
0.08
0.03
-0.17
-2.10
-1.77
0.08
BMI
-0.10
-0.25
-3.22
-2.59
0.01
0.02
-0.02
-0.03
-0.17
0.87
TBW
-0.03
-0.10
-0.21
-1.02
0.31
0.04
-0.13
-0.27
-1.32
0.19
MMMAS
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.06
0.95
-0.24
-0.08
-0.09
-0.82
0.41
ASTAI
-0.13
0.01
0.01
0.06
0.95
-0.07
-0.05
-0.06
-0.49
0.63
ASCAT
-0.07
-0.06
-0.07
-0.61
0.54
0.38
0.12
0.17
1.21
0.23
AMSPP
0.30
0.07
0.10
0.73
0.47
0.43
0.23
0.36
2.44
0.02
AMSPF
0.37
0.14
0.22
1.46
0.15
0.23
-0.11
-0.11
-1.10
0.27
AMSPN
0.18
0.00
0.00
-0.03
0.98
RO=0.57
Delta=0.33
RO=0.51
Delta=0.26
F(16,103)=3.17 p=0.00
F(16,103)=2.32 p=0.01
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Table 3.a. Regression analysis of the criterion
variable SANBON (scoring activity of the competitor
for three points)
r
0.04
0.09
0.02
0.05
-0.05
-0.01
0.01
-0.02
0.03
-0.01
0.01
-0.17
0.03
0.20
0.32
0.25

Part-r BETA t(103) p-level
-0.04
-0.44
-0.37
0.71
0.04
0.08
0.44
0.66
0.01
0.03
0.11
0.91
0.04
0.68
0.38
0.71
-0.08
-0.11
-0.79
0.43
0.08
0.14
0.82
0.41
0.01
0.02
0.06
0.95
-0.01
-0.03
-0.08
0.94
-0.03
-0.44
-0.33
0.74
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.96
-0.04
-0.10
-0.44
0.66
-0.15
-0.20
-1.59
0.11
0.15
0.19
1.51
0.14
-0.11
-0.17
-1.09
0.28
0.23
0.38
2.35
0.02
0.08
0.09
0.84
0.40
RO=0.41
Delta=0.16
F(16,103)=1.32 p=0.20

Variables
AVISTL
ADUZNO
ADUZRU
ATLMAS
ANABNA
ANABTR
FATMAS
FAT%
BMI
TBW
MMMAS
ASTAI
ASCAT
AMSPP
AMSPF
AMSPN

cally significant impact on the criterion variable.
It is evident that only the variable of positive emotional reaction in sports performance conditions
(AMSPF p<0.02) has a statistically significant impact on the criterion variable – competitor’s point
activity in three points (SANBON).
The analysis of the obtained results between
the system of predictor variables, anthropological
characteristics (anthropometric measures, body
composition, conative traits and the motive for
sports performance) and the criterion variable - cumulative number of won points by a competitor
(OZBPN) provides that there is a statistically significant relation (p<0.00). Analyzing the individual
impact on each variable, a statistical significance
has been established with respect to the variables:
arm length (ADUZRU p<0.00), body mass (ATLMAS p<0.02), body mass index (BMI p<0.04), and
positive emotional reaction in sports performance
conditions (AMSPF p<0.01) in Table 3.b.
4. Discussion
The obtained results indicate that the registered
anthropological variables with tested karate athletes correspond both to the body composition and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Table 3.b. Regression analysis of the criterion
variable OZBPN (won summary points of the
competitor)
r
0,07
0,09
-0,04
0,06
-0,04
-0,07
-0,09
-0,13
0,01
0,01
0,03
-0,25
-0,07
0,40
0,47
0,27

Part-r
BETA t(103) p-level
-0,16
-1,74
-1,67
0,10
0,10
0,15
0,98
0,33
-0,27
-0,60
-2,88
0,00
0,22
3,68
2,33
0,02
0,03
0,04
0,29
0,77
0,11
0,17
1,14
0,26
-0,18
-0,66
-1,80
0,07
0,12
0,38
1,23
0,22
-0,20
-2,42
-2,09
0,04
-0,04
-0,07
-0,36
0,72
-0,11
-0,23
-1,15
0,25
-0,09
-0,11
-0,96
0,34
-0,02
-0,03
-0,25
0,80
0,09
0,13
0,94
0,35
0,26
0,40
2,76
0,01
-0,07
-0,07
-0,75
0,46
RO=0.60
Delta=0.36
F(16,103)=3.18 p=0.00

the values from some previous researches. Our research provided results in respect to the body fat
quantity (FAT%) that averaged 8.15% and can be
compared with other authors’ researches which
have established that body mass in Polish karate
athletes amount to 12.6% [20], American karate
athletes have an average of 10.9% [21], whereas the
Japanese have an average of 12.8% body fats [22].
The received results indicate that karate athletes
with lower arm length values and higher body mass
values, as well as with a positive reaction in sports
performance conditions, achieved better results in
the criterion variable of competitor’s point activity
in 1 point (IPON). When it comes to their impact
on the competition efficacy, a statistically significant connection has been established between the
karate athletes’ arm length (ADUZRU) and body
mass (ATLMAS) and the competitors’ point activity: in one point (IPON), in two points (NIHON)
and cumulative number of points (OZBPN). In
addition, a statistical significance has been established when it comes to the relation between: the
body height (AVISTL), total amount of body fat
(FATMAS), body mass index (BMI), competitors’
point activity in two points (NIHON) and cumulative number of points (OZBPN). In this respect,
1169
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having in mind the obtained results, it is interesting to note that respondents with lower arm length
and body height values and with higher body mass
values have achieved better sports results. In contrary, respondents with less weight of body fat
and lower body mass index have achieved better
sports results. Such definition of the respondents
is probably a result of different weight categories
(and also different anthropometric dimensions and
body composition) to which the competitors belong. In any case, determination of the anthropological variables can be significant for the future
selections and choice of karate competitors that
first of all should be based on characteristics and
skills with an impact on the sports performance,
where the genetic predisposition must not be neglected [23].
Karate competitors move in different directions
during a sports combat and attack their opponents
in various combat situations. Having in mind the
fact that the maximal movement speed as a skill
is crucial to the combat and competition success,
it is desirable that a kumite competitor has greater
length dimensions while lower height competitors
would make a greater effect in kata [24].
There are relatively rare worldwide researches
related with this or similar topics with top karate
athletes. The conducted research of Jaric et al.
[24] has established that the maximal movement
speed, that is one of the most important factors for
achieving success in a karate competition, mainly
depends on the body size, from which follows that
certain connection of our research results with the
movement speed could leave an open question.
Actions for performing two points (NIHON)
and three points (SANBON) are techniques whose
performance requires a significantly higher level
of motor skills and technical knowledge, as well
as fulfillment of the conditions for their implementation. Therefore, performance of these techniques is more risky and they are less commonly
performed, and they are applied in less than 10%
[12] even by the best world and European karate
athletes. These techniques deal with kicks to a
body (mawashi geri chudan, ushiro geri chudan),
combined leg sweepings and hand techniques,
successive techniques, throwing techniques and
scoring techniques, kicks to a head (mawashi geri
jodan, ushiro geri jodan etc.).
1170

The results obtained with our research are in
respect of the fact that the respondents with lower
values of the variables for body height (AVISTL),
arm length (ADUZRU) total fat weight (FATMAS) and the body mass index (BMI), as well
as higher values of the variables for body mass
(ATLMAS), have achieved better results with the
criterion variable of the competitor’s point activity
in two points (NIHON).
The analysis of achieved karate athletes’ results
leads to the conclusion that minimum number of
points have been won by techniques for scoring
three points (SANBON). This was also confirmed
in the Vidranski’s research [15]. Successful realization of these techniques is determined by a
highest technical level and flexibility of the karate
athletes’ lower limbs that has been proved in the
research by Koropanovski et al. [12].
Within the entire predictor variable system,
only the variable “positive emotional reaction in
sports performance conditions” (AMSPF) has a
statistically significant impact on the criterion variable for competitor’s point activity in three points
(SANBON). Both in the first and second criterion, respondents with a higher degree of positive
emotional reaction in sports performance conditions score a greater number of sanbon points. Our
opinion is that psychological factors, besides the
physical ones, have a great influence on achieving
adequate sports success. Generally, they can refer
to: capability of the mental system to accept, assess
and react to information concerning strategic situations (tactic skill), motivation skill, self-confidence
and focusing, ability to withstand high pressure that
is inevitable part of top sports. The result of a number past researches in the field of the sports psychology have determined that different personality
traits have different degree of correlation in respect
of sports performance in a great number of sports.
There is a growing number of facts pointing out
that emotional stability is associated with athletes’
success, as stated in the research by AleksovskaVelickovska and Kostovski [25]. Also, it has been
concluded that competitors with a lower degree of
emotional stability have difficulties in withstanding various stress factors while trying to perform
certain motor movements [26]. In accordance with
the aforementioned, when it comes to the impact
of the competitor’s motive on sports performance
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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and competition efficacy, our research has also established a statistically significant relation with the
variable for positive emotional reaction in sports
performance conditions (AMSPF).
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Abstract
The paper includes an analysis of the distribution of HDTV channels in the countries of the
former Yugoslavia: Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia,
Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Macedonia. An overview of the number of channels is
made based on the different types of distribution:
DVB-T, DVB-S, DVB-C and IPTV. Furthermore,
the presence of the HDTV channels of national
and foreign production is presented, as well as the
presence of channels by genres. Comparison is
made between the presence of the HDTV channels and the SDTV channels in different types of
the distribution.
Key words: Law Framework, Abuse, Digitalization, SDTV channels, HDTV channels, DVB-T,
DVB-S, DVB-C, IPTV.
1. Introduction
HDTV (High Definition Television) is a technology that offers video and audio quality significantly higher than the traditional video and audio
technology (analogue PAL, NTSC, SECAM, and
digital SDTV) [1].
Considering the higher resolution, the image is
clearer, less blurry and generally closer to the reality.
HD offers smoother motion, more detailed and
vivid colours, and a very high quality multi-channel
sound that makes the viewing experience even better.
HDTV offers two types of signal quality: 720
and 1080 are the basic codes to which either letter “i” or letter “p” is added, which indicates the
method of image scanning (i = interlaced – scanning of every other line, and then the other lines;
p = progressive – line by line scanning). 720 and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

1080 represent the “height” of the image, and the
width is 1280, or 1920 pixels).
Table 1. Primary DTV standards
DTV

3
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Broadcasting Council of The Republic Macedonia, Skoplje, Republic of Macedonia,
Faculty of Law for Economy end Justice, University Business Academy, Novi Sad, Serbia,
Institute of International Politics and Economics, Belgrade, Serbia.

Resolution Aspect ratio Frames per second

HDTV

2

1920 x 1080

16:9

24p, 30p, 60i

1280 x 720

16:9

24p, 30p, 60i

704 x 480
704 x 480
640 x 480

16:9
4:3
4:3

24p, 30p, 60i, 60p
24p, 30p, 60i, 60p
24p, 30p, 60i, 60p

SDTV

1

The number of frames by second (FPS) is indicated next to the code, for ex. 720p60, which
shows the resolution 1280×720, a progressive
way of image scanning and 60 frames per second.
Transmission of television / video signals in
its uncompressed form requires a very high bandwidth that is beyond the bandwidth supported by
the modern VDSL technology.
In particular, HD (High definition) and 3D video signals require a high bandwidth.
Transmission of uncompressed HD video signal at full resolution 1920x1080 in 4:2:2 format,
requires a bandwidth of about 3 Gb/s, and for 3D
image even more. Therefore, different algorithms
are used for compression of video signals.
The level of compression depends on the algorithm that is used for the compression (MPEG 2,
MPEG 4,...) and may vary.
The required bandwidth, when MPEG2 standard
is used for broadcasting of HD signal is about 20
Mb/s, whereas for SD (standard digital television)
standard with a resolution of 720x576 lines - about
4 Mb/s. If the MPEG4 standard is used, then for the
same image quality it requires half the bandwidth.
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The MPEG2 standard is mostly used in the European televisions, although recently the MPEG 4
standard is more often used [1,2].
In order to broadcast as many signals to the end
users by different TV studios, multiplexing of video/audio signals is used. The sound is embedded in
the image, so it is transmitted along with the image.
For the HD signal, the so-called surround sound
is also transmitted, which will give an illusion that
the viewer is in the midst of the events seen on television.
2. Wide application of the optic technology
and signal quality
FTTH is the most capable technology, which
is able to conduct the future services to the location of the user. Primarily this is based on the
excellent features of the optical fibres such as the
unlimited bandwidth that enables much more services compared to copper pairs as a medium or
any other medium. Today, there are no technological obstacles to build a FTTH network because there are various optical components such
as connectors where mechanical joining of the
optical fibres is made, which indicates that splicing is not necessary; there are fibres that have a
high elasticity (r<10mm) without causing considerable deterioration; there are also very flexible
and compact cabinets which serve as optical-cable
outlets and many other components, which makes
the construction of this network much easier. The
services that the operators can offer through their
FTTH network consist of communication and entertainment services that include transmission of
voice, fast Internet access, broadband cable television, broadband satellite television, interactive
two-way broadcasting of video recordings, etc.
Furthermore, the FTTH network that is based on
wavelength multiplexing opens additional space
for future new services, and intensive efforts are
made to provide the possibility for statistical multiplexing of bursty traffic such as the IP (Internet
Protocol) data transfer [1].
The quality of the signal with which the radio
broadcaster works, should meet the following criteria: to be in colour according to the G/PAL norm;
the production of the audio-video signal should be
in a digital format and every TV station should
1174

possess output audio compressor/limiter. Table 2
shows the bit rates of compressed television signals that are used in practice in broadcasting, obtained based on MPEG2 and MPEG4 standards.
Table 2. Compressed video/audio signal bit rates
for certain standards
Video
Compression
Standards
MPEG-2
MPEG-4

TV video
resolution
SDTV
HDTV
SDTV
HDTV

Compressed
video/audio
signal bit rates
2 – 4 Mb/s
15 – 20 Mb/s
1.5 – 2 Mb/s
6 – 8 Mb/s

3. Legal frame for digitization in the countries of former Yugoslavia and comparison with the situation in Europe, USA
and Japan
The digital technology rapidly replaces the analogue technology in many areas. All broadcasted
signals receive a certain level of noise or interferences from other signals. With the analogue
signals, such noise or interferences is part of the
received signal and cannot be separated from the
audio or video signal. With the digital systems, the
receiver only needs to decide whether the received
signal is 0 or 1. If the noise is low (<0.5), the original signal is decoded without error. The benefits
from the digital television are:
– Good program contents,
– Excellent technical quality (audio and video),
– Simple navigation (program guide),
– Useful additional information,
– Saving of frequencies, which are a national
limited resource.
The digitalization, as a global process of the
broadcasting modernization, has started nearly
two decades ago. Digital television was introduced
in the United States of America in 1998, while the
switch-off process of the analogue signal of the
largest TV transmitters finished in June 2009, although certain low power transmitters continue to
broadcast with analogue signal. Apart from the superior image, which is received through the digital
signal, and the possibilities to watch in larger either joint or split screens, the remaining frequencies in the United States of America, the digital
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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dividend, worth $ 18,957,582,150, which price
was obtained at a public auction by the telecommunications operators. Japan in July 2011 was the
first country in Asia, which ended the era of analogue broadcasting that lasted 58 years. As in the
previous case, the digital dividend has been used
for conversion into telecommunication services.
In Europe, the process of full digitalization is
slower in comparison with the United States of
America and Japan. The process is completed in
some of the European countries, in some it is a
simulcast period and some have not even started
their process of digitalization [3,4,5]. The following European countries have fully completed the
television digitalization process:
–– Netherlands transferred to a complete
digital signal in December 2006.
–– Finland switched off the analogue signal in
September 2007. Interesting for this country
is the fact that their cable network was
completely digitalized as of February 2008.
–– Andorra completed the transfer in
September 2007.
–– Sweden switched off the analogue signal
region by region. The process started in
September 2005 and was completed in
October 2007. However, this only applies to
digital terrestrial television.
–– Switzerland started the switch-off process
in July 2006 and finished the process in
November 2007.
–– Germany started the switch-off of the
analogue signal in November 2002 in the
region of Berlin and finished the complete
switch-off process in November 2008,
except one of the largest transmitters in Bad
Mergentheim, which was switched off in
June 2009.
–– Denmark switched off its analogue signal
in the whole country in November 2009.
–– Norway started the switch-off process of
the analogue transmitters in March 2008
and after one and a half-year of simulcast
period, all analogue signal transmitters were
switched off in September 2009.
–– Belgium as a country comprising of two
entities, switched off the analogue transmitters
in two phases, first in Flanders in November
2008 and in Wallonia in March 2010.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

–– Spain completed the switch-off of the
analogue signal transmission in April 2010,
after five years of simulcast period.
–– Latvia completed the conversion of its
analogue to digital television in June 2012.
–– Estonia completely switched off the
analogue transmitters in July 2010.
–– San Marino started the use of the complete
digital signal in December 2010.
–– Luxembourg switched off its last analogue
transmitters in December 2010.
–– Monaco switched off the analogue
television in May 2011.
–– Austria started the multicast period in
March 2007, which lasted until June 2011.
–– Malta switched off all analogue transmitters
in October 2011.
–– Cyprus completely transferred to MPEG-4
broadcasting in July 2011.
–– France switched off all analogue services
(terrestrial, cable and satellite) in November
2011.
–– Portugal started the digital broadcasting
in April 2009, and three years later in
April 2012 switched off all analogue signal
transmitters.
–– Czech Republic switched off the last
analogue transmitter in June 2012.
–– Italy started the digitalization process in
October 2008 and finished it in July 2012.
The following European countries have started,
but have not finished the digitalization process yet:
–– Bulgaria will finish the process in September
2012
–– Greece is expected to finish the multicast in
2013
–– Hungary prolonged the signal switch-off
from January 2012 to January 2015.
–– Iceland will be fully digitalized in 2013.
–– Ireland started the simulcast period in
October 2010 and will finish the complete
switch-off of the analogue transmitters in
October 2012.
–– Lithuania intends to start the complete
digitalization in October 2012.
–– Poland will finish the simulcast in July 2013.
–– Romania and Russia are planning to switch
off the analogue transmitters in January 2015.
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–– Slovakia is expected to switch off the signal
by the end of 2012.
–– Turkey started the experimental broadcasting
in 2006, and will finish the switch-off in 2014.
–– Great Britain started the digital signal
broadcasting in October 2007 and is gradually
transferring to complete digitalization that
should happen by the end of October 2012.
Albania, Moldova and Ukraine have not started
the digitalization process yet.
The countries of the former Yugoslavia are carrying out the digitalization process. Part of them,
like Slovenia and Croatia, have already finished
it, while the remaining Montenegro, Serbia and
Macedonia will finalize the process in 2013. Bosnia and Herzegovina will finalize the digitalization
on 01.12.2014.
Croatia switched off the analogue signal on its
national television in November 2010. The digitalization process was carried out in accordance with the
Strategy for conversion from analogue to digital TV
broadcasting and the Law on Electronic Media [6].
Slovenia switched off its big transmitters in
December 2010, while the complete TV digitalization was done after the switch-off of the local
signal broadcasting transmitters in June 2011. The
digitalization process was regulated and carried
out in accordance with the Digital Broadcasting
Act, adopted on 09.11.2007 and its modifications
dated 29.10.2010 [7].
Montenegro will finalize the digitalization process in the first quarter of 2013. The process is carried out in accordance with the Strategy for conversion from analogue to digital broadcasting systems
in Montenegro [8]. This document is for public usage: the citizens as end users of the new services,
the industry, network operators, program content
providers, state authorities and public institutions
of Montenegro, as well as all other entities that will
be in any way, actively or passively, directly or indirectly, involved in the process of conversion from
analogue to digital broadcasting systems. Therefore, the purpose of this document is most rationally to examine the starting points, opportunities and
future challenges and to offer viable solutions to the
Montenegrin society. The purpose of the strategy is
to provide guidance, propose specific solutions, as
well as to inform and prepare all relevant entities in1176

volved in conversion to digital broadcasting systems
process, in order to achieve effective implementation as soon as possible.
Serbia started the broadcasting of the first digital television in 2005 and is expected to switch off
the analogue transmitters by the end of 2013.
The process of digitalization in Serbia is carried out in accordance with the Strategy for conversion from analogue to digital radio and television broadcasting in the Republic of Serbia and
the Decision on amendments of Strategy for conversion from analogue to digital radio and television broadcasting in the Republic of Serbia [9].
The Strategy for conversion from analogue to
digital radio and television broadcasting in the Republic of Serbia (hereinafter: Strategy) defines a
framework for conversion from analogue to digital
radio and television program broadcasting, which is
based on modern advances in the digital broadcasting, as well as in the areas affecting it or deriving
from it, in order to make more efficient and better
quality delivery of television, radio, multimedia
and other important contents to the end user.
The Strategy defines the basic strategic guidelines for introduction of the digital and switch-off
of the analogue television and radio programs in the
Republic of Serbia, which will adequately achieve
the fundamental national interest in the field of
introduction and development of the digital electronic communications. In the process of defining
the guidelines, it was acted in accordance with the
conclusions of the Regional Radio communication Conference, International Telecommunication
Union brought in May and June 2006 in Geneva
and the Recommendation of the European Commission, COM (2005) 204. The switch-off of the
analogue signal and the transition to digital TV
program broadcasting will be carried out in phases.
The Action Plan for implementation of the Strategy
is its integral part, which regulates the obligations
of the competent bodies in the digitalization process
and defines the timetable for its implementation.
Macedonia will finish the digitalization process in June 2013. The digitalization process is
carried out in accordance with the Broadcasting Law from 2005 and the amendments from
19.02.2007, 19.08.2008, 15.01.2010, 18.07.2011
and 27.01.2012, as well as the Strategy for the Development of Broadcasting 2007-2012 [10,11].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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4. HDTV Distribution Standards
DVB-S (DVB-Satellite) is the oldest DVB
standard proposed by the DVB Project. It was developed in the course of the year 1993, adopted in
1994 by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). It is a satellite long-distance
broadcast of digitalized audio and video content
through a complex system of transmitters, geostationary satellites and corresponding receivers. The
second generation of this standard, ratified by the
ETSI, is DVB-S2 (which has higher capacity, uses
more efficient modulations and H.264/VC-1 compression), high definition content support (HDTV).
Compared to DVB-S, DVB-S2 gives about 30%
better performances, which in combination with
MPEG-4 AVC (H.264) compression gives an opportunity the HDTV program to be broadcasted
with the same bit rate as previously needed for
SDTV. BIH the first deadline (01.12.2011) was
set by the Strategy (by-law), which was adopted
by the executive government of BiH (Council of
Ministers) [12]. Since that deadline passed, the
new deadline is set for 01.12.2014. in the Action
Plan (also by-law), which was prepared and should
be adopted by the Council of Ministers soon.
DVB-C (DVB-Cable) is a variant of digital content broadcasting via cable distribution network. It
began with a parallel development and modification of the DVB-S standard, and adopted in 1994.
DVB-T (DVB-Terrestrial) is the youngest and
the most complex system from the group of the
DVB standard. The first concepts were adopted
1993 and the first final version in 1997. It refers to
digitalized audio and video content broadcasting via
terrestrial broadcasting technology in the VHF and
UHF range using the conventional systems of transmitters and corresponding receivers. DVB-T2 is an
enhanced version of the DVB standard for terrestrial
broadcasting. Compared with DVB-T, DVB-T2 offers significantly less sensitivity to noise and interference. It provides 30-50% higher data flow, which
is particularly suitable for HDTV [1].
Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) is a system, which provides Internet Television services
through switching of the network infrastructure, architecture and networking of the Internet protocol.
For example, access to the Internet is provided with
the broadband networks, instead of being delivered
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

through traditional radio frequency broadcasting,
satellite signal and cable television (CATV) formats. With development of the telecommunications,
especially the broadcasting technique, there was a
possibility a large amount of data to be transmitted over the standard telephone structures. In such
manner ADSL was developed, which was used as
an IP structure for IPTV broadcasting. It created an
opportunity for transmitting of digital TV signal to a
large number of households over the telephone line,
which was not possible before. The broadcasting
market is becoming more and more interesting and
important from the electronic communications perspective due to the phenomenon of convergence, i.e.
breaking down barriers/boundaries between these
two markets - broadcasting and electronic communications. The process of digitalization in the radio
broadcasting sector has led to increasing the importance of the telecom operators because now they can
start offering digital TV services. Picture 1 shows
the number of TV connections as a percentage of
the total EU population in July 2007, and Picture 2
shows the number of IPTV users as a percentage of
total population in each of the member countries of
the European Union in July 2007.
Except for the ADSL, the IPTV has later, due to
its advantages (two-way communication) started
to be used in other places where IP structure has
been developed, regardless of whether it comes to
ADSL, cable Internet, wireless, 3G.IPTV includes
live TV coverage, as well as (VoD) service. Playback of IPTV requires a computer or a set-up-box
connected to the TV. The video quality is typically
achieved with the use of compressed data, using
MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 formats [1,4].
Primary protocols among the standards for
IPTV systems are as follows:
– Live IPTV uses IGMP version 2 or 3 (for
IP v4) for connecting with the multicast
infrastructure (TV channels) and for changing
TV channels. IGMP operates within LANs
or VLANs, so that other protocols, such as
the Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM),
are used to route the multicast IPTV signal
from one LAN segment to another.
– VOD uses UDP or RTP broadcasting
protocols, and the co n trol is carried out
by using the RTSP pro t ocol (Real Time
Streaming Protocol).
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– NPVR (Network Personal Video Recorder),
same as the VOD, uses UDP or RTP for
IPTV, and the control protocol RTSP for
communication with the end user.

Figure 1. Number of TV connections as a
percentage of total EU population in 2007

Figure 2. Number of IPTV users as a percentage
of the total population in each of the EU member
states in July 2007
The traditional way of distribution of TV signals allows only a limited number of available
channels to the users, compared to the IPTV service, which allows individual selection of channels to every user.
The IPTV or television services, provided over
a controlled IP (Internet Protocol) network, are expected to be considerably developed and enlarged
in the last few years.The IPTV service has the following important features:
– Continuous stream (as a TV broadcast
network),
– Hundreds of 24 x 5 channels,
– Uniformed content format (all channels
share one same method of compression and
approximately same bit rate),
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– It is provided through an access network
(for ex. DSL, FTTH …),
– The television broadcast is available through
set-top boxes.
Only three additional network elements are
required for the implementation of IPTV: a video
encoder for conversion from the broadcast television into IP packages (in heading), access network
for connecting the subscribers with their service
provider and the Set Top Box receiver in order
to convert from IP into video signals in the subscriber’s premises. Due to the large bandwidth
used by the video signal, it requires a compression
procedure. The standardized group Motion Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) has developed two
standards for video signals compression MPEG 2
and MPEG 4 (H.264) standard. MPEG-2 is based
on coding the overall stream consisting of video,
images, audio and translation, which is not the
case with MPEG-4. MPEG-4 defines the way of
coding the audio, video and fixed images; also the
text, graphics, synthetic (generated) sounds. IPTV
is practical because of the unbelievable levels of
compression, which are achieved with the contemporary video codecs, as the video streaming
may be compressed more than 100:1 by using the
newest MPEG-4 (H.264) codec. Even with this
level of compression, IPTV is the largest broadband service that was ever widely applied in the
network. Just one hour of use of this service demands 5Gb, which is equal to 1000 hours of voice
and more than the annual quantity of e-mail that
the subscriber will receive or send in the network.
A single video streaming consumes between 1.6
Mbps and 12 Mbps, depending on the encoding
method and whether the streaming is with Standard Definition-SD or with High Definition-HD.
IPTV-2 enables broadband Internet to the service providers for providing “Triple Play” to the
users, an open possibility to rule the TV market and
earn money. On the other hand, the viewer will get
the requested service.
Web TV, which is a rapidly growing digitalization technology, using various forms of the new
media to deliver original shows or series to an
audience. WebTV allows the TV to be linked to
the Internet, primarily for browsing the web and
the e-mail. While WebTV does not allow as much
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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functionality as a computer based web browser,
it is a low price for a traditional connection to a
computer linked to the Internet.
Webcasting is a media lecture distributed via Internet by using a streaming technology to distribute
a source of specific contents to many simultaneous
listeners/viewers. Basically, webcasting is “broadcasting” via the Internet. The term webcasting usually refers to non-interactive linear flows or events.
Webcasting is a delivery of media contents and all
digital information in different formats, such as email, graphics, audio and video files on the World
Wide Web to the Internet users. This definition of
the webcasting refers to its two characteristics:
– Recipients must have access to the Internet in
order to get the contents and the information
– Contents may vary from a simple text to rich
media files with multimedia capabilities.
5. HDTV channels through different types
of distribution
The HDTV market in the region of former Yugoslavia is relatively new compared to the other
parts of Europe. Distribution of HDTV channels
has been monitored in the following countries: Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Croatia
and Macedonia through four types of distribution:
DVB-T, DVB-S, DVB-C and IPTV. Distribution
via terrestrial digital network DVB-T is at its beginning. Slovenia and Croatia have completely converted from analogue to digital transmission, Serbia and Macedonia are in the process of conversion,
while Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina are
still not broadcasting digital signal.
Unlike DVB-T, DVB-C is much more developed and in all countries the distribution of the
channels is simultaneously carried out in analogue and digital format (SDTV and HDTV) with
a much wider offer of channels compared to the
analogue. Satellite transmission (DVB-S) has significantly developed in the recent years especially
in the regions, which do not have infrastructure for
DVB-C and IPTV.
Distribution of SDTV and HDTV via IPTV in
the recent years recorded the highest growth compared to the other types of distribution. Table 3.
shows the number of HDTV channels based on
different types of distribution. Figure 3. shows
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

that the most HDTV channels are distributed via
DVB-C platforms, except in Slovenia where IPTV
keeps the primacy.
Table 3. Number of HDTV channels based on the
way of distribution
Serbia
BIH
Montenegro
Croatia
Slovenia
Macedonia

DVB-T DVB-S DVB-C
1
9
28
7
29
7
10
10
17
5
28
6
10

IPTV
10
7
5
14
30
5

Figure 3. Number of HDTV channels based on
the way of distribution
Distribution via DVB-T, except in Serbia, does
not exist in the other countries, primarily due to
undeveloped infrastructure and high bandwidth
that is required for HDTV channel.
Transmission via satellite is present in all countries. The regional platform Total TV distributes
HDTV channels in all six countries, while in Serbia and Croatia in addition to Total TV, HDTV
services are also offered by Polarismedia (in Serbia) and MaxTV Sat (in Croatia).
Providers that enable the distribution of HDTV
via cable network (DVB-C) are present in all countries: in Serbia – SBB and Radius Vector, in Croatia - B.NET, in Montenegro – Cabling, Bosnia and
Herzegovina – Telemach, HS, Elta Kabel, Slovenia
– Telemach, SIOL CATV, and other providers with
lower coverage, Macedonia – Telekabel, Blizoo.
Distribution of HDTV via IPTV is enabled in
all six countries: Serbia – Open Telekom, Bosnia
and Herzegovina – Super TV, Montenegro – Extra TV, Croatia – Max TV, Amis, Slovenia – SIOL
IPTV, T-2, Macedonia – MaxTV.
Channels that are distributed in one country by
more than one provider are generally the same; the
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Table 5. Number of HDTV channels of foreign
production localized for a certain spoken region
Serbia
BiH
Montenegro
Croatia
Slovenia
Macedonia

DVB-T DVB-S DVB-C
2
7
6
15
6
5
2
3
2
5
-

IPTV
2
5
4
1
2
-

Total

Serbia
BiH
Montenegro
Croatia
Slovenia
Macedonia

National

IPTV
5
6
3
3

Foreign
loc.

Serbia
BiH
Montenegro
Croatia
Slovenija
Macedonia

DVB-T DVB-S DVB-C
1
4
9
2
5
4
3
-

Table 6. Comparison of national, local and foreign HDTV channels; All (different) channels in all
types of distribution were subject of the monitoring
Foreign

only difference is in the individual channels over
which certain providers have the exclusive right,
such as Sports Club and Arena Sport channels.
Table 4. Number of HDTV channels of national
production

14
13
6
14
30
15

8
15
13
3
5
-

11
2
8
4
3

33
30
19
25
39
18

Figure 5 shows the number of HDTV channels present in the monitored countries. All types
of distribution have been taken into consideration,
where one same channel that was present in different types of distribution was monitored as one.
The largest number of local channels are available
in Serbia, while the largest number of foreign localized channels exist in Bosnia and Herzegovina
and Montenegro. The number of foreign localized channels for these two countries has further
increased due to the distribution of channels from
Serbia (four Sports Club and four Arena Sport
channels) because of the similarity of language.

Figure 4. Share of HDTV channels of national
production in %
HDTV channels that are distributed are mainly
of foreign production, while the national production
is less prevalent, and in some countries, it does not
exist at all. Market development gives an increasing
number of foreign channels that perform localization for specific languages via subtitles or audio,
such as the pan-European version of Eurosport,
Discovery Channel, Travel Channel, Viasat History
/ Nature, HBO and others. There are also regional
versions of some channels whose production is in
Croatia or Serbia, which are, due to the similarity of
the language, distributed to other countries, such as
Sports Club and Arena Sport channels.
1180

Figure 5. Comparison of national, local and foreign HDTV channels; All (different) channels in all
types of distribution were subject of the monitoring

Figure 6. Share of channels in different types of
distribution in Serbia
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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However, if we observe the localization of the
pan-European channels, the number of foreign localized channels is similar to Serbia and Croatia.
Figure 11. Share of channels in different types of
distribution in Macedonia

Figure 7. Share of channels in different types of
distribution in BIH

Figure 8. Share of channels in different types of
distribution in Montenegro

The following HD channels are broadcasted in
Serbia: RTS HD, Sport Klub HD, Sport Klub+ HD,
Sport Klub Prime HD, Sport Klub Premium HD,
Arena Sport 1, 2, 3, 4 HD, FeelMax HD; in Bosnia
and Herzegovina: Face HD and Elta HD, in Croatia: Arena Sport Hr 1, 2, 3, 4 HD, Nova HD, Sport
Klub Hr HD; in Slovenia: TV SLO1 HD, TVSLO2
HD, Info TV HD, Sport Klub Slovenija HD, and in
Macedonia: Kanal 5 HD, Sitel HD and Alfa HD.
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 show a comparison
of national, foreign and local channels in all types
of distribution for Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Croatia, Slovenia and Macedonia
respectively.
6. Presence of HDTV channels by genre
Picture 12 shows the presence of HDTV channels
by different genres in all six monitored countries. In
all countries, except Slovenia, the most common are
the sport channels, then documentary, music channels and the channels with various contents.
In Slovenia the common are the HDTV channels with various contents, then documentary and
sport channels.

Figure 9. Share of channels in different types of
distribution in Croatia

Figure 10. Share of channels in different types of
distribution in Slovenia
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7. SDTV and HDTV Channels Ratio
Figure 13. shows the percentage of HDTV
channels compared to the total number of channels
(SDTV+HDTV) in all four types of distribution
for all monitored countries. The largest share of
HDTV channels is available in DVB-C platforms.
The only exception is Slovenia where the share of
HDTV for DVB-C and IPTV platforms is equal.

Picture 13. Percentage of HDTV channels compared to the total number of channels for different types of distribution
8. Conclusion

Picture 12. Presence of HDTV channels by genre
1182

Benefit of the digitalization is the release of the
analogue frequencies that are now used by the terrestrial televisions. In the future, those frequencies
will be granted to the mobile operators for the new
4-G generation of mobile telephony, i.e. for faster
mobile internet, while the Governments will gain a
substantial income from the sale of those frequencies. The most popular method of distribution of
HDTV channels is DVB-C, except for Slovenia,
where the most popular is IPTV. After DVB-C, the
most common way of distributing HDTV is IPTV,
while DVB-T is the least popular. The channels of
national production are mostly broadcasted in Serbia, then in Croatia and Slovenia, while the other
countries have a relatively small share of HDTV
channels of national production. The foreign channels that perform localization for these countries
have gained huge popularity. Because of the similarity of spoken languages in the region, there are
regional channels that are broadcasted in several
countries, which makes their broadcasting less expensive. The most popular are the sport and documentary channels, except in Slovenia where the
most common are the channels with various conVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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tents and documentary channels. In relation to the
total number of channels (SDTV+HDTV) on a single platform, the largest share of HDTV channels
is in the DVB-C platforms, except Slovenia, where
the share in the DVB-C is equal with the IPTV.
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Effects of correlation curve while moving data
through memory registers during software
implementation of cryptographic algorithms
in smart cards
Milena Djukanovic
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Montenegro, Montenegro

Abstract
This paper presents results obtained by moving
cryptographic data between registers of Internal
RAM (Random Access Memory) of microprocessor core Intel 8051, mainly using hardware instruction MOV inside created AES mini-version.
Complex hardware experimental environment was
created for investigations of the correlation curve
effects: two different measurement set-ups using
RG58 C/U Marlowe and Aircell7 cables connected to oscilloscope. Results of investigations
show that investigations could be done over other
instructions during cryptographic algorithms.
Key words: cryptographic algorithms, smart
cards, security, measurement set-up, correlation.
1. Introduction
Since different confidential data are being exchanged on electronic way, in applications such
as electronic banking, wireless communications,
transport, storing medical data, audio and video
decrypting, etc., an ever greater importance is attached to the protection of the data. Not only mathematical attacks have to be taken into account, but
hard- and software implementations themselves
present a vast field of attacks [1]. With modern
cryptographic procedures, the strength of the security mechanisms in electronic data-processing
systems could be mathematically calculated. The
smart card proved to be an ideal medium, it made
a high level of security available to everyone,
since it could safely store secret keys and execute
cryptographic algorithms [2].
The security of the system is only as strong as its
weakest link. For that reason, modern cryptography
designers try to create algorithms that rely on com1184

plex mathematical operations that are resistant to
cryptanalysis, through symmetric and asymmetric
encryptions [3]. For investigation and experiment
purposes in this paper, characteristics of a symmetric cryptographic algorithm chosen for a standard
in cryptography in 2001, Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) [4], were used, modified and programmed as its reduced version (Section 2).
Besides cryptographic algorithms, adversary
also plays a central role, so cryptography is largely focused on thinking about the adversary. When
executing lines of a cryptographic algorithm, the
results of measuring different leakage data (currents, voltages, power, etc.) could vary depending
on the measurement set-up. Two different measurement equipment set-ups are configured with
the aim of analyzing effects of correlation curves.
2. C-code for shortened version of AES
algorithm
In order to move data between registers of microprocessor Internal RAM, a software realization of chosen cryptographic algorithm – AES has
been developed. Since the idea of this work is to
show how the correlation coefficient changes between data during instruction MOV, i.e. moving
of data, a shortened version of AES algorithm has
been written in C program.
Since 1998 AES algorithm is considered sure
enough for encryption different secret data and is
still one of the most common algorithms integrated
in software and hardware of Smart Cards. In 2006
AES has been announced as the most popular and
used symmetric cryptographic algorithm [5].
In the realization of AES mini-version code,
128bit plaintext and 3 fixed 128bit keys were
used. Order of operations and rounds is following:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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- First round:

State = P; // P is plaintext
State = AddRoundKey(State, Key1); //
AddRoundKey=XOR

- Second round:

State
State
State
State

=
=
=
=

SubBytes(State);
ShiftRows(State);
MixColumns(State);
AddRoundKey(State, Key2);

Intel 8051 microcontroller cores with extended
functionalities made in different technologies
(CMOS, MDPL, Gammel-Fischer, etc.) [7]. This
experiment was executed on CMOS implemented
microcontroller core. Around the chip, there is
32Kx8 of RAM used for external 8051 microcontroller’s RAM memory. Also, 512Kx8 of Flash is
used for programmable microcontroller’s memory, where the created mini AES code is integrated.

- Third round:

State = SubBytes(State);
State = ShiftRows(State);
State = AddRoundKey(State, Key3);
C = State; // C is cyphertext

The original AES algorithm consists of 10
rounds for 128bit keys, 12 rounds for 192bit keys,
and 14 rounds for 256bit keys. Two most important operations are SubShift and MixColumns operations [6].
SubShift operation represents gathered SubBytes and ShiftRows operations. SubBytes operation
is a nonlinear byte substitution affecting individually each state byte using 8bit S-Box (Substitution
Box) which is unique for each round. The ShiftRows step operates on the rows of the state; it cyclically shifts the bytes in each row by a certain
offset. In this shortened AES C-code the SubShift
operation is realized as an aggregate mapping data
function using a fixed table for S-Box and shifting
row r with r-1 positions.
In the MixColumns step, the four bytes of
each column of the state are combined using an
invertible linear transformation. This function
takes four bytes as input and outputs four bytes,
where each input byte affects all four output bytes.
Together with ShiftRows, MixColumns provides diffusion in the cipher. For this work, MixColumns operation is developed to completely
satisfy its theoretical definition.

Figure 1. Block diagram of tested smart card’s
chip environment
Programming of Intel’s 8051 microcontroller
was done by software Keil which supports many
other types of controllers and can be used for programs both written in C or Assembler [8].

3. C-code for shortened version of AES
algorithm
One of possible block diagram designs intended for different analysis on smart card’s hardware
is presented in Figure 1. It allows maximum flexibility and configurability during the measurement
phase. Inside the implemented chip, there are 8
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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A full hardware experimental environment
needed for following analysis: smart card’s chip
with waveform generator and digital oscilloscope,
is presented in Figure 2.
4. Definition of engaged instructions’ time
duration and set-up of software tools and
measurement equipment
The goal of this experiment is to analyze the
correlation curve effects while moving data between registers of 8051 microcotnroller’s Internal
RAM using the MOV instruction. Inside IRAM
there are 128 memory bytes of which 32 bytes
are divided in four sections which consist of eight
registers each (R0, R1,...R7 registers), while all
other memory is assigned to bit-addressable and
free memory. The task is to analyze data moving
between registers which are among 32 bytes of internal memory divided into four sections.
Part of generated and tested C-code which represents the moving of data using the MOV instruction is presented here:

mov
mov

reg_dest, #0x00;
P1, #0xff;
nop;
// nop presents delay
nop;
mov reg_dest,reg_source;
//
these are 2 registers in IRAM
nop;
nop;
nop;
nop;
mov reg_dest,reg_source;
// move data to accumulator
nop;
nop;
mov P1, #0xfe;
// trigger off

The empty register reg_dest by using ng the instruction MOV is fulfilled with the data from the
register reg_source. After the defined pause, the
same value of register is inserted, which does not
change the value which is already inside the register reg_dest, but has a special meaning from the
perspective of data Hamming weight analysis [9].
The reason for choosing the MOV instruction is its
often usage in handling cryptographic algorithm’s
data, such as with XOR, AND, etc. operations. It
is useful to know the number of periods for each
microcontroller instruction, in order to understand
1186

in which domain is realized the MOV instruction
to be analyzed. The number of periods for NOP
instruction is 1, for MOV instruction is 3, while
for the MOV instruction used for putting on and
off the trigger is altogether 3.
For measuring current through board resistor
(116W) while programming the microcontroller,
a TDS 520D oscilloscope working at a frequency of 3.686MHz, which is generated by 40MHz
Arbitrary Waveform Generator TGA 1241, so
the duration of one clock period is 0.2713µs.
Time frame at oscilloscope for this program is
(3+2+3+4+3+2)*0.2713µs=4.641µs, so the oscilloscope is set up to frequency sample of 1GS/s to
gain 5000 points. The number of NOP instructions
are chosen in the aim of simpler analysis, so that
two MOV instructions are far enough from each
other, but also far enough from the beginning and
the end of time frame. Since in this experiment the
Trigger Position is equal to 0, correlation for the
first instruction (and the current) can be analyzed
between the value of three clock periods 0.8139µs
and 0.8139µs +3*0.2713µs=1.6278µs. Similarly,
the other MOV instruction is analyzed between
2.758µs and 3.5719µs.
Before starting with the measurements, it is
necessary to programme the external Atmel’s
memory AT28LV64B EEPROM with implemented code. Programming is done inside 48bit Ziff
packaging on the board of Dataman 48LV Intelligent Universal Programmer, which is connected
to the PC through parallel port [10].
5. Variations of measurement equipment
and its influence on correlation curve
Two Channels are used on the TDS 520D oscilloscope: CH1 for collecting current traces through
thin Ethernet 50 W coaxial RG58-C/U Marlowe
cable and AUX1, i.e. CH3 as a Trigger signal
thorugh same type cable. Through RS232 Sync
(which represents programmed RS232 relation
between PC and the chip) a column vector is uploaded to chip, with 1000 8bit randomly generated
data in software Gemini which is moved with the
use of instruction MOV (Figure 3.), [11].
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Figure 3. Software Gemini for generating random
data
The idea was to calculate correlation coefficient
between collected current traces and Hamming
weight of input data stored in IRAM. Also, another
correlation was calculated between collected current
traces and Hamming weight of random input data.
Within the obtained graphs (Figure 4.), it is imortant
to analyze the Hamming weight of data gained
through use of instruction MOV. For example, after third MOV instruction, Hamming weight is calculated like XOR function between 0 (i.e. register
reg_d is equal to 0) and the value stored in register
reg_source. After fourth MOV instruction, value
from register reg_source is moved to register reg_d,
where already has been stored the value from the
register reg_source, which leads to the Hamming
weight of 0. The values of correlation coefficients
for data after these MOV instructions are not important as differences between obtained correlations for
two different vectors, and the peaks that stand out in
the labeled time frames. The essential impact of the
MOV instruction on current and power consumption can be seen with the third MOV instruction,
where correlation connected to the exact data Hamming weight (black line in the figure) is significantly
greater than correlation connected to the Hamming
weight of random data (blue line in the figure).

Many factors affect precision of derived measurements, and among them one of the most important is measurement set-up: quality and setting of
each measurement instrument, cable types, values
of important parameters, etc. In Figure 5. are presented results of obtained correlation coefficients
with the usage of two different cables connected
to oscilloscope’s CH1: RG58 C/U Marlowe and
Aircell7 with greater characteristics (lower losses,
lower capacity, greater flexibility, greater frequency
frame, etc.). With Aircell7 cable, correlation peaks
are more distinguishable from the rest of correlation curve. It is especially important for the third
MOV instruction, with the impact of clock signal
and MOV instruction, unlike for the forth MOV instruction, with the impact only of the clock signal.

Figure 5. Correlation curves for different measurement set-up
6. Conclusion
This paper analyzes correlation curves effects
while using instruction MOV, always present in
software implementation of cryptographic algorithms. With the aim of executing different experiments, a shortened version of AES algorithm was
created, implemented and programmed in Chip
Ziff Socket environment. Two experiments were
realized: one analyzing the correlation curves after MOV instructions considering exact and random Hamming weight of input data, and other
considering two different measurement set-ups,
with RG58 C/U Marlowe and Aircell7 cable. In
the future, results of the set-ups could be used for
investigations over other instructions during cryptographic algorithms.

Figure 4. Correlation calculated in Matlab for
exact and random data
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Abstract
Croatia lacks berths, a fact confirmed by the
Study on Nautical Tourism Development and
the Development Strategy of Nautical Tourism.
Despite development opportunities being identified, very little action has been taken in valorising
and redefining the use of port facilities in ports of
county and local standing. To facilitate the purposeful organization of space for the future activities of nautical tourism and other forms of the recreational use of ports, the authors suggest specific
activities and procedures. This could help towards
exploiting underutilised areas of ports open to
public traffic of county and local standing.
The aim of this paper is to encourage the sustainable development of nautical ports in the Adriatic by tapping into the potential of the port area
of ports open to public traffic of county and local
standing and by incorporating unclassified ports
into the system. The purpose of this paper is to
outline the scientific research and analytical basis
needed to ensure the standardized implementation
of procedures. Its specific aim is to direct the attention of both potential investors and local communities to the socio-economic effects that a wellplanned increase of berths could generate.
Key words: ports of county and local standing,
nautical potential, coast and islands, environmental
protection, evaluation, standardization and the EU.
1. Introduction
The ability of the Croatian coast to absorb a variety of activities, and the disorganized increase in
the number of nautical berths available, are issues
of coastal zone development linked to environmental protection. Nautical tourism on the islands
is less developed due to inferior infrastructure and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

a poorly designed offering. Some authors suggest
increasing the number of berths, in particular, on
the islands, first by reconstructing and expanding
underutilised fishing, municipal and military ports
and small harbours, and only then by constructing
new nautical tourism ports. Another issue involves
mega yachts, which the existing ports of nautical
tourism generally cannot accommodate. Accordingly, suitable locations and infrastructure for accommodating such yachts need to be planned.
One way to increase yachts-accommodation
facilities is by organizing economic activities
that provide berthing to different types of yachts
in conventional ports and small harbours along
the coast and islands, regardless of whether they
constitute a part of the system of ports of county
and local standing or are unclassified ports. The
Constitution of the Republic of Croatia defines the
Croatian islands as an area of special state interest.
As such, the islands are suitable for the development of certain forms of special-interest tourism,
such as nautical tourism. In terms of socio-economic effects, the impact of nautical tourism on
small island communities is exceptionally positive
and generates numerous benefits.
2. Problem definition
In Croatia’s tourism traffic, nautical tourism
accounts for only eight per cent of all tourist arrivals and two per cent of all overnights. Nevertheless, nautical tourism has a faster growth rate
than leisure tourism. One of the reasons for this
is Croatia’s favourable position relative to Europe’s tourist-generating countries. The majority
of boaters coming to Croatia are from western European countries. For example, German, Austrian
and Italian boaters account for 70 per cent to 80
1189
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per cent of all boaters in recorded nautical traffic,
while boaters from Croatia and Slovenia account
for 10 per cent to 12 per cent [1].
Statistical data show that in 2009 there were 98
nautical tourism ports located along the Croatian
coast of the Adriatic, of which 58 were marinas
(out of which, ten were dry marinas) providing a
total of 16,848 berths to boaters in a water area
covering 3,293,558 m2.
The year 2010 [1] saw an increase in the number of nautical tourism ports. With two new marinas and 65 new berths, the total number of marinas
in 2010 was 60 (of which 10 were dry marinas)
and the total number of berths, 16,913, in a water
area covering 3,313,110 m2.
Of the total water area covered by nautical
tourism ports, the north Adriatic accounts for 46
per cent, the central Adriatic for 39 per cent, and
the south Adriatic for the remaining 15 per cent, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1 illustrates that the greatest concentration of nautical yacht traffic is in the north Adriatic, followed by the central Adriatic with only seven per cent less berths. Considering that the water
area of the north Adriatic is smaller than that of the
central Adriatic, the former may be considered an
environmentally vulnerable area due to the large
scale of navigation that takes place in it. Of the
total land-based area of nautical ports, the north

Adriatic, the central Adriatic and the south Adriatic account for 45 per cent, 34 per cent and 21 per
cent, respectively.

Figure 1. Percentage of berths in nautical tourism ports by region in 2010

Source: By the authors based on data from the Croatian Bureau of Statistics for 2010

In 2010, the largest number of yachts on permanent berth, amounting to 12,679, was recorded
in November, while 63,005 yachts in transit were
recorded in August. This makes sense considering
that in Croatia August is the month with the largest
number of nautical-tourist arrivals [1].
Table 1 shows the number of yachts on permanent berth and the number of yachts in transit
by month in 2010. The total number of yachts in
transit in 2010 (198,988) was approximately equal

Table 1. Number of yachts on permanent berth and in transit in 2010, by month
On permanent berth

In transit

Month

Yachts

Total number of days of stay of
yachts in nautical tourism ports
during the month

Yachts

Total number of days of stay of
yachts in nautical tourism ports
during the month

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Total in 2010

12,438
12,322
12,185
11,959
12,012
11,680
11,522
11,753
12,156
12,487
12,679
12,661
-

367,951
333,782
336,197
311,824
296,137
272,018
240,211
240,540
276,553
317,310
355,407
379,232
3,727,162

433
721
1,990
5,686
16,434
27,492
52,556
63,005
22,452
6,801
961
457
198,988

977
1,290
3,746
10,314
30,440
51,102
102,354
119,246
42,416
12,361
1,907
990
377,143

Source: By the authors based on data from the Croatian Bureau of Statistics for 2010
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to that in previous years. Most of these vessels,
however, were not incorporated into the organized
accommodation system, giving rise to the question of lost financial effects and, more importantly,
to the issue of supervising such yachts in terms of
the environment. These and other issues were addressed in the Study on Nautical Tourism Development and the Development Strategy of Nautical
Tourism, and the need for increasing the number of
facilities capable of accommodating vessels was
identified based on earlier research and plans. The
plan is to augment yacht accommodation facilities by 2015 by mobilising conventional ports and
small harbours, and to direct future investments
towards the rational use of space and the creation
of preconditions to accommodating more yachts
on shore, as well. Together with the existing infrastructure (16,848 sea berths and 4,300 spaces for
storage on land), the overall offering would then
grow to 35,305 sea berths and land storage spaces.
Table 2 presents the proposal of the desired distribution of facilities in ports of nautical tourism.
This distribution has been suggested with the intention of mitigating the current discrepancies in
the yacht-accommodation facilities of individual
counties through the construction of new berths
that will take into consideration the characteristics
of each county and adhere to the maximum number of new berths and land storage spaces specified in county spatial plans.
There are also more than 700 small harbours
and coves available to boaters along the entire
Croatian coastline and islands. Thus, approximately every five nautical miles, boaters can find a
safe haven from bad weather. Most of these small

harbours and coves, however, do not possess any
proper facilities for accommodating yachts.
The 24 ports of county standing and 175 ports
of local standing located on Croatia’s islands represent a huge potential that could be organized to
accommodate yachts. There are also a considerable number of unclassified ports that are not used
either in nautical tourism purposes or for the purpose of accommodating yachts of residents. Tapping into even a small part of this potential would
help towards increasing the number of facilities
required, while reducing the demand for berths.
3. Legal and institutional preconditions
The law classifies ports according to their usage
as ports open to public traffic and special-purpose
ports [2]. Ports may be open to international traffic
or only to domestic traffic. Ports open to public traffic are ports of [3]: special (international) interest for
Croatia, county standing and local standing ports.
Port Authorities are responsible for managing,
developing and maintaining ports open to public
traffic, while special-purpose ports are managed by
concession holders. The business policy of Port Authorities focuses on evaluating the present status of
a port area, and carrying out activities that will lead
to its valorisation and economic development based
on the existing infrastructure and superstructure.
Economic activities can be organized on the islands, as well as on the coast, providing the necessary legal preconditions and infrastructure exists. Therefore, the need for, and the advantages
of, incorporating specific unclassified ports into
the county port system is constantly under debate,

Table 2. Comparative review of existing and planned facilities of nautical tourism ports by county, and
the planned facilities by county as per the Study on Nautical tourism
County
1 Primorsko-Goranska
2 Zadar
3 Šibenik-Knin
4 Split-Dalmatia
5 Istria
6 Dubrovnik-Neretva
UKUPNO

Study on Nautical Tourism (proposal)
County spatial plans (total
number of facilities
Marinas Small harbours Land marinas Total
5,910
590
650
400
1,640
6,000
300
400
550
1,250
5,140
750
450
1,050
2,250
5,035
1,250
500
1,200
2,950
17,950
600
600
1,300
2,500
8,000
1,000
2,000
500
3,500
48,035
4,490
4,600
5,000
14,090

Source: By the authors after the Study on Nautical Tourism Development in Croatia and the Development Strategy of Nautical
Tourism
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not only among researchers and experts, but also
among the beneficiaries of these sea ports. The
main issue, where ports open to public traffic of
county and local standing are concerned, is whether
detached anchorages and, in particular, moorings
should be brought within the legal and economic
regime of ports open to public traffic of county
and local standing, and if so, which preconditions
would need to be fulfilled [4]. Today, Croatia has
46 ports of county, and 342 ports of local, standing. This number was originally much smaller but
increased in 2011 with the adoption of the Decree
on the Classification of Ports for Public Traffic in
Dubrovnik-Neretva County, Primorsko-Goranska
County and Istria County. With this classification,
the number of ports in these counties has increased:
– The number of ports managed by Istria
County increased by 2 county ports and 8
local ports, making a total of 9 ports of county
standing and 27 ports of local standing.
– The number of ports managed by PrimorskoGoranska County increased 2 county ports
and 44 local ports, making a total of 7 ports of
county standing and 94 ports of local standing.
– The number of ports in Dubrovnik-Neretva
County increased by 1 county port, making
a total of 8 ports of county standing and 75
ports of local standing.

The remaining counties have maintained their
previous number of ports as follows:
– Lika-Senj County has 7 ports of county, and
11 ports of local, standing.
– Zadar County has 7 ports of county, and 66
ports of local, standing.
– Šibenik-Knin County has 2 ports of county,
and 22 ports of local, standing.
– Split-Dalmatia County has 7 ports of county,
and 47 ports of local, standing.
With the adoption of the Decree on the Classification of Ports Open to Public Traffic [5] in the
Istria, Primorsko-Goranska and Dubrovnik-Neretva Counties, and the classification of previously
unclassified ports as ports open to public traffic
of county and local standing, preconditions for
new investments in the maritime domain and, in
particular, in port and nautical infrastructure and
superstructure have been created. How huge a potential this represents is illustrated in the above table, listing a total of 342 ports of local standing and
46 ports of county standing that can be organized
to accommodate at least 4,000 yachts for nautical
and recreational purposes. This would enable the
faster and more successful economic development
of counties, as well as the islands that fall under
their administration. Financial effects and various
socio-economic benefits would also be achieved

Table 3. Review of existing ports open to public traffic of county and local standing
County
Istria
PrimorskoGoranska
Lika-Senj
Zadar
Šibenik-Knin
Split-Dalmatia
Dubrovnik-Neretva
TOTAL:
Source: By the authors.
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Number of port open to public traffic, County
Port Authorities
9 ports of county standing
27 ports of local standing
7 ports of county standing
94 ports of local standing
7 ports of county standing
11 ports of local standing
8 ports of county standing
66 ports of local standing
2 ports of county standing
22 ports of local standing
6 ports of county standing
47 ports of local standing
7 ports of county standing
75 ports of local standing
46 ports of county standing
342 ports of local standing

Out of which, the islands
(peninsulas excluded)
1 port of county standing
6 ports of county standing
56 ports of local standing
2 ports of count standing
4 ports of local standing
7 ports of county standing
55 ports of local standing
11 ports of local standing
5 ports of county standing
20 ports of local standing
3 ports of county standing
30 ports of local standing
24 ports of county standing
176 ports of local standing
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4. Standardizing the location valorisation
procedure
Potential locations that are the subject of research are ports open to public traffic of county and
local standing, managed by County Port Authorities. Unclassified ports are also potential locations.
The local self-government and County Port Authorities should actively participate in the process of
determining the usage of these potential locations.
They should have the support of the Directorate for
Maritime Domain and the competent ministries,
and should invite the participation of the Agency
for Regional Development in the realization phase.
4.1. Determining hydro graphic, oceanographic
and climatologically features of locations
The first step required in the process of incorporating unclassified ports into the system, and
organizing existing ports, involves evaluating
each individual location to assess its development
potential [6]. This is achieved by standardizing a
procedure [7], based on the scientific and expert
analysis of institutional criteria and sub-criteria for
the selection of specific locations, and on the analysis the features of the water area and land storage
space. The analysis of criteria is a precondition to
selecting a location. Criteria include the condition
of the maritime domain and the surrounding area
of the micro location, as well as the designation of
the port area in terms of spatial planning [8]. This
means that the spatial plans for port areas managed by County Port Authorities need to identify
the conditions and potential of locations, together
with other conditions in the environment of the
port area [9]. An analytical basis is then developed
to determine the possibilities of organizing specific parts of the port area to serve as:
– an operational quay for public traffic
– berths for fishing yachts
– berths for conventional sailing boats on cruises
– berths for small boats owned by residents
– tourist berths for nautical tourism yachts
– areas for berthing mega yachts.
When evaluating locations of port areas within
the framework of ports open to the public traffic of
fishing boats, conventional sailboats, small boats
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

owned by residents, and nautical tourism yachts, it
is important to determine the maritime safety of the
port, placing special emphasis on the protection of
the natural environment, namely the broader water
area. Preliminary research is required in studying
a port’s maritime safety and environmental protection, and it is absolutely necessary to continuously
monitor the condition of the water area once infrastructure and superstructure have been constructed.
To ensure the safety of yachts, the port must fulfil
the following preconditions. It must provide:
– adequate protection from waves and wind
– physical protection of yachts and port
equipment
– protection from bad weather
– Rescue services to yachts and boaters in
distress.
Preliminary surveys involve hydro graphic
measurements, including:
– Shallow-water bathymetry, with numerous
obstacles on the seafloor and immediately
under the surface of the sea (for example,
anchor devices, buoys, sailboat keels, etc.)
– bathymetry of the marginal areas of landing
places (landing place/seafloor)
– ROV (remotely controlled underwater
vehicle) inspection of the marginal areas
of landing places (combination of landing
place/seafloor), and of the underwater parts
of the landing place
– tracking ROVs or divers during inspection
using an underwater positioning system –
tracking system
– Classification of the seafloor using
software that selects data from bathymetric
measurements or from the data of panoramic
depth gauges (to monitor deposits of sludge,
faecal matter, etc.)
– Modelling the water area using bathymetric
data and modelling water exchange influenced
by the oscillation of the sea (tides, etc.)
– Checking the quality of the sea (waste
and faecal matter discharged from berthed
yachtss).
The proper equipment should be used in hydro
graphic measurements to ensure that accurate
data, required for further research, are obtained.
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In addition to hydro graphic measurements,
shallow-water seismic surveys are carried out
to map the seabed of the port area and to collect
data concerning the composition of the seafloor.
It is important to have a top view of the surface
of the seafloor displaying any obstacles, wreckages or other objects that may be on it. Knowing
the composition of the seafloor sediment is vital
where anchorage is concerned. Hence, samples of
the seafloor must be taken.
Measuring sea currents is required to ensure
the safety of navigation (when entering and leaving port), as well as the circulation of sea water in
the water area of the port. Regular use of a port
causes changes in the physical, chemical and biological features of the broader water area as well.
Depending upon the purpose for which a port and
its water area are used and the level to which a
port is integrated into the everyday life of the local
community, measures should be taken to forecast,
ensure and monitor the quality of the sea, both in
the port and in its broader water area. A major consideration in designing and using a port is the fact
that some ports may to be very susceptible to hazardous and lasting contamination (from traffic, industries, etc.), while others may be subject to only
minor or negligible amounts of pollution.
The temperature, salinity, density, colour, transparency and trophic (TRIX) index of the sea are
vital parameters for the flora and fauna of a port’s
broader water area.
Wave measurements need to be carried out to
ensure safe navigation within the port. Wind-generated waves are measured using wave-measuring
buoys in the water area of the port. An expert
evaluation of the waves in the broader water area
of a port is made based on the parameters obtained
(wave height, length and direction). Yacht-generated waves, created by yachts entering a port,
should also be analysed.
Setting up a permanent wave-measuring network will help to improve the work of the Rescue
Service for yachts in distress.
By constantly measuring the meteorological
parameters of a port and its water area, it is possible to assess the usability of a port with regard to
the characteristics of yachts. Although the climate
of the Adriatic has, for the most part, been widely
researched, we live in times of climate change.
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This makes it all the more important to cooperate with the existing climatologically and meteorological systems to determine the rate at which
change is happening and what effects it could
have on the local climate (wind frequency, direction, velocity and intensity). As some ports may
be susceptible to the formation of meteotsunamis,
this hazard must also be taken into consideration.
Monitoring climate change and meteotsunamis
(detailed analyses) can help to enhance the safety
and security of ports.
Long-period oscillations of the sea level are
mostly caused by tide-creating forces, as well as atmospheric forces. These forces can cause the level
of the sea to rise or fall from 30 centimetres to one
metre (over several hours) depending upon the water area in which a port is situated. Of exceptional
importance to any port, the patterns of the rise and
fall of sea levels can be identified by continuously
monitoring the oscillation of sea levels.
In addition to measurements carried out using
top-quality, sophisticated instruments, simulations
made using a numerical hydrodynamic model are
also needed to analyse each individual port and
draw conclusions. These simulations are important because they enable expert evaluations, pertaining to the safety of a port’s water area and the
conservation of its environment, to be made.
All measurements should be made using sophisticated equipment, and the services of experts
in individual fields should be engaged.
In addition to the above, other elements of a
port’s location should also be evaluated. With regard to the businesses and economic activities carried out within the port area, the following factors
are assessed:
– the use of existing port resources
– the depth of the sea suitable for setting up a
port and accommodating yachts and yachts
up to 20 metres in length
– the potential use of land for hauling yachts
out of the water and temporarily storing
them.
The location of a port needs to ensure accessibility and traffic links to major tourist centres and
to modern roads and terminals. The quality of a
port’s basic infrastructure is evaluated based on
the following minimal facilities: bathroom faciliVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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ties, connections for potable water, facilities for
receiving and evacuating solid and liquid waste,
a link-up to electrical installations and a telecommunication system.
To ensure the conservation of given natural
conditions, the location of a port of nautical tourism must also meet the following requirements:
– It must provide efficient protection and
conservation of the environment.
– It must blend well with its environment.
– It must be equipped with pump-out facilities.
It is advantageous for a port to be able to provide its customers with an additional offering that
includes the use of local nautical and fishing clubs,
sports and recreational grounds, and sports and
recreational equipment, as well as entertainment,
bars, casinos, etc.
The given parameters are met by those locations on coastal and island sites in which the port
area can be organized through the joint use and expansion of existing infrastructure, supply and services, and in which efficient protection for boaters
and yachts can be ensured. Hence, the capacity of
the new organization of port areas and water areas
should be determined by the carrying capacity of
a port’s infrastructure (foremost, its pump-out facilities) and its ability to provide quality services,
rather than by the carrying capacity of a port’s
natural given conditions.
To ensure that the proposed procedure of valorising port resources can be carried out, it is necessary to set up good lines of communication with
residents to make them aware of all benefits that
could be generated by a change in space-use and by
exploiting port areas in nautical tourism purposes.
Throughout the process of studying and measuring
individual locations, it is essential to cooperate fully
with local authorities and residents [10].
In addition to carrying out research, valorising individual locations and determining port use
in county spatial plans for the purpose of nautical tourism and/or other port activities, County
Port Authorities need to conduct other activities
as well. This involves expanding the scope of the
port area of ports open to public traffic of county
and local standing by expanding the boundaries
of ports [11]. There are a number of potentially
interesting locations, all of which are unclassiVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

fied ports. Once the boundaries of their port areas
have been established, and with the consent of the
Government of the Republic of Croatian, it will be
possible to incorporate these ports into the County
Port Authority system.
4.2. Valorising locations from the perspective
of environmental protection and EUstandards implementation
From the perspective of providing protection to
ecosystems, the sea and the marine environment,
the appropriate conditions and practices required in
protecting the water area need to be carefully defined. Prior to making adaptations and adjustments
to existing small harbours, it is necessary to identify
all drawbacks and establish remedial measures.
When developing technical documents for
ports, the sources of potential contamination/pollution of the sea and marine environment must
also be clearly identified. The most commonly
known local sources of pollution in ports open to
public traffic include:
– sanitary liquid waste (produced by mooring
users)
– boat fuel, lubricants, oiled water, garbage
– shipwrecks
– traffic incidents involving small yachts
along the coast.
Special attention should be focused on the method of transporting, and disposing of, used oil and
garbage. All construction projects should involve
the construction of tanks for used oil, sanitary liquid
waste and garbage, as well as facilities for draining and treating wastewater. Small yachts should be
procured and fitted with equipment for collecting
solid and liquid contaminants and garbage from the
surface of the sea, cleaning shorelines of deposited
matter and cleaning seabeds of waste, algae, urchins and other organisms that might pose a threat
to the health and safety of port service users.
On 23 October 2000, the European Parliament and the Council of Europe adopted Directive
2000/60/EC as a framework programme for joint
action in the field of water policy or, in short, the
EU Water Framework Directive [12].
The Directive was published in the Official
Journal on 22 December 2000 and came into force
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the same day. The Directive was the result of a
process lasting more than five years and involving
discussions and negotiations with a multitude of
experts and politicians. It was set up as a framework for providing protection to all types of water (including surface inland waters, transition/
brackish waters, coastal waters, and underground
waters). All elements of the programme and Directive, together with guidelines for implementation, must be included in the location valorisation
procedure. Analyses should be made of existing
environmental protection standards applied in the
marine area, including:
– ISO 14001 Environmental Quality
Management System
– ICOMIA Clean Marina Programme
– IMCI – Blue Star Marina Certificate
– RI Clean Marina Programme
– Blue Flag Programme.
The input obtained is the subject of further
analysis for developing a future framework within
which a Croatian standard for the sustainable development of port areas along the coast and on the
islands will be developed.
Conclusion
The coast of the Croatian Adriatic, together with
more than a thousand islands, has exceptional potential for the development of nautical tourism, which
is becoming an ever more important segment of the
overall tourism offering. During the first decade of
this century, Croatia’s island region witnessed the
dynamic development of the nautical tourism offering. This development was the result of the region’s comparative advantages, as well as the result
of efforts made by diverse actors whose knowledge
fostered development. The clean environment,
preserved nature, mild climate, special features and
indented coastlines of the islands are preconditions
to the further, successful development of nautical
tourism on Croatia’s islands. Standardising the procedure used in valorising the potential of existing
ports of county standing, and incorporating unclassified ports into the system, will enable the further
development of accommodation facilities in nautical tourism and will represent a qualitative step
forward with regard to socio-economic benefits for
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the economy and, in particular, for the island community. By implementing the procedure for valorising port potential, it would be possible to forestall
the construction of illegal harbours and to generate
positive effects in settling concession rights in illegally built moorings and anchorages, which fail to
yield any substantial annual revenue at the national
level and generally leave a poor impression on service users.
Although a part of the nautical tourism traffic
would continue to remain outside the system of
organized accommodation, positive effects would
also be generated by implementing supervision
of the marine environment through ecological requirements and standards.
The valorisation procedure would make it possible to standardize the provision of services and
would help to mobilise the natural and economic
resources of the coast and islands and develop all
activities complementary to nautical tourism. It
would contribute towards creating new jobs and
curtailing emigration from the islands.
Valorising existing ports of county and local
standing helps to lessen the need of building new
ports and marinas. It represents an alternative and
supplement to ports and marinas, by utilizing the
infrastructure of existing ports that are open to public traffic and managed by County Port Authorities.
The Croatian part of the Adriatic should and
can become a region of ultimate harmony between
the sustainable development of small coastal and
island port communities and nautical tourism, encouraging both regional and local development.
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Abstract
Concave cupolae of second sort, combined with
the other regular faced polyhedra with at least one
matching side, provide many possibilities for the
formation of various composite polyhedra. The
paper presents research on regular-faced polyhedral structures obtained by joining the bases of
square concave cupolae of second sort, with the
appropriate sides of Archimedean solid - truncated
cube, and its application in architecture, based on
geometric, structural, and functional analysis.
Key words: concave cupola, composite polyhedron, cluster, diagrid.
1. Introduction
Throughout history, the forms of man-made
buildings have always been based on distinct and
recognizable geometric principles. Geometric patterns, used as guidelines for architectural edifices
modeling, have evolved from the primitive forms
of pyramids, prisms, cylinders, etc. to the complex
forms of polyhedral structures, multi curved surfaces, free-form or parametric designed architecture,
which we see nowadays. Orthogonal system has
been the dominant form of construction for centuries, kept as a priority up to date. The development
of new technologies, above all the construction
technologies and new structural systems, but especially the development of computer technologies
with their new approaches and achievements, such
as [1, 2] which allow geometric design unfeasible
by traditional tools, orthogonal system ceases to be
inviolable, increasingly giving way to more complex geometric forms. We are witnessing a grow1198

ing shift away from traditional prismatic forms and
boosting experimentation with new forms applicable in architecture. Among the forms that arise as
up-and-coming, prospective patterns, an important
place is occupied by polyhedral structures. These
structures are the matter of concern and research
of both mathematicians and engineers, due to their
geometric properties and spatial potential.
This paper describes the emergence of such
structural forms, which use geometrical matrix of
the Archimedean solid: truncated cube, and another polyhedron: concave cupola of second sort
[3,4,5,6]. These polyhedra share a common attribute of being regular faced, so the matching faces
can be conjoined, forming a composite concave
polyhedron. By further replication of the obtained
structure, a polyhedral cluster occurs, which may
be of the most diverse forms.
In some previous research on using polyhedral structures in construction [7,8,9,10,11,12]
the priority was mainly given to convex polyhedra, which are for many reasons a natural choice
for buildings, due to their stability and rationality
(lower ratio of surface area / volume). In recent
years, we recognize the growing use of concave
polyhedral forms in architecture, due to the fact
that concave forms provide much more freedom
in designing and therefore more interesting aesthetic results, as shown in Figure 1.
Acquiring 3D models of real architectural objects via laser scanning technology and sparce
point clouds has become more common nowdays,
and the objects of triangular geometry and manifest regularities of polyhedra, greatly facilitate
procedures and provide more accurate results [13].
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Figure 1. Concave polyhedral forms application in architecture: a) Herst Tower, Foster &partners, b)
Bloomberg Pavilion, Tokyo, c) Opera House in Guangzhou, Zaha Hadid, d) Universiade 2011 Sports
Centre by GMP Architekten in Shenzhen, e) Baku Cristal Hall, 2012
Triangular net, immanent to the geometry of
concave cupolae of second sort, complies with
the principles of diagrid structural system (shown
in Figure 1-a, c, d) [14,15] which optimally supports and accomplishes even computer modeled
complex forms, where the triangulation is typical.
Thus, triangle based structural forms are growing into favored new forms of the 21st century. In
virtue to their stability in contrast to a rectangle,
discreteness and unification, triangular shapes are
gaining more attention as building elements, becoming progressively topical and inspirational.
2. Composite polyhedra and augmentations
Most of the examples of polyhedra application
in architecture, actually establish their structural
geometry on complex, composed polyhedra, as
these forms provide more flexibility in combining functions and organizing space. Therefore, we
consider in this paper the creation of composite
polyhedra, also regular faced, in order to provide
unification of the constituent elements, suitable
for future prefabrication.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The possible types of convex, regular-faced
polyhedra (Platonic solids, Archimedean solids,
family of prisms, antiprisms, Johnson’s solids,
and variations of Johnson’s solids) have already
been examined [16,17,18,19,20]. The final list of
all the convex regular-faced polyhedra was published in 2009. by the Russian mathematician A.
V. Timofeenko [18,19], who defined:
Composite polyhedra are (convex) polyhedra,
which can be plane divided into two regular faced
polyhedra.
P. Huybers and D.G. Emmerich both engineers,
in their studies [21,8,9,10] preceding the above,
named composite polyhedra even those which are
not convex, and originate from the augmentation
of uniform polyhedra by (Johnson’s) cupolae or
rotunda [17].
Let us mention a few more definitions of importance for the further development of this research:
Augmented polyhedron is a uniform polyhedron with one or more other solids adjoined.
At the regular faces of uniform polyhedron, we
can subjoin other figures with bases identical to the
respective face of the polyhedron. Most often the
1199
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augmentation involves adding pyramids (regularfaced, though not necessarily) (P1, J1, J2), cupolae
(J3, J4, J5) or pentagonal rotunda (J6) [17,20]. In this
paper, instead of these solids, we will add concave
cupola of second sort [5] that consist the congruent
faces with Archimedean solid: truncated cube.
Concave polyhedral structures that originate as
multiplications of composite polyhedra are commonly referred to as: cluster polyhedra, polyhedral conglomerate, or polyhedral arrangements.
The cluster polyhedra will be also the subject
of this paper, because the repetition of their units is
suitable for the unification of the structural elements.

Octagonal faces, as for the cube, are set in the
orthogonal disposition, which gives familiarity
of this form with Cartesian coordinate system of
space to which we are accustomed. These faces
are joined by eight equilateral triangles. We will
use the octagonal faces of truncated cube, in order
to form a composite, augmented polyhedron by
joining it the octagonal bases of square concave
cupola of second sort. The properties of this solid
are given in Table 1.

3. Choice of composite polyhedron
component members
To have a polyhedral structure usable in architecture, we strive for the forms that have a unique
interior space, i.e. for polyhedra without self-intersecting faces. Hence, for the central volume, the
convex polyhedra would be more suitable. It is also
desirable to respect orthogonal matrix to some extent, as it is familiar and ergonomic. For that reason,
we started with Archimedean solid - truncated cube
(U9) [22], as a core for augmentations which will
transpose it into a composite polyhedron. For augmentations, there will be used square concave cupola of second sort (CC II-4) [5], not only because
of the common octagonal face, but also for intermeshing triangular lateral surface of this cupola
with triangular sides of truncated cube. In this manner, we obtain the composite polyhedron surface
composed almost entirely of equilateral triangles
(with the exception of the square base of CC II-4),
which corresponds to the premise that these forms
are compatible to diagrid system.
3.1. Truncated cube
Truncated cube (Figure 2) is one of thirteen Archimedean solids, a uniform, equiangular, semiregular polyhedron [19]. This implies that this
solid has regular polygons as its faces, while its
vertices are identical, and that it has a high degree
of planar and central symmetry. Truncated cube
belongs to octahedral symmetry group, as it originates by such a truncation of cube which gives a
solid consisting of regular octagons and triangles.
1200

Figure 2. Truncated cube (U9)
Table 1. The properties of truncated cube
Archimedean solid,
Uniform polyhedron
Elements
F = 14, E = 36, V = 24 (χ = 2)
Faces by sides
8{3}+6{8}
Schläfli symbol t{4,3}
Wythoff symbol 2 3 | 4
Symmetry
Oh BC3, [4,3], (*432)
Dihedral Angle 3-8:125°15’51” 8-8:90°
Area
≈ 32.4346644a2
Volume
≈ 13.5996633a3
References
U09, C21, W8
Properties
Semiregular, convex
Type

3.2. Concave cupola of second sort
The method of originating concave cupolae of
second sort has been elaborated in detail in some
previous research [3,4,5,6]. In this paper, only the
brief overview will be given.
If we take a segment of triangular planar net, a
double row of equilateral triangles which form a
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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strip of hexa-triangular cells (unilaterally connected by triangles) as shown in the Figure 3, and then
fold it by the edges in order to corrugate the plane
surface, we will obtain a polyhedral surface. The
procedure is actually very akin to the origami technique. We can make a concave shell – a lateral area
of a concave polyhedron, by connecting the opposite sides of the net into the closed ring (AB with
DE, BC with EF). This polyhedron will be regular
faced, if we assign its bases to be regular polygons.
These basic polygons have to be n-sided and 2nsided and set in the parallel planes (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Double row triangular strip which
makes cupola’s lateral surface net

in parallel planes and connected by triangles (and
squares). The suffix “of second sort” is introduced
[6] to denote a particular type of concave polyhedra which lateral area is consisted strictly of two
rows of equilateral triangles. In this manner, we
can obtain CC II with the basic polygon (the nsided base) from n=4 to n=10 [5,6] (Figure 5), i.e.
7 representatives with major, and 7 representatives
with minor height.

Figure 5. Seven representatives of CC II with
major height, from CC II-4 to CC II-10
4. Square concave cupola of second sort
A square concave cupola of second sort (Figure 6) is formed by connecting a square and an
octagon (adopted bases of the solid) set in parallel
planes, by two-row strip of equilateral triangles,
which make a lateral surface.

Figure 4. Two ways of folding the triangular net
to obtain the cupola’s lateral surface:
with retracted central vertex G, b) with extracted
central vertex G
There are two ways of folding the given double
row net. By folding it in the manner of retracting
central vertex (G) of spatial hexa-triangular cell,
we obtain a polyhedron of major height [5,6] (Figure 4-a), while folding it in the manner of extracting the central vertex, will give the polyhedron of
minor height (Figure 4-b).
The polyhedron obtained in this manner is
named: concave cupola of second sort [5] (CC II
hereinafter). The term cupola is taken as akin to
Johnson’s solids’ cupolae [17], which also have
two regular polygons, n-sided and 2n-sided, set
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 6. Square concave cupola of second sort:
a) front and top b) axonometric view
Square concave cupola of second sort (CC II-4
in further text) has three types of regular faces:
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28 triangular faces, one square and one octagonal
face. Hence, this polyhedral solid is also of equal
edge length, which is important because it means
that its model can be made from identical sticks.
Table 2. The properties of CC II-4
Type
Elements
Faces by sides
Symmetry
Dihedral Angles
References
Properties

Concave cupola of second sort
F = 30, E = 52, V = 20 (χ = -2)
28{3}+1{4} +1{8}
Distinct
7 different angles
CC II-4
Regular faced, concave

Table 3. Measurements of area and volume of the
CC II-4
Properties of CC II-4 in
function of a (edge)
Area of a triangular face
Area of lateral surface
Area of minor base (square)
Area of the major base (octagon)
Total surface area
Volume
Coefficient A/V

Measurement
At=0.433012703a2
Al=12.1243557a2
Am= 1a2
AM= 4.828427a2
A=16.9528827a2
V=4.80992458a3
A/V= 3.5245631

The lateral surface of this polyhedron consists
of four spatial, concave, equilateral hexa-triangular cells, flexible triangular units, which behave as

mechanisms [12]. By their polar array around the
axis that connects the centroids of the parallel polygonal bases, the concave cupola of second sort
(CC II-4) is formed. These cells are connected by
equilateral triangles, as are the octa-gonal faces of
truncated cube (U9 hereinafter).
As discussed above, we can form two types of
CC II-4: with the major and with the minor height,
depending on the mode of folding the net. In this
paper, we will only deal with the major height of
the lateral surface type: CC II-4M.
The properties of the cupola are given in Table
2. The measurements concerning the surface area
of the cupola, the volume, and the surface /volume
ratio are given in Table 3.
4.1. Numeric parameters of concave cupolae
of second sort
Although the computer software and possibility
of mathematically assigned geometric form have
greatly contributed to the diversity of architectural
forms performed nowadays, CC II emerged as a
result of the classical geometric-constructive procedure, performed in [6], and not a computer generated one. As a support and confirmation of this
procedure, the parameters of these solids were also
mathematically calculated. By setting the proper

Figure 7. Parametric relations of the unit hexa-triangular cell of the square concave cupola
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algorithm, we can apply the iterative numeric procedure, which will give the approximate values of
parameters with satisfyingly negligible aberration.
We offer the mathematical algorithm (1.1)
for finding the parameters of the CC II-4M, set
up accordingly to the Figure 7. This geometrical
concept is taken from the classical line geometry
and can be directly applied to the creation of computer algorithm, as in [18]. This algorithm will be
valid for every base which can appear as n-sided
polygon, from square to decagon, for the accepted
variation of the vertex G being retracted. By application of iterative methods, using computational
software (MS Excel, MAPLE), we obtain all of
the parameters, linear and polar measure-ments of
any CC II, including the observed CC II-4M.
This method provides certain benefits over
solving the complex algebraic formulae, because
we can immediately readout all of the dimension
values. The parameters of CC II-4 are given in
Table 4.
We applied the following Algorithm (1.1):
Algorithm (1.1):
Input data:

main computation:

Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

output data:
H if
The algorithm gives the tabulated results (Table
4) of the parameters when the condition Δ(H)=0 is
achieved.
Table 4. The parameters of CC II -4
Parameter for n=4
H
r
q
l
ρ
α+ ρ
α
hg
m
w
p
ε
η
t
σ
τ
ω
hf
z
k
s²
Δh
1
Δ

Value in function of a
1.57828
0.707107
0.5
1.729441
3.1454150
65.866490
62.721080
0.769711
0.396919
0.310188
0.588402
31.814450
103.18560
1.655587
72.421770
29.695390
102.11720
0.846731
-0.18179
0.681789
0.994068
0.07702
1.000000
0.000000
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Table 5. The angles between planes of CC II-4
(dihedral angles are marked with *)
Constituting planes for n=4
α−H1 ∗
β−H1 β−H2 ∗
γ−H1
δ−H1
ω−H1 ∗
α-β (∗)
γ-δ ∗
α-δ ∗
β-γ ∗
ω-δ ∗
gr-gl ∗

Angle
62.7211
69.01190 110.98810
63.19120
69.45980
102.11720
186.2908
173.7092 o (-186.2908)
167.45690
167.45690
111.89090
82.83310
0

4.3. Planar and dihedral angles
There are five basic types of planes (denoted by
α, β, γ, δ and ω) in the lateral surface of CC II-4
shown in Figure 8. Let us consider their slopes to
the horizontal plane H1 (the plane of the lower,
octagonal basis) and H2 (the plane of the upper,
square basis), along with their intersection lines
with the plane H1. The lines of maximal inclination of the plane H1 are also presented, to illustrate
not only the direction of water drip down the surface, but also the direction of load forces effects.

Figure 8. Five different planes in lateral surface
of CC II-4, and their slope to H1
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Thanks to the fact that all the faces are equilateral triangles, the geometry of the concave cupola,
although seemingly complex, is now simplified.
For example, due to the axial symmetry and identity of the triangles, the number of dihedral angles
(shown in Table 5, marked with *), is reduced to
seven types (just four in the lateral surface), instead of nine, because of the congruency of angles
between the planes:
∠(α,δ) =∠(β,γ) and ∠(α,β) =∠(γ,δ).
Since we have fully defined all geometric properties, linear and angular parameters, we can test
the behavior of this structure on the static and dynamic effects, in order to substantiate our hypothesis that the CC II-4M can be safely used as structural skeleton of an architectural object.
5. Structural and stability analysis of CC
II-4 for static and dynamic effects
In this section of the paper, the square concave
cupola of the second sort (CC II-4) is subjected to
the structural analysis with the aim to research and
determine the strength and stiffness of these geometrical forms and thus offer the proof of their possible usability in architectural constructive systems.
The square concave cupola of second sort is
realized in this analysis by the system of pipes,
made of 2024 aluminum alloy (elasticity modulus: 7.3 1010 N/mm2, density: 2800 kg/m3, tensile
strength: 186.126 106 N/m2). The adopted pipe
length is 7.2 m, the diameter is 200 mm and the
pipe wall thickness is 10 mm. All pipes are connected by the spherical joints.
It is important to indicate that the entire structure
must have fixed lower basis - octagon, as it guarantees the geometric determination of the structure.
The framework has fixtures at the eight bottom
spherical joints, and the complete structure is exclusively subjected to the force of gravity, i.e. to
the framework self weight. Structural static analysis has been accomplished by using Solid Woks
2012 application [24] and the following results
have been obtained:
– Stress (Figure 9-a); max. stress: 4.08 N/mm2
– Displacement (Figure 9-b);
max. displacement: 1.305 mm.
– Strain (Figure 9-c); max. strain: 4.809 10-5.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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By using the same application subroutines, first
three mode shapes of oscillations and corresponding resonant frequencies have been determined for
the same framework structure. The results of this
dynamic analysis are particularly significant since
they can disclose and clarify the structure vulnerability to the impact of seismic waves.
The first three mode shapes of oscillations are
shown in Figure 9-d to Figure 9-f, and the corresponding resonant frequencies are 9.6874 Hz,
9.7908 Hz and 9.7909 Hz, respectively.
Regarding the static analysis, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
The maximal structural stress generated by the
framework self weight is more than 45 times less
than the material tensile strength - the framework
structure has significant strength.
From the fact that the maximal displacement
and strain of the structure are extremely small it
can be concluded that the structure possesses great
stiffness.
Dynamic analysis also offers some important
conclusions:
– Since the frequency of the first mode shapes
of oscillation (9.6874 Hz) is significantly
higher than the frequency of the maximal
acceleration frequencies (0.3 Hz-5 Hz) of the
typical regional and local seismic motions,
the framework structure would not vibrate
at resonant frequency during the impact of
an earthquake. This means that the structure
is not vulnerable to the influence of seismic
waves [25].
– Since all other oscillation mode frequencies
are exclusively higher than the frequency of
the first mode, the risk of structure seismic
resonance is completely avoided [25].
– The relatively high mode shapes eigenvalues
of oscillations of this huge framework
confirm the already emphasized fact that this
structure possesses high stiffness, achieved
by the specific geometrical form of the square
concave cupola of the second sort.
All these considerations and conclusions prove
that constructions based on the square concave cupola of the second sort are highly convenient for
architectural constructive systems, thanks to its
geometrical properties.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Note: All the diagrams presented below, show
multiply increased deformation, so that they could
be visible.

Figure 9-a). Structural static stress

Figure 9-b). Structural static displacement

Figure 9-c). Structural static strain
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6. Forming a composite polyhedron out of
truncated cube (U9) and CC II-4

Figure 9-d). First mode shapes of oscillation,
9.6874 Hz

Figure 9-e). Second mode shapes of oscillation,
9.7908 Hz

Figure 9-f). Third mode shapes of oscillation,
9.7909 Hz
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Although two polyhedra can be joined in six different ways [26]: by vertices, edges, faces, and their
combinations, we will consider here only the most
obvious and, for engineering purposes, the most
natural way - that by joining the corresponding faces. By careful planning and deliberate choice of the
participating elements, we can generate a variety of
diverting, crystalline, polyhedral forms.
Combining the identical octagonal faces of
the truncated cube and CC II-4M (Figure 10-a),
a composite polyhedron arises, which we named
conca-augmented truncated cube [14], to distinguish the polyhedra obtained in such a way from
the augmented polyhedra originated by adding
convex solids. The types and number of variations
of these composite polyhedra are described in [3].
In compliance with the research referred to in
[3], (conca) augmentations of U9 by CC II-4 may
be named accordingly to the [17, 19, 20].
There are six basic types of composite concave
polyhedra that originate in the described manner
(concaugmented, bi-concaugmented (Figure 10b), tri-concaugmented, quadri-concaugmented,
quint-concaugmented and hexa-concaugmented),
from one sided, simple augmentation, finally to
conca-augmentation obtained by attaching one
CC II-4M to each octagonal face of the truncated
cube, as shown in Figure 10-c.
All of these cases can be unilateral or multilateral gyrated, which makes the total of 56 cases
[3] as the number of combinations with repetition.
If we include in the calculations the other type of
CC II-4 with a counter-folded edges, which gives
a minor height of the lateral shell, this number of
augmented composite polyhedra would be not
only doubled, but, including the cross combination of these two types of CC II, it would increase
to a significantly larger number of polyhedra.
7. Cluster polyhedra
Composite polyhedra, as shown in the previous
examples (Figure 10), can be combined further on
to the form of polyhedral cluster or conglomerate.
A unit composite polyhedron can be connected
to another, identical one, by attaching congruent
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Figure 10. a) Joining the congruent faces of polyhedra, b) parabi–concaugmented truncated cube, c)
hexa-concaugmented truncated cube
faces. By its multiplications and various combinations, an infinite sequel of the identical elements,
and also an infinite number of possible shapes
arises.
We joined composite polyhedra, hexa-concaugmented truncated cubes, in the orthogonal
disposition by their square faces. An example of
such an assemblage, consisting of eight unit composite concave polyhedra, can be seen in Figure
11-a (orthogonal projection, identical for the top,
front and side view) and in Figure 12 (axonometric view). This composition is multi-symmetric
(Figure 11-b). It has three basic coordinate planes
of symmetry (S1, S2, S3), plus six additional diagonal symmetry planes (S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9). It
is also centrally symmetric, with the centre in the
intersecting point (S) of all the symmetry planes.

Since this is not a close-packing composition,
in the interspaces there will exist uncovered, open
passages (one of them can be seen in the top view in
Figure 11-a) as a non-convex polygon - octagram.

Figure 12. The axonometric view of the cluster
polyhedron from the Figure 11

Figure 11. a) A cluster polyhedron, formed by
eight composite polyhedra from Figure 4 b) symmetry planes of eight units cluster polyhedron

Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

From the viewpoint of applications in architectural and urban planning, this open tract can play
an outstanding role in the organization of the ambient, being suitable for positioning green areas,
squares, fountains and the like.
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8. Proposals of the examined polyhedral
forms application in architecture
As a support to this research, we proposed the
application in architecture of the polyhedral conglomerate formed by conca-augmentation of U9.
Since the polyhedral forms obtained by combining
U9 and CC II-4M, whether composite or cluster
polyhedra, consist of regular polygons, dominantly
equilateral triangles, we can conclude that the exoskeleton of these forms can be formed using diagrid
[14] system made out of identical elements.
8.1. The accordance of diagrid and CC II
Diagrid structural system [14,15] proved itself
to be very suitable for the realization of complex
geometric shapes. Diagonal grid of girders, who
assume the role of supporting pillars and beams,
geometrically is funded on triangular plane net
which can be molded in space in many different
ways. It requires less structural steel than a conventional steel frame, eliminating the need for
large corner columns and provides a better distribution of loads in the case of compromised building. This is the very principle on which the geometry of concave cupolae of second sort [4,5,6] is
based on.
The crossed elements form an integrated grid
across the surface of the object, which resists the
force of wind and the gravity of the object. The
presence of this exoskeleton, results with a reduction of internal structural elements, in favor of
larger inner space with great flexibility in the organization. The use of this system also results in the
reduction of structural material, thereby reducing
the weight and the cost of the building, with equal
ability to transfer significant vertical loads. However, the grid itself is not sufficient to withstand a
horizontal load, and bending can be prevented by
adding horizontal rings [14,27].
The basic unit cell of CC II is a spatial hexatriangular cell, composed of six equilateral triangles. If we parse all the diagonal grids of existing
diagrid buildings, we will get a triangle and not by
chance. The triangle, in the construction, makes
the solid structure rigid and effective in combining
gravity and lateral load. Under the condition that
its joints are strong enough, the triangle is not de1208

stroyed under the pressure applied at any point, as
each lateral is supported by neighboring laterals.
The spatial hexa-triangular cell is present in the
grids of the so far performed buildings in diagrid
system (Hearst Tower in New York, Swiss Re
Tower in London, and many more). Geometrically
concerned, it is the natural sequence (assembly structure - figure - combination) in a net made up
of triangles. Thereby, it is a construction characterized by (if we omit the condition of co-planarity
and equable constituent triangles) the possibility
of a large number of formatting combinations.
CC II is characterized by an effective distribution of load among all the members of the structure, which is one of the important characteristics
of diagrid structural system. As a result, we obtain
the structural persistence even in the absence (i.e.,
fracture, deformity, defect) of individual members
(bars, beams) of the structure. Diagrid exoskeleton provides a large open area inside the building,
thus offering greater flexibility in the organization
of space. This is the basic characteristic of CC II,
which is self-supporting as shown in the examined
models of the cupola (Figure 9-a to 9-f). Moreover,
its component equilateral triangles have all the
angles, heights and positions known in advance,
which facilitates the design and construction.
8.2. Preliminary design sketch of the building
modeled on the geometry of 		
hexa-concaugmented U9 cluster
In this section, we offer the proposal for the organization of the internal space of composite and
cluster polyhedron formed by connecting the unit
structure of four hexa-concaugmented U9. We
also consider construction possibilities of a building modeled on such a polyhedral structure in the
appropriate structural systems.
Firstly, to confirm the starting hypothesis that
the proposed polyhedral forms can be applied in
architecture, we made a preliminary design of an
object whose purpose would be sufficiently flexible and compatible with the jagged, faceted polyhedral form of the exoskeleton. Our suggestion is
that it can be a complex of exhibition pavilions:
EXPO Center for Promotion of Science and Technology, with rooms for lectures, film screenings
and additional facilities (Figure 13).
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Forms that go beyond the orthogonal system
to which we are accustomed by experience, correspond to contents that allow more freedom in organizing space. The very examples of that are exhibition pavilions, galleries, museums, and the like, as
we can witness through a number of well-known
built objects in the world architectural practice and
heritage. The objects of these forms, moreover, are
favored to respond to the challenge that function follows form, as opposed to the maxims of Louis Sullivan’s (taken from the sculptor H. Greenough) that
in the architecture form follows function [28].
Let us take a brief overview of the interior
space organization of just one unit of the complex
composed of four identical hexa-concaugmented
U9. In the preliminary design sketches, shown in
Figure 13- a) and 13-b), only half of the complex
is shown, i.e., the two units of the complex, in order to show the way of their linkage.
Let us observe the hexa-concaugmented U9
structure (Figure 10-c), used as a building unit in
this complex. The use of interior space of the building modeled on this structure can be best traced
on its cross section, shown in Figure 14. The observed composite polyhedron consists of U9 and
six additional CC II-4M. The footer (lower unit) is
CC II-4M, with square base oriented downwards.
The middle space is U9, which branches into four
additional conchal halls - the laid CC II-4M. The
top unit is CC II-4M dome, in architectural sense
of the word, augmented with square pyramidal
tower. We have chosen a cluster formed of four
unit composite polyhedra to be a polyhedral shell
of the building, with the edges functioning as an
exoskeleton. These four units make a complex
of multi-purpose facilities, which we have identified as the most appropriate for the purpose of
the mentioned EXPO Center for Promotion of
Science and Technology (four units correspond to
four branches of science: Formal, Natural, Social
and Applied science wings).
We proposed a structure of edge length a=7.2m
(as considered in structural analysis in Section 5).
Figure 13 presents the ground planes of 10 stories of the complex: basement, ground floor, three
main floors, dome hall, and the three mid-floors /
mezzanines. The legend of the premises usage is
given in Table 6 (a and b), so we give only a brief
explanation of the content.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 13-a. Ground plane of EXPO Center 		
(1.-5. story /level)
The basement, as the subterranean level of the
complex, is independent from the rest of its geometry and serves to accommodate the auxiliary
facilities.
The lower CC II-4M unit acts as a ground-level entrance area - the foyer. The main communication area, elevators and escalators are located in
this area. It adjoins the parking area that is at the
same level.
The first floor connects two detached levels of
lower CC II-4M by a gangway, linking them to the
square (plaza) that supplements the complex.
Mid-levels serve as additional space for office
accommodation and ancillary facilities.
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Table 6-a. Use of the premises
0
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4

1.BASEMENT FLOOR
parking
elevators
hallway and stairs
sanitary
2.GROUND FLOOR
hall
offices
elevators
hallway and stairs
sanitary
3. MEZZANINE
offices
elevators
hallway and stairs
4. FIRST FLOOR
offices
elevators
hallway and stairs
sanitary
gallery
gangway
5. MEZZANINE
offices
elevators
hallway and stairs

Table 6-b. Use of the premises
6.SECOND FLOOR
offices
elevators
hallway and stairs
sanitary
gangway
amphitheater
7. MEZZANINE
2 offices
3 elevators
4 hallway and stairs
8. THIRD FLOOR
2 offices
3 elevators
4 hallway and stairs
5 sanitary
9 multipurpose room
9. MEZZANINE
2 offices
3 elevators
4 hallway and stairs
10. DOME
4 stairway
10 multi purpose hall
2
3
4
5
7
8
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489,35 m2
310,45 m2
18,40 m2
19,24 m2
100,78 m2
40,48 m2
178,90 m2
58,88 m2
19,24 m2
100,78 m2
548,46 m2
18,40 m2
19,24 m2
100,78 m2
40,48 m2
180,88 m2
188,68 m2
178,90 m2
58,88 m2
19,24 m2
100,78 m2
1.701,14 m
18,40 m2
19,24 m2
275,92 m2
40,48 m2
127,08 m2
1.220,02m2
234,78 m2
58,88 m2
19,24 m2
156,66 m2
1.715,78 m2
18,40 m2
19,24 m2
100,78 m2
40,48 m2
1.536,88m2
218,84 m2
58,88 m2
19,24 m2
140,72 m2
509,36 m2
58,88 m2
450,48 m2
5.775,51m2
2

Figure 13-b. Ground plane of EXPO Center (6.10. Story)
The second floor is the main space of the unit.
It uses the central space of U9 (divided on two
levels); it is set at the octagonal base of it, and is
connected with the interior of the laid CC II-4M,
which acts as side conchal (grotto) halls. The inclined lower surfaces of the laid cupolae are used
as an advantage - sloping floor surface suitable for
seats.
Note that the dihedral angles between the sloping planes are α-β=γ-δ=186.2908o which is just
6,2908o away from co-planarity.
The third floor uses the upper half of U9, and
also the upper halves of laid CC II-4M conchal
hall. This is the most open and free organized level, thanks to the lowest geometry limits. It is suitable for multi-purpose facilities, exhibition rooms,
workshops, laboratories, etc.
The highest level of this building is set at the
level of the upper face of U9, under the dome of
CC II-4M. This hall is about 11m high, and is suitable for different purposes, for example: restaurant, coffee shop, exhibition hall planetarium, etc.
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8.3. Constructive performance possibilities of
the proposed complex form
As stated above, the diagrid structural system
was selected for the exoskeleton structure and the
foundation bearing capacity. The complexity of the
proposed forms and the large span of the central
slab (app. 18m) lead us to an inquest on whether
this exoskeleton would be sufficient to carry the entire structure. Therefore, we propose a few potential
solutions for supporting such a construction:
a) carrying out the whole building only in
diagrid system, which would be the optimal
solution, as it would release the structure’s
interior space, and also reduce the costs in
material consumption,
b) combining diagrid system with central
core and cables system, where the cables
pass through tubular girders of the diagrid
system, acting as suspension construction,
and transferring the load to the central core,
c) additional supports that adhere to the
cantilever protruding slabs of the medial
floor (the third floor, Figure 14), which would
be further integrated into the prism via the
vertical square basis of laid CC II-4M.
d) a combination of the previously listed
solutions.

In our preliminary design proposal, we offered
the solution d) a combination of the above structural
solutions, in order to demonstrate the above options.
Let us consider just one of the four units that
make up this complex. As can be seen in Figure 13
and Figure 14, the object rests on the square base
of CC II-4M, which will represent the base, fundamental plate for the entire facility and therefore
has to be adequately dimensioned.
Note: if the building stood alone, its stability
would be lesser than the one of the four-unit cluster, because the resultant force of its own weight
would be focused just on the base square of the
area P1 = (7.2m) 2 = 51.84 m2. The inter-related elements in the cluster support one another and form
a stable structure, as four supporting zones whose
resultant force is now in the center S (Figure 11- b)
of the area which is much (app. 36 times) greater.
The surface of the object is carried out as diagrid
structural system with tubular girders. In order to
provide stability and rigidity of this structure, as
shown in Section 5 and in Figure 9-a to 9-f), it is
necessary to provide the frames and rings rigidity
of CC II-4M base polygons, which is essential for
good functioning of the diagrid static. These are
primarily octagonal frames, which represent the
polygons of U9, and which are further stiffened by

Figure 14. Cross section of EXPO Center for Promotion of Science and Technology
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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the floor slabs (the first floor and the dome floor,
according to Figure 14.). The vertical, octagonal
frames are stiffened by the horizontal rings themselves, and by the medial slab of the third floor, as
well as by the potential walls on the third floor.
We proposed mixed steel-concrete systems,
now widely accepted and used as often or as fully
as steel reinforced concrete systems.
Additional support of the entire construction is
provided by the inner core whose square basis CC
II-4M measures 7.2x7.2m, and the height is equal
to the height of the building (40m, as we see from
the cross section shown in Figure 14, which corresponds to the height of a residential 12-floor highrise). This core of reinforced concrete assumes the
burden of the top half of the structure via cables
and transfers it to the base slab. The cable girders,
passing along the edges of the structure’s hexa-triangular spatial cells are reliant on the core, where
the entire structure functions as suspended.
Through the outermost slab edges of the third
floor, the load of the building is partially transferred on to the linear supporting walls of the side
prismatic buildings (with the identical basis as the
unit’s) which further strengthens and gives stability to this complex.
The affixed prisms would be used for accommodating ancillary facilities, communi-cations,
offices, restroom facilities, etc.

Figure 15. The pedestrian view

Figure 16. The mid-view

8.4. The building’s exterior and fitting in the
environment
Finally, we offer a few illustrations of the building’s exterior given by the preliminary design in
the section 8.2. Figures 15, 16 and 17, (pedestrian
view, mid-view, and bird view, respectively) of the
proposed building complex and its integration into
the ambience of costal environment, as 3D model
[29], where the aesthetics of these forms can be
best perceived as another important characteristic that makes these polyhedral structures suitable
and desirable for application in architecture.
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Figure 17. The bird view
Figures 15-17. Examples of CC II-4 cluster
building’s correspondence with a given ambient
Conclusions
The design of polyhedral structures, as a source
of inspiration for research in the design of various
forms of engineering structures, challenges us to
look beyond the usual forms.
– We introduced a new concave polyhedron,
square concave cupola of second sort as an
element for augmentations of the uniform
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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–

–

–

–

solid (U9), investigated its properties
and confirmed its suitability for use in
architectural practice.
Square concave cupola of second sort
(CC II-4) is geometrically defined, as
its parameters and vertices positions are
mathematically determined. It has been
tested on static and dynamic influences, and
have shown exquisite rigidity results.
We have proposed a composite polyhedron,
consisting of a truncated cube and six square
concave cupolae of second sort, and clusterpolyhedron built up of such identical units.
The preliminary design sketch of a building
complex based on geometry of the above
cluster polyhedron has been presented, in
order to prove the premise that the observed
polyhedral structure can be utilized as
a geometrical matrix of an architectural
object.
The advantage of this polyhedral form is that
it is regular-faced which greatly simplifies
the prefabrication of building elements.

The combinations of compatible polyhedral
forms are not yet exhausted, and provide many
opportunities for further research.
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Abstract
Due to the rapid development of science and
technology, glass as inorganic material of amorphous structure contains most various properties,
which can meet different technical requirements
and possibilities of applying in a variety of conditions. The relevant criteria used for the material
selection, for a particular purpose and application,
beside properties and performances as well as the
cost, should definitely include influence on the
natural environment. This paper describes the influences of the glass, as a building material, on the
natural environment through the life cycle assessment of materials (LCA), and the relation between
material and resources, and recycling potential. In
the Republic of Serbia, like in other countries in
transition, the awareness of the harmfulness of the
waste impact on the natural environment is not sufficiently developed, including the economic feasibility of rational use of the waste. The data from
2010 confirm that and show that nearly a decade
of developing a waste management strategy did not
produce a significant extent of the expected results
in terms of recycling of the waste glass potential.
Key words: glass, life cycle assessment, glass
market, glass recycling in the Republic of Serbia
1. Introduction
Within the four thousand years long history of
glass invention, it took almost two thousand years to
start to use it for windows beside jewelry and dishes.
With the discovery of flat glass, known since the
Roman period, in architecture, new conceptual languages have become possible and open for further
researches.[1] Especially significant progress in glass
technology development, particularly as a building
material, was made in the research of the glass manufacturing process. Therefore, in 1959, Pilkington
finds the technique of float glass that is still used in
the production of high-quality glass today. [2]
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Glass, with its visual qualities of transparency,
translucency and reflectance, is the only material that can open interior architectural spaces the
“play” of light. The potential of usefulness of glass
in architecture is even greater, because today its
transparency and translucency can be controlled.
The beginnings of the oil crisis in the seventies
of the last century conclusively influenced on more
advanced and intensive research endeavors to improve the characteristics of the glass. The crisis significantly jeopardized the increasingly accelerating
industrial development and it in architecture, beside
other, demanded the building envelope that would
reduce the need for energy and in this way provide
the higher energy efficiency of the buildings.
The use of glass, in architecture, is the most
widespread in the structure of building envelope,
when it forms part of a massive envelope, glazing openings – such as windows, or fully glazed
system of mounted envelope – curtain wall, dependent on the existing structure of the building
because it hanging on ceiling of each storey and
glass that makes the panel with a metal frame,
or structural glass façade, where glass without
framing system is point-fixed or point-supported
system with completely visible substructure. The
structural glass system with thin silicone joints
between the glass panels is applicable even as a
glass roof. Today, glass is used more and more as
a filling in the envelope of the building as the form
of thermal insulation (glass wool, fiber, granules,
foam). The majority of glass facades erected, today, consists of flat glass in the form of insulating,
toughened safety or laminated safety glazing in
the most diverse variations and combinations. [3]
A branch of glass technology is significant for
the refurbishment of buildings, in order to improve
the insulation of the building envelope. The double glazing or even triple glazing of a window provides the significant keeping of the heat in buildings. Adaptive glazing creates “smart” window
1215
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which allow light through window, but blocks infrared and ultraviolet radiation that produces heat
or window which it, automatic, turns in darker and
blocks sunlight in a response to sunshine.
Being the glass as an envelope, today widely
used, there is the indicating fact that in the refurbishment of office and public buildings is most
used a double glass façade for reducing the overall
energy balance. [4]
In the future, application of glass could be increased because of the growing use as a constructive element.
2. Glass as building material - properties,
types and glass products
Glass is an amorphous solid material made from
inorganic raw materials and its constituents are defined in European standard EN 572 Part1. Normal,
“clear” glass that is used in most cases for building
contains 75% SiO2, 13% NaO2 and 12% CaO2. [5]
Properties of glass, important for architecture,
besides those of the general (Table 1.), are: light
transmittance – τ, direct energy transmittance – g
and thermal transmittance – U value, whose parameters depending on the glass thickness and
generally types of composite glazing, then monoxide, which introduced in the process of melting
glass, and thereby colour the whole body of the
glass or further processing of glass, so that glazing
could absorb heat and control the solar radiation.
(Table 2.) For a normally tranparent float glass
4mm thickness, τ=0.9, and g=0.87. [6]
Table1. General physical, mechanical and thermal properties of glass
Density on 18oC
Compressive strenght
Tensile bending strenght
Mohs hardness
Vicker hardness
Modulus of elasticity
Poisson’s ratio
Coeff. of thermal expansion
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat capacity
Transformation temperature
Softening temperature
Processing temperature
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kg/m3
N/mm2
N/mm2
kN/mm2
N/mm2
10-6K
W/mK
J/kgK
o
C
o
C
o
C

2500
>800
30-90
6-7
4.93±0.34
7x104
0.2
8.4
0.8
0.23
525-545
710-735
1015-1045

Table 2. Preview of certain types of glass according the metal oxide and general type of glazing
Metal oxid – colour
τ
Iron (FeO,Fe2O3) - blue-green
0.78
Nickel (NiO) – grey-brown
0.54
Copper (CuO) – red
0.55
Selenium (SeO) – pale red
Type of glazing
Ug* (W/m2K)
single, 6mm
5.8
double, clear, 4-12-4mm
3.0
triple, clear, 6-12-6-12-6mm
1.9
double, low-E coat.., 4-12-4mm
1.6
(air)
double, low-E coat., 4-15-4mm
1.3
(Ar)
double, low-E coat., 4-12-4mm
1.1
(Kr)
double, low-E coat., 4-12-4mm
0.9
(Xe)
triple, low-E coat.,
0.7
4-8-4-8-4mm(Kr)
double, reflect., 6-15-6mm (Ar)

1.3

g
0.67
0.67
0.65
g
0.83
0.71
0.63
0.63
0.61
0.62
0.62
0.48
0.250.48

*Ug value according EN ISO 10077-1
The further processed glass with special caracteristics such as adaptive glazing is in the development
and they are as follows: electrochromic, gasochromic, liquid crystals, phototropic and thermotropic.
Electrochromic coatings (1mm thick polymer
film containing certain metal oxide of tungsten,
nickel or iridium) with electricity change glass
from transparent to deep-blue and is suitable for
shading and anti-glare applications. The light
transmittance value of glazing changes 0.20-0.64.
Liquid crystals like electrochromic with electricity change transparency and light transmittance
0.48-0.76. The gasochromic glazing with coating
of tungsten oxide changes to a blue colour due to
an inlay of catalytically generated hydrogen and
loses this colour again when air is introduced. The
value of light transmittance is varied 0.15-0.64.
Phototropic and thermotropic glass types are
not dependent on such a form of control. They depend on the environment impact, ultraviolet radiation and temperature. [2,3]
Glass products for the buildings depend on the
production methods as well as further processing
and finishing of glass. (Figure 1.)
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Figure 1. Classification of glass products according Construction Materials Manual (Hegger, et al., 2006)
A further mechanical treatment of glass should
allow its installation, easy operation or meet certain
requirements in respect of appearance, while the different methods of finishing glass out of semi products will create a series of new products with different properties and possibility of application. [7]
Mechanical properties of glass determined by
the percentage of some chemical compounds in
the glass composion, e.g. fused quarz glass contains 99.9% SiO2 and it is specially resistant to
heat, transmits UV radiation and it is ideal for photovoltaic modules.
The further thermal treatment of glass makes a
toughened safety glass and heat-treated glass, and
they are used to decrease any risk of injury and for
constructive elements. A safety glass also incudes multilayer composite, laminated safety glass,
which is produced by bonding together up to six
panes with polyvinyl butyl (PVB). The use of aqueous gel layer as the interlayer instead of PVB film
results in laminated fire-resistant glass. In respect
of visual meaning, architects are interested in laminated safety glass with printed polyethylene films,
which allows the printing of glass in any color and
intensity from transparent to opaque. A composite
glazing includes insulating glass, which consists of
at least two glass panes with an insulating layer of
air or gas, which hermetic edges are sealed. This
composite glazing may include all types of glass,
specified above in the paper. For low-maintenance
of buildings, self-cleaning glass is important. Glass
coated with polymers prevents the formation of water droplets as well as dirt, while the photo catalytic
coating breaks down organic residues with the help
of the incident solar radiation.
In 2006, the European Union, in its Action Plan
for Energy Efficiency in the Buildings, researched
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

the potential in improving the glazing in the existing
building stock. Its research has given insight that, in
the European Union, is still, in most of cases, a single layer of glass on existing buildings. (Figure 2.)

Figure 2. Ratio of glazing types on the buildings
in the EU, http://www.glassforeurope.com
3. Properties of the glass via the impact on
the environment
According to William Morris, even in 1892, material achieved a position of the architectural fundament. [8] That statement is more significant today
because designers dispose of the much greater selection of materials as well as the awareness of the
impact of material on the environment is greater.
Prior to researches of a material of adequate characteristics which are to be built in a building, there
should be determined a criterion for the material
selection. Relevant considerations should include
both the environmental impact and human health.
The impact of material on the natural environment includes ecological degradation caused by
the origin of raw materials and its pollution from
1217
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manufacturing processes and transportation effect,
energy input needed in materials which produces
CO2 and CFCs emissions. The influence of material
on the natural environment also includes toxicity,
the relation between material and resources, and recycling potential, durability and maintenance.
3.1. Energy Consumption and CO2 Emissions
from Glass Production
According to IEA (International Energy Agency) data from 2007, about 0.5 – 0.8 EJ of energy is
used for glass production worldwide. [9] Assuming
that half of this energy is provided by natural gas
and half by fuel oil, and an average of 7 GJ/t of
product, yields an emission factor of 450 kg energy
related CO2/t of product. Emissions from the decarbonisation of soda ash and limestone can contribute up to 200 kgCO2/t of product depending on the
specific composition of the glass and the amount of
cullet used. In practice, average energy use varies
between 5.75 – 9.0 GJ/t (e.g. in China, 7,8 GJ/t for
flat glass), so 2 – 4 times as high as the theoretical
minimum (Levine, et al., 2004). Energy intensity of
continuous glass furnaces in Europe and the United
States as 4 – 10 GJ/t of container glass and 5 – 8.5
GJ/t of flat glass, depending on the size and technology of the furnace and the share of cullet used.
(Beerkens and Limpt, 2001). The most energy efficient furnace identified shows an energy consumption of 3.82 – 3.85 GJ/t, based on 50% cullet and
taking into account the primary energy consumption for electricity generation. [10]

Figure 3. Data of CPIV and French Federation
of Glass Industry about energy consumption and
CO2 emission in glass production process
According to CPIV (Standing Committee of
the European Glass Industries) overall annual
1218

European production of glass is about 30 million
tons, which cause annual energy consumption
about 300 PJ and CO2 emissions about 20 million
tons. [11] In data from year 1960`s to 2000, CPIV
and French Federation of Glass Industry, show
that is over that 40-ty years energy consumption
and CO2 emission in glass production process is
double decrease, that is in 2000, the average energy consumption amounted 10GJ/t. (Figure 3). [12]
All of the above specified indicates that the production of glass is improved and the energy consumption depends on both the fuel used in the production
process and raw materials, primary – quartz and/or in
which the extent secondary – recycled glass.
According to the German Federal Environmental Agency, who devised a method for classifying
and ranking the impact categories for life cycle assessment of materials (LCA), the main parameters
of build-in energy and CO2 emission are: primary
energy input (PEI) non-renewable and renewable
and global warming potential GWP 100. [2] According to their data, published in 2006, for the
glass production it is necessary 14GJ/t (a parameter
approximately corresponding to the data of CPIV
from 1985, seen in Figure 3.). In other words, for
1 kg of float glass, which density is 2500 kg/m3,
it is needed 14 MJ non-renewable primary energy
input, 0.08MJ renewable primary energy and global warming potential is 0.89 kgCO2, accordingly
2225kgCO2 per m3 float glass (according to calculations, the fuel for production corresponds with natural gas). The global warming potential for glass and
other material (Figure 4.), because of the availability of data for research, in this paper, was derived
by the data, which were obtained from software
LEGEP and using inventory analyses calculated on
the basis of a theoretical means of production between1990 and 1999 at the Bauhaus University in
Weimar and the University Karlsruhe and are based
on acknowledged sources such as the Ecoinvent
Database (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology).
The data is not always equivalent. [2]
Reasons for this include the different strategies with which processes are considered and the
way the fundamental data are determined. The
best matches between the life cycle assessments
of the programs can be found in the parameters
non-renewable primary energy input and global
warming potential.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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For various types of glazing, parameters for
input primary energy (PEI) non-renewable and renewable and global warming potential can be seen
in Table 3. [2]
3.2. Impact on Users and Environment –
Toxicity of Glass

Figure 4. Comparative review of the global
warming potential for some building materials
per m3

The most prominent ecological factor for the
glass production is high energy consumption related to both the pollution by energy and material. The
glass production creates pollution of quartz powder
and calcium chloride, which is added during melting and purifying of glass mass. When tin oxide is
applied as steam (gas), hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride are released which belong to tin pollution. Film (coating) of gold releases less pollution
than tin. By applying enamel and glass-ceramic, antimony oxide (SbO3) and arsenic-trioxide (AsO3),
which are components of such types of glasses, do
not pollute when in use but when removed or not in
use, can vaporize outside and cause the ecological
pollution. Stained-glass or metal coated glass may
contain pigments of heavy metals. Such types of
glass have to be stored at the controlled dumps of
radioactive materials. [13]
According the German Federal Environmental
Agency, the main parameters of life cycle assessment of materials (LCA) of toxity are: eutrophication potential - EP and photochemical oxidant cre-
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59

28

0.0095 0.014 50-80

531

62

28

0.0093 0.013 50-80

547

65

29

0.0097 0.013

50

837

70

40

0.014 0.018

50

2162

353

131

0.041 0.055

50

Durability (a)

GWP global
warming (kgCO2)

532

POCP summer
smog (kgC2H4)

PEI primary
energy –
renewable (МЈ)

Profiled glass (channel), single-leaf, 498x41mm,
6mm thick alum. frame, silicone joint, 40mm
Toughened safety glass, 6mm patent glazing bar, alum.,
EPDM gasket, 40mm
Insulating glass U=1.1 W/m2K, Double glazing, argon filling,
24mm patent glazing bar, alum., EPDM gasket, 40mm
Insulating glass U=0.7 W/m2K,Triple glazing, argon filling,
36mm patent glazing bar, alum., EPDM gasket, 40mm
Glass double glazing 250mm, 6mm alum. supporting
framework, argon filling, 24mm

PEI primary
energy – nonrenewable (МЈ)

Type of glazing

EP eutrophication
(kgPO4)

Table 3. Parameters of life cycle assessment for various types of glazing
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ation potential – POCP.2 For 1 kg of float glass, density 2500 kg/m3, eutrophication is 0.0009 kgPO4,
and photochemical oxidant creation potential is
0.00058 kgC2H4.
For various types of glazing, parameters for eutrophication potential and photochemical oxidant
creation potential can be seen in Table 3.
3.3. The Relation between Material and Resources and Recycling Potential
Although, there are large reserves of the pure
material (raw material) for the glass production
(Table 4.) [14], deposits of the quartz mineral
(crystal form of silicon dioxide-SiO2) are limited
by region. Silicon can be found under other terms,
depending on an author and the raw material it is
derived from. Silicon dioxide is processed in two
metaproducts – silicon and ferrosilicon. Silicon is
found even in an alloy of iron and in the chemical
industry is known as silicon metal. Silicon can be
found in two silicate minerals, talc (acid magnesium metasilicate) and in mica. [15]
Table 4. The most abundant chemical elements
within the Earth
Element
Oxygen
Silicon
Aluminium
Iron
Calcium
Magnesium
Natrium
Potassium
Totally

% in the
earth`s crust
46,6
27,7
8,1
5,0
3,6
2,1
2,8
2,6
98,5

% in the earth`s
core
30
15
1
35
17
98

The greatest silicon-metal manufacturer is China,
then Norway, Brazil, USA, France and Russia. [16]
Reserves of metal oxide necessary for glass
painting or for film (coating) in case of glass for
sun radiance control, are extremely limited (Table
5.). [13]
Recycled glass may be used in the production
of new material for architecture, as a: glass wool,
glass foam and granulates of glass, glass bricks or
glass tiles, and than the glass production results in
savings in energy consumption by 26% [13].
1220

Table 5. Existing reserves of raw materials
Basic Annual growth in
Raw
Reserves
reserves consumption frpm
material (years)
(years) 1999-2006 in %
Chrome
Ca25
Ca40
Cooper
31
61
Gold
17
36
Iron
95
219
Nickel
41
90
Silver
14
29
Tin
22 (1999) 40 (1999)
Titanium
122
240
Zinc
22
46

8
3
1
10
5
3
4
5
4,5

Glass coating with metal film, cannot be recycled into window glass and safety (laminated)
glass. For this type of glass only clear glass (normal clear glass without impurities) is very suitable
for recycling. Each and every type of glass can be
grind and used as infilling in elastomeric materials
for covering of roof and in production of bricks and
roofing tiles, as well as for wollastonite, the high
quality aggregate used for asphalt and concrete.
Due to high quantity of silicone dioxide, glass may
be used even as puzzolane in cements. New glass
products need much more energy which results
in undesired emission. Recycled glass products
are better for the environment regardless the high
temperature needed for re-melting of glass. Glass
production has been improved but is technologically dependant on financial investment. If a small
local production factory produces a lower standard
of glass purity and transparency, such manufacture
should be adjust for recycling. [13]
Simply, by using 1t of waste glass, 700 kg silicon
dioxide is saved, 200 kg limestone is saved, 200 kg
sodium carbonate (soda) while the energy savings
for new glass manufacture are up to 25% (transport
and treatment in glass factory). For instance, by recycling 1 t of glass, there are 30 t of oil saved. By
production of 1 kg of glass, there is less needed: 20
l of water, 1,5 kg of raw materials, 1,4 kWh of energy and gases emission is less by 25% [17]
In the European Union, according to data in
2008, glass has a rate of recycling of about 64%,
depending on the attitudes of countries towards
the rational utilization of waste glass (e.g., Switzerland 95%, Germany 82%, while Greece, Romania and Turkey have less than 20%).[18]
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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The highest recycling rates are obtained for
green and brown container glass that cannot be
used for the production of windows. Even architectural crushed waste, in order to be used for recycling, requires careful sorting, due to the presence
of contamination such as special coatings, sealants
and reinforcing wire. Higher recycling rates seem
feasible, as in some regions there is an excess availability of waste glass or recovery rates are low. [9]
3.4. Durability and Maintenance of Glass
Glass is a very durable product which depending on the quality may have longer working life
than 60 years. Durability of glass is a result of
chemical stability and great hardness hence it is
determined by a wide range of factors such as
thermal impacts, presence of chemical impurities
that may lead into a spontaneous break within a
time, then unwelcome chemical impacts interacting with other materials or water leaking due to
improper sealing. Thermal insulating glass has a
shorter working life due to non-maintenance, sealing brims of glass and infiltration of water steam
into a space between panes. Thermal insulating
glass should have working life of 25 years which
is presented in European norms BE EN 1279.
Glass is resistant to acids, salts and their dissolutions as well as to short-term effects of alkalis at
lower temperatures. Moisture and water in situations of inadequate storage may cause corrosion of
8 μm a year, after which a surface becomes rough.

Initially, grayish color appears on the surface and
consequently a layer of white color which is hard
to be removed. Borosilicate glass (81% SiO2, 13%
B2O3, 4% Na2O, 2,5% Al2O3) has increased acid
resistance and alkaline dissolutions. [2]
Purity of glass is very important because of
clearance (airiness) and efficiency, which depends
on surface resistance to adhesion of dirt as well as
other corrosion causes. Corrosion of glass surface
is caused by moist and alkaline environment, then
chemical and physical characteristics of glass itself as well as the factor of impurity – adhesion
of 14 types of contaminations: physical (may be
cleaned with conventional washing methods) or
chemical (may not be easily cleaned - Table 6.) [9]
Physical impurities can be organic (substances
of the biological origin) and acid or neutral (which
do not destroy the color or corrode glass). Acid or
neutral physical impurities may be:
1) adhesive – oily/greasy substances which are
adhesive as glue, made by kitchen steams
vaporizing and in a bathroom-by having a
shower,
2) attractive – dry, non-fat fractions which are
electrostaticly retained, such as hairs, dust,
fibers,
3) inert – non-sticky, uncharged fractions such
as scrapings and ashes.
Nowadays, there is a glass surface resistant and
protected from impurities. It is called “self-cleaned”
or “Low-M” (lowered maintenance) glass with a

Table 6. Impurities caused by chemical adhesion
ORGANIC
Substances of the biological origin

INORGANIC
Substances of the mineral or artificial origin

ACID
Caused by the colouring glass, but not chemically
destroyed or chilled glass
4) sulfates – from chimneys, gas, coal
and car
5) asphalt – oily mixture of tar and
unburned hydrocarbon exhaust from
motor vehicles
6) mist
7) bird droppings and secretions of
insects
(Items 6) and 7) can be a alkaline,
which corrodes or destroys the glass)
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

8) oxide of iron
rainways – such as
brake dust, caused
by the rail
9) quickly
made silicone
sealing materials
and lubricants
(formerly nautral)

NEUTRAL

ALKALINE

Caused by the colouring glass and chemically
destroyed or chilled glass
11) chloride emissions from
industry and unfreeze funds for
roads
10) surface
12) lime deposits from heavy
reactive salt
drinking and sea waters
(SRSs) formed in
13) mineral deposits that are
union of alkaline
separated by building a concrete
and acids
or stone blocks and mortar
14) highly alkaline solutions such
as industrial cleaning products
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system of cleaning shield. The system of cleaning
shield for glass is a resistant protection at the glass
surface with characteristics of easy cleaning, lowered maintenance, color stability and non-stickness.
Checked and tested characteristics of this glass type
have durability of almost 30 years under every condition and in every use worldwide.
In countries with high wages, such as Germany, the price of cleaning is usually higher than the
price of heating. An aspect of economics during
the design stage involvers applying of surfaces
easy for cleaning, such as smooth surfaces and
surfaces with no joints made of materials resistant
to wearing. Glass enamel façades have cycles of
cleaning, i.e. both two-store and ten-store buildings, once a year or even once within four years.
Regarding ecology, easy maintenance involves
successful cleaning even with small budget. Types
of cleaning by the price, from the lowest to the
highest, respectively: dry (mechanic), wet (mechanic), wet (chemical) and vacuum. [20]
According the German Federal Environmental
Agency, the main parameters of life cycle assessment of materials (LCA) also is durability. Durability describes the period in which a building material may keep its function in use not depending
on diverse impacts. For various type of glazing,
according to their data, the parameter of durability
can be seen in Table 3. [2]
From all of the above specified, we can see that
the glass is a durable product. Nevertheless, according to data from 2009 derived from the refurbishment of existing buildings in the Germany [21],
when glass is a component of window glazing it
has limited duration estimated at 25-40 years, while
insulating glass as a separate unit has a service life
from 20 to 35 years. According Construction Ma-

terials Manual (Hegger, et al., 2006) that insulating glass has durability of 50 years (the European
norms state that durability of 25 years must be provided), in Germany, during refurbishment of existing buildings, it was confirmed that this type of
glazing has a service life of 20-35 years.
4. The Glass Market and Relation to Glass
Resource in the Republic of Serbia
Every building material, including glass, require from the expert in architecture to improve
themselves continuously by regular following of
achievements in industry. The domestic glass industry cannot meet needs of contemporary architecture thus it mainly relies on offers of the most
prominent glass manufacturers available at market of Republic of Serbia (Pilkington, Guardian,
Saint-Gobain).
The Republic Statistics Institute of Serbia data
for 2008, based on 10 countries by the size of import and export of particular glass products (Table
7.) [23], directly refer to foreign trade of Serbia
regarding glass products and at the same time indirectly refer to particular glass products manufactured in Serbia as well as a need for glass products
not manufactured in Serbia or glass products manufactured in Serbia but in insufficient amounts for
the market demands.
According to the statistics data, the glass industry in Serbia produce only hollow (container)
glass (Glass factory „Paracin“), while all other
types are imported i.e. flat glass is not produced
but imported flat glass is shaped and afterwards
adjusted in safety glass, laminated and tempered
as well as thermal insulating glass (Glass industry
“Pancevo”). (Table 8.) [22]

Table 7. Import and export of certain products of glass in Serbia for 2008
Glass products
Glass in the mass, glass waste and other waste
Floating and surface cut glass, unreinforced
Floating and surface cut glass, reinforced
Cast and rolled glass, profiles
Tempered safety glass
Laminated safety glass
Glass fibers (or glass wool)
Multi wall panel, elements for insulating glass
Blocks and similar elements of pressed and cast glass
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Export (in tons)
13945
1044
6
5
307
174
634
641
228

Import (in tons)
17
43647
132
139
809
3676
6723
93
572
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Table 8. Industrial production in Serbia by product for 2008
Production related to the glass
Production of flat glass
Shaping and processing of flat glass
Production of hollow glass
Production of glass fiber
Production and processing of the other glass
including technical glass products

With 48497 t imports of flat glass in 2008, the
Republic of Serbia has achieved 3.24% imports of
the same product of the EU27 (member states of
the European Union since 2007, http://www.eucountrylist.com/).[24] The imports of glass fiber
has accounted for 1.19% of total imports of glass
fiber of the EU27. Export of glass products of the
Republic of Serbia is minor (e.g., for flat glass
0.14%) compared to the exports of the EU27.
In the Republic of Serbia, when we take into
consideration the production of 54505 t of hollow
glass, we conclude it is 0.25% of the EU27 production, which produced 21,27 million tons of that
type of glass in 2008. This data indicates that in
2008, in the Republic of Serbia about 763GJ energy was consumed for the hollow glass production,
which is 0.001‰ of the total energy consumption
of the Republic of Serbia (707.56PJ). [25]
According to the statistics data of the Institute,
the thermal insulating glass consumption in the
Republic of Serbia, for 2008, is 65000 m2 (that is
520 t of glass), and other flat glass types consumption is 108000 m2 (that is 864 t of glass).
Predictions of „National Strategies for Waste
Management“, from 2003, valid through 2010,
are that there is about 155000 t of glass waste in
Serbia a year.
The project „Determination of waste composition and assessments of quantity aiming to define
the strategies of secondary raw materials management within the sustainable development of the Republic of Serbia” dated June 2009, it was evaluated
that there is 5.26% of glass waste or 108184 t comparing to the overall municipal waste of 2056746 t.
[26] In the same project it was stated that the Republic of Serbia recycles only 15% of waste.
The „Report on the Environment State in the
Republic of Serbia for 2008 “ shows that there is
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Production
(in tons)
0
1741
54505
0

Supplies
(in tons)
16914
605
1460
45

Realization
(in tons)
10
1685
37420
0

19

401

25

14782 t of overall glass waste collected, out of that
only 11719 t was exported from the country. [27]
This indicates that only 13.66% of glass waste is
collected comparing to the total glass waste produced in the Republic of Serbia and this glass
waste is exported and recycled in other countries.
The European average of waste glass in 2008
was about 37kg per capita (France has 55kg per
capita, while Romania has 9kg per capita) [28]. The
Republic of Serbia had the potential of 15kg per
capita and in that year collected only 2kg per capita.
Despite the fact that the Republic of Serbia has
had awareness about recycling since 1986, when a
factory for recycling glass established (the Serbian
factory for glass recycling – the plant for glass recycling and processing of secondary materials, Grejac, Aleksinac, privatized in 2004) [29], all of the
above specified data show that it never came to life.
The data from April 2011 show that the Republic of Serbia started to specifically relate to the
waste glass resource, by means of the financial
support of the only glass recycling plant, which,
according to them, recycle an average of 10000
tons of waste glass (capacity 30000 t).
5. Conclusion
Even since the 19-th century, architects aspired
for a dramatic, weightless and transparent appearance, opposed to the massive wall of that time, by
means of the large-scale and constant use of glass
in the structure of the building envelope as the fully glazed system, glass as “building skin”.
Today, in the contemporary architecture, application of glass façade (due to longevity, providing
natural light in the interior space, ventilated façade
system and the possibility of recycling) is brought
into direct connection with sustainable building.
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Advantages of glass compared to other materials, is that it possess transparency, translucency
and reflectance, properties that provide dominant
appliance in architecture. Glass posses other properties and performances depending on the further
processing and finishing after which it becomes
more usable in architecture.
As compared with other materials, the production of float glass, for example glass for window,
produces CO2 emissions which is equal to the emissions which produced by synthetic materials. Metals produce the highest emissions, while wood, of
course the best ecological material, has a negative emission, because it removes CO2 from the
atmosphere via photosynthesis. Energy consumption and thereby the CO2 emissions could be twice
smaller if recycled glass is used in the glass production. For use in architecture, particularly because of
the properties required for glass, e.g. for windows
it is necessary to recycle just normal transparent
glass (pure, without additives). All types of glass
recycled (except glass coated with heavy metal –
creating pollution already with the removal from a
building) can be used for insulating material (wool,
foam, granules) or for glass bricks and tiles.
Glass is a very durable product and the average service life depends on quality, type, use and
maintenance of glass. Glass, like an environmentally-friendly material (simple chemical structure,
the most abundant mineral quartz in the Earth’s
crust, the recycling reduced energy consumption
and CO2 emissions), in order to meet the demands
of contemporary architecture, must pass lots of
further processing and finishing (mechanical,
thermal, chemical), which often degrade its high
potential for sustainability.
The specified data from 2008, referring to use
of glass, show that in the Republic of Serbia only
hollow (container) glass is produced. However, the
latest published optimistic information from July
2012 tells us about the entry of foreign capital in a
glass factory Paracin and it is indicating that the production of glass will be significantly improved. The
available data for the Republic of Serbia from 2009
show that huge amounts of waste glass mainly end
up on the landfill, even though, as stated in the paper, glass represents a significant resource with an
unlimited number of recycling processes. The data,
up to 2010, indicate that the main reasons for this
1224

situation in the Republic of Serbia were as follows:
insufficiently increased public awareness about the
importance of waste glass collecting for recycling,
a lack of motivation measures and support by the
government, or the underdevelopment of the glass
industry, as well as the market, that could place
the collected waste glass in processing and export,
which certainly requires initial substantial funding.
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Abstract
The matter in this paper is analyzed from the
humanitarian demining angle, as the result of missions performed under the auspices of the United Nations. Humanitarian demining represents a
risky process whose purpose is to bring the land
area to normal usage conditions, since it has been
blocked by various mines or explosive objects
during combat activities or is out of use due to left
behind unexploded projectiles. The war engaged
regions in ex SFRJ or some other war engaged regions are especially characteristic. Humanitarian
demining is a risky process and risk assessment is
an essential element while removing any kind of
explosives. The use of Borda algorithm in risk assessment during humanitarian demining mission
is described in this paper.
Key words: humanitarian demining, Borda algorithm, risk identification, ranking criteria
1. Introduction
Humanitarian demining represents a complex
problem since it is characterized by a broad hazard
spectre which can cause various injuries, accidents
and similar [1]. Although modern technologies are
used [2,3] the risk assessment is still needed in the
complex environment where humanitarian demining mission is performed [4]. Risk assessment is
not an independent process, it represents a complex process which includes hazard identification
and risk control [5,6]. In the specific case it is about
events which, if they occur, can have damaging
consequences on realization of humanitarian demining mission. It should be stressed that risk identification, how and how much risk can be minimized
and which are the effects of accepted risk, is the key
question the decision making person in the humanitarian demining process is confronted with.
1226

It is particularly stressed in the paper, that risk
assessment process can be formalized and done
by applying mathematical method, i.e. Borda algorithm, if the adequate criteria are determined in
a right way, risk events identified and ranked according to criteria.
The missions of humanitarian demining focused on their significance and standards based
and accepted by the United Nations are described
in the first part of the paper, then leading to explanation of the use of Borda algorithm in risk assessments based on adopted criteria for their ranking.
In the second part of the paper the criteria for risks
ranking are adopted, risk events identified, and
given the solution for risk assessment in humanitarian demining, using Borda algorithm.
2. Humanitarian Demining Missions
It is necessary to perceive the missions dealing
with problems of humanitarian mine removing as
a result of wars lead throughout the world. It is
a significant matter because, identifying the area
with unexploded projectiles which endanger humans and environment, represents the base for undertaking humanitarian demining missions. Once
the location is identified and mines and explosives
are to be removed, the very demining process represents a serious problem.
The problems are, first of all, connected to the
major risk of mines’ and explosives’ activating as
well as other elements within the activating itself.
The Organization of United Nations (OUN) has
issued principles [7], to be used in the process of
humanitarian demining in order to reduce risks of
the very process.
According to the UN standards, humanitarian
demining is: activities which lead to the removal
of mine and UXO (unexploded ordnance) hazards,
including technical survey, mapping, clearance,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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marking, post-clearance documentation, community mine action liaison and the handover of
cleared land. Demining may be carried out by different types of organisations, such as NGOs, commercial companies, national mine action teams
or military units. Demining may be emergencybased or developmental“. The elements that are
of significance for risks assessment, as an inseparable component of humanitarian demining [8],
are stated as well in UN standards. The activities
relating to the process of humanitarian demining
include the work of special teams doing that job,
and they are primarily oriented to reducing danger
inhabitants might be in and bringing the area to
normal usage state for the needs of people.
The complexity of the process of humanitarian
demining asks for risks assessment and such solutions which must provide expected performances
and acceptable and balanced relation with the environment. In practice, analysts have to find such
solutions and choose the level of precision which
is appropriate to the nature of the precise problem
in question.
3. Borda’s algorithm
Borda’s algorithm is most frequently used as positional system of voting [9], because the position
of the candidate, which is the result of its applying, has a fixed value expressed in points. Instead of
the candidate, this research shall rank Risk events,
according to Criteria assessments, which have the
role of voter. We shall mark risk event with Ri and
risk assessment criterion with Cj, number of points
for the event i according to the criterion j is:
Ri,j = n-k, k = 1, 2, ..., n..................... (1)
where n is number of risks, and k is rank of events
according to the criterion. This practically means
that the first ranked risk is given (n-1) points, and
the last one 0 points. In case of m criteria, total number of points for the number i event is:
.............................. (2)
Risk with the most number of points is ranked
as the first.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

4. Problem solution
Borda’s algorithm application will be illustrated
in the humanitarian demining mission. In order to
identify risky events and criteria for their ranking, it
will be assumed that the mission is performed on a
particular area. The space of ex SFRJ is chosen for
this research, thus enabling authentic assessment of
the rank of risk based on available resources and
experience and professionalism of the author. Application possibility of the suggested approach is
not limited to chosen area, it can be applied to similar problems resulting from war conflicts.
4.1 Considered Risk Events
In common cases, there is quite a number of
risky events which might influence a considered
scenario [10]. It is necessary to recognize the risky
events which might significantly influence the process, in this particular case the humanitarian demining mission. In order to illustrate the possibility
of Borda’s algorithm application, and keeping in
mind the adopted criteria, five significant events
are identified:
R1 - imprecise borders of mine fields,
R2 - unknown mines-explosives,
R3 - equipment failure,
R4 - hydro-meteorological factor, and
R5 - animal migration.
The influence of each event on the course of mission will be ranked through former stated criteria.
R1 Imprecise borders of mine fields
The borders of the mine field are, as a rule, determined before starting humanitarian demining
[3].No matter of techniques applied while determining space under mines [11,12], the probability
of mines existing beyond determined borders is
greater than nil. The UN standards for gathering
and processing data are of the common nature and
issue guidelines and instructions, which need to
be adapted to every new real situation. Many factors can influence the precision of certain borders:
how the data are gathered, technical means used
in scouting, documents (if there are any) concerning the mine field, time elapsed from the ending
of conflict, area relief and structure, which all can
1227
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be viewed as risk to be indispensably considered
during humanitarian demining.
R2 Unknown mines-explosives
Besides the laid mines used by the conflict parties, it is necessary to remove after the conflict,
conventional and unconventional mines-explosives, i.e. ERW (Explosive Remnants of War)
such as Abandoned ordnance (AO), Unexploded
ordnance (UXO), Improvised explosive device
(IED) and Booby-traps. Booby-traps and IED are
unconventional ERW which largely complicate
humanitarian demining upon the ending of conflict, since they are characterized by nonstandardized production, explosive, detonators and way of
laying [13]. The probability of them existing within the determined borders of the mine field carries
the risk that might have unwanted results on the
humanitarian demining mission.
R3 Equipment failure
During the humanitarian demining mission,
apart of the qualified personnel, various technical
means and equipment are used. Equipment failure, in this research, means physical, mechanical,
electrical and/or electronic system malfunction.
The impact of this failure on the course of mission
depends upon the redundancy, i.e. the existence of
appropriate resources in reserve and time necessary for it to become operational.
R4 Hydro-meteorological factor
Weather as a factor in the humanitarian demining mission can have dual effect: long term - climatic factor and temporary - natural disasters.
From the point of risk assessment the second factor is of particular interest since it occurs suddenly
and is intense. Depending on the geographical
location of the analyzed area, the natural disaster
can cause: flood, massive rain, landslide, great
amount of snow, high or low temperatures, galeforce wind tearing down trees and vegetation.
R5 Animal migration
Moving of animals is a potential danger for
activating mines - explosives, especially in cases
when there are more animals and they are more
active (dogs and other animals) on the identified
mine area.
1228

4.2 Criteria defining for algorithm application
Since the considered problem is specific, unambiguous criterion forming for ranking risk
events which might influence humanitarian demining mission is not possible. According to [14],
the choice of categories should reflect the aims of
risks management, and categories were adopted,
accordingly, which refer to the mission completion
success. In total five criteria have been adopted:
Occurrence Probability, Technical Performance
Impact, Cost Impact, Schedule Impact, Programmatic, which are of general nature [15] which are
considered from the aspect of success of the humanitarian demining mission.
C1 Occurrence Probability
Factors of influence which are considered as
significant risks in the humanitarian demining
mission have different probability occurrence,
which is the function of more variables such as
the area, weather, time, team, equipment, information, forces in collision, civilian society. Influence
of a single factor on the course of mission is complicated or even impossible to isolate since they
are interconnected into a complex system which
cannot be mathematically modelled, due to cause
and effect connection by which these factors are
interconnected. For that reason, the risk event occurrence probability is the result of the experts’
team assessment, which is based on experience,
and assessment and not mathematical analysis.
According to this criterion risk events are ranked:
C1: R2 > R1 > R4 > R5 > R3 ................... (3)
Risk event R2 is first in rank, due to the character of collision non-standard mines-explosives are
mainly used, therefore, there is a great probability
of them being in the mine field. Because the mine
fields are not laid according to familiar procedures
and it is complicated to define shape, borders and
density of such a mine field, risk event R1 is ranked
as second. As it is assumed that tested and safe
equipment is used in the process of humanitarian
demining, with some reserves, the probability of
this risk event occurring is defined as the least.
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C2 Technical Performance Impact
The influence of risk event, which by happening has impact on technical and operative mission
possibilities, shall be considered through criterion
Technical Performance Impact. Accordingly, risk
events are ranked as follows:
C2 : R3 > R2 > R4 > R5 > R1 ................... (4)
Since the risk event R3 refers to equipment failure, naturally, it should be ranked as first by its
influential significance on technical performances
of the system.
C3 Cost Impact
Risk event occurrence that has implications on
the mission budget will be considered according
to Cost Impact criterion. Based on this criterion
risk events are ranked:
C3 : R3 > R1 > R2 > R4 > R5 > R1 ............... (5)
Due to use of sophisticated equipment, equipment failure risk event rank is the highest in relation to price criterion. Imprecisely determined
borders ask for engaging new resources, or prolonged exploitation of the ones existing, therefore,
R1 is ranked as second.
C4 Schedule Impact
Unwanted risk event consequences on the weather course of the mission will be ranked according to
the criterion Schedule Impact, as follows:
C4 : R4 > R3 > R5 > R2 > R1 .................. (6)
As we know, long-term weather forecasts are not
precise, and earthquakes can be detected only shortly before happening. In case of such a risk event the
entire mission would have to be cancelled.
C5 Programmatic
Unwanted risk event consequences that might
effect the entire humanitarian demining mission
plan, in the sense of need for new resources to be
engaged, the change of performing mission dynamics or mission abort is ranked according to
criterion Programmatic:
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C5 : R4 > R2 > R1 > R3 > R5 .................. (7)
Imprecise weather forecasts, for example, in
case of unexpected high or low temperatures,
ground water and similar, as a consequence can
have request for engaging new resources (which
comply with technical work demands in the newly
arisen conditions) or personel trained for work in
the newly arisen conditions.
Complete survey of the ranked risk events according to described criteria is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Borda Count Tally
Risk Events
Criteria

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

C1

3

4

0

2

1

C2

0

3

4

2

1

C3

3

2

4

1

0

C4

0

1

3

4

2

C5
Total

2
8

3
13

1
12

4
13

0
4

According to the Table 1 it can be concluded
that events R2 and R4 are of the major priority,
followed by event R3, while events R1 and R5 are
ranked as the last, what could be expected concerning their nature. Ranking of those events enables risks management projecting procedures.
5. Conclusion
Application of Borda’s algorithm for risk assessment in humanitarian demining missions
is researched in this paper. Identification of risk
events and forming criteria for their ranking is, as
a necessary precondition for the application of this
algorithm, researched in detail and argued. The
application efficiency of the suggested approach
is illustrated on a real example, with risk events
identification and their ranking according to adopted criteria. The final result is total rank of identified risks according to significance.
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Abstract
In this paper the wireless communication system with dual branches signal-to-interference
ratio based selection combining diversity operating over k-µ multipath fading environment in the
presence of co channel interference subjected to
k-µ multipath fading is considered. Closed form
expression for average level crossing rate of dual
selection diversity output SIR is derived. Using
this expression, the average fade duration of selection diversity receiver is efficiently evaluated,
graphically presented and discussed.
Key words: average fade duration, k-µ distribution, level crossing rate
1. Introduction
The wireless communication system with SIR
based dual branches SC diversity operating over
k-µ multipath fading channel in the presence of
co-channel interference which suffer to k-µ multipath fading is analyzed in this work. In interference limited environments, the short term fading
and co-channel interference degrade system performance, system capacity and spectral efficiency.
In wireless systems the desired signal envelope
experiences short term fading. The short term fading is the result of multipath propagation due to
reflection, diffraction, refraction and scattering of
the radio wave. In interference limited environment, interference power is sufficiently higher in
comparison to the noise power, so the noise effect on the system performance can be ignored.
There are many distributions which can describe
signal envelope variation and interference envelope variation in cellular multipath fading environment. Rayleigh, Nakagami-m and Nakagami-q
distribution can describe signal envelope variation
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

in a mobile multipath fading non-line-of-sight environments. Rician and k-µ distribution can well
describe mobile signal envelope variation in multipath fading line-of-sight environment. Signal
envelope variation in multipath fading non-linear
environment can be well described using α-µ and
Weibull distribution. In cellular mobile radio environment desired signal envelope variation can
be described with Rician or k-µ distribution and
co-channel interference signal envelope from distant cell can be well described using Rayleigh or
Nakagami-m distribution. The k-µ distribution
which describes signal envelope variation in the
environments where the dominant component exists, is recently reported in literature [8]. The k-µ
distribution is general distribution and some other
distribution can be derived from this, as special
cases. By setting k=0, the k-µ distribution reduces
to Nakagami-m distribution. For µ=1, Rician distribution can be obtained from k-µ distribution.
The Rayleigh distribution is derived from k-µ distribution for k=0 and µ=1. This distribution has
two parameters. Parameter k is related to the ratio
of dominant components, power and scattering
components power. The parameter µ is associated
to the number of clusters in multipath propagation. Several diversity combining techniques can
be used to reduce multipath fading effects and the
influence of the co-channel interference on system
performance of wireless communication system.
The most popular combining schemes are maximum ratio combining (MRC), equal gain combining (EGC) and selection combining (SC). The
MRC provides the best performance but it is the
most complicated for practical realization. The
EGC enables performance comparable to MRC
and it has lower implementation complexity. In
SC receiver, processing is performed on only one
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branch which is selected and no channel state information is required. The selection combining
receiver selects and outputs the branch with the
highest signal-to-interference ratio. In the paper
[1], the average level crossing rate of wireless
communication system with dual branches, desired signal envelope algorithm based selection
combining diversity receiver operating over correlated multipath Rician fading channel in the presence of co-channel interference subjected to Rayleigh multipath fading is calculated. In the work
[2], the average level crossing rate and average
fade duration of wireless communication system
with selection combining diversity operating over
Rician multipath fading channel in the presence
of Rician co-channel interference are evaluated. In
the work [3] the average level crossing rate and the
average fade duration of selection diversity in the
presence of Rician, Rayleigh, Nakagami-m fading
are studied. The level crossing rate and average
fade duration of wireless communication system
operating over double Nakagami-m multipath fading channel are calculated in the paper [4]. In the
work [5] the average level crossing rate and average fade duration of communication system with
selection diversity operating over Nakagami-m
multipath fading environment in the presence of
co-channel interference are obtained. In this paper the second order statistics such as the average
level crossing rate and the average fade duration
of wireless communication system with dual SIR
based selection system operating over multipath
k-µ fading environment in the presence of cochannel interference subjected to k-µ fading are
calculated. First, the ratio of two k-µ random variables are considered. The first order statistics such
as, probability density function (PDF), and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the ratio
of two k-µ random variables are evaluated. Then
the joint probability density function (JPDF), of
the ratio of two k-µ random variables and its first
derivative is determined. Using this joint distribution, the average level crossing rate of the ratio of
two k-µ random variables is calculated. Furthermore, close form expression for average fade duration of the propose system is obtained.
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2. Ratio of two k - µk - µ random variables
The ratio of two random variables is important
performance measure of wireless communication
system. In this paper the desired signal envelope
and cochannel interference envelope are subjected
to k-µ multipath fading. In this section of second
order statistics of ratio of two k-µ random variables are considered. Two squared k-µ random
variables x1 and x2 can be written in the form:

where

independent Gauss-

ian random variables with variances
A.

and,

and mean

independent, Gauss-

ian random variables with variances
B.

and mean

The ratio of two k-μ random variables x1 and
x2 is
x = x1 / x2, x1 = x x2
The first derivative of x is

-

=

-

The first derivative of Gaussian random variable is Gaussian random variable. Linear transformation of Gaussian random variables is Gaussian
random variable. Therefore , and
are conditional Gaussian random variables. The average
value of is zero. The variance of the first derivative of ratio of two k-µ random variables is
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After

substituting,

the

expression

for

obtain the form

where is

The joint probability density function of x and
is

and
The probability density functions of k-µ ranAfter substituting, the expression for variance
of

dom variables

and

are

becomes

The conditional probability density function of
is

The average level crossing rate of the ratio of
two k-µ random variables can be calculated as average value of the first derivative of the ratio of
two k-µ random variables

The joint probability density function of x,
and

is

The conditional probability density function of
x is

where
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The probability density function of the ratio of
two k-µ random variables can be calculated using:
as in [8]
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2. Dual selection diversity
In this section dual SIR based selection combining system, operating over k-µ multipath fading channel in the presence of co-channel interference affected to multipath k-µ fading is considered. Ratios of desired signal and co-channel
interference signal of selection combining inputs
are denoted with λ1 and λ2. The output signal-tointerference ratio is
λ=max(λ1, λ2)
Cumulative distribution function of the ratio of
two k-µ random variables is:

Joint probability density function of λ and its
the first derivative is

The average level crossing rate of λ is

where is

Obtained expressions for average level crossing rate and cumulative distribution function of
the ratio of two k-µ random variables, can be
used for evaluation, of the average fade duration
of wireless communication system operating over
k-µ multipath fading environment in the presence
of co-channel interference subjected to k-µ multipath fading.
1234

=
*
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The cumulative distribution function of dual
selection diversity receiver output SIR is

The average fade duration of dual SIR based
selection diversity receiver over multipath k-µ
fading channel in the presence of co-channel interference affected to k-µ multipath fading is

Figure 1. The level crossing rate versus SC output SIR

At Figure 1, the average level crossing rate is
presented versus SC receiver output SIR for several values of fading parameters k and µ and several values powers of desired signal and cochannel
interference. The curves for LCR have maximum.
For values SC output SIR, higher of λm, as SC output SIR increases, the level crossing rate decreases
and for values SC output SIR less of λm, SC output
SIR increases. The higher values of SC output SIR
have greater influence on level crossing rate than
less values. With Figure 1 can be noticed that parameter k has influence on level crossing rate. As
parameter k increases the level crossing rate decreases. For greater values of SC output SIR the
influence of parameter k on level crossing rate is
greater. As parameter µ increases, the average level
crossing rate decrease.
In Figure 2, the average fade duration is presented in term of SC output SIR for various values of fading parameters desired signal envelope
power and cochannel interference envelope power. The influence of fading parameters on average
fade duration cannot be ignored. As SC output SIR
increases, the average fade duration is greater. For
higher values of SC output SIR the influence of
SC output SIR an average fade duration is greater.
As parameter k increases, average fade duration
increase and degrades system performances. For
greater values parameter µ, the influence of parameter k on system performance is greater. Also,
as the parameter µ increases, the average fade duration increases.
4. Conclusion

Figure 2. The average fade duration versus SC
output SIR
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

In this paper the communication system with
dual SIR based selection diversity operating over
k-µ independent multipath fading environment in
the presence of co-channel interference affected
also to k-µ multipath fading is considered. Application of multiple antennas at the receiver of wireless communication system, as space diversity,
enables improving systems quality of service, reduction signal envelope variation, and increasing
system capacity without increasing transmission
power and bandwidth. The second order statistics
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for a wireless system with SC receiver are analyzed. The SC receiver enables the practical realization simpler than a MRC receiver or an EGC
receiver. In this paper the ratio of two k-µ random
variables is also considered. In interference limited
environment the ratio of desired signal envelope
and cochannel interference envelope is important
performance measures. The close form expressions for probability density function cumulative
distribution function and average level crossing
rate of the ratio of two k-µ random variables are
efficiently calculated and used for derivation second order statistics of wireless systems with SC
receiver in presence of k-µ fading and cochannel
interference. The closed form expression for average level crossing rate of the proposed system
of the output signal envelope is calculated. Using
this expression for level crossing rate in this paper
the average fade duration of selection diversity in
the presence of co-channel interference and k-µ
multipath fading is evaluated. Numerical results
obtained in this paper are graphically presented to
show the influence of fading parameters and interference power on level crossing rate and average
fade duration of the proposed system.
Useful formulas obtained in this paper for average fade duration can be used for the designing
of practical wireless communication systems with
dual SC receiver operating over k-µ multipath
fading channel in the presence of cochannel interference subjected to k-µ multipath fading.
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Abstract
This paper, by using Hilary du Cros model,
valorize 31 natural and 36 anthropogenic values on
the territory of 26 municipalities in Serbia that are
constantly defined as undeveloped. Values with the
greatest potentials for tourism development, which
are singled out into the municipal and other official
documents (strategies, master plans, spatial plans),
are specially analyzed. Majority of the observed objects have medium market attractiveness and medium cultural or natural value. As such, they should
be an object of quality and professionally envisaged
tourist promotion, together with those that have
high value of analyzed indicators.
Key words: objects; tourist valorization; Hilary
du Cros model; undeveloped areas; Serbia.
1. Introduction
Cultural and natural geographic attractions in last
two decades become a very important component
in constituting the attractiveness of tourism destinations [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. As a result, a considerable number of tourist studies have been carried out
in diverse cultural and natural geographic attractions [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Most of the tourism
experts agrees that tourism attractions have a central role in tourism system [15, 16, 17]. Most often,
an attraction is considered a certain characteristic
of an area (destination) which is directly specific to
the location and the motive of a certain tourism activity [18]. Representing the base for development
of recreational and cultural tourism, attractions are
a component of tourism system, which is mostly
regarded as the identity of the destination, considering the fact that most of the tourism activities of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

the destination are gathered around that specific attraction. Attractions often, more so than quality and
quantity of tourism institutions and services, affect
the type, location and intensity of tourism activities
development in the destination.
Richness of tourism products/services includes
the natural and cultural heritage of a destination,
and the entertainment and recreational facilities in
the destination [19]. Heritage tourism reintroduces
people to their cultural roots [20] and reinvigorates
people’s interest in history or culture [21]. Also,
throughout the past two decades, the estimation
of economic values of cultural goods and natural
geographic attractiveness has drawn the attention of economists. The characteristics of attractions regard their different and mutual attributes
such as: ownership, purpose, spatial configuration
and positioning, authenticity, presentation, image,
rarity, status, carrying capacity, accessibility and
market value, etc., that greatly affect the economic, environmental and socio-cultural sustainability
of tourism development [18]. Tourism attractions
are exceptional market category, for the attractiveness of a certain place, monuments or events is
certified on the tourism market, although certain
attractions can attract domicile population and
thus make profit too. Attractions that are mostly
oriented to tourism demand, i.e. enclave resorts,
can produce the bad emotions in local community. Opposed to that, attractions that are mostly
of interest to the native citizens make very meek
amounts of income from tourism. When analysing
the market value of tourism attractions, important
place should be given to the demographic structure of tourists, their geographic origins as well as
the number of target segments of demand (some
attractions only animate small market niches,
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while others are competitive on a global market).
These factors greatly define the stability of tourism flow and sustainability of tourism industry of
the certain destination [22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
Taking into consideration that tourism as the
constituent part of total economic activities, insures prosperity of the place where developing by
its economic effects, it is clear this economic activity should be analysed and interpreted as one of
the potential actuators of revitalising of the areas,
which have been characterised as undeveloped
[27]. As specific sector, tourism can create great
number of new jobs, and also, through different
projects, connect local and foreign companies
(services) [28]. The South-east European (SEE)
countries, often refered as transitional countries,
seem to be visited primarily for cultural and natural reasons; those having organised a more diversified ‘tourism portfolio’ can offer also rural and
seaside tourism [29].
The problem of unequal regional development
in Serbia is very apparent , and the values of the
development level are ranging from 1:3 at the district level to 1:7 at municipality level. With such
values Serbia is in the group of countries with the
largest regional and local disparities in Europe,
which requires an urgent solution of this problem
and improving of the economic and social cohesion of the country [30].
The growth in regional asymmetries between the
developed North and undeveloped South of Serbia,
is best illustrated by the current socio-economical
performances of the regions (municipalities): City
of Belgrade, with 21% of total population (4% of
the territory of Republic of Serbia), employs 29,6%
of population, in gross national product (GNP) of
industrial production its share is 25,6%, and there
works more than a half of highly-qualified stuff
of Republic Serbia; Mostly undeveloped area of
Republic of Serbia includes the municipalities of
Toplica, Jablanica and Pcinja district, as well as the
municipalities of Stari Ras, with total of 23 municipalities. This area includes 11% of total territory of
Serbia, with 10,8% of its population. In GDP this
area partake with 5,2% and employs 7,9% of total
employment in Republic of Serbia (data for 2004).
Generally, the identified problems of insufficiently
developed regions of Serbia lie, mostly, in the deficit of qualified labor force, undeveloped infrastruc1238

tural capacities, extreme deficit in entrepreneurship
initiative and specific knowledge. It can be stated
that Republic of Serbia is, nowadays, characterized
by bipolar economical structure of region, that is,
urban-industrial type and agrar-rural type of the
region. The problems of unbalanced spacial distribution of economical and social infrastructure and
structural unbalances between some regions and
regional centers, are experienced in less accessible
areas and settlements, with strong daily migrations
[31].
Low competitiveness of Serbia economy is
caused by many problems (non-efficient legal system and weak contract protection, political instablilty and other) where undeveloped areas represent special dimension of issues, with its specific
problems, actual from almost every social aspect.
The biggest causes of low competitiveness of
undeveloped areas (apart from mutual ones with
Republic of Serbia) are: “low employment rate,
low economic activity, low productivity, insufficient investments, bad demographic and educational structure, undeveloped infrastructure and
socio-political uncertainty” [26]. A guideline for
future positive development could be organising
of tourist activities within undeveloped areas and
municipalities in Serbia as economic development
foundation of the regions in total.
Tourism in Serbia is closely linked to economic
development and it reflects clearly many characteristics of the overall social and political events
in Serbia, as well as the wider region.Tourism with
its properties (“invisible exporter“), represents the
basis for the further economic development of
Serbia, esspecially for economically undeveloped
areas. Multiplicative effects that are carried by the
tourism sector are the reason why it is considered
for the sector of the future for many transitional
countries. Its characteristic is the ability to create
the biggest employment rates and to establish new
jobs. It should be noted that tourism, in almost all
transitional countries was among the most attractive sectors for direct foreign investments. Tourism can significantly generate the development
of GNP, using the mechanism of national help in
increasing local governments awearness of tourism potentials in improving the econmical growth
(especially in fight for poverty reduction), development of human resources (language courses,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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catering, site management and maintainance,
guide courses, ect), investments in small-scale infrastructure at touristic sites, ect. Tourism as complex economic activity has great potential in solving the problems in the direction of more balanced
regional development. Therefore, tourism, with
its multipling effects on the economy of a country
can represent a pole of growth and development of
certain regions. Today, the use of tourism as a key
element in national strategies for regional development is becoming increasingly popular [27, 32].
Travel&Tourism Competitiveness Index is a
project developed by World Economic Forum
with goal to examine the indicators of competitiveness and tourism policy that make tourism development attractive in different countries. Serbia
was ranked as 82nd from total 139 countries in the
world by its tourism competitiveness, which is a
small increase considering the 88th place from total 133 countries in 2009 [33].

Figure 1. Travel&Tourism Competitiveness Index
for Republic of Serbia
Source: World Economic Forum, Travel&Tourism Competitiveness Report 2011, p.328

According to the represented values of tourism competitiveness indicators for Serbia as tourist destination (Figure 1), it can be concluded
that only few indicators can be considered as real
competitive advantages for Serbia. The tourism
development policy and the level of tourism development on national and regional levels can be
considered as weakness, as well as the low levels
of bussines enviroment and overall infrastructure
system. Considering the value of natural and cultural resources, the scale shows extremely low
marks, as the real potential is laying in that sector.
In general, the current state of tourism economy in
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Serbia is not on satisfactory level according to the
standards of international research.
According to the Strategy of tourism of Republic Serbia, the most obvious weaknesses of tourism are the low level of operation of tourism organizations, low level of information distribution,
lack of regulation in protection of consumer rights,
non-exsistance of destination image, unadekvate
marketing and management activities, lack in souvenirs and traditional crafts, issufficient involment
of cultural values in creation of atractive tourism
products, non-exsistance of additional products
for attracting the tourist attention, low quality of
tourist services, unadekvate and issufficient tourist signalisation, non-exsistance of system of protection as well as low level of conciousness of
residents regarding the natural and cultural values
and waste storage and recycling, lack of educated
personnel, low levels of entrepreneurship, a high
level of bureaucratization, low investment, etc. Increasing of competitivness is supported by direct
foreign and domestic investment (public and private sector), adequate marketing and destination
management, implementation of a strategic plan
for tourism development and monitoring. Improving competitiveness refers to the future programs
and it is included in need to raise the quality of
accommodation and tourism product. This, also,
means improving the river, land and air access
to the destination and the introduction of an integrated system of linking the tourist region, as well
as education of employees, protection and preservation of natural and cultural resources [34]. This
is esspecially important for economically issufficiently developed municipalities in Serbia, that
can enchance their position by using theirs natural
and cultural resources in order to develope small
scale tourism and therefore benefit from some
positive effects that tourism brings during its development process.
During this research, two typologies and categorisations of insufficiently developed municipalities in Serbia have been used [30, 35]. By their
comparison, 26 municipalities which are constantly emerging undeveloped, have been extracted
(Figure 2). Theoretical base of study is focused on
principles of Hilary du Cross tourism valorisation
method applied on heritage complexes, both natural and antropogenic.
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Figure 2. Undeveloped municipalities in Serbia
Valorization of cultural tourism attractions is
less complicated than valorization of natural tourism attractions. Estimation of attractiveness of
a certain monument, e.g., is a relatively simple
process, assuming that its attributes are related
to time of emergence, stylish characteristics, and
other elemente that can be precisely determined.
On the other hand, tourist activation of monuments implies low but positive effects (low investments, small number of employees, limited traffic
of tourists and short time of visits). Natural tourism attractions are, in distinction from cultural attractions, more complex by their own attractivity,
their presence produces authentic and long lasting
impressions on tourists. Because of those features,
natural attracions cause longer stay of tourists, including higher economic effects [36, 37, 17].
Taking into consideration specifities of natural
and cultural attractions, variety of tourism attractions attributes, and complexity of tourist valorization process, key goal of this research is focused
on estimation of market values of tourism attractions in undeveloped municipalities in Serbia.
The importance of tourism valorization as an indicative method in value and importance determination of a heritage site and its contents is obvious. In
addition to this statement is the fact that tourism valorization is one of the key parts in the creation of the
master and strategic plans of tourism development
1240

in a destination. In development plans of sustainable
tourism it is particulary important to apply the tourist valorisation of cultural and natural assets. Estimation of their value from the standpoint of tourism, allows consideration of the possibility of these
resources to be involved in tourism development,
and it should include both, tangible and intangible
heritage at the destination [38, 39]. Recent results
of the national tourism industry in Serbia show the
weak effects in using of some significant natural and
cultural resources, esspecially in undeveloped areas
of Serbia. Tourism valorisation of the natural and
cultural resources, is a pillar of the tourism development tourism and creation of tourist offer. Tourism
valorisation is considered as an adequate method to
assess the attractiveness and it is required as initial
measure in the destination development planning to
ensure them to become attractive tourist products.
2. Methodology
Valorization of tourist potentials of undeveloped
areas is conducted with the aim to define area potentials and point to optimal conditions of tourism
development. During tourist valorization of cultural
properties, complex Hilary du Cros model has been
applied [39, 40, 41] which values two basic sectors
– tourist sector and sector of heritage management,
through line of cultural and tourist subindicators.
Hilary Du Cros (2000) introduces the process of
touristic evaluation of destination, cultural-tourist
subindicators and the degree of their graduation.
Tourist sector is represented by two subindicators:
market attractiveness of cultural assets and the factors important for designing of tourism product.
Subindicators are graded by marks 0 to 5, but certain indicators have different ranks of marks. The
grades are later summed up and market attractiveness of cultural assets is evaluated. After that, the
sum is ranked as: low attractiveness, medium attractiveness, high attractiveness for tourism development. The sector of cultural asset management also
contains two subindicators: cultural importance and
robustness. Subindicators of this sector are graded
by different grades, and the conclusion on subindicators of cultural importance/robustness for the
sector of cultural asset management is evaluated as
sensitivity/low cultural value, medium value, and
high value. Based on the conducted analysis, “marVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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ket attractiveness/robustness matrix” consisting of
9 cells is set up and marked with M (i,j), (i,j=1,2,3)
(Figure 3). For every cultural asset it is determined
to which cell it belongs, depending on the grade that
it previously was assigned in the process of evaluation [41, 42, 38]. Subindicators adapted to features
and main characteristics of natural resources for
every analysed subindicator, a valuation scale has
been founded, whereas scoring has been conducted
numerically (Table 1).
Based on conducted valuation, “matrix of market appeal/robusticity” has been set up and later
on, belonging to one of the matrix cells has been
determined for each natural resource and antropogenic properties, depending on its score within
scoring process.

Figure 3. Matrix relationship between the continuums of robusticity and market appeal [40]

Table 1. Subindicators of valorization and scoring board
Tourist sector
Market appeal
Ambiance (natural/cultural)
Well-known outside local area
Significant national symbol
Can tell an „interesting“story–evocative place
Has some aspect to distinguish it clearly from
nearby assets or attractions
Appeals to special needs
Complements other tourism products in area
Tourism activity in the region
Destination associated with nature/culture
Product design needs
Accessability
Transport
Number of attractive natural/antropogenic
values nearby
Service benefits

Scoring:
Small appeal 0-20,
Medium appeal 21-40,
High appeal 41-60
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-4
0-3
0-5
0-5

Natural/cultural heritage management
Natural/cultural significance
Aesthetic value
Historical value
Educational value
Social value
Scientific potential /
research value
Rareness on destination/region
Representativeness

Robusticity
Fragility
State of repair
Management plan
or policy in place
Regular monitoring and maintenance
Potential for ongoing involvement and
consultation of key stakeholders
Possibility of negative impacts of high
visitation on physical state
-II- on the lifestyle of local community
Possibility of modifications (as part
of product development) to have not
negative impacts on physical state
-II- on the lifestyle of local community
Scoring:
Small natural/cultural value 0 -20
Medium value 21-40
High value 41-60

0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-3
0-4

0-4
0-4
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
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Tourist valorization of natural and antropogenic objects in observed 26 undeveloped municipalities in Serbia has been conducted within tourist
clusters [34]. Under valorization method the allocation of the tourism resources, state of heritage
sites, management practices and developed level
of infrastructure and product design are considered. Emphasis is given to those values which have
the biggest potentials for tourist development of
undeveloped municipalities in Serbia and allocated within the municipal spatial planning acts, connected to tourism, regional or municipal strategies
for tourism development or presented on official
municipalities internet presentations. If undeveloped municipalities in Serbia are observed, listed
as undeveloped since 1995. (26 municipalities and
until 1998.. AP Kosovo and Metohia), within average values for observed period since 1996. until
2010., there is the obvious decline in total number of tourists, except, partly in the period from
1999. until 2002. It also shows the domination
of domestic tourists (around 95%), as for the foreign tourist concered, more then a half of them are
coming from the states of the former Jugoslavia
(Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Montenegro). Average stay of
the tourist is three days. Within 26 observed municipalities, in five municipalities the state statistics didn’t record the tourist arrivals: Malo Crniće,
Rekovac, Žabari, Doljevac and Trgovište. As well
as within Serbia as whole, within observed 26
undeveloped municipalities, following types of
tourism are present: spa tourism, mountain and
excursion-weekend tourism, cultural (traditional architecture, old town nucleus, archeological
sites, religious sites), river tourism, rural, transit
and manifestational tourism [27]. According to
the total number of nights spent in this period, the
most visited municipalities are: Kuršumlija (153
063 average nights spent), Brus (126 542), Medvedja (59 068), Bujanovac (49 607); Prijepolje (16
854) and Krupanj (9803). By the average number
of nights in this period, following municipalities
stands out: Kuršumlija (average 8.9 days spent);
Bujanovac (8.4), Medveđa (8.2); Babušnica (7.0)
and Brus (4.3) days.
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3. Tourist valorization of natural values
Clusters could be a good way for partially resolving and overcoming of economic problems in
the weakened economy that completes transitional
processes, as is the case with Serbia [43]. Organisation of Serbian tourist offer’s content is based
on the regionalisation concept of tourist regions
into four tourist clusters: Vojvodina, Belgrade,
Southwest Serbia and Southeast Serbia [34]. Tourist valorization was carried out performed within
these clusters, taking into consideration the area of
undeveloped municipalities.
Collins (1999) claims: “Strong sustainability is
implied in the bulk of the tourism-environment and
sustainable tourism development literature. This
is a demanding guiding principle. It is suggested
that the development of destinations may easily be
characterized by significant spillover effects over
time”[32]. Natural geographic attractions in last
few decades become a very important component
in constituting the attractiveness of tourist destinations. For example, a modern way of life, based on
technology and a relative alienation from nature,
has influenced a lot of people (potential tourism
users) to visit protected natural habitats. What also
contributes to this type of tourism is the fact that
because of a great impact of economic crisis in the
past few years, more people are looking for “cheaper forms of tourism” which comprise visits to protected areas, local mountain tourism, rural tourism
and other similar aspects of tourism. The emphasis
is put on those geomorphological, hydrological and
protected values which have the biggest potentials
for tourism development (Table 2). Some of them
have already been successfully valorized and are
recognisable on tourist market, whereas it is not the
case with other yet. But thanks to their characteristic motives, this objects deserve positive treatment
and analysis in the future.
The matrix analysis (Figure 4) has shown that
majority of natural objects from Southwest Serbia
cluster has medium market attractiveness and medium value of indicator natural significance/robusticity, and belongs to M(2,2) matrix cell. As such,
these values should be promoted in a qualitative way
in future. Also, conservators and natural resources
managers should pay attention to this objects in order to determine the optimal number of visitors for
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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sustainable tourism. Only Kopaonik mountain is on
matrix cell M(1,3), which is indicator of high value
of natural significance/robusticity and high market
attractiveness. Those natural resources that have
small market attractiveness-M(3,1) could not be the
key attractions to attract more tourists, regardless of
their natural significance.
Table 2. Valorized natural objects in clusters by
defined matrix cells
Matrix

Vojvodina

M(1,1)
M(1,2)
M(1,3)
M(2,1)
M(2,2)
M(2,3)
M(3,1)
M(3,2)
M(3,3)
summa

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

Southwest
Serbia
1
0
1
1
8
0
4
3
0
18

Southeast
Serbia
0
0
0
0
7
0
1
4
0
12

Figure 4. Market appeal/robusticity matrix of
valorized natural objects in Soutwest Serbia
tourist sector
Analysis of subindicators within tourist sector
has shown that most of objects own their characteristic natural ambiance, although generally are
not known outside local area (except Kopaonik
mountain and Special Nature Reserve (SNR)
“Uvac River gorge”). Only Kopaonik mountain
(and Natural monument (NM) “Djavolja varoš” to
some extent) represent significant national symbol, whereas other objects have regional or local
significance. Particularly interesting stories about
the origin and bio-geographic diversity can be told
about the most striking geomorphological structures, which are usually protected and clearly differentiated by their characheristics in relation to
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

other natural values (NM “Djavolja varoš”, Kopaonik mountain etc).

Photo 1. Natural Monument Djavolja varoš
Analysed natural values (mostly mountains)
are partially attractive to special needs (ecologic,
event, congress tourism) and also have a satisfactory degree of complementarity with other tourist products on destination or region (religious,
cultural, educational tourism). Tourist activity in
most municipality is still on very unsatisfactorry
level. Municipalities Kuršumlija, Brus and Prijepolje have made the largest progress in promotion of natural resources. Most of the resources
associate with nature and this is highly expressed
in case of Kopaonik mountain and spas underneath it. Majority of natural resources within this
tourist cluster are approachable and connected in
traffic sense, because this part of Serbia is intersected by roads (apart from inaccesable Nature
park (NP) “Mileševka River gorge” and plataeu
Pešter). Near the observed natural resources, there
is satisfactory number of attractive natural values
and service benefits would mainly have to be improved, except on destinations with more developed tourism (Kopaonik mountain).
Analysis of heritage management sector has
shown that observed objects have small historical value, but also solid social, scientific and research, educational and aesthetic value. Generally
they don’t represent rare natural resources (except
NM “Djavolja varoš”); the good examples of the
type (representativeness) are SNR “Uvac River
gorge”, Kopaonik mountain and NM “Djavolja
varoš”, due to size, space or other numerous curi1243
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osity characteristics, owned by their motives. Certain number of proprieties has been protected and
as such, they are not designated for large number
of visitors; therefore their fragility is huge. At the
same time, adequate management, monitoring and
maintanance has been ensured for those objects,
but this mostly is not the case with other values.
There are potentials for ongoing involvement and
consultation of key stakeholders, as well as modification possibilities (as part of product development), but they should be considered in the context of sustainable tourism realisation.
Majority of natural objects from Southwest
Serbia cluster (Figure 5) has medium market attractiveness and high value of indicator natural
significance/robusticity, belongs to M(2,2) matrix cell and could represent the important part of
area tourist offer. There are no objects on M(1,3)
i M(2,3) matrix cells, with organized tourist offer.

Figure 5. Market appeal/robusticity matrix of
valorized natural objects in Southeast Serbia
tourist sector
Subindicators analysis within tourist sector
has shown that all objects have satisfactory natural ambiance (Landscape of Exceptional Quality (LEQ) “Vlasina“ and Stara Planina mountain
have been specially well appraised), whereas only
few of them are known outside local community.
Relatively interesting stories can be told about
mentioned objects, related to their origin, natural characteristics and protection. Thanks to large
number of present categories of natural objects,
Stara Planina mountain and LEQ “Vlasina“, are
clearly diferentiated from other natural resources
in observed area. Most destinations are partially
attractive for special needs (organizing of various
manifestations and events); however, this posibility has not been exploited yet. As the tourist activity in this part of Serbia is not developed, natural
1244

resources do not have a greater degree of complementarity with other tourist products in the region.
Valorization has determined big presence of
thermomineral springs in this area, which presents
good foundation for development of spa tourism
in the future. However, spas in this area, due to
underdevelopment and poor supply of general and
tourist infrastructure, lack of true character rehabilitation centers. Exception is spa Sijarinska Banja, which is characterised by long tradition of tourist visits and has evolved into autonomous tourist
value. Others (spa Zvonačka Banja, Bujanovačka
Banja) should modernise and improve their own
offer and base it on the so-called “specialty market”, to become holders of the municipalities
(regions) tourist development, in which they are
located. This implies adaptation of development
concept to tourist clientele target segments and
specialization for the tourism types that are most
profitable in the market [36].
Accessibility and traffic connection of motifs
are relatively well assessed, because of its location
near the international roads in the valleys of Južna
Morava and Nišava River although the regional
road that leads to these facilities are often in poor
condition. Service benefits are generally not satisfactory, except in highly developed mountain and
spa centers.
Analysis of subindicators within natural resources management has shown that observed objects have small historical value and solid social,
scientific and research, educational and aesthetic
value. Good (represantative) example is LEQ
“Vlasina”, which is, together with surrounding
mountains Vardenik and Čemernik, competitive
in the region due to the possibilities of combining
different tourism types within these spatially very
close to the natural motives. Objects usually don’t
represent rare natural resources (except partially
geomorphological motives of Vražji kamen in
municipality Trgovište). Taking into consideration
those are natural objects, their sensibility is mainly huge. Adequate management, monitoring and
maintainance mostly are not at good level, except
partially with geomorphological and other objects
for which Master Development Plans (Stara Planina mountain, LEQ “Vlasina”) have been made.
There is a possibility of negative tourist influence
to natural resources physical state, however, the
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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tourism has not developed yet, so this criterion
doesn’t need more significant consideration. The
same applies for modification possibilities, which
wouldn’t have negative influence of physical state
and lifestyle of local community.
4. Tourist valorization of antropogenic
values
Tourist valorization of antropogenic values
was carried out within tourist clusters, taking into
consideration the area of undeveloped municipalities (Table 3).
Table 3. Valorized antropogenic objects in clusters by defined matrix cells
Matrix

Vojvodina

M(1,1)
M(1,2)
M(1,3)
M(2,1)
M(2,2)
M(2,3)
M(3,1)
M(3,2)
M(3,3)
summa

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

Southwest
Serbia
0
0
0
0
7
9
1
4
0
21

Southeast
Serbia
0
0
0
1
6
2
5
0
0
14

Within tourist cluster Vojvodina in municipality
Nova Crnja, there is one monument that have been
singled out. In eight undeveloped municipalities
which belong to tourist claster Southwest Serbia,
according to Tourism Development Strategy, there
are, also, significant antropogenic values which
have been singled out (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Market appeal/robusticity matrix of
valorized antropogenic objects in Southwest Serbia
tourist sector
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The matrix analysis (Figure 6) has shown that
majority of natural objects from Southwest Serbia cluster has medium/high market attractiveness
and medium value of indicator natural significance/robusticity. As such, they belongs to M(2,2)
or M(2,3) matrix cell, and could be significant part
of area tourist offer in future.
While observing subindicators within tourist sector, it can be noticed that ambience is very
good with Monasteries Kalenić, Mileševa, Crna
Reka and ambiental unit of Krupanj and those
are also cultural values well known outside local
community. For others, ambience is mainly satisfactory and they are not known ouside local community. Monastery Mileševa, Museum complex
Stolice and Bela Crkva, along with Church Memorial “Kosturnica Svetog Vaznesenja Gospodnjeg”, represent important and significant national
symbols, whereas others have regional and local
significance. There are interesting stories about
constructions, people and events that can be told
about each of them, especially interesting are the
ones from ambiental cultural unit of Krupanj, monasteries Mileševa and Kalenić. Church Velikomučenika Georgija, and Monastery Mileševa have
significant characteristics that clearly differentiate
them from the rest of cultural properties. All above
mentioned religious objects, as well as museum
complexes, are attractive for special needs (manifestations of religious, artistic, political and historic significance) and they also have satisfactory level of complementarity with other tourist products
on destination or in the region (religious, event,
educational tourism). Tourist activity in municipalities Krupanj and Prijepolje is getting stronger,
but association of tourist and cultural workers in
the promotion of these cultural tourist products, is
still insufficient.
There is certain tourist activity in municipalities
Brus and Kuršumlija, based on health and alpine tourism; however, it is very poorly connected to promotion of cultural tourist values. There are no such
tourist activities in other municipalities. Regarding
ambiental cultural unit of Krupanj and somewhat
ambiental cultural unit of Prijepolje (monastery
Mileševa) and municipality Rekovac, it can be said
that destination associates with culture and these
objects are very accessable and connected in terms
of transportation. For others, the state is satisfacto1245
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ry. There is satisfactory number of cultural attractions in near vicinity of valorized objects and service
benefits are on substantial level.
If we observe sector of heritage management, it
can be concluded that cultural significance is high
(significant aesthetic value and huge historical,
social and educational value, along with scientific
research significance for historians, art historians,
architects, archeologists, tourism, etc). In most
cases they don’t represent rare cultural properties,
even though some of them been singled out as
immovable cultural property of great importance
or immovable cultural property of the utmost importance [44] and as such, they are representative
and attractive for tourist visits. Church yards and
yards of the monasteries, as well as external part
of above mentioned complexes are capable to accept large number of visitors, therefore their sensitivity is low. Reparation state is satisfactory, because it depends on municipal and republic institutes for protection of cultural monuments, which
have management plans for majority of cultural
properties and they conduct regular monitoring
and maintainance. Potential for ongoing involvement and consultation of key stakeholders exists,
so does modification possibilities, as part of product development which wouldn’t have negative
influence on cultural properties physical state, but
due to economic crisis, these activities are not on
satisfactory level at the moment.
In 17 undeveloped municipalities that are within tourist claster Southeast Serbia, antropogenic
values which have been singled out in spatiall
planning and strategy regulations or on Internet
presentations.

Figure 7. Market appeal/robusticity matrix of
valorized antropogenic objects in Southeast Serbia
tourist sector
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Matrix analysis (Figure 7) has shown that majority of valorized objects could not represent
key attractions in area (M(3,1) and M(2,1) matrix
cells, while others, with adequate management,
could make a tourist progress.
While observing subindicators within tourist sector, the ambiance is satisfactory; ambiental unit Vlasotince, monastery Prohor Pčinjski and archeological location Justiniana Prima are specially accented.
Monastery Prohor Pčinjski, location Justiniana Prima and to certain extent monasteries Gornjak and
Poganovo are well known outside local community,
whereas monasteries Gornjak and Saint Jovan Bogoslov have regional significance. Interesting stories
connected to constructions, events, people (particularly important historical figures) can be told about
above mentioned objects and such interesting stories
can be told for other locations as well. In the way of
construction and architecture, archeological location Justinijana Prima, Monastery Prohor Pčinjski
have characteristics which clearly differentiate them
from other cultural properties within the observed
area. All the monitored sites are attractive for special
needs, but mostly they are not used, except for religious gatherings.
Monasteries Prohor Pčinjski, Gornjak, Saint
Jovan Bogoslov, Poganovo and archeological
site Justiniana Prima are specially accented, since
those are the places where significant artistic, religious, ethnographic, political and historical events
take place. Even with the potential (it can be said
that destinations associate with culture), antropogenic tourist values here doesn’t have significant
complementarity degree with other tourist products on destination or in the region, because tourist attractiveness in the region is very weak. Accessability and transportation to above mentioned
objects is satisfactory and it can also be said about
service benefits, but only when talking about already mentioned more significant objects.
If we observe sector of heritage management, it
can be concluded that cultural significance is high.
Large number of people can be situated in yards
of monasteries and churches, so heritage sensibility in this area is low. Reparation state is satisfactory with majority of the objects. Numerous of observed objects is on the list of Republic’s Institute
for Preservation of Cultural Monuments as cultural monuments, immovable cultural properties
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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of the greatest national importance or immovable
cultural properties of great importance, so, there
are exsisting management plans and regulatory
monitoring and maintainance, but due to economic crisis, plans and realisation are not actual, even
though potentials for current investments and consulations with key stakeholders are not negligible.
There is a possibility of negative tourist influence
onto physical state of the observed cultural objects, but so far, a number of visitors that would
represent the “critical mass” has not been seen in
the way this criterion would violate the environment. There are modification possibilities, as part
of product development, that wouldn’t have negative influence onto physical state of heritage, but
such modifications have been small so far.

Figure 8. Valorized objects with high/medium
values of analyzed indicators in undeveloped
areas of Serbia
5. Conclusion
Tourism – and in particular natural and cultural
tourism – well serve the purpose to link visitors and
places; additionally it offers unique chances for the
local communities to generate income locally and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

to see their territories well valorised. Sequestered
tourist values show that undeveloped municipalities in Serbia have tourist potential which can represent foundation for stronger economic development (Figure 8). Majority of the observed natural
and antropogenic values is on the matrix medium
natural or cultural value/robustness and medium attractiveness. As such, they should be an object of attractive, quality and professionally envisaged tourist promotion, like promotion of “Đavolja varoš”
near Kuršumlija, together with those that have high
value of analysed indicators. When talking about
protected natural resources and cultural properties,
that should be two-way cooperation of stakeholders
in the area of monitoring and management in order
to avoid negative influence of large number of visitors to physical state of the visited tourist location
under protection.
Natural and antropogenic values in undeveloped
areas, which have small market attractiveness or
small cultural or natural value, can not represent
key attractions. However, adequatelly envisaged
programmes, offered during visitor’s stay in spa or
rural accomodation capacities (specially in municipalities Kuršumlija, Prijepolje, Babušnica, Dimitrovgrad, Brus), where visit to those locations should
be also included, could represent addition to content of the stay, as complementary value.
Municipalities Krupanj, Prijepolje, Brus,
Kuršumlija, Dimitrovgrad, Žagubica and to some
extent Vlasotince, Babušnica, Rekovac and Nova
Crnja have stood out the most in comparison to
other undeveloped municipalities, because they already have well-established, but under-exploited,
tourist values.
When evaluating, the lowest scored subindicators with all observed values were: potential
for ongoing involvement and consultation of key
stakeholders; modification possibility, as part of
product development, which wouldn’t have negative influence on physical state of cultural property and service benefits. Enhancement of these
indicators and better management and monitoring
(stronger investment, particularly in infrastructure) would also contribute to better competitiveness of undeveloped areas in Serbia in comparison
to other regions in Serbia and abroad.
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Abstract
The modern environment of an enterprise and
the characteristics of contemporary business are
marked with continuous process of globalization,
transition and internationalization, thus becoming very complex regardless of this being caused
by the security, political, social or economic factors. The competition, technological changes and
their intensity, as the most significant features of
modern business make the enterprise to transform,
change, develop itself and become more dynamic.
The goal of this paper is to present the methodology of the level and presence of corporate social
responsibility in the Republic of Srpska.
Key words: economics, corporate management, marketing, management, enterprise.
1. The term and goals of corporate
management
The process of corporate management denotes
both legal and functional transfer of managerial authorization from a stockholder to the management.
In Cadbery’s report, corporate management is defined as a system used to run and control companies. Besides, Cadbery recognized that the system
of good corporate management allowed the board
of directors to run their companies freely, but the
freedom of management should be inside the scope
of effective responsibility. Defined this way, corporate management denotes several mechanisms
according to which the enterprise works when the
ownership and management are separated. The
separation of ownership from the management can
cause certain negative effects such as: information
asymmetry (information is available only to a particular group of people) and high agency expenses
1250

[1]. The problems that appear are not characteristic
of all the enterprises, but only for those where there
is high ownership dispersion.
The concept of corporate management is based
on responsibility and transparency and effective
corporate management includes three key concepts: management control, reporting to the stockholders and their involvement in making important
decisions as well as monitoring and evaluating the
long-term development strategies and the way the
enterprise works in general. ‘The essence of the
problem of effective management is about creating
mechanisms which will ensure that management
works for the benefits of the enterprises, owners,
employees, state and other interest groups’[2].
The main goal of corporate management is to
maximize the long-term value of stocks by improving the process of making decisions and performances of a joint-stock company through proper structuring the relationship between investors,
management and other participants (consumers,
suppliers, employees and so on). This means that
certain rules should be set and people encouraged,
which best serve company’s interests while at the
same time fulfilling all the obligations towards
other participants. Qualitative corporate management contributes to decreasing information asymmetry and reducing average price of funding the
enterprise. There are the preconditions for the
enterprise to become more profitable and competitive. Effectively set corporate management
allows creation of the effective companies and a
great number of them can make national economy wealthy and prosperous. In addition, it can be
stated that good corporate management denotes
one of the key elements in improving economic
efficiency and market economy. Corporate manVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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agement is said to be part of the wider economic
context in which different companies do business.
The corporate management concept depends on
legal, regulatory and institutional environment.
Apart from these factors, business ethics, greater
awareness of the environmental protection and
social interests of the community where the company does business are the factors that can influence the long-term success and good reputation of
the company. This issue creates the concept called
‘corporate social responsibility’.

– The local community – the relation of the
company to the local community in which it
does business.
Such general image of CSR is presented in the
image 1.

2. Corporate social responsibility (CSR)
The term corporate social responsibility came
into use in the late 60s and early 70s after opening a great number of multinational companies.
‘The concept of CSR gains its full sense under
the influence of globalization as well as growing
ecologic and social standards. CSR is one of the
key preconditions of the sustainable development
of society and therefore it should have a proper
systematic character which the corporations, the
wider public and the citizens tend to achieve [3]’.
The companies all around the world have been
implementing the CSR concept for decades. They
have realized that the investment in CSR brings
many benefits, concerning the better relation to
their clients and creation of positive image.
The International Business Leader Forum organization considers social responsibility to be ‘the
promotion of the responsible practice in economy
which provides both economy and society with benefits, and makes social, economic and ecologic sustainable development achievable through increasing
positive impact of economy on the society while
reducing the negative consequences to minimum’.
The EU has defined in the Green Book that being sociably responsible does not only include fulfillment of the legal obligations but the progress and
investment in human resources, environment and
relations with the stakeholders. All the definitions
of CSR include the following four key factors:
– Human resources – the relation of the
company to its employees;
– The market – the relation of the company
to its consumers, suppliers and competition;
– The environment – the relation of the
company to the environmental protection;
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Image 1. Illustration of corporate social responsibility [4]
In the transition countries many companies are
not quite familiar with the positive effects of the
CSR concept. The reason lies in the distrust between the state and the private sector, so the government should make its impact on regaining trust
so the owners and the managers could realize that
investment in social initiative activities is not useless. The investment in CSR is often considered
unprofitable and useless experience. Research has
shown that the consumers in the transition countries do not take into consideration whether the
company does business in accordance with the
CSR concept. Therefore it is necessary to make
the citizens aware of the importance of CSR and
to implement this concept in the companies. This
way, the countries would prove to have the business elite which is very much aware of the necessity of social responsibility which is much more
complex than the struggle over the profit.
In the CSR concept six social initiatives can be
noticed which are defined as the most significant
activities that the corporation has to undertake in
order to support the social goals and fulfill the obligations concerning its own social responsibility.
These initiatives are the following [5]:
– Promotion of social goals;
– Marketing related to social goals;
– Corporate social marketing;
– Corporate philanthropy;
1251
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– Volunteering for the community;
– Socially responsible business practice.
Promotion of social goals assumes that the enterprise should secure the appropriate financial
means, contributions and other resources in order
to raise awareness of some social goals or to collect money for realizing these goals. Marketing
related to social goals makes the enterprise contribute certain amount of money to the appropriate
social goals. Corporate social marketing assumes
that the enterprise takes part in developing and implementing the campaign for changing behavior in
order to improve health, safety, the environment
and the prosperity of the community.
Corporate philanthropy as a social initiative makes companies give some non-return aid
to charity or social actions. Volunteering for the
community means that the companies encourage
the employees to volunteer in order to help local
social actions and organizations. Finally, socially
responsible business practice includes the enterprises which adopt and implement business practice that supports some social goal the purpose of
which is to improve the community life and to
protect the environment.
According to these initiatives in the CSR context, one can conclude that the enterprise uses principles and techniques of social marketing in order
to implement this concept. Social marketing is a
company’s attempt to discover the target marketing
needs, meet consumers’ needs better that the competition would which is how not only the consumers would benefit but the whole society as well. The
differences will be presented in the following table.
The organizations are more and more aware
of CSR importance and consider it the base for
achieving competitive advantage and better position in the market. The goal of the organization
implementing this standard reflects in the fact

that it contributes sustainable development much
more. Apart from this, every organization has certain benefits such as the following:
– Good reputation,
– The ability to draw and keep the employees,
consumers and clients,
– Competitive advantage,
– Maintaining
moral,
devotion
and
productivity of the employees,
– Good relationship with the companies,
government, media, suppliers, consumers
and local community [7].
The model which most business organizations
use in implementing their CSR management strategies tends to improve the following [8]:
– Internal disciplines – normative function,
– Responsibility of the source of information
– informative function,
– Transformative function.
The level of implementing these three functions
can vary depending on the level to which the constituents of organizational and functional environment demand predictability and the needs of the
organization to better predict the market conditions
and to preserve and develop the organization. This
new strategy should include only two functions [8]:
– The internal normative function which should
improve the general social system of values,
– Transformative function concerning honesty
of the economic entities sharing adequate
pieces of information between different
organizations and inside one organization
and taking into account the undertaken
actions with the aim of achieving sustainable
social benefits, long-term qualifications of all
the stakeholders, empowering them to take
part in making decisions and combining the
market orientation with the social initiatives.

Table 1. The differences between the marketing concept and the social marketing concept [6]
Elements
Concept
Marketing
concept
Social marketing
concept
1252

Starting point

Focus

Means

Results

Consumers’
Profit of meeting
Integral marketing
needs
consumers’ needs
Society’s Global marketing Profit of realizing the benefits
Macroenvironment
needs
approach
of the whole society
The market
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This new model [8] gives the corporations the
opportunity of using all their resources, potentials
and managerial competence in order to achieve
the social progress that even the best government
organizations could not achieve.
3. The characteristics of research
In this paper one operative method and one survey method have been used to collect data.
a. The operative method for collecting data is
the analysis of the documents that have the
status of theoretical material and documents
related to CSR.
b. Survey method contains significant questions
about CSR.
In this paper intersector research design has
been used, that is the survey has been conducted
in a short period of time. There is a small, carefully chosen sample with a relatively small number of examiners (22 managers) chosen according
to certain criterion. The managers of the important
enterprises in the Republic of Srpska were examined since our goal was to discover the managers’
attitudes towards CSR implementation in their
organizations and in the Republic of Srpska in
general. A cover letter was sent to all the managers in order for them to get necessary information
about the researchers as well as the purpose and
importance of this research. The closed-question
type questionnaire has been used. The formats and
scales used in the questionnaire are yes-no questions, multiple choice questions and Licert’s scale.
The similar approach has been used for organizational culture research in the enterprises in Serbia
[9], then for the research of organizational culture
and public relations in Serbia [10] and for the research of leaders’ characteristics in Serbia [11].
4. The analysis of research results
After collecting data in the questionnaire, the
data have been analyzed and here are the following results:
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Table 2. The analysis of research results
Results of research
total
%
1. What industry group does your enterprise belong to?
a) telecommunications
2
9,09
b) industry (metal, electric-power,
9
40,91
lumber, chemical, oil)
c) agriculture
2
9,09
d) insurance
2
9,09
e) trade
1
4,55
f) food industry
4
18,18
g) banking
2
9,09
22
100,00
2. How many employees are there in your enterprise?
a) less than 50
7
31,82
b) 50 - 250
13
59,09
c) more than 250
2
9,09
22
100,00
3. Do you think that your enterprise does business in a
socially responsible way?
a) yes
21
95,45
b) no
0
0,00
c) I do not know
1
4,55
22
100,00
4. Can CSR improve sales?
a) yes
10
45,45
b) no
3
13,64
c) I am not sure
9
40,91
22
100
5. What activities does your enterprise take in order to
realize the most significant social initiatives?
a) promotion of social goals
6
11,32
b) marketing related to social goals
6
11,32
c) corporate social marketing
8
15,09
d) corporate philanthropy
17
32,08
e) volunteering for the community
2
3,77
f) socially responsible business
14
26,42
practice
53
100,00
6. In your opinion how developed is the CSR level in
the Republic of Srpska on the scale from 1 to 5?
a) 1 – undeveloped
4
18,18
b) 2 – weakly developed
14
63,64
c) 3 – average
4
18,18
d) 4 – very developed
0
0,00
e) 5 – extremely developed
0
0,00
22
100,00

The first question is an open-question type.
According to the managers’ answers, the analysis
shows which industry group they belong to; therefore this question is not presented as a usual division
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of industry groups. The greatest number of examiners (40.91%) belongs to the industry groups such
as metal industry, electric-power industry, lumber
industry, chemical industry and oil industry. Another important group in this research is food industry
(18.18%). Other examiners belong to the industry
groups such as telecommunications, agriculture,
trade, insurance, and banking. The examiners are
from different parts of the Republic of Srpska.

Image 2. Grafical representation of responses to
question 1
The question about the number of employees
should provide us with information what is the
size of the enterprise where most examiners work.
59.09% of the examiners belong to the category of
medium-sized enterprises, 31.82% belong to the
category of small-sized enterprises and 9.09% to
the large-sized enterprises. According to the data
of the Bureau of Statistics the greatest number of
enterprises in Bosnia and Herzegovina belongs to
the category of micro-enterprises (75.7%), while
small-sized enterprises make 18.1%, middle-sized
5.3% and large-sized 0.9% of the total number.
Since the managers of the most important Republic of Srpska enterprises have been examined, we
have excluded micro-enterprises.

Image 3. Grafical representation of responses to
question 2
To the question “Do you think your enterprise
does business in a socially responsible way?”
even 94.45% of the examiners answered with Yes
and 4.55% answered I do not know. There is no
manager who thinks that his/her enterprise is not
socially responsible, which should be very en1254

couraging if we exclude the possible subjectivity
of the given answers.

Image 4. Grafical representation of responses to
question 3
The greatest number of examiners (45.45%)
considers that CSR can impact the consumers in
terms of increasing sales. 40.91% of examiners are
not quite convinced, while 13.64% do not believe
that CSR can improve sales. Some examiners when
purchasing in the transition countries do not pay attention to whether or not the enterprise is socially
responsible. However, our research shows that the
greatest number of examiners thinks that socially
responsible business influences the consumers in
this sense. Judging by some other research we tend
to believe that social responsibility of the enterprise
is connected with the increased sales but only in a
short period of time. Yet, socially responsible business has to be observed in a long-term context.

Image 5. Grafical representation of responses to
question 4
The fifth question has been made according to
the division of social initiatives given in the book
Corporate Social Responsibility by Kotler and Li
in and the examiners had the opportunity to circle
more than one activity their enterprise takes for realizing the previously mentioned social initiatives.
Corporate philanthropy is the most notable social
initiative in the Republic of Srpska (32.08%). This
social initiative is very much present in the large
corporations as well. However, while in our enterprises, almost by the rule, every activity is finished as soon as the very act of donation is over; the
world large corporations promote this activity to a
large extent and, by the rule, gain multiple benefits.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Socially responsible business practice is the
second on the social initiative scale (26.42%),
where the corporation adopts and implements
the business practice that encourages some social
goals which should improve the community life
and protect the environment. In order of preference corporate social marketing (15.09%) is the
third social activity that Republic of Srpska enterprises take for expending CSR. This means that
the corporation develops and/or implements campaigns for changing behavior in order to improve
health, safety, the environment and community
prosperity. Promotion of social goals (11.32%) and
marketing related to social goals (11.32%) are less
applied. The activity applied least is volunteering
(3.77%). It can be concluded that the Republic of
Srpska enterprises mostly support activities which
are the modification of usual marketing activities,
when the enterprises give a sum of money for their
own marketing. It should also be noted that the
managers in the Republic of Srpska enterprises
need additional training and it also requires raising public awareness of the CSR importance. The
citizens have to be aware that besides the products
and services that the corporations afford them,
they quite often take much more, particularly in
terms of protecting the environment.

Image 6. Grafical representation of responses to
question 5
Although all the examiners circled some of
the activities in the fifth question, even 81.86%
of them think that the Republic of Srpska CSR
level is weakly developed or undeveloped. Also,
18.18% of the examiners think that the Republic
of Srpska CSR development level is average, and
not a single examiner considers that this level is
above the average. The analysis of this question
substantiates our conclusion.
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Image 7. Grafical representation of responses to
question 6
5. Conclusion
In modern business conditions large companies
are becoming more and more aware of the power
and influence of their employees, community and
public on their business. The CSR concept and the
company’s strategy based on socially responsible
approach are becoming dominant in the business
world. The community and social problems are
becoming the challenge of business. The companies are proving that they can be both profitable
and responsible.
Managers are key persons in business and for
implementation of any concept. Managers’ knowledge and attitudes about some business concepts
are crucial for implementing one particular concept.
This research has examined managers’ attitudes
about the socially responsible business concept.
The greatest number of managers considers
the Republic of Srpska CSR level undeveloped
or weakly developed, though 95.45% of them believe that their enterprises are socially responsible.
These data tell us that the managers are aware of
the CSR importance but that additional training
is very much needed as well as state support, additional campaign for raising awareness and understanding of this concept by other participant
in the market. This datum also tells us about how
the persons in charge are aware of their position in
the enterprise. If you claim that your enterprise is
socially responsible (there are 95% of examiners
who claimed so) and at the same time if you claim
that there is a low level of CSR in the area where
your enterprise does business, we have to wonder
how much the managers are aware of the importance of this problem or the necessity of CSR.
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Concerning the social and economic situation
in the Republic of Srpska, being characterized
with high level of unemployment, inappropriate industry structure, strong political influence
on economy, psycho-social consequences of the
war and so on, the CSR concept has been insufficiently researched. Business ethics issues are
suppressed and profit remains the most significant motif of all.
The results that we got in our research are valid
for the Republic of Srpska. We can suppose that
the situation is similar in many neighboring countries (Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Bulgaria….). However, it is also possible to make similar
research in terms of methodology and parameters
in some other countries and compare the results.
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Abstract
In this paper it has tried, based on the existing
data on roller failures on BTR (Bagger-transporter-remover) system belt conveyors in the Kostolac
open-pit mine, to find out the pattern behind the
failures using three-parametric Weibull distribution. Based on these findings it is possible to create a software simulation model, which is used to
determine the best maintenance actions through
selection of the optimal time for the replacement of failed parts. Criteria for the replacement
of parts are reliability and maintenance costs of
the system. The observed period of exploitation is
200,000 working hours.
The result of the research is the achievement of
the appropriate level of reliability of BTR system
through available system maintenance scenarios.
A special contribution of the paper is the development of a simulation model that can be used for
all similar systems and above mentioned criteria
in order to come up with the optimal maintenance
actions. This is particularly important when we
take into consideration that it is a complex technical system in terms of the number of parts, so
every other way of modeling except the software
one is practically impossible, and such a software
represents an original solution and is the first of its
kind for the given system.
Key words: reliability, maintenance, costs,
simulation, belt conveyor, roller.
Introduction
We analyzed the belt conveyor in BTR system
in the open-pit mine of TE Kostolac B. The most
important part of belt conveyor is the conveyor belt
[1]. The belt conveyor in question transports coal
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

from the bagger to the landfill and its failure delays
the entire BTR system. For this reason it is necessary for the reliability level of the belt conveyor to
be at a high level. There are numerous studies of this
system in all domains. Still, the simulation software
is an innovation that is difficult to establish for complex technical systems. This paper refers to a system composed of a large number of elements, but
not many kinds of elements, so the simulation can
be carried out within a reasonable time for a given
period of operational time of the system under test.
This approach has been rarely applied so far due to
the complexity of the simulation algorithm, and is
completely new in this technical system.
Complex conditions of exploitation in general,
request the improvement of existing and production of new transportation means with higher efficiency, reliability, continuance and economical
justification. [2] The aims of this study were to
predict reliability and costs of the entire technical
system for a large period of operating time in order
to draw conclusions about the best maintenance
strategy. The strategy will consequently result in
financial benefits of a large scale.
The belt conveyor is used to transport coal
from the bagger to the landfill, which makes it an
integral part of BTR system. For smooth operation
of the belt conveyor, and thus the BTR system as
a whole, it is necessary for rollers to be in working
order, which requires the reliability of the highest
level. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the data
on failures of all types of rollers that are included
into the new system of the belt conveyor. These
data can be found in the archives relating to failures of belt conveyors in the open-pit mine.
The first task upon collecting data on failures of
all types of rollers is to detect the pattern of roller
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failures according to types by using three-parametric Weibull distribution, so this task is practically
reduced to determining its parameters. It is loss in
characterizing the probabilistic behavior of a certain phenomenon with a two parameter Weibull
model when in fact the true characterization calls
for a three parameter Weibull model. [3] Determination of these parameters should be as time
efficiently as possible in order for the modeling
to gain flexibility in cases to facilitate the implementation of the model in other technical systems.
It consequently leads to the functions of density,
reliability, failure intensity and the theoretical distribution of failures for each type of rollers.
The second task involves formation of the
model assumptions concerning the possibility of
carrying out maintenance actions, that is, real limitations that must be implemented into the model.
Then the stochastic components of the model must
be formed and parameters that define the model as
such must be determined for each type of rollers.
The next step of model formation is development of a software model that simulates the operation of belt conveyors. The simulation should
provide reliability estimates for every single roller
and in each unit of time. Failures of individual
rollers are simulated according to previously established theoretical probabilities of failure and
the number of failures by type of rollers, downtime costs and replacement costs and thereby total
costs are estimated.
The idea of setting up an ideal plan of action
begins by simulating the operation of belt conveyor systems with only corrective maintenance
actions, and replacement of failed rollers with
different types of rollers for each simulation until
coming up with the kind of roller that provides the
minimum of total costs.
The next step is to examine the impact of combined maintenance. Preventive replacement of
rollers is performed in different levels of reliability of rollers assuming that it will be possible to replace all the rollers simultaneously within the time
period predetermined for preventive maintenance
of BTR system. Replacement costs and downtime costs due to failure of rollers are estimated
and then the reliability level at which the roller is
replaced is adjusted and the operation of the system is simulated. This procedure is repeated itera1258

tively until the optimal level of reliability at which
the roller is replaced is reached using the criterion
of minimum total costs. Thus, simulation must be
able to predict the possibility of such a combined
maintenance, and consistent with previous observations, it may be necessary to adjust it.
The last simulation cycle refers to the number of rollers that can be replaced within the period predetermined for preventive maintenance of
BTR system. It is necessary to change iteratively
the number of replaced rollers and compare the total costs of maintenance. This option enables the
maintenance service to determine the appropriate
number of preventive roller replacements in accordance with available human, material and technical resources and to foresee the expected level of
total costs in line with maintenance actions taken
by the maintenance service.
Development of a model
Operating time of BTR system and thus the operating time of the belt conveyor is the total time
minus one hour of foreseen downtime at handover
shifts and minus one shift (8 hours) during the session for preventive maintenance actions. Therefore
the maximum total operating time of BTR system
is 139 hours a week. The observed belt conveyor
system is new. Failures of this system are directly
connected to the failures of rollers in the system.
Schematic view of the belt conveyor is shown
in Figure 1

Figure 1. Schematic view of the belt conveyor
Failures of rollers will be considered when discussing reliability of the belt conveyor because
they are actually the cause of all failures.
The observed belt conveyor is a new system in
the open-pit mine of TE-KO Kostolac, so its reliability may be projected based on the information on failures of rollers in other belt conveyors
in the pit. Working conditions for these rollers are
similar and the systems are almost identical. The
system of the observed belt conveyor consists of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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rollers produced by two manufacturers: the local
manufacturer - Prim and a foreign manufacturer
- Precismeca. Over time repaired rollers of these
manufacturers may be included into the system
through part replacement. We have tried to collect
data on failures of all these four types of rollers.
For all types of rollers non-failure operation periods happen to be quite long at the beginning of
exploitation. Based on these findings and previous
theoretical considerations it is obvious that threeparametric Weibull distribution describes the pattern of failure in a most general way. In contrast,
dual parametric distribution does not take into account the period of non-failure operation, so it is
not suitable to be used in this model.
Failure density function (theoretical distribution of failure) for parametric Weibull distribution
is as follows:

f (t ) =

b  t −γ 
h  h 

b −1

e

 t −γ 
−

 h 

b

,

t ≥γ , b > 0, h > 0
where: t is the time of failure, g is the positional
parameter, β is the shape parameter and h is the
scale parameter.
The reliability function:
R (t ) = e

 t −γ 
−

 h 

b

 t −γ 
−

 h 

b

Failure intensity:

b  t −γ 
l (t ) = 
h  h 

b −1

In order to make the model flexible and easily
applicable even in other complex technical systems it is necessary to resort to some approximations. Therefore T ur - mean time in operation is
to be calculated as the arithmetic mean of all recorded failures in the database for a specific roller:
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where N is the total number of failures, ni is the
ith failure.
The parameter β is to be determined approxih
mately through
as follows:
T ur − γ
Table 1. η/MTTF Ratio as a function of β [4]
β
1
2
2.5
3
4

η/MTTF
1.00
1.15
1.12
1.10
1.06

Accordingly, the linear approximation for periods between intervals is as follows:
for b £ 1 ,
for 1 < b £ 2 ,
for 2 < b £ 2.5 ,
for 2.5 < b £ 3 ,

The unreliability function:
F (t )= 1 − e

N

for 3 < b £ 4 ,

for 4 < b < 100 ,

h
T ur − γ

h
T ur − γ

h
T ur − γ

h
T ur − γ

= 1;

= 1 + 0.15 ⋅ ( b −1) ;
= 1.15 − 0.06 ⋅ ( b − 2 ) ;

= 1.12 − 0.04 ⋅ ( b − 2.5 ) ;

h
T ur − γ

= 1.1 − 0.04 ⋅ ( b − 3) ;

h

= 1.06 −
T ur − γ

for b £ 100 β,

h
T ur − γ

0.06 ⋅ ( b − 4 )
;
96
= 1.

In case of Prim new rollers, the reliability model based on three-parametric Weibull distribution
looks like this. Considering the manner of failure,
the anticipated value of parameter β is between 3
and 4, so the approximation is as follows:
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h
MTTF − γ

= 1.1 − 0.04 ⋅ ( b − 3) ,

h


 1.1 − ( MTTF − γ ) 
 + 3.
therefore b 
=
0.04






Based on the number of failures of Prim new
rollers (292) in the database for a given period of
time, upon the maximum measured failure time
(tmax = 39,969 working hours) and using the method
of symmetrical cumulative failure density (Symmetrical CDF method [5]) the reliability is as follows:
1 .
R (t ) =
292 ⋅ 2

Using the equation R ( t ) = e
clude that

 t −γ 
−

 h 

b

, we con-


 1 
=
b log  tmax −γ   − ln 
 .
292 ⋅ 2  



h



Using Weibull probability paper and the
graphical method, we determine the parameter γ = 35,000 operating hours. Figure 2 illustrates the use of Weibull probability paper in
case of new rollers of the local manufacturer. As
MTTF = 37455.21575342466, then (MTTF - γ)
= 2455.21575342466. After solving the previous
equation, the parameter η = 2697.66789281524,
the parameter β = 3.031254239, so the reliability
function for the new Prim rollers is as follows:
R (t ) = e

t −35000


−

 2697.66789281524 

3.031254239

.

It is analogously possible to calculate the parameters of the reliability function for other types
of rollers as well. Table 2 shows these parameters
for all types of rollers and the number of failures
in the same period of time.
Graphs 3, 4 and 5 show the values of the reliability function, failure density and theoretical
distribution of failures for all four types of rollers.

Consequently,
h


 1.1 − ( MTTF − γ ) 

 + 3 log  t −γ   − ln  1  
=
max
0.04




 292 ⋅ 2  
 h 





Figure 3. Graphs of reliability function

Figure 4. Graphs of failure intensity

Figure 2. Graphs of reliability function
Table 2. The number of failures and paremeters for all types of rollers
Number of failures
γ
η
β
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PRIM new
292
35,000 h
2697.66789281524
3.031254239

PRIM repaired
1435
25,000 h
5420.71356429045
3.38969522057959

Foreign new
116
45,000 h
2417.8933786018
2.33427994154341

Foreing repaired
676
35,000 h
5384.32288862073
3.19333737723255
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sequential variable by summing the individual values of the variable for each working hour. In case
of Prim new rollers it is performed for time values
from γ = 3 5 , 0 0 0 to t max = 3 9 , 9 6 9 ≈ 4 0, 0 0 0
working hours, according to the following formuFigure 5. Graphs of theoretical distribution of =
la lUkupno
failures
Relevant assumptions that go with the formation of the model are as follows:
– only the reliability of rollers is relevant for
the reliability of the belt conveyor system,
– total maintenance costs consist of unforeseen
downtime costs and replacement costs.
Replacement costs equal the price of new
rollers or repair costs for failed rollers,
– replacement costs according to types of
rollers are as follows: Prim (new) € 90.77,
Prim (repaired) € 36.31, Precismeca (new)
€ 83.81, Precismeca (repaired) € 58.67,
– unforeseen downtime costs per hour amount
to € 20,000 (because the delay of the belt
conveyor causes the delay of the entire BTR
system),
– replacement actions can be performed in
the first shift on the last day of a week for
8 hours,
– replacement time of a roller is constant and
equals 60 minutes both with corrective and
preventive replacements,
– the belt conveyor system is new and the
initial number is 15,625 of new Prim rollers
and 9,375 of new Precismeca rollers.

tmax

( b −1)

b  t −γ 
=
6.49309499887513
å


t =γ h  h 

. The software should simulate the random

X Î [ 0, 6.4819766855209]
since
1 

lUkupno ⋅ 1 −
 = 6.4819766855209 ), so if
 292 ⋅ 2 

number

b  t −γ 
the value l ( t ) = 
h  h 

b −1

is greater than the

random variable X, then comes a failure, adequate
replacement and consequent costs. This procedure
should be done for each of Prim new rollers, and
then for the other three types of rollers (Prim repaired rollers, Precismeca new rollers and Precismeca repaired rollers) for each roller separately.
Of course, this must be implemented into the iteration related to every working hour. The starting
time of simulation is considered to be the smallest value of the positional parameter taken from
the existing position in regard to a Prim repaired
roller γ = 25,000 for the purpose of a shorter time
of simulation. 200,000 working hours is taken to
be the final calculation. This software simulation
is algorithmically presented in Figure 6. Due to its
complexity, the algorithm had to be simplified to
be understood more easily and reflects the purpose
of the simulation.

The next step is the formation of stochastic
components of the model. It is necessary to establish the parameters that will assume the randomness factor. The next step upon the establishment
of individual models of reliability is their integration. Based on the previously established pattern of
failure it is necessary to simulate failures of each
of the rollers in the observed system. Failure (hazard) density function is suitable for the formation

b  t −γ 
of a software model ( l ( t ) = 
h  h 

b −1

). Con-

tinuous variable l ( t ) should be converted into a
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Experimental research - simulation
The first cycle of simulation of the operation of
the belt conveyor system refers to corrective actions of replacing failed rollers.
The first scenario implies only corrective actions
of replacing failed rollers with adequate ones and
the estimate of unforeseen downtime costs. Besides
downtime costs, there are also replacement costs
for the failed rollers with assumed prices.
The number of failures that occurred in the simulation within operating time of 200,000 hours is
shown in Figure 7 according to the type of rollers.
Replacement costs are directly dependent on it.
Figure 7 shows that failures of repaired rollers
follow failures of all new rollers. Because there is
a period of non-failure operation for each type
of rollers included in the model by the positional
parameter γ, failures sometimes come “in waves”,
but they ‘’die away’’ in time.

Figure 7. Number of failed rollers according to
the types for the first scenario
When it comes to overall costs, downtime
costs are completely dominant. After the period of
200,000 hours of operating time, replacement costs
have reached € 6,801,701 and costs of unforeseen
downtime € 2,338,420,000, which means that the
costs of unforeseen downtime make for 99.71% of
total costs. The overall costs for 200,000 working
hours have reached € 2,345,221,701.
The second scenario involves only corrective
actions of replacing the rollers, namely Prim new
rollers with foreign ones, and Precismeca new
parts with repaired ones, which is actually the
strategy of gradual transition to the exclusive use
of rollers produced by Precismeca. The number
of failures that occurred in simulation according
to the types of rollers is shown in Figure 8. Replacement costs are directly dependent on this. It
becomes apparent that there are no failures related
to Prim repaired rollers and that the number of
1262

failures of repaired rollers manufactured by Precismeca has increased significantly.

Figure 8. Number of failures according to types
for the second scenario
When it comes to overall costs, downtime
costs are completely dominant. After the period of
200,000 hours of operating time replacement costs
have increased due to the replacement with more
expensive types of rollers and reached € 11,757,037
and unforeseen downtime costs have amounted to
€ 2,312,020,000. The decrease in unforeseen downtime costs of 1.12% has been caused by a longer service life of rollers produced by the foreign manufacturer. The costs of unforeseen downtime make for
99.49% of total costs. The overall costs for 200,000
working hours have reached € 2,323,777,037, which
is 0.91% less than in the previous case.
The third scenario involves only corrective actions of replacing failed rollers with new Precismeca rollers. The number of failures that occurred
in simulation is shown in Figure 9 according to the
types of rollers. It can be noticed that there are no
failures of repaired rollers of both manufacturers,
but the number of failures of new rollers produced
by Precismeca is understandably by far the highest.

Figure 9. Number of failures according to types
for the third scenario
Due to a small number of failures, replacement costs have decreased to € 8,161,874, but
unforeseen downtime costs have amounted to €
1,947,720,000. The decrease in unforeseen downVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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time costs of 15.76% resulted from a longer service
life of rollers produced by Precismeca. The costs
of unforeseen downtime make for 99.58% of total
costs. Total costs have reached € 1,955,881,874,
which is 15.83% less than in the previous case.
Total costs for all three scenarios are shown in
parallel in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Comparative maintenance costs for
all three scenarios of corrective maintenance
From the previous three scenarios it is clear
that replacement costs have little impact on overall costs, so the best scenario is the one in which
the failed rollers are replaced with new rollers produced by a foreign manufacturer because of the
highest level of reliability.
Previous three scenarios referred only to the
actions of corrective maintenance, so the following ones are dealing with the effects of combined
(corrective and preventive) maintenance in order
to reduce total costs, which examines the impact
of preventive maintenance.
Taking into consideration previously detected
patterns of theoretical distribution of failure probability for all types of rollers, simulation makes
it possible to make predictions of costs based on
roller replacements with a precisely defined level of
reliability for each roller separately, and by changing the level of reliability it is possible to determine
what level of reliability is the most suitable for a
preventive roller replacement. Naturally, a number
of consequent failures of rollers are possible, so replacement costs and downtime costs for these rollers have to be included in total costs. The revised
simulation algorithm is shown in Figure 11.
The algorithm takes into account the possibility of replacing all the rollers during the foreseen
downtime period and the fact that the replacement
is always carried out with a new roller produced
by Precismeca.
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Figure 11. Simulation algorithm for combined
maintenance
The first scenario for combined maintenance includes replacement of all rollers with the reliability
below 80% according to the theoretical distribution. After the period of 200,000 hours of operating
time replacement costs amount to € 8,380,952 and
unforeseen downtime costs to € 83,820,000, which
means that the unforeseen downtime costs make
for 90.91% of total costs. Total costs have reached
€ 92,200,952. The distribution of these costs over
time is shown in Figure 12.
The second scenario for combined maintenance involves the replacement of all rollers with
reliability below 90% according to the theoretical
distribution with new rollers produced by a foreign manufacturer. In the second scenario, after a
period of 200,000 hours of operating time replacement costs amount to € 8,380,952 and unforeseen
downtime costs to € 43,580,000, which means that
the unforeseen downtime costs make for 83.87% of
total costs. The overall costs for 200,000 working
hours have reached € 51,960,952. The distribution
of these costs over time is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Total costs, downtime costs and installation costs in the first scenario for combined
maintenance
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Figure 13. Total costs, downtime costs and installation costs in the second scenario for combined maintenance
The third scenario for combined maintenance
includes replacement of all rollers with reliability
below 99% according to the theoretical distribution
with new rollers produced by a foreign manufacturer. The number of unforeseen failures is only 262
in total, which causes reduction of costs, so after a
period of 200,000 hours of operating time replacement costs amount to € 8,380,952 and unforeseen
downtime costs to € 5,280,000, which means that
the unforeseen downtime costs make for 38.65% of
total costs. The overall costs for 200,000 working
hours have reached € 13,660,952. The distribution
of these costs over time is shown in Figure 14.
By comparing total costs in different scenarios
for combined maintenance for reliability levels of
99%, 98%, 95%, 90% and 80% at which all rollers
are replaced with new rollers produced by Precismeca without limitation in the number of rollers,
we get the graph in Figure 15.

When comparing the costs of combined maintenance it is clearly evident that the less corrective
maintenance actions there are in the strategy of
combined maintenance, the less are the total costs
because of the reduced downtime costs. It is certain that the strategy of preventive maintenance
will provide the best results. However, the assumed
models so far have had limitation on the number of
rollers that can be replaced during foreseen downtime period (one shift of 8 hours in a week). The
third set of simulations will therefore be based on
the assumption of preventive maintenance with a
different number of rollers that can be replaced during the foreseen downtime period. It is assumed
that strict records on replacement of rollers are kept
and that the rollers are replaced taking as much of
advantage as possible from their non-failure operation according to the theoretical distribution, that is,
they do not get replaced as long as their operating
time is within the positional parameter γ. Replacement of rollers begins by not allowing the operation
time of any roller to exceed γ, which means that the
possibility of replacing a number of roller calls for
better utilization of the non-failure operation period. It shall consequently lead to the reduction in
total maintenance costs. It is clear now that the total
maintenance costs imply only replacement costs.
The number of rollers that can be replaced with
rollers by a foreign manufacturer during the period
of foreseen downtime of 8 hours has varied, starting
with 1000 pieces and going down to 500, 300, 200
and finally to 160 pieces as a marginal case, because
a smaller number of replacements implies transition
to combined maintenance due to failures. Figure 16
shows a comparison of costs in these cases.

Figure 14. Total costs, downtime costs and installation costs in the third scenario for combined
maintenance

Figure 16. Comparative costs of different cases
of preventive maintenance

Figure 15. Compared costs in different scenarios
of combined maintenance
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Table 3 shows the amounts of maintenance
costs after a period of 200,000 operating hours for
each of the simulations according to the maximum
number of roller replacements.
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Table 3. Maintenance costs for the belt conveyor according to the maximum number of replaced rollers
during preventive maintenance
Number of rollers
Total costs

160
16324921.90

200
13981607.62

Conclusion
Simulation of operation of the BTR system belt
conveyor has clearly proved that the least costs
are achieved through the strategy of installing
new rollers produced by the foreign manufacturer
Precisimeca. Corrective maintenance is extremely
costly, which is inacceptable. Combined maintenance at any level of reliability of the system
components is also a bad strategy because of high
downtime costs in comparison with the costs of replacing parts of the system, so the only acceptable
strategy is preventive maintenance. Preventive
maintenance equals replacement costs with the
overall maintenance costs by eliminating downtime costs. Preventive maintenance keeps the system at the highest level of reliability (no failures)
for the minimum of maintenance costs, so the
preference of this strategy is obvious. However,
the possibility of utilization of non-failure operation periods depends on the number of rollers that
can be replaced during foreseen downtime periods
and thereby reduction of replacement costs and
the total maintenance costs as well.

Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

300
11609798.10

500
10476190.48

1000
9690476.19
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Abstract
Looking at the long history of the world economy, the disagreements among economists regarding the budget deficit and its amount used to be an
everyday occurrence. Today, it is almost impossible to find a country which does not have a budget
deficit, not only that, but it seems that there is no
country which is not trying to tackle burning economic issues by way of deficit financing. Deficit
financing as a governmental instrument has very
important monetary, allocative, redistributive and
stabilatory effects, naturally only if it is used properly. The chosen method of budget deficit financing has become a very powerful tool in the hands
of a government, because every type of financing
option has certain effects, firstly on monetary policy within which especially on money offer, which
is later on transfered on the entire economy. There
are 5 basic ways of financing a budget deficit: Financing by the increase of public revenue and/or
decrease of public expenditure; Financing by the
non-banking sector ; Financing by the banking
sector; Financing by the Central Bank and printing money. The different monetary effects which
occur depending on the chosen method of budget
deficit financing are the basic issue which we tried
to explain more closely and in greater detail. The
main goal of this research is to analyze early mention ways of financing budget deficit and to prove
the hypothesis that it is possible to finance budget
deficit without negative economic effects.
Key words: Budget deficit, deficit financing,
monetary effects
1. Introduction
Starting from the basic topic and subject of the
research, we turn our attention to make an attempt
at providing a solid proof for the hypothesis that it
1266

is possible to finance budget deficit without negative economic effects, where we mainly have in
mind the inflationary effects, which can seriously slow down the economic development. What
is more, we address certain issues which can be
the consequences of the chosen method of financing, where we show, through examples, primarily those relate to the Republic of Serbia, the real
monetary consequences of each financing method.
2. Research objectives
The objective of the research was to analyze
the aforementioned forms i.e. methods of budget
deficit financing as well as to explain and consider
their monetary effects. This paper will attempt to
demonstrate all the concerns which are an inherent
part of the very deficit financing as an economic
phenomenon as well as certain problems which
our country as well as some others encountered
when trying to cover deficit i.e. to decrease it.
3. Research methods
This paper is based on application of contemporary methods which were to a certain extent modified and adjusted to the needs of the present paper.
Amongst the many methods available, the following ones were used while producing this paper:
– Method of Comparative Analysis,
– Historical Method
– Method of Logical Induction and Deduction
– Method of Evaluation,
– Method of Examination.
In the process of research, special methods of
discovery were used (the method of analysis and
synthesis, the method of conclusion) which greatly
contributed to the provision of a better perspective
onto the monetary effects of budget deficit financing.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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4. Discussion
When a country spends a lot, that is to say, when
it spends more than it has in revenue, it creates the
deficit of a government budget. The budget surplus
or deficit is the difference between the total amount
of revenue and income gained from the sale of nonfinancial property and the total amount of expenditure and expenses necessary for acquisition of nonfinancial property [1]. The question is in what way
can a country finance its deficit? There are several
methods of budget deficit financing but here we
will primarily focus our attention at consequences
that a certain method of financing may cause.
When discussing this topic, five ways of financing are usually mentioned as the available
ones to the Ministry of Finance for financing its
augmented public expenditure [2]:
a) The increase of public revenue and/or the
decrease of public expenditure,
b) Borrowing from non-banking transactors,
c) Borrowing from the banking sector,
d) Borrowing from the Central Bank and
e) Printing money.

a) Financing the budget deficit with increase
of public revenue and/or decrease of public
expenditure
If we speak of the first manner of the budget
deficit financing i.e. covering the deficit by the
increase of public revenue or decrease of public
expenditure, we must say that it is a healthy approach to deficit financing.
The money supply M1 decreases when public
debts are settled by the non-banking sector because their financial assets are transferred from
accounts in commercial banks to the accounts of
Ministry of Finance in the Central Bank which
also decreases banks’ money reserves, which in
turn increased when the state buys certain products and services i.e. spends the aforementioned
financial assets. Banks’ money reserves decrease
initially when the Ministry of Finance transfers
its financial assets to its accounts with the Central
Bank, but banks’ reserves increase when a state
buys certain products or services i.e. spend the
aforementioned financial assets. Therefore, there
are no monetary effects; the money supply and
banks’ reserve remain at the same level.
Now we shall see the overview of the measures
in terms of the revenue increase and expenditure

Table 1. The Effects of Fiscal Policy
Revenue/ Expenditure
Revenue
Amendments to the Personal Income Tax Law
Increase of excise on petrol by two dinars per liter
Increase of excise on diesel fuel by four dinars per liter
Imposition of tax on mobile telephony
Transfer of 100% of state-owned companies’ income into the
Republic’s budget
Increase of vehicle registration tax
Transfer of income of the budget bodies
Expenditure
Pay freeze for budget bodies of the Republic
Saving on the grounds of recruitment limitation
Decrease in the transfer to local self-government followed by
lowering expenditure on the local government level
Decrease in the transfer to National Health Insurance Institute
followed by the decrease in expenditures of the mentioned institution
Saving on discretionary expenditure of Republic’s budget bodies

Anticipated effect expressed in
billions of RSD ( the currency of
the Republic of Serbia, dinar)
5,0
0,9
3,1
3,0
5,0
1,0
12,0
4,5
2,9
15
3,0
40,0

Source: www.mfin.gov.rs/
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decrease concerning the budget of the Republic
of Serbia which were used in order to reduce the
deficit of consolidated government sector of 3 %
GDP. By the amendment of the Law on Budget for
2009 and the set of complementary tax laws the
following policies were introduced:
Based on the data from the table 1 we can
confirm that the Republic of Serbia opted for this
method as a way of financing the budget deficit
through its legislative forms. The effect of this set
of policies was estimated to have raised an additional 30 billion dinars in income, whereas it saved
the estimated 65.4 billion dinars in expenditures.
All the policies concerning expenditures were
implemented through budget revision in 2009,
whereas in terms of incomes, only some policies
were partially applied through later amendments
of certain laws which leads to conclude that an
economically sound country is required in order
to make up the deficit using this method, a country
in which the budget alone and economy are flexible enough to support a fall in public income at a
given time i.e. to find a new source for augmentation of public finance. The country must be able to
enforce anti-cyclical budget policy which practically means that it should have if not the budget
surplus than at least a moderate budget deficit in
time of economic growth, and in times of depression it should enforce budget deficit so that it helps
overcoming the crisis by increasing public spending in order to stimulate demand [3].

In the following table we will give an overview of the representative economies in the world
where we can see that today deficit budget finance
has become an everyday occurrence.
As we have mentioned earlier, a country tries
to solve certain burning issues by using deficit
budget finance but it is important which method is
applied. We speak of the consequences of the first
method used to make up budget deficit and now
we will turn to the monetary effects of the remaining four methods.
b) Financing the budget deficit borrowing
from non-banking transactors
If we speak of the second method of budget
deficit financing and that is borrowing from the
non-banking sector to make up the deficit, the
situation is similar as in the aforesaid case. This
intervention decreases the money offer i.e. money
supply M1, by transferring financial assets from
non- banking sector to the Ministry of Finance
account, since the state takes the money from the
sales of government bonds from non-banking sector and in return issues government bonds. When
the Ministry of Finance transfers its financial assets to the Central Bank, the reserves of commercial banks decrease, but later on when the state
spends the money, the money offer i.e. money
supply together with banks’ reserves go back to
where they were before. Therefore, here, as in the
previous case, the money offer i.e. money supply

Table 2. Budget Result Trends, 2000-2009 ( %GDP)
Countries
Australia
Canada
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Corea
New Zeland
Sppain
UK
USA
Norway
Poland
EU

2000
0,9
2,9
-1,5
1,3
-0,9
-7,6
5,4
1,9
-1,0
3,7
1,5
15,4
-3,0
-0,1

2001
-0,1
0,7
-1,6
-2,8
-3,1
-6,3
4,3
1,8
-0,7
0,6
-0,6
13,3
-5,1
-1,9

2002
1,3
-0,1
-3,2
-3,6
-3,0
-8,0
5,1
3,8
-0,5
-2,0
-4,0
9,2
-5,0
-2,6

2003
1,8
-0,1
-4,1
-4,0
-3,5
-7,9
0,5
4,0
-0,2
-3,7
-5,0
7,3
-6,3
-3,1

2004
1,2
0,9
-3,6
-3,8
-3,6
-6,2
2,7
4,1
-0,4
-3,6
-4,4
11,1
-5,7
-3,0

2005
1,7
1,5
-3,0
-3,3
-4,4
-6,7
3,4
5,2
1,0
-3,3
-3,3
15,1
-4,1
-2,6

2006
1,9
1,6
-2,3
-1,6
-3,3
-1,6
3,9
5,9
2,0
-2,7
-2,2
18,5
-3,6
-1,3

2007
1,8
1,6
-2,7
0,2
-1,5
-2,5
4,7
5,0
1,9
-2,7
-2,8
17,7
-1,9
-0,6

2008
1,0
0,1
-3,4
0,0
-2,7
-2,7
3,3
3,1
-4,1
-5,3
-6,5
18,8
-3,7
-2,0

2009
-4,0
-4,8
-8,2
-3,2
-5,5
-7,4
-1,8
-1,2
-9,6
-12,6
-11,2
9,6
-6,4
-6,1

Source:OECD
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M1 as well as the amount necessary to make up
the deficit together with banks’ reserve stay at the
same level in the end.
That is to say, if the budget deficit is financed
by the increase in the number of bonds the public
have at their disposal it does not have an effect on
monetary base and the money supply. However,
if the deficit is not financed by the increase of the
number of bonds the monetary base and money
supply are enlarged. The question why a deficit
leads to an increased amount of money in circulation if the number of bonds available to the public
is not increased could be answered in several ways.
The point is that the aforementioned phenomenon
is present when the Ministry of Finance has a legal
right to print money in order to finance its deficit.
The government covers the expenses that supersede
the tax income with new money. Since such an increase in cash in turn leads to the increase in the
amount of money in circulation it rises even further through deposit multiplication. In the USA, as
in many other countries the government does not
have the right to print money in order to settle its
debts. In such cases, the government has to finance
its deficit by issuing its bonds to the public first as
additional means of debt payment [4].
This practice of making up a deficit in such a way
is common especially in countries with a developed
finance market which fulfill all the preconditions
for these operations, while developing countries
unfortunately, usually succumb to printing money
or incurring debt with the Central Bank which inevitably creates inflationary effects. It is very important how the country uses finance which it raises.
The question remains what the flaw of this manner
of budget deficit financing is. In our opinion it is the
so called crowding—out effect which is created by
revoking the finance assets from the non-banking
sector, which has as a result the increase of interest
rates and limitation of not only private production
but also investments. Budget deficit and crowdingout effect are significant problems with economic
politics of developed countries. We shall try to give
a brief account of what the crowding-out effect is.
The country’s expenses reduce the level of private
production since they displace the demand in the
private sector [5].
Crowding-out effect is the effect of displacing
private investments in the situation when public
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

loans and interest rates are growing on the capital
market. This effect arises when the public sector
is developing, causing the reduction of private investments. Elimination of these negative effects of
budget deficit which are expressed through the interest rate increase which in turn displaces private
sector, requires expansionary monetary policy that
would stop the interest rate increase. However, expansionary monetary policy together with budget
deficit can strengthen the inflation. The increase in
public debt runs the risk of the high rise in interest
rates. A country therefore can avoid the crowdingout effect in two ways:
– Increasing the money in circulation and
– Incurring debt abroad.
Thus the country slows down the growth of interest rates. This method of budget deficit financing has not been applied in our economy yet and
the reason for this occurrence we will try to give in
the following couple of sentences. As for the functioning of our market, there are numerous problems, out of which the following ones are certainly
the most important:
– The lack of long-term finance instruments
and the reason for this is the slow pace of the
privatization process and unresolved issues
regarding ownership.
– Insufficient bank involvement on the
market, with prominent presence of the
Central Bank on the short term securities
market.
– The lack of precise standard about emission
of short term securities.
– Insufficiency of finance saving.
Further development of finance market presupposes fulfillment of certain conditions:
– A stable political and economical system.
– Healthy monetary and fiscal policy, which
would encourage domestic finance saving.
– An adequate fiscal treatment of different
financial instruments, from the point of
view of dividend taxation and capital gains.
– Further development of financial institutions.
– Strengthening investors’ interest and
confidence, and protecting them through
changes in legal system[6].
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We conclude that only when all these conditions are met and especially those related to
strengthening the level of savings, we can expect
widespread application of this financing method
in our country.
c) Financing the budget deficit borrowing
from the banking sector
Should the Ministry of Finance sell bonds to the
non- banking sector (and we see the consequences
of those transactions in the previous analysis) and
the commercial banks buy off these bonds, the effect of such transactions will depend on the fact
whether the commercial bank possesses or does
not possesses surplus reserves. If the former, there
is depository expansion; if the latter, there is no
depository expansion. Here we speak of two completely different cases, with different effects on the
money offer and bank reserves. The issue here is
that banks sold their financial instruments from
their reserves and later on they replaced these
instruments with the Ministry of Finance bonds.
This transaction decreases the money offer, i.e.
money supply M1 because non- banking transactors (the public) reduce their demand deposits in
the commercial banks through which they proceed
with payment. The Ministry of Finance increases
demand deposits, but theses deposits do not enter
into the money supply. After these transactions,
similarly as in the previous two cases, the Ministry
of Finance transfers its financial assets to its account with the Central Bank first, and then it used
that money to buy products and services.
When the Ministry of Finance financial assets are spent, non-banking transactors (the public) increase the money on their demand deposits
so the original level is established and that is the
absence of any change not only in the money offer i.e. money supply but also in bank reserves;
that is to say these are unchanged in the end. If
we consider the other case and that is when banks
do possess surplus reserves in their potential, the

situation is as follows. If banks already have the
surplus reserve then they will start buying government bonds of the Ministry of Finance right away.
By doing so, the banks will create new demand
deposits for the Ministry of Finance. Afterwards,
the Ministry of Finance transfers its financial assets from the commercial banks’ accounts to its
account at the Central Bank and then it buys products and services. When the Ministry of Finance
spends its money for the purchase of products and
services, certain individuals increase their demand
deposits. In the latter case the bank reserve will
eventually remain unchanged, because as we can
see, we had the money withdrawal (when the Ministry of Finance transfers its financial assets into
the Central Bank) and then yet another decrease
of demand deposits (when the Ministry of Finance
spends its money) [7].
Unlike to banks’ reserve, the money offer i.e.
money supply will eventually be increased by the
amount that is needed to finance the budget deficit, which is very important to stress here. Owing
to the capability of the multiplication of credits
and deposits, the banking sector can contribute to
the increase of the amount of money in circulation through the buying and selling of government
bonds process, and that is why there must be a
strict monetary control system for these processes
by the Central Bank in order to prevent excessive
growth of the money in circulation and prevent fueling economic inflation. This method of financing
the budget deficit is commonly use in our country
and its role was especially prominent in the years
2009-2010 when there was a record sale of T- bills
whereat the main buyer (more than 80%) was the
banking sector so that the effects of those sales can
be expected to spread in the forthcoming period.
At the end of the year 2009 the investment of the
banking sector into the treasury bills was 6.8% of
the total amount of investments i.e. that is even
19.5% if we take into account the National Bank
of Serbia repo sale of securities which is approxi-

Table 3. Government net position with the banking sector, from the year 2000 to 2010
Government
Loans to the government
Government deposits
Net position

2000
7,31
4,18
-3,13

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
8,78 12,98 13,91 22,86 25,8 23,48 15,4 18,69 78,84 210,77
8,11 25,71 17,19 14,35 19,96 30,12 31,31 26,14 41,57 30,35
-0,67 12,73 3,28 -8,51 -5,84 6,64 15,91 7,45 -37,27 -180,4

Source: www.nbs.rs
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mately 12 times more than at the end of the year
2008. In the following table we will see the loan
trends in the banking sector presented by years as
well as the government net position with the banking sector (from the government point of view).
Government net position is established as the
difference between the amounts of loans granted
to the government by the banking sector and government deposits with the aforementioned sector.
On the basis of data given in the table we can observe that the government had significant debts
to the banking sector as late as 2009 and 2010
whereas in the previous years the banking sector
was largely neutral. In the following presentation
we will see the sales of T-bills where the banking
sector and the Central Bank acted as the main buyers, as we mentioned earlier the non-banking sector is not significantly present in these processes.

Chart 1. The total amount of debt by years,
based on the emission of treasury bills (in billions
of dinars)
Source: www.mfin.gov.rs/

d) Financing the budget deficit borrowing
from the Central Bank
The forth manner of budget deficit coverage is
making up the deficit by selling government bonds
directly to the Central Bank. Unlike in the previous cases which were review, in this case, before
it starts to spend, the Ministry of Finance does not
have to transfer its financial assets into the Central
Bank, since its assets are already there. The Ministry of Finance issues a new emission of bonds into
the market for the auction sale held by the Central

Bank. The Central Bank, by buying the Ministry
of Finance new bonds emission, distributes these
bonds to its buyers. As in all previous cases when
the Ministry of Finance spends its financial assets,
the amounts on the depository accounts of nonbanking transactors increase as well as those at the
commercial banks.
This manner of financing the budget deficit is
similar to printing money (which we will examine
in the forthcoming part of the paper). The essence
is that both categories increase, the money supply
and banks’ reserve, which can have serious consequences on the economy of any country. In the following table the overview is given of all loans that
were granted to the government by the Central Bank
in the period from the year 2000 where we can also
see the government net position in relation to the
Central Bank in the terms of the difference between
loans granted and deposits made at the Central Bank
(from the government’s point of view) [7].
On the basis of the data presented in the table,
we can observe that the government net position
was positive in the period from 2003 which means
that government deposits at the Central Bank were
greater than the loans granted to the State by the
Central Bank, that is to say, the State was not indebted to the Central Bank in the net balance. The
Central Bank can grant loans to the Republic of
Serbia for financing temporary budget illiquidity,
created due to the unbalanced trends in the revenue and expenditures during budget execution.
The loans may be granted within the limits of determined monetary policy, where the top limit is
5% of the average budget revenue in the last three
years, bearing in mind that the debt thus incurred
cannot exceed the triple amount of required minimum base capital and assets in the special reserves
of the Central Bank. The Republic of Serbia is
obliged to repay these loans to the Central Bank
by the end of the current budget year.

Table 4. Government net position with the Central Bank, 2000-2010
Government
Loans to the government
Government deposits
Net position

Source: www.nbs.rs
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2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
6,93 16,16 22,81 19,76 22,41 16,51 16,45 10,81 10,91 10,6 1,32
6,46 10,99 11,26 32,42 38,08 65,45 132,6 121,1 72,02 90,81 117,19
-0,47 -5,17 -11,55 12,66 15,67 48,94 116,1 110,3 61,11 80,21 115,87
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e) Financing the budget deficit by printing
money
The emission of money as a method of budget
deficit finance is similar to the method of borrowing assets from the Ministry of Finance in terms of
consequences that would ensue. That is to say, the
Ministry of Finance prints money, deposits it into
the Central Bank and use it from there. The only
difference between these two methods is that the
Ministry of Finance in this case gives money to
the Central Bank, whereas in the previous case the
Central Bank takes the Ministry’s bonds.
The Central Bank is the factor which should
have a decisive superiority when it comes to the
issue of whether the money is to be printed or not.
If the Central Bank buys bonds, it creates a new
amount of reserve money, which is in the process
of multiplication of credits and deposits increased
even further and with high inflation rates, and if the
Central Bank does not accept this, and leaves nonbanking transactors to buy government bonds, it
does not create ready money i.e. the money supply
M1 is not increased [8].
Therefore, the conclusion is that by printing
money the money offer increases i.e. the money
supply and bank reserves with all the negative implications that consequentially appear. We mentioned
earlier that budget deficit is no longer financed by
more money printing in our country starting from
the year 2000, as a result we have lower inflation
rates since there is no enormous growth of the money in circulation i.e. growth rate of the monetary
aggregates which show a descending trend which is
presented in the following chart.

Chart 2. Yearly growth rates of monetary aggregates (%), 2000-2010
Source: www.nbs.rs

Looking at the growth rate of the monetary aggregates throughout the period shown above we
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can observe their constatant decrease which is a
proof that the Central Bank no longer has an active
role which it had in the 90s when it printed money
to cover enormous budget deficits that that state
had made. This shows that our monetary policy
moves towards a healthy strategy where the budget deficit will no longer be covered by printing
money but through issuing of T- bills that willl be
bought mostly by the banking sector and hopefully non- banking sector as well when the necessary conditions are met. The devastating consequences of the monetary policy of the 90s will be
apparent from the folowing example. During the
90s the basic direction of reserve money creation
(which was simultaniuosly used for budget deficit
financing), were diner lendings from the primary
emission. In the view of the aforementioned data it
is not difficult to determine the cause of these extraordinary inflationary level. It was a substantial
growth in money offer.

Chart 3. Monetary aggregate trends (%),
1990-1999
Source: www.nbs.rs

At that time, monetary policy was exclusively
directed at money emission and not at the reverse
process of money withdrawal and neutralizing
the effects of monetary expansion. Budget deficit
financing was performed solely through money
printing by the Central Bank which led to enormous growth of monetary aggregates with inflationary consequences and that was a wrong approach to solving the problem of deficit finance.
Today, the Central Bank of Serbia performs operations on the open market through buying and
selling of short term securities which it issues and
short term together with long term debt securities
issued by the Republic of Serbia. By emission of
treasury bills the Central Bank of Serbia implements
its monetary policy in such a manner that it “takes
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table 5. Sources for used in the Republic of Serbia
Year

Budget surplus/ deficit

2010.

-92.934.724.052.

2009.

-70.496.146.000.

2008.

-45.784.730.463.

2007.

-13.676.280.331.

2006.
2005.

+15.448.398.000.
+32.231.222.000.

2004.

-32.719.386.000.

2003.

-46.901.819.000.

2002.

-40.677.629.540.

Source: www.mfin.gov.rs

Chosen finance sources
1. Donations and loans from international financial institutions,
2. Government securities.
3. Assets transferred from the budget of previous years
1. Privatization revenue
2. Donations and loans from international financial institutions,
3. Financial budget assets and
4. Government securities.
1. Privatization revenue
2. Donations and loans from international financial institutions,
3. Financial budget assets
1. Privatization revenue
2. Donations and loans from international financial institutions,
3. Assets transferred from the budget of previous years

1. Privatization revenue
2. Donations and loans from international financial institutions,
3. Privatization revenue in the year 2003 and
4. Loans from banking sector and government securities.
1. Privatization revenue
2. Donations and loans from international financial institutions,
3. Loans from the National Bank and government securities.
1. Privatization revenue
2. Donations and loans from international financial institutions,
3. Loans from the National Bank and banking sector.

away the financial assets from the banking sector”
and in return it hands them these papers which the
banks would be able to cash based on their face
value. The Central Bank thus regulates not only the
amount of money in circulation but also liquidity of
the banking sector at the same time [9].
In the following table we shall see the overview
of the sources of budget deficit financing used in
our country in the previous period.
Based on the data provided in the table we can
observe that the prominent role in budget deficit
financing was assigned to the loans from international financial institutions, donations as well as
privatization revenue. With the exception of the
years 2009-2010 the sales of T-bills were not at
the needed level to have some of the significant
monetary effects that we discussed earlier. In the
past six years budget deficit financing by issuing
T-bills was not used to its full extend which will be
apparent from the following chart.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Chart 4. Parallel view of the revenue received
from the sales of T- bills and budget deficit ( in
billions of dinars)
Source: www.mfin.gov.rs

5. Experiences of neighboring countries
If we look at neighboring countries such as Croatia, Macedonia and Montenegro we can notice the
similar trends in their financial systems. That means
they also have budget deficit when they finance
their public expenditure. For example, in Croatia,
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in period 2007-2010 budget deficit participate -1,2
to -3,6 % GNP and in Macedonia the situation is
similar, 0,6 to -2,5 % GNP [10]. Serbia and Montenegro also show the similar trends.
Table 6. Budget surplus/deficit, % GNP.
Country/Period
Montenegro
Macedonia
Serbia
Croatia

2007
6,6
0,6
-1,9
-1,2

2008
0,5
-0,9
-2,6
-0,9

Source: IMF, Fiscal Monitor Nov. 2010

2009
-4,4
-2,7
-4,3
-3,2

2010
-2,8
-2,5
-4,9
-3,6

The sales of treasury bills in countries is not
become the dominant method of financing the
budget deficit, yet, but as in Republic of Serbia it
show fast-growing trend and that is very positive
fact. The next charts will support this our claims.

Chart 5. Income of sales treasury bills in Macedonia, 2004-2010 (milions denari).

The dominant buyer of treasury bills is bankingsector while non-banking sector is still, not enough
included in this operations because of the similar
problems that we discuss the example of Serbia. We
have the similar situation in Croatia and Montenegro as we can see from the following charts.

Chart 8. Income of sales treasury bills in Croatia
2004-2010 (billions of kuna).
Source: www.mfin.hr

Chart 9. The structure of treasury bills by buyers
in Croatia from 2010
Source: www.mfin.hr

Source: www.nbrm.gov.mk

Chart 6. The structure of treasury bills by the
buyers in Macedonia from 2010

Chart 10. The structure of internal debt in Croatia from 2010

Chart 7. The structure of internal debt in Macedonia from 2010

Chart 11. Income of sales treasury bills in Montenegro 2004-2010 (thousand of eur).

Source: www.nbrm.gov.mk

Source: www.nbrm.gov.mk
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Chart 12. The structure of internal debt in Montenegro from 2010
Source: www.mf.gov.me

As in Republic of Serbia, Macedonia and Croatia in Montenegro dominant buyer of treasury
bills is banking-sector (over 60% participation).
Bosnia and Herzegovina is characterized by
a complex governmental structure that has a direct impact to the scope and structure of public
expenditures. Like many other countries, Bosnia
and Herzegovina has a problem with determining
and defining the optimal level of fiscal decentralization. The current framework of fiscal policy in
Bosnia and Herzegovina is limited by the State
structure, where Entities are given a high degree
of sovereignty, and leads to fragmentation of the
fiscal structure. Such a system mainly leads to lack
of coordination in creating a stronger fiscal policy
at the State level, which is of extreme importance
for a small country like Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The final result of this situation is unsatisfactory
level of real economic growth [11].
In our opinion, based on the theoretical-practical and comparative analysis we can make the
conclusion that the attention should be focused
on the development of financial market where the
government securities will be sold, and it should
become the dominant form of financing the budget
deficit. This statement is a corollary of the search
result reached during the research which are summarized below and presented in labor.
6. Comparative analysis of the transition
countries in the region
In the countries of the region, based on data
from the previous examples, in general, if we look
at ways of financing the budget deficit in terms of
volume of sales of treasury bills and sectors that
predominantly involved in their purchases, we can
see that the situation is quite similar.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

In fact, we have seen that the Republic of Serbia,
Croatia, Macedonia and Montenegro are raising the
sale of treasury bills funds to cover its budget deficit
and that’s the positive trend in all these countries.
As we have already explained, in the example of
the Republic of Serbia, it is very important that this
form of coverage exists, due to the further development of financial markets in these countries and to
prevent the appearance of printing money to cover
the deficit in the budget coffers [12].
What is also common to all these countries, and
it is not a good indicator is the fact that the financing of the budget deficit by selling treasury bills
by the government has not yet reached a dominant
share in the overall financing structure, although
there is a growing tendency for the same.
The third common characteristic of all listed
countries is the fact that a dominant buyer of treasury bills occurs banking sector. Earlier it was mentioned that the insurance companies, investment
funds and other non-banking sectors in particular where we mean the economy and population,
should their participation in the purchase of treasury bills increase. This would contribute primarily
to the further strengthening of the financial markets.
Also in this way it would be avoid the risk of
the banking sector, which is caused by the a surplus of reserves in its financial potential if there in
an absence of a restrictive monetary policy of the
central bank, to contribute to a further increase in
the money supply and inflationary tendencies in the
economy.
7. Conclusion
In the first part we spoke of the first manner of
budget deficit financing and that is: the growth of
budget revenue and/or the decrease of budget expenditures. We can see that this manner of financing can be very useful and with very few negative consequences, naturally if the country using
it has financial capacity for such a solution. In our
opinion if a country is able to increase its public
revenue or decrease its public expenditures, with
no significant negative consequences on other
economic variables, this method can be a healthy
approach to solve the problem of budget deficit financing and we have seen that our country uses it
to certain extend.
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In the second part, we have discussed the second method of budget deficit financing and that is:
budget deficit financing by the non banking sector.
Conclusion is that it is the best way to cover the
deficit because we feel this method produces the
least amount of negative consequences on economic trends. Unfortunately, this method is much more
appropriate for developed countries, considering
the fact that developing countries do not possess financial potential i.e. money savings through which
they could cover their budget debts; what is more,
financial markets in such countries are usually not
at the required level of growth to support this method. Due to the aforementioned reasons this method
of budget deficit financing has not been applied yet
in our country. The trust in the government’s work,
developed awareness of saving and a developed financial market with associated market instrumentation are the basic conditions which must be fulfilled
in order for this financing method to be applied to
the full extend in all economies, which would be
desirable if we want to have an economy which
functions in a healthy manner.
In the third part, we have spoke about third
manner of budget deficit financing and that is:
budget deficit financing by the banking sector.
In our opinion this method can be useful but also
very dangerous; since it may lead the economy to
the inflation should it get out of control. Why do
we say it can be dangerous? Well, we have seen
that if banks possess surplus reserve of liquid assets in their potential, there is a risk that the economy may arrive at inflationary state if there is no
appropriate monetary control since the banks will,
owing to their ability of multiplication of credits
and deposits, influence the increase of the money
supply through some uncontrolled growth. Except
for the year 2009, the scope of T-bills sale was not
at the appropriate level in order to have significant
monetary action but still our banking sector participated in the purchase of T-bills.
In the fourth part we spoke of the forth method
of budget deficit financing and that is: budget deficit financing by the Central Bank. In our opinion
this method of budget deficit financing is not recommendable given that its use almost inevitably
leads to the increase of the money supply, causes
inflation and threatens to lead to the situation
where a state uncontrollably borrows from the
1276

Central Bank which then continues in the forthcoming period even long after the current deficit
has been covered.
In the fifth part we spoke of the fifth manner of
budget deficit financing and that is: budget deficit
financing by the Central Bank - by printing money.
Everything mentioned about the previous manner
of financing, applies to this method as well, given
that the two are quite similar in terms of deficit coverage. Monetary consequences of this budget deficit financing method were quite obvious during the
90s when the inflations rates were at the peak as
well. As we have seen, the policy of “printing money” is extremely dangerous, the consequences may
be catastrophic and the only reason that inspires optimism is the fact that central banks are institutionally and politically independent from their governments in most countries today so they will not allow
the enforcement of planned monetary policy to slip
from their hands in this manner.
In the sixth part we make a short review of the
effect of financing the budget deficit in neighboring countries and we conclude that the situation is
quite similar as in the Republic of Serbia except,
to some extent, in Croatia where something more
is represented and non-banking sector.
In the process of choosing the appropriate budget deficit financing method all potential effects
should be considered and depending on the circumstances and the level of economic growth in a
given country the right method of financing should
be chosen, with as few as possible negative consequences on the further economic growth and it
is also necessary to address all the efforts towards
creation of a healthy financial market in which the
Central Bank and the government would act in
synchrony with their instruments and commonly
established goals.
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Abstract
New system of engine torque control has been
developed to model and drive vehicle acceleration
via computer program functions. While accelerating, functions control engine effectiveness, vehicle
acceleration gradient and slipping front wheel drive.
This paper presents front wheel drive torque
control via engine torque control while vehicle accelerates longitudinally on slippery road.
Tangent reaction of road to tire is computed on
line in time of slipping. Computer program model
clamps slipping into interval of best grip.
While accelerating, the model takes data out of
a look-up table and determines engine torque in
order to control wheel slip.
The look-up table keeps data of torque family
curves vs. engine speed. The data of torque family
were taken and saved on open road while vehicle
was accelerating.
Results are taken both from simulation and experiments. Simulation and experiments have confirmed that it is possible to control wheel slip by
mean of programming engine torque control.
Key words: Front-wheel drive, Programming
slipping control
0. Introduction
0.1 Problem Description
Slipping control during vehicle acceleration,
Traction Control System (TCS), aims for the
highest vehicle acceleration while controlling the
slipping of drive wheels. Value of torque T , to be
delivered to wheel, is restricted by road’s tangent
reaction value, Xn , which depends of grip coefficient (or just grip) between tire and the road, μ.
Grip coefficient μ [-] is defined as relation between tangent reaction of road Xn [N] and road
1278

vertical reaction, Zf [N], which affect the wheel in
relation to slip
m = Xn Z f
m (s) = Xn (s) Z f

........................... (1)

Figure 1. Grip μ to slipping s dependence
Front wheel slipping s [-] is defined according
to angular speed of front wheel, ωf [rad/s], and
rear pulled wheel, ωr [rad/s]:
=
s

( ω f − ωr )

ωr ........................... (2)

Grip coefficient dependence on slipping is
shown in Figure 1, [1]-[4].
0-1: Grip increase, adhesion grip, nearly linear part of curve, slipping is a consequence of tire
twist
1-2: Decrease of grip increasing, adhesion and
wheel slipping on road
2-3: Grip decreasing, adhesion and wheel slipping on road
3: Slipping s=1, (100%) drive wheels are spinning twice as much faster then pulled wheels
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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0.2 State of Art
Many efforts have been made to obtain analytical dependency of grip to slipping, μ=f(s), especially in form of dynamic curve [5]. In fact, curve
shown in Figure 1. is static experimental curve,
for in advance chosen road and tire.
There are two ways to control slipping: (i) Controlling engine torque and (ii) controlling wheel
slipping.
0.2.1 Slip Control via Engine Torque
It affects the cause of slipping by adapting engine torque value to highest road grip, μmax.
The advantage is smooth control. The disadvantage is engine charge oscillations and worse
exhaust gas emission [6] to [8].
System uses feedback to control engine torque.
0.2.2 Periodical Wheels Slowdown
It affects the consequence of slipping by braking driving wheels. Before slip starts nothing is
assumed about grip μ. For breaking, Anti Block
System (ABS) is used in so called “inversed”
mode of operation.
The advantages are precise slip control and possibility of independent control of driving wheels.
The system uses feedback to cut out excess
power which causes slipping.

During acceleration, the engine must overcame
inertia of translating and rotating masses. Also, the
engine works in transient state (regime). Engine
performance is lower (weaker) while accelerating
then in stationary state and it should be obtained.
Transient torque family for vehicle acceleration
can be defined at test bench with special software
which simulates acceleration, [9]. However, for this
paper, torque family has been obtained in real conditions, recorded while the vehicle was on the road.
The controller adapts engine torque to tire grip
with slipping, so that the value of slipping corresponds to maximal grip coefficient, μ=μmax while
the vehicle is accelerating.
Engine torque curve is nonlinear one, while
grip coefficient μ is constant value for one type of
road. Therefore the highest force that can be transmitted to road has constant value also. It is the
controller’s task to adapt nonlinear torque curve
to this constant force, thus it is named Adaptive
Torque Generator (ATG).
1. Theory and experimental methods
1.1 Torques and Forces Front-Wheel Drive,
Starting Equations
Figure 2. shows the forces that affect longitudinal half of vehicle and torque driving wheel during acceleration a.

0.3 Solution Approach
Here proposed system controls engine torque
via the computer program. Constant torque is applied to drive wheel, adapted for actual tire and
road grip.
Constant drive wheel torque comes from constant engine torque Te , which is function of throttle valve angle θ, and engine speed, ωe , so that
Te=f(θ,ωe)=const.
Acceleration function θ=f(Te,ωe)Te=const has been
developed, which obtains throttle valve angle in
order to maintain constant engine torque while engine speed increases.
Controller was developed and programmed to
operate throttle valve according to acceleration
function.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 2. Forces that affect vehicle and driving
wheel torque during accelerating
Forces along vertical, Mg=1/2 vehicle weight
(g is earth acceleration), Zf and Zr road to tire reaction to front and rear wheel successive, are irrelevant to physical and mathematical model. They
are given just to avoid too much abstraction in the
picture and to improve understanding of physical
model shown on the Figure 2. Point c is vehicle
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mass center and hc is mass center distance from
the road (both no needed as well).
For longitudinal half of vehicle which accelerates next equations are reliable:
Force balance along horizontal is

( M b + 2m ) a =

X f − X r − R .................... (3)

Vehicle acceleration expressed in relation to
rear wheel angular speed is
a = rω r ................................... (4)

Torque balance for rear wheel is
X r ⋅ r = J ⋅ ω r ............................... (5)

(

Road tangent reactions, Xf and Xr are eliminated
from equation (8). That makes it suitable for torque
computations for mapping the torque curves family,
see 1.1.1. The equation represents front wheel drive
torque in adhesion grip conditions, when the slip on
the road is negligible, and comes out from tire twist,
Figure 1. part of curve 0-1.
Subtracting (5) and (6) gives

(

)

Preceding equation with substitution for Xr
from (7) gives

(

Quantities and units in equations are:
Mb = (1/2)MBody: Half of vehicle mass [kg]
m: One wheel mass [kg]
a: Vehicle acceleration [m/s2]
Xf: Road tangent reaction to front wheel [N],
see 1.1.2
Xr: Road tangent reaction to rear wheel [N]
R=(1/2)Reksternal: Half of outside resistances to
vehicle motion [N]
ώr: Rear wheel angular acceleration [rad/s]
r: Dynamic wheel radius [m]
J: Wheel moment of inertia [kgm2]
T=(1/2)Te·i: Driving wheel torque [Nm]
i: Transmission ratio, whole one [-]
ώf : Front wheel angular acceleration [rad/s2]
Taking that Mb+2m=M, from (3) and (4) is

)

Addition of equations (5) and (6) gives

(

)

Preceding equation with substitution of Xf – Xr
from (7) gives

(

T − ( R + Mrω r )=
r J ω f + ω r

where front wheel torque follows
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(

)

)

from which the front wheel torque is
=
T

( 2 X f − R − Mrω r ) r + J (ω f − ω r ) ............ (9)

From the equation (9) we eliminated tangent
road reaction to rear wheel, Xr . That makes it suitable to transformation into equation which defines
road’s tangent reaction on front wheel, Xn , according to grip value, see 1.1.2. The equation represents driving wheel torque while slipping, Figure
1., part of curve 1-2-3.
1.1.1 Front Wheel Drive Torque without
Slipping; Engine Torque Curves Family
The grip is with adhesion, Figure 1., part of
curve 0-1. For calculation it is taken (with negligible error) that angular acceleration of front and
rear wheel is the same:

Mrω r = X f − X r − R ......................... (7)

)

)

T − 2 X f − R − Mrω r =
r J ω f − ω r

T − X f ⋅ r = J ⋅ ω f ........................... (6)

(

(

T − X f + X r r = J ω f − ω r

Torque balance for front wheel is

T − X f − Xr =
⋅ r J ω f + ω r

)

T =
( R + Mrω r ) r + J ω f + ω r ................. (8)

ω f = ω r

With substitution of this in (8) we get
T =
( R + Mrω r ) r + 2 J ω r .................... (10)

Equation (10) is used for mapping engine
torque curve family.
Outside resistances R are calculated by formula
=
R

1
2

( Rdrag + Rroll + Rhill )
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R: Outside resistances [N]
Rdrag=KAv2: Drag resistance [N], calculated by
[1] page 101, formula 3.3.7
K=Cx·ρ/2: Reduced air drag coefficient [kgm-3]
Cx: Coefficient of air resistance [-] (Captures
air stream around vehicle body shape)
ρ: Air density [kg/m3]
A: frontal vehicle area [m2]
v: Vehicle speed [m/s]
Rroll≈0: Rolling resistance is neglected because
of small value (<3%)
Rhill=0: Hill resistance on horizontal road
equals zero
Moment of inertia J of revolving masses is substituted according to [1] page 161, for a practical
reason with

(

J = δ ⋅ M = 1 + δ1 ⋅ i + δ 2
2

)

2

M: vehicle mass (half) [kg]
δ1: coefficient [-] of revolving masses of engine
an clutch [1], page 162
δ2: coefficient [-] of revolving masses of driving wheels and axels
i: Transmission ratio (whole one) [-]
1.1.2 Front Wheel Drive Torque by Slip;
Torque Dependence to Road Tangent
Reaction
The grip is with both adhesion and slipping,
Figure 1., curve’s part 1-2-3. Road tangent reaction to front wheel Xn , because of slipping dependence to tire slip value s on the road:
X f = Xn (s)

By substitution this in (9) one get for torque
delivered to front wheel
=
T

[ 2 X n ( s ) − R − Mrω r ] r + J (ω f

)

− ω r ........ (11)

Torque Tn , which can be transmitted on road,
as a part of torque T delivered to front wheel in
slipping conditions is according to (11):
T=
n (s)

[ 2 X n ( s ) − R − Mrω r ] r ................. (12)
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Torque TJ , which can not be transmitted on
road, as a part of torque T delivered to front wheel
in slipping conditions is according to (11):

(

=
TJ J ω f − ω r

) ........................... (13)

Torque TJ is being used to accelerate (speed
up) front wheel spinning, hence increasing kinetic
moment of front wheel,
DK = J Dω , where is Dω = ω f − ω r .

Front wheel torque, considering (12) and (13),
can be written in form:
=
T Tn ( s ) + TJ ............................ (14)

Equation (11) is used to define torque T that
should be transmitted to front wheel when the
front wheel slips on the road. In equation (11) are
M, r, J known constants, ώf and ώr are calculated
iteratively, measuring angular speed ωf and ωr (on
line). Resistance R is calculated, as stated in 1.1.1.
If road has a slope, vertical reaction to wheel
is lower, Zf=Mgcosα, where g is acceleration of
earth gravitation force, α road slope. From (1) is
Xn=μ(s)Zf, hence if Zf becomes smaller so does Xn
for the same μ. Considering that the road tangent
reaction is searched on line, the road slope is automatically taken into calculation.
1.1.3 Road Tangent Reaction by Slipping
Tangent reaction value, which depends on slipping, Xn(s), while the tire is slipping on the road
due to influence of wheel torque T, is calculated
according to (11), from which is
X n ( s=
)

1

T + Rr + Mr 2ω r − J ( ω f − ω r )  ...... (15)
2r

The equation (15) is used for iterative defining
Xn by algorithm given in 1.1.4. Wheel torque value
is found from torque family (look up) table, according to throttle valve angle, θ, and engine revolution per minute (RPM, engine sped), which are
measured.
Front and rear wheel angular accelerations,
ώf and ώr, are calculated iteratively from angular
speed ωf and ωr measurements.
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1.1.4 Algorithm of programming control
Figure 3. shows algorithm of computer program
control. Algorithm is shown in a form of blocks
which makes functional logical partitions, such as
graph. (Programming algorithm is more complex).
Monitoring is the block for supervision, that declares and initializes state variables and calculates
slipping value. If during monitoring slipping goes
above the threshold value s>sμmin , controller takes
over control of vehicle acceleration from the driver.
sμmax search is the block for iterative search for
highest tangent reaction value, Xnmax when slipping
falls below minimal threshold value smin. The search
ends when in next iteration tangent reaction has lower value then in the previous one, Xnmax< Xn. For maximal tangent reaction the last highest value is taken.
To calculate tangent reaction formula (15) is used.
Front wheel drives split entire grip to longitudinal and lateral [6]. The nature of those grip curves
is such that at maximal longitudinal grip there is
still enough of lateral grip needed to maintain directional control of the vehicle. However, if tangent
reaction has constant increase the search for Xnmax
stops when slipping reaches value smax , given as a
safety condition in order to keep the vehicle under
directional control. (This rare situation can happen
when vehicle moves off road, on mud [1], page 51).
In this case, for tangent reaction value, the value of the last iteration is taken before s>smax .
Initialization is the block for calculating engine torque according to highest tangent reaction,
Te=T(Xnmax), which is calculated from equation
(12) and for closed throttle valve, θe=θmin . Here
is waiting for engine speed to lower enough that
the slipping drops below threshold of maximum
grip. Both program/controller and engine get their
starting values before entering iterations of acceleration function.
Te=const (iterations) is the block where program executes iterations with constant torque.
Throughout iterations throttle valve successively
changes its angle governed by acceleration function. When throttle valve reaches the angle memorized at the start of slipping, θestart , control is given
back to the driver.
If during acceleration grip increases, so that
slipping reaches value lower then minimal, s<smin,
the control is given back to driver.
1282

Figure 3. Algorithm of programming control
μ high/low transient solving is the block which
program enters if grip decreases during acceleration, so that slipping reaches value higher then
maximum allowed, s>smax . Throttle is cut off and
when slipping falls to value lower then minimal
one, the last angle for which the excess slipping
started is assigned to the throttle, θe=θATG . Afterwards the program, goes into block for searching
maximal tangent reaction, sμmax search, for a brand
new μ. New controller leading cycle starts here.
Concerning the value s<smin and s>smax , cases
of grip change are handled, i.e. possible changes
of road state in sense of increasing or decreasing
of road grip during vehicle acceleration.
Safety is the block where in separate program
thread, safety loop takes place. Loop works independently from rest of the program and breaks execution of main program if the driver changes any
pedal position: Brake, throttle, clutch, User Interrupt. Control is given back to driver immediately
and unconditionally.
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1.1.5 Practical Results
For experiments vehicle VW Polo 1.2 was
used, equipped with three cylinders for tact oto
engine and Anti Block System for braking. Engine
has Electronic Throttle Control (ETC).
To determine torque family curves vehicle was
accelerating without slipping from minimal (1000
RPM) to maximal (6000 RPM) engine speed in a
first gear:
– Driving line strait and horizontal
– Road dry asphalt
Gas pedal position was changed programmatically, with a step of 2% of total value of ETC. ETC
was ranging from 25% to 80%, what corresponds to
mechanical gas pedal position from h=hmin, …, hmax .
Every single one torque curve’s family has
been obtained with constant gas pedal position for
particular interval step.
Engine torque Te has been calculated according
to equation (10), using transmission ratio, Te =2T/i
T =
( R + Mrω r ) r + 2 J ω r .................... (10)

Special programming module has been prepared and used to obtain family curves on basis of
increasing engine speed in time, dn/dt = i·dωr/dt,
what has been recorded from camshaft speed sensor, instead of wheel sensors, for practical reasons.
This module was used to process and transform
signals of engine speed.
Signals from camshaft have been recorded in
time.
Figure 4. and Figure 5. shows layout of a part
of free chosen RPM sample signal in time.

Here are input parameters for signal processing
and transformation
2M=1200 [kg], vehicle mass
i=15.8, [-] entire gear ratio I gear
r=0.3 [m] wheel dynamic radius
Signals have been transformed into curves in
frequency-time domain, which gives RPM change
during vehicle acceleration in time, example on
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Engine RPM change during vehicle
acceleration in time, ETC 42%
Curve of RPM change in frequent domain has
been transformed into torque curve change in
torque-time domain, example Figure 7.

Figure 7. Torque curve change during vehicle
acceleration in time, ETC 42%
Torque curve change in torque-time domain
has been transformed into torque curve change in
torque-frequency domain, (engine speed characteristic) example Figure 8.

Figure 4. Layout of signal sample from camshaft
in time for low engine speed

Figure 5. Layout of signal sample from camshaft
in time for high engine speed
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 8. Torque curve change in dependence of
engine speed, ETC 42%
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For gas pedal positions from hmin to hmax torque
curves family of vehicle acceleration have been
obtained, Figure 9.

Validity of algorithm for statistical curves treatment and ordering is marked by overlapping one
to another, Figure 11.

Figure 9. Original torque curves family

Figure 11. Overlapping torque family curves,
original and abstracted

Trough oscillating curves smooth curves have
been drawn, Figure 10.

In the less significant torques area, below 40
[Nm], overlapping is good above 1500 RPM. In
the more significant torques area, above 50 [Nm]
(near crowded curves) overlapping is good above
1500 RPM. Significant torques can not be produced below 1500 RPM, so entire overlapping
of curves is good enough for experimental thesis
check, given in this work.
1.2 Controller ATG
1.2.1 Engine Torque according to Controller
Torque

Figure 10. Torque curves family, ordered
Figure 10. shows that there are torque curves
crowding in the area of significant torques although the ETC step was constant. As well, by the
engine speed above 3000 RPM there are inflection
points in the area of lower torques, <40 [Nm], and
they are growing into second maximum in the area
of significant torques, >50 [Nm]. Those second
maximums are noticeable while driving, making a
jerk during accelerating, that can be felt.
Curves crowding and two curve maxumums
are consequence of engine control unit (ECU)
mapping. Natural engine torque curves have no
crowding, but have only one maximum even
though they may have inflection points.
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Figure 12. shows engine and controller torque
curves on the slippery road.

Figure 12. Engine Torque Curve and Controller
Torque curve on slippery road
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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During acceleration at lower engine speed,
torque increases along with engine speed increase,
according to curve TETC(n) (driver). At the point S
torque reaches slipping value. Further increase of
engine power does not make sense because excess
power increases, along with slipping.
Area closed with curves TETC(n) and TATG(n)
represents excess engine power during vehicle acceleration. (Parea=Tω=2πTn).
Controller accelerates vehicle from point S to
point E by torque curve TTAG(n)=const eliminating
excess power that causes slipping.
1.2.2 Adapting Engine Torque
From point S to point Temax engine torque naturally increases by torque TETC(n). To bring torque
to curve TTAG(n) throttle angle θ successively decreases. From point Temax to point E torque naturally decreases, therefore throttle angle θ successively increases. At the point E is TE=TS and further control stops.
Figure 13. shows ATG block schema. Input
signals to controller are gas pedal position (driver), unique angular speeds of front and rear wheels
and engine speed RPM.
While slipping ATG imobilizes influence of
mechanical gas pedal to ETC and takes over control to ETC. Controller sends further to engine
computer (Engine ECU) gas pedal positions h
which orders throttle angles θ according to acceleration function, θ=f(Te,ωe)Te=const.
Engine computer sets up throttle angles θe=θ.
Engine delivers torque TATG(n).
(In fact, controller does not controls throttle in
direct mode, although this is possible. Instead it
sends signals, that ETC understands as gas pedal
position h, what sets up throttle angle θe for which
required engine torque was obtained. That way,
real acceleration function is h=f(Te,ωe)Te=const).
Throttle angle changes are discrete and in small
steps. Throttle changes its angle when engine
speed reaches the value that gives excess power
causing slipping.

Figure 13. Adaptive torque generator ATG
1.3 Experiments and Results
1.3.1 Simulator
Parameters of engine, vehicle, transmission,
parameters of road and slip limits:
Engine
TETC(n), Temax = 68 [Nm], maximum torque for
the selected torque family curve
Vehicle
2M=1200 [kg], vehicle mass
Transmission
2δ1=0.040 [-], 2δ2=0.035 [-], coefficient of revolving masses (1.1)
i=15.8 [-] entire transmission’s ratio, first gear
r=0.3 [m], dynamic wheel radius
Road:
TS=44 [Nm], slip torque, Figure 14.
Slipping limits
smin=0.10 [-], smax=0.30 [-]
Figure 14. shows simulation results for slipping increased torque caused by sudden gas pedal
press (initiated slip):

Figure 14. ATG simulator torque curve
1-2: TETC< TS
2-3: Increasing gas pedal (driver)
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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3: TETC> TS
3-4: ś >0
4: Xnmax calculated
4-5: ATG increasing gas pedal, h=hmin
5-6: ś <0
6: s=sXnmax , θe=θATG
7: Tn =TXnmax/(ir), Xf = Xnmax
2-7: ωe7 - ωe2 , engine speed increase due to vehicle speed increase.
Vehicle speed increase at the cost of kinetic
momentum decrease of power train, after, closing
throttle
7-8: TATG(n) with discrete steps (acceleration
function)
Slanted segments of curve: θATG(n)=const
Vertical segments of curve: θATG= θATG+Δθ,
discrete throttle angle change to get over to next
torque curve.
Δθ: Throttle angle step
8: TATG= TETC
8-9: TETC(n)
1.3.2 Vehicle
Parameters of engine, vehicle, transmission,
parameters of road, slip limits and controller cycle:
Engine
ETC: h=hmax (full gas)
Vehicle
2M=1200 [kg], vehicle mass
i=15.8, укупан прен. однос, I степ. преноса
r=0.3 [m], динамички полупречник точка
Transmission
2δ1=0.040 [-], 2δ2=0.035 [-], coefficient of rotated masses (1.1)
i=15.8 [-] entire transmission ratio, first gear
r=0.3 [m], dynamic wheel radius
Road
Mixture of soil, gravel and low density flora
(Off road, unknown grip coefficient, μ)
Climbing path with unknown slope.
Slipping limits
smin=0.10 [-], smax=0.30 [-]
Controller clock = 50 [ms]
Two channel oscilloscope recorded engine
speed and the throttle angle that ATG sends to engine ECU. The data obtained are stored in the file
type *.csv (comma separated values).
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Considering engine speeds and the throttle angles
stored in *.csv file, engine torque from look up table
has been evaluated during vehicle acceleration.
Figure 15. shows experimental results. The test
has been conducted with extreme condition, maximal gas pedal pressed, h=hmax .

Figure 15. ATG torque curve at vehicle, initiated
slip
Points 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 on diagram Figure 15
correspondent to the points of simulator diagram,
Figure 14., along with their explanations.
At the point 8 maximum engine speed allowed
has been reached, ~6000[RPM]. After that, engine
ECU limits further increase of engine speed electronically for safety overrun reason.
Periodically irregular shape change of curve
TATG(n), 7-8 comes out of static produced by controller. However, the nature of curve Te(n)=const
is recognizable.
Safety: ATG does not switch on in case of
clutch slip, using condition ωe>ωf ·i. That is vehicle starting off from spot or clutch fatigue.
1.4 Discussion and Comparing to Common
Concepts
In papers [4]-[7] tangent force is controlled according to slip, Xn=s(μ) aiming for value μmax on
line. Throttle angle changes using feedback in order to control engine torque.
Aiming for single state point via feedback results in periodic engine torque changes within
regulation range:
When is s>s(μmax ) torque decreases.
When is s<s(μmax ) torque increases.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Torque increase and decrease trough regulation
range is achieved by fast throttle angle changes.
Engine functioning in regime of fast charge causes
increased emission of toxic exhaust gases [7].
Comparing to previous papers, there is no feedback along with throttle oscillations, or vibrations
and noise of braking system.
Torque control is conducted through acceleration function. Programming code is used as the
means of realization of acceleration function’s
work, written on basis of algorithm of slip control.
The highest road tangent reaction Xnmax , is calculated once, considering on line road conditions
and torque T adapted to this reaction is applied to
driving wheel. Slip s is monitored all the time and
if that grip μ remains the same, torque T remains
the same to. Throttle angle changes are successive
and in same direction and only once they change
direction during vehicle acceleration, at the point
of maximum torque for given charge. Throttle
angle step changes are very small. Charge changes are minimized, so are the conditions to create
worst exhaust gas emission.
2. Conclusions
In this paper new concept of control front wheel
drive slip during vehicle acceleration on the slippery road is shown.
The concept is based on engine torque adaption
to road grip preserving the exces power that would
cause slipping otherwise. Constant torque is transmitted to driving wheels that gives constant tangent force of driving wheel, adapted to road grip.
(Adaptive Torque Generator (ATG)).
Common torque control by feedback is replaced with acceleration function and programming code. Algorithm of programming code includes monitoring block and block with procedure
in case of increased or decreased grip.
Function takes the data used for torque control acceleration from a look up table. The table
includes torque curves family in dependency of
throttle angle and corresponding engine speed
RPM. Data for the table are obtained by recording
while the vehicle during acceleration.
The concept has been tested using simulation
and live testing on vehicle, afterwards. Program
for vehicle acceleration control and program for
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

simulation have been developed from scratch specifically for this paper.
Live testing on vehicle was conducted with
maximal engine charge (full gas), what is extreme
condition, not to be expected in praxis. Therfore
ATG unit is able control slip on the non-slippery
road, if the vehicle has engine powerful enough to
achieve slipping on such a road.
On slippery road engine performance is without excess power that causes uncontrolled slipping. The vehicle accelerates well and has a good
directional stability, because the value of longitudinal slip is determined in such way that it reserves enough grip to prevent lateral slip, what is
necessary to maintain vehicle direction moving.
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APPENDIX 1
Interval of Slip Increase and Convergence of Slip
Change along the Curve μ=μ(s)
At the base of equation (2) for slip definition
fallows
sω=
ω f − ωr
r

from which follows:
d
dt

ω f − ω r

Replacing ώf – ώr into (13) and replacing obtained value into (14) follows
d
T − Tn ( s ) =
J ( sωr )
dt

Furthermore,
sωr + sω r =

1
J

[T − Tn ( s )]

so that slip change in time is:
=
s

 T − Tn ( s ) − sω  .................... (16)
r
ωr 
J

1

Equation (16) implies that slip s has to be increasing, if slip change in time is increasing (obviously), ś>0, or:
T − Tn ( s )
J

− sω r > 0

which suggests that torque which should be applied to wheel in slipping conditions is:
T − J ω r s > Tn ( s ) .......................... (17)

With torque Tn(s), (12), that can be transmitted
to road without slip, equation (17) gives
T − J ω r s > [ 2 X n ( s ) − R − Mrω r ] r ............. (18)

Dividing (18) by r follows
Xt −
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( sω=
r)

J
r

ω r s > 2 X n ( s ) − R − Mrω r
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1
2

( X t + R + Mrω r ) −

J
2r

ω r s > X n ( s ) ........... (19)

where is Xt =T/r wheel tangential force.
Left side of the equation (19) has a form of
straight line with slip s as argument, with negative
slope coefficient, -Jώr/2r, and slice off on ordinate,
(1/2)( Xf +R+Mr ώr ).
Figure 16. shows straight line (left side) and
curve (right side) from the equation (19), where
the curve of tangent reaction Xn(s) is given with
equation (1). Static grip coefficient μ(s) curve
from the Figure 1. is added for comparison.

Figure 16. Range of slip changes in time, and
slip convergence
Figure 16. shows existence of range sa , sb of
slip s, in which slip increases in time: ś<0. If slip s
falls to value lower then the value of lower bound
of given range, s<sa , slip increase in time: ś>0. At
the point a there is no change of slip in time: ś=0.
It means that there exists natural tendency to create
slip balance at the point a which is the beginning of
range sa, sb, with constant slip value, s=const.
This discussion directs to an interesting conclusion:
It is enough to set some value to tangential
wheel force Xt = Xnmax , and maintain it afterwards
keeping it constant and slip will stabilize itself
naturally near point a of slip range.
Hence, there is no need to aim continuously via
feedback point Xnmax .
If slip s increases to value higher then that the
upper bound of given range, s>sb , slip in time increases indefinitely: ś>0 (Slip divergence).
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

In order to maximize vehicle acceleration, it is
necessary to optimize range a, b in which slip is
stabilizing.
Slice on the ordinate should be such that point
a with constant slip, s=const, lays as close as possible to Xnmax .
On the other hand, as approaching with point a
toward the curve maximum, range sa , sb tends to
shorten. If range shortens too much, slip in time
can easilly go out of bounds and into area s>sb,
where slip will increase continuously, because of
properties of physical system.
Increase of peripheral wheel force Xt increases
ordinate slice directly affecting at the same time vehicle acceleration via ωr . Translating the strait line
up along ordinate will cause range sa , sb to shorten.
However, this will increase vehicle acceleration,
and with higher ωr the slope coefficient of strait
line k=-Jωr/2r will grow. Strait line angle to abscise
grows, intersection point b of strait line and curve
goes further, and the range sa , sb lengthens.
Confirmation of conclusion about slip stabilization and optimization of slip interval goes beyond this paper and takes another effort.
APPENDIX 2
Software & Hardware Description
Software contains:
–– Module for signal processing and
transformation of engine speed RPM from
raw signal to torque-frequency domain
(engine speed characteristic) along with
algorithms for statistical treatment of
particular curves of torque family
–– Module for ordering curve family of torque
along with algorithms to draw smooth
curves trough oscillatory torque curves,
which are obtained out of module for signal
processing and transformation
–– Module for control along with acceleraton
function θ=f(Te,ωe)Te=const and calculation of
road tangent reaction Xn for maximum grip
μ(s)=μmax
–– Module for simulation along with visual
presentation of engine torque change during
vehicle acceleration in real time
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To write code programming language Visual
C# was used.
Hardware contains:
– Controller for acceleration functions
– Module for instruction execution delivered
from control module
To write code for executing module of controller programming language C was used.
Linking controlled programming module to executing controller module has been done externally.
Controller functions and has been tested with
two more acceleration functions. One of those
adapts engine torque for maximal efficiency during vehicle acceleration, the other one controls
gradient of acceleration.
System has open programming structure: It’s
free to build in new acceleration function by given
condition. I. e. acceleration with minimum fuel
consumption.
It does not matter which wheels will be drive
wheels, front or rear ones.
ATG unit is simple to construct and operate,
cheep and easy to incorporate into vehicle that is
already in exploitation.
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Abstract
Within the scope of running a business in today’s modern environment, the primary objective
of all the business subjects is ensuring business
continuity. Of course, every company is founded
with the purpose of creating an extra value and its
exploitation but for achieving that, ensuring business continuity should be considered a prior condition. Above all, ensuring business continuity today represents the basis for a successful and long
standing company in the future. However, that is
exactly what seems the most difficult to achieve.
In order to avoid crisis situations, it is necessary
for a company to have an adequately implemented
system for early warning, concerning a risk of a
business crisis occurrence, which would, together
with the function of a controlling system, determine the steps which should be taken by management of a company in the future.
Exactly for these reasons, within the scope of
this work, the aim was to reach the answer to the
question: are there companies which are (or might
be) immune to a business crisis, or are there such
managing systems which can ensure for a company recognizing and perceiving the first signs of
a crisis on time, i.e. which instruments of operating should be used by management of a company
in order to ensure business continuity.
Key words: crisis, crisis situations, crisis effects, business continuity, anticipative management, preventive acting.
1. Introduction
This work is based on an empirical research focused on a pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis period,
so through the research, the aim was to find out
what kinds of prevention-related systems the companies observed have (the research was conducted
on a pattern of small and middle companies). FurVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

thermore, the objective was also to state the facts
about the factors causing these crisis situations, in
other words, the essential aim of the research was to
determine the crisis situations’ effects on a very process of managing a company. While doing that, the
objective to achieve was to find out to what extent
the companies observed are prepared for crisis situations. The emphasis in this work is put on the need
for preventive acting but also for using the elements
of strategic management so that the information received in due time could be turned into (made into)
perfectly timed reactions. This is the only way to
continuously operate business and to eliminate any
great fear of crisis threats at the same time.
Business continuity itself is very demanding
and in order to be maintained, it requires managers
who run companies to possess adequate governing competencies so that they could achieve i.e.
succeed to ensure business continuity. But it is exactly what the greatest possible challenge, put in
front of management of a company, is. Through
continual following the growth and progress of a
company during regular business operating, management is responsible for determining all the potential dangers by which the stability of business
continuity might be threatened. In case that management does not perceive these dangers on time,
or if it perceives it but does not provide a reaction
to it on time, the chances for a company to get
into certain crisis situation soon are increased. For
that reason it is really necessary to pay special attention to pre-crisis managing, i.e. to make all the
efforts possible in order to avoid crisis situations.
However, in spite of all the efforts (negligence)
shown, companies pretty often (sometimes unknowingly) find themselves in one of the forms
(levels) of a crisis. In situations when a company
is already faced with a crisis, it would be most desirable for management to admit that a company,
being under the set of certain conditions (internal
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or external factors), is confronted with a crisis situation. Although this seems to be rather simple,
numerous researches proved that this is actually
a great problem since managers are expected to
admit that the incompetences or indolence, concerning their work, caused the situation which occurred. In case that this does not happen, a company is immediately put at risk of moving from
a latent into an acute state of a crisis. The more
time passes, the more destructive the consequences are. Those destructive effects are very difficult
to handle and they can be compared to flood water which has risen and destroys everything in its
path. In those moments it is very hard to control
a company, especially employees, so establishing
control over working processes and employees
turns out to be the primary task of a management.
It should be noted that being at an acute level does
not necessarily include liquidation of a company.
The acute state of a crisis consists of two states:
surmountable and insurmountable state. For better illustration, see the following figure containing
phases of a crisis process.

Figure 1. Phases of a crisis process [1]
Before providing explanations for phases of a crisis process, it is necessary to give a definition which
illustrates a crisis the best, so here we will quote the
famous German author Ulrich Krystek, who states
that crises are time-limited processes which are neither desired nor planned, which can be influenced
to a certain degree, whose outcome is ambivalent
and may include destruction or restoration [2]. Taking the phases of a crisis process into consideration,
it can easily be concluded that the first level of all
the crisis situations is actually a potential crisis situation. It is about the fact that a company is still not
in a crisis, but there are certain symptoms occurring
(for example, losing several small customers in the
companies from the production sector, is actually a
symptom of a potential crisis) which might cause
a crisis. A potential crisis can last up to two years.
1292

It leads to, or actuates a latent crisis which clearly
means that even at those moments a company is
already at (mild) initial levels of various crisis situations. These are the moments that we previously
spoke about and which refer to admitting and accepting certain facts about a crisis by management
of a company. If this is done in time and if there are
adequate strategies, initiated in response to certain
crisis situations which have arisen, the chances for
a company to be redeemed from a crisis, or to overcome a crisis process, are increased. Unless that
happens, a company will get into an acute state of
a crisis which, in global terms, consists of two segments and those are: state of a surmountable acute
crisis and state of an insurmountable acute crisis.
The first state requires an urgent, coarse but detailed
analysis to be carried out, concerning a state of a
company, as well as forming a recovery plan. What
is also very important is a choice of the adequate
mechanisms, through which a salvage process in a
crisis-affected company would be performed. In
case this is performed in a superficial or inadequate
way, in the following period a company will automatically move to an insurmountable acute state,
which will result in collapse, i.e. a company will
inevitably face a downfall. If, however, carrying out
the analysis mentioned shows that there are no instruments for overcoming a crisis situation, than it
is desirable for a company to declare bankruptcy so
that its assets could be used to satisfy creditors and
by doing that, a business code of ethics would be
met, as well as a code of fair business.
2. The aim of the work
As we stated in the introduction, every company’s aim is making and maximizing profits. In order to achieve that, continuous (planned) progress
of a company must be maintained, with very small
deviations from the primary targets. However,
what seems to be a difficulty here, are crisis situations which develop unplanned and disrupt business continuity. To elude crisis situations, managers of companies should own systems which would
warn them about the occurrence (symptoms) of a
business crisis. For that purpose, we conducted a
research in small and middle companies from the
furniture industry in Bosnia and Herzegovina (an
economic branch important for Bosnia and HerzeVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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govina, because it constantly has surplus, which
means that in this branch, a proportion of imports
covered by exports is achieved). The research has
shown that 80% of the companies polled do not
have any kind of system or subsystem for early
warning about a danger of a crisis situation occurrence, which is even more clearly visible from the
following graphic.
Table 1. Preventive warning system
Percentage
Established

YES
NO
Total

20.3
79.7
100.0

Cumulative
percentage
20.3
100.0

Figure 2. Preventive warning system
Of course, from this we can draw a conclusion that companies, which do not own systems
for early warning about a business crisis occurrence, are in danger, i.e. those companies have a
good chance of getting into a certain level of a
crisis, very soon. To confirm this hypothesis, we
performed the testing, trying to determine the percentage of the managers polled, who consider that
their company might be confronted with a certain
form of a crisis, in the near future. The results obtained are shown in the following graphic:
Table 2. Concerns about the possibility of entering a crisis
Percentage
Concerned

YES
NO
Total

Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

81.1
18.9
100.0

Cumulative
percentage
81.1
100.0

Figure 3. Concerns about the possibility of entering a crisis
From the previous graphic, it is clear that 81%
of the companies polled, are truly concerned about
the fact that they might be faced with a certain form
of a crisis soon, while only 19% of the companies
are not worried about a business crisis occurrence.
If we compare the percentages obtained through
the researches, we will easily notice that the percentage of companies which own systems for early
warning is equal to the percentage of those who are
actually not concerned about facing a business crisis, because they react in due time, i.e. they get the
needed information in time, based on which they
make operational decisions and make strategic adjustments. So in reference to this, we can give the
answer to the question: are there companies which
are immune to crises? Of course, there is no company immune to crisis situations but by using systems
for early warning and through interaction with controlling, management can react in due time, so there
should not be any great dangers threatening to disrupt business continuity. Unfortunately, through our
research, we found that the situation is not “pink” at
all, i.e. we found that a very small number of companies act proactively. Under such circumstances,
for management, ensuring business continuity is
at risk, which will definitely have negative effects
on the way a company works, and those negative
effects will surely be evident even more broadly.
Furthermore, this leads us to the central topic of
this work, within which all the explanations, concerning the impacts a crisis might have on business
continuity, will be provided.
Speaking of crisis effects, it is of greatest importance to deal with constructive and destructive
effects which a crisis leaves behind. Since it is
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well known that crises are time-limited processes,
it is very important for management of a company
“to know how to handle” a crisis. During a crisis,
which is, we may well say a period of emergency,
there are certain processes occurring within a company, which directly influence the way a company
operates. However, before we move to discussing these constructive and destructive effects, we
must point out the fact that companies often face
a crisis precisely for the reason that they have no
clear vision about where they want to get or what
they yearn to achieve over the time. The following
image [3]shows all the interest groups vulnerable
to a crisis occurrence.

Table 3. Employee-related indicators

Number of
employees
Educational
qualification
of employees
Indicator
Employee
satisfaction
Employee
turnover
Total

Percentage

Cumulative
percentage

20.3

20.3

24.3

44.6

54.1

98.6

1.4

100.0

100.0

Figure 4. Interest groups and potential dangers
caused by a business crisis

Figure 5. Employee-related indicators

From the previous image, we can clearly see
that the consequences of destructive effects of
a crisis are multiple and that they are very usually followed by a situation in which a company
becomes illiquid and insolvent, than it decreases
the number of employees, undermines its own
reputation and image, and reduces the quality of
its own products and services. Today, at the time
of the modern economy, the prevailing opinion
is that companies are the best possible instruments for achieving personal aims for individuals/
groups employed by those companies. As long as
they consider that they can achieve their aims and
goals, they will be interested in a way a company
operates (in its objectives). Taking that into consideration, it can easily be concluded that destructive effects come from a situation in which these
individuals (groups) are not able to achieve their
personal objectives. In order to check whether or
not managers of companies recognize this occurrence, we carried out a research through which
we aimed to find out what the greatest attention is
paid to when it comes to employees of a company.

From the previous tables, it is clearly evident
that managers of the companies polled (when it
comes to employees) pay the greatest attention
to employee satisfaction. It tells us that there is a
high level of awareness about satisfaction of employees, whose motivation directly influences the
objectives of a company.
However, that which cannot be avoided when
a crisis occurs, are destructive effects which a crisis brings about and leaves behind. As we have
previously provided an overview of these destructive effects, now we can state that the main activity holders in a company can be divided in two
groups and those are: Employees of a company
and Shareholders – owners of capital. Through the
research we find that the most significant destructive effects concerning employees are: loss of jobs
- employees are constantly exposed to this risk
which has disturbing effects on them; impacts of
stressful situations – a possibility of losing a job
creates stress for employees and seriously undermines their health and motivation at the same time;
abolition of rights to benefits earned and reducing
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weekly working time; elimination of professional
training for employees – which is actually a rather
frequent activity taken by managers during crisis
situations and justified by their concerns for savings; loss of social connections – this means ending the social connections obtained among the employees, which represents a direct consequence of
destructive effects of a crisis.
When we explored which destructive effects
the owners of capital were faced with, it turned
out that there are the three most dominant of all
and those are: loss of capital invested, giving up
the return on equity, and decline in the value of
acquired participation rights.
As we previously stated, these destructive impacts do not affect only employees and owners of
capital, but they are also of wide-ranging nature.
The level of its exogenous destructive impact depends on the size of a company coping with a crisis
situation so it affects the entire economy, partners
of a company, as well as a government together
with its local bodies and institutions. Destructive
impacts that a crisis has on overall economy are
primarily reflected in financial losses related to insolvency. Partners involved in businesses with a
company undergoing a crisis are also in danger of
suffering serious financial losses, which is at the
same time a clear threat that they might be faced
with a crisis situation in the following period too.
From the macroeconomic point of view, as well
as from the government’s point of view, in reference to these destructive effects, we can say that
meeting the objectives for the government and
all of its institutions is put at risk in many ways,
which is manifested through tax revenue reduction, increased expenditures, and undermining the
process of meeting all the other objectives such
as full employment and objectives of competition.
On the other hand, there are also constructive effects of a crisis. The point is that “crises in companies are capable of releasing innovative strengths,
which have so far been unknown and which can
overcome the barriers for introducing necessary
changes” [4]. As they successfully surmount a crisis, employees in a company usually get a feeling
of their own values and through that, they establish
their own new system of goals. Overcoming a crisis for an individual creates a feeling of satisfaction
and it is considered a positive experience, thereby
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

it represents an additional power and it improves
self-confidence of employees in a company. Trough
these constructive impacts a crisis can be observed
as a chance for a new beginning since strategies for
surmounting a crisis require leaving routines and
introducing innovative measures, which all together demands high readiness of management. This is
why it is very common, in discussions on a company’s development issues, that some claim that exactly these phases of acute crisis offer a chance for
implementing new structures [5]. Just like destructive impacts do not affect only a company undergoing a crisis, constructive effects also have a wide
range of influences. The fact which needs to be
stated is that, unlike destructive, these constructive
effects have reverse direction of influence, both in
endogenous and exogenous sphere of impacts. This
is reflected in increased readiness to take risks, i.e.
in preference for investments including a heightened risk but also higher yields [6].
3. Methodology
Just a few studies on crisis and crisis effects
have been carried out within the area of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Those studies are conceptual and/or
empirical. Again, just a few of them have a strong
foothold in theory. In this work we aimed to make
a comparison between theoretical attitudes and the
research conducted in small and middle companies.
Taking into consideration all of those facts, through
this research we tried to reach some qualitative data
which would, not only explain more thoroughly crisis consequences, but also help defining the way a
business was run prior to a crisis situation, as well
as the main causes which actuated a crisis situation. Based on that, it is much easier to analyze the
consequences of a crisis, and it is much simpler to
understand destructive and/or constructive effects
which a crisis brings about and leaves behind.
After a theoretical part of handling a subject of
the work, we move on to the research section. Through the very process of conducting a research, a dominant role belonged to the method of collecting
primary data, which was conducted through a direct
(personal) interviewing and through filling questionnaires by the members of top management from
the companies surveyed. Questions in the questionnaire were in closed format, which means that
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the examinees had to opt for one or more answers
from the offered ones. In the questionnaire, there
are also questions with an offered answer, based on
a 1-5 intensity of importance scale (in some cases
1-3 and 1-7). The creating of the questionnaire was
preceded by a pre-testing phase (performed by the
three top managers) after which some of the questions were eliminated, some reformulated, and some
added afterwards. During August and September,
the questionnaire was sent to 121 addresses (representative sample - 62% of total number of companies). Since one of the poll-takers was present, in
most of the cases, while the questionnaire was filled
in, by the end of September we had a total number of 71 questionnaires properly filled out, which
were within the scope of analysis. It makes a total
of 58.67% questionnaires filled out, which is, compared to the results obtained in practice until now,
a pretty representative result. While distributing
the questionnaires, a special emphasis was put on
efforts to make a balance in covering companies, in
terms of different geographical positions they have.
While creating a sample, the data from APIF were
used. After the research was conducted, analysis of
the findings followed. The testing results are shown
through categorial, ordinal and sustained values, and
depending on their distribution, they are introduced
as a median with interquartile range (asymmetrical
distribution) or arithmetic mean ± standard deviation (normal distribution). For testing the significance of the differences in statistical terms, parametric
and non-parametric tests were used, taking into
consideration preliminary estimate of the normality
of variables’ distribution. Statistical hypotheses will
be tested according to the level of importance from
a=0,05, i.e. the difference between the patterns will
be considered important if P<0.05. For determining
the differences between the initial and final testing,
t- tests of difference will be used (parametric) i.e.
Chi-squared test (non-parametric), and depending
on preliminary assessments about normality of distribution. The analysis of data will be done by means of statistical software SPSS 17.0 for Windows.
4. Results of the research
Within the scope of the research, a special
emphasis was put on that part of a research dealing with handling crisis situations and thus, of gre1296

at significance was the behavior of managers from
small and middle companies in furniture industry,
especially under conditions of crisis situations. The
presentation of the results was done graphically and
comments for each question were provided. Based
on the data obtained, and those previously processed in statistical terms, analysis was conducted
as well as gathering of the results in order to have
a suitable overview offering a clear notion about
the consequences of crisis effects. In the first part
of the research, we aimed to determine the causes
i.e. symptoms actuating crisis effects and all in
order to have a better understanding of crisis and
consequences left behind. Within that, there was a
research about internal and external causes of crisis situations, and the factors having strong impact
on surmounting a crisis were also explored. They
were of great importance for determining effects/
consequences of crises and their influences on
business continuity. By doing that, we had a clear
overview of impacts a crisis has on business continuity and we succeeded in proving the importance
(significance) of an early warning system and in
stating that nonexistence of these systems affects
the ensuring of business continuity. Through the research we also gathered some pieces of information
(which fit a theoretical attitude as well) about different types of crisis management and the regular one,
which run the companies observed. In that way, it
was determined that reactive crisis management
has a dominant role in running businesses in companies confronted with crisis situations, and also
that instruments used are from the group of those
belonging to operative crisis management, as well
as that only a small percentage of companies (app.
20%) use the instruments of strategic management.
By doing this it was much simpler to understand
and select all the reactive and constructive effects a
crisis might have.
5. Analysis and Discussion
5.1. Analysis of crisis situation and business
discontinuity occurrence
When we speak about crisis situations it is very
important to define the data perceived by managers and the levels of importance they have. Based
on the research conducted, we found that managVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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ers pay the greatest attention to financial results
during the analysis of the way a company works
(30.4%), the second place belongs to the production results (23.5%), the third most important result is sales area result (19.8%), the fourth one is
the result concerning a purchase service (10.3%)
while the fifth most important result for managers
is related to a level of technological equipment of
production lines (5.8%). All of these are shown in
the graphic number 6.
Table 4. Results that a great importance is attached
to, during an analysis of the way a company works
To the financial results
To the sales area results
To the results concerning a
number of employees
To the results of a purchase
service
Results To the production results
To the results related to
a level of technological
equipment of production lines
To the results concerning
innovative activities
Total

Percentage
30.4
19.8
5.4

possible. From the table that follows, we can see
how often the companies surveyed conduct analyses of their business results.
Table 5. The frequency of monitoring and analyzing
business results
33.8
18.9

Cumulative
percentage
33.8
52.7

6.8

59.5

21.6
6.8
4.1
1.4
6.8
100.0

81.1
87.8
91.9
93.2
100.0

Percentage
Daily
Weekly
Once every
two weeks
Monthly
Frequency
Quarterly
Half-yearly
Yearly
As needed
Total

10.3
23.5
5.8
4.8
100.0

Figure 7. The frequency of monitoring and
analyzing business results

Figure 6. Results that a great importance is
attached to, during an analysis of the way a
company works
Analyzing business discontinuity is preceded
by analyzing a state of a company undergoing a
crisis. From the previous table it can be seen to
which results companies pay the greatest attention, so using that table and data from the domain
of analyzing information concerning business and
how frequent those analyses are carried out, we
can come to conclusion about to what extent companies consider the occurrence of business continuity. In order to notice the appearance of business discontinuity, management needs to conduct
analyses about their business results, as often as
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

From the results shown we can see that 33.8%
of companies analyze their business results daily,
while 21.6% of companies conduct an analysis on
a monthly basis, 18.9% of companies carry out an
analysis weekly, 6.8% of companies do it once every two weeks, quarterly, or as needed. Only 4.1
% of companies surveyed approach to an analysis
half-yearly, while 1.4% of companies conduct an
analysis on a yearly basis.
If we take the results of the last two poll questions into consideration, we can state that management actually does not analyze their current
position on a daily basis, but they only check the
liquidity and through that, they perform an operative business. Of course, such an attitude significantly supports management’s inefficiency i.e. it
tells us that there is no prevention concerning crisis situations. All this leads us to the fact that management has a dominant role in taking a company
into the process of a business crisis.
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5.2. Different perceptions of business crisis
shown by top management and management of middle level in the companies
observed
In order to more easily define what kind of perceptions managers have about a business crisis,
we first need to determine factors which are, according to them, important for achieving a business success. For that purpose we conducted a research and gathered the following results.
Tabela 6. Factors important for achieving business success
Percentage
Setting realistic goals
which are achievable in
time planned for their
realization
Executive organization
within a company
Factor
Excellent management
Good control
High-quality business
environment
Industry on the rise
Total

27.2

22.6
21.6
6.2

Very
involved
Involved
Level of Partly
involvment involved
Not involved
at all
Total

Percentage

Cumulative
percentage

21.9

21.9

50.7

72.6

19.2

91.8

8.2

100.0

100.0

14.2
8.2
100.0

Figure 8. Factors important for achieving business success
From the results shown, it can be seen that, as
the main factor for achieving business success,
27.2% of companies see setting realistic goals
which are achievable in time planned for their
realization, 22.6% of companies consider the executive organization within a company to be the
most important factor, while 21.6% of companies
find that excellent management is the most significant factor for achieving business success. On the
place number four we have high-quality business
environment, which is, by 14.2% of examinees,
considered to be the most important factor for
achieving business success. After we determined
factors which managers consider to be of great im1298

portance for achieving success, it was much easier
to realize what they think that a business crisis is,
i.e. what arises concern for them and what they do
not worry about. For that purpose we explored
the involvement of management in the planning
process and we reached some pretty interesting
results. Moreover, we found that, involvement of
managers into a planning process for emergency
situations, is of different intensity, as it follows:
Table 7. Management’s involvement in the planning
process for emergency situations

Figure 9. Management’s involvement in the planning process for emergency situations
From the results shown above we can see that
management is involved in the planning process in
51% of the companies polled, and that in 22% of
companies management is very involved while in
19% of companies management is partly involved
in that process. This tells a lot about the way managers of the companies surveyed perceive a business crisis, and it is very clear how much attention
they pay to crisis situations we spoke about in the
introductory part of this work.
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5.3. Consequences of a crisis and results
achieved by crisis management through
the salvage process and ensuring business
continuity

for getting a company out of a crisis, having the
highest percentage of participation. The results of
that research are shown bellow:

5.3.1 Level of development concerning controlling as a management tool and as a
support to managers in decision making
process
Controlling represents preventive acting, it is
not focused on control (retroactive process) but it
is directed at further processes, aiming at avoidance of negative situations which a company might
eventually be faced with in the period to come. So
it is one of the instruments which help management in the process of running a company. More
about controlling was said in the third chapter of
this work. Through this research it was of great
importance for us to find out how the managers
polled comprehend a process of controlling. For
that reason, we conducted a research about what
are the situations in which the managers polled
consider the use of controlling function useful and
here are the findings we reached:

Figure 10. Controlling in situations
From the results shown above it can be observed that 61.4% of companies consider that controlling is needed in entire business, while 12.9%
of them find that controlling is needed only in
crisis situations, and 25.7% of companies believe
that the function of controlling would be useful
in order to have a continual course of operating a
business. Since controlling is actually a function
within management, we also conducted a research
to determine who had the most important role
when a company was in a crisis. At that point we
reached a very significant finding which is that the
function of controlling is particularly responsible
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 11. Important role during a crisis
From the results shown above it is clear that
33% of companies consider that the most important role in the process of surmounting a crisis
belonged to the controlling department, 30% of
companies think it is the crisis management department, than 20.9% of companies believe that
the credit for this goes to other departments, and finally 16% of companies consider that it happened
through the merit of accounting service. From this
research it may well be concluded that the companies mentioned (a great majority) consider that
controlling function is needed through entire business operated in a company which is appropriate if
we take into account the fact that it represents the
function of management, i.e. help for management
while operating a company. The problem is in the
fact that controlling function requires a meaningful work on introduction, implementation and use
of a system for preventive warning, and we stated
that the companies surveyed did not establish it.
5.3.2. Systems for early warning and
operating based on weak signals
Previously in the theoretical part systems for
early warning were thoroughly explained, and in
this part we will only mention their essence and
relate them to the research conducted, in theoretical terms. Furthermore, systems for early warning
function by the means of weak signals and they
warn about the occurrence of a business discontinuity, i.e. point at certain stages, or processes of
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work which do not function as they should, and by
doing that, they draw the management’s attention
to the fact that in future, the business in a company
might be in a turbulent space. For better understanding a business crisis, we checked whether or
not the companies observed have the systems for
warning about business discontinuities as a basic
presumption of an early warning system. The findings we reached are:
Table 8. Implementation of indicators warning
about disproportions in business
Percentage
Establishment

YES
NO
Total

47.8
52.2
100.0

Cumulative
percentage
47.8
100.0

Figure 12. Implementation of indicators warning
about disproportions in business
From the results shown above, we can see that
48% of companies established indicators serving
to warn about certain disproportions in business
while even 52% of companies do not own any system of indicators. This system only represents the
basis since it helps to determine disproportions in
business in a company, and as it can be noticed
here we have a high percentage (52%) of those
companies which do not own this system either.
This is supported by the results of the further research which is about how many companies have
the early warning systems established.
Table 9. Preventive warning system
Percentage
Established

1300

YES
NO
Total

20.3
79.7
100.0

Cumulative
percentage
20.3
100.0

Figure 13. Preventive warning system
From the results displayed above, it can be seen
that 20% of companies have the system for preventive warning about a business crisis while even
80% of companies do not have that system established. That represents an extremely great danger
for companies and we cannot ignore the fact that
those companies are very exposed to a crisis. Following this, we can state that there is a high percentage of companies which are in a certain form
of a latent crisis. Also, the fact that a great percentage (61.3%) of the examinees consider the system
for early warning to be of great help, supports the
previous statement. The results are shown in the
table which follows.
Table 10. The efficiency of early warning systems

27.4
14.5
14.5

Cumulative
percentage
27.4
41.9
56.5

9.7

66.1

33.9

100.0

Percentage
Helps
Does not help
Partially helps
We did not
implement it
because we think
Result
it would not help
We did not
implement it but
we believe it
would help
Total

100.0

Figure 14. The efficiency of early warning systems
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From the results shown above it can be concluded
that 33.9% of companies did not implement an early
warning system but they think it would be helpful,
while 27.4% of companies find the implementation
to be of great help, and there is the same percentage
of companies (14.5%) considering that the system
does not help at, and that it only helps partially.
Based on everything previously explored, it can
be stated that companies surveyed, and at the same
time the very economic sector to which they belong,
are very exposed to crisis effects. Furthermore, by
not using the systems for prevention, the danger of
crisis effects will certainly become destructive.
5.3.3 The other instruments of crisis management in function of ensuring a business
continuity for small and middle companies within the furniture industry in
Bosnia and Herzegovina
In order to define mechanisms used by (crisis)
management in the companies observed, we first
had to determine the most significant characteristics of crisis managers, based on perceptions of
the managers polled. The results we gathered are
shown in the following table:
Tabela 11. Characteristics important for crisis
management
Percentage
Being brave when
making decisions
Being fast in making
decisions
Flexibility while
making decisions
Characteristic Being experienced
while making decisions
Being creative while
making decisions
Transparency while
making decisions
Total
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18.8
17.8
18.0
19.2

Figure 15. Characteristics important for crisis
management
From the results shown above it can be seen that
19.2% of the examinees believe that being experienced, concerning crisis management is what
matters the most when it comes to making decisions, 18.8% of them consider that bravery matters
the most in decision making processes, while the
third most important element when making decisions is flexibility with 18%, the fourth characteristic considered to be significant by 17.8% of the
examinees is speed of decision making process,
and finally, for the last important characteristic,
the fifth one, 17.2 % of the examinees choose creativity in decision making process. Based on the
results shown, we can conclude that intuition and
bravery are of greatest importance when it comes
to making decisions, which supports the fact we
stated in the introductory part of the work, when
we claimed that managers do not have adequate
instruments or mechanisms to use while managing a company not only during a crisis but also at
times when a company is out of it.
As the most important components for surmounting a crisis and through that for maintaining
business continuity also, the managers of the companies surveyed stated:

17.2
9.0
100.0
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Table 12. Elements being of greatest importance
while overcoming a crisis
Percentage
Improvement of
communication within a
company

Element

Working together with other
employees on repairing
damage caused in a
company
Reinforcing the sales
function
Introducing new products
A detailed analysis of
expenses and easing the
business by eliminating all
the expenses which are not
justified at the moment
Reducing the scope of a
business activity and laying
off excess employees
The change in managerial
structure
Getting an impetus from a
government
Establishing a partnership
between a buyer and
supplier
Acquisition for new
financially capable investors
Restructing a managerial
structure
Total

14.6

16.1

16.3
12.5

11.6

6. Conclusion
6.5
5.5
5.1
6.2
1.5
4.1
100.0

Figure 16. Elements being of greatest importance while overcoming a crisis
From the results shown above, it may well be
concluded that the greatest importance while overcoming a crisis, by 16.3% of the companies, is put
on reinforcing the sales function, then 16.1% of
1302

companies think that importance should be put on
working together with other employees on repairing damage caused in a company, 14.6% of companies find the improvement of communication
within a company important, 12.5% of companies introduce new products in order to overcome a
crisis more easily, while 11.6% of them perform a
detailed analysis of expenses and at the same time
they ease the business by eliminating all the expenses which cannot be justified at the moment.
These are at the same time the instruments used by
management of a company in a process of operating a business in a non-crisis period too, so based
on that, we can state that the previously mentioned
instruments are also used by management for
maintaining busines continuity.

The chief purpose of this work was determining consequences which occur i.e. remain after
crisis effects. There was an interest in insight into
the state to which companies get after a crisis period. For that reason the researches were carried
out so that the mechanisms used in the process
of responding to a crisis could be discovered. We
also aimed to find out more about the awareness
of managers concerning business crises and in
accordance to that, it was assessed whether they
are active or passive, which means whether they
are aware of it but do not take any steps because
they are not competent or they are just irresponsible about the work they perform. Through the
research we reached a finding that incompetences
have a decisive role when it comes to (not) doing
anything during a crisis, and that inadequate attitude that managers have about their work most
usually leads a company into crisis situations,
which altogether perfectly fits a theoretical statement according to which it is claimed (by various
authors) that the crucial initiating elements for a
crisis are internal.
One of the very important conclusions that we
also drew through this research is the fact that all
the companies which managed to surmount a crisis conduct analyses of all available data, concerning their work, on a daily basis, while, on the other
hand, the companies still struggling with a crisis
conduct those analyses on a weekly basis, meanVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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ing that the constructive effects which a crisis had
on the companies brought a success to them i.e.
that the companies (those which overcame a crisis) now strengthened and that they perceived the
threat as an opportunity, and by doing that they
established a new approach to the process of overcoming a crisis, i.e. they managed to get out of a
crisis even stronger then they were, and to get rid
of all the weaknesses and flaws they had before
even going through a crisis.
Through the research we also confirmed that
pretty dominant role in the process of surmounting a crisis belonged to the factor of improving the
internal performances in a company, and it was
also proved that seven out of the first eight factors,
which positively influenced the process of overcoming a crisis, were internal by nature. In such a
constellation of different energies, it can easily be
concluded that, in crucial moments of a crisis, companies, which managed to bring all the crisis issues
under control, were supported by constructive effects, while those companies still facing a crisis (a
great majority of them) slowly but surely succumb
to its destructive effects, i.e. the companies “move”
from a surmountable acute into an insurmountable
acute state of a crisis which can only bring a collapse and a total liquidation to a company.
The general conclusion of this work could be
formulated as follows: the more effort companies
invest in ensuring business continuity in a precrisis period through establishment of systems for
early warning and preventive acting, the more immune the companies will be once a crisis occurs,
and the consequences will be less significant too
which means that those consequences, taking a
long-term view, will not be barriers for achieving
the objectives of a company. Otherwise, the consequences will have disastrous impacts on the way
a company operates and on its survival as well.
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Abstract
Clusters represent extremely complex and sophisticated form of association of producers, scientific-educational institutions and authorities. The
clusters provide to joined members sustainable
sources of competitive advantages, based on high
specialization, efficiency, productivity and innovation performances. Application of innovations in
production value chain requires stimulating innovation policy of the state, great financial investments
in the private sectors of economy/agriculture, as
well as professional support of scientific–research
and educational institutions. Exactly through clusters, these three sectors (private sector, public sector/government, scientific-educational institutions)
unite, and makes a significant assumption for making or/and strengthening of producers’ innovation
performances. Through a statistical analysis, market analysis of existing clusters in agriculture of the
Republic of Serbia, as well as through research of
world literature on clusters, in this paper researches
the contribution of clusters in building and strengthening of agricultural producers’ innovation potentials in the Republic of Serbia.
Key words: clusters, innovations, agriculture,
correlation.
1. Introduction
The concept of a cluster is a modern expression
of long time analyzed phenomenon of geographic
concentration/agglomeration of economic activities and impact, which these concentrations have
on economic growth. Professor Porter defined
the cluster as geographic concentration of mutually correlated companies and institutions in some
1304

field of activity (one business branch) or, as the
institution/enterprise’s critical mass at one spot,
of peculiar competitive success in specific activity fields [1]. Based on research of comprehensive
world literature on clusters can be concluded that
successful cluster association has the following
characteristics [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]:
– Geographical proximity of the companies
and institutions.
– Successful clusters are concentrated in
one or more economic sectors within the
region (cluster density), they have width
(established horizontal connections with
cluster participants) and depth (vertical
connections of members in the cluster).
– Successful clusters are characterized by
the existence of so called ”social glue”
(developed confidence, cooperation and
partnership among the cluster members).
– Cooperation between the cluster members
realizes through intensive cooperation, but
also through competitive relation.
Also, based on analysis of the world literature
on clusters and innovation can be emphasized the
next key positive contributions of cluster on cluster members, especially in sector of small and medium enterprises [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]:
– Reducing production costs and increase of
productivity.
– Increase of innovation performance. There
is expressed causal relationship between
the clusters and the capacity of innovations
(cluster members, regions, national
economy). The clusters have an effect to
innovation potential of engaged members,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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regions and the national economy, but at
the same time, high innovation performance
of members and stimulating role of the
state in motivation of innovation, research
and development leads to development
of innovation clusters, which, based on
knowledge and innovations, build and keep
their competitive advantage on the market.
– Increase of competitiveness of members
and regions in which the cluster function;
– Stimulating development of entrepreneurship and business environment (specialized
labour, developed physical, financial,
business infrastructure, etc.).
– Attraction of foreign direct investments and
growth of export.
The contribution of clusters is especially significant for transitional and developing countries,
which have repeatedly a lack of resources, knowledge and sophistication in case when they perform
by their own [13]. In case when performs via cluster, their competitiveness increases with achieving
the economy of scale and better approach to resources, markets, scientific knowledge and innovations [14], [15]. In the field of agro-economy, as the
most important contribution of cluster, points out
a possibility to move, through the cluster perform,
a focus of agricultural producers’ competitiveness
from low prices and labour/natural resources’ exploitation to the competition which leans on knowledge, innovations and bio-technical, marketing and
other scientific researches [16].
2. Materials and Methods
Primary data resources. The data were obtained through the field research (survey) of registered clusters in agriculture of the Republic of
Serbia. The field research was done by the survey,
in the form of structured interview, with clusters’
managers and/or with representatives of institutions involved in support to the cluster initiatives
[17]. The research was done in 2011, while as a
sample made all cluster initiatives, for which was
possible to provide a contact. The representatives
of 28 clusters in agro-economy in the Republic of
Serbia were interviewed via fixed telephone network.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Secondary data resources. The data on cluster
development by the regions and activity sectors in
Europe is provided by the European Cluster Observatory [18]. The European Cluster Observatory
(abbreviation ECO) was developed within the Europe INNOVA initiative (Partnership platforms
for better innovation support) and CIP program,
and was aiming to develop and expand clusters
within the EU. The observatory provides the data
on clusters development for 404 regions in 36 European countries, and development and power of
clusters evaluates according to employment indicators, through the methodology of assigning the
stars to developed and successful clusters. Just the
fact that the statistical mapping, i.e. the identification of clusters basis on the statistical data on
employment (truth, the only indicator available
at every region’s level and industries in Europe is
exactly the employment), represents a significant
imperfection of the ECO and restricts the ECO
data application in scientific papers. That is to say,
high level of employment in one economy sector
and one region does not mean that in the same region and economy sector there is really a cluster,
in its fundamental sense of meaning. Especially
great restriction for using the ECO data is when it
is about transitional and developing countries. In
these countries there is a high employment concentration in agriculture sector and the clusters are
not sufficiently developed. This is the reason why
there was not possible to prove the hypothesis on
impact and correlation between the clusters in
agro-economy and innovation of this sector.
Taking into consideration the ECO restriction,
for the need of the statistical research and hypothesis testing that there is a direct correlation between the clusters development and the national
innovation potential in one country, were used the
data of the World Economic Forum (abbreviation
WEF) on clusters development and innovation
at the level of the national economies. The World
Economic Forum is an independent international
organization, which publish annually the report
„Global Competitiveness Report“, in which assesses and ranks countries all over the world according to their national competitiveness, i.e. in
accordance to the Global Competitiveness Index.
In the latest Competitiveness report of the WEF
2011-2012, 142 countries in the world (which pro1305
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duce 98% of the global domestic product and make
71.3% of the world population) were assessed and
ranked according to the Global Competitiveness
Index and numerous variables which make this
index [19]. The most of variables which take into
account of the Global Competitiveness Index get
by the survey (Executive Opinion Survey) with
managers of randomly selected companies in each
country, while offered answers are on the scale
from 1 to 7 (subjective assessments of surveyed
enterprises’ managers in the countries comprised
by the research). For the needs of the statistical
analysis, in this paper were used the following
variables which, among others, take into account
of the Global Competitiveness Index WEF [19]:
–– State of clusters development. A question
that is asked to the surveyed businessmen is
the following: „What is the level of clusters’
development and depth in your country? “.
The assessment 1 means that there are no
clusters in the country, while the assessment
7 points out to high developed and deep
clusters in many fields. In accordance to
the surveyed businessmen’ answers gets an
average assessment of clusters development,
as well as the ranks of countries in regard to
clusters’ development.
–– Capacity for innovation. The question that
is asked to the surveyed businessmen is the
following: “How the companies in your
country obtain new technologies”? The
assessment 1 means that the technology
obtains especially through licensing and
imitation of foreign companies, while the
assessment 7 points out that the technology
obtains by the research and creation of new
products and processes. In accordance to
the surveyed businessmen’ answers gets the
average assessment of innovation capacity,
as well as the ranks of the countries in regard
to this variable.
–– University-industry collaboration in R&D.
The question that is asked to the surveyed
businessmen is next: “In which extent
businessmen and universities cooperate in
research and development in your country?”
The assessment 1 means that there is no
cooperation, and the assessment 7 points
out that this cooperation is high-level. In
1306

accordance to the surveyed businessmen’
answers gets the average assessment of this
variable, as well as the ranks of the countries
in regard to it.
As a supplement to data on WEF innovation,
for assessment of European countries’ innovation performances were used also the data of PRO
INNO Europe (European Commission Initiative
for Innovation), i.e. the publication European Innovation Scoreboard [20].
Basic secondary data resource, used for clusters research in economy/agriculture of the Republic of Serbia was the Serbian Business Registers Agency [21]. The list of all economic entities
which contain the word „cluster“ in their name
was got by this Agency. The data for May 2012
show that 9 business companies, 4 foundations
and 67 associations in their name have a word
„cluster“. Then, searching by word „agribusiness
and rural development“, was founded that in the
field of Serbian agribusiness have been registered:
3 clusters in the form of business company (nonprofit stock company) and 25 clusters in the form
of association. Besides these data on registered
clusters (so called cluster organizations), based
on the market analysis, there also were got data
on raspberry clusters’ existence in Arilje, which in
formal-legal sense, was not registered as a cluster, but operates as geographical concentration of
one sector producers and have plenty of elements,
which make it closer to the concept of cluster.
Applied methodological procedures can be
grouped in the following way: (1) Desk research,
i.e. review and analysis of the secondary data on
clusters, national competitiveness, innovation and
other economic indicators. (2) Parameter and
non-parameter statistical method of correlation
for determination of mutual correlation between
clusters and national innovation: Simple linear
correlation (Pearson’s coefficient) and Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient (statistical data analysis was done in statistical program R 2.12.1). (3)
Field research, by the questionnaire in the form of
interview, with the managers of cluster organization in Serbian agriculture and/or with the representatives of institutions included in support to the
cluster initiatives.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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3. Results and Discussions
Based on survey of clusters in agriculture of the
Republic of Serbia, authors gave an analysis and
the features of clusters in Serbian agriculture. Also,
in this part of the paper authors presented the statistical methods, which aimed to prove a working
hypothesis that there is a prominent direct correlation between clusters’ development and capacity
for innovation on the level of national economy,
enterprises, and regions.
Based on the survey of all identified clusters in
the agribusiness of Republic of Serbia, for which
was possible to get contacts, can be concluded that
clusters are insufficiently developed and they substantially look like associations. The basic characteristics of the surveyed clusters are [17]:
– Forming clusters is in its initial phase and
just few of clusters are operative.
– Small number of clusters represents the
cluster in its essential sense of word, and
most of them remind on associations or
cooperatives (insufficiently developed
networks of cluster participants with
suppliers, enterprises in related activities,
with supporting institutions, government
bodies, local authorities and similar).
– Clusters do not have the critical mass of
participants and have very low market,
export and innovation capacity.
– Clusters are not recognizable on domestic
and foreign market (except the cluster of
raspberries in Arilje).
– Clusters neither show the effects and
contribution to productivity growth,
increase of innovations and competitiveness
of engaged members, nor on increase of
competitiveness and reconcilability of the
region of cluster. There misses a positive
influence of clusters on development of
entrepreneurship, employment and opening
new small and medium enterprises in the
field of cluster activities.
The basic reasons for under development of
clusters are of external character (unfavourable
macro-economic, and especially micro-economic business environment/environment for doing
business), but the reasons lie also in the characVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

ter of clusters themselves, i.e. in their low internal
power and capacities. One of the ways to increase
clusters development in Serbian agribusiness are
greater innovation activities of enterprises, as well
as the state support in construction of innovation
infrastructure (laboratories, equipment of scientific-research institutes, scientific parks, quality
centres etc.) and business infrastructure (business
incubators, scientific-technological parks etc.).
Considering the causal relationships between
the clusters and the innovations (such relation exists also in the field of agribusiness and has no peculiarities in regard to the other economy sectors),
by using the correlation analysis, authors proves
a working hypothesis that there is expressed direct correlation among clusters development in
one country and its national innovation potential
H1 : r > 0.7. The hypothesis was proven in three
ways, using different data which represent the national innovation potential.
– In the first case, the national innovation is
represented by the variable of competitiveness WEF, named the „Capacity for
innovation“, and sample make 142 world
countries;
– In the second case, the national innovation is
represented by the variable of competitiveness WEF, named „University-industry
collaboration in R&D”; sample take 142
countries in the world;
– In the third case, for the national innovation
indicator were used the data PRO INNO
Europe of the European Commission, i.e.
the Summary Innovation Index /SII, for
the year 2009; The sample was made by 33
European countries (EU 27 +Croatia, Serbia,
Turkey, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland).
Argumentation of the hypothesis in the first
case. During the hypothesis argumentation were
used the WEF data in 2011 [19], i.e. 2 variables after which were assessed and ranked 142 countries:
1) „State of clusters’ development“; 2) „Capacity
for innovation“. The application of Pearson’s coefficient directs to the next (Table 1):
– In the sample of 142 countries there is
expressed the direct correlation among the
analyzed variables (r=0.781);
– With certainty of 95% can assume that this
1307
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– Regarding to p value of the test accepts the
alternative hypothesis that, in basic set, is
expressed the direct correlation among the
clusters development and the innovation
potential of the national economy (accepts
H1 : r > 0.7, opposite to H0 : r = 0.7);

coefficient will range in interval from 0,706
do 0,838 for all countries in the world,
– Regarding to p value of the test accepts the
alternative hypothesis that in the basic set there
is expressed the direct correlation between
the cluster and the innovation potential of the
national economies. H1 : r > 0.7, opposite to
H0 : r = 0.7

Graph 2. Linear correlation between cluster
development and national economies’ innovation
potential (variable “university-industry collaboration in R&D”), n=142

Graph 1. Linear correlation between clusters’
development and national economies’ innovation
potentials (variable innovation capacity), n=142
Argumentation of the hypothesis in the second case (Table 2). During the hypothesis argumentation were used the WEF data from 2011
[19], i.e. 2 variables: 1) „State of cluster development“; 2) „Cooperation among universities and
industry in R&D“. The application of Pearson’s
coefficient points out to the next:
– In the sample of 142 countries is expressed
the direct correlation (r=0.774);
– With certainty of 95% can assume that, for
all countries in the world, this coefficient
will range in interval from 0,697 to 0,833;

Strong and extensive cooperation between universities and scientific institutes, on one side, and
economic entities, on the other side, in researchdevelopmental activities is directly connected to
knowledge application in practice, it leads to adjustment of basic, applied and experimental researches,
to appropriate expenditure of budgetary resources
meant for innovations, as well as to „removal“ of
scientific researches from universities and state
scientific institutes toward enterprises, clusters and
scientific parks. Very important element in this co-

Table 1. Results of hypothesis testing on correlation between cluster development and national economies’ innovation potential - Sample of 142 countries Variable

Pearson’s
coefficient (r)

β % confidence
interval (Ir)

Realized value of z
test statistics

p test
value

State of cluster development/
Capacity for innovation

0.781

0.706-0.838

2.119

0.017

Source: [19], pages 506, 514.

Table 2. Results of hypothesis testing on correlation between cluster development and national economy’s
innovation potential - sample of 142 countries Variable

Pearson’s
coefficient (r)

State of cluster development/
University-industry collaboration in R&D

0.774

β % confidence
interval (Ir)
0.697 -0.833

Realized value of z
test statistics

p test
value

1,913

0.028

Source: [19], pages 506, 517.
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operation is a height of funds appropriation (as GDP
percentage) for R&D which derives from the economy sector. In the EU documents emphasizes as a
goal the increase of funds appropriations for R&D
to 3% GDP, along with 2/3 of investments which
would derive from the private sector [22]. In accordance to the Eurostat data for 2008, the countries in
which the private sector takes part with over 50% in
total resources of research and development funding
are [23]: Japan (78%), South Korea (73%), Finland
(70%), Switzerland (68%), Germany (67%), USA
(67%) and Slovenia (63%). All these countries, except Slovenia, are highly ranked in World Economic
Forum 2009 according to the cluster development
[24]. On the contrary, the countries in which the
share of private sector in the total funds appropriations for research and development does not exceed
30% are: Cyprus (17,8%), Lithuania (21,4%), Romania (23,3%), Latvia (27%) and Russia (28,7%)
and all these countries are ranked low regarding the
clusters development (except Cyprus).
Argumentation of the hypothesis in the third
case. During the working hypothesis argumentation were used the data of PRO INNO Europe,
European Commission, i.e. their publication „European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) 2009“. This
edition provides a comparative assessment of innovation performances for 33 European countries
(EU 27 +Croatia, Serbia, Turkey, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland). In accordance to the innovation performances for 2009 (Summary Innovation
Index/SII) and cluster development in 2009, the
countries were ranked and was calculated Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation on sample of
33 European countries.
The application of Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient points out to the following:
– In regard to p test value accepts the
alternative hypothesis that in the basic set
is expressed direct correlation between the

clusters and the innovation potential of
national economy. H1 : r > 0.7, opposite to
H0 : r = 0.7;
– In the sample exists strong direct correlation
(rs =0.839);
– With certainty of 95% can assume that this
coefficient will range from 0,69 to 0,92 for
all other world countries,
The higher rank per innovation performances
(SII 2009) of totally 33 European countries has the
following countries (top 5): Switzerland, Sweden,
Finland, Germany and Great Britain. All these
countries are highly ranked regarding the clusters’
development. At the same time, the lowest rank per
innovation performances has the countries: Serbia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Latvia and Croatia, which
characterizes underdevelopment of clusters.

Graph 3. Linear correlation between cluster
development and national economies’ innovation
potential (variable SII/2009), n=33
4. Conclusion
The world literature on clusters, as well as numerous documents of the European Commission,
emphasize that specialized knowledge, innovations, technology and science are the key factors
for growth and prosperity of the national economies, while the clusters represent a strong catalyst

Table 3. Results of hypothesis testing on correlation between clusters’ development and innovation
potential at the national economies level – sample of 33 European countries Variables
State of cluster development /
Innovation performances

Spearman’s
coefficient (rs)

β % confidence
interval (Ir )

Realized value of
test statistics

p
test value

0.839

0.69-0.92

1,875

0.03

Source: [24], page 458; [20], page 72
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of innovation processes and engine/starting device
of economic growth and investments.
In the paper were analyzed the clusters in agribusiness of the Republic of Serbia (number of
clusters, their characteristics, state of development) and was pointed out that the clusters are still
immature, insufficiently operational, of poor production, innovation and export capacities, without
the critical mass of enterprises, capital and resources. One of the way for stimulation of clusters
development are more significant innovation activities of enterprises, as well as the state support
in construction of innovation infrastructure, which
includes the support and development of laboratories and quality centres, scientific-research institutes, business incubators, scientific-technological
parks, then incentive tax policy for innovations,
public financial support for investments and development of clusters, etc.
In the paper was proven the hypothesis that
there is the causal-consequential relation and expressed direct correlation between the clusters development and the national economy’s innovation
potential: there was accepted H1 : r > 0.7, opposite
to H0 : r = 0.7. This hypothesis was proven in three
ways, using different data which represent the national innovation potential:
In the first example, the national innovation is
represented by the competitiveness variable „innovations capacity“, the sample make 142 world
countries, and the Pearson’s coefficient of correlation is applied,
In the second example, the national innovation
is represented by the competitiveness variable
„cooperation between industry and universities
in R&D“; sample make 142 world countries; the
Pearson’s coefficient of correlation is applied,
In the third example, as the national competitiveness’ indicator is used the Summary Innovation Index/SII of initiative EU PRO INNO Europe.
The sample make 33 European countries (EU 27
+Croatia, Serbia, Turkey, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland), while is applied the Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the survey
which is conducted in the Republic of Serbia. The
aim of conducted survey is to analyze the passengers’ satisfaction with different elements of the
rail journey and to define requirements for modern passenger rail infrastructure and services according to the needs of passengers. The realization
of rail transport in accordance with human needs
represents a contemporary approach in the design
of a rail infrastructure, which increases the competition of passenger rail transport and improves
connection with other modes of transport. The aim
of this paper is to determine the technical specifications for the stimulation of “long distance”
travel by railway in the Republic of Serbia for
all potential travelers. For a successful economic
functioning of passenger railway is necessary to
consider the requirements of the all users. Modern rail infrastructure and vehicles must provide
equal conditions and services for all passengers.
Railway stations are the primary interface with the
passenger. They must be accessible for all passengers, including people with reduced mobility.
Key words: passenger railway, railway terminals, rail services, survey
1. Introduction
European traffic policies after World War Two
were under the strong influence of the experiences
in North America and were thus directed at the
development of the road traffic. However, during
the early seventies of the twentieth century in the
developed, densely populated European countries
the euphoria of road construction proved to be
the solution of limited potentialities. Therefore,
rail systems, which are high capacity systems and
use less space compared to roads, were being reconsidered. With an increasing and more obvious
pollution problem, growing ecological awareness
1312

and implementation of specific laws to protect the
environment, advantages of rail systems became
obvious. The rail system, as a system with the
least air and water pollution, solvable noise and
vibration emission problem and the least space
usage, becomes competitive with other modes of
transportation.
Until the 1980s, for most European countries,
the planning of new railways and reconstruction
of existing railways was based on the needs of the
freight traffic. Often, the increase of railway capacities enabled the reduction of travel duration
and the increase in the number of passengers.
Modern Europe rapidly develops highspeed railway networks, with simultaneous reconstruction of existing railways for speeds of
200±20kmph. Further development of the European rail system is directed towards lowering the
transportation costs, increase of safety and comfort of travel, as well as taking the full advantage
of minimal ecological impact.
At the beginning of the 21st century, the European Union defined a common transportation
policy in [1] and [2]. This policy is based on regulated competition and connecting various modes
of transportation, the reduction of congestion
points in traffic systems and multi-modal passenger transportation.
A modern railway infrastructure must provide
equal conditions for all passengers: children, adults
and the elderly. It must provide safe and simple use
regardless of a potential visual, hearing, stature,
mobility or intellectual impairment [3, 4].
Two European traffic corridors pass through
Serbia: the Danube Corridor VII and the roadrailway Corridor X. Therefore, the development
of transport is planned within the framework of
European policy. The paper presents the research
of utilization of the existing transport network in
Serbia and the level of related services, with particular reference to rail transport.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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2. Objectives of the research
The aim of this paper is to determine the technical requirements for the stimulation of “long
distance” travel by rail in the Republic of Serbia
for all potential travelers.
The requirements of passengers were analyzed
from the aspect of age and sex structure, and also
from the aspect of mobility. The authors of this
paper represent the hypothesis that the structure
of passenger flows corresponds to the structure of
population.
According to official statistical data, in Serbia
today, there are around 800,000 people (around
10% of the total population) with various levels of
impairment and around 16% are people above the
age of 65 (Figure 1). This data is similar to other
European statistical data.

Figure 1. The age structure of the population in
Serbia
The extension of working life until the age of
65 also affects the number of people with reduced
mobility in passenger transportation. In that respect, new services provided by the railway should
be defined, in order to be competitive within the
transportation market [5-12].
3. Methods of the research
The research of requirements of long-distance
passengers was conducted by surveying a random
sample of population in the Republic of Serbia.
The survey was conducted by the Faculty of Civil
Engineering in Belgrade. The size of the sample
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

was 460 respondents. The structure of the sample
corresponds to the age structure of population in
Serbia. The sample includes 48 respondents (10%
of total number of respondents) with different
types of permanent restrictions on mobility, which
corresponds to the estimated number of people
with disabilities in Serbia. The gender structure of
the sample also corresponds to the one of population: 240 women and 220 men. The structure of the
survey is shown in [13] and it is largely similar to
the European survey published in [14]. This provides comparative analysis of the survey results.
4. Results of the research
Figure 2 (left) shows the percentage of use of
cars, buses and/or trains for long-distance business
travels (including travelling to work/ school/ faculty). One can notice that only 1% of respondents
used only the train, while 20% of respondents used
the train periodically, or 79% of respondents did
not use the train at all for remote business travel.
A similar structure is obtained for long-distance
leisure traveling. Figure 2 (right) shows frequency
of travels by car, bus and/or train for both types of
long-distance travel.

Figure 2. Frequency of long-distance travels by
car, bus and/or train: business travels (left), both
business and leisure travels (right)
The results of the survey by passengers with
permanently reduced mobility are especially interesting (Figure 3). The results clearly indicate
an uncompetitiveness of rail transport in this area,
which is the result of lacks in infrastructure and related services for passengers with reduced mobility in Serbia. On the other hand, the results related
to the use of air transport show the equal participation of users with and without reduced mobility
because of appropriate infrastructure that matches
accessibility standards.
1313
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The survey included the criteria about travel
mode choice. Respondents evaluated the following: ticket price, distance to travel destination, travel duration, travel comfort, connections
to other modes of transport, personal safety and
awareness of environmental protection. Figure 4
shows the average grades that respondents gave to
the offered criteria.

Figure 3. Frequency of travels regarding the mobility of passengers

Figure 4. Average grades that respondents gave
to the offered criteria for travel mode choice
The results confirm the need for adaptation of
infrastructure according to accessibility standards
for both categories of passengers. It is interesting
to note that appealing to the users’ awareness on
the protection of environment can not influence
the choice of travel mode. Also, ticket price is not
a decision criterion for the choice of travel mode
regardless of the passengers’ standard of living.
The survey results indicate an unacceptably
low level of related services in rail transport for
both categories of passengers [13]. The lists of
evaluated rail services and average grades for each
one are given in Table 1 and Table 2 (scale: from 1
= does not satisfy, to 5 = excellent).
Passengers with reduced mobility gave significantly lower grades to almost all questions. This
especially refer to questions B04 (average grade
1.0), B08 (average grade 1.2) and B09 (average grade 1.0). Question B09 had 25% of “don’t
1314

know” answers, which can also be comprehended
as a lack of this service. Question about train arrival and departure on-time had low average grade
regarding both categories of passengers.
Table 1. Average grades of passenger rail services in terminals
Evaluated criteria
Personal safety at the station at daytime
Easy ticket purchase
The usefulness of written and pictorial
information at the station
Ticket price in relation to services
Protection from wind, rain or cold
Simple and safe entrance or exit to the
station building for passengers with
reduced mobility (PRM)
Personal safety at the station at night
Connections with other modes of transport
Simple and safe entrance or exit to the
platform for PRM
Understandability of audio information at
the station
Availability of information about the
timetable and schedule of trains on the
platform, especially in case of changes or
delays
The quality of supporting services and
facilities at the station
Availability of staff at the station
Parking at the station or in around her
(number and placement of parking, price
and security of vehicles)
Clean /maintenance of facilities at stations
Availability of information on procedures
in case of emergency
Conditions of use and cleanliness of toilets
at the station
Information and assistance for people with
disabilities or older people
Infrastructure at the station for PRM
(access ramps, lifts, entry into the vehicle,
toilets for the disabled, blind, mothers with
children and etc.)
Total average grade:

Average
grade
3.55
3.52
3.14
2.98
2.79
2.67
2.62
2.58
2.54
2.51

2.50

2.47
2.46
2.45
2.18
1.78
1.62
1.47

1.29
2.48
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Table 2. Average grades of passenger rail services on trains
Mark
B15
B12
B14
B07
B04
B10
B01
B08
B13
B03
B05
B16
B02
B06
B11
B09
B17

Evaluated criteria
Personal safety on the train
Available space for passengers
Comfort
The usefulness of written and pictorial information in the car
Simple and safe entrance (exit) in (from) train
Quality of different services (dining-car, sleeping car,…)
Frequency of trains (time table and schedule)
Availability of passenger train personnel
Available space for adults with children in child buggies
Travel duration
Information during travel, especially in case of delays
Availability of information on procedures in case of emergency
Train arrival and departure on-time
Understandability of audio information in the car
Clean /maintenance of the cars, including toilets
Information and assistance for PRM in the cars
Availability of taxi services from train as a railway service
Total average grade:

5. Discussion
The results of the survey conducted in Serbia
can be compared with the results of the survey
conducted in Austria, which were published in
[14], because of the similar total area and population. 99.2% of respondents in Austria used the
railways, while in Serbia, only 30% of surveyed
people. However, the frequency structure of travel
by train in Serbia and in Austria is almost identical, which can be seen from charts in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Frequency structure of travel by train
in Serbia and in Austria
The research, whose results are shown in the
paper, shows that passengers choose the mode of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Average grade
2.99
2.93
2.88
2.63
2.58
2.54
2.19
1.99
1.88
1.73
1.72
1.64
1.60
1.58
1.44
1.33
1.16
2.05

transportation regarding comfort, travel time, an
impression of personal safety, travel distance and
connections to other modes of transport. Ticket
price is important but not a decisive criterion.
Awareness of environmental protection does not
affect the choice of travel. Offered infrastructure
and program of related services directly shape the
mobility of passengers.
The respondents deem that Serbian Railways
does not provide the necessary services in terminals
and on trains, an acceptable travel time, personal
safety and connections to other modes of transport.
The respondents with reduced mobility gave
significantly lower grades to almost all survey
questions. The infrastructure and services on the
Serbian Railways are not adapted to the needs of
passengers with reduced mobility.
Also, the majority of respondents deem that a
connections with other modes of transport are very
important for choice of travel mode. Modern railways must represent a segment in the combined
transportation chain- in the “door to door” concept
for all passengers.
The role of the designers is essential in this
process. Designers need to provide easy and safe
transfer from one mode of transportation to another, clear route identification, availability of
information, effective ticket service, optimally
1315
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equipped waiting rooms, parking facilities, toilets,
shops, restaurants, and other services within stations, for all categories of passengers (Figure 6).

the important transportation junctions, integrated
into the urban matrix and the architecture of the
town [16], and fitted in a multi-modal traffic interchange. Railway passenger stations must have a
good comfort in terms of orientation, the presence
of plenty of daylight, vertical functional contents
with easy access to all levels, and barrier-free access to all station contents for passengers with reduced mobility [3, 4, 16].
The above measures are not local. They can be
applied for any national network that is part of the
European railway network.
Acknowledgement
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The race for sustainable mobility is a global
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Abstract
It is well known that organized sports training
leads to specific changes in cardiovascular structure.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether
judokas portray different cardiovascular responses
to differing exercise workloads, compared to untrained students. Participants of the study were 12
elite judokas and 12 untrained students. The protocol consisted of cycling on the bicycle ergometer at
three different workloads for 6-min periods (80W,
100W, and 120W). The following parameters were
observed: heart rate, oxygen saturation, and blood
pressure at each stage of testing. Results showed
that judokas had significantly lower heart rate values before, during, and after exercise. There were
no significant differences in oxygen saturation and
blood pressure, except in variable saturation three
minutes after the end. The outcome of this study
demonstrates that differences in cardiovascular response between judokas and untrained students are
most likely the result of training.
Key words: heart rate, oxygen saturation,
blood pressure
1. Introduction
The most prominent feature of judo represents
its competitive element. The main objective is to
score point and gain match victory in various manners. It can be realized by throwing and taking down
the opponent to the ground [1,2,3] Furthermore,
by immobilizing and subduing the opponent with
a grappling maneuver, or even force an opponent
to submit by joint locking as well as by executing
a strangle hold or choke [4, 5, 6].Therefore, judo
represents a dynamic and physically demanding
sport that is characterized by alternations between
maximum intensity, lasting on average 15–30 s,
1318

and resting periods, lasting around 10 s [7, 8, 9].
This is the reason why judokas primarily engage
the anaerobic part of their bioenergetics capacity
[10, 11]. However, importance of aerobic power to
judo performance is controversial [12]. Measurements of aerobic capacity cannot be used as a single
physiological indicator determining the judo fitness
level, for aerobic performance does not represent
a significant index in the physical development
of elite judo athletes. However, judo performance
does require moderate aerobic power, which can
be developed through judo exercises. Physiological and biochemical variables have important role
for evaluation of training and assessment of health,
metabolism, and cardiovascular status of judo players [13,14]. An application to judo performance
involves a greater recovery from anaerobic work
(via lactate metabolism) and a faster re-synthesis of
phosphate creatine [15]. Nevertheless, a good aerobic performance presents a big advantage in recovery processes since judo is an intermittent activity
of short duration and high intensity [15]. [11] concluded that judokas had the best aerobic potential
compared to undergrad students, as suggested by
maximal oxygen consumption and pulmonary ventilation as key indices of the overall aerobic ability. Overall, young judokas had better developed
aerobic capacity (VO2max) compared to untrained
peers, gymnasts, and soccer players but not when
compared to swimmers of same age [16] Nevertheless, judo combat is characterized by the interference of aerobic and anaerobic system [17,18].
Up to date, there are numerous studies regarding cardiovascular differences in athletes compared to non-athletes [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 11,
25, 26, 27].
Judokas of different competitive level as well
[9]. Physical activity is associated with heamodyVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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namic changes that alter loading conditions of the
heart. Cardiovascular responses to physical activity
depend on the type and intensity of exercise. After long-term athletic training, left ventricular diastolic cavity intends to enlarge its dimensions; wall
to thicken and mass to increase. These changes are
described as the “athlete’s heart” [19]. Additionally,
long-term judo training induces morphological and
functional changes in the athletes’ heart [23].
In healthy individuals, both systolic and mean
blood pressure increase with exercise intensity
while diastolic blood pressure remains relatively
unchanged [28, 29, 30, 31].
If the exercise is performed with the arms only,
then the increase in blood pressure is approximately 10% greater compared to when exercise
is performed with the legs because the smaller
muscle mass and vasculature of the arms present
greater resistance to blood flow [32].
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the differences in muscle tissue O2 saturation, heart rate and blood pressure under different loads between judokas and untrained students.
2. Material and methods
Study sample
Two groups of subjects volunteered to participate in the study: 12 elite judokas and 12 untrained
individuals. Their physiological characteristics are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Physiological characteristics of studied
subjects
Judokas
Students
(N = 12)
(N = 12)
Age (years)
22.41 (3.98) 23.33 (1.49)
Body height (cm) 178.83 (6.39) 186.58 (2.96)
Body mass (kg) 81.04 (14.42) 89.33 (9.92)
BMI
25.18 (2.99) 25.60 (2.23)
Training
10.6 ± 2.4
experience (years)
At the time of study, all subjects were in self-reported good health, free from medication affecting
brain activity and had no prior hearing or cardiovascular medical history issues. Informed consent
was obtained prior to inclusion in the study for
all participants. The University ethics committee
granted approval for this study. Testing procedures
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

were carried out at the Department of physiology,
Medical faculty, University of Novi Sad, Serbia.
Testing procedure
The incremental protocol consisted of cycling
on the bicycle ergometer (SECA CARDIO-TEST
540) at three different workloads (80W, 100W, and
120W) for 6-min time period each. Heart rate was
monitored by the Polar, whereas the workloads
were set on the bicycle ergometer in watts (W).
Saturation was measured by Choice-2 finger pulse
oxymeter, whereas blood pressure was measured
in sitting position, before and immediately after
the end of exercise. Placement of a blood pressure
cuff was on the dominant arm.
Variables
The values of heart rate and oxygen saturation
were measured in five time points: at the beginning of the protocol, at the workloads of 80W,
100W and 120 W respectively, and three minutes
after the end of workload.
During the protocol, systolic and diastolic pressures were measured before and after the workload.
Statistical analysis
The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was utilized to determine significant differences for
Heart Rate, Oxygen Saturation and Blood Pressure
variables between groups. The t-test for the independent samples was applied to determine significant differences for Blood Pressure variables before
and after the workload. The level of p≤0.05 was
considered significant. Statistical calculation was
done by means of the statistics software SPSS 15.0.
3. Results
Results contained in Graph 1 show statistically
significant differences between judokas and students regarding all variables related to the heart
rate (p≤0.001). Furthermore, in terms of Oxygen
Saturation significant differences between groups
were found only in variable Oxygen Saturation
three minutes after the end of activity (p≤0.05).
The results obtained with blood pressure before
activity showed no statistically significant difference, both systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP), between judokas and students. In addition, there was
1319
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an increase in blood pressure at the end of the activity, in both groups. Systolic blood pressure showed
a significant increase (p≤0.001), while diastolic
blood pressure remained relatively unchanged.
When comparing the blood pressure of two groups
at the end of the activity, the results showed that
there was no statistically significant difference between the experimental and control group.

Graph 1. Cardiovascular responses of judokas
and students at each level of time points
4. Discussion
This study confirmed that the sport training leads
to the specific changes in the cardiovascular response to exercise compared to untrained people’s
response. Cardiac function is economized in the
training induced myocardial hypertrophy [33]. This
explains our findings that heart rate at rest, during
exercise at different loads, and after exercise were
significantly lower in athletes compared to students.
It is shown that judokas’ heart rate at rest was
significantly lower than students’ are. Similar results were confirmed with a large number of studies [33, 19, 20, 24, 25].
Increased heart volume and contractility leads to
higher values of stroke volume during rest as well
as during sub-maximal and maximal exercise [19].
It is shown that athletes’ hearts have a higher diastolic filling rate, a higher maximal blood flow velocity of early diastolic passive left ventricular filling,
a longer duration of diastole, a faster early diastolic
relaxation, as well as lower heart rate [33, 23].
1320

Because of the longer periods of diastole and
the larger blood volume in athletes, stroke volume
increases, this alternately leads to a decrease in
heart rate. The heart ejects the extra blood due to
the Frank-Starling mechanism [19].
Furthermore, lower heart rate under resting
conditions can be caused by sympathetic nervous
system modulation induced by training [34].
Maximal heart rate, as an important physiological parameter, was commonly used as a reference for
maximum effort intensity. This is due to the linear relation observed between HR and oxygen consumption in activities with progressive intensity [21].
In present study, judokas had significantly lower heart rates at each load change, as well as maximal heart rate, which is confirmed by studies [35,
25, 34, 20, 24, 11].
However, these findings are not in line with results of [22] where athletes had a significantly higher maximal heart rate compared to students. Accelerated post-exercise heart rate recovery represents
one of the functional adaptations of the heart with
endurance-trained, and in strength-trained athletes
as [20] which is confirmed in our findings.
Our results obtained in-vivo illustrate that there
is no differences between groups in variable Oxygen Saturation (before, 80W, 100W and 120W).
This could lead to the fact that oxygen saturation
at different loads is similar in judokas and normal
physically active students. With the obtained results in variable Oxygen Saturation and Heart rate
three minutes after workloads, we can assume that
endurance capacity was slightly better developed
in judokas than in students. Up to date, it has been
consistently demonstrated that endurance training improves muscle capillary density [36] and
increases blood flow in active muscle fibers [37]
Furthermore, independently of its role in O2 delivery, the potential higher muscle capillary density
in endurance-trained subjects may promote higher
rate of O2 saturation as well as lower heart rate values at the end of testing protocol. In addition to
the improved aerobic energy production, judokas
subjects exhibited a substantially faster process
of saturation normality measured during the postexercise recovery period but it has not reached
statistical significance. The results of this study
partially coincide with the results of [38] where
the results obtained by investigating the judokas’
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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functional characteristics show that the values of
VO2max were at the average athletes’ level. Aerobic performance is not a significant indicator of
the physical development in elite judokas. Judo
performance requires a moderate aerobic power,
which can be developed through judo exercises
[39] Applications to judo performance involve a
greater recovery from anaerobic work (via lactate
metabolism) and a faster re-synthesis of phosphate
creatine thus a good aerobic performance presents
a big advantage in recovery processes since judo
is an intermittent activity of short duration and
high intensity [15]. Concerning the previously described characteristics of judo as a sport, oxygen
saturation results obtained in this study could be
considered as expected and interpreted as an indicator of a solid aerobic preparation of judokas.
Regarding results presented for blood pressure,
authors found that there were no statistically significant differences between judokas and students,
before and after activity. These findings are in line
with some previous studies that also have confirmed no differences in either diastolic nor systolic BP [40, 41, 42, 43] as well as systolic BP
alone [45] between athletes and sedentary control
group. In contrast, [44] reported significant differences between systolic and diastolic BP between
athletes and control group.
In conclusion, authors investigated the effects
of different exercise workloads on the cardiovascular response between judo players and untrained
subjects. These findings suggest that well organized judo training could lead to the certain functional adaptations, which can provide economized
cardiac function. It is primarily seen in the fact
that the judokas had significantly lower heart rate
at rest, during exercise at different load, and after
exercise. Furthermore, there are good indicators
of better aerobic condition of judokas, proved by
results of oxygen saturation at the end of exercise.
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Abstract
The primary object of this study was the Novi Pazar region and its tourism, anthropogeographic and
environmental characteristics. As a case study raises
the physiognomic transformation of certain elements of the environment Novi Pazar, caused by the
successive exploitation of various natural resources,
ie. tourism value of the area. In this paper we had
been working on valuation and for tourism values of
Novi Pazar area throught a SWOT analysis.
Key words: Sociocultural sustainability of
tourism, Tourism potential, Sustainable development and environmental protection.
1. Introduction
As a case study raises the physiognomic transformation of certain elements of the environment
Novi Pazar, caused by the successive exploitation
of various natural resources. The paper asked several scientific research problems, whose resolution
leads to the main goal.
The first problem is the task of theoretical analysis of natural and anthropogenic values whose
solution is applied to a multi-disciplinary approach. Another problem concerns the assessment
of the current state of all the factors. Solutions are
divided into the following phases:
– The first phase includes the study of
individual spheres of environment, which
should contribute to a better understanding
of tourism potentials Novi Pazar.
– The second phase was devoted to determining
the degree of degradation of the area.
Addressing this problem will require that the
field research. observing the changes that have
occurred due to the effects of anthropogenic
factors, both positive and negative impacts.
In addition to the observations made during
1324

different periods of field work included
the sampling of certain elements of the
environment. On the basis of these results
and the observed rhythmic changes in the
geographic center led to the global level to
determine the most vulnerable areas of the
reproducibility of Novi Pazar.
– The third scientific problem depends
directly on the previous two. This refers
to the tourist - ie environmental planning.
tourism development of the area. In order
to succeed in its development of tourism in
this region it is necessary to provide optimal
protection and development of natural and
Novi Pazar antropogenic values upon which
to reach the recognition of the concept of
sustainable development of tourism as an
important economic activity. [1]
The initial aims of this study were therefore to
determine the feasibility of the development of
tourism industry, and the quality of the elements of
the natural environment in this region as a whole
and especially the plateau provides excellent conditions for the development of eco-tourism.
The conditions relating to the proposals for the
protection of certain elements of biodiversity and
geo heritage to tourism potential valuation. The aim
is to highlight the importance of adapting tourism
- environmental programs Europark Federation of
Agenda 21 and Sustainable Development.
2. Trends of socio-cultural sustainability of
tourism Novi Pazar
According to the Spatial Plan of the Republic
of Serbia some parts of area of Novi Pazar are
covered by the following tourist zones and regions: the central zone I.1 degree (international
and national significance) and high mountain reVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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gions Golije Sr.2 Sr.1 and Kopaonik (most of the
area of the municipality of Novi Pazar Novi Pazar as a tourist center Golija region, northwestern
and western part of the municipality of Tutin and
northeastern part of the municipality Sjenica),
Southern tourist zone I.1 degree (international and
national significance) and alpine region Prokletije
J.2 (southern part of the municipality of Tutin)
and Western II.1 zone level (national importance,
Tara-Zlatibor-Zlatar - northwestern and western
parts of the municipality Sjenica).[2]
This fact indicates that the natural and human resources of Novi Pazar integral and inevitable part of
a complex and comprehensive product listed tourist
zones and regions and Serbia as a whole. Of particular importance for the development of tourism
in the Sandzak is the fact that it relies on the northwest tourist zone and the developed western region
of Zlatibor-Tara-Index, and in the northeast of the
Central zone and region Kopaonik.
Directing clients in these tourist zones and regions to represent in Sandzak, offer these tourist
areas in Serbia, as well as recognition of specificrecognizable tourist potential and value of Sandzak, which is the precondition for capital investment in tourism in the three municipalities. All
three municipalities are unique tourist area Novi
Pazar shared natural, cultural, ethnic and ethnographic characteristics, which represent a great
potential for the development of tourism in the national as well as of international importance.
The potential for tourism development in the
Sandzak region were evaluated on the basis of
the interest of tourist demand and mass production, the offer based on the available natural and
anthropogenic resources and adequate structure of
tourism products, such as:
1. skiing;
2. the Lake;
3. urban centers;
4. transit roads;
5. cultural and historical monuments;
6. River - as fishing streams;
7. caves and gorges - as a natural phenomenon
and attraction;
8. forest complexes hunting - hunting;
9. ethno sites, fair places and other practices;
10. protected natural resources; and
11. watering places.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

All listed resources are located on the territory
of three municipalities - Tutin, Sjenica and Novi
Pazar , the unequal representation.
Resources that are predominantly present in the
individual municipalities, probation can be characterized as its main potential for the development
of specific tourism-identifiable, in:
– municipality of Novi Pazar - the dominant
urban center, with great multiethnic and
confessional characteristics unique to the
Republic and the center of the area with
cultural and historical heritage of international,
national and importance of Sandzak;
– Municipality Sjenica - potentially dominant
transport-tourist-sports center, so called.
“Traffic Gate” Pester and southwest that is
going to pursue this part of Serbia ties with
Europe and the world, activating Sjenica
airport for civilian air traffic and the highway
Belgrade-South Adriatic, then caving center
with a unique offering based on Ušačkoj and
other caves, such and winter sports center
with ski resorts in the mountains Jadovnik
and Ozren, fishing on the lake Vapa.
Sjenica`s geologic and natural properties habitat of the griffon vulture in Uvac Gorge,
a natural phenomenon Đalovića gorge, the
entrance gate to the biosphere reserve Golija
u Dugoj Poljani; [3]
– Tutin - predominantly as a center of winter
sports resorts in Mokra Gora (View-2154
mnv. and sinks), the lake “Gazivode” in
Brnjak, Vidrenjak upper Ibar gorge, natural
rarities and others.
Unique to the Novi Pazar area is that it is based
on natural resources, the three municipalities can
be based, and winter and summer tourism offer
in the winter - the skiing potential, summer - at
attractive akvatorij suitable for a variety of recreational water activities (swimming, boating, sailing, and surfing etc..).
Coverage summer and winter offer is a prerequisite for profitable business tourism centers,
which is the basic assumption feasibility of tourism development. Additionally, in Novi Pazar,
there are attractive motifs and for the off-season
periods (spring and autumn) for the tourist offer of
cultural, ethnological and ecological cave tourism,
1325
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based on the significant and valuable historic and
cultural and especially caves and preserved ethnographic and ecological resources of the area. [4]
To learn more about the real value of this area
is necessary to establish the dominant thematic
itineraries for travel motives. Can be planned for
the entire territory of the Sanjak, or separately
for each municipality, which is in the area of operational activities on creation and presentation of
tourist potential and resources of the area.
The main objective is the development of tourism in line with the demands of preserving and improving the quality of the environment and conservation of natural resources, goods and resources.
The second main objective is the development
of tourism, which would be consistent with the
interests and promote the development of local
communities - primarily community settlements
in rural areas.
Starting from the basic objectives, strategic
focus was to homeliness tourism is a fundamental aspect of the organization of tourist accommodation facilities, especially in rural areas - ski
in contact zones, waters, caves and ethnic sites,
forest-hunting complex and protected areas, but
also in spas and urban centers. This would enable and stimulate the recruitment and activation
of the local population, especially the retention of
younger, working population and the activation of
the female working age in rural areas.
That is the appropriate policies aimed at protecting the interests of local people, through the full and
active participation in the development of tourism
through a unified engagement in host tourism and
manufacturing, and marketing of agricultural products through the table, as a component of household
services. To move the process, it is necessary to organize the rural households in the rural tourism and
agricultural cooperative / association.
Another strategic consideration is that the most
attractive and most commercial spaces tourist region of Novi Pazar, especially skiing and territorial waters, should be protected in accordance with
new legal regulations in the field of tourism and
guide development in the area, primarily to support land policy.
That means providing strategic orientation
transport accessibility of tourist areas of high
quality and timely acquisition of land for public
1326

or commercial purposes and its equipment infrastructure, through arrangements in the public and
public-private sector. Preparation of the “production” of building land, ie. building lots in areas designated for the construction of tourist facilities will be based on the market value of the
land, which covers the cost of complex design,
construction and equipping of all recreational facilities and utility infrastructure and measures for
protecting the environment and natural resources
at the site, in its functional area (ski, waters) and
the immediate environment. [5]
The dominant species in the formation of specific tourism tourism in Novi Pazar, there will be
Alpine and Nordic (the Pester plateau) skiing and
winter sports, recreation and water sports, cultural,
transit, caving and ecotourism, with complementary forms of tourism - ontological, hunting, fishing and spa tourism.
In the municipality of Novi Pazar, the potentials
(corresponding configuration, continuous snow duration of at least three months - 90 days, the potential availability of good transport and communication links with the markets of urban centers in
Serbia and other European countries) are provided
for the development of the following ski resorts:
This type of tourist areas should be differentiated by area and functional aspect to:
– ski area with supporting basic services;
– contact zone with the host ski tourism in the
villages, and
– commercial zone with ski resorts with
a variety of amenities (accommodation,
entertainment and sport and recreational).
Ski resorts, their contact zones and rural tourist
resorts is necessary to connect with quality regional and local roads with arterial roads, buildings
equipped technical infrastructure, superstructure
and recreational infrastructure (railways, skistaze,
snow vehicles, etc..).
Lake “Gazivode” in the municipality of Novi
Pazar and Tutin, together with the lake in the municipality Sjenica, is the most important aquatic
space Novi Pazar for the development of numerous recreational activities on the water, which depends largely on the area offer summer.
The main problem for the development of recreational activities are significant fluctuations in
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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water levels in the lake for short periods. This can
be overcome synchronization functions accumulation and recreational activities on the water. It is
also possible solution to this problem with floating pontoons (with sliding moorings and piers and
bridges joint liaison coast and pontoons) that adjust
the level of water in the lake. Supplementary equipment floating pontoons can be put in the position of
vessels - boats, sailboats, or excursion boats.
One solution is the development of recreation and
aquatic programs in the coastal zone - a small aquaamusement park by the lake “Gazivode”, the pumping of water from the lake. Profitability of aquatic
programs is directly dependent on the temperature of
air and water conditions, and the season, which can
be overridden solarium and a solar water treatment.
Aquatic area should be differentiated by area
and functional aspect to:
– Zone of beaches, aquatic programs and
landscaped area waters for anchoring,
mooring, pier, etc..;
– The coastal zone with checkpoints excursion,
fishing and cycling trails, sports facilities,
accommodation (rooms, apartments, motels
and campgrounds) and catering facilities;
– Contact zone of coastal tourism in the host
villages, and
– Protection zone Crna Reka monastery (in
the municipality of Tutin).
In the coastal areas should be differentiated
commercial zone, through which it will provide
funding to local waters and coastal planning for
public purposes, the villages in which they will
develop tourism homey, similar to skiing. On the
lake “Gazivode” to the development of tourism included hospitality, resort Vukovic, located about 7
km highway M-2 from the tourist center and municipal subcentres Ribariće in Tutin.
Lake “Gazivode” has direct access to the motorway M-2, connecting it with the coast and
Kosovo and Metohija, and through links with the
M-22 in the Dice and central Serbia.
Planned accumulation in the words of the Josanica are potential tourist areas with commercial
sites in the coastal zone and domestic tourism in
the villages. [6]
Urban center of Novi Pazar with their trade
zones, cultural, historical, anthropological, urban
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

and landscape features, has environmental, cultural,
ethnic and confesional values to preserve, promote
and present, subject to significantly improve the level and quality municipal services, social and In particular, green infrastructure and increase the attractiveness of tourism specific sports and recreation,
entertainment, cultural and culinary attractions.
Transit tourism will develop in the corridors of
highways, including:
1. planned highway Belgrade-South Adriatic
via Pester, which will make the fastest link
the tourist demand Vojvodina and central
Serbia with Montenegro’s coast, with a link
through highway M-8 from Duga Poljana
to Novi Pazar and connection with highway
M-22 in municipalities, and
2. highway M-22, which, over the main road M-2,
is associated with the Coastal Central Serbia,
so that the summer season is the dominant
tourist transit route in the municipality.
For transit tourism development in the corridor of highways is essential to the development of
supporting facilities times (landing, parking, services, and accommodation facilities) and tourist
information points, and offer one-day and multiday itineraries themed attraction and retention of
transit passengers in the Novi Pazar area.
The tourist offer of the region with the most
valuable cultural and historical heritage of international significance level - Stari Ras and Sopoćani
should unite with the cultural offer of the tourist
center Novi Pazar and the environment - Monastery Studenica and medieval heritage in the valley
of Raska in the tourist region Golia and Kopaonik.
The development of eco-tourism should be
based on a unified tourist offer of protected natural resources with specific / predominant forms of
tourism Sandzak and natural resources in the environment - Biosphere “Golija-Studenica” and Kopaonik National Park and other natural resources
and tourism in the region Golija and Kopaonik.
It involves decorating the entrance gate to the Nature Park “Golija” north of Šaronja and excursion
points. This type of tourism should provide an
organized presentation with local tourist guides,
who will have professional training / training. Offer and the presentation should be unified with a
specific offer hospitality, and ethno-tourism.
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Of great importance for the development of
specific / identifiable tourist region of Novi Pazar
identification of authentic rural and urban area,
eg. Šaronje, especially secular and spiritual traditions (religious holidays, gatherings, weddings
and other festivities, cattle fairs, horse racing and
various competitions) different entities, and their
traditional cuisine. This segment of the tourist offer of Novi Pazar may be particularly attractive
to European, and domestic tourist clientele. Offer of etno-tourist can be developed at individual
sites and specific terms (gatherings, holidays and
the like.) As a complementary offer other types of
tourism in this area. [7]
Existing spas, Novopazarska and Rajcinovica
banja, based on the healing factors - thermal mineral waters, should be directed to specialized healing
function, complying with the offer of other spas in
the area of Raska district and tourist regions Golia
and Kopaonik, as well as networking functions spas
offer the entire region of Novi Pazar.
Travel spas offer should include a health and
recreation program, based on the available medical personnel and medical equipment. One of the
prerequisites for intensive development of spa
tourism spa equipment and furnishings of the communal areas, recreation and green infrastructure.
For the development of fishing tourism, fishing
equipment significantly trails and gathering places
anglers (with a fireplace and equipment), with accompanying specific catering facilities along the
river Izbičke, Jošanice, Raska, Human, Deževska,
Šaronjske and re Lukovska points, as well as in
coastal lakes “ Gazivode “. A prerequisite for the
intensive development of fishing tourism protection and development of coastal rivers and lakes.
For the development of hunting tourism should be
regulated and activated forestry and hunting areas,
namely: Golija, Vračevac, and part of the Veliko
Hodževo Ninaja. Among these areas of central location and the most important role in the development
of a commercially organized hunting tourism will
Jarutsko Hum-forest complex with Velika Ninaja.
Organization of hunting tourism in space above the
forest hunting areas will design Hunting Association of Serbia, intermunicipal and municipal unions,
which will address towards the hunting, herding and
killing a wild animal in accordance with the management plan and tourism market demand. [8]
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Accommodation facilities for environmental,
ethnic, hunting and fishing should be organized
primarily as a homely individual tourism villages,
then in hunting lodges and homes, offering attractive accommodation in the ethnic villages and other tourist facilities in the commercial area of Novi
Pazar. The offer includes hunting tourism meet
specific requirements for accommodation and related facilities (beds for hunting dogs, cold rooms
for the reception of the catch, etc..).
In the municipality of Novi Pazar exist for
organizing numerous activities that are highly
sought after and respected in the European tourism market, such as: trekking - hiking or mountain
bike, džiping, flying - paragliding, ballooning and
sailing, parachuting, then horse and other activities In the summer season, as well as skijering and
ski-doo safari in the winter season. [9]
You should explore, choose and nominate the
space of Novi Pazar, which has the potential and
meet the requirements for the status by air spa. For
more efficient organization and presentation of
tourism and tourism product Novi Pazar should be
organized “vizitatori Center” (presentation offers,
informing and educating tourists) at a suitable location in Pazarište near Novi Pazar.
The general assessment of the possibilities
for tourism development
Executed tourist valorization of the basic factors
of tourism in Novi Pazar, Sjenica and Tutin determined the average overall value and importance of
travel in groups of factors and their effect on the
development of tourism. To obtain a general assessment of tourism development opportunities in this
municipality will carry out comparative summary
of recent results valorisation of natural, anthropogenic values and material basis, but as we add more
tourist and geographic location that is not particularly valorized earlier (Table 1 in Appendix).
General assessment of the Novi Pazar area has a
good (2.92) the general value of regional and national tourism importance of these factors. This shows
that there are good opportunities for development
of tourism. Among the other factors have the greatest antrophogenic importance, and then the natural
value. Has the lowest value of tourism and geography, which have been reduced since suppressed
by the importance of those roads that bypassed the
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area. The relatively low overall value of a material
base, and a receptive base, infrastructure and superstructure. In addition to hospitality facilities related
to Novi Pazar, and one of very few Sjenica present receptive structures related to tourist places and
sites that have a solid overall value, especially verdna specific properties. Especially missing objects
with a specific offer that suits authentic elements
and traditions in general and the pre-eminent hospitality residents of the area. Among other facilities,
especially those that are missing would enable the
development of various forms of recreational tourism. Some of the applied evaluation criteria is rated
the best possibilities to use as a tourist and general
features of the Novi Pazar municipality factors.[10]
Derived on the basis of tourism evaluation shows
that the importance and general travel. Novi Pazar,
there is a regional level, although anthropogenic and
natural values have national significance, and within
them, as stated, there are objects that have international significance. The main deficiency is reflected
in the poor quality of roads leading to tourist places
with important values, although the direction of the
net favorable, as many weaknesses receptive tourism base. Correcting these deficiencies Novi Pazar,
he can acquire the appropriate image in the continental tourism of the Republic of Serbia.
3. SWOT analysis
To achieve these objectives it is necessary to approach Walk down planning the marketing activities that has several stages. Diagnosis, prognosis,
SWOT analysis, marketing goals. marketing strategy, budget, marketing mix program and control the
planning stage marketing activities. As part of the
planning process is one of the important phases of
the already mentioned SWOT analysis. [11]
The acronym is derived from the English words:
Strength (strength), Weaknesses (weaknesses) Opportunities (chance), and Threats (threats). The determination of these acronyms introduces us to the
essence of analysis. For each product or business, in
our case it is a tourist valorization of Novi Pazar, it
is necessary to determine its strengths (internal capabilities) and weaknesses (internal weakness) on
the one hand, and on the other hand it is necessary
to analyze and external opportunities and to the opportunities and threats in the environment. Should
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

determine more precisely what are the resources
available to the National Park, which are the gaps
that need to be removed, what are the chances of
that environment this product may be used, and
what are the threats to be avoided in order to survive and be better positioned in the market in the
future (Table 2 in Appendix).
4. Conclusion
Detailed analysis of the goals and tasks set had
its limiting factors. This refers to the possibility of
erroneous analytical assessment of authoritative
parameters. Intermittent and periodic measurements reduce the credibility of the analysis and
reasoning so that it is possible in some areas to get
to certain exceptions. Specifically Sjenica a firstorder climatological station while in Tutin absolutely there is no fixed measurement stations to air
and water on the basis of the obtained data can
approximately determine the value of the element
of climate and other natural factors that directly
influence the development of tourism.
For the protection of the environment when it
comes to air pollution and water there is continuous monitoring of relevant parameters, but only
occasionally observation. Incomplete data open
the possibility of identifying classes of water quality and other environmental Svera and their overall travel - environmental evaluation. In selecting
the method of research used the principles of the
objectives set. Therefore derive comparative, historical and numerical methods. These include analytic and synthetic approach to research and chronology, and cause and effect of certain natural and
anthropogenic processes in this area.
Thesis is to provide an objective approach to
space - tourism programming taking into account
the influence of the geographical factors. From
this follows the contribution to the analysis of
quantitative and qualitative values and diversity of
tourism valorisation of Novi Pazar. The concept
of tourism development based on proper evaluation of multidisciplinary exclusive subjectivity.
Sustainable tourism development is based on
four spatial functional elements, the natural, socio-cultural, social and economic. Maintaining a
stable balance of elements depending on the methodology of managing a particular environment.
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APPENDIX
Table 1. General assessment of the possibilities of development of tourism in the municipality of Novi
Pazar and Tutin
TouristNatural Anthropogenic
geographic
values
values
placement

General reviews
General reviews
General properties
Specific properties of (rare)
Attractiveness
The possibility of exploiting tourism
Competitiveness - the level of development
General value and impact on tourism
Travel importance

3
3.5
3.5
3.5
2
2,5
2.5
2.92

3
3
3
3.5
3.5
3
3
3.14

3,5
3
3
3,5
3
3
3
3.14

Material
base and
General
travel
assessment
equipment
2
2.87
2
2.87
2.5
3
2.5
3.25
2,5
2.75
2
2,62
2
3.12
2.21
2.92

Source: Own processing
Table 2. Swot analysis of tourist valorization of Novi Pazar
Strong points of Novi Pazar

Utilization of Resources

- Good holiday - geographic
Close to main roads and passing like Ibar highway and a good network of roads
location and position in relation
and generally strong determining factor communicative
to the emissive area
- Good micro position and
accessibility of the most
attractive sites
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Relatively good paved roads, Ibar highway connects Novi Pazar-Ribariće-Tutin.
Asphalt roads connect the second order Novi Pazar-booths, Novi Pazar-Golija
and closer locations around Novi Pazar as Sopocani Pillars of St. George, Lake
Gazoivode the Ibar Mokra Gora, midstream and Ibra Pester.
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- Environment

Differing forms of relief, especially the Pester plateau, river valleys, known for
gorges and canyons of the most famous canyon Uvca. The wealth of biodiversity
that is diverse deciduous and coniferous forests, and of utmost importance is a
relic of the pyramid food which is at the foot of Maple.

Temperate - continental climate with its climatic elements, provides a pleasant
- Favorable climatic conditions stay in the mountains in summer and in winter cold mountain air in the Pester
in certain seasons
plateau and high mountains such as Golia and Wet Gora provide excellent
conditions for the development of mountain tourism.

- The richness of plant and
animal life

Novi Pazar, there is rich biodiversity that. All types of deciduous and
coniferous forests are present, and apostoje and endemic species such as the
pyramidal dishes nalkazi in natural rezervoatu Arson in Sjenica municipality.
Approximately 1600 plant species and hundreds of animal species inhabit the
area Novi Pazar. From animal species stands out griffon vulture who lives in the
canyon Uvca.

- Healing waters

In the vicinity of Novi Pazar are two thermal mineral water. These are: Novi
Pazar spa whose temperature is 54 ° C and as such provides great opportunities
for the development of spa tourism spa and Rajčinovićka that is both hot and
cold that is. trmalna and mineral water, and what is characteristic of this spa
is that it is rich in selenium, and its temperature is 34 ° C and also provides
excellent opportunities for the development of spa tourism as cold mineral water
can be used to bottle that. exploitation.

- Jezerska accumulation

Known artificial reservoir located on the river Ibar and Uvac and several smaller
lakes that are in the group of karst lakes on Pester plateau. Most of these are
occasional Jeter and a smaller number are permanent lakes. Gazivode and
Sjeničko Lake predstavvljaju kind resource for the development of spa tourism
in combination with sportskorekreativnim and fishing.

- The wealth of cultural historical monuments

Raska Valley is the valley of medieval monuments and military fortifications.
It has been rightly said that this valley, the valley centuries’ most famous
monastery in Novi Pazar, there are Sopocani under the protection of UNESCO
Pillars of St. George and then Peter’s Church. In nepostrdnoj proximity
Gazivode is cave monastery Black River. From the old fort known Ras, Pazarište
(Podgradac), and the monuments of Islamic culture are Altun Alem and Lejlek
mosque in Novi Pazar and baths and some inns.

Novi Pazar region is especially plateau and mountain Golija Giljeva, Wet
Mountains and the other very rich variety of herbs that are in this area often
harvested and used for traditional treatment.
Weaknesses
Possible reactions to the weaknesses
- The lack of a clear vision
Should be able to clearly see the effectiveness of this tourist area, because it is of
of control, and the state of
national importance, however, that in addition to the existing industries and the
activation of the recreation area development of tourism could reach a larger profit.
- Lack of quality tourism
Work to improve the tourism product in terms of its quality. and establishment of
products and programs
appropriate programs to meet the tourist demand
- Balance of accommodation Renovate existing buildings and their immediate surroundings to edit and amend
facilities
the content of the same
The lack of specific sports - Increasing the number of camps for recreation in summer, and in winter,
recreation facilities
especially for youth and mountain tourism in force Goliji and wet.
Use of the existing space to create a platform for arranging and picnic area,
unused space
parking lot, ie a path of health. do jogging tracks and other elements does force
for tourism
medicinal Plants
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- Poor tourist equipment
- Lack of tourism agencies
and municipalities within
the inactivity of Tourism
Development of Novi Pazar
- Weak marketing activity
Opportunities
- Wide contractive zone with the
largest settlements in the region
- Increasing urbanization in
cities
- Very attractive villages in this
area
- Integration into the tourist
wealth
- The growing importance of
tourism provides healthy food in
this area
Threats to the environment
- The increasing urbanization of
rural areas
- Further degradation of the
industry and other factors
- Behavior of participants in
tourism in protected areas
- Weak purchasing power
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Setting up information boards, maps, fountains, benches, toilets, souvenir shops.
fully functioning tourist information center
Forming travel agency at the Novi Pazar which deals with the organization of
tourism in the region
Improvements promotional activities through a combination of instruments,
promotional mix, the existing turisičko - restaurants and sports - recreational
facilities with prior improvement of tourism products.
Desirable reactions
Proximity to major settlements in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Montenegro, because of the larger cities and especially from their predstonica
creates a wide range of potential tourists.
Preserve nature, with certain facilities to convert this space into a regional park
oasis of relaxation and ‘escape’ from the noisy and polluted city units
A large number of villages in the highlands particularly the Pester particularly
in the mountains that are located at a higher altitude, which is located in the
beautiful setting offers excellent opportunities for rural and eco tourism
Natural resources and cultural and historical monuments in which the region is
well known to give a chance for the promotion of tourism Novi Pazar.
Novi Pazar area is famous preoizvodnji healthy food and ethnic dishes, and are
known Sjenica cheese, ham and other dairy and meat products especially the
preserved areas such as the plateau.
Reactions that are recommended
Strictly control the construction of buildings throughout the weekend of the
River accomplishes Raska, Uvac and other water facilities in the area.
Do all that is possible when it comes to power and air pollution especially in
the new time has increased the number of illegal dumps where waste problem
should be solved in the best way. Perform consistently afforestation and take all
measures to protect this area from any human influence.
Education and training of all stakeholders in tourism on the behavior in protected
areas and in urban areas
Still inadequate standard of living for allocations of funds to an area of regional

and national importance such as this area.
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GIS as a tool for susteinibelity managment of
waste disposal sites
Goran Vizintin, Nina Juresic, Milivoj Vulic
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Natural Sciences and Engineering, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Abstract
The main purpose of this article is to present a
suitable geoinformational system for map charting of areas, suitable for creating waste dumps
in the Republic of Slovenia. First we established
a geoiformational system that bases on gathered
geological data and enables an independent and
clear area analysis, which helps estimate the suitability of individual areas. The theoretical part of
this thesis comprises the legislation in connection
with any technical intervention in the Republic of
Slovenia, which is the basis of classification of
waste and dumping grounds. The second part is
the practical part, where the areas without potential are gradually eliminated. It presents an estimation of reduction in number of potential areas, as
well as maps which show the gradual elimination
of areas. A map of a test area with use of numerous
parameter methods was charted in GIS environment as a result of the expert system.
Key words: geological references, GIS, expert
systems, waste, dumping grounds.
1. Introduction
Slovenian regulation in the field of waste management has made some significant progress in recent years. Due to the membership in the European
Union our state transferred provisions from directives to our legal system and by that took over the
responsibilities that directly influence waste management procedures. Obligatory European directives oblige the Members to reduce the quantity
of disposed waste and to satisfy the environmental
policies of EU regarding waste disposal [1], [2]. The
fact that the quantity of waste produced in Slovenia is alarming is underlined by gathered statistical
data. Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia
publishes statistical data each year, for the previous
year. The data are linked to public waste collection,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

waste dumps and manufacturing and service activities waste.
– Waste, produced in2007. [3]

Graphic 1. All waste, produced in 2007
The largest quantity of waste in 2007 was represented by industrial waste, followed by municipal waste, gathered by public waste collection,
industrial hazardous waste, municipal hazardous
waste and radioactive waste.
2. The criteria for assessing location
suitability
Searching for a proper location for dumping
grounds has evolved from a simple practice, based
on searching for a suitable geological location as
away from human settlements as possible, to a
much more complex approach, including the use
of GIS technology and analytical tools.
The geological map of Slovenia
The base for making of geological map of Slovenia was attributive data, including all types of
rocks in the area of Slovenia, as well as the size
of polygons that these rocks comprise. Input data
was defined by polygons – the geological map of
Slovenia comprises 16.518 individual polygons
that present the lithological diversity in our state’s
territory and comprise 20.273 km².
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Figure 1. The geological map of the Republic of
Slovenia (ARSO, 2007)

Figure 2. Rock permeability map of RS
Map of rock resistance
Rocks are classified into seven groups according to their names and into five groups according to the evaluation of their resistance from very
hard to soft rocks. This classification enabled us to
make a map showing the range of hard and softer
rocks in the area of Slovenia.

Permeability map
Table 1. Permeability classification

To make the permeability map we had to logically classify all the polygons of different rocks in
different classes and at the same time numerically
evaluate them or assign the rock a numeric value
that represents a sort of “weight”.
Table 2. Permeability of rocks according to their description
Classification
Karst

Granular

Fissured

Level
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

Examples
Limestone, nummulitic limestone, dachstein limestone, massive limestone
Main dolomite, dolomite with chert, granular dolomite
Marble, terra rossa, karst clay
Gravel, alluvium, debris, tuff, conglomerate, lake sediments
Clay, sand, small gravel, gravel with clay, sandstone, marl, tuff, tuffite
Clay, marsh sediments, dead river branch, terra rossa, schist
Pegmatites, augen and gneiss
Amphibolites, keratophyre, čizlakit, serpentine, basalt, quartz-sericitic phyllite
Diabase, quartzite, dacite, tonalite, eclogite, migmatite, gabbro, hornfels

Table 3. Classification according to rock resistance
Classification
Rocks
Soft rocks
Soils
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Level
Very hard
Hard
Semi-hard
Soft rocks
Gravely soils
Mixed soils
Marsh and lake soils

Name
Tonalite
Carbonates
Clastites
Tertiary sediments
Gravel fill
Clay and gravel fill
Marsh, lake and marine sediments

Rock resistance
5
4
2
1
3
2
2
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fauna and flora and the Directive on the conservation of wild birds [4].

Figure 3. Map of rock resistance in RS
Elimination factors
”Natura 2000“

Figure 4. Map”Natura 2000“ in RS (ARSO, 2007)
In accordance with the request of the European
union Slovenia was obliged to develop a network
of special protection areas under ”Natura 2000“.
Namely, EU has been developing such a network
for over a decade. The aim of ”Natura 2000“ map
is to preserve biodiversity by protecting natural
habitat of plant and animal species. Legal basis for
creating ”Natura 2000“ sites present the Directive
on conservation of natural habitats and of wild

Water protection zones
Water protection zones are protected from pollution and influences that could influence the quality or quantity of water. The zones are divided into
three different areas:
– Inner protection zone (an area of the strictest
protection – no activities are allowed)
– Outer protection zone (an area of strict
protection – some activities may be allowed
if certain conditions are fulfilled) and
– Total catchment (an area with the least strict
protection – some activities may be allowed
if certain conditions are fulfilled)[5].

Figure 5. Map of water protection zones in RS
(ARSO, 2007)
Protected areas
Protected areas in Slovenia are geographical
areas in Slovenia that are defined and protected
by the Nature Conservation Act. The legislation in
force comprises three different categories of protected areas:

Table 4. Resistance of rocks according to their description
Classification
Rocks
Soft rocks
Soils
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Description
Very hard and compact rocks
Limestone and dolomites, in places also clastic rock
Sandstone, marls and schist, andesite, keratophyre and tuff rocks
Compact sands, silts andlapors– poor lithification
Fills of larger rivers that have compact rocks for a foundation
Clay, silty and sandy soil, in places also clay, silty and sandy gravels
Very light sediments of lake, marsh or marine origin
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Figure 6. Protected areas in RS (ARSO, 2007)
Flood areas

Figure 8. Cartographic or thematic layers [6]
Spatial analysis is classified according to operations in GIS.
They are classified as:
– analytical operations (classification, overlaying, distance calculation and interaction),
– spatial interpolations operations (points and
areal methods),
– estimation and error management,
– statistical and spatial analysis operations [7].

Figure 7. Map of flood areas in RS (ARSO, 2007)
We speak of flood areas when water floods a
certain part of an aquatic, offshore or other area
due to natural factors. These areas are also protected from any activities affecting nature.
Spacial data analysis and methodology of
elimination
The result of the whole expert system is a map
of natural characteristics made with GIS tools,
presenting an evaluation of terrain from geology’s
point of view in the process of choosing potential
dumping grounds. Individual geoinformational
layers were combined with spatial overlaying and
merged into the final projection. GIS approach
bases on traditional cartographic data module –
the real world is layered into thematic or cartographic layers that present a string of geographical, attributive and graphical data.
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Use of operations
One of the main operations used was overlaying – an analytical operation of combining two or
more data layers in the same geographic area. The
value of an attribute in a point of a new data layer
is determined by comparing the existing characteristics or with the help of arithmetic processing
of variables. In ArcGIS the Overlay tool is among
Analyst Tools, which enables the use of Intersect,
Spatial Join and Union functions.

Figure 9. Screen shot ArcGIS – display of the
tools
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Elimination procedure

Figure 10. A display of overlaying elimination
factors

Figure 12. Lithology in Slovenia with eliminated
environmental and lithological elimination factors

The initial geoinformational layer was the
lithological map of Slovenia, comprising 16.518
different polygons. The map was overlaid with
all environmental elimination factors with use of
Union operation.At first we eliminated the area of
”Natura 2000“, then all protected areas and water
protection zones and in the end all flood areas. The
result of this elimination is the map below.

The surface ofSlovenia had already been reduced to 50.18% by eliminating environmental
factors. When we eliminated areas of good permeability, the surface was reduced for further 17.18%.
By eliminating the nine elimination factors we got
to an area of 32.64% (6.619 km²) of Slovenia’s surface, potentially appropriate for building of dumping grounds. Later we concentrated on inclination
analysis. At first we wanted to make a map for the
whole of Slovenia, but had to limit the area to a
specific sector due to technical difficulties. They
emerged with calculations due to a large quantity of
data, so we decided to present the methodology on
a selected sector. The sector was chosen randomly,
we only paid attention to its lithological diversity.

Figure 11. The map with eliminated environmental
elimination factors
After the selection of environmental elimination factors in areas where any technical activities
are prohibited by law or only partially realizable
with various consents and fulfilment of building
conditions we concentrated on areas, inappropriate due to a too high permeability of the terrain.
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Map of inclinations
The aim is a long-term safe waste storage. That
is why inclination of the terrain is one of the most
important factors when eliminating inappropriate
areas. We made the classification according to the
inclination on the basis of various types of terrain.
Harder rocks and thinner soil demand a steeper terrain for a landslide. The classes also differ in relation to rocks or soils.In literature, depending on the
purpose and precision of classification and professional profile, there are different limit values, which
are relatively unified at setting limits as, for instance, the limit for building adequacy. When eliminating inappropriate areas we took into regard that
an inclination above 30° is automatically too high
and too risky for any activities. Inclination differs
from rock to rock – hard rocks have a higher and
soft rocks have a lower limit value for landslides.
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Table 5. Classification of inclination classes
Classification
Rocks

Soft rocks

Name
Igneous and metamorphic
Carbonates
Clastites
Tertiary sediments
Gravely soils (gravel fill)

Soil

Mixed soils (clay and gravel fill)
Lake, marsh and marine sediments

Inclination classes
Rock
Rock
Soil
Rock
Soil
Rock
Prevailing clay
Prevailing gravel

Stable inclinations
Above 50°
To 50°

To 40°

To 12°

Figure 15. A close-up of the sector

Figure 13. Function of inclination [8]
Making a map of inclinations on the test area

Figure 16. Map of altitudes in the test area
(DMR 25 x 25)
Unit: [height above the sea level]

Figure 14. The area with the test sector
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At first we made a map of altitudes with 25 x 25
m cells. With the digital model of the relief Earth’s
surface is described with a model, written down with
smooth panels. Errors are reduced with the reduction of cell size. In the secondphase we made a map
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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of inclinations from map of the test area altitudes.
That was enabled by special operations in GIS tools.
Inclination has a large influence on relief and is a
dominant regional elimination factor in mountainous areas. In correlation to the purpose of the map
and precision of the classification there are different limit values. The values are relatively unified at
setting limits as, for instance, the limit for building
adequacy – around 30°. The map of inclinations was
made in Idrisi programme on the basis of a 25-meter
model of Slovenia. In this phase a map of inclinations was done – inappropriate areas (areas with an
inclination above 30°) have not yet been eliminated.
This map shows all inclinations of the selected area.

Figure 17. Map of inclinations

permeability, resistance and limit inclination value.
For the calculation of adequacy according to characteristics of rocks we used the following formula:

D (S t _ H g )
D (S t _ T r d )
+
+
M a x S t _ H g M a x S t _T r d
Dnak lon
+
=Re
M a xnak lon
D (St_Hg)
D (St_Trd)
D naklon
MaxSt_Hg
MaxSt_Trd
Maxnaklon
Re			

....... (1)

– actual rock permeability value,
– actual rock resistance value,
– actual inclination,
– maximum permeability value (33),
– maximum resistance value (5),
– maximum inclination(65°),
– result.

The results, gained with this formula, are
shown on the map below. Division with maximum
values enabled us to compare the characteristics
of an actual rock with the most optimal characteristics that a rock can have. Numeric values that
present the result of individual characteristics of a
rock are from 1.297 to 2.96. The maximum value
is 3. The closer is the result, the more appropriate
is the rock terrain according to all the factors.

Unit: [degrees]

The map shows values up to 55°; the test area,
however, also has some plains. The plains are of
darker colour (almost black). The higher is the inclination of the terrain, the lighter is the colour.
The next phase was a classification of inclinations.
All inclinations above or exactly 30° got a value,
equal to the maximum inclination value of 65°.
65° is the highest stable inclination in the table
showing the classification of inclination classes
according to the individual descriptions of rocks.
We were left with areas with inclination under 30°.
We made a calculation of adequacy of individual
rocks in a polygon according to its characteristics:
– estimated permeability,
– estimated rock resistance,
– estimated limit inclination value.

Figure 18. Map showing the result of individual
rock characteristics evaluation

We organised attributive data in such a way that
every area has an attributed rock. We determined its
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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we normalised the inclinations and at the same
time equated values 0 with values, eliminated in
the previous analysis.
We used the formula:
 RSM
1 −
USL



 = norm.vrednost ................. (3)


RSM – actual inclination on the map
USL – upper limit of inclination
norm. vrednost – calculated normalised inclination value

Figure 19. Map of relative inclinations
Unit: [degrees]

When the map with the results of evaluation
was made, we made a map of relative inclinations.
The map of relative inclinations comprises the ratio between the actual inclination of the terrain and
the maximum allowed inclination. The maximum
allowed inclination is shown in the table with classification of inclination classes with an attributive
– stable inclination. To be able to make the map of
relative inclinations we had to use the following
formula:
RSM
= r e. naklon ....................... (2)
USL

RSM – actual inclination of the terrain on the map,
USL – upper inclination limit of rock stability,
re.naklon – relative inclination value.
Relative inclination values vary from 0 to 4.33.
The darker the area, the lower the relative inclination value (re.naklon). The higher the value, the
less stable the rock in the area of 25 x 25 metre
cell.The next phase was to make a map of normalised relative inclination. With this operation
1340

Figure 20. Map of normalised inclinations
With this formula the relative inclination is
substracted from 1 with the intent to eliminate
inapropriate values (smaller or equal to 0). The
smaller the value, the less appropriate the area.
The smallest negative value is -3.33 and the highest possible value is 1. With the help of normalised
inclinations we were able to eliminate areas with
normalised value 0 or negative value.When the
map of normalised inclinations was made, we
overlaid it with the map of rock suitability according to its characteristics. We performed a conjunction (in mathematics a conjunction is a two-place
logical connective between operands) and again
eliminated previously eliminated values. Values
left were evaluated according to their suitability.
Values lower than or equal to 0 were evaluated as
inappropriate for building of dumping grounds.
The map below shows the potential areas (in red).
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Figure 21. Map of rock suitability
This map actually shows potentially appropriate
areas. In the last operation performed we eliminated
values lower or equal to 0 and made the final map
of rocks, suitable for building of dumping grounds
in the chosen test area. Map of sectors, appropriate
for building of dumping grounds in test area shows
values from 0 to 2.92. The closer the value is to 0,
the less appropriate is the terrain. Potentially most
appropriate areas are evaluated with 2.

Figure 22. Map of sectors, appropriate for building of dumping grounds in test area
3. Results and conclusion
GIS technology can lead to possible errors in
the procedures of digitalisation and bigger issues
when calculating extensive quantities of data. In
spite of that we believe the methodology used is
a good and a quick way to gain assessments and
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

maps of natural characteristics. The procedure is
transparent and repeatable.Given data in the form
of metadata records in MOP ARSO with the help
of GIS programmes like ArcGIS, Map info, Idrisi and others enable quick overview of space
and by that a successful estimation of locating
individual anthropogenic activities that affect the
environment.The accuracy of estimation depends
from geoinformational layers. It is necessary to
gain data from maps of large scales. With ”Natura 2000“, other protected areas, flood areas and
other elimination factors the limits are set with the
help of model calculation or large scale maps digitalisation. That means that they are well made, as
they present the base for the legal basis. Maps of
inclinations are a bigger issue. The larger the cell,
the less accurate is the inclination calculation and
vice versa. Reducing a DMP cell means a 4-times
longer duration of calculation. That is why we are
in a great way dependent from the capability of
computer equipment when making inclination
analysis. In accordance with Nyquistfrequency[9]
a cell of 25 metres enables the specification of
morphologic modules with both dimensions longer than 100 metres. For smaller elements it is
necessary to use a smaller cell, which may not
exceed one quarter of one or other dimension of
the morphologic feature. According to our DMR
(25 x 25 metres) we may conclude that it is appropriate for morphology of area estimation for
elements, larger than 100 metres. A smaller cell
is needed for smaller elements. Before making
the final decision on a potential location the area
should be processed with cells of smaller dimensions (1 x 1 m or 0.5 x 0.5 m).The same applies for
geological information, gained from a map with 1
: 100.00 ratio. These maps are of a much smaller
scale, so the data entry is not as good. It has to be
taken into account that with digitalisation of such
a ratio there can be errors in the size of a few 100
metres. For a spatially more successful analysis
we would need a geological map with a larger ratio than the one used. For an estimate of accuracy
of geological data we can draw from accuracy of
the DMR used, which in our case can have distortions up to 50 metres in mountainous areas and up
to 6.5 metres in general [10]. Such accuracy can
be achieved only on a geological map with a 1:
25.000 ratio, which is not yet accessible to public.
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Management in a digital environment – the
example of Montenegrin companies
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Faculty of Economics in Podgorica, Podgorica, Montenegro

Abstract
This paper is a result of research, work and experience in the field of information economics, with
a view to determine at what level modern management paradigm in Montenegrin companies in an
increasingly digital environment is developed and
used. The basic hypothesis is - is digital management and knowledge management as the main input an inevitable development path of each company and the economy of a country? Bearing in mind
that this is a relatively new topic with trends changing and new theories developing at an incredibly
fast rate influenced by global economic processes
and the development of the Internet, it gains significantly in importance among all participants in
the business process, whether it is a small business
or the world economy in general. It is of special
importance how to transfer knowledge and experience from the global to the local level and how
to exploit the opportunities created by establishing
an electronic environment in the practice of local
companies. The research conducted and discussed
in this work points to the possibility of applying
new management postulates a digital environment,
in order to examine and remove any barriers to entry into the digital world and use of its advantages.
Also, further research indicates that application of
new management models in practice enables better
positioning in the market, increases the value of the
company and generates new knowledge as a competitive advantage and the possibility for companies
to compete globally. In order to obtain the research
objectives it was necessary to adopt a complex approach involving empirical and observation methods, system access, analysis and synthesis, as well
as reasoning methods.
Key words: management, digital environment,
Montenegrin companies
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1. Introduction
The new phenomenon of digital management
becomes increasingly a prerequisite for successful business in the global market, for increasing
competition and for use of new resources provided
by information technology. At the same time it has
become a challenge in terms of finding new forms
of organization and models that allow companies
operating in small markets to try their chance at
the virtual electronic business globally.
Numerous social changes emerging from a number of interactions and integrations at the global level
result in a new paradigm of virtual reality in which
information as the initial and knowledge as the final input, together with technology, become critical,
strategic base for companies and their managers [1].
The intensive use of information technology in
companies makes implementation of new organizational forms inevitable along with new forms of
cooperation and use of knowledge as a key input
of modern economy. On that way new forms of
business is being created.
A company is transforming simultaneously
with changing ways of reasoning and perception
of human knowledge and with opening possibilities to successfully coordinate operations at different positions and levels and from a different cultural framework. The transition to this method of
organization, although seemingly quite a logical
step for a modern business oriented company, is
a lengthy process that involves major changes in
thinking, the use of knowledge and the best possible synergistic effect of new, integrated inputs.
Change management requires a constantly rising
awareness of the environment and a greater initiative towards change, cooperation and exchange of
knowledge [2] [3]. Business success comes from
identifying opportunities and position of the company, but also from an effort to be among the first
to take advantage of this opportunity.
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Managers and big business systems will face
this problem, or even better – this challenge in the
near future and it will create the basis for development of the whole market economy of every
country in the region or globally [4] ... This is particularly important because the problems we face
in the process of joining the world’s global flows
are very strong motive to approach the analysis of
new forms of work organization and management
very seriously, while doing our might to implement positive experience and knowledge into our
business practices, thus joining the new world
economy at an equal footing [5].
2. The analysis of the situation and management development in a digital environment in the montenegrin economy
Sustainable economic development and growth
of a company in the global IT economy determined
by a series of interrelated and interdependent factors and components [6]. The review and analysis
of the situation in the field of application of e-business, digital management and use of its modalities
is based on the results of a research conducted in
Montenegrin companies.
The situation analysis and the research conducted provide answers to the questions:
– Which direction does the development of
e-business in Montenegro go?
– How is the awareness of the inevitability of
joining an electronic environment developed
in companies?
– Is the process of joining an electronic
environment a sporadic or a continual,
planned activity?
– How is the way of doing business within
the company and at the various levels of
management qualitatively changed?
– How does joining the e-market affect the
organization of the company?
– Is the Montenegrin society on the path of
becoming a knowledge society?
– Is there a support of government programs
to the development of e-business?
– What are the limiting factors for the
development of e-business?
– What are the stimulating factors for
development of e-business?
1344

Is it possible to define proposals for solving the
problems recorded?
The aim of the research is to provide an overall
review of new forms of management, virtual alliances, and their theoretical and practical implications on a modern company business through a
systematic treatment. Since this issue has not been
sufficiently addressed in this country, the goal of the
research is to present possible solutions for a new
way of quantifying knowledge management, as
well as the benefits and opportunities of virtual and
digital forms of management and organization as a
prerequisite for participation in the global market.
3. Research results
Empirical research and analysis [7] confirmed
the fact that the process of engaging in e-business
has seriously gained momentum in the Montenegrin market and that the management development
and the whole way of doing business is changing
under the influence of the digital environment. This
is certainly more evident in the privatized companies which have become members of the global
business networks and international companies,
and thus joined the electronic world, using all the
advantages of this method of doing business, the
most important of which being knowledge transfer.
The management process also becomes more
complex, the role of managers is more substantial
at all levels with increasing emphasis on cooperation with the employees because it is assumed that
they have expertise (that is, cognitive skills) in
certain areas.
Most companies are present on the Internet, with
dynamic web pages, while the companies within the
fields of telecommunications, banking and tourism
services have gone much further, using the same
integrated platforms as the companies engaged in
the same activities at the global level. In large part,
this process is due to the fact that most of the companies are privatized and now part of large international companies. During the process of joining
and operation within these companies the transfer
of information, knowledge and use of e-business
models increase. Naturally, this also affects the development of a new way of managing and the entire
process doing business. An exchange of employees
globally is also evident, and even an exchange of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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solutions that are “exported” to other states for their
needs, but only in certain companies and this applies in most part to the telecommunications sector
(software and programming solutions in the area of
services common to all members of an alliance at
the global level).
The whole process is aided by the efforts of the
state administration (The Government of Montenegro), which develops a strategy for building an
information society. An electronic government and
the establishment of regulations in electronic banking is also one of the processes that encourage new
stages and ways of development of e-business.
Companies, as well as the overall market are
mostly in the process of “waking up” more and
more clearly oriented towards innovative solutions
and knowledge as a decisive factor in further development and building competitiveness. At the same
time the managements of all the companies become
aware of the fact that the balance of power between
the consumer and the company is changing (in favor of the consumer) and that today’s consumer is
aware of their specific needs and the opportunities
of a very easy and relatively cheap transfer in terms
of consumption of various goods and services [8].
A very important indicator in this respect is that the
top management in 70% of the companies surveyed
is the initiator and agent of new ways of doing business, through the process of introducing knowledge
management, which is also the strategic feature of
further business operations.
This process is particularly dominant in sectors
such as tourism, banking and telecommunications.
In all other areas of the Montenegrin economy lagging behind trends is evident, both when it comes
to the technological infrastructure as a prerequisite
for the development and when it comes to raising management awareness. Restrictions on the
development of electronic business are actually
caused by the lack of the management awareness,
lack of funds, insufficient training of staff (senior
(in terms of age) employees who do not speak
English and with no computer skills).
The research showed that 27% of the companies (mainly in telecommunications and banking
sectors use applications concerning work with users, such as the Data Warehouse, databases, internal portals, intranet and the like, and the rest of
73% use applications intended for specific purVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

poses that enable data collection and tracking, but
with a lesser degree of complexity and not necessarily integrated with the whole IS.
Table 1. Used types of applications
Type of Application
Databases, portals, and the
Data Warehouse fully or
partially integrated
Individual applications
not automatically integrated

% of use
65% of companies
35% of companies

Only 5,7% of the companies surveyed made for
themselves each of aplications, softwares and programs, 67% use ready-made solutions and 27,3%
use the both, combined options.
If one takes into account that integrated platforms are used by 42% of the companies surveyed
(they have at least some of these platforms, such
as CRM systems - imported platforms for doing
business with external customers – and in detail developed programs for certain services such as telecommunications, banking, public administration
sector and health care) it can be concluded that the
whole process of engaging in the digital environment takes place simultaneously with the constant
development of the individual companies. This is
very important issue, especially as it known that
modern companies of the Western Balkan countries
differ among themselves by their knowledge. That
knowledge is also reffered by concept of collective
knowledge which is useful only in case of company
multi level addopted CRM [9]. The rest of 58%
have some elements of the platforms, but they are
not fully integrated or are still not fully used (test
period, internal use, etc.).
As for the possibility of reactions of certain
IS-s to organizational and functional changes in
doing business, the system adapts to the changes
with minimal intervention in 63% of cases, while
in the rest of 27% complex interventions in systems and applications are necessary. This indicates
ever greater flexibility of companies in the very
business process, which further encourages development of new forms of collaboration and allows
for better business organization.
Issues relating to the companies that are part
of an international alliance (63%) were based on
the extent to which they use benefits of electronic
communication with other members of the alli1345
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ance and whether there is a process of exchange
of knowledge and specific solutions, and cooperation. Basically, all companies operating in the
Montenegrin market constantly communicate with
other members of the alliance, mostly with the
mother company in the form of reporting, but also
on the basis of terms of reference, within which
they share ideas, specific knowledge and solutions
for certain services being developed at the global
level. The process of knowledge exchange is also
present, in both directions, with an emphasis on
receiving specific solutions to problems and training in specific fields.
The research further indicates that a complete
transition to e-business in the future will also be
influenced by strong legislation, adoption of a
payment system, and all other financial elements
that enable simple and safe financial transactions
on the Internet.
What is not questionable is a gradual, slight tendency towards further education which becomes
a necessity in order to overcome barriers to entry
into e-business trends. This process mostly takes
place in certain private companies, but also at the
level of state institutions (health care, government,
ministries,...) which gives inputs to further development and automation of business.
The opportunities presented are especially
great due to the fact that Montenegro is a relatively
small market open to foreign investment and there
is a possibility to quickly adapt to global trends
worldwide. This is especially true in the tourism
and service industries where we can build competitiveness on a global scale. Since there are very
favourable preconditions for development in these
fields they must be supported by further investment by the government and state institutions with
a clear strategic focus on building the information
society and its quality implementation, which provides a framework for better and easier adoption
of the model of economic operations.
One of the challenges Montenegro faces in
terms of development of the information society is
reflected in improving the quality of content protection on the Internet, which is of highest importance for the banking sector because that domain
is still underdeveloped.
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4. Development factors and recommendations for further management development in a digital environment
Business development factors in an electronic
environment can be either limiting or stimulating. The limiting factors are at the same time the
causes of the still incomplete involvement and incomplete digitization of business and are due to:
– unmet socio-economic conditions,
– unfulfilled technical and technological
requirements,
– inadequate business environment,
– lack of will and motivation and culture,
– lack of sufficient qualified personnel in
specific areas,
– relatively poor political-economic and
historical heritage,
– low level of social standards and their slow
development compared to countries where
e-business is developed,
– level of business safety,
– constant need for training and further
education.
All these factors affect the development of ebusiness which is, thus, slower as well as the management in such an environment. What is specific
in terms of management is a need for better trained
personnel as it involves a so-called lifelong learning in order to be ready at all times to adequately
respond to the needs of the market and the companies in it.
In addition to the above mentioned limiting
there are also stimulating factors, which in turn,
promote further development of e-business and
provide guidelines for this process. The most important are:
– inflow of foreign investment and
recapitalization of companies and their
“globalization”
– increasing competitiveness,
– strengthening of the consumer status,
– knowledge sharing,
– developing technical and technological
framework,
– strategy for information society development
(by the state),
– integration into institutional frameworks,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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– development of new “educated generations”
which may engage in problem solving,
innovation processes and operation requiring
inclusion in an electronic environment,
– good infrastructure and a high level of
Internet penetration
– increasing efforts and results of the legal
framework development…
Proceeding from the above, we conclude that
regardless of the limiting factors, there are good
conditions which guarantee that Montenegro, with
its small, but open market has made steps which
narrow the gap between developed and not developed countries. This also means that conditions
for development of the information society and,
therefore, for development of e-business and management in this framework, are being created, and
that their number will only increase in the future .
It is especially important to note that the ebusiness development guidelines are validated
through the process of information society development strategy and its affirmation through various projects of public importance, which gives a
new dimension to the business framework on the
Montenegrin market.
“By building an information society preconditions are created for realization of the goals wished
to be achieved on the path towards knowledge society, and the positive effects are reflected on the
entire economy, that is, a new basis is created on
which to establish business relationships among
companies, high availability of information is
achieved, and macroeconomic implications on
employment, customs and tax systems, as well as
the competitiveness in a broad sense, are also evident“[10]. The whole process of implementation
of the development strategy is aimed at adoption
of European standards, accelerated reform and
development of democracy; building a more efficient and transparent public administration; creating an appropriate institutional framework. This
framework allows for further expansion and the
effective use of information and communications
technology and knowledge in all areas of life and
economy, as well as creating a knowledge society.
The recommendations for further management
development in such frameworks are primarily the
development of knowledge economy, the develVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

opment of intellectual capital as the backbone of
future development and a significant resource for
sustainable development of the Montenegrin economy [11]. Intellectual capital is a resource which
provides an opportunity for the diffusion of knowledge in both directions for this small and predominantly service-oriented economy – by the import of
knowledge through participation in the global network by way of joining alliances and by the export
of that same knowledge to external frameworks,
which essentially determines further development
and the ability of the companies, management, the
economy and the society in general.
5. Conclusions
The experience of developed countries shows
that companies must adapt to modern trends and
demands of the global market. If the management
adopts the same philosophy, aware of the need to
change the organization and the process of doing
business, and therefore, the management process,
the many opportunities for business operation created by the digital environment will open up sooner.
The development of the Internet as an essential
prerequisite for the new Internet economy completely changes the traditional concept of management, focused so far on the process of organizing, planning and control. In such conditions, the
paradigm of modern management is also changing, since the management passes through a process of adaptation to the new situation, and, thus,
is changing, learning and transforming into new
forms of leadership with an emphasis on collaboration, use of resources and the willingness for a
constant change management process.
The practice of large companies suggests that
new forms of management in a digital environment highly influence the changes in a company’s
organizational forms, initiating them in the process
of the company’s response to the market needs, as
well as that the very management passes through
conceptual changes during the process, whether it
is an initiator or accepts changes as market challenges. Such mutual interaction imposes new solutions in the work process, which are sometimes
of a technological kind, but are essentially based
on the knowledge and skills of the management,
its abilities to apply these skills in the process of
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managing a company, cooperation with employees
and setting goals in relation to competition and the
market. The focus is increasingly shifting towards
collaboration with suppliers (through various ways
of association and virtual cooperation), and the consumer (through access to the company as to an open
book), who takes on a new dimension.
The results of a research conducted on a sample of 15 companies in the Montenegrin market
also indicate that there is an actuality and a need
for a change of management methods in a digital environment. This need, of course, in practice
varies from company to company and depends on
the field and type of business, but it is a universal
conclusion that the process of change is affecting all areas, thus changing the way of thinking
and developing a new approach to business. This
approach places more and more emphasis on opportunities in the environment, and much less
focuses on possible threats, envisioning even in
them potentials for development. Management
also becomes increasingly aware of the necessity
of a different approach to knowledge, ideas and
new forms of action in the market which require
exploitation of new forms of knowledge. Along
with the development of new forms of knowledge,
a need for a variety of tools, applications and benefits of the Internet and internet based programs
has also been identified.
On the one hand, it guarantees reduction of
costs, but on the other the quality of products and
services that are more focused towards an individual buyer is also reduced. In addition, thanks
to the application of the e-business concept and
the systems based on it, new, higher quality and
much more satisfactory forms of client approach
have been developed. Management repositions its
values and through various forms of cooperation
and association are increasingly moving towards
satisfying the needs of the client (or rather different stakeholders) strengthening their competitive position and level of success in the e-market.
Also, this kind of cooperation and the possibility
to share knowledge provides new sources of innovation that encourage and provide opportunities
and a source of competitive advantage in the future market operations.
The examples of good practice of companies
within the research conducted which use modern
1348

management methods and all the advantages of a
digital environment confirm the hypothesis about
the change of management methods, the use of the
benefits of knowledge management and virtual
organization, as well as the results of such operations through a new and quality product on the
market. This is what distinguishes successful from
unsuccessful companies and a good management
in a digital environment.
Although due to the frequent changes in the
real environment frequent interventions on certain
platforms are also necessary (which further generate new knowledge and store patterns of consumer
behavior), the need for new forms of business operation based on the advantages of the application
of the electronic business concept is not called into
question since it is the imperative of competitiveness and differentiation in a very turbulent environment. The managements of the Montenegrin
companies surveyed are aware of the facts stated,
but they are also aware that the costs caused by
such interventions are necessary for future activities. They represent an investment in the future,
and they must be considered if a company wants
to generate overall benefits that can be achieved
if the needs of clients, that is, consumers are adequately met.
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Abstract
Research discusses urban regeneration issues
regarding contemporary approaches in urban development. Specifically it explores a problem in
defining a subject of urban regeneration process
regarding different urban paradigms. The main
question is: What are relations between subjects
of urban regeneration in different urban paradigms? The aim of the paper is to discuss the relations regarding instrumental, collaborative and
sustainable urban paradigm. Outputs of the work
open questions for further researches related to
integrative and sustainable urban regeneration.
Мethodological approach is based on theoretical
discussion and comparison of two representative
concepts of instrumental and collaborative paradigm in urban regeneration: CIAM and New Urbanism; making linkages to Sustainable paradigm.
Key words: urban regeneration, integrative approach, contemporary questions
1. Introduction
The term ‘regeneration’ is very ambiguous and
widely used. Regeneration /regenerare/ is defined
as: (a) an act or the process of regenerating: the
state of being regenerated; (b) spiritual renewal or
revival; (c) renewal or restoration of a body, bodily
part, or biological system (as a forest) after injury
or as a normal process; (d) utilization by special devices of heat or other products that would ordinarily be lost [1]. Nevertheless the term seems to be
clear and sound; the relevant literature shows there
are various usages of it. Therefore, there are many
quasi synonyms for regeneration: reanimation, rebirth, renewal, revitalization, reconstruction. It is
obvious that there is no solid and clear distinction
between the ambiguous usages of the term regarding its complexity. This complexity overflows to
definition of urban regeneration which is usually
seen as equivalent to urban revitalization, urban reconstruction and urban renewal.
1350

According to my assumption this intricacy
ensues from different urban paradigms that are
concomitantly immanent through history, up to
present time. Following the paradigms urban regeneration is essentially related to the procedure,
method and philosophy of affirmation and creation of ambiental values. Ambient values are subject of urban regeneration and can been defined
in various procedures and processes according to
favoured urban paradigm in specific socio-economic context. In other words, the creation of this
values means process of newly generating things,
elements, systems and their mutual relationships
based on past, present and future potentialities.
The process of (re)-creating ambiental values
is connected to global, plural, society full of variety of rationalities, interests, values and identities.
This is the very point of topicality of the issue in
domestic urban and socio-economic context that
is according to Nikezić and Đokić characterized
by confrontation between different interests and
powers [2]. This confrontation becomes one of the
causes for clearer positioning urban regeneration
and defining it in wider process of urban development. The further discussion will be led by the
comparison of representative examples in urban
regeneration that are on extreme positions of instrumental and collaborative paradigms. The outcome of this discussion will be an input for making linkages to integrative urban paradigm and
sustainable urban regeneration. In the concluding
part I will open questions for further researches.
2. Urban regeneration: instrumental and
collaborative approach
Diversity of the urban regeneration term can be
related to socio-economic context, historical period and favoured paradigm in urban development.
The research will put Modern time as a starting
point in inquiring the answer to main question.
Nevertheless the fact that cogitation of the urban settlements, particularly utopian, is present
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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since its birth; the purpose of the research is not
to analyze or present them in historical continuity.
However, it is to discuss the most relevant ones
according to the type of rationality they favour.
According to Vujošević there are many legitimate
rationalities in urban societies such as instrumental, limited instrumental, communicational, limited communicational, political, ecological, market, etc. [3] By my opinion the rationalities can
be simplified as positivistic or phenomenological,
or as instrumental and collaborative [4]. This simplification is necessary for the boundaries of the
research, the main question, aim and outcomes. I
claim that favoured urban paradigm determines
an approach to urban regeneration. Therefore, I
bound exploration in this chapter by the discussion between two most relevant approaches in urban regeneration that are on extreme positions of
instrumental and collaborative paradigm: CIAM
[5] and New Urbanism [6].
The first is defined by principles of Athens
Charter propagating instrumental rationality of
Modernism. It is based on functionalistic segregation of urban activities and high traffic efficiency
in order to ensure the “cycle of everyday activities” [5]. The cycle theoretically opens possibility
for integration of spatially distant activities using
transport efficiency in order to assure everyday and
periodic human and citizens’ needs. In that manner,
it is possible to re-generate urban spaces by building new towns breaking up with traditional ones.
In Modernism, urban regeneration is based on universal ‘top-down’ values, creating new, radical urban ambients. According to Rowe and Koetter this
ambient should have had an emancipatory role related to human and social capital [7]. The city and
its parts are seen ‘from the outside’ in technocratic
and instrumental manner as a positivistic object of
examination. Usually, urban regeneration embraces
spaces outside traditional ones, promising ‘convalescence’ through human and social emancipation in “La Ville radieuse”. The ‘convalescence’
becomes a subject of urban regeneration meaning
development on free spaces and affirmation of new,
universal and ‘top-down’ values. Traditional values
and historical heritage is honoured and protected
in the domain that is limited by new social justice:
„Narrow cult of past times must not overbear the
rules of social justice“ [5]
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There are many critical thoughts and arguments
that are against functionalistic and technocratic urban development and regeneration. By my opinion the Modernism’s main failure is unsuccessful
implementation of the “cycle of everyday activities”. Modern city everyday life shatters into spatial-temporal distant places failing in assuring the
cycle. According to Rowe and Koetter: “[...] street
disintegration and all of the other highly organized public spaces had been indivertible, because
of two reasons: the first was new and rationalized
form of housing, the second transformation of
transport activities […]” [7] In that sense everyday place is spread to whole city space that was
impossible to achieve in practice. Also, this failure
is a sequent of lack of activities mix as well as
lack of micro scale urban design, which is human
and based on citizens’ needs. I believe this failure
could have been a chance for Modern city to redefine the “cycle of everyday activities”.
However, I would further lien on unsuccessful
realization of the cycle that is as well mostly criticized. This failure opened space for new thought in
urban regeneration, crystallized in the principles of
New Urbanism. They are based on restoration of
existing urban canters and towns into coherent metropolitan spaces; regeneration of sprawled satellite
communities into liveable neighbourhoods; with
physical solutions that are conjugated with economic, social, environmental development; redefining public policy that will provide place making
based on local identity, culture, climate and building practice; promoting urban design with wide
public participation, community activities and multidisciplinary professionals [6]. Furthermore Elin’s
concept of Integral urbanism opposing to Modernism glories place in space: “Modern view on space
as objective, homogenous, neutral (Euclid’s space)
is changed with a thought that glories subjectivity,
heterogeneity and valuing different meanings.” [8].
Here I would point out the place making activities towards vitality of place – ‘topos’. This is
crucial thing in double-sided globalization process
that is according to Castells both chance and threat
for local communities and their urban representations [9]. Castells claims that local communities
and urban societies should develop ”project identity” based on past, present and future image in
order to be competitive in global network [10].
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The “project identity” is something that is missing in the concept of New Urbanism and I should
refer to it in the following chapter. Also, I partly
share Elin’s and Healey’s opinions that the place
is a product of collaborative process where values
are defined ‘bottom-up’ [8, 11]
As a summary of this chapter I would point out
that the conception of betterment as subject of urban regeneration makes differences between the approaches. First is connected to ‘universal convalescence’, the second for ‘collaborative creating’. Both
of them have their potentialities for I would say
‘project identity in urban regeneration’ and ‘New
Unity”. This will be discussed in the following chapter making linkages to sustainable development.
3. Urban regeneration and sustainability:
an integrative approach
The basic conception of sustainable development as a care for socio-economic and environmental topics has been present since industrial city regarding its problems with working class residential
areas. By my opinion the difference that determines
current questions in urban regeneration is global,
multicultural and technological society, that is also
supported by Lazarević-Bajec thought [12]. Also,
the crucial thing is that nowadays sustainable urban
development emphasizes creating glocal spaces and
places. Glocal space is an integrative one, respecting diversity by establishing and promoting permanent identifiers of space, supporting and empowering dynamic, plural, ones by building partnerships
[13] through Semprini’s central space [14].
Glocal place, as a product of integrative space,
promote and affirm past cultural values with a
creation of new ones. Therefore glocal place is
an artefact of Castells’s ‘project identity’ of community. Opposite to previously presented instrumental and collaborative approach, they strive to
create sustainable spaces and places. Those places
are created in multidimensional spaces integrating different rationalities, identities, values, interests into coherent whole [13]. In that manner,
sustainable urban regeneration can give a birth to
colourful bond between differences. This bond
has a strong power to create coherent picture of
common future/‘common sense’ [15, 16, 17] and
the ways of achieving it. In line with my opinion
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is also Reeves claiming that sustainable development, as youngest paradigm, generate the older
ones (both rational and collaborative: economic,
social, physical, public administration, environmental and collaborative) in integrative manner
[18]. This is a fundamental point of sustainable regeneration in creation of an ‘added value’ through
Habermas “communicative consensus” [19].
In that sense, sustainable urban regeneration realizes betterment in holistic manner both instrumentally and collaboratively, putting places on global
map through creation of glocal identity. I would say
that sustainable betterment in urban regeneration
liens on glocal identity of places. This kind of identity respect global standards together with affirming
or creating local uniqueness. The place, designed
and created in the process of integrative space has
preconditions for socio-economic development in
global competition, using sustainability for balancing newly created cultural, social, economic and
spatial relationships. Therefore, further questions
arise: How to create ambiental values of glocal
places? How to integrate confronted rational and
collaborative paradigms’ principles and conceptions of betterment in urban regeneration?
I will search for the answers in the urban regeneration process of place creation. According to
Lefebvre the process depends upon a socio-spatial
practice [20]. In between relations of Sustainability, Modernity, Integral urbanism and Habermas’s
New communication universality the process is devoted to mediation of different rationalities, needs,
interests and powers. It should provide preconditions for socio-cultural and economic sensitive decisions using appropriate paradigm in right time.
Therefore, I believe that integrative urban regeneration is an iterative process, dynamically ‘turning on’ paradigms; uniting them into Habermas’s
‘consensual rationality’ [19]. Also, as a process of
place making it should provide a framework for
developing qualitative values of integrative, sustainable, and glocal place. The quality of place is
evaluated by the quality of process that should be
guided, facilitated and mediated towards common
future image. I would emphasize the importance
of decision making sensitivity as it is crucial for
creating sustainable ambiental values and building
bridges between interests’ or power’ gaps towards
integration and consensual added value.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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This is supported by Vaništa-Lazarević and
Đukić opinions: […] we see regeneration of towns
as one of most convincing directives of sustainable development principles. Using the existing
artificial resources of built heritage […] by its conservation, rehabilitation and reconstruction we in
parallel raise a social standard (gentrification) in
the wider space. The aim is humanity, social sensitivity, new jobs, and economic development.”
[21]. Therefore, disciplinary, interest, cultural, institutional, economic and social intricacy of betterment in sustainable urban regeneration points
out a fact that creating the glocal place is not
privileged to instrumental, neither to collaborative
paradigm. It needs an approach that is tailor made
due to variety of urban contexts. This complexity
of betterment opens a field for setting up topical
questions in urban regeneration.
4. Conclusions: further questions open
In general, quality of places is related to conception of betterment in different urban paradigms,
and today to the conditions for integration of plural values. As it is presented previously values are
dynamically favored in different urban paradigms.
Sustainable development as youngest one seeks to
realize their integration. Nowadays, according to
McDonald, Malys and Maliene the urban regeneration term is related to the creation of sustainable
places as spaces for sustainable communities [22].
Actually, betterment and ambiental values
mean qualitative changes of specific urban spaces.
They open questions related to the way or process
of their creation: How to create ambiental values
of glocal paces? Who are bearers and who are elements of ambiental values? Are they mutually
controversial and competitive? How to design the
process of their mutual dialogue towards ‘New
Unity’? The dialogue leads to further questions:
Is it ethical to negotiate values? If it is so, in what
domain and under what conditions? Can esthetic
solve problems of ethics in urban regeneration; as
Baudrillard generally claims [23]. What are the
instruments, methods and techniques of urban regeneration? What is the main discipline of urban
regeneration?
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Abstract
In order to engage filling by filter depth in filtration - water purification, two-layer filter fillings
consisting of the upper layer, with larger grains size
obtained by technological methods of domestic
anthracite processing (Filtracit) and lower layers
of quartz sand was introduced. Filters with a twolayer filling allow higher speeds of filtration, which
are in the range of 5-15 m/h (instead of those with
single layer 2-5 m/h) equal to or better filtrate quality, higher productivity and longer service life of filters. The newly conquered filtering material based
on anthracite, also provides a doubling of revenue
compared to the previous way of placement.
Key words: innovation, technology, sorption,
anthracite, water
1. Introduction
Anthracite belongs to the group of oldest and
best-quality coal and is an important raw material
in industry and energy. Due to the increasing demand for this type of mineral resource, there has
been an exhaustion of quality deposits and surface
deposits so we are now faced with the exploitation
of less valuable deposits, that is, thin layers less
calorific value, dipping layers at greater depths
and layers of complex tectonic structure.
A similar case is in the exploitation of anthracite
in Eastern Serbia, more precisely, about 10 kilometers east of Zajecar, near the Bulgarian border,
where “Vrska Čuka”, the active anthracite mine
which is now a part-JPPEU Resavica is located,
where some 130 years almost continuously is performing exploitation in a primitive way, usually
producing between 15 and 20 thousand tons of anthracite annually. The maximum annual capacity of
the previous period was around 65.000 tons.
Anthracite from Vrska Čuka characterize a
dark brown color, shell-like structure, burning
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

short bluish flame without smoke releasing calorie value of 33 GJ/kg. It is mainly distributed to
brick plants and cement plants, and less frequently
to smelters as a fuel.
Based on experience of Germany, England,
Austria and other developed countries, research
on application of technology in the Serbian anthracite filtration of drinking water, waste water
containing oil and heavy oil and residue briquetting were carried out in recent years from which
positive results were obtained.
This paper is regarding the evaluation of research opportunities in the anthracite production
technology of new adsorbent materials used in
water purification technology. The studies were
conducted on the basis of relevant data obtained
from the mines, the OFH Institute in Belgrade,
also with the cooperation and assistance of mine
staff, entitled „Application of anthracite in water
treatment technology“ and „Application of anthracite as filtration-sorption means for treatment
wastewater containing oil and heavy oil“ both
were positively implemented.
2. Research goal
After the disintegration of former Yugoslavia
possibility of exporting anthracite has become
very problematic, partly due to the disruption of
industrial production and due to the events of the
war and partly due to frequent political changes
that followed in all countries of the former Yugoslavia. Consumers of this raw material until 1990,
used to be forges in Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia, then, cement factories, brick
plants, RTB Bor, etc. Some of these consumers
have switched to another form of energy, reduced
or suspended production, which all together led to
a break in continuity of operations and great loss
of market share.
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In period 2002 - 2005, numerous studies on
evaluation of anthracite in order to improve the
operations and effects to repair bad status of the
mine as much as possible were carried out. While
researching numerous variations were considered,
but primarily those solutions that require minimum investments were the chosen ones.
One proposed solution is the research „Application of anthracite in water purification technology“. Thanks to a positive result, research was
expanded on the theme „Implementation of anthracite in the technology of EPS’s waste water
purification containing oil and crude oil“ and it
also had a positive ending.
Since in both cases is provided that the best
part of the anthracite is distributed on the market
at much higher prices through the filtration material, it was decided to find more options of valorization of the remaining amount of anthracite, which
would be, at the technological procedures in effect, a technological waste. Given the fact these
are tiny particles of high energy value (over 25 GJ/
kg) they approached the possibility of finding the
way to make them bigger with the aim of winning
consumer products.
Institut za Bakar, Bor, had been done the studies and acquired technology of briquette producing by merging of small anthracite particles, then,
enlarging them using various mixtures of lowcalorie coals and anthracite in order to provide a
wider range of different energy fuel in size and
calorific values.
Increasingly stringent legislation on the protection of the environment is in favor of this research
and the production and application of newly won
products for drinking water purification and wastewater containing oil and fuel oil. The raw material can be effectively applied as a replacement
of expensive activated carbons and other similar
imported products.
Only in Serbia huge amounts of waste water
from power plants and the EPS containing oil and
fuel oil are letting out are they were the initiator
of this research in a period when the mines were
operating within the EPS. [1].
Studies have shown that the production, taking into accout the production capacity of mines
in recent years, wouldn’t be enough for the needs
of Serbia, especially when it comes to a product
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that is 10% better than the German, 15% better
than the English, etc. Prices of similar products on
the world market are around 650 Euros of Chinese
origins over and 1.000 Euros for European. [1].
The briquettes are the commodity used as energy
fuel whose production is of controlled quality and
size, for which it is possible to find market in the
near vicinity. Large industrial consumers as FeNi
- Kavadarci from Macedonia, and others, showed
there interest in for this type of products. [2].
Purpose and aim of the study were to increase
the revenue and to win market through new product programs.
3. Potential reserves
The exploitation of coal in our mines is done in
a very difficult mining-geological conditions, with
great presence of manual labor, which is mainly
caused by using low-yield mining methods, which
were imposed by a complex mining-geological
conditions [3], [4].
Exploitation anthracite coal region “Vrska
Čuka” encompass eastern part of Serbia near the
Bulgarian border. In that area, in the extremely
cramped conditions are placed industrial and surface objects of the „Avramica“ mining pit. In the
village Grljan, the place only 3km away, there are
loading station objects associated with the regular Zaječar - Niš railroad through which the shipment of a commercial product and delivery of raw
materials for the needs of the mine is performed.
Besides the railway track, Grljan village is connectod to mine through a narrow asphalt road with
Zaječar - Knjaževac asphalt road of the second
category. The relatively good communication with
mine provides a smooth and quick contact with
customers and suppliers of raw material.
Exploitative parts are thicker than 0.5m, arranged
in three layers unevenly distributed, 1.3 - 1,8 m of
average size. Considering structural characteristics
and thickness of layers, this reservoir can be characterized as an atypical deposit, which does not belong to any group and subgroup. The complexity of
this deposit give blistering and ruptured forms that
cut up, collect, and tear layers apart, causing sometimes the appearance of the lens. The entire deposit
is break into pieces of smaller tectonic blocks and
in all blocks has been a breakout of coal layer. Such
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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complex natural conditions are imposed the usage
of „chamber“ low-productive mining method with
a high share of manual labor.
The calculation of coal reserves is made based
on data obtained by deep drilling exploration and
mining data from the investigation-preparatory
work and according to latest certified study on
geological deposit, deposit has reserves of anthracite as shown in Table 1 [5].
Table 1. Coal reserves [2]
Category
„A“
„B“
„C“
Total

Balance (t)
42.894
378.717
760.020
1.181.631

er elements and compounds that affect the hardness and water quality.

Exploitation (t)
40.749
359.781
722.019
1.122.549

4. Sorption equipment production technology
Technological process of water filtration materials production, i.e. sorption of unwanted impurities in potable and waste water is based on the
separation and classification of range with low ash
content (less than 6%), grain size usually between
0.5-1.6mm, 1.6-2.5mm and so on.
Classical filtering means filters filled with sand
whose layout encompasses smaller particles on
the top and larger and larger grain at bottom. This
arrangement makes the top layer of filter filling
less porous, which is why in the top 10-20 cm the
filtering process practically takes place, i.e. suspended particles are here. Typical filtration velocities are 2-5m/h for such filters.
In order to engage even more in depth filtering,
two layer filter filling was introduced, which consist
of an upper layer with larger size grains of „Filtracit“ and the lower layer of quartz sand Figure 1. [6].
Filters with a two-layer filling have higher
speed of filtration, which are in the range of
5-15m/h, equal or better quality - the effect of filtering, greater productivity and significantly longer service life of filters.
Filtracit is a domestic product produced by
separation, classification and thermal refining of
domestic coal - anthracite. This filter material is
widely used in open and closed filters in the filtration of potable and wastewater. In the course
of applications - exploitation, Filtracit behave as
inert agent and does not release the virtually any
substance during the filtration, silicic acid nor othVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 1. Layout of two-layer filter
Analysis confirmed that Filtracit obtained by
classification of the high quality range of separated anthracite has the following chemical composition: [5].
– Moisture 0.95 ℅
– Ash 3.74 ℅
– C 89.96 ℅
– N 0.70 ℅
– H 3.66 ℅
– S 0.99 ℅
Using qualitative analysis of the ash following
basic elements were determined - Si, Al, Fe, Ti,
Mg, Na, K and C, as well as trace of Bo, Sr, Mn,
Cr, Cu, Co, Ni and V.
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Detailed analysis of the Filtracit sample was
performed at Dr „Milan Jovanovic – Batut“, the
Institute of Public Health, Center for ecotoxicological diagnosis, because of its applicability in the
technology of potable water purification. The study
included the determination of the characteristics of
the coal (volatility and the metal content), and the
release of substances soluble in water to simulate
all the conditions assumed in the planned use of
Filtracit. Analysis of water characteristics change
was also performed after contact with Filtracit and
dynamics of migration of total organic matter after 24, 48 and 72 hours of continuous contact was
followed. Based on the results of these tests it was
concluded that the extraction of organic and inorganic substances using distilled and deionized

water from Filtracit is equal and very small. After
contact of Filtracit with water (deionized and distilled), there was no significant migration of any of
the tested compounds, i.e. all tested parameters are
in the range of values provided by Regulation on
hygienic potable water. Extraction of poly-aromatic
hydrocarbons and benzo(a)pyrene is negligible and
below the detection limit. [6].
Based on all researches, the conclusion is that
this type of anthracite coal preparation can be used
in the technology of processing and production of
potable water. Test results of material content in
the sample of Filtracit are shown in Table 2.
Results of testing the Filtracit materials migrating after a certain period of contact with water at
room temperature are shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Results of the metal content research
Designation and appearance of the
sample
Odor
Mineral substances
(Residue after annealing)
Metal content in the sample (mg/kg)
Lead
Cadmium
Copper
Zinc
Iron
Chrome
Manganese
Nickel
Mercury
Arsenic

Anthracite - tiny irregular granulation
coal, black color
Odorless

Organoleptic

8.82

Gravimetric

1:52
0.007
2.484
2.634
6411.08
2.701
29.81,
17.64
0.001
≤ 0.002

Determination
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS

Method

Table 3. Results of testing the material migration
Designation and appearance of the
sample
Migration of soluble material substances in
During the 24hrs contact (mg/L)
Total migration
Organic migration
Inorganic migration
Lead
Cadmium
Copper
Zinc
Iron
Chrome
Manganese
Nickel
1358

Anthracite - tiny irregular granulation coal, black
color

Method

Distilled water

Deionized water

Determination

11.50
5.80
5.70
0.006
0.001
0.016
0.010
0.090
0.004
0.001
0.001

10.50
5.30
5.20
0.014
0.001
0.001
0.014
0.280
0.001
0.001
0.001

Gravimetric
Computing
Gravimetric
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Test results of physical-chemical characteristics
of water before and after 24-hour contact with the
filtration medium to filter water at room temperature
are shown in Table 4. The results of monitoring the
dynamics of the extraction of organic substances are
shown in Table 5. In order to check the quality of
newly-won adsorption agents based on processing
of domestic coal-anthracite, the comparative analysis of physical, chemical and mechanical properties
and, in this case the most important, sorption characteristics with similar products of world famous
manufacturers, such as Evers GmbH (Germany),
Shanxi friends chemicals union CO., LTD. (China),
Latop (Austria), Sutcliffe carbons (UK) and others,
where it is clear that the sorption characteristics of
Filtracit are not far behind, [6].
The results of comparative analysis are shown
in Table 6 where the sorption characteristics of Fil-

tracit on some samples for 10 percent better than
EVERSIT of a German origin. In addition to physical-mechanical and sorption characteristic, comparative analysis of the purchase price of imported
filtration materials with local manufacturing cost
of Filtracit Figure 2 was carried out, where it is
clear competitiveness of domestic products.

Figure 2. Comparative analysis of the domestic
price of imported Filtracit sorbent

Table 4. Results of the researching physic-chemical characteristics of water before and after contact
with the filtration medium
Designation and appearance of
the sample
Test conditions (10g in 1000ml
of distilled or deionized water)
Test results of physical-chemical
parameters of water
Turbidity on “Si” scale
Color, unit on Pt-Co scale
Odor
pH value
Conductivity
Ammonia
Nitrite
Nitrates mg/L
Chlorides
Consumption of KMnO mg/L
Total hardness
Dry residues mg/L
Calcium mg/L
TOC

Anthracite – tiny irregular granulation coal, black color
24 hours contact with
deionized water

Blind test in
24hrs contact with Blind test in
deionized water
distilled water
distilled water
0.55
5
No
6.25
4
0.05
0.009
0.83
2.13
1.91
0.0
3
0.0
1.5

0.7
5
No
6.3
12
0.05
0.020
0.55
9.28
6.76
0.28
12
1.6
3.55

0.25
5
No
7.66
2.50
0.05
0.003
0.05
1.80
1.59
0.0
6
0.0
1.48

0.6
5
No
7.83
7.6
0.08
0.006
2.61
2.58
2.55
0.0
12
0.0
2.74

Table 5. Results of tracking the rate of organic matter extraction
Designation and
appearance of the sample

Anthracite – tiny irregular granulation coal, black color

Method

Migration of organic
matter mg/L

24 hours contact
48 hours contact 72 hours contact Blind test in
with distilled water with distilled water with distilled water distilled water
2.22
1.96
2.07
1.44

TOC

Migration of the total
PAH (mg/l)
benzo (a) pyrene (mg/l)
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

0.2
0.01

0.2
0.01

0.2
0.01

0.2
0.01

GC
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The analysis of wastewater of a crude oil station was performed whose results before and after
purification with Filtracit are shown in Table 7.
The results showed that Filtracit effectively remove – absorb from wastewater mineral oils, phenols, turbidity, etc.
The addition of chemicals can improve adsorption characteristics of Filtracit, for example,
adding base or acid in certain quantities leads to

degradation of dispersants, adding alum in the pH
range between 8 and 9 and using pherosulphate at
pH between 8 and 10 significant coagulation of oil
could be achieved, etc. [1].
5. Economic effects of sorbents production
Changes to improve the economic effects of
business relating to the modification of processing

Table 6. Comparative analysis of filtering means
Eversit
Chinese
Characteristics of filter
Southclf
Recommended
latop Filtracit
materials
Offer Lab
Offer
Lab Anthracite
I. Physical properties
Grain size (mm)
0.6–5.0
0.6–5.0 0.6-5.0 0.6– 5.0 0.6–5.0 0.6-5.0 0.6-1.6 0.6-1.6
Uniformity coefficient
1.1-2.6
1.4
1.4
1.2-1.3 1.2-1.3
<1.5
<1.4
1.5
Effective grain diameter (mm)
1.5
1.2
II. Chemical properties
Carbon (%)
>90
90
90
min 80 min 80
90
90
90
Sulfur
<0,8
0,63
0,63 max 0,5 max 0,5
0,79
0,71
0.8
Moisture
<5
1,0
1,0
2
2
<5
1.0
1.0
Volatiles
5,0
5,5
5,5
6
6
5,5
5,5
5
Ash
4,0
3,5
3,5
12
12
4,0
3,5
4
III. Mechanical properties
Bulk density (g/cm3)
700-800
730
730
770
770
720
730 720-730
Density (g/l)
1,4-1,5
1,45
1,45
1,53
1,53
1,45
1,45
1,41
Hardness (Mos)
3,5-4,5
4,0
4,0
3-4
3-4
4,4
4,0
4,0
Porosity (%)
<10
<10
<10
50
50
<10
Solubility (%)
<2 in acid
< 0,1 < 0,1 2 in acid 2 in acid
0,18
4
IV. Other properties
Sorption (%)
3,1
3,4
3,8
Quality rating (1 - 10)
10
10
8,5
10
10
9,0

Table 7. Analysis of crude oil station wastewater before and after purification
Parameter
Date of taking sample
Turbidity
pH
Fluoride
Ac
Cl
Ut.KMnO2
HPK
BPK2
Resid.nonfiltr.
Resid.filtrat.
Susp.m 105°
Susp.m 700°
Mineral oils
Phenols
1360

Unit
NTU
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mgO2 /l
mgO2 /l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
µ g/l

Before
10. 02 2002
16.60
8.10
0.5
<0.2
12.02
15.86
8.12
4.8
269.0
115.0
110.3
83.1
4.60
3.6

After
10 .02 2002
0.56
8.05
0.5
<0.2
11.82
5.48
2.04
2.4
0.7
96.0
0.4
0.1
0.28
0.5

MDK*
-

MDK**
-

6.8-8.5
10-12
2-4
350-1000
10-30
1

6.0-9.0
20-40
7-20
1500
80-100
300
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and the introduction of newly won commercial
products whose demand is increasing worldwide,
due to the intense pollution of the environment and
their production in this case would slightly affect
the increase of total production costs of coalmines.
Table 8 shows the sales prices of existing commercial products, essential for this comparative
analysis without VAT. [7]. According to the tabular data, there are mainly three ways to distribute
the entire production on the market: [8].
1. To sell whole quantity in the form of what is
exported out of the pit (raw).
2. To be sold after grinding – milling, and
3. To perform separation of the excavated
quantities (washing and classification) after
which is possible to get the range of three
types under the numbers 3 - 5.
Using existing mode of production and distribution of anthracite to consumers in the product
range according to Table 7, the processing and
classification is performed in the separation plant
located within the mine site.
The existing plant is not sufficiently equipped
for the production of filtration material-sorbents,

which could be applied in water purification technology. To produce them, it is necessary to purchase of a number of screens and conveyors, storage of finished products for and packaging device.
For the production of briquettes the acquisition of
the entire plant is required, whose cost, along with
part of the necessary equipment for the production
range of water purification, is shown in Table 9 [9].
Since the monthly wage bill of the mine’s worker is over 10 million dinars of investments, commenting the amount of named purchase isn’t necessary at all. Based on previous report, it is easy to
conclude that after investing in a processing and
briquetting plant, there are four possibilities for
commercial distribution of anthracite to consumers:
– Raw
– Raw ground
– Separated
– Purification water assortment and briquettes
All four modes of anthracite distribution on
the market as a commercial product through the
various ranges are considered separately and the
results of research are shown in Table 10. The results of calculations relating to the calculation of

Table 8. Prices of existing commercial anthracite products
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Assortment
Raw
Raw ground
Separated -30+0,5
Fine -0,5+0
For brick plants -30+0,5

Thermal value (KJ/kg)
28 016
24 550
29 000
27 000
15 400

Price without VAT (RSD)
6403,00
6397,00
5 617,00
5 354,00
3 461,00

Table 9. Investments in the acquisition of additional equipment
Number
1.
2.
Total

Equipment designation
Equipment for production of sorbents
Equipment for enlarging the small anthracite class

Purchase price (RSD)
4 000 000
6 000 000
10 000 000

Table 10. Results of the research of four modes of anthracite distribution on the market as a commercial
product considered separately through the various ranges
Number
1.
2.
3.
4.

Participation – ton Price per unit Total cost
of raw coal (%)
(din/t)
(din/t.r.c.)
Raw
100
5 427,00
5 427,00
Raw ground
100
5 421,00
5 421,00
separated -30+05
25
5 617,00
Separated
For brick plants -30+05
25
3 461,00
4 946,00
fine -05+0
50
5 354,00
8
64 550,00
Filtration assortment Filtration assortment
10 944,00
and briquettes
briquettes
85
6
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the profit gained by selling one ton of raw anthracite in relation to one of these four ways.
In this case the cost of production and processing
have not commented but based on experience with
previous work and on the basis of literature we know
that the cost of grinding in this case is around 100
RSD/t, the cost of separation (washing and grading)
around 400 RSD/t and an additional costs of production range of water purification and enlargement of
the small fraction is approximately 1000 RSD/t.
The calculation was made based on currently
valid mining prices for all ranges, including filtration though as yet not produced, because without
new investments there are no conditions for production, while the price of briquettes is taken on
the basis of analogy in relation to the prices in other mines that operate within JPPU-Resavica. Production of Filtracit was performed several times
at the request of the consumers in a very primitive
way, with great presence of manual labor.
It is unnecessary to comment the results of
research because Table 10 clearly shows that the
largest revenue per ton of raw coal is provided in
scope of the distribution of filtration materials and
briquettes as commercial products on the market,
in spite of the additional expenditure for further
processing and technological losses of about 7 per
cent, twofold increase of profit is obvious compared to the best version so far.
In any case, it should be noted there are losses
in the previous three versions too, but much smaller, although in relation to the benefits, the last one
is not necessary to comment.
6. Conclusion
Anthracite mine “Vrška Čuka” is located 10
kilometers from the town of Zajecar nearby Bulgarian border and is one of eight mines operating
within JPPEU-Resavica. It operates about 130
years with an annual production of between 15 and
20 thousand tons of anthracite, a calorific value of
about 33GJ/kg. Full production was distributed on
the market as energy fuel in the form of raw, raw
ground or separated anthracite.
Since it is rare case globally that anthracite is
used as energy fuel, but as technological resources, it was necessary to find more profitable options, so joint researches of mines and IOFH from
1362

Belgrade won a new product (Filtracit) in potable
water treatment technology and wastewater containing oil and crude oil, based on anthracite.
Filtracit is a very effective tool in the technology of potable water purification; it is not soluble
in water, does not release harmful substances, hazardous to human health, and does not affect the
hardness of water.
In addition to potable water, can be used as an
effective means of wastewater treatment, especially those that contain oil and crude oil, phenols, etc.
Production of Filtracit was performed several
times at the request of the consumer in a very
primitive way, with great presence of manual labor. For the full realization of the production program only 10 million dinnars is necessary, including briquetting plant, which would represent the
utilization of industrial waste in this case.
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Abstract
In the modern business conditions, IS role is
priceless to fulfill market expectations by the following: price, quality and delivery time. To be
faster, more efficient and more effective are paradigms of modern business. The goal of this study
is to provide unique model based on experience
of the companies that have already introduced informational system - model that will be applied in
today’s market conditions.
Key words: informational system (IS), informational technologies (IT), ERP, enterprise
1. Introduction
Modern business is characterized with environment changes and higher pressure from competitors.
Changes in the environment are in the following:
– Business conditions,
– Technology,
– Methods,
– Standards,
– Informational systems. [4]
Business system management must search for
answers all the time in turbulent business environment. One of the answers is certainly development
of the own strategy in the areas: business, evidence,
automation, integration, information and usage of resources. In all the changes entering business systems,
informational system influence is evident, especially
in the following areas: technology, methods, standards and informational systems. Competitor pressure can be noticed by application of modern informational solutions. Money invested in purchasing IT
at the European, Japan and USA market was 7 billion
euro in 1980., and in 1985. it was 28 billion euros,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

and in 1990. - 76 billion euros. Now it is expected
that at the beginning of XXI century, this sales overpasses 250 billion euros. [4]. It seems that paradigm
has been confirmed: “ In the success game, real business moves are informational systems.”:
2. Problem identification
Three basic IS roles are dominant: business information support, management decision support,
and strategic advantage company support. In point
of fact, the strategic commitment of enterprises
predominantly affects the quality of an enterprise
in relation to its competitors. Managers of companies should be aware of all developments, both in
their environment and in the company [8]. Many
researches have been done in analyzing the role of
IS and IT for business enterprise. So, for example,
leading magazine from informational system application, Datamation, based on many researches
in American Commerce in 1993, 1994 and 1995
emphasizes significance of informational systems:
– Increase of productivity (costs reducing,
increase of effectiveness),
– Quality improvement,
– Competitive advantage,
– Support to achieving goals and business
system strategy,
– Re-organization quality and business reengineering,
– Making good management decisions,
– Total flexibility increase, especially in
customer request transformation in the
product or service.
IS mission is to support company management
in making business decisions to improve efficient
1363
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and effective business. Effectiveness means goal
achievement (doing the right thing), and efficiency means using resources (doing the right thing).
Informational system has special influence to
management, because it creates positive climate
and culture in the company, increases business
transparency, creates conditions for fast and positive organizational changes and business re-engineering, it increases general knowledge level of
employees and environment integration.
So, IS should be viewed as : organized components for registration, collecting transfer, treatment, storage, analysis and distributing information for various applications. Very often the mistake is made and IS is similar to IT, which is wrong.
IT should be viewed exclusively as part of one IS,
and it consists of: hardware, operational systems,
communicational technology, network software etc.
Key factor to IS success is man, who provides methods, techniques and procedures in appropriate business processes. Well formed informational system
brings changes in increasing product and service
value, reducing costs, expanding market, easy material replacement, products, rises communication
level with customers and suppliers.
3. Informational system, enterprise and
environment
Company management is forced to confront the
changes, to anticipate and plan the strategy for preventive action, in order to realize its mission and
vision. In such circumstances, IS becomes the factor of company survival, because it provides management with flexible action in relation to market
changes, and especially to top management to
achieve all difficult and critical problem solutions.
Modern market is based on purchase to get higher quality, by low price, in promised delivery time.
Competitive price is provided with constant technological innovations and changing work price. Although in many countries, work price is 10 times
lower than in some developed countries, in such
countries competitive price is achieved by high
level of productive and informational technology.
IT application brings re-defining in making
business decisions, for example:
– Instead of manager bringing all decisions, it
becomes activity of all employees,
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– Instead of only experts can realize complex
activities, now it can be done by common
workers,
– Information can now appear wherever
needed, instead of earlier only one place,
– Working with information required special
premises, and now it can be done on each
place. [4]
From the view of common user, expected improvements should be seen through: improved
report system, improved documentation flow, improved process connection, improved planning of
resources, improved productivity.[7]
From social responsibility aspect, IT has many
contributions. Above all, IT consists of data and information available to all interested sides. It secures
privacy, connects people, changes work structure,
transfer from hard labor to IT usage, and forcing
employees to informational educated in the future.
IT role in identifying customer’s requests and needs,
who became alpha and omega of business, is more
significant. IT role is getting bigger in creating socalled virtual corporations, i.e. uniting some teams
- that belong to different companies to realize tasks.
Such situation on the field sends message to each
management to turn to new management concepts:
re-engineering of business process (BPR - Business Process Reengineering), total quality management (TQM) and manufacture in time (JIT - Just
In Time). It is understandable that in such business
conditions, IS and IT are informational spine and
they increase business effects on all levels.
However, on the other hand, viewing through
money, biggest failures happened in reengineering
of business processes, by introducing informational
technologies. This subject gains significance and
the choice of adequate informational system represent on of the most important strategic decisions.
4. Our experience: defining stages in
informational system development
In accordance with entropy, Norbert Wienner
defined information as system organization measure i.e. system entropy. He emphasizes that “information measures arrangement and structure or
system acting, its physical probability, it is determinant how action is different from chaos. [4]
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According to our long- term practice in this department, we are going to give sublimation of our
results from the literature [2], practice from our
partners and our own. The PPT Prva petoletka has
a huge history, and a great experience. Our company was a first company from metal complex in
old Yugoslavia with integrated informational computerized system. Decision to go in implementation new technologies was made after serious
analysis. All implementations were successfully
done, so we are now giving to present our results,
to be a help to anyone who has this problem in
his company. Our goal is to give contribution in
this dynamic development area. It is based on our
previous work [6] and great study from India [7].
Information significance for business process
management has many IS concepts. Differences are
in complexity, way of working and responsibility of
each business process and appropriate sub-processes and activities. Process complexity relies on control points and time dimension of business activities.
Way of working relates to process structure, automation possibility and management speed. Online informational system for making decisions in
the real time is different from off-line decisions
after certain sub-processes or activities.
From all this, depth and range of IT application
differs depending on process request, level of applied IT and management readiness to apply new
technologies. If management applies IT only on
certain working places, it is autonomic IS, which
is characterized with low knowledge IT level, low
finances and culture to apply IT. [7]
Informational system presents realistic system
model. More developed IS, it is more capable to describe the process in the real system. The following
definition is totally understandable: IS is set of methods, techniques and technologies for registration, collecting, transfer, approving, keeping and distribution
of information that help people to control certain process. Nowadays MIS or business IS for management
support arose by IT development, especially thanks
to communication system development, databases
and increased competition, and based on correct information as company’s strategic factor.
MIS systems increase efficiency, effectiveness,
flexibility, productivity in functional areas and enterprises. In our literature business-informational
system has become common. Typical MIS takes
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

data from common DB and processes them in accordance with user’s request. For example, MIS
segment related to management has the task to collect data about employees, their realization, nonworking days, etc, Based on these data it generates
summary reviews, ad hoc information, exceptional
information, company’s management reports and
environment needs (for example - retirement, sick
leave, protection at work, state authority statistics,
etc.) Basic MIS task is to support management on
operational, tactical and strategic level as well as to
support employees every day. [4]
Based on basic IS definition, addressed to engagement of different business and informational
resources, analogy with other organizational and
technical systems can define life development IS
circle, that consists of stages or processes (grouped
activities) planning, analysis, designing, application and support of IS. By methodology we mean
application of logistically designed life circle which
defines activities step by step in each stage, individual and group role in each activity, working
standards and quality for each activity and tools and
techniques for the same.
Basic principles in IS development are:
1. During informational system development,
it is necessary to include owner and user in
development process.
2. Basic problem solving approach includes:
○ forming study to understand the problem,
○ defining request for possible solutions,
○ identifying possible solutions and choice
“the best solution” choice,
○ development and solution application,
○ following applied solutions and
○ adjusting solutions.
3. Determination of stages and activities by
some of methods,
4. Determine standards for consistent
development and documenting development
activities,
5. Estimate financial investments in IS,
6. Give freedom to assess or revise IS project
prom the expense aspect, time and goals,
7. Do structure and concretization of each
stage and
8. Estimate ability of IS for growth and
changes. [3]
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5. Elements important for the choice of informational system for concrete enter price
Second point discussed choice of adequate solution for our IS. Considering the rapid development
of informational technology, choice of business
software has become complex procedure. Software
choice, of course, depends on company’s size, and
considering that all our enterprises are small and
medium - and since it will be the same in the future,
we will analyze only such enterprises further.
Each company should decide if they are able to
develop ERP for their own needs, is it payable, efficient, cheaper to buy some already finished package.
If a company decides to buy ERP, it is necessary to
review the possibility of human resources participation in implementation process, and also to analyze
staff education for software application. The next
step is to develop criteria for adequate ERP choice.
ERP choice must be applicable to certain company, it depends on whether the company is manufacturing, commercial, service. So, this means that
good ERP has to be applied in different areas, and
it must have tools to adapt to user’s informational
requests. In other words:
– it possesses finished business model for certain
activity (manufacture, selling, services),
– it covers all main business processes such as
planning, purchase, storage, manufacture,
maintaining, selling, finance, booking, staff
and earnings, quality…
– it must be unified and easy to learn
– it adapts users simply.
Parameters to be taken into consideration, with
a small modification parameters given in [5], are:
1. On which platform it works (XP-SP3 / Vista
/ 7 / Linux / Mac)
2. Solution origin (geographical),
3. Regulation changes adaptation speed
4. Updating in standard package,
5. Connection to e-banking system,
6. What is help-system like
7. Are documents defined by the law
8. Is there possibility to create and connect
documents,
9. Is there possibility to follow selling,
10. Is their grouping in more levels,
11. Does it have support,
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12. Is there individual back-up base,
13. Does it have possibility to adapt to environment (excluding unnecessary options),
14. Is there individual back-up base,
15. Does it have support,
16. What is the price of consultant hour,
17. What is optimum time for company
implementation process,
18. What is the necessary level for training staff
to apply new IS,
19. What is initial investment for certain
company, etc.
When defining criteria and giving advantages
to some ERP, some of the following facts should
be taken into consideration:
– Is it the same or it can be rebuild with
new version, is updating software versions
adaptation to changes in Law done via
internet, or somebody must come to your
premises and install
– That’s why, for example, systems that have
only printed documentation are valuable,
systems that have electronic documentation
and systems with interactive assistance way.
– It is advisable to get in contact with the
companies that have similar manufacturing
program and to hear their experiences.
– Check the devotion of the company taken
into consideration,
– Check their technological development
level, and adaptation to modern times
– Check if the team members have appropriate
references, are the familiar with the Law,
do they have good team to educate more
employees.
6. Final notes
There are several ERP options - domestic or
foreign regional character ERP or local character
ERP. If you are not multinational company which
uses some global ERP in the country, avoid them
because they are very complicated for application,
and very often not practical since they contain many
options that will never be used in these areas, and
they are also part of the price package. These ERPs
are hard to adapt to some individual users and are
mostly always not adapted to our environment.[1]
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FOREIGN regional ERPs are often incomplete,
and very often do not have solved segments, but they
find customers using experts and good marketing.
Domestic ERPs cover the work in small, medium and big companies, they are well adapted to
laws, they are familiar with local market habits, and
the price is lower than for the preceding two options.
Local ERPs are those that cover domestic local
market, and they are mostly for small enterprises.
They have bad staff support, and often rely on one
person’s knowledge, and big advantage is low price.
When you make decision for some ERP in the
end, you have to introduce your business system to
contractors, by system analysis. ERP knowledge
of employees in this stage is priceless, so process
of recording should be done by mixed teams, from
domestic and foreign consultants. Details for this
analysis are taken from: system quality evidence, informational system documented part, laws that describe our working area and are based on interviews
with experts from some parts of business systems.
At the end, most important fact for managers is
investment return. Considering that building and
innovation of IS needs investments in: communicational infrastructure, computers, equipment,
network, system software, software package ERP
class, staff training, introduction and maintenance,
it is clear that investments are huge. Investment
return (considering that every aforesaid component varies by price in dependence of the quality,
capacity, complexity, reliability, security), it is expected that in the periods of three, to five and more
years, and it all depends on: company size, automation level, company activity. [7]
7. Conclusion
Introduction IS in the company is very important, but also very hard. It is necessary that the company works faster, better and more efficient with
this implementation, with low costs and generating
big profit. ERP market is becoming more dynamic,
as can be seen from the number of companies at
he market. To fight with competition, manufacturing companies organize their business processes
in accordance with standards that offer quality and
reduce expenses of their manufacture and entering the market. To achieve this goal it is necessary
to manage all business system resources, which is
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

possible only with high business process automation and informational system modernizing. Informational technologies play very important role in
achieving business success, so the modern informational system cannot be imagined without ERP
class program support.
Introducing IS in every company is approached
with saying - lower expenses, higher profit. However, percentage of successfully introduced IS is very
small, and introduction process takes a lot of time
and it is very expensive. It can be conclude that successfully introduced IS is the one that is applied in
appropriate time and satisfies defined informational
requests of all business processes in advance. To realize this, it is crucial to choose the right package,
which is practical, modern, and by optimal price.
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Abstract
Reducing fossil - exhausting and non-renewable,
fuels and increased concentrations of greenhouse
gases on a global level, have influenced the intensive development of alternative energy sources, and
thus use of solar energy has an important role in
energy production from renewable sources. This
paper presents the system and method of absorption
solar energy using concentrating collectors, whose
application in the world is year per year more pronounced. The fact, that in this way up to 2040.,
about 20 per cent of world electricity consumption
is going to be produced, further raises the need to
pay more attention for this method of obtaining
energy, especially due to the fact that mainly, this
source is available to all parts of the planet.
Key words: energy, Sun, solar collectors
1. Introduction
Today, energy is one of the most important
components of development and functioning of
the economy and society in general. Energy has
a key geopolitical importance, dominant contribution to this state provide climate changes and security of energy supply, taking into account above
all the fact, that the reserves of oil and natural gas
are limited and concentrated in a small number of
states. Struggles over access to energy sources,
throughout history, have often led to the energy
crisis, which caused disruptions in energy supply
on the market, and their deepening often to conflicts, including wars.
Oil reserves are limited and it is assumed there
are still for a maximum of forty years, gas for sixty
or so, and coal for about 200 years ago. The big
problem is the fact that shallow reserves of coal
(near surface), as well as those of better quality
are already exploited. This will make energy more
expensive and complex.
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In addition, the increase in population from
2.5 billion in 1950, to nearly 7 billion today, or
implied 10 billion by 2050, and continuously improving of the comfort of living, results in greater
power consumption. This imposes the need for
finding new energy sources, preferably from renewable sources.
Besides wind energy, tide, biomass, hydrogen,
and other, special attention should be paid to the
energy of the sun, especially because it is partially
accessible to all parts of the world, whose adsorption can be achieved by a variety of collectors.
2. Concentrating solar collectors
Systems with concentrating solar radiation are
primarily intended for generating electricity in socalled „Solar power plants“, but can also be used
for hot water, heating and cooling of buildings,
drying, steam production, etc. German Advisory
Council on Global Change (WBGU) argues that in
2050, OIE in the southern parts of Europe and the
Mediterranean will be the main source of energy,
and dominant role will have solar power plants.
Bearing in mind the fact that collectors are less
effective in areas with few sunny days, because
they use only direct component of radiation, an
ideal locations for setting up these systems are located in the so-called „Solar energy zone“, which
is roughly located between 40° of south and north
latitude - figure 1. In parts of the area which are
the most exposed to sunlight, average, annual insolation values are above 1900 kWh/m2. It is estimated that only 2% of the Sahara area covered by
the systems with concentrators would be enough
to satisfy global demand for electricity.
Concentrators or focusing collectors are PSE
in which the sun’s rays caught from the larger
areas concentrate on a smaller area. The concentration ratio of the collector k can be expressed
by equation 1.
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k=

Ap
Aa

.................................. (1)

where:
AP[m2] - The solar radiation collection area,
Aa[m2] - Absorption surface
By selecting appropriate concentration relationship, it is possible to achieve desired temperature in
the system, which is the biggest advantage of such
systems. Unlike flat solar collectors whose concentration ratio is always k=1, a concentration ratio of
focusing collectors can have a value of about 50 linear - focusing collectors, i.e. over 1000 for spot focusing collectors. If the concentration ratio k £ 1 0 is
sometimes necessary, and if k  1 0 , it is necessary
to constantly direct the collector to the sun. With increasing concentration ratio, temperature of the fluid
in the absorber also increase (reaching a temperature
up to 2000°C), so the working fluid in these systems
is usually not air but water, thermal oil, or other fluid
with suitable thermal properties. [1].
The advantage of these systems, compared to
flat collectors, is much higher thermal efficiency
of these collectors. Thermal efficiency largely depends on the type of material used. Table 1 shows
the reflective properties of some materials used to
produce mirror concentrators.

Table 1. Reflection of the materials used for solar
energy concentrators [3]
Mirror making material
Silver
Gold
Aluminized acrylic
Anodically oxidized aluminum
Different aluminum surfaces
Copper
Glass with a silver layer

Reflection [%]
94±2
76±3
86
82±5
82 up to 92
75
88

Concentrators have drawbacks, of which only
few will be listed. To set up the system with concentrators, large areas of agricultural and building
land are necessary, as their installation on the roofs
of commercial and residential buildings is generally
impossible. Thus, for example, systems with Linear
Fresnel reflectors occupy about 4–6m2/MWh, systems with parabolic collectors around 6–8m2, and
systems with a parabolic concentrator and central
receiver 8–12MWh of installed capacity, [3]. Unlike flat panels, concentrators collect little diffuse
radiation, which in the warm, cloudy days can be
intense. Reflective surface over time lose their
original features (they get dirty), so they must be
periodically cleaned or re-process their surface (in
areas with low rainfall cleaning of reflective surface
is done every two months). Multi-part parabolic reflectors consist of a two-part or multipart parabolic
reflective surfaces that due to multiple reflections
of solar radiation, lead beams that fall within their
entrance point -qacc. to absorber.
Absorber walls are made of thermosetting plastic that is coated on the inside with highly reflective aluminum foil. The form of multi-parabolic
collector is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Solar energy zones
(source: Solar Millenium AG)

In terms of use, the concentrators (focusing
collectors) can be divided into:
– Heliostat,
– Solar thermal power plants,
– Solar furnaces [2].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 2. Multi-part parabolic collector
(Stine, 2001.)
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The position of multi-parabolic reflector is determined by the entrance angle, which is defined
to always “catch” direct sunlight. If the entrance
angle is q a c c = p , those are flat solar collectors.
1
If the entrance angle of the sun rays is q1  q a c c
2
then the sun rays will be reflected to the absorber
(receiver) which is located between the focus of a
1
parabola, and if q1  q a c c , the rays are reflected
2
above the focus of a parabola and the receiver will
not absorb them. Figure 3.

Figure 3. Reflection of light from the CPC
Multipart parabolic collectors can have fixed
and movable panel (which is driven mainly by
one axis). If the concentration ratio is k  6 ,
temperature in intervals from 100 - 160ºC can be
obtained, and the efficiency is about 50%. (Rabl,
O’Gallagher and Winston, 1980). [4]. CPC collectors can achieve temperatures up to 300ºC.
2D parabolic collectors 			
(Parabolic Trough Collector)
Parabolic collectors or RTS collectors (Parabolic Trough Collector) consist of longitudinal parabolic reflector (several hundred meters
length), which focuses direct component of solar
radiation on the focal line, in which the cylinder
absorber is set, Figure 4.
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Figure 4. (source: Solar Millenium AG)
The absorber consists of a metal tube, placed in
a glass cylinder, between which are air-free (vacuum) gap. A working fluid flows through a metal
pipe, (thermal oil, melted with salt or steam under
pressure). Selective coating (anti-reflection coating) which filters out infrared radiation, and passes
light from the visible radiation spectrum protects
absorber surface. Concentration ratio is usually
from k=10-85, while working temperature in the
system reach 400°C. In order to achieve a specified temperature, collectors intensively monitor
the movement of the sun during the day, using:
– Mechanical, or
– Electronic (electrical) system for tracking
the sun,
Which represent the largest factor in otherwise
very high costs of solar thermal power plants. Of
the intensity of the movement speaks the fact that
required accuracy in tracking the movement of the
Sun is within the limits of the part of a degree. „Solar Field“ consists of a large number of parallel,
longitudinal, parabolic reflectors, usually set along
the longitudinal axis of the north-south line. Regardless of the vast area occupied by the solar field,
these high- precision optical devices have been
placed with millimeter precision. Existing systems
with 2D parabolic collectors in solar power plants
generate about 100 kWh/year of electricity energy
per m2 of the surface of collector. [5]. Degree of
efficiency of transformation of radiant solar energy
into useful heat is about 24% in summer (maximum
30%), i.e. up to 15% during the year.
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3. High temperature conversion
For high temperature conversion of solar radiation, (400-4000°C) solar systems with concentrators of solar radiation that follows the movement
of the sun are used.
Spherical concentrator
Surface of the spherical concentrator is covered
with a large number of small flat mirrors reflecting approximately 92.5% of entering sunlight towards absorber vessel. Spherical concentrator can
be mobile or fixed. If the spherical concentrator
tracks the movement of the sun, absorber vessel is
placed in focus, and if the spherical concentrator is
stationary, absorber vessel is moving. The concentration ratio of spherical concentrators is in the interval of k=50-150, and the working temperature
of medium is 300-500°C. [6].

working medium in the absorber ranges from 600
to 2000°C. [6], [8].
Parabolic concentrators are usually combined
with a system for producing electricity, which is in
the focus of the collector. The link between the solar collector and generator is the absorber, which
converts the absorbed solar energy into thermal
energy of the working medium, which then transfers heat to the generator. Stirling engine with a
gas turbine is mainly used [6]. They are used for
providing energy in rural areas, regardless of the
distribution network Figure 6.

Figure 6. The system of parabolic concentrators
on Solar de Almeria platform

Figure 5. Schematic view of a spherical
concentrator [7]
Parabolic concentrator
(Parabolic dish concentrator)
Parabolic concentrator is made of unsteady
concentrating PSE (concentrator) whose focus is
in the absorber due to reflected sunlight. The average size of the concentrator’s diameter is about
10m. The concentration ratio increases with increasing diameter of the concentrator, and therefore the temperature in its elliptical focus. Increasing the size of the parabolic concentrator is limited by the durability of the support structure and
biaxial mechanical system for its launching. The
concentration ratio of these systems is significantly higher than the previously mentioned systems,
ranging from k=100-1500, so the temperature of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Although considered the least developed systems for concentrating sunlight, given the relatively simple construction, the ability to easily transfer
the system and the ability to connect to the distribution network, can compete with conventional
systems for producing electricity. Due to the biaxial movable supporting mechanism, frequent
servicing are needed, which is largely reflected in
the viability of the system.
Central receiver with the heliostats field
The sun’s rays are reflecting towards the central receiver (absorber vessel) which is situated
high above the earth’s surface, where at high temperatures water turns into steam, using multitude
of computer-controlled mirrors that track the Sun
(heliostats). Water steam under pressure expands
in steam turbine, where converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. Technology of central
receivers with heliostats field enjoys a high rating,
mainly due to successful implementation on the
1371
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„Solar One“ facilities, Picture 7, and „Solar Two“,
Picture 8. Construction of the first commercial solar power plant „Solar Tres“ recently started and
construction of „Solar 100“ and „Solar 220“ is
expected. The characteristics of these plants are
given in Table 2.

For example, in „Solar Two“ facility, a working
medium (molten-salt mixture of 60% NaNO3 and
40% KNO3) temperature 290°C using a pump
is pushing out of the „cold medium reservoir“ –
through the central receiver (where is heated up to
a temperature of 565°C) to a „hot medium tank“
(each tank characterize 875000L volume). Due to
large fluctuations of the solar radiation intensity
and the low density of energy flux, accumulation
(storage) of energy is often necessary. Figure 8
shows a solar plant built in northern Africa.

Figure 8. View of solar power plant [9]

Figure 7. Photos of solar thermal power plants
(Solar One) in the Mohave Desert, USA
(Source: Sandia National Laboratories)

Due to the high values of concentration ratio
(up to 1500) and temperatures created in this way
(up to 2000°C), the working media other than water, can be air, liquid sodium, molten salt, while in
modern plants most commonly used is solution of
nitrate salts due to better heat transfer and storage
characteristics [8].

In a system for storing heat, energy collected
during sunny periods, i.e. energy is draw during
periods when solar radiation does not exist or it
is not enough. If the solar radiation is intense, solar field generates enough energy to run electricity generators and energy storage in the system for
storing heat, allowing operation of the generator
a few hours after sunset, thus increasing the efficiency of concentrating solar radiation.
Large heliostat areas (50-150 m2) and a large
installed capacity of gas turbines characterize these
systems (over 10MW) [10]. The study, „Solar powered power plants 2020“ carried out by Greenpeace
in collaboration with European industry for solar
powers, shows that the amount of solar energy used
in this way in the world can reach up to 54∙106 MWh

Table 2. Characteristics of solar thermal power plants
Solar power plants
Power of the plant [MW]
The efficiency of solar radiation
transformation into electricity [%]
Accumulation [h]
Solar field surface [103m2]
1372

Solar One /Two
10

Solar Tres
15

Solar 100
100

Solar 220
220

7,6

13,7

16,6

18,1

3
81,4

15
231

13
1311

13,1
2642
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Table 3. Annual insolation values, comparing unit prices for electricity generated by solar power plants
with the local electricity prices and incentives in the three countries in the Mediterranean region and
Serbia [11]
Country Location
Spain
Portugal
Tunisia
Serbia

Annual value of Price of the electricity
produced by FN solar
insolation
2
power plants (с€/kWh)
[kW/m ]

Oveido
Almeria
Porto
Faro
Tunic
Gafсa

1214
1787
1644
1807
1646
1793
1400-1578

37,7
27,7
29,0
27,9
31,2
28,4

in 2020., and according to projections, over in 2040.,
over 20% of total world energy needs will be able to
be covered by solar power plants.
4. Power plant construction costs
The investment costs for FN solar power plants,
depending on the structure, size, heat storage systems, as well as the size of the power plant are 20005000€/kW (usually around 4000 €/kW, about threequarters of these prices are the costs of FN modules.
[11 ]. In Table 3 are given prices for electricity generated by solar FN power plants, as well as the subsidized purchase price of electricity in Serbia and in
Mediterranean countries (Spain, Portugal, Tunisia).
The introduction of alternative energy sources
contributes to increase energy efficiency, i.e. leads
to reduced consumption of energy resources and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. [12], [13].

Unit price of
electricity
(с€/kWh)
~9
~12

A measure of incentives
- the purchase price
(c€/kWh)
41,44< 100 kW
21,62> 100 kW
~ 55 < 5 kW
~31-37 >5KW

~2-5
~1,1 – 12,7

23

The fact, that in this way up to 2040, about 20
per cent of world electricity consumption is going to be produced, further raises the need to pay
more attention for this method of obtaining energy, especially due to the fact that more or less, this
source is available to all parts of the planet.
The costs of building solar power plants are
getting low, and the production of electricity by
absorbing sunlight with the state incentives in
many countries is becoming more profitable.

5. Conclusion
The increase in population from 2.5 billion in
1950., to nearly 7 billion today, or implied 10 billion by 2050., and continuously improving of the
comfort of living, leading to increased energy consumption. This imposes the need for finding new
energy sources, preferably from renewable sources, because the supply of fossil fuels is exhaustive.
Reduction of fossil fuels on the one hand and
increased concentrations of greenhouse gases on
a global level, on the other hand, influenced on
the intensive development of alternative energy
sources, resulting in the use of solar energy has an
important role in its producing.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Abstract
Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder, characterized by significant impairments in the area of
reciprocal social interaction and communication
patterns, as well as restricted, stereotyped and repetitive repertoire of behaviors and activities. In order
to make persons with autism productive and responsive in educational process, it is essential that an environment in which acquired knowledge is clearly
structured and specifically defined. In recent years,
as a response to the not always very successful traditional approaches in special education, there is a
trend of applied computer technology in the treatment of persons with autism. The literature points
out large number of studies that follow effects of
applicability of computers in stimulating social and
communicative skills of persons with autism.
However, studies indicate that it is not so easy
to find appropriate programs for persons with autism, and that is important to incorporate the existing knowledge about persons with autism and
their manner of functioning into the software.
Key words: computers, treatment, autistic disorder
1. Introduction
Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder, characterized by significant impairments in the area of
reciprocal social interaction and communication
patterns, as well as restricted, stereotyped and repetitive repertoire of behaviors and activities [1].
In order to make persons with autism productive and responsive in educational process, it is
essential that an environment in which acquired
knowledge is clearly structured and specifically
defined [2], and that difficulties in the integration,
analysis and understanding of information are reduced to a minimum, which makes a process of
learning easier. It is desirable that education is
generated in the conditions of one on one.
It happens more than often that, despite such
conditions arranged, persons with autism acquire
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

knowledge more difficulty because of the existing rigidities, reduced motivation, failure behavior, and stereotyped repetitive activities. In recent
years, as a response to the not always very successful traditional approaches in special education, there is a trend of applied computer technology in the treatment of persons with autism.
When the use of computer is being mentioned,
many develop associations about program for
writing and calculating. But over the recent years,
computer technology has significantly developed,
so the programs themselves became more graphically and visually orientated. That is why combining graphic potential with text, results in creating
new multimedia computer concept. This concept
includes integration of text, sound, color graphics and digital video slides. Coputers concept is
specially designed to teach people about a certain
subject, expand their horizon, encourage development, or to help them gain particular skill [3].
First studies that included the application of
computers in education of children with intellectual
development impairments, date in back sixties and
seventies of the last century. They included the use
of simple programs, such as games, which tasks
were to press keyboard letters, followed by voice
pronunciation of that letter or pressing tasters with
letters which activates pictures on the screen starting with these letters [4].
With the development of computer technology,
the range of applicability of various software programs in education of children with autism is being expanded. The literature points out large number of studies that follow effects of applicability of
computers in stimulating social and communicative skills of persons with autism.
2. Specifics of social and communication
skills in persons with autism
The range of autism impairments is characterized by rich and varied symptomatology. However,
only some of the symptoms can be considered pri1375
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mary, due to the fact that they are universally present and tend to persist throughout life [5]. Today
it is considered that the key symptoms may be explained by two triads of symptoms: Triad A (disorders of social relationships, communication disorders and difficulties in the imagination) and triad B
(intense, obsessive and restricted interests, repetitive behavior and “islets of preserved ability”) [6].
Social deficits in autism are defined by qualitative impairment of reciprocal social interaction.
Persons with autism have problems in social interaction due to lack of awareness of social behavior,
reactions and feelings of other people; that is, they
have difficulties to accurately assess and predict
reactions of other people, as well as to understand
the social context [7].
Communication disorders are manifested by the
delay in speech development, repetitive and idiosyncratic speech, difficulties in initiating and maintaining the upstream and downstream communication, and all this results in problems at the level of
pragmatic and functional communication [8]. Language development in persons with autism is late
and deviant. Deviance is reflected in the occurrence
of echolalia, metalalia, inverse use of pronouns and
in the end, spontaneous speech [7].
3. Research review
Computer activities may contribute to the improvement of peer relationships, as well as social
interactions between children with impairments
and common population [9].
In the study of Lau et al. [9] effects of applicability of computer technology combined with
the support of teachers of children with disabilities and children of common population have been
monitored. Social skills of children were measured
before and after the treatment.
The software program Children’s Software
Review (CSR) [10] was used. It turns out that
children, regardless of the presence of disability,
showed better results in social skills in a group
that used a combination of two approaches. Also,
the use of computers in supporting persons with
autism in adopting social rules, norms, situational
behavior, recognizing and understanding others’
emotions, solving problems and in many other
cases was possible.
1376

As one of the possible ways of adoption of
social norms and appropriate forms of social behavior, while working with persons with autism,
social stories could be used. These are short, individualized stories that contain all the relevant
components of some social situation, as well as
information about appropriate behavior [11].
Social stories are widely used in the treatment
of persons with autism, for acquiring academic
knowledge, appropriate forms of behavior, reduction of the aggression, tantrums and repetitive activity... With the development of computer technology, a form of social stories is changing, and
we more often the multimedia stories are used.
Hagiwara & Myles Smith [2] conducted a
study which followed the three subjects with autism, and the effects of application of multimedia
social story. By assessment before the treatment,
the key problematic abilities were identified,
which would be trained in the subjects, as well as
their initial level of success. In first two respondents, the activity of washing hands was selected,
and for the third the behavior during the lunch, in
the playroom and in the classroom while acquiring knowledge was selected. The results indicate
that the first respondent, after 24 days of watching social stories and completing the exercises that
followed the viewing, from the initial level of success of 33%, managed to achieve 100%, that is,
he performed the task of washing hands independently and adequately, and was able to apply that
activity in other situations. Another respondent
with a 37 initial percentage of success, managed
to increase it to 93%, while performing the task,
that is, to complete the whole task he needed assistance. Partial progress was demonstrated by the
third respondent in the selected areas.
Virtual reality is a form of computer technology
use, for the purpose of training persons with autism
in the area of social

skills. The user of this program
by clicking the mouse in real time can move through
virtual space, impressive graphics and design, interacting thereby with the environment, which seems
realistic and corresponds to the one already existing
that the user is familiar with [12].
Mitchell`s et al. research [13] was aimed at practicing situational behavior of persons in the autistic
spectrum, with t h e help of computer technology,
precisely - the v irtual reality program. With this
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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program, participants became part of virtual threedimensional environments. In this study, virtual
environment was placed in a small cafe, in which
the behavior was practiced trough four levels. The
program was set so that, in addition to giving instructions, the respondent received feedbacks, for
example, if he/she sat without asking for permission, the person sitting at the table would inform
him/her that the question was not appropriate and
to try again. In general, participants showed a rapid
progress in learning appropriate behavior in a cafe.
In the development of social skills of persons with
autism, video modeling could be used. It means that
a person watches slide-show of positive examples
of behavior of adults and peers, and based on that,
he/she organizes the behavior [14]. The treatment is
applicable in social skills treatments in various environments, such as home, school or community.
In a Charlop-Christy`s et al. study [15], the adoption of selected activities for each respondent was
monitored. Two situations were compared, the one
in which participants watched the video projection
of selected activities and the one where they had
a live model and action performance. It turns out
that the participants were quite successful in adopting a given activity after watching the video projections, because in that way they were focused on the
important information, while the distracters were
reduced to a minimum. Also, the authors point out
other advantages of this technology, such as time
management of the employees and working funds.
Children with autism have difficulties in solving social problems. A study in which the subject
of the research was solving social problems by
using computer technology was conducted. Children with autism showed significantly lower level
of the reproduction of new ideas and solutions for
solving problems in relation to the children of the
regular population. Also, children of regular development lost interest in the program after repeating it; they were bored, unlike children with
autism that found this type of activity likable [16].
Computer technology is improving communication skills through programs for learning system
of symbols, practicing semantic and syntactic levels of language and using multimedia programs
for encouragement of the development of nonverbal communication. For exercise of nonverbal
aspects of communication computer video games
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

with theme - body language and facial expression
- were most often used [17]. Use of computers
helps to enrich vocabulary, development language
and listening skills, by combining the text, image
and verbal symbols labeling in one place [18].
In one research study the effects of computer usage on the development of functional communication were monitored. The program “I Can Word It
Too” was used, which included three elements of
language - a form, use and context. The content of
this program included a variety of situations and activities in three areas - games, nutrition and hygiene.
During the study the entire speech and behavior of
the subjects were recorded and the number of sentences was followed, delayed echolalia, number
of immediate echolalia, number of sentences that
contained irrelevant speech, how many times the
respondent used appropriate language, and the number of initiated communications. The results showed
that the number of sentences with delayed and immediate echolalia decreased in all subjects, and that
a number of adequate sentences in accordance with
the context increased. A computer program enabled
participants to practice the use of appropriate forms
of speech in accordance to the context [8].
Bosseler & Massaro [18] conducted a study
which showed that for the vocabulary enrichment
of persons with autism the feedback in the form of
facial expression was very important. In the aforementioned study, we used computer software Language Wizard / Tutor, which unified the pictorial
representation of words, spoken word and feedback,
given by so-called Baldi, the animated tutor, in the
form of verbal information and facial expressions.
During the exercise, the levels in which the respondent had no feedback were also present, as well as
the ones in which they received it form Baldy in
form of smiles and compliments. Results showed
that respondents were better in adopting new terms
in a situation where they had the information feedback from Baldy`s face, than in learning without
tutor`s facial expressions.
4. Possible restrictions in the use of 		
computer technology
While using computer technology in working
with persons with autism, it is necessary for educators to be cautious and aware of the fact that
1377
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computer cannot be a cure for all problems and
difficulties which these persons face.
The use of computers should not contribute to
increasing levels of social isolation and restricted
or repetitive patterns of behavior; on the contrary,
it should stimulate the independence of users, as
well as generalization of acquired knowledge [19].
From educators, parents and associations dealing with persons with autism it is expected to join
forces in creating specialized software for persons
in the autistic spectrum, because it helps in avoiding commercial and widely accepted programs,
which are not in accordance with the abilities of
this population, as well as specific clinical features. Inadequate or incorrect selection of the same
application can result in the adoption of inaccurate
information, false generalizations and similar.
For one approach to be successfully applied
in treatment of persons with autism, the educator
must provide the following segments:
1) individualized support;
2) systematically arranged instruction,
3) a structured environment and
4) specialized curriculum [20].
According to Moore [21] the advantages of using computer technology in the treatment of persons with autism are numerous:
a) It is well known that persons with autism have
difficulties in processing sensory information
and that they focus on irrelevant details, and
cannot perceive the whole picture, focusing
on a single stimulus. It is believed that this
phenomenon can be reduced, directing
people to the computer screen, on which
only the necessary information are being
presented, and the distracters are minimized;
b) Persons with autism may perceive the
environment surrounding them as confusing
and unpredictable, while computers lead
these persons into the world of clear,
precise and consistent information always
predictable for the user;
c) Using computer software the user meets
clear expectations, and has an active control
and freedom of choice in the process of
acquiring knowledge;
d) The material used can be selected and in
accordance with the cognitive abilities of
1378

individuals, as well as opportunities in the
environment, so users can, accordingly,
generalize theirs knowledge;
e) The computer technology provides the
possibility of acquiring knowledge, step by
step, in order to strengthen the motivation of
users, as well as the consolidation of previously
acquired experience and knowledge.
Reviewing the aforementioned works, which
were engaged in the use of computer technology
in the treatment of persons with autism, certain
limitations are detected. Odom et al. [22] attempted to classify treatments and interventions that are
implemented in the treatment of individuals from
the autistic spectrum, according to the level of successfulness in two categories, those with proven
success and those that may be effective. In the second category videos and modeling were classified.
So, for example, in a study conducted by CharlopChristy et al. [22], remained unclear until the end,
for which children with autism video modeling
showed the best results and in which behavioral
areas effects of the treatment were the highest.
In almost all of the aforementioned studies selected samples are insufficiently large (Hagiwara &
Myles Smith [2] followed three patients, Mitchell
et al. [13] six, Charlop-Christy et al. [22], Hetzroni
& Tannous [8] and Massaro & Bosseler [18] five
patients). A small number of participants in studies disabled the generalization of conclusions about
the effectiveness of the application of this technology. In the same time, the need for conducting mass
researches which would confirm the earlier results
examining the larger sample was created.
A research study of 34 subjects had other weaknesses, which were related to the method of collecting responses. In the aforementioned study, Moore
et al. [23], contacted via mail address persons with
autism, sending them test questions, and the returned responses were processed and presented.
The question is whether respondents solved the
tests independently, or had an assistance, which
jeopardizes the objectivity and accuracy of results.
Also, we can ask a question concerning the
advantages and disadvantages of the use of specialized software in the treatment of persons with
autism. If the virtual world is designed as safe and
attractive, it may happen that persons with autism
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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would not want to leave it. It is therefore necessary to combine this approach with other forms of
treatment, generated through everyday contacts
with other individuals.
Another limitation of these studies is that in
most cases the comparison to the traditional methods and approaches in the treatment of persons
with autism has not been made. However, the fact
is that the literature data indicate the effectiveness
of the multimedia system in dealing with persons
who belong to the autistic spectrum. It is therefore
essential that future research clarify and rectify the
existing limitations, so that the computer technology would be maximally used in conditions where
it is showing positive results.
5. Instead of conclusion
Certain clinical features of autism affect persons belonging to this spectrum in a way that they
become more inclined to the computer communication than the one face to face. Persons with
autism have difficulties in initiating and maintaining social interactions, monitoring and interpreting social signals, understanding the intention of
the other party and in emotion recognition. That
is why the tendency toward computer technology
should be used to create specialized software that
will be useful for persons with autism.
It has been noticed that there is no unique technology for making educational software aimed
at the specific types of users [24]. So that, studies indicate that it is not so easy to find appropriate programs for persons with autism, and that is
important to incorporate the existing knowledge
about persons with autism and their manner of
functioning into the software. Also, it is emphasized that commercial software should not be used
in educating persons with autism, because they are
not designed to recognize the specificity of autistic
symptomatology [25].
Multimedia computer systems find their use in
the treatment of persons with autism while adopting social rules, norms of behavior, situational
learning, recognizing and understanding others’
emotions, problem solving, vocabulary expanding, speech development, stimulating functional
communication and in many other aspects of the
treatment. Special educators should take advanVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

tage of benefits that computer technology offers
and to supplement existing methods and techniques of treatment with computer programs in
situations where it is possible.
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Abstract
In this paper we examine the reliability of
frame that serves to protect the operator when
tractor rolls over. Various cases of loading the protective frame were examined in order to determine
whether designed protective frame meets the standards of operator’s safety when tractor rolls over.
Key words: protective framework, load, horizontal force
1. Introduction

Examination by horizontal force F2=Fb, which
is applied laterally (sideward) on the top part of
frame having in mind that it is certain that when
tractor rolls over, this part of security frame will
be the first one to touch the ground.
In case of this load, protective frame needs to
absorb energy
E2= 1,75 mtr = 1,75 · 1190 = 2082 J
and safety area of operator in this case is presented in figure 1.

Examination was performed in accordance
with requirements and standards that are prescribed by international standards (ISO 5700 and
SAE J 1194). By the standards mentioned, method
of statical examination and conditions for acceptance of safety cabins and security frames for agricultural and forestry wheeled tractors. [1, 2] Mass
of the above-mentioned is:
mtr=1190 kg
2. Horizontal forces load
Examination by horizontal load is performed
by the force F1≡Fz, which is applied to the front
frame of protective frame, parallely with longitudinal axis of tractor.
Striking point of force is at the distance
mm (figure 1). [3]
Condition that a protective frame needs to meet
is that in case of horizontal force load it needs to
absorb the energy:
E1= 1,4 mtr = 1,4 · 1190 = 1666 J
and, therefore, safety area of operator needs to
remain unharmed.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 1. Geometric characteristics of safety
frame UZT-24
In order to achieve horizontal forces Fz and F6,
hydrocylinder whose piston’s diameter is D = 200
mm, and diameter of connecting rod is d = 110 mm.
In accordance with conditions that are prescribed in mentioned standards, safety frame, in
order to meet the conditions of operators’ safety,
needs to absorb the energy of strain E1 and E2. As
it is not possible to measure total energy absorbed
directly, it can be determined from force diagram
F – deformations Δl, by measuring the size of
force F(kN) and stroke of hydrocylinder Δl (mm).
On x-axis we enter stroke quantity, and on coordinate we enter the quantities of forces that corre1381
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spond to those strokes. The sum of surfaces below
the curve obtained is the total energy absorbed that
needs to be higher or equal to calculated value

As it can be seen from table 1 and diagram
from figure 2, in case of the first 13 measurements,
achieved energy absorbed from the part of protective frame of operator from horizontal force of 10,7
E1 = 1666 (J).
kN is E1isp = 1702,50 J, which is higher value that
the one defined by standard E1 = 1666 J. Measured
In case of lateral load, the energy absorbed deflection of the frame at the point of applying horizontal load is 200 mm. Value of this deflection is
needs to be higher or equal E2 = 2082 (J). [4-9]
lower than value in case of which it would come to
damaging of protective area of operator. In order to
3. Examination results
determine the „reserve“ of the safety frame’s energy
Silhouette that represents safety space of op- absorbed, examination was continued. In case of
erators is put into protective frame and afterwards horizontal force of 11,3 kN and deflection of 250
the load of frame was performed. Research results mm, energy absorbed was 2254,50 J and than dein case of horizontal forces load, as well as move- formed part of the frame approached on 5 mm to
ments are given in table 1. and graph presented in the most critical point of protective zone of operator.
figure 2, i.e. table 2 and figure 4.
It is concluded tha designed protective frame meets
safety standards of operator when converting.
After the examination was performed, geometric quantities of protective frame were measured
in order to determine the values that resulted from
permanent deformations (figure 3).
By visual review of protective frame after
the exmination, it was determined that there are
no damages on bounds between upper and lower
parts of frame, as well as binding plate. The slight
bending of the front part of the supporter is obFigure 2. Force diagram – deformation for
served, which is a result of inadequate positioning
determination of energy absorbed E1
of connecting screw M14x25.
Table 1. Research results in case of horizontal force load and movements
No. of measurements
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1382

Force (kN)
0
2,21
4,87
4,87
9
9,74
9,76
9,90
10,00
10,20
10,40
10,60
10,70
10,90
11,00
11,10
11,20
11,30

Stroke of cylinder (mm)
0
10
35
35
65
80
90
95
100
110
140
170
200
210
220
230
240
250

Energy absorbed E1 (J)
0
11,05
11,05
88,50
99,55
133,90
233,45
87,60
461,60
140,55
461,60
97,50
559,1
49,15
608,25
49,75
658,00
101,00
759,00
309,00
1068,00
315,00
1383,00
319,50
1702,50
108,00
1810,50
109,50
1920,00
110,50
2030,50
111,50
2142,00
112,50
2254,50
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Deviation in relation to starting
Measures
measures after horizontal force load
prior to
examination Loads from back Load with lateral
(mm)
force Fb
side Fz

Front
frame
Back
frame

Height from
connecting point for
the machine

Measuring of quantities

Side left point 1

1515

25

-15

Side right point 2

1515

15

-20

Side left point 3

1385

-20

-20

Side right point 4

1385

-20

15

180

45

15

965
760
760
965
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
80
To the right 10
115
To the right 10
70
To the left 10
100
To the left 10

0
0
0
0
-10
To the right 1
15
To the right 135
-10
To the right 80
10
To the right 85

Movement of
points due to frame
deformation

Height of distance from safety space of operator to
protective frame
L1
L2
Distance from
tube to tube
L3
L4
By longitudinal axis
1
By width
By longitudinal axis
2
By width
By longitudinal axis
3
By width
By longitudinal axis
4
By width

Figure 3. Overview of quantities occured by permanent deformations of protective frame
Table 2. Research results in case of horizontal force load and movements
Rno. Of measurements
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Force (kN)
0
5,0
7,0
9,0
10,3
11,4
12,3
13,3
13,5
13,6
13,7
13,8
13,9
14,0
14,2
14,3
14,4
14,5
14,6
14,7

Stroke of cylinder (mm)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
230
240
250

Energy absorbed E1 (J)
0
25
25
60
85
80
165
96,5
261,5
108,5
370
118,5
488,5
128,05
616,55
134,05
750,60
135,50
886,10
136,50
1022,60
275
1297,60
277
1547,60
279
1853,60
282
2135,60
285
2420,60
287
2707,60
144,50
2852,10
145,50
2997,60
146,50
3144,10
1383
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In this examination, safe space of operator is
not jeopardized in a single point, which leads to
teh conclusion that protective frame for this case of
load has met the criteria of standards for the protection of operators when tractor rolls over. [10, 11]

3. Kania L. Modeling of rollers in calculation of slewing bearing with the use of finite elements, Mechanism and Machine Theory. 2006; 41: 1359-1376.
4. Mangado J, Arana JI, Jaren C, Arazuri S, Arnal P.
Design calculations on Roll-over protective structures for agricultural tractors. Biosystems Engineering, Feb. 2007; 96(2): 181-191.
5. Reynolds JS, Groves W. Effectiveness of roll-over
protective structures in reducing farm tractor fatalities. American Journal of Preventive Medicine,
Supplement 1, May 2000, 18(4): 63-69.
6. Savković M, Gašić M, Petrović R, Čupović M. Stress
analysis of interactive contact between segments of
telescopic booms of hydraulic mobile cranes, IMK14-Researce and development. ISSN 0354-6829 (in
Serbian). 2007; 26-27: 17-22.

Figure 4. Force diagram – deformation for
determination of energy absorbed E2
5. Conclusion
As it can be seen from table 2 and figure 4, in
case of measurements up to the number 15, the energy absorbed by operator’s protective frame from
lateral horizontal force 14,2 kN is E2isp = 2135,60
kNmm, which is higher value than the one defined
by standard E2 = 2082 kNmm. Measured deflection of frame at the point of horizontal lateral load
is 180 mm. Value of this deflection is lower than
the value in case of which operator’s protective area
would be jeopardized. In order to determine the
„reserve“ of the absorbed energy of safety frame,
examination was continued. In case of horizontal
lateral force of 3144,10 kNmm, deformed part of
the frame approached on 3 mm to teh most specific
point of operator’s protective zone. It is concluded
that projected protective frame meets the standards
of operator’s safety in case the tractor rolls over.
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Abstract
Sector of dairy production plays an important
role in agro-industry and food industry of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (B&H) and represents an important source of income for agricultural population.
Taking into account the fact that dairy production has an important role in economy of family
households, we have conducted a research about
economic performances of business activities and
their response towards the influence on some factors. The research was conducted in Sarajevo –
Romania region (SRR) located in central part of
B&H and it is completely hilly-mountainous area.
In the research two groups of indicators are embedded that represent conditions of business activities and one group of indicators that represents the
indicators of economic performances of business
activity. For analysis of relationships between embedded indicators we used the coefficient of correlation. The annual productivity of dairy per dairy
cow and the percentage of fresh milk delivered to
market showed a strong influence on indicators of
economic business success.
Key words: dairy farming, hilly-mountainous
area, economic performance
1. Introduction
Sector of dairy farming plays an important role
in agro-industry and food industry of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (B&H) and represents an important
source of income for agricultural population. Abidance of high quality agricultural land and favourable climate conditions represent basic prerequisite for successful agricultural production business. Dairy production represents an important
component in creation of new values in agriculture
and is „a heart of agriculture“ in B&H. However,
accomplished level of development in dairy farming is not still satisfying, at first it reflects on low
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

productivity per dairy cow, which is about 2,500
kg of milk per year [1].
Dairy production farms are found throughout
B&H and are located in all three regions: lowland
area located at North, hilly-mountainous in the
central part and Mediterranean at the South.
The most intensive production is in lowland
region, where the highest productivity is. Even
though with lower degree of intensity, dairy farming is largely found also in hilly-mountainous region and according to some researches [2], it is
not inferior in terms of competiveness when compared with lowland part.
Taking into account the fact that dairy production
has an important role in economy of family households, we have conducted a research about economic performances of business activities and their
response regarding the influence on some factors.
Huge range of factors in greater and lesser extend that can be found in scientific literature have
an influence on economic business performances
in dairy production.
The authors emphasize the following factors
with the largest influence: good nutrient management, the proper way of keeping cows, well-managed reproduction of herd, high use of production
capacity etc. [3,4, 5,6,7 ].
In accordance with the authors’ findings, we
have studied in our research the indicators that
specify the size of the farm and production and distribution of fresh milk. Aforementioned indicators
are set through correlation analysis in relation to
parameters of economic performance of business.
The research was conducted in Sarajevo-Romania region (SRR) located in the central part of B&H
and completely belongs to hilly-mountainous area.
Dairy production in SRR is mostly performed in
small family households and shows huge heterogeneity of the large number of indicators [8].
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2. Materials and methods

Revenue per dairy cow:

SRR has 80,000 hectares of agricultural land
mostly of pastures and meadows that make 83.20%
of total area, while arable land is 13.74 %. The research was conducted by method of interviewing
with use of specially prepared sets of questionnaires. There is no any kind of organized accounting records in family households. The collected
data were at first classified and their processing was
done in Microsoft Office Excel 2000 programme.
During the creation of calculations and accounting
operations of results we have used recommendation
from more authors [9,10].
In the research two groups of indicators that
represent conditions of production and one group
of indicators that represent parameters of economic performance activity are covered (Table 1).
Indicators of economic performance of activity
are calculated by questioners:
Revenue from dairy enterprise:
R de =

I
C

R de
DC

nu m

Farming profitability:
FR=

R de
I

de

where
Rde – revenue from dairy enterprise; Ide – income from dairy enterprise; Cwlf – total costs in
dairy enterprise without costs of labour force;
DCnum – number of dairy cows; FE - farming eficiency; FD - Farming productivity; Rpdc - Revenue
per dairy cow
To analyze relationship between covered indicators correlation coefficient in accordance with
the questioner was used [11]:
, .... i= 1,2,3,...n

de
wl f

where

Farming productivity:
FP=

R pd c =

−

−

x and y

R

de

M

pe

are the sample means

n - sample size
3. Results and discussion

Farming efficiency:

Indicators of farm business
One of the key problems in dairy production
FE=
C wl f
sector in B&H is existence of large scale small
Table 1. Covered indicators of production conditions and economic performance of activity
I

de

Group of indicators

Indicators

Size of farm

−
−
−
−

total used agricultural land (ha)
the number of dairy cows
the total income (BAM1)
number of household members with full time on farm

Production and distribution of fresh milk

−
−
−

milk yield per dairy cow (kg/year)
consumption of milk for calves (kg)
the percentage of milk supplied to dairies

Economic performance of activity

−
−
−
−
−

Revenue from dairy enterprise
Farming efficiency
Farming productivity
Revenue per dairy cow
Farming profitability

1 Bosnian Mark
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Table 2. Indicators of dairy farming conditions and economic performances
Indicators of farm size
Indicators
Agricultural land (ha)
Number of dairy cows
Total income (Euro)
Number of household members
Indicators of milk yield and milk allocation
Milk yield per dairy cow (kg)
Used for feeding calves (per dairy cow)
Use for market (percent of all milk)
Indicators of economics performances
Revenue from dairy enterprise
Farming efficiency
Farming productivity
Revenue per dairy cow
Farming profitability

farms. The authors allege that over 80% of farms
have three or less dairy cows [12]. Such a structure of farms has negative implications on competitiveness in dairy sector in B&H. In table 2 low
level of development of the sector is visible, what
implies to low average annual productivity of milk
per dairy cow.
The research showed that in most of the cases
the farms in hilly-mountainous area have bigger
agricultural land. The heterogeneity of all parameters is seen in Table 1. Those are parameters that
show that diary production in B&H is not stabilized yet and there are a lot of different variants of
production strategy. Diversity in the prevalence of
growing technology is best seen in consumption
of milk for feeding calves. On one of the households milk consumption is 33.65 kg per dairy cow,
and on household with highest consumption it is
1,162.00 kg of milk.

Mean
20.72
8.80
14044.22
1.80

Min
7.62
4.00
6278.71
1.00

Max
50.81
19.00
31383.97
3.00

CV2(%)
56.81
61.73
47.10
41.57

3698.00
729.32
74.74

2994.00
33.65
58.16

4877.00
1162.00
96.94

17.12
37.16
14.19

2034.30
1.21
1278.01
287.03
15.36

-632.82
0.91
-316.57
-145.22
-11.15

6062.72
1.68
4257.01
972.09
43.10

90.87
19.66
103.88
117.61
102.02

Relationship between indicators
Dairy production represents a complex activity
influenced by many factors. For successful production it is necessary to harmonize all that factors
and to come to its optimal combination. It includes
knowledge about influences of individual factors
on economic performances of business in dairy
production. The size of the farm through “economy
range” has an influence on success in business. [13].
On model farms aimed at producing bovine cattle [14] found that the increase in arable land and
consequently the number of livestock unit, leads to
a reduction in production costs per hectare and the
livestock unit, increase productivity and improve
economy of production. [15] reported that in Germany medium farms achieve better results by 30%
compared to the small and large farms by 78%.
Calculated coefficient of correlation in Table
3 does not show expected statistically important

Table 3. Relationship between dairy farming conditions and economic performances
Indicators of farm size
Economic indicators
Revenue from dairy enterprise
Farming efficiency
Farming productivity
Revenue per dairy cow
Farming profitability

Agricultural land
(ha)
0.12
0.03
-0.04
0.08
0.01

Number of
dairy cows
0.06
-0.26
-0.25
-0.23
-0.18

Total revenue
(€)
0.31
-0.02
0.01
0.03
0.04

Number of household
members
-0.07
-0.36
-0.51
-0.33
-0.33

2 Coefficient of variation
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table 4. Relationship between milk yield and milk allocation with economic performances
Indicators of milk yield and milk allocation
Economic indicators
Revenue from dairy enterprise
Farming efficiency
Farming productivity
Revenue per dairy cow
Farming profitability

Milk yield per dairy
cow (kg)
0.79**
0.82**
0.87**
0.87**
0.76**

Used for feeding calves
(kg)
-0.78**
-0.66*
-0.57*
-0.74**
-0.66*

Use for market (% of
all milk)
0.81**
0.70*
0.68*
0.76**
0.69*

ttab for 0.05 = 1.860, ttab for 0.01 = 2.896
* P>0.05, ** P>0.01

positive relationship between size of the farm and
economic performances of business. Some researches that were conducted in the region implicate on positive relationship between the size of
the farm and the profitability [16].
Explanation for such results are found in the
fact that in larger farms better key parameters are
not registered, as it is annual yield of milk by cow.
The research showed that the farm with six dairy
cows had the best yield milk, while the farms with
over fifteen had notably lower yield of milk.
The yield of milk is one of the key success factors in the production of milk. Consumption of
milk for calves and milk allocation depend on the
representation of technology of cultivation. The
increase in dairy production of dairy cows is one
of the safest ways to achieve economic success.
Calculated coefficient of correlation implicate
that the indicators of economic performances of
business are under strong influence of milk yield
per dairy cow. The biggest influence on economic
indicators of business has milk yield per dairy cow
(Table 4). Expressed positive influence showed us
as well the percentage of milk delivered to market.
The other researchers from the region of West Balkan [13,16] also came to the approximate results.
In Romania, a farm with 50 dairy cows and milk
yield of 5.000 kg per cow achieved a profit of 314
€, while farms with 12 dairy cows and milk yield of
3.500 kg per cow achieved a profit of 147 € [17].
The research showed that the average annual
yield of milk per dairy cow per sample was 3,698
kg, and the highest registered yield was 4,877 kg.
Results obtained in accordance implicate on high
influence of milk yield on economic performances
of business on heterogeneity of yield, we conclude
that the most of the farms have possibility for im1388

provement of economic business success. The
improvements should follow the increase of milk
yield, and that is the safest way to raise the profitability of business.
Also, the positive influence of percentage of
milk sold to market implies to up-to-date relation
of the prices, that the farm should use more substitution for milk when it is about nutrition of calves.
4. Conclusion
In the research, through correlation analysis the
quantification of degree of influences on some indicators on economic performances of milk production in hilly-mountainous part of B&H was done.
The included indicators showed high heterogeneity
that implies at first to existence of different production strategies that are more or less successful.
The indicators that represent the size of the
farm did not show stronger influence on economic
business success. Annual milk yield per dairy cow
and the percentage of fresh milk delivered to market showed strong influences on indicators of economic business success. The safest way for improvement of economic business success on farms
for milk production in hilly-mountainous areas in
B&H is to increase milk yield per dairy cow.
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Abstract
The main objective of this paper is to highlight
the importance of the impact of greenfield investment versus mergers & acquisitions on economic
growth. It is evident that these forms of foreign direct investment (FDI) are an important segment in
the economic development of the host country and
is therefore very important to know the impact of
their influence. This is especially important when
there is the professional public debate which of
these forms is more efficient. In order to determine
their contribution in terms of economic growth, we
presented a mathematical model based on which
we can, so to speak, to prove that greenfield investments have a greater impact on growth in relation to
mergers and acquisitions (Mergers & Acquisitions
– M&A). In addition, it is important to emphasize
that the results of work clearly show that use of
these forms of FDI, largely depends on the particular circumstances of the targeted market.
Key words: growth, foreign direct investment,
mergers, acquisitions, greenfield investments.
1. Introduction
In modern world, decision how quickly to satisfy the needs of foreign markets becomes crucial
decision that companies are confronting. Foreign
direct investments are usually considered to be
good form of capital flow. This point of view has
its explanation. First, it is considered that they directly influence the total capital of the host country
and that they contribute significantly the transfer
of management and technological expertise. Secondly, it is assumed that they are more stable than
the rest forms of capital flows. When the company
decides to sell its product at the foreign market, it
has two options: export or production at the local
market. If the company decides to produce at the
local market, then it chooses between building the
1390

manufacturing plant in its own property (Greenfield investments) or taking over or merging with
some local company (cross-border mergers and
acquisition - M&A).
Official definition of foreign direct investments
is: FDI represent financial-accounting transaction,
which is considered to be FDI, when the company
invests in its branches more than ten percent of the
total capital [1]. However, this definition include
two very different forms of FDI: greenfield investments, which represent foreign investors who
build new production polygons, and M&A, that
present taking over and merging with some local
companies. Greenfield investments influence accumulation of capital, while the other ones represent transfer of property. These two forms of FDI
are fundamentally different, and there is no reason
to believe apriori that they have the same effect on
capital assets, productivity and growth.
According to some sources, FDI are the most
important promoter of production and service at the
foreign market. World’s annual income of FDI grew
at an average of 50 billion dollars during 1981–1985
during the 2007 it grew to 1.9 trillions of dollars. At
the end of 2007 world flows were around 15 trillion of dollars, which was controlled by more than
80.000 multinational companies which have more
than 800.000 branches over the world. World’s FDI
flows have decreased by 15% during 2008, as a
result of financial crisis and recession. During the
2009 they kept decreasing by almost 50%.
During the 2010 the influx of FDI was growing
slightly comparing to last two years. Global FDI
were 1.24 trillion of dollars in 2010 year, which
represent increase by 5% compared to last couple
of years. This growth is due to influx of investment flows toward developing countries, which
have, together with transitional economies, for
the first time, absorb over half of FDI. It should
be mentioned that industrial production and trade
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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have remained below level before the crisis. FDI
flows in 2010 remained 15% below their average
before the crisis, and 37% below the average in
2007 year, which was the best year [2].
At current literature the attention was dedicated
to the influence of FDI on economic growth of the
host countries, especially developing countries.
This analysis is very important because it implies
recent changes in composition and the trend of
FDI. FDI in neoclassical models of growth promote growth by increasing the volume of investments and efficiency. The new endogen models
of growth comes from the fact that SDI influence
economic growth trough technological transfer,
diffusion and effect of overflow. Though, most literature estimate the influence FDI on growth, that
is directly explores the influence FDI on foreign
market. It is important to note that when it comes
to forms of FDI, greenfield investment is superior
to M&A.
The paper is structured is the following way.
In the part that follows the review of the essential
literature is presented. Also, the methodology and
model that shows the difference between contribution of greenfield investments and M&A on capital growth, are presented. The tendency of development of FDI forms is also presented here. In the
addition, comparative analysis of internal and external surrounding forms of FDI is presented. And
at the end of this paper the conclusion is given.
2. Review of Literature
There are certain empirical studies that analyze different forms of FDI from different aspects.
Most of these studies see FDI form from greenfield investments and M&A point of view. These
studies analyze mentioned forms of FDI in an isolated manner; therefore between them there is no
analytical comparative analysis clear enough, in
order to indicate their good and bad sides. Besides,
most of these studies treat FDI from the aspects of:
influences of location, factor of production, fiscal
politics and so on, while relatively small number
of them focuses on identification of FDI through
greenfield investments and M&A, as well as usage
of mathematical models that can determine without a doubt which of these forms of investment
has greater effect on capital growth.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Eeventt in his work from 2003 describes the
problem of greenfield investments and M&A directed to the countries that have similar level of
economical development, availability of resources, competitiveness and so on. Besides him Dunning wrote, in his work from 2001, about identifying the importance of greenfield investments
and M&A in the process of FDI, and gives us a
wide conceptual difference between these forms.
In his work he mentions the usage of mathematical models which indicate the advantage of one
form over the other dealt with similar problem
[3]. They make difference between greenfield and
M&A, especially focusing on short-term interaction between these two forms and output. Beside
that, they explore difference in their influence on
long-term growth of the host countries.
The work that also treats issues of forms of FDI
refers to Helpman [4]. They analyze two forms at
the foreign market: export and greenfield investments. The form of greenfield investments is thoroughly processed. They mention its superiority
to the other forms, as well as the usage of mathematical forms which calculate statistic values that
confirm the superiority [4]. in his work does the
comparative analysis of FDI forms. He highlights
the external and internal analysis of FDI forms.
The one thing that makes this work exceptional is
that it comparatively analyzes both good and bad
sides of mentioned forms of FDI, from the theoretical point of view. As well as it analyzes the circumstances in which certain form of FDI should
be applied in his work gives the review of M&A
starting from 1990 to 2007 [5]. He highlights the
importance and growing trend of M&A treat issues of influences of greenfield investments and
M&A on growth. This work highlights superiority
of greenfield investments to M&A [6].
3. Methodology
In the work theoretical model is presented. On
the postulates of this model we try to compare size
of impact of greenfield investments and M&A
on growth. The model has confirmed that Greenfield investments have greater impact than M&A.
Our analysis is based on database UNCTAD and
OECD.
1391
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3.1. Theoretical model
Through this model we can analyze the impact
of FDI form on growth, depending on the nature of
FDI. This model was first created by [6] and to be
adapted later on by [7]. It is important to note that
there is different level of influences of greenfield
investments and M&A on growth. Therefore the accent is placed on determining the level of the impact.
Observing the economy, we will see that it consists of n symmetrical sectors. Each sector is composed of companies that are listed in the time interval where every one of them is making different
products and has different prices. For company to
start production process it is very much dependable on its profitability. When the companies are
monopolists and companies’ output in time t, yt is
proportional to profits, that is yt = ypt, where is y >
1. Profits are this way proportional to the productivity. For example. pt = qA. Specific company’s
parameter of the productivity is A and is different
among the companies. For better understanding we
assumed that the productivity is constant during the
period and is equally distributed in the unit of time.
The parameter q depends on property of company.
Let’s assume that q = 1, when the company is in the
property of host resident, and q = qF > 1, when it is
in the property of foreign investor. The establishment of the company is related to the fixed irreversible cost k that is identical along the sector.
Our starting point is observation of set of
companies and the sectors’ outputs in conditions
of financial isolation, that is time before foreign
investors were aloud to invest in host economy.
After that we enabled the influx of FDI in all sectors and noted the difference between forms of
investments. Considering greenfield investments
foreign investors could freely establish new companies, while host companies were run by or belonged to the host. However if we look at M&A
we have different situation, all host companies in
sector are sold out to the foreign investors.
In our model we find possibility that FDI
through different sectors follow different kinds of
investments, though we start from that that all FDI
forms at certain sector follow the same regime
of investment. In this model our main goal is to
explore if the impact of the certain scale of FDI
on sector’s growth of output depends on nature of
1392

FDI. For example, we’ll choose forms of investments and determine how some form of FDI influences the growth of the total economy.
Determination of certain number of companies
that are active in financial autarchy demands observing the critical level of production that should
surpass host investors and encourage establishment
of the new companies. This limit is determined by
the fact that current value of the future profits must
be equal to the fixed costs of the company’s establishment. This is implicitly defied by equation:
t

 1 
k H .................... (1)
å

p Â =
1
+
r


t =1
∞

( )

The formula represents the value of the company, and it is obtained based on influx of future
profits, which discounts with constant interest rate
r. Next formula represents fixed costs that appear
at host investors. Upper index H implies that these
costs can be different for host and foreign investors. Using the fact that pt = A, it is easy to show
that the starting value Â is marked as:

Â = rk H ............................. (2)
Where lower limit Â is given based on expression (2).
At the end of period t sector is open for influx of
FDI. In regime of greenfield investments foreign
investors are aloud to establish new companies,
while existing companies continue their work.
Determining of the volume sector’s FDI, in given
regime, demands significant level of productivity
Â that potential company should have to be attractive to foreign investor. Given the possibility that
irreversible costs for foreign investors (kF) differ
from kH then we can represent this:
s−t

 1 
k F ....................... (4)
å

 p(Ã) =
1
+
r

s = t +1 
∞

Let’s remind ourselves that foreign investors
have advantage in productivity. Starting value Ã
is obtained according to:
rk F ................................ (5)
Ã= F
q
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Now we put emphasis on case Â > Ã. This relation represents the assumption that foreign investors wouldn’t be interested to invest and by
that the investments would be zero. This condition demands that advantage of productivity of the
company in foreign property must be dominant to
defects of establishment of the company in foreign
country, for example kF / qF < kH . This applies to
traditional theory of multynationality of company
that take ground point that foreign companies
must have advantage in productivity to compensate costs of investment abroad [7].
Volume periods t greenfield investments at given sector is equal to the summery of all fixed costs
with which the foreign investors are confronted
during the establishment term:
Â

SDIGRF
= ∫ K F dA ....................... (6)
r
Ã

Sectors’ output in period t+1, is obtained based
on summery of outputs of all companies:
GRF
Yt=
+1

∫

1

Â

Â

yAdA + ∫ yqF AdA ................ (7)
Ã

with Â based on (2) and Ã based on (5). According to our assumption Â>Ã, greenfield investments
make wider the scale of production in sector that is
the object of our observation. For example here we
have adjustment of the extensive margin.
Greenfield investments are characterised by establishment of the new companies by foreign investors, while M&A form is characterised by existing
companies in sector which are sold out to foreign
owners. In these forms of business the scale of influx of FDI doesn’t show for aggregate fixed costs,
but, despite of it all foreign investors are ready to
pay for them. This readiness determines the value
of company which is equal to current values of their
future profits. Total FDI in given sector, in time t, in
regime M&A, are obtained as followed:
qF A
dA ...................... (8)
Â
r

SDI M&A
=∫
r

∫

1

Â

Proof: considering this result it is necessary to
demonstrate that Y / SDI 〉 Y / SDI . Using
expressions (6) and (9) we’ll see that this is the
case if:
GRF
t +1

1

Â

GRF
t

M&A
t +1

M&A
t

1

y ∫ AdA + y ∫ qF AdA y ∫ qF AdA
Â
Ã
〉 ÂF
Â
1 q A
F
∫Ã k dA
∫Â r dA

Making this expression simpler and solving it
as integral by rate of income of future profits:
0.5 1 − Â 2 + qF (Â 2 − Ã 2 
Â−Ã

〉 rk F

Using expression (2) we can write this as:
0.5 1 − Â 2 + qF (Â 2 − Ã 2 
Â−Ã

〉qF Ã

Using standard mathematical yield:
1 − Â 2

0.5 
+ qF (Â − Ã) 〉qF Ã
Â − Ã


Which is equivalent to:
1 − Â2
〉qF (Ã − Â)
Â−Ã

1

And sector’s output in period t+1 is obtained
based on:

YtM&A
+1=

We should point out that in regime M&A there
is no adjustment of extensive margin, certain number of companies stays the same considering the
production. However, in case of Greenfield investments all companies have advantage from production which is in connection with foreign ownership.
Our goal is to determine which form of SDI has
stronger impact on sector’s output. This we start
with the next claim:

yqF AdA ......................... (9)
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Assuming that Â>Ã future profit will be
positive, while fixed cost will be negative. This
conclusion is the proof of that.
According to our claims both forms of FDI encourage growth. Additional sector’s output makes
greater FDI per dollar in regime of greeenfield
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investments. In this case payment at the start of
greenfield investments is smaller that the value of
the company, while M&A influx precisely reflects
this value generating the rent and the income for
its previous owners. Activating of M&A – buying
existing companies – is much more expensive than
establishing of companies in personal property, this
also decreases coefficient of future output of FDI.
Claim 1 : for certain amount FDI the growth of
output is greater if sector is adjusted to the greenfield form of FDI, than to M&A form. Total value
of greenfield investment has stronger effect on aggregate growth of output than total value of M&A.
Proof: Let’s assume that m£n, this means that
sectors are adjusting to greenfield investments
form, while remaining (n-m) sectors adjust to
M&A form. Marking sector with i’s, rate of growth
between periods t i t+1,with g i,k t = Yi,kt +1 / Yi, t
i kÎ(GRF,M&A), if we recall the starting symmetry of all sectors, than we can represent rate of
growth of aggregate output gy,t as:

=
gi,t

1  m GRF n M&A 
 å gi,t + å gi,t 
n  i= 1
i= m +1


Combining this expression with the fact that is:

g i,tk = bk

SDI

k
i,t

Yi,t

The rate of income:
1  m GRF SDIi,t
 åb
n  i= 1
Yi,t

GRF

g y,t =

+

n

å bM&A

i= m +1

M&A

SDIi,t

Yi,t 

Aggregating sectors and recalling symmetrical
result in:
g y,t = bGRF

SDIGRF
SDIM&A
t
t
+ bM&A
Yt
Yt

Claim 1 starts with bGRF>bM&A. Besides, marginal influence of Greenfield investments on rate
of economic growth has bigger marginal influence
of M&A. This conclusion is proven.
This model explains why greenfield investments and M&A can influence growth differently. This is due to great capacity or possibility of
1394

greenfield investments, while in case of M&A we
have rent or income which goes to the advantage
of owner. In the real world, certain assumptions on
which our analysis is based on can not be satisfied
or realized, therefore this can make superior influence of Greenfield investments stronger.
On one hand, we neglected the effect of overflow, by overflow foreign multinational companies can enhance the productivity of host firms.
If Greenfield investments are related to strong effects – for example considering that the new companies are technologically more intense than the
existing ones – the difference between two forms
of FDI, considering their effect on growth, can be
much greater than our model shows.
On the other hand, our theoretical frame is
somewhat stiff concerning M&A form, assuming that the income from sale of host company is
spent at all or nothing, at least at two new capital investment. If part of this income is spent on
host investments then M&A will also contribute
accumulation of capital. In the end the effects of
growth Greenfield investments may be weak and
negative if new firms cut off existing chain of supply or decrease productivity of host firms.
4. The review of FDI
The influx of FDI was growing slowly comparing to previous two years. Global FDI were 1.24
trillion of dollars in 2010 year, which represent
increase by 5% compared to last couple of years.
This growth is due to influx of investment flows
toward developing countries, which have, together with transitional economies, for the first time,
absorb over half of FDI. It should be mentioned
that industrial production and trade have remained
below level before the crises. FDI flows in 2010
remained 15% below their average before the
crises, and 37% below the average in 2007 year,
which was the best year.
Observing FDI we will notice the fact that most
of them are in form of M&A. Picture 2 shows
decomposition of FDI and it’s clear that M&A
makes most of it, and greenfield investments are
less represented. Main difference between these
two forms is that M&A control property, production is transferred from local to foreign company
which will sooner or later become a branch [8].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Figure 1. Global FDI influxes, average
2005-2007 and 2007-2010 (billion dollars) [8]
However, in period from 2003 to 2007 we have
growth of M&A over limits which is caused by activities of the investment funds – private funds and
hedge funds – in FDI. In 2007 global influx of FDI
is estimated around 1.5 trillion of dollars, which
was record amount in regards to 2000 [8]. After
that we have decrease in FDI. Total volume of
M&A over limit was growing in the whole world,
starting at 23% in 1998 to 45% in 2007.

and industries enabled creation of the new possibilities, especially transitional companies that own
cash, including the ones that come from developing
markets. On the other hand, greenfield investments
had a decrease in 2010. Different trends between
M&W over limit and greenfield investments does
not surprise as much, so most of the companies on
its route of internalization reviews both forms of
investments. Though the overall projected value of
greenfield investments is much greater than M&A
over limit, starting from economic crisis [9].
Developed countries and the ones in transition
tend to receive more greenfield investments than
M&A overlimit. More than 2/3 from total value
of greenfield investments are directed toward
these economies, while only 25% goes to M&A
over limit. Meanwhile, investors from mentioned
economies become important on market of M&A
over limit which was earlier reserved for investors
from developed countries. During first couple of
months in 2011 greenfield investments and M&A
over limit recorded significant growth. These
M&A grow by 58% comparing to 2010 [11].
4.1. Greenfield investments versus mergers &
acquisitions (M&A)

Figure 2. Distribution different forms of FDI [10]
It is obvious that there is big difference in trends
of these forms of FDI. The value of M&A over
limit was growing for 36% in 2010 or for 339 billions of dollars, which represents almost 1/3 comparing to 2007 (figure 1). High growth of stock
prices influenced purchasing power of investors to
invest abroad, as well as higher value of the corporate property in 2010 increased leverage of investors to take M&A using stocks as a way of paying.
Meanwhile current restructuration of companies
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Understanding relationships between greenfield
investments and M&A is based on our earlier model. Using this model we encounter a few problems.
First, problem with time of transaction payment. It
is important to mention that statistics of M&A note
the time of conclusion of the contract. The determined amount is not necessary to pay during the
year. To diminish the problem, opportunity of paying throughout five years, is given. The strategy is
to show total published amount from the contract
that will be payed at the end of five years.
Second problem refers to the fact that great
deal of FDI flows reflects payment inside the existing firm. MMF defines total FDI influxes as a
summery of purchased assets, reinvested earnings
and other capital flows. Advancement of economic performances in different parts of the world, increase of profit in foreign branches and reinvested
earnings have almost doubled during 2009 (figure
3). This represents total increase of global profit.
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Figure 3. FDI influxes by components,
2007.-2010. (billion dollars) [8]
Not all of reinvested earnings were directed to
production segment. Mainly the earnings were directed to speculative business, such as finance. Over
40% FDI income was kept as reinvested earnings in
host countries in 2010 (figure 4). Beside mentioned
elementary differences for our further analysis additional information are necessary, the ones that talk
about compartment between target forms of FDI.
Greenfield investments represent establishment
of manufacturing plant abroad in complete property of parent company. On the bases of this definition we can notice that greenfield investments
are the most common way of internal growth. On
the other hand, M&A are the most typical example
of external growth. Both forms of investment have
their advantages as well as flaws. Each of them
can contribute to success to some level, referring to development and spreading of company,
but there are also some differences between them
about the way of entering the foreign market.

Figure 4. FDI income, 2005-2010
(billion dollars in %)[8]
Most of the companies can service its host market totally by means of local production, but the
way of servicing foreign market depends on their
productivity. Companies may choose to service
foreign market through exportation, greenfield in1396

vestments or M&A over limit. Companies can also
choose greenfield investments to avoid transportation costs by the name of “ice berg”, though it will
surely be confronted by fixed costs and vice versa.
Instead, companies can use M&A over limit to service foreign market buying target companies. Here
are two main motives: 1) realization of synergistic
effect based on possession of technological capacity of the target company, 2) holding on to marketspecific expertise of target company [12].
According to most of investigators main difference between greenfield investments and M&A is
way of implementation. M&A represent form of
investments that is based on spreading an internal
organization company through external trade where
the company is considered to be special product.
This type of investments doesn’t increase production capacity of host country. This fact worries host
countries for their industrial market structure and
competition. It is especially noted in developing
countries. This type of investments can be bad for
host countries because of economic sovereignty.
On the other hand, Greenfield investments give
income by using the capacity of company, internal
organization and resources and they increase production capacity and the volume economy. Here,
the way of market transactions can be replaced with
company trade “internal organization”, though this
way costs that cause market transaction can be eliminated. The difference between internal organization
of cost management and market costs is determined
by capacities and resources of the company. Whether we will have greenfield investments or M&A is
based on choice between markets and internal organization adjusted to costs and income rate.
The difference between these two forms of FDI
is that M&A adjust to market of the existing company, while greenfield investments are addition
to the new market offer. In market orienting surrounding weak competition is often related with
high profit in industry. Meanwhile, FDI are prone
to greenfield investments as a form of entrance
on foreign market. When offer on market can not
satisfy demand, then greenfield investments seek
opportunity for themselves on bases of their own
competitiveness. Vice versa, with improvement
of market’s offer market becomes more saturated.
New investors achieve zero income rate based on
entrance on market and competitiveness becomes
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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more intense when demand overflows offer. To survive companies must lower the price and keep the
market share. In this case M&A gain opportunity
to express themselves. Increase of M&A leads to
greater market participation and costs of production
are increased. M&A influence acquired target companies and this reduces the number of companies
that can be subjects of taking over.
The level of competition on the market is often
related to fazes of industrial cycle. Industrial cycle has four fazes: start, development, matureness
and decrease. With the appearness of new products and technologies, industry begins the new developing cycle. At the beginning of development,
considering that competition is small, greenfield
investments are main investments for this period
of time. As industry becomes more mature, competition grows, company starts using economies
of scale and achieves excess of production capacity. In that case greenfield investments will be replaced by M&A. Because of existence of competition they are now the main type of investment.
Harzing identifies the importance of global strategy of multinational company as a significant determinant for choice of investment model. Multinational companies follow “multihost” strategy that favours M&A, while those that follow global strategy
will most probably choose Greenfield investments.
We can now conclude that countries with relatively
great number of multinational companies follow
global strategy that characterizes FDI toward third
countries that are mostly greenfield investments.
Countries that are hosts to multinational companies
mostly follow mulihostal strategy and prefer M&A
in external activities [13]. M&A or Greenfield investments are determined on bases possession of
resources personal capacity for transfer. It is known
that when we have centralization of capital, all capital trend favours Greenfield investments. When
human capital is centralized we have tendency for
M&A. Human capital refers to implicit property or
assets. Therefore it is very hard to transfer property
such as knowledge or technology and save costs if
investigation and technological development, decrease time risk, risk of failure and achieve progress.
Key products that are designed based on centralization of human capital companies are very hard
to achieve. New companies demand high costs to
overcome host brands. M&A solve this problem.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Analyzing relations between Greenfield investments and M&A it is important to consider internal factors. When business expands, leading companies think M&A to be the answer. In conditions
of economic globalization corporative speed is
not the key to achieving relevant markets, the key
is trying to survive and develop company. As for
the speed M&A are often the first choice. Acquiring company achieves access to the local market
with great speed. If we choose greenfield investments we will need time to confront complicated
administrative procedure: signing contract, gaining official licenses, infrastructure and so on. In
industry starting greenfield investment can take
up a few years. As for M&A, it takes only a few
months for the procedure.
5. Conclusion
It is well known that FDI can appear in different forms. Most important forms are greenfield
investments and cross-border merger and acquisition. Greenfield investments influence creating
of new manufacturing plants abroad, while M&A
influence the change of ownership structure of existing firms. It is obvious that this work has determined that these two different forms of FDI have
different impact on growth. It means that the scale
of greenfield investments FDI reflects expansion
of capital flows of host country, while M&A,
mainly generate rent for ex owners of host firms
that hasn’t reinvested in new investments.
Despite achieved income that is related to
foreign ownership every dollar from M&A has
smaller growth than the dollar invested in greenfield investments. In this work a model is applied,
which tried to anticipate the influence of FDI form.
Model showed that the effect of greenfield FDI is
much stronger than M&A.
Despite this knowledge it wasn’t easy to make
choice between the two mentioned forms. Both
have advantages and flows. The choice depends
on certain circumstances that company is in.
When we have global competition on the market,
which is well positioned, then the optimal form
of entrance on foreign market is through M&A.
When we would choose Greenfield investments
in these circumstances we would have slow and
limited presence.
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In the real world, if investor chooses the right
way of appearance on target market he can lower the
costs and the risk. If he chooses the wrong way, he
can not easily leave his expectations. We think that it
is best for investors to rethink what is best for them
before choosing one of the forms mentioned here.
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Abstract
We resume the problem of the impingement on
axisymmetric sub- and super-sonic turbulent twophase jets of a perfect gas escaping from a Laval
nozzle onto a plane wall. The flow in such jets is
governed by the averaged Navier-Stokes equations
and the k − e model of turbulence, which takes into
account the force and heat interaction between the
gas and particles. The reflection of the impinging
particles from the wall is allowed, which leads to the
formation of a screening layer of particles, reducing
the intensity of their sedimentation on the wall. For
the computation of the particles’ motion we used the
following two approaches - the continual approach
and the Lagrangean-Eulerian approach.
Key words: supr-sonic jet, solid plane, computation, interaction, particle
1. Introduction
The interaction of a turbulent two-phase jet with
a wall takes place in many engineering applications,
in particular at the guniting (making protective fireproof coatings) of the walls of steel-smelting converters. Solid particles have a sufficiently small size
(of the order of 10-100 mm) and when impinging
on a wall they can both stick to it and reflect from
it. The reflected particles interact with the carrier
gas of the jet and with the particles approaching the
wall. As a result, a sufficiently thin layer of particles
is formed, which has increased particle concentration and which is usually called a screening layer,
which impedes the sedimentation of particles on the
wall. We consider in the present work the calculation of the formation of such a layer as well as the
specifics of its formation.

– Continual approach. In this case the
averaged Navier-Stokes equation system
and the k − e turbulence model are used for
the description of the turbulent gas motion.
For the description of the particles’ motion a
continuum model is also used, which takes
into account the turbulent pulsations when
they interact with the gas [1]. The particles
reflected from the wall are considered as a
new fraction, and they are described by the
corresponding equation system;
– The Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, which
was proposed in the works of Crowe, when
the model of continuum mechanics is used
for the carrier gas and the dispersed phase,
is described by the trajectory model of trial
particles. In this case the gas flow is described
by the averaged Navier-Stokes equation
system and the k − e turbulence model as
before, and the motion of each trial particle
along its trajectory is governed by a system
of ordinary differential equations [2]. To
take into account the effect of the turbulent
diffusion of particles on their motion as a
random walk process under the action of gas
flow turbulence, we have used the method
of work [3] which imparts stochasticity
elements (the stochastic approach in what
follows) to this approach [3].
The axisymmetric two-phase stationary flow
described the following equation system (the continual approach):
∂
y rU k = 0 ............................. (1)
∂xk

2. Mathematical models
Two approaches are used for the solution of the
given problem:
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Φ mj= U m − U j / 2 , K mj =
p  rm + rj  U m − U j
......................................... (9)
where: K mj is the constant of particles coagulation, rm , M m is the radius and mass of particles,

Gm is the solids stress modulus [4], t ik is the tensor of viscous stresses, r ui'uk'

is the tensor of

Reynolds stresses, r is the calculated density, U
is the velocity vector, h is the specific enthalpy,
T is the temperature, m is the dynamic viscosity,

mT is the turbulent dynamic viscosity, CR is the
coefficient of the aerodynamic drag of a particle,
Ca is the coefficient of the heat transfer from the
particle to the gas, PrT is the turbulent Prandtl
number, k is the kinetic energy of turbulence,
is the rate of its dissipation. Subscript 1 refers to
the parameters of incident particles, and subscript
2 refers to the reflected particles.
The correlations of the pulsation parameters of
particles are determined in terms of the averaged
parameters of the carrier gas. The corresponding
expressions, as well as the expressions for the coefficients CR , Ca and for the terms e s , and Φ s
, taking into account the additional dissipation k
and e on particles, are taken from [1] and are not
presented here because of their bulky form. To
take into account the particles’ reflection from the
wall we have introduced the empiric coefficient

b = ( r 2u2 ) / ( r1u1 ) , which determines the frac1400
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tion of the reflected particles. The boundary conditions for the reflection of particles are determined
by the reflection conditions (the elastic or unelastic rebound) and by the coefficient b.
In the case of the stochastic approach, system
(1 -6) is used for the carrier gas and the motion
of each trial particle (there is already only one
fraction of particles here) along its trajectory is
described by the following system of ordinary differential equations:


dT1
dU 1 
d r1 
= Q1g ,
m1
= F 1g , c1m1
= U 1 ..... (10)
dt
dt
dt

where c1 is the heat capacity of the particle, m1 is

the particle mass, r1 is the particle radius vector, the

terms F 1g and Q1g describe the interaction of the
particle with the carrier gas. In contrast to [3], instead of the isotropic distribution of the fluctuating
component of the velocity vector, the instantaneous
values of the fluctuating component were considered for each component of the velocity vector,
which obey the normal Gaussian distribution. This
has enabled us to take into account more accurately
the anisotropy of the fluctuating flow characteristics
near the surface of the converter wall.
The two-phase flow was considered in the region (Figure 1) bounded by a plane impermeable
wall (OC) from below and by the symmetry axis
(OA) of the jet from the left, which impinges vertically on the wall [5]-[9]. The upper boundary
(AB) was chosen to be sufficiently far from the
wall, and all the flow parameters were specified
on it; these were obtained from the computation of
the flow of an axisymmetric turbulent two-phase
jet into the ambient space. The boundary OC was
assumed to be thermally insulated, and no-slip
conditions were specified on it for the gas. No
conditions were specified here for the particles.
On the right boundary (BC) of the region, across
which the two-phase medium escaped, “soft”
boundary conditions were specified. For the numerical solution of the equation system we applied the
pseudo-unsteady method using Patankar’s semiimplicit scheme [10], and for the discretization of
the equations for particles’ motion the implicit A stable second-order scheme was used [2].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure 1. Sketch of impinging jet
The kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate e
near the wall were calculated by [11]. This method
took into account the influence of a viscous sublayer near the wall. The boundary conditions on
the wall were specified for the reflected particles as
follows. It was assumed that the mass, the tangent
component of the velocity vector and the particles’
temperature do not change in the process of their
reflection from a wall, and the value of the normal
component of the velocity vector was determined
from the relationship u2 = − b u1 where b is the accommodation coefficient, which takes into account
the inelasticity of the particles’ collisions with a wall
(we assumed b =0.2 in the computations). The ratio of the number of reflected particles to the number of incident particles was assumed to be equal to
unity, that is, a complete reflection of particles was
assumed. This assumption was made with the purpose of determining the maximal protective properties of the screening layer (no fewer than 80% of
the incident particles are usually reflected).
3. Numerical results
In Figures 2a and 2b we show a qualitative picture of the distribution of particle density near the
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wall surface at Mach number M0=1.5 in the incident
jet for particles with diameter dp=100 mm without
regard (Figure 2a) and with regard (Figure 2b) to
the force interaction between the incident and reflected particles. It may be seen that the consideration of such an interaction alters significantly the
structure of the screening layer, which now “presses
itself” to the wall on the jet axis, where the impinging particles have the largest energy. The isolines
of the Mach numbers of the carrying gas at M0=2.5
(beginning from the value M0=0.1 with step DM
=0.17) are presented in Figure 3. One may well see a
region of the formation of a shock wave, the boundary layer and the sonic line of the passage to the supersonic flow in a jet flowing along the wall. The
effect of the particles with dp=100 mm on the flow
structure of the carrying gas is insignificant, and it
becomes appreciable in the case of particles of small

Figure 4. 1) M0=1.5; 2) M0=0.5

sizes ( d p £ 10 m m ).

Figure 2. Representation of particles density
distribution

Figure 3. Isolines of the Mach number at M0=2.5
1402

Figure 5. dp=10 mm - 1) M0=1.5; 2) M0=0.5)
We show in Figure 4 the pressure distributions
along the wall for particles with dp =100 m m (solid
lines) and dp =10 m m (dashed lines) at different
values of M0. The dash-dot lines correspond to
the gas flow without particles. It may be seen that
the pressure at the spreading point in the case of a
two-phase flow considerably exceeds the pressure
in a pure gas, which is related to the necessity of
making the work on the particles transport along
the wall by the gas.
The distributions of the velocities of incident
particles on the wall are depicted in Figure 5 for
dp=10 mm and Figure 6 for dp=100 mm. The solid
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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lines correspond here to the computations taking
into account the force interaction between the incident and reflected particles. The dashed lines refer to the case when the above interaction is not
taken into account.
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4. Conclusion
The analysis of the results shows that the consideration of the force interaction affects substantially the distribution of the velocities of incident
particles, and in the case of large particles this effect (dp=100 mm) even proves to be qualitative. It
was concluded that the flow instability is observed
in the cases where the pressure difference causing
the flow under consideration is quite small.
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Abstract
The aim of this study is comparing of two approaches - mathematical and statistical for determination weights in the multi-criteria model of
certification cities and municipalities in Serbia.
Mathematical approach involves the use of DEA
methods for determining the weights based on
the effectiveness of those criteria in terms of the
amount of investment in the given city, while the
statistical approach uses F parameters of classical
ANOVA to determine the significance of each of
the criteria through mutual comparison.
Key words: Certification of Cities, ANOVA,
DEA, Criteria Weights, Investments
1. Introduction
All activities in the certification of cities are focused on the implementation of specific objectives
arising from the mission, which consists of three
basic components: (1) investment promotion, and
support the existing economy, (2) legal reform with
active participation of corporate sector in terms of
proposals for improvement of existing, inadequate
legal solutions and (3) strengthening the capacity of
municipalities and increase their competitiveness in
terms of attracting direct investments.
Using data from the local governments that
have been reached in the process of certification,
the authors draw attention to the possibility of applying higher level of scientific approach in this
procedure. Namely, the criteria that are considered
relevant to certification, as well as their importance, have been established based on previous
experiences. Without denying the importance and
validity of empirical methods, the authors propose
forming multi-criteria model for certification cities to review the business environment in the mu1404

nicipalities based on the same, already determined
criteria. The difference in approach lies in the application of mathematical and statistical methods
in determining the importance of these criteria.
Also, the scientific approach involves the introduction of some new reference parameters, such
as the amount of investment in the territory of the
given city or the municipality.
2. Certification of cities and municipalities
in Serbia
Friendly business environment standards are
introduced in Serbia in 2007 by National Alliance
for Local Economic Development (NALED) in
cooperation with the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). Currently, the certification program includes 48 cities and municipalities
in Serbia.
2.1. Business friendly certification process
After getting acquainted with the program steps
and conditions, the municipality makes a decision
about their participation and signed the agreement.
Certification process consists of the following
steps [1]: (1) presentation of certification program
to municipal leadership, (2) signing of the agreement between the municipality and NALED, (3)
training and establishment of municipal team for
certification, (4) preparation of documentation, (5)
visit of evaluators and analysis of the municipality,
(6) report on the recommendations, (7) fulfilment
the required levels of all relevant criteria, (8) visit
of verification commission, (9) granting business
friendly certificates, (10) continuous promotion of
the city or municipality and recertification.
Certification Programme includes 12 criteria and
over 80 sub-criteria by which is assessed whether
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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and to what extent a municipality meets the standards of a friendly business environment [1]:
C1: Strategic planning of local economic
development in partnership with businesses
C2: Special department in charge of LED, FDI
promotion and business support - LED Office
C3: Business council for economic issues
– advisory body to the mayor and local
governments
C4: Efficient and transparent system for acquiring
construction permits
C5: Economic data and information relevant for
starting and developing a business
C6: Multilingual marketing materials and website
C7: Balanced structure of budget revenues / debt
management
C8: Investing into the development of local
workforce
C9: Cooperation and joint projects with local
business on fostering LED
C10: Adequate infrastructure and reliable
communal services
C11: Transparent policies on local taxes and
incentives for doing business
C12: Electronic communication and on-line services

average rating of all sub-criteria, which are defined criteria. Also, using the two-level evaluation
is defined and the importance of each criterion. At
the level of sub-criteria are defined by three levels
of importance as follows: elimination - score two
relevance, very influential - from a significant and
important - relevance score 0.5.
The importance of the criteria wj is defined as
the average score of the previous level of evaluation and as such can be called the relative importance of observed criteria Cj. Data about significance evaluation of all relevant certification criteria in the model, according to the methodology
applied by the municipality and NALED, are given
in Table 1. Since, multi-criteria analysis models include the application of weights such that ,
where weight ratio that expresses the relative importance of criteria Cj, j = 1,2, ..., n, this the results
generated by methodology of local governments
will be adapted by using the appropriate type of
normalization [2]. Transformation of coefficients
iz done by relation , where are values of weights
according to the requirements of multi-criteria
analysis method (Table 1). Exactly this evaluation
of criteria importance in the model will be subject of re-evaluation by application of appropriate
mathematical and statistical methods.
2.2. Certification results
After evaluating the level of compliance with
A friendly business environment certificate is of these criteria, municipalities are given a degiven to those municipalities that meet the level tailed report with recommendations, which clearly
of at least 75% of the above criteria. According defines how indicators are rated in terms of friendto latest NALED reports, in the procedure to issue ly business climate.
certificates are 31 municipalities in Serbia, while
Certified municipalities have the right to use
a total of 17 municipalities have already earned a the BFC trade mark and get standard promotional
certificate of a friendly business environment. The package that includes the info-sheet about the local
official certificate is issued by NALED and Minis- investment potentials, advertisements, posters and
try of Economy and Regional Development, as a advertising signs, which the municipality stands out
sort of guarantee to investors that the city or mu- from others and makes them distinctive [3].
nicipality offers all the necessary conditions for a
For research conducted in this paper, the samsuccessful start and development of business.
ple includes five municipalities that have received
Evaluation process is conducted in two stages: certificates of favorable business environment
assessment of compliance with sub-criteria, in the (Table 2). To protect the interests of cities, will not
first resort, and then assessment compliance with be presented below an explicit information about
the criteria. The second level of evaluation is the cities and the analysis will be done without highTable 1. The importance of criteria according to the methodology of local governments
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

Relative Importance (wj) 1.250 0.900 0.670 1.190 0.660 0.710 1.000 0.750 1.080 1.210 1.500 0.830
Relative Weights (wj*) 0.106 0.077 0.057 0.101 0.056 0.060 0.085 0.064 0.092 0.103 0.128 0.071
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112.00%
95.24%
85.88%
98.00%
95.86%
86.50%
Averige Level in %

90.14%

88.50%

87.84%

83.64%

73.00%

69.70%

125.00%
100.00%
79.30%
100.00%
94.40%
100.00%
City 5

105.90%

75.00%

93.90%

90.00%

86.70%

90.90%

125.00%
83.30%
97.60%
100.00%
66.70%
100.00%
City 4

61.80%

100.00%

78.00%

60.00%

60.00%

59.10%

75.00%
100.00%
75.60%
100.00%
100.00%
90.00%
City 3

82.40%

87.50%

100.00%

95.00%

70.00%

68.20%

110.00%
92.90%
94.00%
90.00%
118.20%
62.50%
City 2

94.70%

80.00%

94.10%

85.70%

75.00%

66.70%

125.00%
100.00%
82.90%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
80.00%
City 1

105.90%

max
max
Criterion Type

max

73.20%

87.50%

73.30%

63.60%

max
max
max
max
max
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max

max

max

max

C12
C10
C7
C6
C5
C4
C3
C2
C1

Table 2. The level of criteria fulfillment in municipalities surveyed according to BFC program

C8

C9

C11
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lighting their names. The level of satisfaction of
all relevant criteria in the observed municipalities
is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. The level of satisfaction of relevant criteria in the observed municipalities
City/Municipality
City 1
City 2
City 3
City 4
City 5

Average level of criteria
satisfaction
90.95%
88.65
86.98%
82.63%
95.09%

Presented data shows that these municipalities
have achieved the required level of satisfying the
criteria. However, detailed analysis that would determine the importance of criteria in relation to its
level achieved, or further in relation to its effectiveness to achieve a larger amount of investment in the
municipality, is possible only by applying appropriate statistical and mathematical tools, which will be
presented in the remainder of this paper.
3. Statistical approach to determining the
weights of criteria in the model for
certification cities
Using analysis of variance or so called factorial experiment, it is possible to test not only the
importance and influence of one measure of an
isolated factor, but also influence many relevant
factors variability and their interaction. Factorial
experiment is based on an analysis of variability of
means of randomly selected samples [4]. “Analysis of variance represents statistical method for
comparing the means of several populations. The
method is often referred by its acronym: ANOVA.
The aim of ANOVA is to detect differences among
several population means, and the technique requires the analysis of different form of variance
associated with the random samples under study
– hence the name analysis of variance” [5].
In a sample of the five cities was carried out
analysis of variance of all levels of satisfying the
relevant criteria, including the level of fulfillment
of all sub-criteria which are considered as relevant
factors of variability in applying ANOVA. Results
have been obtained using the software package
SPSS 14.0.0 (Table 4)
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Table 4. ANOVA results for the relevant criteria in the observed cities
C1
Regression
Residual
Total
C2
Regression
Residual
Total
C3
Regression
Residual
Total
C4
Regression
Residual
Total
C5
Regression
Residual
Total
C6
Regression
Residual
Total
C7
Regression
Residual
Total
C8
Regression
Residual
Total
C9
Regression
Residual
Total
C10
Regression
Residual
Total
C11
Regression
Residual
Total
C12
Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of Squares
474896344276,004
12205087499057,190
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
8606669532050,520
4073314311282,674
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
1144405386225,557
11535578457107,640
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
279757907085,639
12400225936247,560
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
2245035238732,187
10434948604601,010
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
292484138666,180
12387499704667,020
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
1228993008243,199
11450990835090,000
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
8242674825667,930
4437309017665,266
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
6623464945031,360
6056518898301,840
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
3059204166681,125
9620779676652,070
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
5017335719137,350
7662648124195,840
12679983843333,200
Sum of Squares
3216261471365,756
9463722371967,440
12679983843333,200
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df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4
df
1
3
4

Mean Square
474896344276,004
4068362499685,733

F
,117

Sig.
,755(a)

Mean Square
8606669532050,520
1357771437094,225

F
6,339

Sig.
,086(a)

Mean Square
1144405386225,557
3845192819035,882

F
,298

Sig.
,623(a)

Mean Square
279757907085,639
4133408645415,855

F
,068

Sig.
,812(a)

Mean Square
2245035238732,187
3478316201533,672

F
,645

Sig.
,481(a)

Mean Square
292484138666,180
4129166568222,341

F
,071

Sig.
,807(a)

Mean Square
1228993008243,199
3816996945030,001

F
,322

Sig.
,610(a)

Mean Square
8242674825667,930
1479103005888,422

F
5,573

Sig.
,099(a)

Mean Square
6623464945031,360
2018839632767,281

F
3,281

Sig.
,168(a)

Mean Square
3059204166681,125
3206926558884,026

F
,954

Sig.
,401(a)

Mean Square
5017335719137,350
2554216041398,615

F
1,964

Sig.
,256(a)

Mean Square
3216261471365,756
3154574123989,149

F
1,020

Sig.
,387(a)
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Table 5. The importance of the criteria established in accordance with the F parameters of ANOVA
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

0.117 6.339 0.298 0.068 0.645 0.071 0.322 5.573 3.281 0.954 1.964 1.020
F Parameters
Relative Weights (wj*) 0.006 0.307 0.014 0.003 0.031 0.003 0.016 0.270 0.159 0.046 0.095 0.049

Using the normalization of F parameters, it
could be calculated relative weights of all criteria
according to demands of multi-criteria models [6]
as it is already described (Table 5).
The difference in the results that are observed
by comparing Table 1 and Table 5 was created as
a consequence of the fact that in the first table, in
evaluating the significance is not included achieving a certain level of criteria, but the score was
performed on the basis of previous experience on
the importance of sub-criteria. Inclusion of additional information provide the solution at a higher
level of credibility which represents the real situation at a time, for the observed level of fulfillment
of the criteria in the cities who have received certificates of favorable business environment.
4. Mathematical approach for determining
the importance of criteria based on their
effectiveness
Mathematical approach to determining the
weights in multi-criteria model of certification of
cities include an evaluation of criteria in terms of
their efficiency. As a reference parameter of efficiency of criteria is determined the amount of investment in the observed cities. Evaluation of ef-

ficiency was performed using the method of Data
Envelopment Analysis - DEA.
“The Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is increasingly popular non-parametric method for
relative efficiency evaluation” [7]. DEA method is
a set of many approaches and techniques, whose
essence is as follows: for each observed Decision
Making Unit (DMU) is formed a linear optimization model, whose solution allows assessment of
the relative efficiency of the observed units, as
well as its comparison with other units [8].
Optimization procedure using the DEA method
means the maximum possible level of outputs with
minimal involvement or spending of inputs. As in
multi-criteria model of certification cities, attributes are actually qualitative estimate of the level
of compliance with certain criteria and they are
benefit type, because a higher level of compliance
with the criteria is directly in accordance with the
decision-maker preferences on the achieving business friendly environment. Therefore, it is necessary to transform the criteria using the Likert scale
with five levels of preference, which is in this case
in vice versa conformity with decision maker preferences and means that the most preferred level
of actually getting the minimum grade on a scale
(Table 6).

Table 6. Scale of qualitative assessment of criteria compliance [9]
The level of fulfillment of criteria
More than 95%
From 85 to 94%
From 75 to 84%
From 65 to 74%
Less than 64%

Description of preference importance
Extremely level of preference
Very high preference
Important preference
Low in importance of preference
Not important preference

Qualitative assessment
1
2
3
4
5

Table 7. Qualitative assessment of compliance with the criteria in the observed cities
Criterion Type
City 1
City 2
City 3
City 4
City 5
1408

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

min
3
5
3
1
1

min
1
1
3
5
1

min
1
3
2
1
3

min
4
2
1
3
2

min
2
2
1
5
2

min
1
1
1
4
2

min
1
2
1
1
1

min
4
3
4
5
2

min
5
4
4
5
2

min
3
2
3
1
3

min
1
2
1
3
1

min
1
1
3
1
1
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5.00000
City 5
5

1.00000 1.00000 3.00000 2.00000 2.00000 2.00000 1.00000 2.00000 2.00000 3.00000 1.00000 1.00000

1.00000
City 4
4

0.20000 0.20000 0.60000 0.40000 0.40000 0.40000 0.20000 0.40000 0.40000 0.60000 0.20000 0.20000

2.00000
City 3
3

0.40000 0.40000 1.20000 0.80000 0.80000 0.80000 0.40000 0.80000 0.80000 1.20000 0.40000 0.40000

2.00000
City 2
2

0.88889 0.44444 0.88889 1.33333 0.88889 0.66667 0.44444 1.33333 1.55556 1.33333 0.44444 0.44444

4.00000
City 1
1

3.00000 1.00000 1.00000 4.00000 2.00000 1.00000 1.00000 4.00000 5.00000 3.00000 1.00000 1.00000

C13
C12
C11
C10
C9
C8
C7
C6
C5
C4
C3
C2
C1

Using DEA method is possible to obtain data
on the effectiveness of all surveyed cities and
municipalities in the model, as well as evaluating
the effectiveness of individual criteria in the context of their contribution to the realized amount
of investment (Table 9). Based on partial data on
the effectiveness of certain criteria, it is possible
to determine their relative importance in terms
of contribution to the realized amount of investment [10]. Thus, in contrast to the ANOVA, which
was observed all the sub-criteria and their level of
achievement, now it comes to individual contributions to the observed relation to a given output
parameter. For solving the DEA model used is a
software package DEA Frontier [11].
Efficiency rating of surveyed cities in terms of
amount of investment in their territories is given in
Table 10. It is important to note that, despite the fact
that all cities and municipalities in the sample have
a certificate of a business friendly environment,
they are not all effective in terms of the amount of
investments in their territory [13]. Namely, the five
cities surveyed, only two showed efficacy in terms
of the amount of realized investment.
Another important result of applying the DEA
method is to calculate the importance of each criterion compared to the same output parameter.

Efficient Input Target

30.15%
12.82%
10.89%
8.78%
37.36%
100.00%

Qualitative
assessment
4
2
2
1
5

DMU
Name

%

DMU
No.

Investments
in RSD
4,163,364.00
1,770,640.00
1,504,476.00
1,212,435.00
5,160,093.00
13,811,008.00

Input-Oriented
CRS Model Target

City/
Municipality
City 1
City 2
City 3
City 4
City 5
Total

Table 9. Evaluation of efficiency criteria in relation to the amount of investment in the municipality according to the DEA method

Based on data from Tables 2 and scale evaluation presented in Table 5, it is formed a table of
criteria that can be used as inputs into the DEA
model (Table 7). Because of comparability of data,
the amount of investment, as the output parameter
in model, is also adapted by the adequate Likerttype scale. In accordance with the nature of output, mentioned scale is benefit type which means
that a higher level of preference corresponds to a
higher grade at the scale (Table 8).
Table 8. The amount of investments in the observed cities, source: Statistical Office of the RS [12]

Efficient Output
Target
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Table 10. Evaluation of efficiency of municipalities in relation to the amount of investments according
to the DEA method
DMU DMU
No. Name
1
City 1
2
City 2
3
City 3
4
City 4
5
City 5

Input-Oriented
CRS Efficiency
1.00000
0.66667
0.80000
0.60000
1.00000

Sum of
RTS
lambdas
1.000
Constant
0.444
Increasing
0.400
Increasing
0.200
Increasing
1.000
Constant

Optimal Lambdas
with Benchmarks
1.000
0.222
0.400
0.200
1.000

City 1
City 1 0.222 City 5
City 5
City 5
City 5

Table 11. The importance of criteria in accordance with determined efficiency ratios of DEA method
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

Average Values of
1.098 0.609 1.338 1.707 1.218 0.973 0.609 1.707 1.951 1.827 0.609 0.609
Efficiency
Relative Weights (wj*) 0.077 0.043 0.094 0.120 0.085 0.068 0.043 0.120 0.137 0.128 0.043 0.043

Based on these values, by appropriate normalization of coefficients is determined relative
importance of criteria in terms of contribution to
achieving a larger amount of investment in the
territory of the observed city or the municipality.
Weights based on the results of DEA methods are
given in Table 11.
5. Conclusion
By applying the methodology that is currently
used in the certification of cities, based on previous
experience it was found that the greatest importance
in order to achieve a preferred level of all relevant
criteria and certification of a favorable business environment with the following criteria: C11 - Transparent policies on local taxes and incentives for doing business , which weight in multi-criteria model
is 0.13, C1 - Strategic planning of local economic
development in partnership with businesses with

weight of 0.11, while the criteria C10 - Adequate
infrastructure and reliable communal services and
C4- Efficient and transparent system for acquiring
construction permits are on the third place with relative weights of 0.10 (Figure 1).
By applying statistical approaches and ANOVA,
it is determined the significance of criteria in terms
of their achievement in the observed municipalities.
Assuming that all presented approaches are
equally relevant, by their integration is possible to
obtain weights of criteria that represent the importance of all three aspects, summarized. Integrated
weighting coefficients [14] are obtained as mean
values of results obtained by applying methodologies used by NALED, ANOVA, and DEA (Figure 3).
Graphical presentation of results clearly shows that
with the integration of aspects criteria of are highest
importance: C8 - Investing into the development of
local workforce with relative weight of 0.151, C2Special department in charge of LED, FDI promo-

Figure 1. Comparative results of application different methodologies for calculating the weights
1410
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tion and business support with relative importance
of 0.142 and C9 - Cooperation and joint projects
with local business which relative weight is determinate as 0.129. This conclusion is particularly
significant in terms of eliminating the inefficiency
of the municipalities, because the ultimate goal of
certification is to increase the amount of city investment in the territory of the municipality, and better
business results and reduce unemployment.
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Abstract
Resilience is very important aspect of operation in telecommunication companies, where the
resilience challenges could emerge on different
organizational levels. In this paper we will present strategic aspects of resilience as well as interconnection of strategically aspects with quality
strategy. The transformation of corporate quality
strategy is followed by a number of theoretical
and practical problems. In this paper is first given
a demonstration of corporate strategy and its implementation. After that, the theoretical model of
generating quality strategy is presented with the
resilience assessment model for corporate strategy. Both models are tested in the local telecommunications company.
Key words: Strategy, quality strategy, corporate strategy, telecommunications company, organizational resilience
1. Introduction
The resilience is the very important aspect of
work and operation of any telecommunication
company. For instance, OFCOM, the UK’s communications regulator, in its policies and regulations defines the resilience of telecoms services
on 99.999% resilient. It means 5 minutes / year
downtime in any in any single telephone exchange. Resilience in telecommunications is not
the point of interest only for national regulation
bodies, there has been different strategies and approaches in enhancing European resilience [1, 2].
Different European and other Agencies deal
with different aspects of resilience of telecommunication sector and telecommunication companies. The first considerations were dominantly focused on infrastructure and technology challenges. CPNI [3] in its report deals with architectural,
service and component resilience. Further reports
1412

has been included other challenges but infrastructure and technology ones.
For instance ENSA (European Network and
Information Security Agency) in its Report deals
with following resilience challenges:
– Infrastructure challenges;
– Technology challenges;
– Operational process and people challenges;
– Continuity organization challenges;
– Commercial & Regulatory challenges [4].
ENSA also recognizes resilience activity areas
such as organizational issues in managing resilience,
business Continuity and risk Management [4].
Several standards such as ISO/IEC 27002:2005,
(Code of practice for information security management) and ISO/IEC 27011 (Information technology - Security techniques - Information security management guidelines for telecommunications organizations based on ISO/IEC 27002) also
provide resilience related guidelines.
The topic of telecommunication resilience is
still new with different approaches, guidelines and
objectives. Furthermore there is a distinction between approaches, guidelines and procedures concerning the operational level and other that deal
with high level policy statements (strategic level).
This paper has the main aim to explore challenges
that emerge in strategic process and especially the
quality strategy as the component of general strategy.
One of the critical performance indicators (KPI
- Key Performance Index) is the current level of
quality, which is especially pronounced in telecommunications companies operating in global markets. This is one of the reasons why company business strategy is transformed into a set of component
strategies. One of them is a quality strategy.
The transformation of corporate quality strategy is followed by large number of problems of
theoretical and practical nature. Therefore in this
paper first gives a demonstration of corporate
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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strategy and its implementation and theoretical
model of generating quality strategy, in the telecommunications company.
In the field of dealing with problems related to resilience we can define three groups of problems [5].
On a conceptual level, there is a need to identify actions that increase the level of resilience - and including those that would violate established norms. At the
operational level can be difficult to model individual,
group and social behavior in an organizational context. At the empirical level is particularly difficult to
gather data to develop models of resilience.
The contribution of this paper can be presented
as follows: the new model for resilience of strategy process is presented, and the model is tested
and verified on the real data.
2. Corporative strategy
Companies need framework for action planning
and decision making needed to anticipate, prevent
if possible and prepare for and respond to disruptive
incidents. It is also clear that organizations that have
adopts a process approach for management system
(ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14000:2004 and / or ISO/IEC
27001:2005) may be able to use their existing management system as a foundation for the organizational resilience management system [6]. In definition of appropriate organization resilience strategy
it is important to emphasize importance of [6]:
– Understanding the organization’s risk,
security, preparedness, response, continuity
and recovery requirements;
– Establishing a policy and objectives to
manage risks;
– Implementing and operating control to
manage an organization’s risks within the
context of the organization’s mission;
– Monitoring and reviewing the performance
and effectiveness of the organizational
resilience management system; and
– Continual improvement based on objective
measurement.
Definition and adoption of companies’ strategy
is not easy and one way street.
In the definition of corporate resilience strategy
as well as corporate strategy [7, 8, 9], employees
are involved at the following levels:
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

–
–
–
–
–

statutory bodies (assembly, board of directors),
top management,
the strategy,
authority and other functions, and
other stakeholders (Figure 1).

The flow of activities should begin with the order of the top manager to the relevant strategy function to develop situation analysis. It gives a call to
the rest of organizational functions to actively participate in the analysis of strategic requirements,
stakeholder requirements, and requirements of
ISO standards and to deliver innovative strategy
proposal. Based on these proposals, the strategy
function determines the plan and proposed innovation strategy. Further procedure is given in the
Figure 1. For the subject of this paper is particularly important activity 8 (short-term and working
out plans and projects component), which is one
component of the exit strategy of quality.

Figure 1. The course of the planning system to
manage business strategy
Some organizations believe that planning strategy should include analysis of activities which are
more dedicated to risk analysis. In these situations,
1413
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identifying existing risks that are involved in planning can lead to perception of future risks that can
be manifested in the cases of crisis and recovery.
That is how they are in better position when making adequate plans for dealing with specific crisis
situations. In most cases, described problems arise
when in medium or large organization which is the
assumption of this paper, while it is assumed that
in relatively small organization is easier to plan
a strategy. The analysis of strategic planning involves the identification and evaluation of organizational planning strategies in order to assess
vulnerabilities and management in the business
environment and relations with stakeholders [10].
The same procedure and same stakeholders are
involved in definition of corporate resilience as
well as for strategic resilience assessment.
3. The new model for strategic components
of organizational resilience assessment
3.1 Model for organizational resilience
assessment
Resilience is related to the capacity of response
of the component of organizational vulnerability.
Adaptive capacity has two components: (1) capacity of system and (2) capacity to improve its conditions. Some authors treated adaptive capacity as
resilience, and some as a component of resilience
that reflects the learning aspect of system behavior
to disturbance.
Consideration of the expansion of the resilience
concept on the entire economy is generally given
in different papers [11]. In its report, Council on
Competitiveness for corporate executives, the top
10 risk priorities are presented: (1) Reputation, (2)
Business interruption, (3) Third party liability, (4)
Supply chain failure, (5) Market environment, (6)
Regulation / legislation, (7) Talent (8) Market risk,
(9) Physical damage (10) Merger acquisition.
According to experience from Australia and
New Zealand, McManus et all [5] claim that the
goal of organizational resilience is not just recovery or continuity, but transformation from reactive
to proactive and adaptive practices. The four properties of resilience are indicated: (1) Robustness,
as strength or ability of systems to withstand a
given level of stress without suffering degradation
1414

or loss of function, (2) Redundancy, as extent systems which are substitutable, i.e. capable of satisfying functional requirements in the case of disruption, degradation or loss, (3) Resourcefulness,
as the ability to supply resources, (4) Rapidity, as
the capacity to meet priorities and achieve goals.
ICT is integrated in each of them.
The issues related to the corporate strategy are
directly presented in the American standard for organizational resilience [5]. This standard is written
in the way that it corresponds to the series of ISO
standards – ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 27001.
The model for strategy resilience assessment is
derived from McManus model [5] and demands of
American standard for organizational resilience.
The indicators of three dimensions of resilience
are (McManus) [5]:
– Process awareness:
1. Roles and responsibilities of process staff,
2. Understanding and analysis of hazards
and its’ consequences,
3. Management commitment,
– Management of keystone vulnerabilities:
4. Strategy planning,
5. Capability and capacity of internal
process resources,
6. Stakeholders as external resources,
– Adaptive capacity:
7. Silo mentality,
8. Proactive approach,
9. Monitoring, analysis
improvement,
10. Governance structure
management review.

and

process

and

process

Corporate strategy is the pattern of decision in
a company that determines and reveals its objectives, purposes or goals, produces the principal
policies and plans for achieving those goals and
defines the range of business the company is to
pursue, the kind of economic and human organization it is or intends to be and the nature of the
economic and non economic contribution and instance to make to its shareholders, employers, customers, and communities [12].
The process of strategy within the organization
can be presented through the four sub processes
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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which are in compliance with Deming’s PDCA
cycle:
1. Strategic planning,
2. Strategy deployment,
3. Monitoring, analyze and control, and
4. Strategy enhancement.
When the process of strategy is defined through
the sub processes, each of described indicators
value can be assessed. Each indicator should be
measured by the one or the set of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) that are defined in the process of
strategy within the organization.
Performance indicators can be calculated in different ways using appropriate metrics at the process
level. Appropriate metric is determined by the process owner and process relevant data is transferred
to the process of strategy. In the end, resilience of
each sub process is given as the normalized value.
3.2 Software solution for organizational
resilience assessment
Having in mind defined strategy goals, it is
necessary to:
– Define the process of measuring, monitoring
and analysis, and
– Establish responsible staff for these activities.

The model for strategy resilience assessment is
presented in the figure 2.
The metrics of KPIs should give wider picture of indicators perspective in the process or
strategy. According to the finished report related
to KPI measurement, the same authorized person
collects and prepares a report for each resilience
indicators. The rapport is made from aggregated
KPI values for each resilience indicator. After this,
authorized person transforms the aggregated values into the grades on given scale (very low, low,
moderate, high, very high) because of the unification of assessment. Based on these indicators, the
value of strategy resilience is calculated as overall
aggregated value.
The figure 3, presents resilience envelopes for
different elements (CS1, CS2, CS3 and CS4).
Defined actions must be incorporated in the
strategy process. Actual results will be measurable
in the coming period and the difference in performance measurements will give a picture of the performance changes. This way the results of management strategy can be monitored and assessed.
The software solution is developed based on indicators of three dimensions of resilience. The general idea is to provide the CASE tool that will help
in evaluation of key indicators. The main goal was
to propose a method for the evaluation of indica-

Figure 2. Software simulation of the new model for strategic resilience assessment
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Figure 3. Resilience envelopes for key indicators for strategy resilience in telecommunication companies
tors of three dimensions of resilience with different relative importance, to be used as a basis for the
development of a software solution. This problem
was addressed by an extension of the fuzzy TOPSIS method. The software solution can save different scenarios and compare the resilience envelopes
for different elements for strategy process.
The resilience envelopes provide as a basis
for comparison of reliance for different telecommunication companies. It is also possible to make
adjustments and expand the model with new indicators and new processes. Anyhow this solution
provides the possibility of ranking and comparing
resilience in different business organizations.
4. Conclusion
In the telecommunications industry, strategy
is very important part of business. Trends of the
global market set new directions and that is why
the process of strategy in the telecommunications
companies becomes very sensitive. That is why the
need for resilience assessment has emerged in this
1416

part of business. The output from this activity represents data that should be used for strategy process improving and input for enhancing business
position of organization. In this paper is presented
data obtained through the research conducted in the
telecommunication operator company from Serbia.
The research was conducted in relation with strategy process of this company in the one year time
framework. The most important results are:
1. The level of Quality and resilience of
strategy process are interconnected. In order
to investigate the hypotheses, the level of
sub-process quality is determined. Quality
level of each sub-process is determined
by process owners who analyzed results
of quality goals measurements. Resilience
scores are obtained through the analysis
of KPIs defined for each sub-process and
relevant indicator. In the end, the resilience
scores are normalized within the strategy
sub-processes so they can be compared with
quality metrics. Owners of sub-processes
were responsible for giving final values.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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2. The level of resilience of strategy process
within the organization is dependable on
organization’s specificity.
3. We presented software solution for
organizational resilience assessment. The
software CASE tool is flexible, scalable
and enables graphical representations of
resilience envelopes as well as comparison
of resilience for different business,
telecommunication organization.
Analysis of obtained results shows indicates
that quality has significant impact on all of three
dimensions of strategy process resilience. Impact
on process awareness is carried out through the
process creating, precise determining of responsibility, improving awareness of the resilience
importance and management support. The impact
on the management of keystone vulnerabilities is
manifested through the determining of the stakeholders demands. Increasing the adaptive capacity
can be realized through enhancement of the quality indicators. In particular, the greatest impact
of quality is on the resilience indicators 7th - Silo
mentality and 8th - Proactive approach.
Future work will be directed toward development an explicate procedures for indicators evaluation as well as expansion of software solution.
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Abstract
According to the police reports, the largest number of traffic violations and accidents are caused by
prohibited and inadequate speed driving. Significant
increase in traffic safety has been achieved in those
countries where there is an adequate traffic management covering speed driving control using contemporary devices and equipment and corresponding
public support. In the paper, there are results of the
research on drivers’ attitudes on introducing speed
limit, speeding control and its effect on the causes
and consequences of car accidents. The effect of
the manner and frequency of speeding control on
drivers’ behaviour while driving was determined
through speed measuring and recording in the chosen risky parts of the road. The offenders were interviewed and polled on the reasons for consecutive
speed limit violations. Based on those results, conclusions were drawn on possibilities for increasing
traffic safety through better speed management and
application of adequate speed control and stricter
violation sanctioning. The effect of risk from violation discovery and sanctioning on drivers’ behaviour
in traffic was researched. Deterrence from violation
discovery affects prevention from improper and inconsiderate behaviour in traffic and thus creates the
increase in traffic safety on the roads.
Key words: violations of the traffic rules, prohibited and inadequate speed, traffic accidents,
traffic management, traffic safety, risk, factor,
cause, circumstances
1. Introduction
Prohibited and inadequate speed driving is
the most frequent mistake – traffic violation that
precedes a traffic accident. The frequency and
the danger of commiting this type of violation
is emphasized through the fact that (prohibited
and inadequate) speed has contributed to causing around 38% of traffic accidents that happened
1418

during the 2011 on the roads of the Republic of
Srpska, i.e. speeding has been the most important
circumstance that has contributed to causing 44%
of traffic accidents with people hurt [1]. Out of the
total number of the people hurtin these accidents,
around 56% of people died and around 45%of
them were injured1.
While making this questionnaire, a special attention was paid to covering all three aspects of the
subjects’ attitudes– cognitive, conative and emotional. Before analyzing the results, a classification,
i.e. processing of the answers obtained through the
questionnaire was conducted (the questionnaire is
attached to this paper). The questionnaire is conceived in the form of closed (structured) and semiopen (semi-structured) questions [2].
Establishing the control over the car speed,
based on scientific theses and professionally defined contents can significantly contribute to lowering the percentage of speeding, lowering the extent to which the speed limit is exceeded, lowering
the dispersion of speed and thus significantly influence the lowering of the number of traffic accidents and the seriousness of the consequences,
i.e. improvement of traffic safety [3].
2. Practical research
Research topic: Attitudes of the polled drivers
on traffic safety, especially on speed of the motor
vehicles, and attitudes on the influence of the police control on lowering excessive speed as well
the risk of speeding.
Research area: Terrain research was conducted, for scientific purpose, on main roads, such as:
main road M-16.1 Klasnice – Prnjavor, in Lisnja
village, and main roadway M-16 Prnjavor – Derventa, in Lug village, as well as the streets of the
Prnjavor town [1].
1 Internal statistical data of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
of the Republic of Srpska
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Time of research: The research was conducted
over the period of 15 weekdays, from 10 September 2012 to 1 October 2012, on weekdays (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday).
Through systematic sampling, depending on the
number of the examiners and traffic density, each
driver that was speeding was polled.
Research method: Vehicles that were driven
over the speed limit that is 50, 60 and 80 km/h on
the measuring spot, were stopped by the traffic patrol of the Police Station for Traffic Safety Prnjavor,
that would exclude them from traffic so that the
drivers could be interviewed. The poll was anonimous, the questionnaires were left with the interviewees – the drivers who agreed to participate in
the poll. During delivery of the questionnaire, each
driver was informed of the purpose and the manner
of filling in the questionnaire and the time they have
for doing that.
Total number of 700 drivers participated in the
poll. The sample fulfilled two basic conditions:
representativeness and adequacy. The drivers that
participated in the poll mirror the structure of motor vehicle drivers that drive vehicles on the roads
outside of settled areas according to their: age, sex,
driver license category, driving experience, type
and age of the vehicle, mileage, etc. The amount
of data collected through 17 structured questions
(two of which have three subquestions each) and
5 general type questions, enabled the realisation of
goals and tasks, i.e. adequacy of the research [2].
The questionnaire were made of three groups
of questions:
–– the first group of questions referred to the
general data on the poll participants, with
the aim of perceiving the representativeness
of the sample and connecting the answers
to these questions with the drivers’ attitudes
on the speed of the motor vehicles and the
impact of police control on lowering the
excessive speed.
–– the second group of questions referred to
the drivers’ attitudes on motor vehicle speed
and the risk of speeding and
–– the third group of questions referred to the
drivers’ attitudes on police control of the
motor vehicle speed.

Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Research restraints:
– a small number of drivers refused to
participate in the poll, which can affect the
quality of the sample,
– filling in the questionnaire not carefully
or not sincerely enough (being in a hurry,
presence of an authorized officer, etc.) and
– the environment of the research, conducting
the poll in a vehicle or outside of the vehicle,
in the open space.
Scope of the research:
– 700 drivers of motor vehicles that belong to
different kinds and categories.
Aims of the research:
– To note the structure of vehicles and drivers
within the traffic conditions on the particular
road,
– To interview drivers that participate in traffic
in accordance with their exposure to traffic,
– To note the drivers’ social attitudes on the
vehicle speed and police control of the
vehicle speed in order to note the described
issues more extensively.
Tasks of the research:
– To make a database and conduct a statistical
data analysis by using programs such as MS
Access, MS Excel and SPSS,
– In accordance with the appointed research
aims, use the procedures of descriptive
statistics (distribution, frequency, arithmetic
mean, standard deviations),
– Present the research results through charts,
in order to achieve as complete insight
as possible in attitudes and opinions of
the interviewees, since percentage values
mostly give the information on interviewee’s
attitude toward every answer option,
whereas in charts, one can see the range of
each option in the context of the total sum,
– Give descriptive analysis with closing opinion.
3. The research results
In the following chart and text representation,
before each chart, there is the question the interviewees had to answer. Categories of the offered
1419
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or obtained answers are presented on charts, and
with each chart, a short text analysis of the obtained data is given.
3.1 Questions about the driver
In every beginning of a presentation of the obtained poll data we list some general data on the
interviewed people that are supposed to contribute
to the forming of the image of the structure of
people included in this research.
1. In how many traffic accidents were you
involved in the last 3 years as a driver of a
vehicle?
The obtained data (Picture 1) indicate that every
fifth driver participated in a traffic accident within
the last theree years, i.e. 21.9% of the interviewed
drivers participated in traffic accidents. As drivers,
18.1% of the interviewees were involved in one
traffic accident, 3.2% were involved in two traffic
accidents, while 0.6% were involved in three traffic accidents in the last 3 years. In the last 3 years,
a total of 78.1% of drivers did not participate in
traffic accidents. What follows from above is that
more than one fifth of the drivers participated in
traffic accidents and that every thirtieth driver
participated in two or more accidents. Regardless
of the relatively short period, one can notice the
marked issue of driver participation in traffic accidents as well as the issue of recidivism.

Picture 1. In how many traffic accidents were you
involved in the last 3 years as a driver of a vehicle?
2. Driving experience
Based on the calculated values, the interviewed
drivers answered the question ‘’How many years
of experience do you have in driving a car?’’, in
the following manner (Picture 2):
1420

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

up to five years of experience, 5.9%
between 6 and 10 years of experience, 19.1%
between 11 and 15 years of experience, 17.1 %
between 16 and 20 years of experience, 24.8%
between 21 and 25 years of experience, 11.2%
between 26 and 30 years of experience, 13.6%
over 30 years of experience, 8.3%.

From this we can conclude that in the sample,
the experienced drivers prevail, they are mature
drivers, very experienced drivers and old drivers
that take 75% of the total number of the sample,
whereas the inexperienced and insufficiently experienced drivers take 25%.

Picture 2. How many years of experience do you
have in driving a car?
Driving experience, i.e. years of experience in
driving a motor vehicle are very important for a
driver (staying calm in stressful situations, understanding the danger and reacting, lower tendency
to dangerous behavior while driving, etc.) [4]
By crossing the answers to questions number
1 and 2 of this questionnaire sample, we have obtained data that 7 drivers from 1 to 5 years of driving experience within the last 3 years participated
in traffic accidents, and 1 of them participated in
2 traffic accidents; 30 drivers from 6-10 years participated in traffic accidents, 2 of which participated in two accidents each; 24 drivers with driving
experience from 11-15 years participated in traffic
accidents, 3 of which participated in two traffic accidents each and 1 driver participated in 3 traffic
accidents; 41 driver with driving experience from
16 to 20 years participated in traffic accidents m 6
of which participated in 2 traffic accidents each,
and two drivers participated in 3 traffic accidents;
18 drivers with driving experience from 21 to 25
years participated in traffic accidents, 4 of which
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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participated in two traffic accidents each; 18 drivers with driving experience from 26 to 30 years
participated in traffic accidents, 5 of which participated in 2 traffic accidents each, and 1 driver
participated in 3 traffic accidents; and 13 drivers
with driving experience over 30 years participated
in traffic accidents, and 1 of them participated in 2
traffic accidents.
3. Age of vehicle
The question ‘’How old is the car that you normally drive?’’was answered by drivers in the following manner (Picture 3):
– up to 5 years of age, 13.6%,
– between 6 and 10 years of age, 33.5%,
– between 11 and 15 years of age, 22.9%,
– between 16 and 20 years of age, 22.2%,
– between 21 and 25 years of age, 5.7%,
– between 26 and 30 years of age, 1.7%,
– over 30 years of age, 0.4%.

– from 50 000 to 200 000 km 26.4%,
– over 200 000 km, 63.3%.
From this we can conclude that a large number
of the interviewees, 63.3% of them has traveled
over 200 000 km and we can consider them as experienced drivers, taking the mileage into account.
26% of the drivers from the sample can be considered as insuficiently experienced considering the
number of kilometers they have traveled as drivers,
whereas 10.4% of them can be treated as inexperienced drivers, taking the mileage into account.

Picture 4. How many kilometers have you traveled
as a driver?
5. Frequency of driving on the main road

Picture 3. How old is the car that you normally
drive?
From above, we can conclude that vehicles in the
sample belong to a relatively old group of vehicles,
53% of vehicles are older than 11 years, and 47%
of vehicles are up to 10 years old. Newer vehicles
have all the better technical solutions for controling
system, stopping, etc. so the level of driver safety in
those vehicles is higher. By increasing the life standard of the population, there will be more new cars
in our streets, so the traffic safety will be increased as
well which also means there will be less pollution.
4. Mileage
The question ‘’How many kilometers have you
traveled as a driver?’’, the interviewees answered
this way (Picture 4):
– up to 5 000 km, 0.6%,
– from 5 000 to 50 000 km, 9.7%,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Picture 5. How often do you use the main road?
The interviewees gave these answers to the
question ‘’How often do you use the main road?’’:
– sometimes, 19.2%
– once a month, 30.2%
– at least once a week, 28.3%
– every day, 22.3%.
From the above we can conclude that the main
road Klasnice – Prnjavor and Prnjavor – Derventa
is used on daily basis by 22.3% of the interviewed
drivers who know the state and conditions on the
road very well, 28.3% who travel this road once
a week know the road just as well, 30.2% use the
main road once a month and they know the road
1421
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well in some places, whereas 19.2% of them use
this road sometimes and they have little knowledge
on the state and the conditions on this main road.
6. Speed of the vehicle
The measured speed of the vehicle in this questionnaire sample was (Picture 6):
– under 50 km/h, 0.6%,
– from 51 to 60 km/h, 11.3%,
– from 61 to 70 km/h, 35.1%,
– from 71 to 80 km/h, 28.2%,
– from 81 to 90 km/h, 14.8%,
– from 91 to 100 km/h, 5%,
– from 101 to 110 km/h, 2.6%,
– from 111 to 120 km/h, 1%,
– over 120 km/h, 1.4%.

Picture 6. Measured vehicle speed
From these data we can see that most of the
interviewed drivers, 75% of them were driving
within the speed limit on the main road, whereas
25% of them were driving over the speed limit.
Drivers controlling the motor vehicle with driving experience from 1-15 years commit this traffic
violation most often and they make 2/3 of the total
number of drivers who committed the violation of
driving over the speed limit for motor vehicles.
This is a big percentage which indicates that great
number of drivers did not respect the speed limit.
From this we can conclude that it is necessary to
increase the speed control by the police in order to
improve the traffic safety on that part of the main
road and thus keep pace with developed coutries,
cooperate in the fields of traffic safety with them
and apply the positive experiences of those countries that can be applied here.
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7. Sex of the interviewed drivers

Picture 7. Sex of the drivers
In the sample of the interviewed drivers (Picture 7) men take 93.8%, and women take 6.2%.
From this we can infer that women participate in
traffic more rarely as drivers, although, according
to some research, women are much better at understanding the danger and have much lower tendency to drive over the speed limit. In this sample, 0.7% of the total number of the interviewed
women were speeding, and from this we can infer
that women have smaller tendency to looking for
excitement in traffic and placing themselves in
risky situations. It seems that it is attitudes and behaviours that contribute to lowering the risk when
it comes to women, rather than the difference in
ability and knowledge [2].
8. Age of the interviewed drivers
In the sample of 700 interviewed drivers, their
years of age are arranged in this way (Picture 8):
– from 18 to 22 years, 1.9%,
– from 23 to 27 years, 8.9%,
– from 28 to 32 years, 15.2%,
– from 33 to 37 years, 16%,
– from 38 to 42 years, 20.7%,
– from 43 to 47 years, 12.7%,
– from 48 to 52 years, 11.4%,
– from 53 to 57 years, 7.4%,
– from 58 to 62 years, 4.3%,
– from 63 to 67 years, 1.1%,
– over 67 years, 0.3%.
From this we conclude that, in this questionnaire sample the middle-aged people prevail, who
are mature, experienced and competent to understand the dangers that speeding brings. 10.8% of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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the drivers belong to the category of young people
who are healthy, react fast, hear well, but are inexperienced and inclined to risky behaviours and
making beginner mistakes. 1.4% of them are elderly people who have great driving and life experience, but their biological age decreases their
psycho-physical abilities.

9. Driver capacity for controlling a motor
vehicle

Picture 9. Categories written in the driver’s license

Picture 8. Age of the interviewed drivers
When it comes to participating in traffic accidents, in the last 3 years, it was noticed that drivers
from 18 to 22 years of age participated in 4 traffic
accidents, one of them participated in 2 traffic accidents; drivers from 23 to 27 years of age participate
in 11 traffic accidents, one of them participated in 2
traffic accidents; drivers from 28 to 32 years of age
participated in 25 traffic accidents, and one of them
participated in 2 traffic accidents; drivers from 33
to 37 years of age participated in 23 traffic acidents,
two of them participated in 2 traffic accidents each,
and one participated in 3 traffic accidents; drivers
from 38 to 42 years of age participated in 36 traffic
accidents, and four of them participated in 2 traffic accidents each, and two drivers participated in
3 traffic accidents each; drivers from 43 to 47 years
of age participated in 17 traffic accidents, four of
them participated in 2 traffic accidents each; drivers from 48 to 52 years of age participated in 13
traffic accidents, 4 of them participated in 2 traffic accidents each, and one driver participated in 3
traffic accidents; drivers from 53 to 57 years of age
participated in 16 traffic accidents, 4 of which participated in 2 traffic accidents each; drivers from 58
to 62 years of age participated in 3 traffic accidents
and drivers from 63 to 67 years of age participated
in 4 traffic accidents, one of them participated in 2
traffic accidents.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The interviewed people answered the question
‘’For which vehicle categories do you have the
driver’s license?’’in the following manner:
– “B’’ category, 65% of drivers,
– “C’’ category, 0.3% of drivers,
– “D’’ category, 0.5% of drivers,
– “B’’ and “C’’ categories, 14.3% of drivers,
– “C’’ and “D’’ categories, 0.7% of drivers,
– “C’’ and “E’’ categories, 14.3% of drivers,
– “B’’, “C’’, “D’’ and “E’’ category, 4.9% of
drivers.
From these data we can conclude that in this
sample, there are mostly drivers that have “B’’ category, whereas other interviewees have categories
“C’’, “D’’ or “E’’ as well so we can consider them
to be professional drivers.
10. Type of the motor vehicle
Drivers that were interviewed in this questionnaire drove these types of vehicles in the moment
of the interview (Picture 10):
– passenger car, 70.9%,
– truck, 17%
– trailer truck, 9.6% and
– bus, 2.5%.

Picture 10. Type of the motor vehicle
1423
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From this we can conclude that most of the interviewees drive a passenger car and that it is them who
mostly commit the violation of speeding because of
the characteristics of the vehicle, conditions on the
road, etc. On the other hand, truck and trailer truck
drivers as well as the bus drivers do it rarely.
3.2 Drivers’ attitudes on vehicle speed
1. Speeding is dangerous

Picture 11. Is speeding more dangerous compared
to other violations
When asked ‘’What do you think, is speeding
more dangerous compared to other traffic violations?’’, drivers chose the answers in these percentages (Picture 11):
– much more, 22.4%,
– a bit more, 28.7%,
– approximately the same, 32.1%,
– a bit less, 13.6%
– much less, 3.2%
From all this we can conclude that 50.1% of
drivers understand the danger that speeding carries and how harmful consequences it can produce
in the given moment and they consider that driving over the speed limit is more dangerous than
committing other traffic violations. 32.1% of the
inteviewees think that speeding carries the same
level of danger compared to other violations.
There is, however, a significant number of drivers,
16.7% of them who consider speeding to be less
dangerous than other traffic violations.
We believe that they do not understand how
dangerous excessive speed can be, so it would be
desirable to organize educational activities through
the media in order to increase the awareness on the
danger that speeding brings, as well as more serious and thorough intercession of the employees of
the organizations that train candidates for taking the
1424

driving test, and more engaging approach to the issue from other relevant subjects on the state level.
2. Frequency of driving over the speed limit
The question ‘’What do you think, how often
other drivers commit the speeding violation?’’ the
interviewees offered the following answers (Picture 12):
– never, 3%,
– rarely, 7.3%,
– sometimes, 34.1%,
– often, 48% and
– always, 7.6%.
From this we can conclude that 10.3% of drivers believe that other participants in traffic do not
respect the vehicle speed limit. 34.1% of the drivers
think that others respect the limits, but only in certain conditions (presence of the police, road conditions, hight traffic density). 48% of the drivers believe that other drivers often respect the speed limit,
whereas 7.6% of the drivers believe that speed limit
is always respected. We believe that, in addition to
the educational work, there should be more preventive and repressive work of the traffic police in order to form the awareness about the cosequences
of speeding and the risks into which drivers put not
only themselves andtheir fellow-travellers, but also
other traffic participants.

Picture 12. What do they think about how often
other drivers commit the speeding violation
3. Planning driving time with regard to speed
The question ‘’How do you plan your driving
time with regard to the driving speed of the vehicle?’’, the interviewees answered in the following
manner (Picture 13):
– mostly higher than the speed limit, 3.6%,
– sometimes higher than the speed limit, 28.1%,
– always within the speed limit, 35.3%,
– I don’t take the speed limit into account, 32.9%.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Picture 13. How they plan their driving time with
regard to their vehicle speed
From this we can conclude that 31.7% of drivers consciously accept committing the violation,
i.e. they plan the driving time so that they drive
with higher speed than it is allowed by the speed
limit. 32.9% of then do not take into account the
speed limit, which can be understood in the way
that if they are late, they will not pay attention to
the speed limit, since their primary goal is to arrive
to their destination, no matter whether they threaten other traffic participants with their behaviour,
by speeding. 35.3% of the drivers drive within the
speed limit and thus plan their trip.
4. Driving a vehicle over the speed limit on
highways
The question ‘’Generally, how often do you
drive over the speed limit on highways?’’ was answered by the interviewees in the following way
(Picture 14):
– never, 18.4%,
– rarely, 22.1%,
– sometimes, 32.1%,
– often, 13.3%,
– very often, 8% and
– always, 6.1%.

Picture 14. Generally, how often do you drive
over the speed limit on highways
From this we can conclude that 18.3% of the
drivers respect the speed limit for motor vehicles
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

on highways. 54.3% of the drivers rarely or sometimes drive over the speed limit and consciously
or unconsciously commit the violation, whereas a
significant number of interviewees, 27.4% of them
very often or always drive over the vehicle speed
limit and thus make a pretty high percentage, so
we think that speed control should be intensified
on highways as well as to increase the repressive
activities of traffic police so that committing these
violations can be minimized. Apart from the MIA,
this issue should be also dealt with by other relevant institutions on local and state level.
5. Driving a vehicle over the speed limit on
the open road

Picture 15. Generally, how often do you drive
over the speed limit on the open roads, outside
the settled areas
When asked ‘’Generally, how often do you
drive over the speed limit on the open road, outside
the settled areas?’’, the interviewees answered in
the following manner (Picture 15):
– never, 15.4%,
– rarely, 34.7%,
– sometimes, 32.9%,
– often, 13.9%,
– very often, 1.7%,
– always, 1.4%.
From this we can conclude that 15.3% of the
drivers never drive over the speed limit for vehicles, 67.6% of them rarely or sometimes drive
over the speed limit, whereas 17.2% of them often, very often or always drive over the speed limit. Significantly, the percentage of those who often
or always drive over the speed limit has decreased
in comparison to driving on the highway, so we
1425
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can connect it with the fact that on these roads, the
control is more intense and there is less chance of
developing a great speed, considering the line and
conditions of the road.
6. Driving a vehicle over the speed limit on
roads and streets in settled areas
When asked ‘’Generally, how often do you
drive over the speed limit on roads and streets in
settled areas?’’, the interviewees answered in the
following manner (Picture 16):
– never, 43.4%,
– rarely, 39.7%,
– sometimes, 12.5%,
– often, 3.4%,
– very often, 0.4% and
– always 0.6%.

Picture 16. Generally, how often do you drive
over the speed limit on roads and streets in settled
areas
From these data, one can conclude that 43.3% of
the drivers drive within the speed limit for motor vehicles. 52.2% of them sometimes or rarely go over
the speed limit, and 4.2% of the interviewed drivers
do it often, very often or always. These results can
be connected to the fact that drivers are aware of the
constant presence of the traffic police, increased traffic density and intensity, as well as the high number
of pedestrians participating in traffic, so they have to
pay attention to the speed of their vehicle.
7. Speed limit on highways
The question ‘’Considering the current speed
limits, what do you think, how should the speed
limit on highways be changed?’’ was answered in
the following manner (Picture 17):
– be lower, 3.6%,
– stay the same, 42%,
– be higher, 44.4%,
– no speed limit, 10%.
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Picture 17. Considering the current speed limits,
what do you think, how should the speed limit on
highways be changed
From this we can conclude that 45.6% of the drivers are aware of the dangers of increasing the speed
of motor vehicles and their opinion is that the speed
limit should be lower or the same as it has been up
till now. 44.4% of drivers think that the speed limit
should be higher, which is unacceptable considering all the risks that are connected to increasing the
speed, whereas 10% of the drivers think that there
should be no speed limit at all, which can mean that
these drivers have no developed awareness or do not
want to understand how increasing the speed can be
detrimental. We think that it is necessary to conduct
constant and continuous campaigns through media,
driving schools, various conferences etc. on dangers
connected to speeding.
8. Speed limit on open roads
The question ‘’Considering the current speed
limits, what do you think, what should be the speed
limit on open roads outside settled areas?’’the interviewees declared this way (Picture 18):
– lower, 4.9%,
– the same, 56.6%,
– higher, 38.1%,
– no speed limit, 0.4%
From this we can conclude that drivers from
the questionnaire sample, 61.5% of them think
that the current speed limits should remain the
same or be even lower.The increase of this number is significant compared to opinions on speeding on highways. We can see this as the fact that
most of them do understand the consequences of
speeding and that conditions on these roads are
worse than those on highways. A group of drivers, 38.1% of them think that speed limit should
be higher, which is completely unacceptable from
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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the traffic safety point of view, whereas 0.43% of
drivers believe there should be no speed limit at
all, which is immature and frivolous because of
many consequences that would follow.

drivers, 8.5% of them, answered that the speed limit should be higher which indicates inability to see
things realistically, irrespective relationship with
other participants in traffic and inability to understand the real danger of driving over the speed limit.
A small number of interviewees, 0.1%, thinks there
should be no speed limit, which is completely unacceptable way of thinking.
3.3 Drivers’ attitudes on police control of the
vehicles

Picture 18. Considering the current speed limits,
what do you think, what should be the speed limit
on open roads outside settled areas
9. Speed limit on roads and streets in settled
area
To the question, “Considering the current
speed limits, what do you think, what should be the
speed limit on roads and streets in settled areas?’’,
with given answers, the interviewees declared this
way (Picture 19):
– lower 20.5%,
– the same 70.9%,
– higher 8.5% and
– no speed limit 0.1%.

Picture 19. Considering the current speed limits,
what do you think, what should be the speed limit
on roads and streets in settled areas?
From this we can conclude that 91.3% of the
interviewed drivers answered that the speed limit
on roads and streets in settled areas should remain
the same or be even lower. They are aware of the
high traffic frequency, traffic jams, great number of
pedestrians etc. And that under those circumstances
drivers cannot develop high speeds. A part of the
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

1. The frequency of police controls of speed
of vehicles
To the question “What is the probability that
the police will control the speed of your vehicle
during a longer trip?’’ (Picture 20), 38.4% of
the interviewed drivers gave the answer – often,
35,4% said - sometimes, and 26.2% of the drivers
said – rarely.
From this we can conclude that a certain number
of drivers go on a trip thinking that the traffic police
will not control them, so it is necessary to intensify
the traffic police control as well as the repressive
work, enhance the efficiency in noticing and sanctioning speed limit violations in order to create the
awareness that their violations will be detected and
sanctioned for the violation they have committed
[5]. It is necessary to introduce new technical devices and means (contemporary radars, special vehicles, etc.) in order to make the police work easier
and enhance their efficiency [6].

Picture 20. What is the probability that the police will control the speed of your vehicle when
you are on a longer trip
2. Detected or sanctioned for speeding
To the question ‘’In the last three years, have
you ever been detected or sanctioned in any way
for speeding?’’62.3% of the drivers gave the nega1427
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tive answer, 11.7% of them were detected only, and
26% of the drivers were detected or sanctioned.

Picture 22. Speed control should be conducted

Picture 21. In the last three years, have you
ever been detected or sanctioned in any way for
speeding
From this we can conclude that the traffic police conducts more preventive than repressive activities in the field of traffic safety. If we take into
account the answers from the previous questions
one gets the impression that the greater number
of drivers remain undetected, so repressive activities of the traffic police should be intensified as
well as their presence in places where speeding is
mostly expected. Apart from the traffic police, a
great contribution to dealing with this issue should
come from the state itself by giving the traffic police some better technical equipment, pass good
laws in this field and contribute to bringing them
to life in everyday life, etc.
3. Time of conducting the speed control
To the question, “In which time interval and when
the speed control shouls be conducted?’’(Picture
22), 36.7% of the interviewed drivers answered that
speed control should be conducted all the time –
24h, 60.4% of drivers answered that control should
be conducted sometimes, and 2.9% of the drivers
believe that this type of control should never be
conducted.
From this we can conclude that drivers have a
high level of awareness that speeding is a common
phenomenon and that it can threaten the safety of
drivers and other participants in traffic and that
speed control has to be conducted more often, i.e.
speed limit control activities have to be conducted
more regularly.
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4. Sanctioning for driving over the speed limit
To the question ‘’When should you be sanctioned for driving over the speed limit?’’(Picture
23), 25.7% of the drivers answered that they
should be sanctioned whenever they drive over the
speed limit, 68.3% of the drivers say they should
be sanctioned only when they drive well over the
speed limit, and 6% of them think they should
never be punished.

Picture 23. How often should you be sanctioned
for driving over the speed limit
From this we can conclude that driversare aware
of the danger that is connected to speeding and the
necessity to be sanctioned when they are detected
committing this violation. We think that sanctions
for driving over the speed limit should be tightened
and those who are speeding should be sanctioned
most severely, no matter how much over the speed
limit the driver is driving. By passing good and
high-quality laws and increasing the judiciary efficiency, the number of those who commit speed
limit violations should be significantly lower [7].
5. The manner of controlling the vehicle speed
To the question, ‘’How should the police conduct the control of vehicle speed?’’(Picture 24),
71.9% of the drivers answered that control should
be conducted from a stopped and marked vehicle,
10.7% of them think that control should be conducted from a moving patrol vehicle and 17.4% of
them think that control should be conducted from
an undercover civil vehicle.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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7. The police control
To the question, ‘’Would you lower the speed of
your vehicle if you noticed a police control?’’(Picture
26), 64% of the interviewed drivers said yes, whereas 36% of the drivers gave the negative answer.

Picture 24. Police should control the vehicle speed
From this we can conclude that most of the
drivers opt for the ‘’stopped and marked’’ traffic police vehicle, which can be connected to the
property of transparency and openness of the police control. We think that these methods should
be combined and mostly usethe one that gives the
best results in lowering the number of violations
in the field of the vehicle speed limit.
6. Noticing the road sign
To the question, ‘’Have you noticed the road
sign ‘Radar control’?’’ (Picture 25), 72% of the
interviewed drivers said they have noticed the
road sign, whereas 28% of them said they have
not noticed the sign ‘’Radar control’’.

Picture 26. Would you lower the speed of your
vehicle if you noticed a police control
From this we can conclude that a certain number of drivers, 36% of them drive within the speed
limit, so they do not have the reason to lower their
speed or they rely onthe idea that the traffic police
will only warn them about the committed violation, but not sanction them [9]. We think that each
of these violations should be properly sanctioned
in order to raise the drivers’ awareness that if they
commit a violation, they will be sanctioned. 64% of
the drivers, when they notice the traffic police, lower their speed, and because of that it is necessary to
combine the stationary and mobile controls in order
to notice a violation and then sanction it properly.
4. Conclusion

Picture 25. Have you noticed the sign ‘Radar
control’
The road sign ‘’Radar control’’ was visibly
posted at around 3 km before the place of the interview. From this we can conclude that a large
number of drivers pays attention to and notices the
traffic signals. Certain number of drivers has not
noticed the road sign which can be dangerous for
their personal safety and the safety of other participants in the traffic. It is necessary to follow the
traffic signals because it gives us very important
pieces of information about the conditions and the
state of the road we are about to meet [8].
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Th speed increases the number of challenges
that traffic puts before drivers, lengthens the stopping distance, decreases the possibility of avoiding the accident, increases the number of conflicts
and severity of traffic accidents. For this reason, in
practice, there are many measures and activities
that have tendency to decrease the impact of speed
on the level of danger. In large number of analysis
of the traffic safety, the speed appears as one of the
greatest problems in traffic. In decreasing the effect
of speed as a safety factor in traffic, it is necessary
to influence the man, i.e. raise drivers’ awareness
on the negative effects of speed on the traffic safety.
Inthe analysis of the problem of speed, the following space aspects can be put forward: open
road sections, while passing through settled areas,
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in urban environments and specific micro locations in city neighborhoods. Each of the listed aspects is different in certain specific problems of
speeding and especially defining the contra measures and activities. In this field good effects are
achieved through systematically set campaigns.
As a part of these campaigns, a spevial attention
is paid to contemporary educational and technical
solutions that have found a broad application in
developed countries.
Apart form the campaigns, it is necessary to
pass good laws that will be obeyed and determine
adequate sanctions for those who violate the laws
in the field of traffic safety. It is necessary for judiciary to be efficient for the purpose of faster resolving of violating procedures that are led against
those who committed a violation in the field of
traffic safety. It is necessary to educate the traffic
police as much as possible and equip them with
adequate technical means for work in the field.
From this questionnaire, we can conclude that
regulations in the field of traffic safety, especially
those referring to speeding, are not sufficiently followed. A certain number of drivers does not have
the awareness about the consequences that can
be caused by driving over the vehicle speed limit
nor well developed traffic manners. In addition to
this, it is a fact that 21.9% of the interviewed drivers participated in traffic accidents within the last
three years, and that 25% of the drivers from the
sample appear as traffic violation offender.
In developed countries, there is a system for
establishing vehicle speed control and their impact on traffic safety. The research on speed on
the roads of the Republic of Srpska are rarely conducted, or by “ad hoc’’ approach. Most often, the
issue of excessive speed is solved through direct
police controls. This type of solutions are not systematic and give short-term effects. Establishing
the methodology of high-quality measuring and
control of vehicle speed on our roads is necessary,
especially because we think that the speed is the
dominant factor in traffic safety. This research is
in favor to the systematic resolvong of the issue of
the excessive speed on our roads.
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Abstract
The team is a form of formal organization of
together working people, who are connected with
the mission, goals, objectives and interests. As a
form of formal organization, the team’s cause
and consequence of changes in the traditional
organization, its transformation from vertical
to horizontal structure. It can be said that teams
are created as a result of searching for forms of
management structure that will ensure a positive
synergy. In our country small number of managers, especially the employees, have the training and knowledge about the ways how to form,
management and promote team work. Nevertheless, in our opinion prevails that the groups are
inefficient, with lots of conflicts and that we (as
individuals or smart capable people) do not correspond to that mode. This paper will try to give
optimistic guidance for the more active use of
this form of organization of employees, which in
some areas produce excellent results.
Key words: team, teamwork, globalization
1. Introduction
The term group is interpreted in different ways.
Common to all interpretations is that the group includes a group of people who are connected with
some common characteristics, such as activities,
events, goals, interests, tasks (jobs), feelings of belonging and shared a similar fate[1].
An important determinant of the concept of
groups, is that group is set of people (individuals)
who share a common characteristic which significantly influences on the behavior of group members.
“We will win, and you’ll lose, and the reasons
for this lie inside of you,” words are of one of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Tojota`s executive managers, Konusuke Matsishita. The facts show that the company’s success measures and with what can be better and different to
do compared to others. People who work in those
companies make them in fact different. Looking
at the world economy and organization, it seems
that there is a Japanese “miracle” called teamwork.
Deeper analysis can clearly distinguish that there is
no miracle, but a nation that is fully engaged in the
use of their own and other people’s knowledge in
practice. Belief in the company and teamwork is
what is distinctive for the Japanese economy.
One study [2] concuse that using teams become
more and more popular between firms. Also, team
work is importan as an education method [3]
2. Problem identification
The world of a successful companies shows us
every day that the key to gaining competitive advantage in the market lies in the development of
intellectual capital, which includes:
– Cognitive knowledge (know what),
– Advanced skills (know how),
– Systematic understanding and creativity
(know why) and
– Individually motivated creativity (to understand the importance).
I is more and more emphasis put on the fact
that all employees understand why is something
doing and to be motivated for innovative thinking,
to comment and make suggestions, with the aim
of continuous improving the quality. From here it
becomes clear, that the team is , by definition, a
specific type of set of employee, whose members
have complementary skills and abilities and are
1431
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dedicated to a common goal, for whose realization
all employees are responsible.
Realizing that there is great potential in working in teams, the world’s successful companies at
some point had began to invest heavily in teamwork. Special justification for this is found in
more and more clearer and more intense globalization of markets, because it became clear that
the quicker do eat slower, and that a key factor in
the whole story is knowledge, ideas. Few important studies has indicated on existance of important connection between team work and providing higher business performances [4]. One study,
done between bascetball players was trying to
determine the nature of the relationships among
role ambiguity, role acceptance, team cohesion
and athlete satisfaction. [5].
Some companies today invest millions of dollars in various training programs for employees,
to increase the competence of employees and raise
the aspiration towards teamwork. Some studies
have shown that on various training programs of
employees is spending from 1.5% to 2% of the total annual salary budget. If we add that trainings
take place in regular hours and that the current
productivity suffers because of it, it can be counted with this estimation, that this rises to 10%.
Let’s say for example: IBM spends annually about
one billion dollars for this purpose and that person
is its most important resource and the knowledge
that man possesses[6].
Supporting this, research results can be added
carried out on people looking for job: people do
not come to a successful company just for work
but also for building a career and progress in
such companies. This is confirmed by research
conducted by Robinson [7] of the large number
of companies, different product range, based in
different geographical areas. Specifically, what
was characteristic for the all companies, was the
vision of their mission: to deliver its customers
exceptional service, to provide to its employees
fulfilling careers and professional satisfaction, and
ensure financial success from which to grow and
provide a reward for themselves.
All these companies have such organizational
structures that create teams of professionals, and
they again together design and implement their
plans.
1432

Let’s look around: how many successful athletes from group sports do we know. Is it happening that team which consists of less successful, less talented individuals win? Is it happening
to win that team with fewer members ? What is
the reason for that? The reason certainly lies in
the teamwork, group dynamics, the existence of
a strong sense of belonging and a desire for team
success - team, not individual. Thus we come
to need that for successful companies business,
grouping people in teams is necessity. Whether it
is about working or controlling teams, problemsolving teams or self-managing teams, it is important to form teams so that all the roles are represented (innovator, promoter, analyst, organizer,
supervisor, producer, supporter, consultant, integrator). These roles have involved three groups of
skills: technical, analytical and behavioral. Good
manager needs to know how to assess which traits
are needed and in which extent for solving a given goal. For well objective function, you need to
have a critical dose of these two types of interaction: cooperation and competence.
The most important prerequisite for designing
working teams is to build trust. Trust is the basic
characteristic of high-performance teams, whose
members believe in integrity, character and abilities of others. One of the most important questions
facing each team is: how to build trust? Robbins
in 1998, tried to answer on this issue, and he was
given in about eight tips:
1. Show an interest to work for the team as
you do for yourself (we all have a personal
interest, but if others see that you use them,
you will lose your credibility),
2. Be a team player (give a hand and support
your team members in defending against
attacks from outside),
3. Practice openness (share information and
your decisions with associates),
4. Be fair,
5. Express your feelings,
6. Show consistency in basic values which
lead you to decision-making,
7. Maintain the confidence (if those associates
say something in confidence, they want to
feel safe),
8. Demonstrate competence (develop relationship of admiration your associates to you,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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demonstrating the technical and professional
skills, and a good sense of business).
3. Proactive team work
In order to team work successfully, it is obviously that it is necessary to involve some rules relating to: the team establishment, selection team
members, defining objectives, defining methods
of work in a team, the dissolution of the team. The
team is also affected by various external factors,
such as the political situation, economic trends,
and rewarding way of motivation. In the company,
organizational structure and so on.
Analyzing the teams work in the last 15
years in the company IHP “Prva petoletka” from
Trstenik AD in restructuring, as well as studying
the literature on the behavior of teams here and
abroad, we came to a number of conclusions. We
have been using results from a globalnog level.
Thats how we find that: no every task is equaly
suitable for teaming [2], team should include just
enough members to accomplish their task but not
more than can be effectively managed [8], teams
without specially trained and skillful leader run a
high risk of failing [9], one study found the statistical relationship between leader effectiveness and
team effectiveness to be strongest of any variable
studied [10], decision making authority can be a
huge area of conflict [11], teams should establish
measurable goals for number reasons [8], outdated
reward structures that focus strictly on functional
activities are a common reason that teams fail in
organisations [12].
The organization should not do everything
alone, but to use what others have discovered, in
relation to teamwork. Several empirical rules may
be helpful:
1. Listen to your customers, whether internal
or external - the teamwork, the user is the
beginning and end of the story, because
anyone who knows how to listen, one gets
an advantage. Listening to customers, it
encouraged invention and innovation,
2. Shamelessly steal other people’s knowledgeuse is often more rational than the rack
“original findings.” There is no need to
discover discovered, but focus on the
development and achievement of results,
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

3. Check the competition, using a
benchmarking - information about the
competition have enormous importance,
because they help the management to
review the strengths and weaknesses of your
organization. It is important to know what
the competition offers a better or different,
and what is it what our organization should
adopt and what to reject? We should not
have a prejudice, because good ideas should
be valued, no matter where they come from.
But you should always keep the rules: adapt,
do not copy!
4. Ensure information flow- the information
should proceed to those who will know
what to do with them or to try to improve
any enterprise performances. This is how is
promoting teamwork allover the organization.
Good internal communication makes it easier
transfer of good ideas and implementation,
shortening the time from concept to
implementation,
5. Create an open organization - the information
flow indicates an association between
teamwork and organizational structure.
Structure of the organization may be for
creation, but it can be an obstacle to the
learning process.
6. Create a culture conducive to teamwork teamwork favor norms that highly value
honesty.
Managers with information can act in two
ways: keep them for themselves and selectively
forward, maximizing their power, or share them
with employees. Practice has shown that the information should serve to everyone, not individuals and that problems should not hide or minimize
their weight, but should be made visible and challenging. The presence of problems in business is
quite normal and should understand that their appearance is not a problem but not solving them,
and hey are the cause of premature company’s
death.
The company that wants to succeed in a turbulent market, must have a unique interface between
the knowledge that is accumulated after the completion of tasks, no matter were they unsuccessful
or successful finished. Therefore, it is invaluable
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to put all this information available to employees,
in a form that can help in using. It is desirable
to have a unique knowledge base that will stand
available to teams and their members.
We believe that manager’s mission in the team
concept should be such that workers are respected, believe that they behave in accordance with
the objectives of the organization’s operations,
to transfer powers to the workers so that they can
work and make decisions and share the results of
financial gain. Research with similar conclusions
was made by Sims and Lorenzi 1992 [13], and
we agree with this their conclusions. It has to be
used result of a study done on 1999 shoved that no
leader has received training related to consensus
decision making.
Team work raises more and more goals, and
team members must learn to mobilize themselves
in a desire to work, to increase performance. In
some situations, every employee must integrate
himself into three roles: entrepreneur, manager
and executor! In today’s environment survive
those organizations in which employees behave as
members of well synchronized team and are ready
to play in different places in the team. Everyone
should know what and how to work and to track
statistics on their work. Also, employees need to
know what people and equipment can withstand.
In order to manage different production processes,
it is necessary to have employees with competencies and to motivate them to run towards new requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to be trained
to possess relevant information and an optimistic
attitude. In order to succeed in tasks that are constantly changing, it is required a constant work on
improvement, and each employee must be able to
control and improve its work.
As for the optimal number of people in team,
it is better to arrange a job with a small number of
well-paid people, instead a team with many littlepaid people. Also, a person can in different team
play different role, and creation of the team does
not come, until the vision of a team does not happen in humans. It is also needed to develop such
a climate in which confrontation opinions should
be such to attack the problems (conflict C), rather
than people (a conflict). [14]. As such, the conflict
is a factor, then the efficiency of the team. Otherwise, the conflict is personalized, there is distrust,
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hostility, cynicism. Business itself is by definition
conflicted process. Even the very average people
aligned around shared values and united in a common mission, pushed conflict C, achieving above
average results.
What we should particularly take into account,
are the cultural differences among team members.
People come from various geographical parts,
and them as a person makes their knowledge, but
also and a combination of inherited beliefs, valuing systems. On viewing influences organizational
level from which members come of [15]. Guided
by the results of the analysis in the IHP PPT and
surveys the 1997th year by Kirkmena and Shapira[16], we conclude that it is necessary to pay
attention to the following:
– The smaller the similarity among team
members is, the greater is the likelihood for
conflict, but and the perception width of the
current problems,
– Individuals from cultures with high power
distance are less suitable for teamwork
(Serbia) than those where there is a small
power distance (U.S. and Canada)
– People from individualistic cultures (U.S.
and Canada) tend to accept work in teams
more than those from collectivist cultures
(Japan)
– The religious beliefs of people,
– In cultures where power distance is high,
employees accept the authority and, where
power distance is small, the employees
participate in decision-making.
It is never advisable to put together a team based
on personal sympathy and affinity, because this can
lead to appearance of “mobbing” in the team. Mobbing in the workplace leads to clans creation in the
organization, leading to permanent destruction of
positive interpersonal relationships. The organization is then faced with job losses, rising operating
costs, and it is regardless coming to declination in
productivity, reduced efficiency, the organization
loses its reputation and reduce the number of users!
An individual who put attention to himself with
the individual’s quality or work quality, and on
that way becomes an obstacle to this superiors, or
to member of a team whose approach to work differs from his, might become a victim of mobbing.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Finally, it should be noted, that a special team
category makes management teams (the top-management). These teams should be composed primarily of people who came to that place with a
particular affinity for teamwork, preferably gained
through work in various teams.
4. Conclusion
Groups can be good or bad, productive or stagnant, or impressively boring, conform or creative.
In everyday life, we can abandon them when they
do not meet our needs. But in the business world, it
is not the case. We are obligated to do everything in
our group to be effective, whether we are in it a leader or only group member. It is important to develop
a sense of teamwork and to understand what it is that
what separates effective from ineffective groups.
Thinking about the advantages and disadvantages of team work, we realized that there is more
benefits than disadvantages. Some of the most
prominent advantages are: increased employee
motivation, increased productivity, higher employee satisfaction, greater commitment to the
goals of the organization, better mutual communication of employees, enhance business skills,
increased business flexibility and significantly reduced costs, less boredom at work.
The biggest teamwork disadvantages are the
phenomena of stress and frustration. Team members who are miss fits, will generally be under
stress. As a defect, arises and the fact that teams
limit the development of leadership. In some cases
there may be a glut with teamwork, and this phenomenon, Sinclair in his study, conducted in 1992
[17], called the “tyranny of team ideology”.
But despite all this above, we believe that team
work for us is the untapped resource, and that we
should do everything necessary, as soon as possible, so that we start to work as a team.
Finally, we will paraphrase sentence of former
U.S. President John F. Kennedy: The team, if you
want to be the world’s elite, we should ask what
we can do for the team, not what the team can do
for us!
Our next work on this topic will be focused on
the identification and presentation of practical examples, that prove the sustainability of the theoretical model has expressed here.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Potential of High-Tech entrepreneurs in the
Alps Adriatic region – An empirical survey
Marija T. Semmelrock-Picej
Klagenfurt University, Klagenfurt Austria

Abstract
This research examines the role of different
competitive strategies on high-tech firms’ response
to the threat of changing market conditions in the
Alps Adriatic region. When faced with threads,
firms in the information technology industry can
either perform innovations and/or go international
or cooperate with new partners who are successful
at innovation (for example universities).
We collect data on organizational potential indicators, such as knowledge potential, for firms in
the IT industry to empirically test the propositions.
Our result suggest that IT firms have a higher degree of diversification and are more likely to innovate and go international.
Key words: Information technology entrepreneurs, organizational potential, knowledge potential, innovation, internationalization.
1. Introduction
The past twenty years have witnessed an explosion of entrepreneurship research with an emphasis on the person of the entrepreneur [1] and the
factors in successful entrepreneurship. Aside from
the vast body of literature, however, as a conclusion it has been stated [2] that entrepreneurial activities vary significantly according to geographical region and type of business [3], depending on
the specific economic competitive environment
[1], [4]. However, little research has been done on
this specific research limitation [5], and even less
of the research is empirical.
As the theory in entrepreneurship in this field
is said to be underdeveloped [3] and due to the
increased growth of IT-entrepreneurs in the crossborder Alps-Adriatic region, this paper considers the
potential of IT-entrepreneurs in the Alps-Adriatic region in particular. For this purpose, the paper focuses on the characteristics of entrepreneurial strategy
by using Porter’s competitive strategies [6].
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

2. Methodology
To analyze further the organizational potential
of IT-entrepreneurs in comparison with entrepreneurs in other fields in the geographical AlpsAdriatic region, an empirical survey was conducted which combines quantitative [7] and qualitative research methods. The questionnaire focused
on three main topics: the characteristics of entrepreneurs’ strategy, entrepreneurs’ organizational
potential and requirements, while the last section
was used to classify entrepreneurs. Questions has
been designed so that entrepreneurs could be categorized according to Porter’s strategies (diversification, cost leader and specialization).
A standardized transnational online business
survey was conducted in Carinthia and Slovenia in
the respective national languages, German and Slovenian. 3,791 businesses were contacted by e-mail
with an explanatory text and a link to the online
survey. Thus, all businesses founded in Carinthia
and Slovenia within the past three years were interviewed, as well as businesses that requested promotional services from public authorities in order to
widen the scope of their business in this particular
border region or beyond and go international.
The following table summarizes the total as well
as the responses divided according to the criteria ‘location of business within the Karavanke region’ and
‘location of business outside the Karavanke region’:
Table 1. Surveyed businesses and returns
Businesses…

Total Returns

…in Carinthia outside
1,083
the Karawanks
… in Carinthia IN the
376
Karaw.
… in Slovenia IN the
274
Karaw.
… in Slovenia outside
1,882
the Karawanks
Others
185
TOTAL
3,791

Response
of IT-firms

130

18,7 %

51

23,3 %

46

26,7 %

303

12,% %

67
597
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As can be seen from table 1, the response rate
of IT-firms was relatively high, and is higher compared to other branches. The responding IT-firms
have mainly between 10 and 50 employees, but
the standard deviation was high. The main emphasis of the geographical activities of Slovenian ITentrepreneurs is Austria, especially Vienna, with
more than 38% of the total generated share, followed by Germany. Most provide services in software application development and maintenance.
In comparison, Austrian IT-entrepreneurs focus
mainly on Carinthia and the Alps-Adriatic region,
with Italy, Germany, Switzerland and Hungary.
There is no clear main market. Other IT-entrepreneurs’ activities (industry, traffic, and so on) target
the whole Europe. The respondent’s ages range
from 30–40 years on average, and they are mainly
male (in Austria, app. 90%, in Slovenia 94%).

the targeted handling of knowledge has perhaps
the greatest ability to serve as a competitive advantage. In this sense, the result of this study confirms
the results of previous studies and the influential
role of knowledge in today’s business practice, as
stated by many scholars [8], [9], [10].

3. Results
3.1. Introduction
It can be argued that business is about understanding the big picture and recognizing crucial indicators that monitor trends in the business environment. Many frameworks and indicators explain what
consti
tutes favorable positioning for an entrepre
neur; for example, the five force model by Porter
[6] addresses competitive positioning in terms of the
power possessed by customers, suppliers and competitors. Another framework is based on a resourcebased view of the company, which shows how the
resource base of an entrepreneur can be a source of
competitive advantage if the resource is valuable,
rare, inimitable and non-substitutable. Furthermore,
there are several other frameworks. For the purposes
of this paper, Porter’s framework suits the requirements to understand the characteristics and potential
of IT-entrepreneurs in the Alps-Adriatic region.
In order to determine strategic competitive orientation, entrepreneurs were asked to assess the
importance of the potential competitive advantages listed in the figure 2 in comparison to their main
competitors, (see figure 2). The assessment of the
importance of competitive advantages yielded a
couple of surprises (see next figure 1):
As we can see from figure 1, it seems that of all
an entrepreneur’s potential competitive resources,
1438

Figure 1. Competitive advantages
Nevertheless, the concept of knowledge and
its definition is still debatable. For the purpose of
this paper, it does not seem appropriate to rehearse
these discussions, but to emphasize the contributions that have been offered by many others: not
all of a firm’s resources have the potential to create competitive advantages [11], but knowledge
is believed to be the most significant [12] and the
ability to create new knowledge is the key to gaining competitive advantages. Knowledge integration and coordination capabilities are sources of
competitive advantages [13].
3.2. Knowledge potential
The knowledge potential of the IT-entrepreneurs
lies mainly in its technical, non-technical and marVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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QUESTION:
Compared to your main competitors, how important are the following competitive advantages to your business:

Lower prices, better conditions
Higher quality
Proximity to customers
Shorter development periods
Long-term development partnerships
High product diversity
More individual problem solving
Slovenian/German language skills
Targeted handling of knowledge
Additional services to offer
Better image
Patents and rights

Figure 2. Competitive advantages

Very
important
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

ket knowledge, both tacit and explicit [14] and integrates all types of customer knowledge [5].

Figure 3. Knowledge potential with respect to
strategic orientation
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Rather
important
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Rather
unimportant
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Unimportant
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

The related question is presented in figure 4 on
the next side. The following figure 3 summarizes
the results:
Figure 3 illustrates the responses of all young
entrepreneurs compared to young IT-entrepreneurs from Carinthia and Slovenia. With regard to
Porter’s competitive strategy, the variables located towards the bottom can be designated as cost
leadership, and the variables towards the top as
specialization or quality leader/innovator.
The fast pace of technological change especially in the IT industry, short product life cycles,
low cost of entry in the IT industry which makes
it feasible for new young entrepreneurs to emerge
as industry leaders in a very short time and technical and market uncertainty of new IT-products
efford new strategies. The dilemma about which
strategy to follow is especially important in the IT
industry because of the above mentioned reasons.
Firms in the IT-industry need to be cognizant of
the emerging technologies as well as of the shifting consumer preferences.
We find that while most indicators have the
same sign for IT and non-IT industries, the impact
of special organizational indicators for IT-industry, namely the knowledge potential and internationalization potential, is significant.
Our study results confirm that hypothesis. Principally, the results received from IT-entrepreneurs
in the study are significantly better than the average
1439
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QUESTION: KNOWLEDGE POTENTIAL and COMPETENCY now and in future
We have measures…
Fully Rather Rather not Not correct
correct correct
correct
at all
… for continuous market observation
q
q
q
q
… to integrate our customers in new product development
q
q
q
q
… for cooperation with universities
q
q
q
q
… for the transformation of ideas into new products and services
q
q
q
q
… for enabling access to information for employees
q
q
q
q
… for networking with other companies
q
q
q
q
… for Best Practice learning
q
q
q
q
… in the area of life-long learning
q
q
q
q
… for increases exports/go international
q
q
q
q

Figure 4. Knowledge potential and competency

answers of all entrepreneurs. Moreover, it is noticeable that the study results regarding knowledge
potential depending on competitive strategy (upwards) tend to decrease. Figure 3 clarifies that respondents tend to a medium level evaluation which
ranges from 2 to 3 (1 is the best and 4 the worst).
An exception is the knowledge potential of
young IT-enterprises. In Carinthia for example
entrepreneurs have strong cooperations with the
local university and the IT-Cluster Lakeside Labs
with a number of young IT-enterprises, which easily explains these outliers.
In general, however, the assessment for the
learning aspect is slightly worse, while the mean
for the values of a few items tend to be slightly
better. This is a big barrier and challenge: cultural
resistance rather than learning is generally seen as
one of the principle barriers to innovation and the
development of knowledge potential and knowledge sharing interactions [16]. The learning literature identifies an important benefit of research to
be the fact that it helps firms to develop the learning capacity to generate new knowledge. The interaction of entrepreneurs’ experience in the process of completing entrepreneurial tasks results in
an enormous growth in knowledge, which is essential to the development of opportunities. Such
processes for developing opportunities are not
designed as formal learning courses, but as informal learning processes of reflection, exploration,
discovery and exchange of experience. Through
them, individual and collectively shared patterns
of perception and interpretation as assumptions
1440

concerning the strategic constellation in the international business world are critically questioned,
broadened and deepened.
As entrepreneurship in Carinthia and Slovenia
does not have a strong position, and entrepreneurial activities are far more advanced in other European countries where entrepreneurship increased
after privatization, this kind of experiential learning and opportunity development is of great importance to entrepreneurs because it is not possible
to teach them ‘change’ by passing on information
in formal courses of study.
Therefore, efficient knowledge exchange among
functional internal and external to the firm is critically important to success. This way, IT-entrepreneurs exploit change as an opportunity for new or
different businesses or different services through
the transformation of ideas into new products. This
corresponds to the rather good assessment of the interesting finding of the empirical study, as one can
see from figure 1: the factor ‘additional services to
offer’ is mentioned as the fourth most important
competitive advantage of IT-entrepreneurs in the
Alps-Adriatic region.
A number of empirical studies provide evidence that individual knowledge is a necessary
condition for the recognition or development of an
opportunity for innovation. Knowledge is generated through an individual’s unique experience, and
each person’s repository of knowledge is different.
Knowledge influences an entrepreneur’s ability to
interpret and apply new information. In addition,
interpretations or perception, and thinking or actVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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ing schemes depend on the entrepreneur’s own intercultural experience; this is because a person’s
history influences interpretation and actions both
in the present and the future.
3.3. Internationalization potential
As we have seen in the study, IT-entrepreneurs,
in comparison to other entrepreneurs from the same
Alps-Adriatic region, have a good financial base,
are skilled expert workers and are not single-owner
businesses, but big companies that have operated are
oriented internationally, towards the north from the
very beginning (see figure 3, increase of exports).
Slovenian IT-entrepreneurs are characterized
by a high speed of internalization, which seems to
provide them with certain competitive advantages
in relation to companies that have a slow process
of internationalization, meaning well- established
firms for which internationalization is an extension of their domestic activity as seen in the study.
The areas of ‘quality’ and ‘innovation’ emerged
as extremes concerning the ‘very important’ aspects
of the core products and services of the businesses
(see figure 1: First ranked competitive advantages
of Carinthian and Slovenian IT-entrepreneurs). Both
factors are most prominent in the export-oriented
segment. Innovation ranks at the middle of the scale.
Hence, there is an awareness of the meaning of innovation as a competitive factor; still, businesses do not
assess innovativeness as a core skill (see figure 3).
Apart from individual differences between businesses inside or outside the Karavanke region,
analyses reveal a significant difference between
businesses in Carinthia and Slovenia. The qualitative difference between businesses in Carinthia and
Slovenia is not significant. However, Slovenian
businesses obviously differ significantly in terms of
innovation and price. If we disregard national classifications, we still have to account for the significant differences already noted between businesses
inside and outside the Karavanke region.
On the one hand, these results support the literature’s claims and the findings of other empirical studies regarding the significance of quality and innovation as key factors in success in global competition
[17]. On the other hand, they also point to a lack of
innovative power in the businesses surveyed in comparison to other countries in Europe or elsewhere.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

According to studies [16], there is a connection
between innovative activity and the success of a
company. In the course of this study, two groups
of businesses were formed: static and dynamic
SMEs. The dynamic SMEs were characterized by
substantial growth that was not achieved by acquisition, as well as a high number of innovations.
Static SMEs, which displayed considerably weaker sales development than the dynamic SMEs, effected rather incremental innovations.
According to studies [7], innovative businesses
particularly utilize methods to process and communicate knowledge, as well as to determine the
short- and long-term need for external knowledge.
Also, these businesses tend to co-operate more frequently with research institutes and public administrations. With this in mind, it becomes clear that the
demand for developing promotional services can
be outlined more clearly and in more detail than
hitherto. Activities to enhance innovative competencies should therefore be part of the core activities of entrepreneurs. In this respect, the speed of
internationalization of a company contributes to the
international growth of technologically based entrepreneurs. The results of the study show that these
companies are more able than other companies in
the study to identify, or develop and take advantage of, new business opportunities. They attempt
to avoid domestic dependence by establishing routines to manage multicultural forces, coordinate international resources and sell in different countries.
On the other hand, as the results of the study
show, internalization is an extension of domestic
activity for the majority of Carinthian IT-entrepreneurs. These firms have normally developed and
built up resources and capabilities at home and they
act more on a local or cross-border basis. In recent
years the characteristics of the industry and the environmental competitiveness of the environment
in which these companies operate have changed,
so under these circumstances the companies are
forced to operate additionally in international markets. Under these conditions, the internationaliza
tion process is associated with high costs that can
negatively affect companies’ competitiveness and
results. They have to develop new routines and organizational processes, which means that they have
to unlearn old routines and learn new internationally oriented routines and knowledge.
1441
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4. Conclusion
The research work conducted and presented
in this paper is a standardized empirical study of
the competitive strategies and the related organizational, namely knowledge potential of high-tech
companies in the Alps-Adriatic region in comparison with other entrepreneurs in the same region.
The value of this paper is that it shows that it is
possible to investigate the competitive strategies of
high-tech firms in the Alps-Adriatic region based on
specific environmental aspects (for instance: markets, competitors, and so on). As illustrated in this
paper, an important conclusion that can be drawn is
that knowledge really seems to be the core asset of
the high-tech firms investigated. The results offer
useful classifications both in terms of a descriptive
viewpoint of the different competitive positioning
of entrepreneurs in a knowledge-intensive sector
and as a basis for future managerial decisions.
The limitations of this study represent an opportunity for future research. It is intended to broaden the
same survey to other south-eastern regions in order to
acquire more data to compare the competitive behavior of high-tech entrepreneurs in different regions. In
addition, the research allows us to identify possible
classifications of entrepreneurs. The development of
models for operational guidelines may first require
definitions of methods of strategic planning. Further
extensive research is needed in this field.
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Abstract
Expansion of railway networks for high speed
trains and necessity for the integration of all means
of transportation, led to the renaissance of railway
traffic and to a great production of exclusive new
generation terminals.
These terminals are multi-modal traffic interchanges, resulting in use of adequate transportation both on the regional level and the metropolitan level. Their functional concepts and shape
solutions represent the paradigm of new railway
station facilities and their specific features in cooperation with the urban matrix.
We list a number of demands that terminals have
to fulfill. Since the adoption of pass-through type terminals is of crucial importance, we recognize their
advantages used to exploit the concept of vertical
content development. This superposition of content
provides for easy transition, as well as independent
surfaces for movement for individual transportation
systems, reduces the occupancy of city property and
easily fits into a unique architectural form.
The goal of this paper is to identify the importance of modern railway passenger terminals
as related to city transformation. New city terminals consider several design and urban integration
challenges including:
– Integration with different transport, making
multi-modal interchange;
– Functional advantages of the pass-trough
type of station towards urban matrix;
– Energy efficient solutions for these mega
city hubs;
– Commercial developments into new city
centers;
– Site responsive design
Key words: Railway terminals, regional multimodal traffic interchange, concept of pass-through
terminals, urban matrix development
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

1. Introduction
The time of huge and fast global changes results in great architectural production in all areas,
due to new technologies and possibilities, as well
as the flow of capital. Traffic buildings, as a part of
the traffic infrastructure, are also being improved
by new architectural solutions and reconstructions all around the world. The general reorganization of traffic is leading towards the integration
of all types of transport into a unified system. In
this way, the advantages of different methods of
transport are becoming more prominent, while the
flaws are reduced [1]. In accordance with these
tendencies, a revival of railroad passenger traffic
took place, followed by a re-actualization of city
terminals as key spots on the railroad network.
The end of the 20th century and the beginning
of the new millennium is a period of the renaissance of railroad terminals, which are in the function of the concept of integrated traffic, and a period of improved railroad networks, achieved by
the introduction of high-speed trains.
Railroad terminal buildings have undergone
changes both in function and in appearance. Thus
today, general functional demands these terminals
have to satisfy in order to service the increasingly
demanding customers can already be recognized
even without the necessary time distance.
Sustainable growth philosophy in transport
sector has a key role in battle for environmental
protection. Railway transport is considered relatively clean and energy efficient using electricity
instead of non-renewable energy resources.
Constant expansion of railway networks for
high-speed trains, as well as comfortable and fast
travel they offer, reduced the use of cars and are
also taking over passengers who travel on relations between 500 and 1400 km from airlines.
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2. Contemporary terminals- multimodal
interchanges
The abovementioned phenomena and facts also
caused an extremely fast construction of modern
railway terminals. With their functional concepts
and shape solutions, they represent the paradigm
of new railway station facilities. They are straightforward, materialized examples of the idea and
imperative of merging all traffic systems in order
to achieve more efficient and healthier functioning as related to the environment. In this regard,
new-generation terminals are multi-model traffic
interchanges, places where people switch modes of
transportation, resulting in use of adequate transportation both on the regional level and the metropolitan level (Figure/Graph 1). These landmarks within
the traffic network make it possible to emphasize
the advantages of a certain traffic system, as well as
to reduce its flaws, and reduce traffic jams and pollution by providing better propulsiveness.
These points are formed on airport terminals,
on intersections of important regional and main
traffic lines in big cities.

Figure/Graph 1. Complexity of Lerter station
in Berlin, traffic intersection: Stadtbahn above,
regional rail below, and the multifunctional hall
in between
In this paper, special attention is dedicated to
terminals in major cities, since they are the most
complex – encompassing both systems of nonurban traffic and city transportation. On the other
hand, these mega city structures have their specific features in cooperation with the urban matrix,
unlike the incompatible old ones (Figure/Graph
2), which makes them even more important to the
development of healthier cities.
1444

Figure/Graph 2. Frankfurt historical station,
conflicts with urban matrix
3. Adventages of pass-trough terminal
concept
For 25 years, in major European cities, new
railway terminals are being constructed and old,
historical ones are being improved.
Modern railway terminals have to fulfill a number of demands regarding efficiency and environmental protection.
By determining the phenomenon that railway
station poses by its presence in the city and by
their analysis we are able to recognise what are
the conflicts that it is posing, but also which are
the advantages for the town. New railway terminals give the experience for the interaction, mutual
progress of the station and the city [4].
The urban aspect of terminals is viewed from
the standpoint of the needs of a metropolis, as
well as spatial potentials. In order to be able to use
their main advantage, accessibility in central city
zones, railroad terminals in big cities, due to a lack
of building land, have to search for compromise
solutions, such as trenching of the route, vertical
approach, etc [3].
The adoption of pass-through type terminals is
of crucial importance, not only because of their advantages in comparison to oldones, but in using the
methods to exploit the concept of vertical content
development (Figure/Graph 3). This type is more
suitable for city giving large abilities for smooth
and easy interchanges, offering the possibility of
vertical connection of different methods of transport, without impeding the city network [5].
Different modalities of this station type offer
different possibilities of shaping – from the design of the entrance zone to an underground station only, to the formation of a single arch over an
overground railroad terminal building.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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nism, not only with its infrastructure, but with its
superstructure, as well (Figure/Graph 4).

Figure/Graph 3. Pass-trough type of railway
station concept; longitudinal and cross section
showing vertical content superposition
Among the list of pass-trough type terminal advantages we recognise the most important ones:
– Vertical superposition of content provides
easy transition from one method of
transportation to another, as well as
independent surfaces for movement for
individual transportation systems;
– Avoidance of conflicts with urban matrix
– Reduces the occupancy of city property and
easily fits into a unique architectural form.
– The accessibility from different sides and
levels makes better propulsiveness for great
number of users;
Time and exploitation have selected highquality, functional schemes of station premises,
rejecting outdated terminus station type, developing subtypes of pass-through stations. Improved
concepts of these stations do not use pasarelas and
underhalls anymore, but multipurpose halls and
vestibules instead.
4. Functional and shape determinants
Today, railroad terminals are a part of integrated city structure, so that the basic constitutive elements of the station, the station square, the main
hall, the platform space, are sometimes the infrastructure on which new objects are built. Thus, the
station square, station building and platform areas
are not the only parts of railroad stations any more.
The often new constitutive elements are commercial and business contents or other public spaces
created within the station, which give the final imprint on the station with their size and expression.
Thus, the station merges with the urban mechaVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

Figure/Graph 4. Tiburtina station in Rome, 2001,
„bridge“ station as city boulevard with shopping
mol connecting two separated part of town
The analysis of these fresh, modern solutions
reveals radical ideas in design approach, thus
opening new fields of research. Solutions range
from modified and sophisticated use of the traditional platform arch, to complete disappearance of
the station building architecture, when it simply
becomes a part of city infrastructure [6].
It is possible to distinguish certain common determinants and new experiences that new terminals offer:
– Modern stations prioritize technology,
movement and speed, thus making these
characteristics a visible and active part
of modern urban life. This stage is a
constitutive, sometimes basic architectural
motive, observable through different layers.
The dynamics of station premises, the train
design, station and platform commotion are
present and visible in the life of a city [7].
– Specific features regarding the quality and
comfort of terminals concerning good orientation, the presence of natural light, climate
conditions of big voluminous spaces …
– From the aspect of ecology and environment
protection, the effects stations have on
their immediate surrounding, as well as
microclimatic conditions within the station
itself, are especially analyzed today [8].
– Removal of barriers for customers, abundance
of daylight, a space filled with views, easy
orientation and safe passage through space
are only some of the stated imperatives.
1445
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5. Conclusion

Figure/Graph 5. Liege New Station, platform
movements as active part of urban life, being biggest landmark of the city

Figure/Graph 6. New station, Florence, pedestrian city square above tracks with lantern day
lighting platforms;
– The abundance of natural light is characteristic of all new railroad station examples.
Even in cases of trenched routes, designers find
solutions to provide a deep penetration of daylight
(Figure/Graph 6). This imperative of proper lighting
further contributed to the possibilities of grandiose
modern arches, light constructions, mostly steel,
with special covering and multilayered structure.
As before, big investments and different expert
organization are mobilized, the most eminent experts are taking part in the construction of these
systems of traffic infrastructure, which are visual
and vital landmarks of cities, new centers offering
various contents, and which will only in time be
fully affirmed and perceived in the context of an
entire period of society and architecture.
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Global outstanding architectural production
appears as consequence of fast comprehensive
technological and economical improvement.
Traffic infrastructures also run out the transition and rationalization all over the world. The all
kind of traffic is going to be integrated in unique
system improving all their advantages, minimizing their drawback. According to those tendentious becomes revival of railway traffic as well
as importance of city railway terminals, the key
check points in whole railway network.
Modern station facilities are adopted to the
continual railroad network, as well as other forms
of public transport, thus creating the traffic interchange. These interchanges make traveling more
efficient, more comfortable, offering various services to users.
Contemporary railway terminals use passthrough station concept exploiting vertical content
superposition. This concept allows continuity of urban matrix, reduces the occupancy of city property
thus leaving possibilities for more suitable land-use
[9]. These terminals provide better accessibility as
well as great propulsivness through station itself.
Stations of a newer date fulfill the aspect of
sustainable development and environmental protection reducing pollution and noise and making
new city centers.
New city terminals consider several design and
urban integration challenges including:
– integration with different transport, making
multi-modal interchange;
– functional advantages of the pass-trough
type of station towards urban matrix;
– energy efficient solutions for these mega
city hubs;
– commercial developments into new city
centers;
– site responsive design
Finally the renaissance of railway terminals
offer certain specific features regarding the quality and comfort concerning good orientation, the
presence of natural light, climate conditions of big
voluminous spaces… These modern terminals are
opening a glorious new chapter in the history of
railroad terminal architecture.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Great demands and funds which are being invested into these buildings, gathered the most
prominent architects and constructors, offering a
display of modern terminals, which combine the
static and dynamic character of the building into
a unified whole, celebrating new technologies and
speed and opening a new glorious chapter in the
history of railroad terminal architecture.
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Abstract
The subject of this study was to determine
body structure measurement reliability by method
- bioelectrical impedance, in order to identify the
error of measurement of body structure in relation
to different postures specialy in: standard conditions - standing position, and non-standard conditions - seated position. The sample consisted of 25
male subjects, without any bodily or physical impairments. Respondents were not systematically
engaged in any sport. Basic descriptive characteristics of the sample were: Age = 34.0±10.1 yrs,
BH = 183.1±7.2 cm, BM = 88.1±12.1 kg, BMI =
26.37±4.21 kg/m2. Measurement of body composition was performed using bioelectrical impedance
(Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis - BIA), the latest generation of professional machine - In Body
720. The results showed a statistically significant
difference between consecutive measurements
of the model: Test 1 - standing position, Test 2 standing position, and Test 3 - seated position and
at the level of Wilks’ Lambda = 0.277, F = 5.126,
p = 0.000 . Canonical discriminative analysis
showed that the statistically significant difference
between the variability of measurements showed
the following individual variables BMC (Osseous) 0.312, Minerals 0.309, PBF -0.280, Proteins
0.215, ICW 0.210, BFM -0.204 and ECW 0.164.
Based on the obtained results, the mathematical
models by which on statistically significant level
we can make predictions (corrections) of all the
measuring variables from the seated posture in
hypothetical most probable values of standing
posture at the level of accuracy of 80.64% for the
BMC to 99.33% for VFA were calculated.
Key words: bioimpedance, body structure, reliability, model of prediction
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1. Introduction
Morphological characteristics and motor abilities to a large extent are determined by individual
assembly of endogenous and exogenous factors and
are always interesting for the research (Dopsaj et
al, 2009, Eminovic et al., 2011, Radjo et al., 2011).
Body composition - body system (in anthropometry)
is defined as a composition of the human organism,
which is presented by size and grouping of existing
measurable segments from which it is composed
(Gaba et al., 2008). Measurement of body structure through time is essential in order to monitor
the proper physical development, that is, in order to
monitor the trend of changes in body structure such
as the planning of getting / losing weight and setting
realistic framework of “perfect balance” between fat
and lean components. A clear picture of the structure
of the body is also obtained, and it is closely linked
with health status, or non-infectious health risks
(Sprungen et al., 2003, Wielopolski et al., 2009,
Meijer et al., 2011, Pavlica et al., 2012, Soyuer et al.,
2012) in all age groups (Whincup et al., 2002, Stone
et al, 2008, Gaba et al, 2008, Čolakhodžić et al.,
2011). In order to optimize the desirable relationship
between different types of body tissue, measuring
body structure is important for planning resources
and methods of correction, which is largely achieved
by correction of behavior patterns and habits besides
the corrections in nutrition, mainly by increasing
sports activities and physical exercise (Higgins et
al, 2007, Mikkola et al., 2009, Malkogeorgos et al.,
2010, Radjo et al, 2011, Röthlingshöfer et al., 2011,
Čolakhodžić et al., 2011).
For the analysis of the structure of the body there
are several very precise methods: dual-energy Xray absorptionmetry (DXA), densitometry (underwater weighing), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), radiography, neutron activation analysis
and potassium-40 (K40) analysis and bioelectric
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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impedance (Higgins et al., 2007, Röthlingshöfer
et al., 2011). Selection of method depends on the
tests objective, time available and the number of
respondents. Analysis of bioelectrical impedance
is a rapid and noninvasive method for evaluating
body composition in field and clinical conditions
(Buendia et al, 2010, Nortboten et al, 2011). Bioelectric impedance measures body composition
structure by broadcasting low, safe doses of electricity (800 μamp) through the human body.
Also, researches aimed at comparing different
procedures and methods of measurement of body
components in order to define the same external validity are still being intensively conducted (Higgins
et al., 2007, Medrano et al., 2010, Nordbotten et al.,
2011). At this point, there are two basic positions in
which one can make measurements of body structures such as: laying and standing (Gaba et al., 2008,
ACSM, 2006). However, to date there are no published studied that have examined, even validated,
the data measured in seated position. This position
is very important because it allows the measurement
for people who for some reason, e.g. medical, motor, or anatomical reasons can not stand nor lay.
Therefore, the subject of this study is to establish
reliability of body structures measurements method
- bioelectrical impedance, in order to determine the
error of measurement of body structure in relation to
different positions, as well as: standard conditions
- standing posture, and non-standard conditions
- seated posture. In this way, the basis determined
for setting up a working hypothesis and follows:
due to changes in body postures and consequently
switched resistance there will be noted a significant
difference between the measured body composition in function of different measurement postures
- standing and sitting. Based on the hypothesis, we
defined the basic task of the same: correction factors
of prediction of manifestation (actual) value of the
structure of the body based on the results obtained
by measuring the seated posture will be calculated.
In this way, the modification of the standardized
measuring method will be obtained by established
variation methods that can be used for further studies in patients with motor disorders, or patients who,
because of certain disturbances are not able to perform testing in a standing position, such as persons
with acute or chronic diseases or injuries of lower
limb injuries or lower parts of the spinal column.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

2. Method of research
Respondents
The sample consisted of 25 male adult subjects, without any bodily or physical impairment
which are voluntarily participated in the study. Basic
descriptive characteristics of the sample were: Age
= 34.0 ± 10.1 yrs., BH = 183.1 ± 7.2 cm., BM = 88.1
± 12.1 kg. The study was carried out in accordance
with the terms of “Declaration of Helsinki Recommendations Guiding Physicians for in biomedical
research involving human subjects” - (http://www.
cirp.org/library/ethics/helsinki/), and with the approval and consent of the Ethical Commission of
the Faculty sport and Physical Education, University of Belgrade.
Method of measurement
Measurement of body composition was performed using bioelectrical impedance (Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis) - In Body 720 Tetrapolar
8-Point Tactile Electrode System (Biospace, Co..,
Ltd.), which used DSM-BIA method (Direct segmental Multi-Frequency Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis).
All measurements were performed in the period
March - April 2012. The subjects were measured
three times consecutively (trial to trial method),
where the first two measurements were conducted
in the standard standing posture, while the third was
carried in the seated (Figures 1 and 2) and in the following way: after the body analyzer in a standing
position registered value of the body mass, the respondent quickly took the hand electrodes simultaneously in the hands and occupy the position of sitting on a wooden box dimensions 40 x 40 x 40 cm,
just sitting on the back half of gluteus part of the
pelvic region, with feet placed in the position angle
of 90° of knee joints, feet positioned on the lower
electrode, while the hand was distant under the angle of 10 to 15o. Pause between measurements was
2 minutes, during which the subjects stood.
Measurements were performed respecting the
following requirements of measuring procedures:
measurements were performed in the morning
(between 9 and 10 AM); evening before measurements the subjects were not taking any food after 9
PM and on the day of measurement had no breakfast or drinking liquids; 12 and 48 hours before
1449
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measuring no physical activity and alcohol was
aloud, respectively; before the measurements subjects had all the basic physiological needs (ACSM,
2006, Heyward, 2006).

Figures 1 and 2. The positions of the body
composition measurements (standing and seated
posture)
1450

Variables
In this study the following ten variables which
define the body composition were included: BM weight expressed in kg; BMI - body mass index,
expressed in kg/m2; ICW, Intra Cellular Water expressed in L; ECW, extra cellular water - expressed in L; Proteins - expressed in kg; Minerals
- expressed in kg; BMC, bone mineral content (osseous) - expressed in kg; BFM, body fat mass - expressed in kg; PBF, percent of body fat - expressed
in%; VFA, Visceral fat area - expressed in cm2.
Statistical data analysis
All results were first subjected to descriptive
statistical analysis in order to define the basic measures of central tendency and dispersion of data
(mean, SD, cV%, Std. Error, 95% confidence interval - lower and upper bound). After that by applying MANOVA the general difference between
measurements was defined, while the method of
Repeated Measures (ANOVA Repeated) defined
the difference between the partial individual measurements variables. The difference between the
measurement of individual variables was determined using the Bonferoni criterion, the probability level of 95%, and p values 0.05. Also, the
structure variables and the level difference in standardized multivariate space are determined by using canonical discriminate analysis.
For defining model corrections betwe e n measured (manifest - in seated position) and the most
probable (latent - in the standing position) values of

the variables of body structure a method of linear regression, was used, where the values of x belonged
to manifest space measured in seated position for
values of y, which belongs to the latent predictive
space from standing measurements position.
In this way, a mathematical modeling based
on which can be made measurements of the position in seated posture statistically most probable
values of the variables which define the structure
of the body in a standing position was conducted.
Both models provide a valuable tool that can validate hypothetical most probable that is, the actual
structure of the body in the event that the respondents healthy or mobility reasons can not be measured in the standing position of t he DSM-BIA
method of bioimpedace. For all statistical analysis
software SPSS Statistics 17.0 was used.
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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4. Research results
Table 1 presents the results of basic descriptive
statistics of variables in the structure of the body
compared to the measuring position (Test 1 and
2 - the standing position, Test 3 - seated position).
Table 2 presents the results of MANOVA - general differences between the observed variables of
body composition in relation to the measurement
position (standing and sitting) and ANOVA - partial difference between the observed variables of
body structure in relation to the measurement position (standing and sitting).
The results of Canonical discriminant functions
analysis showed that raw results of the measure-

ments are valid for the multivariate analysis because
the null hypothesis of equality of population covariance matrices was confirmed (Box’s M=123.74, F=
1.417, p=0.012). The results of selected discriminant
functions showed that the variables are separated by
first function of statistically significant differences
between the measurements (Wilks’ lambda=0.296,
Chi-square=75.99, p=0.000), whereas at other functions of the data differences were not identified
(Wilks’ Lambda=0.999, chi-square=0.044, p=1.000)
Table 3 shows the results of the variables separated in the Structure Matrix Canonical discriminant functions in relation to the measurement position (standing and sitting).

Table 1. Results of descriptive statistics of variables in the structure of the body relative to the position
measurement

TM
(kg)
BMI
(kg/m2)
ICW
(l)
ECW
(l)
Proteins
(kg)
Minerals
(kg)
BMC
(kg)
BFM
(kg)
PBF
(%)
VFA (cm2)

Tests

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Std.
Error

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

88.05
88.02
88.02
26.37
26.37
26.37
32.87
32.86
32.25*
19.77
19.77
20.99
14.20
14.20
15.24*
4.87
4.87
5.44**
4.02
4.02
4.51**
16.34
16.32
11.09*
17.94
17.91
12.25**
92.38
91.57
80.61

12.10
12.13
12.10
4.21
4.22
4.21
3.36
3.17
4.09
2.36
2.12
2.51
1.45
1.36
1.78
0.55
0.51
0.68
0.46
0.43
0.57
9.01
8.67
6.07
7.02
6.58
5.30
39.23
38.35
38.16

2.53
2.53
2.53
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10
1.67
1.67
1.67
1.32
1.32
1.32
8.05
8.05
8.05

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
83.01
82.97
82.98
24.62
24.61
24.62
31.39
31.37
33.77
18.80
18.80
20.02
13.56
13.56
14.60
4.63
4.63
5.20
3.81
3.81
4.30
13.01
12.98
7.77
15.30
15.27
9.61
76.32
75.50
64.55

Upper Bound
93.09
93.06
93.07
28.12
28.12
28.12
34.36
34.34
36.73
20.74
20.74
21.96
14.84
14.84
15.88
5.11
5.11
5.68
4.22
4.22
4.71
19.68
19.66
14.43
20.58
20.55
14.89
10.8.45
107.63
96.68

* Differences (Bonferroni criteria): p < 0.05 Test 1 vs Test 3; p < 0.05 Test 2 vs Test 3;
** Differences (Bonferroni criteria): p < 0.005 Test 1 vs Test 3; p < 0.005 Test 2 vs Test 3;
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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Table 2. Results of MANOVA and ANOVA – (general differences between positions and partial difference between the observed variables in relation to the position of measurement)
Multivariate Test (MANOVA)
Effect
Test
Source

Test

Wilks’ Lambda
Dependent
Variable
TM
BMI
ICW
ECW
Proteini
Minerali
BMC
BFM
PBF
VFA

Hypothesis Error
Sig.
df
df
0.277
5.126a
22.00
114.00 0.000
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects (ANOVA)
Value

F

Type III Sum
of Squares
0.01
0.00
87.46
22.81
16.49
5.03
3.68
421.13
493.56
1987.05

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0.01
0.00
43.73
11.40
8.24
2.52
1.84
210.57
246.78
993.53

0.000
0.000
3.447
2.095
3.477
7.448
7.596
3.272
6.133
0.667

1.000
1.000
0.038
0.131
0.037
0.001
0.001
0.044
0.004
0.516

Table 3. Results separated by Structure Matrix
Canonical discriminant functions
Variables
BMC (Osseous)
Minerali
PBF
Proteini
ICW
BFM
ECW
Viscleral_Fat_Area
TM
BMI

Function
1
0.312*
0.309*
-0.280*
0.215*
0.210*
-0.204*
0.164*
-0.092
0.000
0.000

2
0.160
0.147
-0.080
0.189
0.188
-0.093
0.084
0.285*
0.041*
0.018*

Partial Eta Observed
Squared
Powerb
0.473
1.000
Partial Eta Observed
Squared
Powerb
0.000
0.050
0.000
0.050
0.095
0.627
0.060
0.416
0.095
0.631
0.184
0.932
0.187
0.937
0.090
0.603
0.157
0.875
0.020
0.158

for Function 1 and 2, respectively; Test 2 Z score
-1.048 and - 0.032 for Function 1 and 2, respectively; Test 3 Z score 2.130 and 0.000 for Function
1 and 2, respectively) and at Z score differences
between tests for discriminative canonical function one (Test 1 vs. Test 3 – 3.211 Z Scores, Test
2 vs. Test 3-3.178 Z scores, and Test 1 vs. Test 1
- 0.033 Z scores).

Pooled within-groups correlations between discriminating
variables and standardized canonical discriminant functions
Variables ordered by absolute size of correlation within function.
* Largest absolute correlation between each variable and
any discriminant function

Figure 3 showed two-dimensional plot of the
centroid belonging to each of the three tests (Test
1 - standing position, Test 2 - standing position retest, Test 3 - seated position). Differences between
the three tests are evident at statistically significant values (Wilks’ lambda = 0.296, chi-square =
75.99, p = 0.000; Test 1 Z score -1.081 and 0.032
1452

Figure 3. Showing results Z score between the
test measurements (Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3)
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Table 4. Prediction models: Upright bioimpedance Vs. Seated bioimpedance
Linear regression models between Test 2 vs. Test 3
Variables vs.
Adjusted R
Standard Error
Regression model of
Prediction
tests (Test 2 vs.
Square
F value
(in Measurement
prediction
Signif. p
Test 3)
(Adj. R2)
units)
ICW
y = 0.7159x + 7.6152
0.8492
124.9
0.000
1.230 (L)
ECW
y = 0.8181x + 2.5976
0.9361
323.4
0.000
0.535 (L)
Proteini
y = 0.7035x + 3.4809
0.8390
115. 7
0.000
0.545 (kg)
Minerali
y = 0.6741x + 1.1992
0.8064
92.6
0.000
0.223 (kg)
BMC
y = 0.6859x + 0.9244
0.8225
102.9
0.000
0.182 (kg)
BFM
y = 1.3642x + 1.1868
0.9044
209.1
0.000
2.682 (kg)
PBF
y = 1.1626x + 3.6689
0.8712
149.8
0.000
2.362 (%)
VFA
y = 1.0019x + 10.8061
0.9933
3253.5
0.000
3.144 (cm2)

Stand.
Error
(in %)
3.74
2.71
3.84
4.58
4.53
16.43
13.19
3.43

y = predictive values for standing position; x = measured values from sitting position.

Table 4 presents models of prediction of individual variables of body structure, as the correction factors of applying methods of bioimpedance
between sitting and standing positions.
Discussion
Determination of body structure of human subjects is a common method, not only in different
disciplines but also in medical anthropology and
sports sciences. As a result of these needs in recent
years the interest in new techniques and methods
for determining body composition in athletes and
other populations increased. Especially, the research
aroused from the need of conditioned body composition measurement in people who for some reason
- health, anatomical or motor can be measured only
in seated position. The results showed a statistically
significant difference between consecutive measurements under the model: Test 1 - standing position, Test 2 - upright position, and Test 3 - seated
position and at the level of Wilks’ Lambda = 0.277,
F = 5.126, p = 0.000 (Table 2), which confirms
the basic hypothesis of the research instrument for
measuring body composition InBody 720 measure
body composition in men differently in relation to
the standing and sitting position measurements. Individual variables that represent the different body
tissues and at which statistically significant partial
differences were found are: the amount of water inside the cell (ICW), F=3.477, p=0.038; protein (protein), F=3.477, p=0.037, mineral volume (minerals),
F=7.448, p=0.001; mineral content in bones (BMC
- osseus), F=7.596, p=0.001; absolute amount of
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

body fat (BFM), F=3.272, p=0.044, and the percentage adipose tissue in the body (PBF), F=6.133,
p=0.004 (Table 2). In other words, a total of 10 variables which define body composition, by measuring
in seated position a statistically significant difference compared to the measurements in standing position was found at 6 variables (Table 1 and Table 2).
Canonical discriminative analysis showed that
the highest variability between measurements carried the following individual variables (Table 3):
BMC (osseous) 0.312, Minerals 0.309, PBF -0.280,
Proteins 0.215, ICW 0.210, BFM -0.204 and ECW
0.164. Given set of variables caused the centroid
position of the general variability of the first two
measurements, which were realized in the standing
position did not differ (Figure 3 difference test 1 Vs.
Test 2 = -0.033 Z score), while the difference between measurements at different positions on level
of 3.211 that is 3.178 Z score (Figure 1 and Figure
3 Test 1 vs. Test 3 - 3.211 Z scores, Test 2 vs. Test
3 - 3.178 Z scores).
Impedance represents the total resistance of
biological conductor current and depends on two
components: resistance, resistance of the total
body water as the electrolyte and the reactivity of
the resistance-capacitance (reaction). For purposes of measurement and analysis human body is divided into logical cylinders (arms, legs, torso), and
electrical resistance (impedance) tube depends on
its length and cross section. Since the change of
position measurements led to changes in cylinder
form, it is probable that this is a cause of differences in hard tissue (bones, minerals), intracellular fluid, proteins and fats.
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Using the linear regression analysis highly significant mathematical models of prediction have
been defined (Table 4, Minerals Adj R2 = 80.64%
until the VFA Adj R2 = 99.33%) of individual
variables of body composition, that is, equations
of dependence have been calculated based on possible values in relation to measurement in standing
position (Table 4). In this way the correction models that prevent measurement errors from the seated position were made, based on which one can
perform conversion of body composition values
which values measured in seated position mathematically transform into values of measurements
in seated position. All defined models are statistically significant at the level p = 0.000, while the
measurement errors are in the range of ± 0.182 kg
for the BMC to ± 3.144 cm2 for VFA compared to
the absolute value of measurement units (Table 4).
In relation t o the relative values of measurement error (S t andard Error - The standard error
of the estima t e is a measure of the accuracy of
predictions made with a regression line) that are
expressed in percentages (%) compared to the average prediction error are found in ranging from
ECW = ± 2.71% to BFM = ± 16.43% (Table 4).
Conclusions
The subject of this study was to determine body
structure measurement reliability by method - bioelectrical impedance, in order to identify the error of
measurement of body structure in relation to different postures specialy in: standard conditions - standing posture, and non-standard conditions - seated
posture. In this way by modification of the standardized measurement procedure, by measuring in
standing position, by scientific method corrections
for new version of measurement was defined - in
seated position, which can be validly applied in patients with motor disorders, or patients who, because
of certain disturbances are not able to carry out the
testing in standing position, such as those with acute
or chronic diseases or injuries of lower limb injuries
or lower parts of the spinal cord.
The results showed a statistically significant difference between consecutive measurements under
the model: Test 1 - standing position, Test 2 - standing position, and Test 3 - seated position and at the
level of Wilks’ Lambda = 0.277, F = 5.126, p =
1454

0.000 (Table 2). Individual variables that represent
the different body tissues and at which statistically
significant partial differences were found are: the
amount of water inside the cell (ICW), F = 3.477,
p = 0.038; protein (protein), F = 3.477, p = 0.037,
mineral volume (minerals), F = 7.448, p = 0.001;
bone mineral contents (BMC - osseus), F = 7.596,
p = 0.001; absolute amount of body fat (BFM), F =
3.272, p = 0.044, and the percentage fat tissue in the
body (PBF), F = 6.133, p = 0.004 (Table 2).
Canonical discriminative analysis showed that
the highest variability between measurements
carried the following individual variables (Table
3): BMC (osseous) 0.312, Minerals 0.309, PBF
-0.280, Proteins 0.215, ICW 0.210, BFM -0.204
and ECW 0.164. Given set of variables caused the
centroid position of the general variability of the
first two measurements, which were realized in
the standing position did not differ (Figure 3 difference test 1 Vs. Test 2 = -0.033 Z score), while
the difference between measurements at different
positions on level of 3.211 that is 3.178 Z score
(Figure 1, 2 and 3 Test 1 vs. Test 3 - 3.211 Z scores,
Test 2 vs. Test 3 - 3.178 Z scores).
Using the linear regression analysis highly significant mathematical models of prediction have
been defined by which the correction of the observed variables form the seated position related
to the standing position can be preformed, and in
the level of Adj R2 = 80.64% for minerals to Adj
R2 = 99.33% for VFA. Calculated errors of measurement of prediction based on the standing position are measured in the range of ± 0.182 kg for
the BMC to ± 3.144 cm 2 for VFA in relation to the
absolute value of measurement units, that is from
± 2.71% kg for ECW to ± 16.43% for the BFA.
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Abstract
In the contemporary theory and practice, the
term creative accounting caused many controversies. Academic and scientific debate about
the feasibility, legality and ethics of the use of
creative accounting are very well in focus today.
However, reflection on this subject in terms of
scientific resources in the Republic of Serbia, are
still in their early stages. Therefore, one of the
main objectives of this research will be the extent to which creative accounting is represented
and accepted as a legal tool of financial reporting in Serbia. In the first part of our paper we
will consider the creative accounting basics in
business and its implementation in modern business practice. We will familiarize the reader with
the notion of creative accounting and its essential methods, and causes of its existence as well.
Ethical principles in accounting and audit, and
their significance for the accountants and auditors will be also presented. The second part will
present the research methodology and results of
a creative accounting implementation research
conducted in Serbia. Finally, authors will provide
some suggestions for minimizing the negative effects of creative accounting application in Serbia.
Key words: ethical principles, creative accounting, financial reporting, Serbia
1. Introduction
Founders of ethics spoke about the epistemological unity of the three inseparable sciences: ethics, economics and politics, which comprise the
core of life of the community as a whole. One, it
was believed, that does not know how to master
them, will not be able to overcome the principles
of economic development of their own household
and the state adequately, and consequently, will
not be able to rule the country. Business ethics,
as a part of ethics, tried to answer important ques1456

tions about a man as homo faber within work organizations. Since business ethics is not only the
special social science, but also explicative, normative and applied science; it is therefore exceptionally important to emphasize that all ethical categories find their application in today’s businesses and
man as an individual employee within the work
organization. In our study we will specifically address the impact that business ethics had in developing a code of ethics in accounting and auditing.
We will explain the causes of creative accounting
existence, and possible methods of its prevention.
Consequently we define the main hypotheses
of our paper:
Hypothesis 1: Creative accounting in Serbia is
considered as an illegal operation.
Hypothesis 2: Creative accounting implementation is correlated with economic system development.
In order to properly comprehend this phenomenon, our approach is deductive; it begins with analysis of the existence of applied business ethics and
business ethics; and accordingly the importance of
their existence in struggle to decrease the practice
of creative accounting. We will present the review
of other authors’ findings on the cause and the formal and substantive nature of creative accounting.
Creative accounting has its background not solely
in financial accounting and ethics, but in the auditing as well.
2. Literature Review
There are different definitions of creative accounting, but they all point to the same or a similar
meaning: tax smoothing, income smoothing, cosmetic accounting and financial engineering. In the
American literature preferred and frequently used
term is earnings management, while in Europe the
most common term is creative accounting. ConseVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013
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quently, we will use this term when discussing the
creative accounting concept. This term refers to
the process by which accountants use knowledge
of accounting principles to manipulate the way the
balance sheet and income statement items are presented and valued in the financial statements.
Creative accounting involves the repetitive selection of accounting measurement or reporting
rules in a particular pattern, the effect of which is
to report a stream of income with a smaller variation from trend than would otherwise have appeared (Copeland, 1968). It became apparent that
the creative accounting practices were not constrained to one instrument – the convertible bond
– but to a whole range of operating and financing
techniques, having a consistent underlying aim
(Shah, 1998). However, the existing literature is
silent on whether the stock price benefits of using expectation management and earnings management outweigh their associated penalties (Das,
Kim and Patro, 2011). The concept of creative
(creativeness), a depiction contrary to consistency
and conservative in accounting principles, is typically used as a cynical remark for corporate advanced executives who secretly prettify financial
reports without complying with long-established
practices and conventions (Hsieh and Tsai, 2005).
Contracting factors such as bonus contracts and
debt covenants are impacting actual choices (Watts
and Zimmerman, 1986). Mutual to all definitions
is that creative accounting is used by accountants
in order to transform the accounting value. With
the aim of meeting specific control objectives, accountants use legally permitted application of accounting choices in the assets valuation and other
practices. Most authors in the field of accounting
and financial reporting consider creative accounting as a phenomenon that is well-established and
can be regularly found in practice.
The authors generally agree that the creative
accounting has become more important with the
ownership and management functions separation. The relationship between the owner and the
agent (manager) is explained by Agency Theory.
This theory states that principals and agents seek
to maximize utility for themselves, meaning that
managers will react in the interest of the owner
only when the actions contribute to his own benefit (Gowthorpe, 2009: p. 28).
Volume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

The reasons for the creative accounting existence in the modern market conditions could be
found in the valuation of shares of public joint
stock companies at capital markets and stock exchanges. Companies strive for more balanced presentation of the financial results, trying to avoid
large discrepancies and deviations from the expected or usual amount of financial results. This
can be achieved by so-called income smoothing,
by undertaking the higher as possible capitalization of costs related to acquirement of assets and
their subsequent maintenance, in the years when
the financial result is lower than expected. Also, in
the process of assets valuation, when revaluation
model is used, management can select the lowest
value from multiple values, thus creating hidden
reserves that can be used in the current years for
financial result increase. This type of creative accounting is now widely used by the public joint
stock companies because it allows a smaller impact of the financial results on stock prices of
quoted entity. It is well known that the publication of negative or significantly lower financial result, compared to the previous accounting periods,
harmfully affects the movement of stock prices of
the company. Creative accounting thus increases
the cost of borrowing significantly, if it becomes
known, especially if financial markets are unsure
about the true extent of creative accounting (Bernoth and Wolff, 2008). If management believes
that disclosure of financial result beyond the average could lead shareholders to demand distribution of realized income in the form of dividends,
this type of creative accounting is particularly
suitable.
Creative accounting is influenced by two key
motivators: stakeholder contracts and performance indicators, which motivate management to
focus on certain accounting ratios – earnings per
share and gearing (Shah, 1998). Shareholders also
benefit from the fact that managers can manipulate reported earnings to smooth income since this
may decrease the apparent volatility of earnings
and so increase the value of their shares (Blake,
Bond, Amat and Oliveras, 2000). There is a thin
line between the use of these methods of creative
accounting and operation, which according to International Standards on Auditing (ISA) is defined
as a criminal act. A deliberate act, including fraud,
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is conducted by one or more persons who belong
to the management of a company and are responsible for managing the company, employees, or a
third party, in order to gain unfair or illegal gain
(Petrovic, 2008: p. 43). Unauthorized manipulation of the recognition of revenues and costs is one
of the most common criminal acts in the accounting records. Note the Enron which has used this
illegal method to present the excess in sales revenue of USD 100 billion dollars (Thibodeau and
Frier, 2011: p. 25). Similarly, the company WorldCom has recognized sales revenue in the financial
statements in excess of USD 958 million dollars
(Thibodeau and Frier, 2011: p. 7).
The management of the entity can use the methods of creative accounting when desire to draw attention to the main stakeholders of the company
from the undesirable news or information that
has been released. An example is the company Kmart in the United States (US) that displayed the
financial result increased by about USD 160 million dollars to mitigate the effect of information
that has been declared for the second-largest retail
chain in the US (Amat, 2004). Nevertheless, one
should bear in mind that an experienced investor
or a broker company should be able to see through
this action and comprehend the increased financial
results as a sign of company weakness.
3. Research model and results
To determine whether the economic system
of Serbia justifies the application of creative accounting, research has been conducted in the period from November 2011 to February 2012. For
processing the collected data and presentation of
the results, authors used Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS). The total number
of companies surveyed is 190, but the complete
questionnaires have been provided by 49 companies, as shown by the following graphs. This gives
response rate of 25.79% which is considered as
satisfactory. The survey has been conducted using questionnaires that have been sent by e-mail.
Collected data includes primary sources that are
considered more reliable in the study then the data
obtained from the secondary sources. The study
included the largest industrial cities in Serbia.
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Table 1. The sample companies by geographical
origin
City
Belgrade
Novi Sad
Subotica
Valjevo
Priboj
Vrnjacka banja
Nis
Uzice
Pancevo
Sid
Smederevo
Total

Number of
companies
22
9
3
1
1
1
4
3
2
1
2
49

Percentage
44.9%
18.4%
6.1%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
8.2%
6.1%
4.1%
2.0%
4.1%
100.0%

Source: authors’ data

Respondents in surveyed companies are managers of the business entities or chief accountants,
while the companies themselves belong to both
private and public sector. We believe that a competent person for the questionnaire fulfillment has
to be in the accounting profession or responsible
for managing the company.
The chart number one presents the answers to
the question of whether respondents are familiar
with the term creative accounting or not. Out of 49
respondents, 32 considered themselves being fully
or somewhat familiar with the term of creative accounting, while 17 respondents were not familiar
with this term. We believe that these results are
satisfactory in terms of accounting and auditing
practices development in Serbia.

Chart 1. Familiarity with the term creative
accounting
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Table 2. Position of the respondents by the type of industry
Type of industry
Banking industry
Telecommunications
Autoparts and car repair
Cosmetics
Public sector
Pharmacy
Construction
Merchandize
Marketing
Accessories
Home applience
Auditing
Food and beverages
Insurance
Manufacturing
Toy industry
Education
Textile industry
Business consulting
Petroleum products production
Travel agency
Total

Internal auditor
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

Accountant
5
0
2
2
0
0
0
5
1
1
2
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
23

Manager
1
1
0
0
1
1
2
4
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
0
0
1
0
17

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
6

Total
8
1
2
2
2
1
3
11
2
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
49

Source: authors’ data

Respondents that declared they are not familiar with term creative accounting did not respond
to the following questions. Meaning that on chart
number two, percentage of these respondents will
not be included in presentation of the results, leaving total number of respondents to 32 persons.
Surprising results are obtained when respondents
are asked if they believe that creative accounting is
a legal action in the management of business entities. Only 6 participants of 32 believed that creative
accounting is legal, while almost half believed that
these methods violate the regulations.
At first glance, one can conclude that respondents have a clear idea of when the law is breached
and when this is not the case. However, we need to
point out that almost 40% of the respondents did
not give an opinion on whether creative accounting is legal. These respondents altogether with the
percentage of respondents, who believed that creative accounting is legal, make more than a half of
the sample. Also, we believe that the respondents
may have an incentive to provide socially desirable responses or responses that have been consisVolume 8 / Number 3 / 2013

tent with ethical principles. Results are presented
on the chart number two.

Chart 2. Legality of creative accounting
Most authors suggest that creative accounting
is more prevalent in developing companies, entities that have significant financial difficulties and
function in generally unhealthy market conditions.
Therefore, the respondents were asked whether they
thought that the use of creative accounting is more
common in developed or in undeveloped companies.
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We can notice that both charts number three
and four indicate that respondents believe creative
accounting has higher possibility of implementation in undeveloped companies compared to the
companies that are highly developed.

pression. The respondents considered the most efficient methods of creative accounting prevention
are improvement of economic conditions, legislation and consistent implementation of IFRS. According to 12 respondents, education of managers
and employees has medium influence on creative
accounting practice. Respondents were asked if
they believed that illegal form of creative accounting and unethical behavior of accountants and
managers could present one of the obstacles to EU
integration of Serbia. Surprisingly, 15 out of 32 respondents considered them as obstacles to integration. Quarter of the sample respondents claimed
that they could not evaluate if previously stated is
true. Results are presented on chart number five.

Chart 3. The frequency of creative accounting
practice in developed companies in Serbia

Chart 5. Are illegal creative accounting practice
and unethical behavior one of the obstacles to
integration to EU?
Chart 4. The frequency of creative accounting
practice in undeveloped companies in Serbia
Table number three presents the opinions of
respondents towards the level of efficiency of certain methods of creative accounting practice sup-

4. Conclusions
Creative accounting effects can be very broadly positioned from unethical and illegal, to unethical but still legal operations. Despite numerous theoretical disputes about whether creative
accounting is a felony or not, there is almost no

Table 3. In what level the following instruments affect creative accounting suppression?
Methods
Legislation
Implementation of IFRS
Managers and employees
education
Improvement of economic
conditions
Total

Minimum
impact
3
2

Low
impact
1
3

Insignificant
impact
5
6

Significant
impact
7
6

Most
significant
16
15

3

2

12

6

9

32

2

3

6

4

17

32

10

9

29

23

57

128

Total
32
32

Source: authors’ data
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major dilemma even among ethicists that such
kind of accounting operations is unethical for a
number of different but closely inter-related reasons. Considering the findings of our research,
both hypotheses have been confirmed. Although,
we need to point out that having in mind the first
hypothesis, the results could be deceiving since
respondents could have provided socially desirable answers. The highest number of respondents
believes creative accounting as an illegal practice.
Still, these results could also suggest that in Serbia
companies consider creative accounting as illegal
practice because this form of creative accounting
is more established than legal. There is a possibility if accountants fully comprehended the benefits
of creative accounting, they would rarely misuse
its implementation in financial reporting.
Accountants and primarily managers are forced
to use creative accounting in difficult financial
conditions in order to achieve their goals. This has
been proved to be correct based on the results of
our research that is related to our second hypothesis. Authors believe that in order to minimize
the negative effects of creative accounting, additional trainings of employees and the publicity of
creative accounting abuse are very important. In
order to achieve the previous goal, the focus has
to be on two main issues: permanently education
of accountants and managers, and improvement
of general financial conditions. At the same time,
the state has to provide greater legal certainty and
efficiency in opposing illegal creative accounting.
Finally, a key role in clarifying this very important
concept, such as creative accounting, has a society
that creates certain ethical principles, values and
norms at all levels.
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